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CORRELATION FOR KovATS RETENTION INDEX OF C9-C2 6 MONO
ALKYL AND POLYMETHYL ALKANES AND ALKENES

FARHAD KHORASHEH, MURRAY R. GRAY and MILAN L. SELUCKY*

Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2G6 (Canada)

(First received March 7th, 1989; revised manuscript received June 30th, 1989)

SUMMARY

Correlations based on graph theoretic indices are proposed for prediction of the
Kovats retention index of high-molecular-weight monoalkyl and polymethyl alkanes
and alkenes. As a test for the proposed correlations, the Kovats index of monoalkyl
hexadecanes in the C1S-C2 7 range were experimentally measured and compared with
predicted values. Agreement between experimental and predicted values were quite
satisfactory with an average error of 8 index units.

INTRODUCTION

The Kovats retention index system1 is a logarithmic system where the
logarithmic retention of a substance is interpolated between those of two standard
compounds. Although any homologous series of organic compounds can be used as
standards, originally n-alkanes were used exclusively.The retention index, I, is defined
as:

(1)

where tR is the net retention time and z represents an n-alkane with z carbon atoms. For
linear-temperature-programmed gas chromatography, I can be expressed as:

(2)

Because of the relationship between structure and retention index of organic
compounds, Kovats retention index system can be used to identify a component based
on its retention behavior. The retention index for a compound depends on the
stationary phase, the column temperature, and the structure of the compound. The
correlations between structure and retention index for various stationary phases and
temperatures have been the subject of many investigations since the initial work by
Kovats. All of the methods have one common approach; the retention index is
predicted from one or more structural features of the compound.

0021-9673(89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Some investigators have taken the group-additivity approach for the prediction
of I from structural formula of the compound. Group-additivity methods have been
extensively studied by Benson? for prediction of thermochemical properties. The main,.
hypothesis is that a property of a compound can be expressed as the sum of additive
contributions from every structural group of the molecule.

Takacs and co-workers":" in a series of publications developed a scheme for
prediction of Kovats retention indexes based on additive index contributions from
individual bonds. They gave the index contributions for some 125different bond types
involved in saturated hydrocarbons, 118bond types involving double bonds, and some
50 bonds involving aromatic and cyclic hydrocarbons. With such a large number of
structural parameters, one would expect a high degree of accuracy for the predictive
ability of Takacs method. The approach of Takacs and co-workers, however, has
received critical reviews. Vanheertum" used the method of Takacs to predict the
Kovats index of some 80 paraffinic and olefinic compounds. For approximately 20%
of the compounds, the error in predicted values was in excess of 10index units (i.u.). He
suggested that the method be expanded to include index contributions from a more
complete set of bonds. Such an approach would give rise to even a larger number of
structural parameters. Souter", on the other hand, criticized the validity of Takacs
approach. He suggested that predictive methods based on additivity assumption
should involve as few groups as possible.

Spivakovskii et aUo used 28 structural groups for describing aliphatic alcohols
and saturated hydrocarbons. The groups considered were structural "fragments"
involving several types of bonds rather than a unique bond. The retention index
was expressed as the summation of additive index contributions from individual
fragments. The individual group contributions were obtained from experimental
retention indices of some 97 C6-C9 aliphatic alcohols and alkanes on squalane using
a least squares regression analysis. They reported a mean square error of7 i.u. between
calculated and experimental values.

Other than additivity schemes, empirical correlations, have been developed, for
example by Dimov and Papazovall

-
1 3

, for prediction of I for various classes of
organic compounds. A detailed list of these investigations is included in ref. 3.

Some investigators, for example Castello et al.i", Schomburg and Dielmann '"
and Kissin and co-workers'v!", have found it more useful to use group additivity
methods for prediction of 61, i.e. the difference between the retention index of
a compound and that for the corresponding n-alkane. Each structural group has an
additive contribution to (j/. These methods also require a significant number of
structural parameters to accurately predict (j/.

Many authors who have published structure-retention relationships, do not
claim the correlation to be the only means of identification. Rather, it should be
complementary to other identification methods such as gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry. The recommendation of Souter? is thus reasonable that a predictive
method for calculation of Kovats index should include as few structural parameters as
possible.

The idea of using a few structural parameters for prediction of physical and
thermodynamic properties of organic compounds has been studied by many
investigators who have developed property-structure relationships based on graph
theoretic approaches.
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GRAPH-THEORETIC APPROACH FOR PREDICTION OF KovATS INDEX

3

Chemical graphs allow for mathematical representation ofmolecular structures.
A graph is a set ofvertices or points which are connected to each other by edges or lines.
In a chemical graph, atoms other than hydrogen represent vertices and bonds represent
edges. In terms of matrices, a graph can be represented by either an adjacency matrix,
A, or by a distance matrix, D. These matrices are square matrices where rows (or
columns) represent the atoms (vertices) ofa chemical graph. The entries of the distance
matrix, dij' represent the bond distance between vertices i andj. The entry aij of the
adjacency matrix is 1if i and j are connected by a bond, or 0 if i and j are not connected.

One graph-theoretic approach for prediction of Kovats index is based on
topology-information correlations as proposed by Chretien and co-workers/P'<". In
this approach, molecular structure for a compound in a family of compounds, for
example alkenes, is represented by a graph which is generated from a focus point, for
example the double bond in alkenes, based on the concept ofELCO (an Environment
which is Limited, Concentric and Ordered). Superposition of these graphs gives the
characteristic "imprint" for that particular family ofcompounds. Associated with this
"imprint" are topological sites for which perturbation parameters are obtained from
regression analysis of the available experimental Kovats indices. Kovats index for
a particular compound can thus be predicted based on its structure (topological sites)
and the associated perturbation parameters.

The topology-information correlation approach is quite a powerful technique
for prediction of retention index. It utilizes a rather small number of parameters (one
for each site) and provides an accuracy comparable to the more traditional methods
based on additivity principles which use numerous parameters. In the case of
n-alkenes, for example Dubois et al.20

, the retention indices were predicted using
a 25-parameter correlation. The correlation coefficient was 0.9999 and standard
deviation of 1.64.

Another graph theoretic approach for prediction of retention index, which uses
even fewer parameters (as few as one or two), is based on correlations using graph
theoretic indices. A graph theoretic index is a single number which mathematically
characterizes the pattern of interconnections between atoms. The application of graph
indices for property estimation was first realized by Wiener 2 5 in 1947. Since then,
many different indices were proposed and applied for property estimation. Most of
these indices are either based on the properties of the adjacency matrix or on the
properties of the distance matrix. A review of these indices and their application is
given by Rouvray/".

Randic's connectivity index, X, and the Wiener index, W, have been used by some
investigators for correlating the Kovats retention index of some classes of organic
compounds. Such correlations depend on the stationary phase and the column
temperature. The connectivity index of Randle"? is defined as:

(3)

where Vi and Vj are the degrees of vertices i and j, respectively, and the summation
extends over all edges. The degree of vertex i is defined as the number of edges
connected to vertex i. From a chemical viewpoint, the degree of vertex i represents the
order of the corresponding carbon.
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Randic2 7
,2 8 showed that Kovats retention index for alkanes can be correlated

with the connectivity index. From the properties of the connectivity index and the
definition of the Kovats index, such as correlation would be a linear relationship given
by the following equation:

1= 200(X - 1.4142) + 300 (4)

The factor of 200 converts the Kovats retention scale to that of the connectivity values
while 1.4142 and 300 are connectivity and Kovats indices for propane, respectively.
The above equation is exact for the n-alkane series, however, deviation from linearity is
observed when considering isomeric compounds. Randic-" suggested that such
deviations from linearity were due to interactions between some methyl-methyl
fragments in highly branched structures and improved the correlation by introducing
a correction factor:

1= 200(X - 1.4142) + 300 + (T3 ) 2 (5)

where T 3 is the number of methyl-methyl fragments separated by 3 carbon atoms.
With only two structural parameters, namely Xand T3 , the error in the predicted values
of I was comparable with more sophisticated predictive methods based on numerous
parameters. Several correlations between the retention index and the connectivity
index were proposed by Gassiot-Matas and Firpo-Pamies/" for various classes of
compounds, and by Kaliszan and co-workers3 0

-
3 2 for more complex structures such

as pyrazine carbothioamide derivatives, polycyclic aromatics, and complex cyclic
alcohols and methyl esters.

One difficulty in applying the Randic approach for alkyl substituted alkanes and
alkenes is that the index does not have a high discriminating power for various isomers.
For example the position of the alkyl substituent on the chain is not reflected in the
index value. The index value for 4-methyl, 5-methyl, 6-methyl, ... , nl2-methyl isomers
of methyl-a-alkane all have the same connectivity index. However, I is strongly
affected by the position of branches with respect to the main chain.

Bonchev et al.3 3 correlated the Kovats retention index of monoalkyl and
o-dialkylbenzenes on squalane at 413 K with the Wiener index, W. The Wiener index
for a structure is obtained from its distance matrix, D, and is defined as:

W= 1/2("'iiij)
',J

(6)

W is the total number of bonds existing between all atoms in a molecular graph and it
depends on the size and the shape of the skeletal network. The smaller the number is,
the more compact is the corresponding structure.

Bonchev et al.3 3 suggested the following equation for predicting the Kovats
retention index, I, for monoalkyl and o-dialkylbenzenes in the C9-C16 range:

1= 244 WO· 3 (7)
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With the above equation, the error between predicted and measured values of Iwas in
the range of 1 to 20 i.u. with an average error of 7.5 i.u.

Unlike the connectivity index of Randic, the Wiener index has a high
discriminating power for isomeric compounds. However, the Wiener index does not
distinguish double or aromatic C-C bonds with the corresponding saturated or cyclic
bonds. Hence the Wiener indices for alkenes and aromatics are identical to those for
the corresponding alkanes and cycloalkanes, respectively. For a high discriminating
power, in particular for isomeric compounds, Rouvray'" suggests the design of so
called superindices which are based on the combination of two or more indices.

Even with the problems associated with discrimination of isomeric compounds,
a graph-theoretic approach for predicting Kovats retention index seems to be
complementary to if not competitive with other emperical and additive methods. As
pointed out by Bonchev et al.33, such an approach is very simple to use, and most
important, has an accuracy comparable with other approaches that require a signifi
cant number of structural parameters. In this study the graph theoretic approach for
prediction of Kovats retention index has been extended to high-molecular-weight
branched alkanes and alkenes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlations of the type given by eqns. 4 and 7 were developed using the
experimental data of Kissin and co-workers'P"!" for the retention indices of
monoalkyl and polymethyl alkanes and alkenes in the C9-C2 6 range. Kissin and
co-workers used a fused-silica capillary column coated with cross-linked methyl
silicone. The temperature programming was from 40 to 300°C at SOC/min.

The hydrocarbons considered by Kissin and co-workers can be divided into four
categories. These include: (1) monoalkyl alkanes; (2) monoalkyl alkenes; (3) poly
methyl alkanes; and (4) polymethyl alkenes.

Correlations of the form given by eqn. 4 for prediction of I from Randic
connectivity index, X, were obtained for each of the above classes of hydrocarbons.
Eqn. 4, when rearranged, can be written as:

(8)

where ao and al are 17.2and 200, respectively. For the above classes of hydrocarbons,
values of al were found to be in the range of 183 to 198.Such correlations were found
to be unsatisfactory with standard deviations ranging between 10and 25 index units. It
was thought that addition of a third term (a correction term such as that suggested by
Randic-") containing the effect of the Wiener index on Kovats index would improve
the correlation. However, correlations of the form given by eqns. 9 and 10 did not
significantly improve the correlation given by eqn. 8.

1= ao + alX + azlog W

(9)

(10)

Fig. 1 shows a plot of Kovats index versus Randic index for all hydrocarbons
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Fig. 1. Plot of Kovats index versus Randic index for C I O and higher alkanes and alkenes.

considered. Although a linear relationship exists over the entire range of X values,
deviations from linearity for isomeric compounds are significant. Fig. 2 shows the plot
of Kovats index versus the Wiener index which suggests a smooth correlation in
particular when one considers two classes of compounds; monoalkyl compounds and
polymethyl compounds (see Figs. 3 and 4).

Correlations of the form suggested by Bonchev et ai.33, eqn. 11, were developed
for each class of hydrocarbons.

(11)

The value of bo was found to be in the range of 172 to 192 with exponent b, ranging
between 0.32 and 0.34. These values are in good agreement with those reported by

. Bonchev et ai.3 3 for alkyl-substituted benzenes. To distinguish between alkenes and
corresponding alkanes, a third term was added to eqn. 11:

(12)

The additional term resulted In an improved correlation. For polymethyl and
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Fig. 2. Plot of Kovats index versus Wiener index for C I O and higher alkanes and alkenes.
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Fig. 3. Plot of Kovats index versusWiener index for C,o and higher monoalkyl alkanes and alkenes.

monoalkyl hydrocarbons, the resulting correlations are given by eqns. 13 and 14,
respectively.

(13)

(14)

The correlation coefficients for the above correlations were 0.998 and 1.000,
respectively. For all the hydrocarbons considered, the experimental values of I are
compared with those predicted by eqns. 13and 14 in Table I. The correlation between
experimental and predicted values is shown in Fig. 5.

For monoalkyl hydrocarbons, the error between predicted and experimental
values was in the range of 0 to 26 i.u. with an average error of 5.1 i.u. For polymethyl
hydrocarbons, the error was in the range of 1to 29 i.u. with an average error of 10.9i.u.
For all hydrocarbons, the average error was 6.6 index units. The somewhat higher
error for polymethyl hydrocarbons may indicate secondary effects (in particular for
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Fig. 4. Plot of Kovats index versus Wiener index for C,o and higher polymethyl alkanes and alkenes.
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TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED VALUES OF KovATS INDEX

I = Kovats index; W = Wiener index; X = Randic index; Me = methyl; Et = ethyl; Pr = propyl; Bu =
butyl.

Compound I (Exp) W X J (Calc) Difference

2-Me-Cs 865.0 114 4.270 873.5 8.5
2-Me-C9 964.0 158 4.770 973.4 9.4
2-Me-Cl o 1065.0 212 5.270 1073.2 8.2
2-Me-Cll 1164.5 277 5.770 1172.8 8.3
2-Me-C l z 1265.0 354 6.270 1272.3 7.3
2-Me-C I 3 1364.5 444 6.770 1371.6 7.1
2-Me-C I 4 1465.0 548 7.270 1470.9 5.9
2-Me-C l s 1564.0 667 7.770 1570.0 6.0
2-Me-C I 6 1664.5 802 8.270 1669.0 4.5
2-Me-C I 7 1764.0 954 8.770 1767.9 3.9
2-Me-C I s 1864.5 1124 9.270 1866.8 2.3
2-Me-C I 9 1964.0 1313 9.770 1965.6 1.6
2-Me-Czo 2064.5 1522 10.270 2064.3 -0.2
2-Me-Cz I 2164.0 1752 10.770 2162.9 -1.1
2-Me-Cn 2263.5 2004 11.270 2261.5 -2.0
2-Me-CZ 3 2363.0 2279 11.770 2360.1 -2.9
2-Me-CZ4 2463.0 2578 12.270 2458.6 -4.4
3-Me-Cs 872.0 110 4.308 866.2 -5.8
3-Me-C9 971.0 153 4.808 966.1 -4.9
3-Me-C 1O 1071.5 206 5.308 1066.0 -5.5
3-Me-CI 1 1172.0 270 5.808 1165.8 -6.2
3-Me-C 1 Z 1272.0 346 6.308 1265.6 -6.4
3-Me-C13 1372.0 435 6.808 1365.2 -6.8
3-Me-C I 4 1472.5 538 7.308 1464.7 -7.8
3-Me-C , s 1572.0 656 7.808 1564.0 -8.0
3-Me-CI 6 1673.0 790 8.308 1663.3 -9.7
3-Me-C 17 1773.5 941 8.808 1762.5 -11.0
3-Me-CI s 1873.5 1110 9.308 1861.6 -11.9
3-Me-C 19 1973.7 1298 9.808 1960.6 -13.1
3-Me-Czo 2074.0 1506 10.308 2059.5 -14.5
3-Me-CZ1 2174.0 1735 10.808 2158.4 -15.6
3-Me-Cn 2274.0 1986 11.308 2257.2 -16.8
3-Me-CZ3 2373.7 2260 11.808 2355.9 -17.8
3-Me-CZ4 2473.7 2558 12.308 2454.6 -19.1
4-Me-Cg 962.0 150 4.808 960.8 -1.2
4-Me-C 1O 1061.5 202 5.308 1060.2 -1.3
4-Me-C ll 1161.0 265 5.808 1159.8 -1.2
4-Me-C 1Z 1261.0 340 6.308 1259.5 -1.5
4-Me-C I 3 1360.0 428 6.808 1359.1 -0.9
4-Me-C I 4 1460.5 530 7.308 1458.6 -1.9
4-Me-C 1 S 1560.0 647 7.808 1558.1 -1.9
4-Me-C I 6 1660.5 780 8.308 1657.5 -3.0
4-Me-C I 7 1760.0 930 8.808 1756.8 -3.2
4-Me-C18 1860.2 1098 9.308 1856.0 -4.2
4-Me-C I 9 1960.2 1285 9.808 1955.2 -5.0
4-Me-Czo 2060.5 1492 10.308 2054.2 -6.3
4-Me-Cz I 2160.0 1720 10.808 2153.2 -6.8
4-Me-Cn 2259.5 1970 11.308 2252.1 -7.4
4-Me-CZ3 2359.0 2243 11.808 2351.0 -8.0
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TABLE I (continued)

Compound I (Exp) W X I (Calc) Difference

4-Me-C24 2458.5 2540 12.308 2449.8 -8.7

5-Me-Cg 961.0 149 4.808 959.0 -2.0
5-Me-C 1O 1058.0 200 5.308 1057.3 -0.7
5-Me-Cll 1156.0 262 5.808 1156.2 0.2
5-Me-C 12 1255.0 336 6.308 1255.4 0.4
5-Me-C 1 3 1354.0 423 6.808 1354.7 0.7
5-Me-C 14 1453.8 524 7.308 1454.0 0.2
5-Me-C 15 1553.6 640 7.808 1553.4 -0.2
5-Me-C 16 1653.4 772 8.308 1652.8 :....0.6
5-Me-C 17 1753.2 921 8.808 1752.1 -1.1
5-Me-C18 1853.0 1088 9.308 1851.3 -1.7
5-Me-C19 1953.2 1274 9.808 1950.5 -2.7
5-Me-C2 0 2053.0 1480 10.308 2049.7 -3.3
5-Me-C2 1 2153.0 1707 10.808 2148.7 -4.3
5-Me-CZ2 2252.0 1956 11.308 2247.7 -4.3
5-Me-C2 3 2352.5 2228 11.808 2346.6 -5.9
5-Me-C24 2453.0 2524 12.308 2445.5 -7.5
6-Me-C 1Z 1254.0 334 6.308 1253.3 - .7
6-Me-C14 1451.0 520 7.308 1451.0 -0.0
6-Me-C ' 6 1650.0 766 8.308 1649.2 -0.8
6-Me-C ' 7 1749.0 914 8.808 1748.4 -0.6
6-Me-C , S 1848.0 1080 9.308 1847.6 -0.4
6-Me-Czo 2048.0 1470 10.308 2045.8 -2.2
6-Me-C21 2147.5 1696 10.808 2144.9 -2.6
6-Me-Cn 2247.0 1944 11.308 2243.9 -3.1
6-Me-C24 2446.5 2510 12.308 2441.8 -4.7
7-Me-C 13 1351.0 419 6.808 1351.1 0.1
7-Me-C ' 4 1450.0 518 7.308 1449.4 -0.6
7-Me-C ' 5 1548.0 632 7.808 1548.0 0.0
7-Me-C 16 1646.0 762 8.308 1646.8 0.8
7-Me-C 17 1745.0 809 8.808 1745.8 0.8
7-Me-C 19 1944.0 1258 9.808 1943.7 -0.3
7-Me-C2 1 2143.0 1687 10.808 2141.7 -1.3
7-Me-C2 3 2342.0 2204 11.808 2339.6 -2.4
3-Et-C8 961.0 145 4.846 953.1 -7.9
3-Et-C1O 1157.0 258 5.846 1152.5 -4.5
3-Et-C' 2 1355.0 419 6.846 1352.4 -2.6
3-Et-C14 1554.0 636 7.846 1552.0 -2.0
3-Et-C16 1753.0 917 8.846 1751.2 -1.8
3-Et-C18 1952.0 1270 9.846 1950.1 -1.9
3-Et-C zo 2152.0 1703 10.846 2148.6 -3.4
3-Et-Cn 2351.5 2224 11.846 2346.7 -4.8
4-Et-Cs 954.0 141 4.846 945.8 -8.2
4-Et-C lO 1152.0 250 5.846 1142.6 -9.4
4-Et-C ' 2 1348.0 407 6.846 1341.6 -6.4
4-Et-C 14 1548.0 620 7.846 1541.1 -6.9
4-Et-C ' 6 1747.0 897 8.846 1740.6 -6.4
4-Et-C ' 8 1947.5 1246 9.846 1939.8 -7.7
4-Et-C 20 2148.0 1675 10.846 2138.8 -9.2
4-Et-Cn 2348.0 2192 11.846 2337.4 -10.6
5-Et-C lO 1146.0 246 5.846 1137.5 -8.5
5-Et-C 12 1341.0 399 6.846 1334.2 -6.8
5-Et-C ' 4 1538.0 608 7.846 1532.8 -5.2

(Continued on p. 10)
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TABLE I (continued)

Compound I (Exp) W X I (Calc) Difference

5-Et-C' 6 1736.0 881 8.846 1732.0 -4.0
5-Et-C , S 1937.0 1226 9.846 1931.2 -5.8
5-Et-C2 0 2137.0 1651 10.846 2130.3 -6.7
5-Et-C2 2 2335.0 2164 11.846 2329.1 -5.9
6-Et-C ' 2 1336.0 395 6.846 1330.5 -5.5
6-Et-C ' 4 1533.0 600 7.846 1527.2 '-5.8
6-Et-C ' 6 1731.0 869 8.846 1725.4 -5.6
6-Et-C , S 1929.0 1210 9.846 1924.2 -4.8
6-Et-C2 0 2129.0 1631 10.846 2123.1 -5.9
6-Et-C22 2327.0 2140 11.846 2321.9 -5.1
7-Et-C ' 4 1530.0 596 7.846 1524.4 -5.6
7-Et-C ' 6 1727.0 861 8.846 1721.0 -6.0
7-Et-C , S 1924.0 1198 9.846 1918.9 -5.1
7-Et-C20 2122.0 1615 10.846 2117.3 -4.7
7-Et-C22 2320.0 2120 11.846 2315.9 -4.1
5-Pr-C13 1516.0 584 7.846 1515.9 -0.1
5-Pr-C, s 1712.0 849 8.846 1714.4 2.4
5-Pr-C ' 7 1910.0 1186 9.846 1913.6 3.6
5-Pr-C, g 2108.0 1603 10.846 2113.0 5.0
7-Pr-C ' 3 1506.0 572 7.846 1507.2 1.2
7-Pr-C, S 1700.0 825 8.846 1700.9 0.9
7-Pr-C ' 7 1898.0 1150 9.846 1897.4 -0.6
5-Bu-C IO 1313.0 375 6.846 1311.6 -1.4
5-Bu-C 12 1505.0 568 7.846 1504.3 -0.7
5-Bu-C ' 4 1699.0 825 8.846 1700.9 1.9
5-Bu-C ' 6 1896.0 1154 9.846 1899.2 3.2
6-Bu-C ' 2 1498.0 560 7.846 1498.4 0.4
6-Bu-C ' 4 1691.0 809 8.846 1691.7 0.7
6-Bu-C ' 6 1887.0 1130 9.846 1888.2 1.2
7-Bu-C ' 4 1688.0 801 8.846 1687.1 -0.9
7-Bu-C ' 6 1880.0 1114 9.846 1880.8 0.8
6-Me-1-C7 = 752.6 79 3.380 759.5 6.9
7-Me-1-Cs = 853.1 114 3.880 859.7 6.6
5-Me-1-Cg = 951.6 149 4.418 945.7 -5.9
7-Me-l-Cg = 961.1 153 4.418 952.7 -8.4
8-Me-1-Cg = 954.7 158 4.380 959.8 5.1
4-Me-l-C, o= 1051.5 202 4.918 1047.0 -4.5
6-Me-l-C, 0 = 1048.1 200 4.918 1044.1 -4.0
8-Me-1-C , 0 = 1061.4 206 4.918 1052.6 -8.8
5-Me-1-C ll = 1147.8 262 5.518 1146.4 -1.4
7-Me-1-C

"
= 1146.2 262 5.418 1143.0 -3.2

9-Me-1-C ' 1= 1161.0 270 5.418 1152.5 -8.5
10-Me-1-C

"
= 1154.3 277 5.380 1159.3 5.0

4-Et-1-C , o= 1143.5 250 5.456 1129.6 -13.9
6-Et-1-C , o= 1136.1 246 5.456 1124.6 -11.5
8-Et-1-C IO = 1147.3 258 5.456 1139.5 -7.8
7-Me-1-C13 = 1340.9 419 6.418 1338.0 -2.9
9-Me-1-C , 3 = 1344.8 423 6.418 1341.5 -3.3
11-Me-l-C13 = 1362.2 435 6.418 1351.9 -10.3
4-Et-1-C 12 = 1342.5 407 6.456 1328.6 -13.9
6-Et-1-C12 = 1328.1 395 6.456 1317.7 -10.4
8-Et-1-C12 = 1331.4 407 6.456 1328.6 -2.8
6-Bu-1-C , o= 1303.7 409 6.456 133Q.4 26.7
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TABLE I (continued)

Compound [ (Exp) W X [ (Calc) Difference

7-Me-l-C1S= 1539.2 632 7.4[8 1535.0 -4.2
9-Me-l-C1S= [538.8 632 7.418 1535.0 -3.8
[ l-Me-[-C1S= 1544.4 640 7.418 1540.3 -4.1
13-Me-l-C 1s= 1563.[ 656 7.418 1550.9 -12.2
4-Et-l-C14= 1538.3 620 7.456 1528.2 -10.[
8-Et-l-C14= 1521.3 596 7.456 1511.6 -9.7
12-Et-l-C14= 1542.8 636 7.456 1539.0 -3.8
6-Bu-l-C12= 1490.7 560 7.456 1485.8 -4.9
8-Bu-l-C12= 1494.8 568 7.456 1491.7 -3.[
13-Me-l-C17 = 1743.9 92[ 8.418 1739.0 -4.9
6-Et-l-C16= 1722.1 869 8.456 1712.6 -9.5
IO-Et- [-C 16= 1716.2 861 8.456 1708.3 -7.9
6-Bu-l-C14= 1683.3 809 8.456 1679.1 -4.2
8-Bu-l-C I4= 1678.3 801 8.456 [674.5 -3.8
IO-Bu-l-C14= 1689.2 825 8.456 [688.2 -1.0
2,6-Me2-1-C7 = 848.0 108 3.770 839.6 -8.4
2,6-Mer l- Cs = 954.5 146 4.308 929.7 -24.8
3,7-Mer l-Cs= 910.4 146 4.290 929.0 18.6
4,8-Me2-1-C 9 = 1015.0 194 4.774 1019.2 4.2
4,8-Me2-1-ClO= 1120.4 249 5.312 1108.2 -12.2
6,IO-Me2-[-C ll = 1208.5 324 5.774 1204.1 -4.4
2,6-Me2-2-C 12 = 1324.9 408 6.298 1298.2 -26.7
2,6,IO-Me3-1-C l1 = 1295.3 397 6.164 1284.1 - [1.2
3,7,II-Me3-[-C 12 = 1354.1 484 6.684 1371.4 17.3
2,6,IO-Me3-[-C 12 = 1400.8 484 6.702 1372.0 -28.8
4,8,12-Mer[-C 13 = 1456.4 586 7.168 1459.0 2.6
3,7,II-Mer l-C 13 = 1460.2 583 7.222 1459.1 -1.1
4,8,12- Mer l-C14= 1562.1 698 7.706 [546.5 - [5.6
7,11,15-Me3-1-C16= 1741.7 992 8.668 1729.8 - [1.9
2,7,1 [,[5-Me4-I-C16 = 1828.8 1[47 9.058 1810.2 -18.6
3,8, 12,16-Me4-I-C17 = 1888.6 1322 9.578 1896.8 8.2
4,9,[3,17-Me4-1-Cls = 2000.0 1518 10.062 1983.3 -16.7
2,3-Me2-C S 956.9 [43 4.681 938.7 -18.2
2,4-Me2-C S 919.8 [42 4.664 936.4 16.6
2,5-Me2-C S 926.6 143 4.664 938.[ [1.5
2,6-Me2-C S 936.0 146 4.664 943.[ 7.1
2,7-Me2-CS 930.6 151 4.626 950.0 19.4
3,5-Me2-CS 927.6 [38 4.702 930.9 3.3
3,6-Me2-CS 942.3 14[ 4.702 936.1 -6.2
4,5-Me2-CS 947.8 [35 4.718 926.2 -21.6
2,3-Me2-ClO 1158.0 256 5.681 [ [29.8 -28.2
2,4-Me2-ClO 1115.2 253 5.664 1125.8 10.6
2,5-MerClo 1118.5 252 5.664 1124.6 6.1
2,6-MerClo 1120.0 253 5.664 1125.8 5.8
2,7-Me2-CIO 1[25.7 256 5.664 1129.2 3.5
2,8-MerClO 1136.8 261 5.664 1134.8 -2.0
2,9-Me2-CIO 1130.1 268 5.626 1141.2 11.1
3,5-Me2-CIO 1118.4 245 5.702 1117.8 -0.6
3,6-MerClo 1128.8 246 5.702 1119.0 -9.8
3,7-MerClo 1132.6 249 5.702 1122.5 -10.1
3,8-Me2-C IO 1143.6 254 5.702 1[28.3 -15.3
4,5-Me2-CIO 1138.0 238 5.719 1[10.1 -27.9
4,6-Me2-CtO 1111.2 239 5.702 1110.7 -0.5

(Continued on p. 12)
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TABLE I (continued)

Compound I (Exp) W X I (Ca/c) Difference

4,7-Me2- C lO 1120.8 242 5.702 1114.3 -6.5
2,6,IO-Mer C lI 1276.8 397 6.521 1297.2 20.4
2,6,IO-Me3- C ' 2 1380.6 484 7.058 1384.9 4.3
2,6,10-Me3- C 1 3 1466.6 586 7.558 1473.1 6.5
2,6,10-Me3- C1 5 1653.6 839 8.558 1652.8 -0.8
2,6,1O,14-Me4 - C 1 5 171I.7 976 8.914 1731.3 19.6
2,6,1O,14-Me4 -C 1 6 18/6.2 1132 9.452 1818.0 1.8
2,6-Me TC7 830.0 108 4.126 853.4 23.4
2,6-Me2- C9 1025.3 194 5.164 1033.8 8.5
3,7-Me2- C9 1042.2 192 5.202 1032.4 -9.8
2,6-Me rCll 12/6.7 324 6.164 1218.5 1.8
3,7-Me 2-C1 2 1321.2 400 6.702 1306.2 -15.0
3,7,II-Me3- C1 3 1485.0 583 7.596 1472.5 -12.5
2,6,IO-Me3 -C 14 1557.0 704 8.058 1562.5 5.5
3,7,II-Mer C ' 4 1570.0 698 8.096 1560.4 -9.6
2,6,IO-Me3-C 16 1746.9 992 9.058 1743.6 -3.3
2,6,1O,15-Me4 - C 1 6 1806.0 1147 9.414 1822.8 16.8
2,6,10,15- Me4 - C17 1913.8 1322 9.952 1910.0 -3.8
2,6,10,15- Me4 -C 1 R 1989.8 1518 10.452 1997.0 7.2
2,6.10,15- Me4 -C 19 2088.5 1736 10.952 2084.9 -3.6
2.6,1O,15-Me4 - C 2 o 2165.5 1977 11.452 2173.5 8.0
2,6,10,15- Me4 - C 2 1 2268.0 2242 11.952 2262.6 -5.4
2,6,10,15- Me4 - C 2 2 2354.5 2532 12.452 2352.1 -2.4

adjacent branches and those in C( position). These effects may be accounted for by
methods such as that suggested by Randic?",

To test the validity of the correlations, eqn. 14 was used to predict the Kovats
retention index for a series of monoalkyl-substituted hexadecanes. The retention data
for these compounds were not included in the parameter estimation for the
correlations. n-Hexadecane was decomposed by thermal cracking at relatively mild
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Fig. 5. Plot of experimental (Exp) versus predicted (Calc) Kovats index for C IO and higher alkanes and
alkenes.
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temperatures, 400-440°C, and under relatively high pressure (14 MPa). Under the
above conditions, the primary decomposition products were a complete series of
n-alkanes and z-olefins ranging from C2 to CiS. Also present in the products were
significant amounts of monoalkyl hexadecanes. Under conditions of high pressure, the
bimolecular reactions involving the addition of the parent n-hexadecyl radicals to the
terminal carbon of the «-olefins become significant. These reactions lead to the
formation of saturated alkanes containing a hexadecane backbone and a single branch
ranging from ethyl to pentadecyl. Because of the symmetry ofn-hexadecane, there are
seven isomeric secondary n-hexadecyl radicals. The resulting monoalkyl hexadecanes
have the alkyl branch at position 2-8. Only compounds up to C27's (undecylhexa
decanes) were present in detectable amounts. C2S+ compounds were only present in
trace amounts.

Liquid products were analyzed by a gas chromatograph equipped with a flame
ionization detector using a DB-l column. Temperature programming was as follows:
initial temperature of 35°C for 3 min, up to 300°C at 3°Cjmin, and held at 300°C until
complete elution.

Table II lists the high-molecular-weight compounds identified by gas chromato
graphy-mass spectrometry and the corresponding experimental Kovats retention
indices and those predicted by eqn. 14. The agreement between predicted and
experimental values are quite satisfactory. The difference between experimental and
predicted values were within ±5 i.u. for over 40% of the compounds, and within ±10
i.u. for over 70% of the compounds. The average error was 8.5 i.u. It is interesting to
note that the predicted order of elution of compounds was identical to the
experimental observation and, furthermore, the positions of peaks relative to the
n-alkanes were accurately predicted. For example, among the C26 compounds
(decylhexadecanes), the 2- and 3-isomers have retention times between those ofn-C2s
and n-C 26 , whereas the 4-, 5-, 6-, 7- and 8-decylhexadecanes have retention times
between those of n-C 24 and n-C2 S •

Data in Table I show that among isomeric monoalkyl alkanes of same carbon
number and same alkyl group, the order of elution is correctly predicted. For example
the retention index increases for 7-, 6-, 5-, 4-, 3- and 2-ethyl-C22's (2-ethyl-C22 =

3-methyl-C23). The only exception is for methyl substituted alkanes where the
3-methylalkane has a higher retention index than the corresponding 2-methyl isomer.
Also for the dimethyl compounds, the elution order is poorly predicted. In Table III,
CiOand CiS compounds of Table I are listed in decreasing experimental retention
index. CiS compounds are primarily monoalkyl compounds, for which the predicted
order of elution is satisfactory. The ClO compounds, however, consist of monoalkyl
and dimethyl compounds for which the predicted elution order is rather poor.

CONCLUSIONS

The graph-theoretic approach for estimation of Kovats index of organic
compounds provides an easier alternative with same degree of accuracy to the more
sophisticated methods based on additivity assumption. The approach of Bonchev et
at.3 3 was extended to high-molecular-weight monoalkyl and polymethyl alkanes and
alkenes. Including two indices, Wand X, in the correlation resulted in an improved
correlation. For approximately half of the compounds considered, the error in
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TABLE II

EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED KovATS INDEX FOR ALKYL HEXADECANES

1 = Kovats index; W = Wiener index, X = Randic index.

Compound W X I (Exp) I (Calc) Difference

2-Ethy1-C ' 6 941 8.808 1774.8 1762.5 12.3
3-Ethyl-C ' 6 917 8.846 1769.5 1751.2 18.3
4-Ethyl-C' 6 897 8.846 1749.3 1740.6 8.7
5-Ethyl-C' 6 881 8.846 1739.6 1732.0 7.6
6-Ethy1-C ' 6 869 8.846 1733.2 1725.4 7.8
7-Ethyl-C' 6 861 8.846 1728.0 1721.0 7.0
8-Ethyl-C ' 6 857 8.846 1726.6 1718.8 7.8
2-Propyl-C ' 6 1098 9.308 1859.1 1856.0 3.1
3-Propyl-C' 6 1062 9.346 1846.9 1840.3 6.6
4-Propyl-C ' 6 1032 9.346 1823.4 1825.8 -2.4
5-Propyl-C ' 6 1008 9.346 1808.9 1813.9 -5.0
6-Propyl-C' 6 990 9.346 1804.3 1804.9 -0.6
7-Propyl-C ' 6 978 9.346 1800.0 1798.9 1.1
8-Propyl-C' 6 972 9.346 1798.6 1795.8 2.8
2-Butyl-C ' 6 1274 9.808 1952.7 1950.5 2.2
3-Butyl-C ' 6 1226 9.846 1936.5 1931.2 5.3
4-Butyl-C' 6 1186 9.846 1911.4 1913.6 -2.2
5-Butyl-C' 6 1154 9.846 1897.4 1899.2 -1.8
6-Buty1-C' 6 1130 9.846 1889.7 1888.2 1.5
7-Buty1-C' 6 1114 9.846 1884.6 1880.8 3.8
8-Butyl-C ' 6 1106 9.846 1883.1 1877.1 6.0
2-Pentyl-C ' 6 1470 10.308 2047.8 2045.8 2.0
3-Pentyl-C' 6 1410 10.346 2028.3 2023.7 4.6
4-Pentyl-C ' 6 1360 10.346 2000.0 2003.6 -3.6
5-Pentyl-C' 6 1320 10.346 1987.7 1987.1 0.6
6-Pentyl-C' 6 1290 10.346 1979.6 1974.6 5.0
7-Penty1-C' 6 1270 10.346 1972.8 1966.1 6.7
8-Pentyl-C' 6 1260 10.346 1971.3 1961.8 9.5
2-Hexyl-C' 6 1687 10.808 2144.4 2141.7 2.7
3-Hexyl-C' 6 1615 10.846 2122.9 2117.3 5.6
4-Hexyl-C ' 6 1555 10.846 2094.7 2095.3 -0.6
5-Hexyl-C' 6 1507 10.846 2080.5 2077.3 3.2
6-Hexyl-C ' 6 1471 10.846 2071.7 2063.5 8.2
7-Hexyl-C' 6 1447 10.846 2066.0 2054.1 11.9
8-Hexyl-C ' 6 1435 10.846 2064.2 2049.4 14.8
2-Heptyl-C' 6 1926 11.308 2241.5 2238.1 3.4
3-Heptyl-C ' 6 1842 11.346 2218.4 2212.0 6.4
4-Hepty1-C ' 6 1772 11.346 2189.5 2188.5 1.0
5-Hepty1-C ' 6 1716 11.346 2174.8 2169.2 5.6
6-Hepty1-C ' 6 1674 11.346 2166.0 2154.4 11.6
7-Heptyl-C ' 6 1646 11.346 2160.1 2144.4 15.7
8-Heptyl-C ' 6 1632 11.346 2158.5 2139.3 19.2
2~Octyl-C'6 2188 11.808 2339.4 2334.9 4.5
3-0ctyl-C16 2092 11.846 2314.9 2307.4 7.5
4-0ctyl-C 16 2012 11.846 2285.4 2282.7 2.7
5-0cty1-C ' 6 1948 11.846 2270.4 2262.5 7.9
6-0ctyl-C16 1900 11.846 2261.2 2246.9 14.3
7-0ctyl-C16 1868 11.846 2253.4 2236.4 17.0
8~Octyl-C'6 1852 11.846 2251.7 2231.1 20.6
2-Nonyl-C16 2474 12.308 2436.6 2432.1 4.5
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TABLE II (continued)

Compound W X I (Exp) I (Calc) Difference

3-Nonyl-C 16 2366 12.346 2411.6 2403.5 8.1
4-Nonyl-C 16 2276 12.346 2381.9 2377.9 4.0
5-Nonyl-C 16 2204 12.346 2366.3 2356.9 9.4
6-Nonyl-C 16 2150 12.346 2357.1 2340.8 16.3
7-Nonyl-C 16 2114 12.346 2349.3 2329.9 19.4
8-Nony1-C 16 2096 12.346 2347.5 2324.4 23.1
2-Decy1-C 16 2785 12.808 2533.3 2529.4 3.9
3-Decyl-C 16 2665 12.846 2508.6 2500.1 8.5
4-Decy1-C 16 2565 12.846 2477.9 2473.8 4.1
5~Decyl-Cl 6 2485 12.846 2462.3 2452.3 10.0
6-Decy1-C 16 2425 12.846 2452.9 2435.8 17.1
7-Decy1-C16 2385 12.846 2446.7 2424.6 22.1
8-Decy1-C' 6 2365 12.846 2444.9 2419.0 25.9
2-Undecyl-C ' 6 3122 13.308 2631.7 2627.0 4.7
3-Undecyl-C 16 2990 13.346 2606.6 2597.1 9.5
4-Undecyl-C ' 6 2880 13.346 2574.3 2570.3 4.0
5-Undecyl-C ' 6 2792 13.346 2557.8 2548.4 9.4
6-Undecyl-C ' 6 2726 13.346 2547.9 2531.6 16.3
7-Undecyl-C 16 2682 13.346 2540.0 2520.3 19.7
8-Undecyl-C ' 6 2660 13.346 2538.4 2514.6 23.8

TABLE III

EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED KovATS INDEX

Me = Methyl; Et = ethyl; Pr = propyl; Bu = butyl.

Compound I (Exp) I (Calc) Compound I (Exp) I (Calc)

C10 compounds c., compounds
3-Me-C9 971.0 966.1 3.Me-C1 7 1773.5 1762.5
2-Me-C9 964.0 973.4 2-Me-C ' 7 1764.0 1767.9
4-Me-C9 962.0 960.8 4-Me-C ' 7 1760.0 1756.8
7-Me-I-C9 = 961.1 952.7 5-Me-C' 7 1753.2 1752.1
3-Et-Cs 961.0 953.1 3-Et-C 16 1753.0 1751.2
5-Me-C9 961.0 959.0 6-Me-C 1 7 1749.0 1748.4
2,3-Mez-Cs 956.9 938.7 4-Et-C 16 1747.0 1740.6
8-Me-1-C9 = 954.7 959.8 7-Me-C 17 1745.0 1745.8
2,6-Mez-1-Cs = 954.5 929.7 13-Me-1-C17 = 1743.9 1739.0
4-Et-Cs 954.0 945.8 5-Et-C ' 6 1736.0 1732.0
5-Me-1-C9 = 951.6 945.7 6-Et-C ' 6 1731.0 1725.4
4,5-Mez-Cs 947.8 926.2 7-Et-C ' 6 1727.0 1721.0
3,6-Mez-Cs 942.3 936.1 6-Et-1-C16 = 1722.1 1712.6
2,6-Mez-Cs 936.0 943.1 IO-Et-1-C 16 = 1716.2 1708.3
2,7-Mez-C s 930.6 950.0 5-Pr-C 1 5 1712.0 1714.4
3,5-Mez-C s 927.6 930.9 7-Pr-C 1 5 1700.0 1700.9
2,5-Me2 -C S 926.6 938.1 5-Bu-C 14 1699.0 1700.9
2,4-Me2-C S 919.8 936.4 6-Bu-C '4 1691.0 1691.7
3,7-Me2- 1-Cs = 910.4 929.0 IO-Bu-1-C,4= 1689.2 1688.2

7-Bu-C '4 1688.0 1687.1
6-Bu-1-C'4= 1683.3 1679.1
8-Bu-1-C'4= 1678.3 1674.5

2,6,IO-Mer C 1 5 1653.6 1652.8
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predicted values of I was less than 5 i.u., and for approximately 80% of the
compounds, the error was less than 10 index units. The correlation for monoalkyl
alkanes was tested to predict the retention behavior of monoalkylhexadecanes in the
range of CiS to CZ7 • Agreement between predicted and experimental Kovats indices
was satisfactory.
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SUMMARY

Enantiomers of underivatized vicinal alkyl diols are resolved by capillary gas
chromatography on the polymeric chiral stationary phase Chirasil-Val. Owing to
intramolecular hydrogen bonding of the type O-H' .. 0, aliphatic 1,2-diols are far less
polar than 1,3-diols, and can be separated with only moderate peak tailing on
deactivated glass capillaries. Thermodynamic measurements reveal a fairly large
difference in the enthalpy of interaction of the enantiomers (AAH) but also an unusual
high negative (unfavourable) value for the entropy difference) (AAS). Hence the
extrapolated isoselective temperature (Ts) is intriguingly low, but the resolution is
thereby also restricted to the low-temperature range. The corresponding cyclic
carbonates, formed by reaction with phosgen in toluene, are also fairly polar and
therefore do not offer any significant advantage in terms of peak tailing. The
resolution factors (ex) are apparently small, owing to the very low values of - AAH and
AAS, but the isoselective temperature is usually much higher than for the diols.

INTRODUCTION

Chiral aliphatic compounds with several hydroxy groups'<l ' are important as
starting compounds for the synthesis of natural products. Diols are formed in high
enantiomeric purity by enzymatic conversion of suitable precursors13-17. Among
different techniques for the determination of the enantiomeric excess (e.e.)18~20,

enantiomer resolution by gas chromatography (GC) of the underivatized hydroxy
compounds on a chiral stationary phase 21-23 is the most convenient approach.

However, even on the particularly versatile polymeric phase L_24 or D

Chirasil-VaI2s,a , binaphthol'", aryl-Lz-ethanediols/" and aliphatic triols 11 are only
separated after perfluoroacylation. Accordingly, trifluoracylation has been applied

a Fused-silica capillary columns coated with either L- or o-Chirasil-Val are commercially available
from Chrompack (Middelburg, The Netherlands).

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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prior to enantiomer resolution of polyols, such as sugar alcohols, on the stationary
phase XE-60-L-Val-(R)-0(-pea27 and for diols and polyols on modified cyclo
dextrins-". Other methods involve conversion with phosgene or ethyl chloroformate
into cyclic carbonates that are separated on XE-60-L-Val-(R)-0(-pea27, and the
formation of either cyclic boronates or acetals that are separated by complexation
GC29. N-Trifluoroacetylglycyl chloride has also been used as a promising achiral
auxiliary to convert aliphatic 1,2- and 1,3-diols into monoesters with good enantiomer
resolution factors (0() on Chirasil-Vall. However, all of these approaches have certain
drawbacks. Apart from the additional time consumption and safety problems (e.g.,
with phosgene) during sample preparation, the derivatization reactions may be
accompanied by side-reations and racemization.

The purpose of this work was to extend the scope of the direct separation on well
deactivated borosilicate glass capillaries coated with Chirasil-Val, previously reported
briefly for trans-cyclohexane-l,2-dioI 2 3

, to other aliphatic diols, and to compare the
chromatographic properties of the underivatized diols with those of the corresponding
cyclic carbonates in terms of peak resolution and thermodynamic behaviour.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reference compounds
Racemic 1,2-propanediol, 1,2-hexanediol, trans-cyclohexanediol and trans

cycloheptanediol were purchased from Aldrich and 1,2-butanediol from Fluka.
Mixtures of the three stereoisomers of 2,3-butanediol and 2,4-pentanediol were
obtained from Fluka and Aldrich, respectively. (2R,4R)-Pentanediol was purchased
from Aldrich. (2S,3S)-2,3-ButanedioI30 and (S)-1,2-propanedioI 3l were synthesized
according to literature procedures.

Cyclic carbonates
In a l-ml Reactivial (Macherey, Nagel & Co.), 50 }ll of a solution of phosgene in

toluene (20%, 1.93 M; Fluka) were added to a sample of the diol (1-2 mg). After 1 hat
ambient temperature, the reaction mixture was slowly concentrated in a gentle stream
of nitrogen. Care should be taken to prevent the loss of volatile cyclic carbonates.
Eventually, the oily residue was dissolved in 50 }ll of dichloromethane.

Gas chromatography
Samples were eluted from a borosilicate glass (Duran 50; Schott, Mainz, F. R.G.)

capillary column (M 174, 22 m x 0.28 mm 1.0.), deactivated with diphenyltetra
methyldisilazane (DPTMDS)32, and coated with r.-Chirasil-Val (film thickness 0.3
}lm). Gas chromatography was performed on a Carlo-Erba Model 2001 AC gas
chromatograph with hydrogen as the carrier gas at a constant inlet pressure (typically
0.4 kg em - 2, splitting ratio 1:50) with flame ionization detection. Net retention times
(from methane) were measured with a Trivector Trilab II laboratory computer.
Calculations were run on an IBM XT computer.
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The free vicinal diols were injected on to a well deactivated borosilicate glass
column, coated with L-Chirasil-Val. It was found that the peak resolution is strongly
temperature dependent. For short-chain compounds, a good compromise between
peak resolution and peak retention was reached at ca. 50°C. Within the series of
terminal diols investigated (up to 1,2-hexanediol, 4a), the peak resolution of the
enantiomeric pairs increased with increasing chain length as a rule, for two reasons.
First, as indicated in Table I, the resolution factors (IX) are significantly increased in this
order. Second, the influence of peak tailing on resolution vanishes for large capacity
factors (k'). Similar trends are seen with the alicyclic compounds 5 and 6, but they can
be resolved at much higher temperatures.

The absolute configurations were assigned by using diols of high enantiomeric
purity, i.e., (S)-l ,2-propanediol (Ia) and (2S,3S)-butanediol, [(S,S)-2a] [synthesized in
six steps from (R,R)-tartaric acid 30]. (R,R)-2a and (R,S)-2a were assigned by
comparison of the relative peak areas obtained from a synthetic mixture of the three
stereoisomers.

The only 1,3-diol investigated, 2,4-pentanediol (7), was separated into the
diastereoisomers with unlike (R,S) and like (S,S and R,R) configurations. However,
the enantiomers of the latter were not resolved. This interesting observation deserves
further comment (see below).

TABLE I

ENANTIOMER RESOLUTION OF ALIPHATIC DIOLS ON L-CHIRASIL-VAL

Conditions: capillary column (M 174,22 m x 0.28 mm 1.0., film thickness 0.3 J.lm); 0.4 kg ern - 2 hydrogen;
U = 28 m min -1; to = 55.5 s at 52°C; flame ionization detection.

No. Compound Temperature Stereo- k' G(

(OC) isomer

la 1,2-Propanediol 52 S 6.16 1.023
R 6.30

2a 2,3-Butanediol 52 S,S 5.07 1.046
R,R 5.30
R,S 6.17

3a 1,2-Butanediol 52 (I)" 12.30 1.056
(2)" 12.99

4a 1,2-Hexanediol 52 (I)" 67.7 1.062
(2)" 71.9

72 (l)" 14.15 1.032
(2)" 14.60

5 trans-I,2-Cyc1ohexanediol 72 (l)" 14.63 1.030
(2)" 15.07

6 trans-I,2-Cyc1oheptanediol 92 (I)" 14.62 1.030
(2)" 15.06

7 2,4-Pentanedio1 52 S,S/R,R 15.16 Ib

R,S 17.77

" First and second peaks, absolute configuration not assigned.
b Not resolved.
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TABLE II

ENANTIOMER RESOLUTION OF CYCLIC CARBONATES ON L-CHIRASIL-VAL

Conditions as in Table I.

No. Compound Temperature Stereo- k' a
(OC) isomer

lb 1,2-Propylene carbonate 52 S 5.90 1.015
R 5.99

2b 2,3-Butylene carbonate 52 S,S 6.32 1.037
R,R 6.55
R,S 9.04

3b 1,2-Butylene carbonate 52 (I)" 10.98 1.020
(2)" 11.20

4b 1,2-Hexylene carbonate 72 (1)" 15.03 1.028
(2)" 15.45

a First and second peaks, absolute configuration not assigned.

The resolution factors for vicinal diols are comparable to or even better than
those of the corresponding carbonates formed by a derivatization reaction with
phosgene or ethyl chloroformate, as determined on XE-60-L-Val-(R)-et-pea 27

. In
order to make a fair comparison, some carbonates were prepared by reaction with
a solution of phosgene in toluene and injected on to the same Chirasil- Val column. The
chromatographic data are given in Table II. All carbonates investigated could be
separated on Chirasil-Val, but in terms of resolution factors and capacity factors there
is no point in resorting to this derivatization method. As shown in Fig. I for a typical
example, 3a versus 3b, there is no striking advantage in peak shape, and thus peak
resolution, of the carbonate on well deactivated Chirasil-Val columns.

In order to gain a better understanding of the chromatographic behaviour, the
temperature coefficients of the Kovats retention indices of the diols la-4a were

L-Chirasil-Val

_ ,,"- ...J

o 10 20 MIN

Fig. I. Comparison of the enantiomer resolution of 1,2-hexanediol 4a and the corresponding cyclic
carbonate 4b on L-Chirasil-Val with a DPTMDS-deactivated borosilicate glass column (22 m x 0.28 mm
I.D.). Conditions: 0.4 kg em - 2 hydrogen, 72°C (isothermal), name ionization detection. Bu = Butyl.
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determined and compared with those of the carbonates Ib-3b. Differences in the
retention index-temperature relationship between the two classes of compounds are
demonstrated in Fig. 2. In general, the slopes for the cycliccarbonates exceed those for
the corresponding diols, thus reflecting the differences in entropy and enthalpy of
interaction for the two classes of compounds, as compared with the coeluted
hydrocarbons. The lines for the open-chain diols are rather flat; in other words, their
enthalpies of interaction are approximately similar to those of the straight-chain
hydrocarbons of comparable free enthalpy of interaction. In contrast, the lines for the
carbonates are biased considerably. All carbonates have a positive temperature
coefficient. Hence, on decreasing the oven temperature they are not retained as much
as the coeluted hydrocarbons, owing to their smaller enthalpies of interaction. For
a given temperature, they are coeluted with hydrocarbons with much higher - Ll H
values, as the Ll S values are particularly small. In our experience with Chirasil- Val,
such a behaviour is typical of cyclic compounds with little capability of hydrogen
bonding to the stationary phase.

This interpretation is corroborated by the thermodynamic parameters of
interaction of butanediols and the corresponding cyclic carbonates with r.-Chirasil
Val, as given in Tables III and IV, respectively. Because of the hydrogen-bonding
capability of the hydroxy groups, the enthalpies of interaction between the diols and
the stationary phase are larger than those of the corresponding cyclic carbonates.
However, owing to the influence of entropy, the free energies of the diols are usually
lower than those of the corresponding derivatives, which are therefore eluted later
within the temperature range investigated.

Striking dissimilarities between the two classes of compounds are also found in
the differences in the thermodynamic parameters - LlLlH,LlLlS and - LlLlG (ef, Tables
V and VI). In general, the contributions of the (favourable) enthalpy and (unfa
vourable) entropy of interaction are much larger for the diols than the corresponding
carbonates, owing to the contribution of hydrogen bonding to chiral recognitiorr'".
The differences in the free enthalpy values ( - LlLlG), and hence the resolution factors

I

1340

R' R2
a

1 Me H R' b R2R' R2

M 2 Me Me n3 Et HOH OH
I.Bu H

ova
a

1140 :::=:======::..
1b;::::::

2a

60 80 . Toe

Fig. 2. Comparison ofthe temperature dependence of the Kovats retention indices of some aliphatic diols
and the corresponding cyclic carbonates on t-Chirasil-Val. The notation 2' refers to the achiral meso
compound (R,S)-2.
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TABLE V

ENANTIOMER DIFFERENCES IN THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR SOME ALIPHATIC DIOLS
WITH L-CHIRASIL-VAL

No. -tJtJH -tJtJS -tJtJG2 9 8 -tJtJG3 2 3 0(298 0(323 T,
(kcal mOrl) (cal mol- 1 K- 1) (kcal mOrl) (kcal mOrl) (OC)

2a 227.4 0.6090 45.8 30.6 1.080 1.049 100
± 53.8" ±0.1632 ±7.5 ±3.7 ±0.014 ±0.006 ±14

3a 336.7 0.9277 60.1 36.9 1.107 1.059 90
±43.8 ±0.1336 ±7.5 ±3.7 ±0.014 ±0.006 ±6

4a 287.7 0.7679 58.8 39.6 1.104 1.063 102
±33.3 ±0.0977 ±5.4 ±3.1 ±0.01O ±0.005 ±5

a Standard deviations after ± signs.

(IX), are much higher for the diols at 50°C and even more pronounced at 25°C, but not
at elevated temperatures. The reason becomes obvious from the van't Hoff plot of In
IX versus I/Tfor the most striking example of3a versus 3b (see Fig. 3). As the ratio of the
enthalpy difference and entropy difference, AAH/ AAS, is particularly small for the free
diol3a, the isoselective temperature, T; at which the selectivity is similar for a pair of
compounds out of a multitude of sample components, depicted in Fig. 3 as the
cross-section of the straight line with the abscissa, is unusually low. Further
experiments with extra-long Chirasil-Val columns are in progress in order to
demonstrate the expected peak reversal of the enantiomers of 3a above 90 ± 6°C.
Similar phenomena were predicted several years ago 26,33, and independently observed
recently in three laboratories34-36. The extrapolated isoselective temperature (Ts) for
the carbonate 3b is considerably higher, i.e., 252 ± 36°C, although both - AAH and
AAS are much smaller. As expected, the ratio T; = AAH/AAS is larger for the
interaction of the rigid carbonate with the chiralpolysiloxane. In view of the different
possible conformations of the free diols (see Fig. 4), one can presume in this instance
that there is a dedicated change in conformation population during solute-solvent
interaction. Such a significant change in the average conformation has been termed
"induced fit"37, in analogy with similar phenomena in enzyme-substrate recognition
processes". One should bear in mind, however, that such a change in average
conformation, although it may increase the difference in the interaction enthalpies

TABLE VI

ENANTIOMER DIFFERENCES IN THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR SOME CYCLIC CAR
BONATES WITH L-CHIRASI'L-VAL

No. -tJtJH -tJtJS -tJtJG2 9 8 -tJtJG32 3 0(298 0(323 T,
(kcal mol-I) (cal mol" ' K- 1

) (kcal mol- I) (kcal mOrl) (OC)

3b 37.7 0.0437 24.7 23.6 1.0425 1.0374 589
±0.7" ±0.0021 ±O.I ±0.1 ±0.0002 ±O.OOOI ±7

4b 33.1 0.0631 14.3 12.7 1.0245 1.0200 252
±3.6 ±0.0109 ±0.5 ±0.3 ±0.0009 ±0.0004 ±36

a Standard deviations after ± signs.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the van't Hoffplots of 1,2-butanediol (3a) and the corresponding cycliccarbonate 3b
for enantiomer resolution on L-Chirasil-Val. The extrapolated isoselective temperature, where peak
inversion occurs, is marked T,.
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( - L1Ll H) of the two enantiomers, is very unfortunate in terms of the entropy difference
(LlLlS), in particular at elevated temperature. Too much flexibility may even cancel
possible differences in the interaction energies of the two enantiomers with the chiral
stationary phase, as demonstrated by the non-resolved enantiomeric pair (8,S)/
(R,R)-2,4-pentanediol.

Differences in conformation populations may also account for the relative
retentivity of the diastereoisomers of2a and 2b. As demonstrated by IR spectroscopy,
the free diol 2a with like configuration of the two stereogenic centres is more likely to
undergo intramolecular hydrogen bonding." (see Fig. 4). Hence one can conclude that
the unlike diastereoisomer is more prone to undergo intermolecular hydrogen
bonding, and thus is retained more strongly by the stationary phase, which is indeed
observed (see Table I). For the cyclic carbonate 2b, a similar order of the
diastereoisomers is found, but the explanation is completely different. The unlike
diastereoisomer with a cis configuration is more readily accessible to the hydrogen
bonding amide moieties of the stationary phase (see arrow in Fig. 4) than the respective
like diastereoisomer with a trans configuration, and is therefore more strongly
retained.

It is noted with interest that the order of emergence of the enantiomers of the
diols la and 2a from L-Chirasil-Val (see Table I) can be correlated with the
corresponding simple alcohols"? formed by replacement of one hydroxy function by
an alkyl residue, leaving one residual hydroxy function at the stereogenic centre.
Likewise, the derivative 2b is eluted with an enantiomeric order that is comparable to
that of perfluoroacylated arylethanediols" and vinyltriols 11.

CONCLUSION

Enantiomers of aliphatic 1,2-diols, in contrast to 1,3-diols, can be separated by
gas chromatography on well deactivated glass capillaries coated with L-Chirasil-Val.
At low temperature, the resolution factors (ex) are even higher than for the
corresponding cyclic carbonates. Although the properties of the two classes of
compounds seem to be similar around 70°C, detailed studies reveal intriguing
differences in their thermodynamic properties, according to the pronounced dif
ferences in conformational flexibility and in the mode of the solute-solvent inter
action. The surprisingly low isoselective temperature (Ts) found for simple aliphatic
1,2-diols may shed new light on the strong influence of interaction entropy on the
separation mechanism. Obviously, rigidity of either the solute or solvent molecules is
not a prerequisite for separation, although it may help to keep the resolution at a high
level at elevated temperatures. At low temperatures, on the other hand, well designed
flexibility may give rise to a good balance between enthalpy and entropy of interaction,
and thus to relatively high ex values.
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SUMMARY

A conventional packed-column chromatograph was modified for use with a
megabore column using a commercial conversion kit, with the intention of devel
oping a multi-residue method for organophosphorus pesticides. The results indicate
that the conversion does not affect the resolving power of the megabore column, since
fourteen organophosphorus pesticides could be separated in a single injection. The
megabore column in such a system proved to be much more efficient than a packed
column in terms of resolution and qualitative reproducibility, and comparable with a
similar column in a dedicated chromatograph.

However, the conversion did affect the quantitative reproducibility of the sys
tem to some degree, as indicated by coefficients of variation between 5 and 27%,
although it was determined that the particular nitrogen-phosphorus detector system
(filament bead) used in this study was partly responsible for the variation. Never
theless, calibration curves were obtained down to 0.1 ng per component, and a limit
of quantitation of 1.0 ng was established for each component in a sample containing
fourteen organophosphorus compounds. The results indicate that the system is suffi
ciently reproducible to develop a multi-residue method for organophosphorus pesti
cides in environmental waters.

INTRODUCTION

The technique of gas chromatography has evolved tremendously since its in
ception in 19511

. Initially the instrument was crude and simple, and consisted essen
tially of a heated injection port, an oven and a thermal conductivity detector. The
column was initially made of copper tubing filled with an absorbant, but this was later
replaced by glass tubing.

The first capillary (open tubular) column was introduced in 1957 by Golay",
. but its use was somewhat curtailed owing to a lack of capacity and easy breakage. A
breakthrough came in 1979 with the introduction of fused-silica colurnns ' (0.23 or

0021-9673(89($03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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0.32 mm LD.). They were characterized by inertness, flexibility and ease of handling,
and could be prepared with very thin stationary phases. However, column bleed was
still a problem". Subsequent studies resulted in a new breed of capillary columns with
chemically bonded stationary phases-"?". These columns have excellent chemical and
thermal stability, although the problem of capacity still remainsll . Megabore col
umns (0.53-1.0 mm LD.) have recently been introduced'<. They are characterized by
speed, inertness, thermal and chemical stability and efficacy (better resolution), but
they have much better capacity!! than conventional capillary (microbore) columns.

Many laboratories are still equipped with conventional packed-column chro
matographs since it is only recently that dedicated capillary instruments have been
marketed. Thus several authors1 3 , 14 have reported on the conversion of their chro
matograph to accept a megabore column for specific applications. Several prototypes
of conversion kits have recently been marketed.

This paper reports on the conversion of a packed-column chromatograph to
accommodate a megabore column, and on the evaluation of the system for the multi
residue determination of organophosphorus pesticides.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals and apparatus
Organophosphorus pesticide standards were obtained from agriculture Canada

(Ottawa, Canada). Stock solutions of 1 mg/ml were prepared in ethyl acetate (Ana
chemia). A complete list of all the pesticides studied is presented in Table L

A Tracor 560 gas chromatograph with a Tracor 702 nitrogen-phosphorus de
tector was used. The chromatograph was modified to accept a megabore column
using the "direct injection kit. No.2" and the "make-up gas adaptor kit No.2" from
Supelco (Bellefonte, CA, U.S.A.).

The borosilicate megabore column (Supelco) was 30 m x 0.75 mm J.D. and
contained 1.0-.um SPB-5 (a mixture of 5% dimethylpolysiloxane, 1% vinylmethyl
siloxane and 94% diphenylpolysiloxane). The column was inserted 2 em into the
conversion tube (inlet) and 13 em (outlet) into the detector system, so that the tip of
the column came to rest ca. 2 mm from the jet. Another megabore column (30 m x
0.75 mm LD.) containing SPB-l (1.0 .urn) was used for comparison purposes.

The detector source (filament) was operated at 7.5 V with the polarizing voltage
at low. The flow-rates of air and hydrogen were set at 125 and 3.0 ml/rnin, respec
tively. The helium (carrier gas) flow-rate was set at 5.0 ml/min. A gas purifier oper
ated at 600°C (Demery Lindberg) was installed to remove oxygen and water. Helium
was also used as make-up gas when necessary.

Under normal conditions, the chromatograph was programmed as follows:
150°C for 3 min, up to 250°C at 5°C/min, hold for 8 min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The conversion of a packed-column chromatograph to accept a megabore col
umn is straightfoward. Fig. 1 shows the location of the column in the injection port
and the detector. There is some dead volume created by the glass tubing in the
injection port and also in the second port, which is used as an inlet for make-up gas.



TABLE I

ADJUSTED RETENTION TIMES OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS STUDIED

N.D. = Not detected.

Common name Chemical name t~ (min)
(trade name)

Acephate O,S-Dimethyl acetyl- 9.3
(Orthene) phosphoroamidothioate
Azinphos-methyl O,O-Dimethyl S-[(4-oxo-I,2,3- N.D.
(Guthion) benzotriazine-3( 4H)-yl)methyl]

phosphorodithioate
Chlorpyrifos 0,0-DiethyI0-(3,5,6- 22.2
(Dursban) trichloro-2-pyridyl)

phosphorothioate
Diazinon 0,0-DiethyI0-(2-isopropyl- 18.0
(Basudin) 6-methyl-4-pyrimidyl)

phosphorothioate
Dichlorvos 2,2-Dichlorovinyl dimethyl 4.5
(Nogos) phosphate
Dimethoate O,O-Dimethyl S-(methyl- 16.5
(Cygon) carbamoylmethyl)

phosphorodithioate
Disulfoton O,O-Diethyl S-2-(ethylthio)- 18.3
(Disyston) ethyl phosphorodithioate
Fenitrothion O,O-Dimethyl 0-(3-methyl- 21.3
(Folithion) 4-nitrophenyl) phosphorothioate
Bis-fenitrothion 0-methyl-0,0-[di-(3-methyl-4- N.D.

nitrophenyl)]phosphorothioate
S-Methyl-bis- S-methyl-0,0-di-3-methyl-4- N.D.
fenitrothion nitrophenyl phosphorothiolate
Fensulfothion 0,0-DiethyI0-[4-(methyl- 27.3
(Dasanit) sulphinyl) phenyl]phosphorothioate
Fenthion O,O-Dimethyl 0-[3-methyl-4- 21.9
(Baycid) (methylthio)phenyl]phosphorothioate
Fonofos O-Ethyl S-phenyl ethyl- 17.5
(Dyfonate) phosphonodithioate
Malathion O,O-Dimethyl S-I,2-di- 21.6
(Mercaptothion) (ethoxycarbonyl) ethyl

phosphorodithioate
Methamidophos O,S-Dimethyl phosphoramidate 4.4
(Monitor)
Oxydemeton-methyl S-[2-(Ethylsulfinyl)ethyl] N.D.
(Metosystox-R) O,O-dimethyl phosphorodithioate
Parathion O,O-Diethyl O-p-nitrophenyl 22.2
(Thiophos) phosphorothioate
Phorate O,O-Diethyl S-(ethyl- 15.9
(Thimet) thiomethyl) phosphorodithioate
Phosalone S-6-Chloro-2,3-dihydro-2- N.D.
(Zolone) oxobenzoxazol-3-ylmethyl

O,O-diethyl phosphorodithioate
Phosmet O,O-Dimethyl-S-phthalimi- 32.7
(Imidan) domethyl phosphorodithioate
Temephos 0,0,0',0'-Tetramethyl N.D.
(Abate) 0,0'-thiodi-p-phenylene

diphosphorothioate
Tetrachlorvinphos 2-Chloro-I-(2,4,5-tri- 24.6
(Gardonna) chlorophenyl)vinyl

dimethylphosphate
Trichlorfon Dimethyl-(2,2,2-tri- 9.8
(Dipterex) chloro-I-hydroxyethyl

phosphonate
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~ L

Fig. I. Location of the column in the injection port (left) and in the Tracor detector (right): I = nut; 2 =
ferrule; 3 = glass tubing; 4 = ferrule; 5 = nut; 6 = megabore column; 7 = filament and bead; 8 = jet; 9 =
collecting electrode.

These two aspects are obvious drawbacks to this particular conversion kit as opposed
to those kits that allow on-column injection. .

The carrier gas was optimized using fenitrothion as a good representative of the
organophosphorus compounds under study. It was found that a flow-rate of 5 ml/rnin
offered good peak symmetry and reasonable retention time (21.3 min.) for fenitro
thion. This is in agreement with the results of Lubkowitz et al. l s who showed that the
response of the nitrogen-phosphorus detector is at a maximum with a helium f1ow
rate of 5.0 ml/min, The response of the detector to fenitrothion was best with the air
and hydrogen flow-rates set at 120 and 3.0 ml/min, respectively. It was also found
that the response was better without make-up gas.

All the organophosphorus compounds available were tested individually under
the above conditions. The results given in Table I show that 17 of the 23 compounds
gave positive responses, with retention times varying from 4.4 to 32.7 min. However,
some were not detected because of lack of volatility, and also several had similar
retention times.

Attempts to separate all seventeen organophosphorus compounds by temper
ature programming failed. For this reason dichlorvos, fenthion and chlorpyrifos were
excluded from further studies. Very good resolution was then achieved by temper
ature programming (l40°C for 5 min up to 250°C at 3°Cjmin) for the remaining
fourteen organophosphorus compounds, but the analysis time was unacceptably long
at 115 min. Thus the programme time was shortened to 31 min with some loss in
resolution (R = 0.78 between peaks 6 and 7, which means 30% overlap), as illustrat
ed in Fig. 2.

Linearity study
Standard mix solutions of the fourteen organophosphorus compounds were
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Fig. 2. Chromatogram showing separation of fourteen organophosphorus compounds on Megabore
SPB-5. Amount injected, 1 ng of each. Peaks: 1 = methamidophos; 2 = acephate; 3 = trichlorfon; 4 ~

phorate; 5 = dimethoate; 6 = fonofos; 7 = diazinon; 8 = disulfoton; 9 = fenitrothion; 10 = malathion;
11 = ethyl-parathion; 12 = tetrachlorvinphos; 13 = fensulfothion; 14 = phosmet.

prepared such that 100.0, 10.0, 5.0, 1.0, 0.1 and 0.01 ng/pl of each pesticide were
injected. Only a few pesticides, such as diazinon and ethyl-parathion, could be detect
ed at 0.01 ng. Thus further studies with all fourteen organophosphorus were limited
to 0.1 ng/pi solutions. A typical cailbration curve for metamidophos is shown in Fig.
3. The slope of the curve is 0.92, which indicates good sensitivity. However, below 1.0
ng, the deviation from linearity becomes excessive. All the other organophosphorus
compounds showed similar response curves, with slopes (sensitivity) varying between
0.90 and 1.0; exceptions were phorate and disulfoton, with values of 0.60 and 0.77,
respectively.

Reproducibility studies
The reproducibility of a chromatogram in terms of individual retention times in

multi-residue analysis is very important for identification purposes. Table II gives the
coefficients of variation (C.V., n = 16) of the retention times for the fourteen orga
nophosphorus compounds studied. The variation is slightly higher at low retention
values but the average C.V. is only 2%, which is quite acceptable considering that
variations between 1 and 10% are common in gas chromatography". Such little
variation enables the analyst to detect a particular organophosphorus compound
with reasonable accuracy and is a clear indication that the conversion does not ad
versely affect column performance.

Reproducibility as a function of peak height is more of a problem. C.V. for 1.0
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Fig. 3. Calibration curve for methamidophos.

ng ofeach component in the multi- residue standard are given in Table III. They show
a minimum of 5% for ethyl-parathion and a maximum of 27% for phosmet. This
variation may be attributed to several reasons. The main one is the greater surface
area (due to extra plumbing) that the injected sample comes in contact with before

TABLE II

REPRODUClBILITY STUDY OF RETENTION TIMES OF A MULTI-RESIDUE STANDARD
(1.0 ng)

Organophosphorus
compound

Average (n= 16)
retention time
(min)

S.D. c.v. (%)

Methamidophos 2.9
Acephate 5.9
Trichlorfon 6.4
Phorate 11.1
Dimethoate 12.0
Fonofos 13.1
Diazinon 13.2
Disulfoton 13.5
Fenitrothion 16.3
Malathion 16.7
Ethyl-parathion 17.1
Tetrachlorvinphos 19.9
Fensulfothion 22.6
Phosmet 27.3

0.1 4
0.2 3
0.2 3
0.3 2
0.3 2
0.3 2
0.3 2
0.3 2
0.3 2
0.2 I
0.2 I
0.3 I
0.4 2
0.5 2

Average 2
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TABLE III

REPRODUCIBILITY STUDY OF DETECTOR RESPONSE TO A MULTI-RESIDUE STANDARD
(1.0 ng)

Organophosphorus Average (n=J6) S.D. c.v, (%)

compound peak height

Methamidophos 12.1 1.8 15
Acephate 2.3 0.4 15
Trichlorfon 6.3 0.6 9
Phorate 21.6 1.6 7
Dimethoate 14.7 2.3 16
Fonofos 34.0 3.8 II
Diazinon 52.1 6.1 12
Disulfoton 38.8 3.8 10
Fenitrothion 42.7 3.0 7
Malathion 36.4 3.4 9
Ethyl-parathion 48.4 2.6 5
Tetrachlorvinphos 30.0 3.3 II
Fensulfothion 6.4 1.6 25
Phosmet 3.9 1.1 27

Average 12

entering and at the exit of the column, which contributes to band broadening and
inevitably affects reproducibility. Another important reason is believed to be detector
variability. In the past, while working with packed columns, this particular nitrogen
phosphorus detector (Tracor 702) showed occasional variability, which was related to
the particular filament bead in the detector. A third cause of variation is related to the
particular organophosphorus compound (for example, tetrachlorovinphos and phos
met), which sometimes lack volatility. This results in broad and unsymmetrical peaks,
which have a strong influence on reproducibility.

Limits of detection and quantitation
The limit of detection (LOD) (peak height double the noise) varies with each

chemical. In order to detect each compound in the multi-residue standard, a solution
of at least 0.1 ng/Jll has to be injected. However, considering the variability expressed
above for each pesticide, a limit of quantitation (LOQ) of 1.0 ng per analyte (ten times
LOD) was chosen (average C.V. 12%) to ensure that all pesticides could be analysed
with precision .

. Comparison with SPB-l megabore
The SPB-l is considered to be less polar than SPB-5. A chromatogram of

fourteen organophosphorus compounds at 1.0 ng/Jll is shown in Fig. 4. Resolution is
better for peaks 8, 9, 10 and 11 than with the SPB-5 column. However, peaks 6 and 7
co-elute and peaks 1 and 2 are not as sharp. Overall, the SPB-5 stationary phase gives
better results than the SPB-l.

Sasaki et at.!? have evaluated three megabore columns installed in a dedicated
capillary gas chromatograph with a flame photometric detector in a multi-residue
study of OPs in agricultural products. All the columns were 0.53 mm 1.0., with
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Fig. 4. Chromatogram of fourteen organophosphorus pesticides on SPB-l; amount injected, 1.0 ng of each.
Peak numbers as in Fig. 2.

lengths between 10 and 12 m. These authors studied individually 23 organophospho
rus compounds on CBP-lO, CBP-1 and 5% phenylmethylsilicone. For comparison
purposes, only the results with 5% phenylsilicone will be mentioned since this station
ary phase compares favourably with SPB-5. The retention times varied from 0.9 min
(dichlorvos) to 24.3 min for phosmet. The LOD varied between 0.01 and 0.08, which
compares favourably with our data.

CONCLUSION

This study shows the separation of fourteen organophosphorus compounds on
a megabore column installed in a conventional gas chromatograph. The results com
pare well with those obtained with a dedicated capillary gas chromatograph17. In
comparison, a packed column (1.8 m x 4 mm J.D., OV-101:0V-210) in the same
chromatograph can separate only five of the fourteen chemicals. Others co-elute or
are simply not volatile under these conditions.

The quantitative data, on the other hand, show more variability, some of which
may be caused by the conversion (more dead volume and surface area) of the gas
chromatograph to accept megabore columns. However, it is suspected that much of
the variability may be due to detector instability in our particular case.

It was felt that the results were sufficiently reproducible to warrant further
studies. Thus, the system was used to evaluate several methods for the recovery of
organophosphorus compounds from water. The results of this study appear in the
following paper.
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SUMMARY

Several methods involving solvent extraction or solid extraction (Amberlite
XAD resins) were studied for the multi-residue recovery of fourteen organophospho
rus compounds in water. It was found that extraction with ethyl acetate in a salted
medium provided the most consistent data, both in terms of number of compounds
recovered and percentage recovery. Amberlite XAD resins gave consistently high
recoveries, and this was attributed to a matrix effect upon the particular nitrogen
phosphorus detector.

The evaluation was made using a megabore column installed in a conventional
packed-column chromatograph, and the results show that such a system is amenable
to the multi-residue analysis of organophosphorus pesticides at very low cost.

INTRODUCTION

Organophosphorus pesticides form a large class of compounds with various
chemical structures. This presents a problem in terms of developing a multi-residue
method for their analysis from environmental samples, since extraction and instru
mental methods of analysis are not universal. Aqueous samples of organophosphorus
pesticides may be extracted with an organic solvent, such as ethyl acetate, benzene,
chloroform, dichloromethane or hexane. Suffet et al.: have determined that proper
control of pH and ionic strength is necessary to obtain reproducible recoveries.

Solid phase extraction of aqueous samples has become very common in recent
years. Amberlite XAD resin columns have been used for the recovery of fenitrothion
and several breakdown products in water-:". This technique has been extended to the
recovery of organophosphorus pesticides from tap water by sampling large volumes".
Adsorption columns" and, more recently, reversed-phased adsorbants 7 have also
been used.

The most popular approach to the analysis of organophosphorus pesticides is
gas-liquid chromatography (GLC). Until recently mostly packed columns coupled to

0021-9673(89($03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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various detectors, such as the flame photometric", the thermionic", the electron cap
ture '? and the Hall 11 , were used. However, the number of organophosphorous pesti
cides that may be analysed simultaneously with packed columns is limited by lack of
resolution and lack of volatility.

Recently, dedicated capillary chromatographs I 2-1 5 have been used with excel
lent results in terms of resolution, but limited capacity is a drawback. Megabore
columns offer an alternative in the sense that they possess good resolution and capac
ity!".

In the first part of this project'? a packed-column gas chromatograph was
converted into a megabore system and used for the analysis of fourteen organophos
phorous compounds. In this part of the study the object was to evaluate several
approaches to their multi-residue extraction in water using megabore column GLC.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and apparatus
These were as described in Part 11 7

. The environmental water came from a lake
used for drinking water.

Amberlite XAD resin column and extraction
The resin (500 g) in a 1-1 beaker was cleaned with ethyl acetate by placing the

container in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min. It was filtered, and cleaned again with
ethyl acetate, then with methanol followed by purified water.

Columns were prepared as described earlier":". A 1-1 water sample was
processed by passage through an XAD resin column (gravity flow) and elution with
two 100-ml volumes of ethyl acetate. The final volume was adjusted to 10.0 or 1.0 ml.

Solvent extraction of organophosphorus compounds from water
A 1-1 water sample was fortified with the multi-residue standard at the appro

priate concentration, and the sample was stirred for 10 min. The sample was then
extracted with three 100-ml volumes of solvent (ethyl acetate, dichloromethane or
hexane). The extract was dried with anhydrous sodium sulphate, evaporated to a
small volume on a rotary evaporator, then adjusted to 10.0 ml. Duplicate extractions
were done for each set of conditions. Whenever variation was observed a third or
fourth sample was processed until agreement was obtained.

Purified water (pH 5.8) was used as control. A series of samples was also pre
pared by adjusting the pH to 3.0 using HCI (1.0 M). Another set of samples was
prepared by adding 50 g of NaCI to purified water.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Part 11 7 it was established that fourteen organophosphorus compounds
could be separated on a SPB-5 megabore column and that the limit of quantitation
using a multi-residue standard was 1.0 ng. At this level the coefficients of variation
(C.V.) varied between 5 and 27%, with an average of 12%. Bearing this in mind,
water samples were fortified at the 10 flgjl (ppb) level and extracted using Amberlite .
XAD-4, Amberlite XAD-7, ethyl acetate, dichloromethane or hexane. Extraction
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was also performed under different conditions of pH and salinity. Percentage recov
eries were obtained by comparing peak heights with those of a multi-residue external
standard of the same concentration.

The results for purified water are presented in Table I. Values for each pesticide
are expected to vary according to the respective C.V. l

7, which is a parameter indica
tive of the precision of the gas chromatographic analysis using standard solutions.
For instance, the value for fenitrothion recovery with hexane should be 93% ± 7%~

that for phosmet should be 118% ± 27%. Several data were outside the normal error
range of the method: these are indicated in Table I. This indicates that some addition
al factor has an influence on the reproducibility. Accuracy, or how close to 100% the
recovery values will be, is another matter. It depends on the effectiveness of the
recovery step and many factors interfere along the way. At the limit ofquantitation of
a method the variation may be very high, and it becomes difficult to decide what is
acceptable. Thus, in this study, for the purpose of comparison between methods,
values within a range of 100% ± 25% will be considered acceptable.

The data for hexane in Table I show that nine pesticides are well recovered, four
cannot be detected and one value is too low. This is reflected by the recovery ratios
(9:4:1:0), which have been used in this study to compare the effectiveness of the
various methods. The recovery ratio for dichloromethane shows that only three re
coveries are acceptable (3:3:8:0). Good results were obtained with ethyl acetate with a
ratio of 10:2:2:0. With Amberlite XAD-7 the ratio 10:2:1:1 indicates good perform
ance, although the same pesticides are not involved. With Amberlite XAD-4 the

TABLE I

PERCENTAGE RECOVERY OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PESTICIDES (10 ppb) FROM PURI-
FIED WATER (pH 5.8)

NO = Not detected.

Pesticide Extractant

Hexane Dichloromethane Ethylacetate XAD-7 XAD-4

Methamidophos NO NO NO NO 16"
Acephate NO NO NO NO 9"
Trichlorfon NO NO 21" 63" 104
Phorate 99 70" 99 85 95
Dimethoate NO 51" 66" 113" [61"
Fonofos 104 7[" 110 89 92
Diazinon 93 69" 95 89 [O[

Disulfoton 98 67" 101 107 [ 17"
Fenitrothion 93 7[" 93 95 [08"
Malathion 93 68" 102 88 103
Ethyl-parathion 92 68" 93 10[ 105
Tetrachlorvinphos 95 80" 91 106 126"
Fensulfothion 53" 94 90 112" 147"
Phosmet 118 105 86 213" 251"

Recovery ratios" 9:4:1:0 3:3:8:0 10:2:2:0 10:2:1:1 9:0:2:3

"Recovery is outside the C.V. range ' ?

b Recovery ratio means acceptable recovery:not detected.low value.high value.
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recoveries for methamidophos and acephate are out of range because of low results,
and three values are excessivelyhigh. Overall the results with ethyl acetate and Am
berlite XAD-7 are equivalent, although not similar for all pesticides. An explanation
for the high values with XAD resins will be offered later.

Some extraction procedures are known to improve at lower pH, particularly
when acidic compounds are present. Thus the pH was adjusted to 3.0. The results,
presented in Table II, indicate that a decrease in pH has a favourable effect with
dichloromethane but very little effect with the other solvents. With XAD resins more
of the values are greater than 125%. Some high values are also observed with the
organic solvents. Several attempts to increase recoveries were made at pH 7.5, 8.5 and
9.5, but without success.

Sometimes, particularly with slightly water-soluble solvents and to increase the
partition coefficient of a solute in an organic solvent, the water sample is saturated
with sodium chloride. The results, presented in Table III, show that salt addition
favours recovery with organic solvents but with the resins more higher values are
obtained.

The overall picture (compare recovery ratios) indicates that, among the three
organic solvents, recoveries with ethyl acetate are better and more organophosphorus
pesticides are recoverd. Recoveries with hexane are good, with the exception of four
compounds. Recoveries with dichloromethane are positive but the values are low. In
general, recoveries are better at a lower pH or in a salt-saturated medium. Recoveries
with Amberlite XAD resins are sometimes high, particularly at low pH or in a salt
medium. However, Amberlite XAD-4, in particular, recovers some part of all the

TABLE II

PERCENTAGE RECOVERY OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PESTICIDES (10 ppb) FROM PURI-
FIED WATER (pH 3.0)

ND = Not detected.

Pesticide Extractant

Hexane Dichloromethane Ethylacetate XAD-7 XAD-4

Methamidophos ND ND ND 12a ND
Acephate ND ND ND 11 a ND.
Trichlorfon ND ND 25a 71 a 82
Phorate 112a 98 95 61 a 98
Dimethoate ND 101 80 156a 140a

Fonofos 122a 109 119a 89 97
Diazinon 105 95 93 92 100
Disulfoton 109 94 96 15a 134a

Fenitrothion 115a 106 104 127" 114a

Malathion 117a 103 108 97 103
Ethyl-parathion 112a 104 100 97 113a

Tetrachlorvinphos 118a 111 98 115a 128a

Fensulfothion 88 159a 102 143a 134a

Phosmet 192a 171 a 121 a 204a 236a

Recovery ratios 9:4:0:1 9:3:0:2 11:2:1:0 5:0:5:4 7:2:0:5

a Recovery is outside the C.V. range!".
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TABLE III

PERCENTAGE RECOVERY OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PESTICIDES (10 ppb) FROM PURI
FIED WATER SATURATED WITH SODIUM CHLORIDE

NO = Not detected.

Pesticide Extractant

Hexane Dichloromethane Ethylacetate XAD-7 XAD-4

Methamidophos NO NO NO NO loa
Acephate NO NO NO NO 11 a

Trichlorfon NO NO 41a 93 112a

Phorate 104 79a 96 ilia 92
Dimethoate NO 66" 87 163a 175a

Fonofos 110 88 105 107 99
Diazinon 105 76a 99 108 110
Disulfoton 106 72" 96 130a 89
Fenitrothion 108 84 99 122a 119a

Malathion 105 79a 96 114a 110
Ethyl-parathion 105 81 95 114a 111
Tetrachlorvinphos 110 88 98 132a 127a

Fensulfothion 95 124" 102 143a 161 a

Phosmet 133a 119" 87 215a 249a

Recovery ratios 9:4:0:1 9:3:4:0 11:2:1:0 7:2:0:5 8:0:2:4

a Recovery is outside the C.V. range ' ?

organophosphorus pesticides tested. None of the above extraction methods success
fully recovered methamidophos or acephate, although Amberlite XAD-4 showed
some recovery, and trichlorfon could not be recovered successfully with organic sol
vents.

The major cause for the high results, which is more pronounced with Amberlite
XAD-4, is attributable to a matrix effect. A standard solution of the pesticides was
prepared in ethyl acetate that had been eluted through a resin column. The results
compared to a regular standard in ethyl acetate are presented in Table IV. They show
that the detector response increases tremendously in some cases (300% phosmet),
indicating a definite matrix effect. The fault in this case lies mostly with the filament
bead of the nitrogen-phophorus detector and not on the XAD resin. If it was not for
the matrix effect, Amberlite XAD-4 columns would probably have given quantitative
recoveries for twelve out of fourteen pesticides. Therefore Amberlite XAD resin col
umns should not be discounted as an extraction procedure for organophosphorus
pesticides.

To reduce the matrix effect the data were recalculated using the internal stan
dard approach. Usually an internal standard has a structure and chromatographic
properties similar to those of the analytes, and the peak must be well resolved. Thus,
using tetrachlorvinphos as internal standard gave the results in Table IV for purified
water. The results are very similar to those obtained with the external standard (ef
Tables I-III) except for dichloromethane, where the values are now mostly in the
acceptable range. The use of fenitrothion as internal standard was also tested and the
same conclusion was obtained, i.e. the internal standard approach can correct for
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TABLE IV

EFFECT OF CO-EXTRACTIVES FROM AMBERLITE XAD-4 RESIN ON DETECTOR RE
SPONSE

Pesticide

Methamidophos
Acephate
Trichlorfon
Phorate
Dimethoate
Fonofos
Diazinon
Disulfoton
Fenitrothion
Malathion
Ethyl-parathion
Tetrachlorvinphos
Fensulfothion
Phosmet

TABLE V

Peak height
(cm) a/standard
in purified
methyl acetate

13.0
8.3
3.8

21.8
23.2
77.8
34.5
50.5
43.3
67.8
62.5
38.8
12.3
4.0

Peak height
(cm) 0/standard
in ethyl acetate
extract

21.5
14.5
4.7

24.5
38.3
85.0
38.5
58.0
59.3
78.5
77.8
55.3
28.3
16.0

Increase (%)

65.4
74.7
23.7
12.4
65.1
9.3

I\.6
14.9
37.0
15.8
24.5
42.5

130
300

PERCENTAGE RECOVERY OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PESTICIDES (10 ppb) FROM DIS-
TILLED WATER (pH 5.8) WITH TETRACHLORVINPHOS AS INTERNAL STANDARD

ND = Not detected.

Pesticide Extractant

Hexane Dichloromethane Ethylacetate XAD-7 XAD-4

Methamidophos ND ND ND ND 12"
Acephate ND ND ND ND 7"
Trichlorfon ND ND 23" 59" 82
Phorate 104 88 103 81 74"
Dimethoate ND 64" 73" ]08 128"
Fonofos 110 89 121" 85 74"
Diazinon 97 87 105 84 81
Disulfoton 104 85 J12 102 94
Fenitrothion 98 89 102 90 86
Malathion 98 85 113 84 82
Ethyl-parathion 97 86 102 83 84
Tetrachlorvinphos
Fensulfothion 56" 119" 100 106 116"
Phosmet 124" 132" 95 200" 198"

Recovery ra tios 8:4:1:0 8:3:1:1 9:2:2:0 9:2:1:I 7:0:4:2

a Recovery is outside the C.V. range 1 7.
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Fig. 1. Chromatogram of an extract of fourteen organophosphorus pesticides in environmental water at
1.0 J.i.gjl. Extraction with ethyl acetate and sodium chloride. Peaks: I = methamidophos; 2 = acephate;
3 = trichlorfon; 4 = phorate; 5 = dimethoate; 6 = fonofos; 7 = diazinon; 8 = disulfoton; 9 = fe
nitrothion; 10 = malathion; II = ethyl-parathion; 12 = tetrachlorvinphos; 13 = fensulfothion; 14 =

phosmet.

matrix effects in some cases but overall the picture is not much better than with an
external standard. This was expected since the detector response to the matrix is not
equivalent for each OP (see Table IV).

Determination of the limit of quantitation in environmental water
It has already been established that, at 10 ppb, eleven out of fourteen orga

nophosphorus pesticides may be recovered successfullyfrom water with ethyl acetate
in a salt-saturated medium (methamidophos, acephate and trichlorfon are not well
recovered). Under the same extraction conditions fonofos, disulfoton and fensulfo
thion cannot be quantitated at the 1.0 ppb level, as shown in Fig. 1. Only diazinon,
fenitrothion, malathion and ethyl parathion may be determined quantitatively using
the multi-residue approach.

CONCLUSION

This study confirms that a megabore column installed in a conventional gas
chromatograph may be used for the separation and quantitation of organophospho
rus compounds from a multi-residue sample of water. Evaluation of a liquid extrac
tion procedure versus solid extraction showed that extraction with ethyl acetate in a
salted medium gave the most reliable recoveries for eleven compounds out of four
teen. Extraction with Amberlite XAD-4 gave excellent recoveries with twelve out of
fourteen compounds, but some of the values were consistantly high, a phenomenon
attributed to a matrix effect towards the nitrogen-phosphorus (thermionic) detector.
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Sasaki et ai.16 have studied the use of megabore columns in a dedicated capil
lary gas chromatograph for the multi-residue determination of organophosphorus
compounds in various crops. They used megabore columns, 10-12 m x 0.53 mm
LD., containing CBP-1O, CBP-I or 5% phenyl methyl silicone. The last stationary
phase compares favourably with SPB-5 used in this study. Their results showed a
limit of detection five to ten times better than ours with comparable resolution (for
those organophosphorus compounds in common) using a flame photometric detec
tor. However, such a limit of detection could be attained with a modified megabore
system using the nitrogen-phosphorus detector, provided the latter is performing as it
should.

Thus it is fair so say that the megabore dedicated capillary system used by
Sasaki et al. gave a slightly better performance than the modified conventional mega
bore system used in this study. However, we feel that the results obtained with the
modified system are satisfactory in terms of performance, and the method proposed
in this study (extraction with ethyl acetate in salted medium) is applicable to the
multi-residue analysis of organophosphorus pesticides in environmental water, al
though the use of Amberlite XAD-4 should not be discounted. Conversion of a
conventional chromatograph to megabore (and back to packed columns) is simple
and involves little cost. It is felt that improvements in resolution and quantitation
could be made with better conversion kits and a more reliable nitrogen-phosphorus
detector.
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GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY OF TITAN'S ATMOSPHERE

I. ANALYSIS OF LOW-MOLECULAR-WEIGHT HYDROCARBONS AND
NITRILES WITH A PORAPLOT Q POROUS POLYMER COATED OPEN
TUBULAR CAPILLARY COLUMN
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SUMMARY

A PoraPLOT Q column was utilized for gas chromatographic analyses of
various mixtures of low-molecular-weight saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons
and nitriles, which are plausible constituents of the atmosphere of Titan, the largest
satellite of Saturn. This capillary column coated with styrene-divinylbenzene co
polymer has a chromatographic behaviour similar to that of a Porapak Q packed
column when analyzing these compounds. Its chromatographic behaviour however, is
drastically improved by its much higher resolving power. With more than 1000
theoretical plates per metre for nitriles, this column offers a rapid separation of these
compounds from C1-CS hydrocarbons, even under isothermal conditions. It appears
to be a viable choice for the gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer aboard the
Huygens probe of the Cassini mission which is planned to explore Titan's atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION

For the development of space missions involving gas chromatography (GC),
rapid GC analyses with good resolution and compatible with the requirements of space
instrumentation and planetary missions are now needed. This is the case in particular
with the joint NASA-ESA Cassini mission to the Saturn system, planned to be
launched in 19961

.

Cassini and the in situ analysis of Titan's atmosphere
One of the main objectives of the Cassini mission is to explore the atmosphere of

Titan, the largest satellite of Saturn, from an atmospheric probe called Huygens.
Several of the nine scientific instruments aboard will allow the in situ analysis of Titan's
atmosphere during the 3-h descent of the probe. These include a gas chromatograph
operating in two possible modes: not coupled or coupled to a mass spectrometer. It will
be able to analyze gases either directly sampled from the atmosphere, or provided after
pyrolysis by an aerosol collector-pyrolyzer experiment'.

O~21-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Titan's atmosphere is mainly composed of nitrogen with a noticeable mole
fraction of methane and the likely presence of argon. Several minor constituents have
already been detected: at the 1000-10 ppmv level, Hz, CO and CzH6 ; below 10 ppmv,
saturated CZ-C 3 hydrocarbons, ethylene, acetylene, propyne and diacetylene, HCN,
CzNz, HC3N and COz. Several other hydrocarbons and nitriles are expected to be
present in this environment".

GC requirements
The GC experiment aboard Huygens must be able to analyze simultaneously

C1-C8 hydrocarbons, C1-C4 nitriles and dinitriles, CO, Hz and COz, in the presence
oflarge amounts ofNz and Ar, within a short enough time frame (less than about 15
min) necessary for several analyses.

However, it must offer a resolution high enough to allow the separation of most
of these expected atmospheric constituents, with a column capacity allowing their
quantitative analysis in an high dynamic range of concentration.

In order to solve this problem, we are currently developing chromatographic
studies in two directions: the use of small and short columns packed with micro
particles, and the use of capillary columns. We plan to present the different results of
such studies in a series of articles. This article, the first in the series, is devoted to the
study of a PLOT (porous-layer open-tubular) capillary column".

Capillary GC columns have not yet been used in space instrumentation.
However, they can offer a good resolution within a relatively short time of analysis, if
they are not too long, and their use simplifies the coupling of the gas chromatograph
with a mass spectrometer. With PLOT capillary columns one can combine these
advantages with the chromatographic capabilities of adsorption materials such as
porous polymers, which can be used as column coatings.

Porous polymers have been largely utilized as packing materials in Gc. In
particular, styrene polymers or styrene-divinylbenzene or ethylvinylbenzene co
polymer packings such as Chromosorb 103 (Manville, Lompoc, CA, U.S.A.) or
Porapak Q (Waters, Milford, MA, U.S.A.) have been used intensively in packed GC
columns to analyze gaseous mixtures including hydrocarbons and nitriles":", This
type of adsorbent has also been used as a packing material in space gas chroma
tographs, such as that of the "gas exchange" experiment of the Viking Mission to
Mars8 and the Pioneer-Venus sounder probe gas chromatograph'i'!".

PoraPLOT Q
A fused-silica PLOT capillary column coated with the same kind of porous

polymer (styrene-divinylbenzene) named Po raPLOT Q has recently been commer
cialized (Chrompack, The Netherlands). Detailed studies of the characteristics and
chromatographic performances of this column, and comparisons with those of
Porapak Q packed columns, have already been published I1,1Z. PoraPLOT Q seems to
offer the advantages of the Porapak Q column, such as the possibility of separation of
permanent gases, and volatile polar and apolar organic compounds, with the high
resolution ofa capillary column. However, no data were available on the separation of
nitriles and very few on that of alkynes with this PLOT column.

We found the close similarities between this capillary column and the column
packed with Porapak Q to be particularly interesting. For this reason, we decided to
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test the capabilities of PoraPLOT Q in analyzing nitriles and mixtures of nitriles and
hydrocarbons (alkanes, alkenes and alkynes). This first paper in the series presents the
main results of the above-mentioned study. The next papers will be devoted to similar
studies carried out with a AhOrKCI PLOT capillary column, and with short columns
packed with micro-particles.

EXPERIMENTAL

Column and gas chromatograph
The PoraPLOT Q column (Chrompack, Netherlands) was a 10 m x 0.32 mm

J.D. PLOT fused-silica capillary column coated with a 10-llm film of styrene
divinylbenzene copolymer. It was mounted in a split mode (splitter ratio: 100/1) on
a Carlo Erba Model Fractovap 2150 gas chromatograph equipped with a linear
temperature programmer Model LT 232, a flame ionization detector and a Shimadzu
Model IRC-IB integrator recorder.

The following conditions were chosen for all the presented results: injector
temperature = detector temperature = 22SOC. The carrier gas was hydrogen.

Sampling
Both liquid and gas mixtures have been tested. The complex gas mixtures of

standard volatile hydrocarbons and nitriles were prepared in a sampling glass reservoir
equipped with a septum. This reservoir was connected to a glass vacuum line. It was
initially evacuated and isolated from the line. Then constituents of the mixture were
successively introduced in the reservoir. This was done by expanding a known and
adequate pressure of a pure constituent from the known volume of the vacuum line
into the additional known volume of the reservoir (where the pressure before this
expansion was also known). Nitriles which are liquids at room temperature were added
to the gaseous mixture (at a pressure lower than their saturation vapour pressure) by
introducing a calculated volume of liquid in the sampling reservoir through its septum
with an Hamilton liquid syringe. The final mixture was sampled from the reservoir
with a l-ml Hamilton gas syringe equipped with a gas-tight stopcock. The concentra
tion of each constituent in the gaseous sample was decreased by a known factor by
dilution in air in the syringe itself.

When using liquid mixtures the constituents were diluted in methanol. The final
liquid mixture was sampled with a 0.5-lll Hamilton liquid syringe.

Reagents
Allene and cyanogen were from Matheson (East Rutherford, NJ, U.S.A.).

Methylacetylene (propyne) and ethylacetylene (l-butyne) were from Baker (Phillips
burg, NJ, U.S.A.). All the other C1-C4 hydrocarbons tested were obtained from
Alphagaz-L'Air Liquide (Bois d'Arcy, France) and were at least 99% pure.

Pentanes, 2-methyl-2-butene, l-hexene, n-hexane, benzene, cyclohexane, cyclo
hexene, acetonitrile, acrylonitrile and propionitrile were obtained from Prolabo(Paris,
France). l-Pentene and 3-methylpentane were from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland).
Butyronitrile, isobutyronitrile, methacrylonitrile, cyclopropanecarbonitrile, crotono
nitrile (mixture of cis and trans isomers) and 3-butenenitrile were from Riedel-de-Haen
(Hannover, F.R.G.). .
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Hydrogen cyanide was prepared by acidification of sodium cyanide with
sulphuric acid 13. Cyanoacetylene (propynenitrile) was synthesized by the dehydration
ofpropynoic acid amide, and cyanopropyne (2-butynenitrile) was synthesized by the
cyanidation of 3-chloropropyne. Details of these syntheses have been published
elsewhere!".

Determination of Van Deemter curves
To determine experimentally the dependence of the height equivalent to

a theoretical plate, H, for selected solutes on the linear velocity of the carrier gas, u, we
injected the selected solutes and methane at different inlet pressures of the carrier gas.
The outlet flow-rate was measured with a soap flow meter.

The value of u was calculated from the relationship u = L/tm , where L is the
length of the column and tm is the retention time of methane.

For the solute selected, H was calculated from the classical relationship

where tR is the retention time of the solute and 0) is the half width of its
chromatographic peak assumed to be gaussian.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to characterize quantitatively the performances of the column and to
use optimized flow-rate conditions for analyzing mixtures of hydrocarbons and
nitriles, we have determined Van Deemter curves at different temperatures. In the

H mm
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Fig. I. Benzene: variation ofH with the mean linear velocity, u, and outlet flow-rate.j, of the carrier gas (H 2)

at 110, 140 and 160°C on a 0.32 mm 1.0. PoraPLOT Qfused-silica column (thickness 10 ,urn). Total quantity
injected: 2.2 (l100C) or 1.1 nmol (140 and 160°C). Split mode (100/1).
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Fig. 2. lsobutane (A) and n-pentane (B): variation of H with u andfas in Fig. I. Total quantity injected:
isobutane, 0.9 nmol; n-pcntane, 0.6 nmol.

following studies, hydrogen was used as a carrier gas, because for equivalent H values,
it can provide faster analyses (the retention times are about two times smaller with Hz
as a carrier gas than with He). In addition, the use of Hz facilitates the coupling with
a mass spectrometer.

The results for benzene, isobutane, pentane, acetonitrile and acrylonitrile are
given in Figs. I, 2A, B, 3A and B respectively, for column temperatures of 110, 140 and
160°C. They have been obtained by injecting constant quantities of solute (0.6 to less
than 4 nmol) in the injector of the gas chromatograph. In the case of benzene, the value
of H is not very temperature dependent, at least for u values higher than about 10 cm/s
(corresponding to an outlet flow-rate ofabout 1ml/min). For a given flow-rate, a slight
decrease in His 0 bserved when the temperature is increased. The minimum of the curve
is relatively flat. It is reached for linear velocities of about 20 cm/s (flow-rate of about
2 ml/rnin), Its value is 0.87 mm, corresponding to 1150 theoretical plates per metre.

The curves obtained with alkanes (Fig. 2A and B) differ significantly from that of
benzene. First, H is temperature dependent: for the same carrier gas velocity,
H markedly increases with temperature. It is at least two times higher at 160 than at
110°C. With butane, the minimum value of H is about 1.9 mm at 110°C. It is 2.8 mm at
140°C and more than 5 mm at 160°C. With pentane, the corresponding values are
about three times smaller: 0.8, 0.9 and 1.5 mm at 110, 140 and 160°C respectively. For
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Fig. 3. Acetonitrile (A) and acrylonitrile (B): variation of H with u andfas in Fig. I. Total quantity injected:
acetonitrile, 3.8 nmol; acrylonitrile, 3 (11O°C) or 1.5 nmo! (140 and 160°C).

these two solutes, the minimum of H is obtained for a u value of about 25 cai]«. In both
cases, in the range of temperatures studied, the minimum corresponds to a linear
velocity of about 30 cm/s (about 2.5 ml/rnin). A similar behaviour is observed in the
case of nitriles (Fig. 3): H increases markedly with temperature. For acetonitrile, its
minimum value is 0.8 mm at llO°C, 1.5 mm at 140°C and 2.7 mm at 160°C. For
acrylonitrile, the values are 0.7, 1.1 and 1.6 mm respectively at the same temperatures.
Again, the efficiency of the column seems to decrease when the temperature increases.
In addition, for the two nitriles, the minimum of H is obtained for a u value ofabout 30
cai]«.

Thus, there is an observed increase in H with temperature for most solutes, either
polar, such as nitriles, or apolar, such as alkanes. This suggests that the retention
processes are mainly driven by gas-solid adsorption, and that there isa change in the
physical structure of the organic polymer film in the range of temperatures. The
particular behaviour of benzene seems to indicate that, for this compound, contrary to
the other solutes for which H plots have been determined, the retention process
involves mainly solubility phenomena. Effectively, this compound is less volatile than
the other solutes considered above, and its chemical structure is very similar to that of
the monomers constituting the organic polymer coating. From these results it also
appears that with such a column, using Hz as the carrier gas, the outlet flow-rate
should be at least 2 ml/min. We have chosen this value for calibrating the column with
hydrocarbons and nitriles.
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Fig. 4. Gas chromatogram ofa gaseous mixture ofC,-C6 hydrocarbons and C,-e4 nitriles on a IOm x 0.32
mm J.D. PoraPLOT Q fused-silica column at 160°C. Carrier gas: Hz. Outlet flow-rate: 2 ml/min. Injected
quantity: 1-3 nmol of each constituent; split mode (100/1). Flame ionization detector. Peaks: I = methane;
2 = ethene; 3 = ethyne; 4 = ethane; 5 = cyanogen; 6 = propene; 7 = hydrocyanic acid; 8 = propane;
9 = allene; 10 = propyne; II = isobutane; 12 = I-butene; 13 = isobutene; 14 = butane; 15 =
trans-2-butene; 16 = l-butyne; 17 = cis-2-butene; 18 = cyanoacetylene; 19 = acetonitrile; 20 =

acrylonitrile; 21 = l-pentene; 22 = n-pentane; 23 = 2-methyl-2-butene; 24 = cyclopentane; 25 =
propionitrile; 26 = methacrylonitrile; 27 = isobutyronitrile; 28 = 3-methylpentane; 29 = I-hexene; 30' =

cyanopropyne; 3I = cis- or trans-crotononitrile; 32 = n-hexane; 33 = 3-butenenitrile; 34 = benzene; 35 =
butyronitrile; 36 = trans- or cis-crotononitrile; 37 = cyclohexane; 38 = cyclohexene; 39 = cyclopropane
carbonitrile.

Fig. 4 shows a chromatogram of a mixture of Ct-C6 hydrocarbons and Ct-C4

nitriles at 160°C. The retention times of hydrocarbons are roughly in the order of their
boiling points and increase with the number of carbon atoms in their structures. The
chromatographic behaviour of nitriles is somewhat similar, in spite of the polarity of
the CN group. With the exception of the non-polar compound C2N2 which is eluted
very quickly, the retention times of all the nitriles studied increase with the number of
carbon atoms, whatever the nature of the carbon chain (saturated, ethylenic or
acetylenic). With this isothermal condition of relatively high temperature, many of the
hydrocarbons are co-eluted, especially those with a small number of C atoms. There
are also several interferences between hydrocarbons and nitriles. Hydrogen cyanide is
co-eluted with propane and propene, propanenitrile with cyclopentane, 2-methyl
propanenitrile with 3-methylpentane and with l-hexene. A few nitriles, such as
cyanopropyne and czs-crotononitrile are not separated. However, the separation is
markedly better and faster than that obtained with a Porapak Q column using similar
temperature conditions". All the solutes injected are eluted in less than 7 min, and they
exhibit symmetrical peaks.

Fig. 5 shows a chromatogram obtained under the same conditions:but at 100°C.
Ethane is separated from the other C2 hydrocarbons, propane from propene.
Hydrogen cyanide is still co-eluted, but only with propene. Cyanopropyne and
cis-crotononitrile again are co-eluted, butanenitrile and trans-crotononitrile are no
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Fig. 5. Chromatogram obtained under the same conditions as in Fig. 4, but at lOO°e.For peak identification
see Fig. 4.

longer separated and are co-eluted with benzene. Elution of all the constituents of the
mixture requires almost I h.

The separation can be improved by using programmed column temperatures.
Fig. 6 shows as an example the analysis of a mixture of C1-C4 hydrocarbons and
C1-C3 nitriles with a linearly programmed temperature starting from 40°C, isothermal
for 2 min, then increased at 20°Cjmin to 115°e. The entire analysis takes 10 min and
allows the separation of all the constituents, with the exception of ethylene and
acetylene.

In order to provide a more general view of the behaviour of this column, we have
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Fig. 6. Gas chromatogram of a gaseous mixture of'Cj-C, hydrocarbons and C t-e3 nitriles. Conditions as in
Fig. 4, but programmed temperature of the column: isothermal for 2 min at 40°C, then 20°C1min to 115°e.
For peak identification see Fig. 4.
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also determined the retention indices, lei), of the solutes studied, using the Kovats
system. The following equation was used

log t~(i) - log t~(P)

lei) = 100 . I I 1 I ' + 100 Z
og tR(P

d l
) - og tRIP,)

where t~ is the relative retention time, Pz and Pz + 1 correspond to the paraffins with

TABLE I

RETENTION INDICES OF HYDROCARBONS AND NITRILES (*) ON Po raP LOT QCOLUMN AT
100 AND 160°C

Reference alkanes in brackets.

So/ute Retention index

100°C /60°C

(Ethane) 200 200
Cyanogen* 236.8 273
Propene 248.9 300
Hydrogen cyanide* 248.9 300
(Propane) 300 300
Allene 311 315.9
Propyne 311 315.9
Isobutane 380.5 384.7
l-Butene 389 390
Isobutene 389 390
(Butane) 400 400
trans-2-Butene 401.8 400
Butyne 401.8 400
cis-2-Butene 406.9 407.9
Cyanoacetylene* 420.9 423.5
Acetonitrile* 432.3 441.6
Acrylonitrile* 475.6 482.2
l-Pentene 489.2 490.8
(n-Pentane) 500 500
2-Methyl-2-butene 503.5 504.1
Cyclopentane 516.1 527
Propionitrile* 523.3 527
Methacrylonitrile* 560.5 559.6
Isobutyronitrile* 592.2 590.4
3-Methylpentane 592.2 590.4
l-Hexene 592.2 590.4
Cyanopropyne* 596.5 595
trans- or cis-Crotononitrile* 596.5 595
(a-Hexane) 600 600
Allyl cyanide* 611 605.8
Benzene 623.9 619.5
Butyronitrile* 623.9 622.2
cis- or trans-Crotononitrile* 623.9 624.0
Cyclohexane 628.8 628.2
Cyclohexene 628.8 628.2
Cyclopropyl cyanide* 645 643.6
(Heptane) 700 700
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z and z + 1carbon atoms respectively and i corresponds to a solute the retention time
of which is between that of P, and Pz + 1 ' The results are given on Table I, for two
different temperatures: 100 and 160°C. It can be checked that, for a given chemical
family, the retention index varies linearly with the number of carbon atoms in the
solute.

CONCLUSIONS

The analogy between the PoraPLOT Q capillary column and a Porapak
Q packed column, already reported for apolar and polar compounds other than
nitriles, is also true for these organics. This PLOT column can be used advantageously
for analyzing mixtures of hydrocarbons and nitriles, combining the advantages of the
high resolution of a capillary column with the ability of styrene-divinylbenzene
copolymer to allow the elution of polar and apolar compounds. A lO-m PoraPLOT
Q column can provide a good separation of saturated and unsaturated low-molecular
weight hydrocarbons and nitriles, in a relatively short time. Only the separation of
HCN and propene seems to be difficult and requires programmed temperature
conditions. Such conditions are not convenient for space GC instrumentation, because
they increase markedly the duration of the analytical cycle and the complexity of the
instrument and its software. In fact, in the case of the Titan probe, the existence of
a coupling of GC with MS reduces the importance of the problem of co-elution,
especially if the co-eluted compounds have well differentiated chemical properties and
consequently mass fragmentation. This is the case of HCN-propene. Thus the
PoraPLOT Q column may be a good choice for one of the chromatographic columns
of the GC-MS instrument of the Titan probe.
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SUMMARY

Oxalic acid was extracted from plant tissue and quantified by a rapid and
accurate procedure using capillary gas chromatography (GC). Samples derived from
leaves, stems, and woody plant tissue were extracted with 3 M hydrochloric acid.
Oxalic acid in these extracts was esterified with diazomethane in ether and determined
as dimethyl oxalate by capillary GC. Recoveries of oxalates added to plant prep
arations ranged from 92 to 105% as compared to a range of 96-102% for oxalate
standards added to 3 M hydrochloric acid. Oxalate was detected and quantified in
cucumber leaves, rhubarb, woody tissue of American chestnut infected with the fun
gus Endothia parasitica and an agar culture of Endothia parasitica. This is the first
report of the presence of oxalate in cucumber foliage. The new procedure using
diazomethane does not require time consuming purification of the extracts before
capillary GC analysis. Unlike alcoholysis, it results in complete esterification. The
determination limit for this method of oxalate quantitation is approximately 500 pg
using a flame ionization detector.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of oxalic acid has important applications in areas of medical and
plant research. Oxalic acid is thought to have a role in renal stone formation1,2.
Oxalate is also a plant metabolite, and crystalline deposits of calcium oxalate are
found in many plant tissues:'. Recent studies have demonstrated that aqueous solu
tions of potassium oxalate, applied to the first two leaves of cucumber, induced
systemic resistance to several fungal pathogens". Studies of the metabolism of ox
alates and their possible role in induced resistance require sensitive methods for the
detection of low levels of oxalates.

Spectrophotometric", isotope dilution mass spectrometric", electrochemical",
liquid chromatographies, high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)9,
(GC)lO-12, ion chromatographic'r' and enzymatic'Y'" methods have been used to

a Present address: Institute of Plant Biochemistry of the Academy of Science of the German Demo
cratic Republic, Halle 4050, Weinberg 3, G.D.R.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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separate and quantify oxalic acid. The methods listed above are either less sensitive or
inappropriate for crude plant extracts when compared to the method described in this
paper.

The present paper describes a simple, rapid, sensitive and reproducible proce
dure for the detection of oxalates useful for quantitative analyses of these compounds
in samples from different origins. The procedures described in this paper include
modifications of previously published methods for the extraction of oxalic acid and
the derivatization of oxalic acid prior to determination by capillary GC 1 0

-
1 2

.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
All chemicals were of a analytical grade. Diazomethane was generated in situ

from N-methyl-N-nitroso-p-toluenesulfonamide (Sigma) by a standard procedure.
Dipropyl oxalate, and diisopropyl oxalate were synthesized by alcoholysis and puri
fied by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on Silica gel G (0.25 mm) (Analtech). Di
methyl oxalate and diethyl oxalate were obtained from Sigma.

Samples
Cucumber plants (cultivar Wisconsin SMR 58) were grown in a greenhouse.

Rhubarb was purchased at a local market. Wood of the American chestnut (Castanea
tentata) infected with the fungus Endothia parasitica was harvested from trees in the
Lexington, Kentucky area. E. parasitica was grown on an amended potato dextrose
agar medium in a standard petri dish!".

Tissue extraction
A 5 g amount of cucumber leaf tissue was cut into small pieces with a razor

blade and homogenized at high speed (Brinkmann, PT 10-35) with 25 ml of 3 M
hydrochloric acid. The suspension was centrifuged at 25 000 g for 5 min and the
supernatant filtered through Whatman No. I paper. The residue retained by the filter
was extracted twice with 15 ml of 3 M hydrochloric acid and the combined filtrates
were adjusted to 60 ml. Samples (5 g fresh weight) from rhubarb leaves, wood of
American chestnut (Castanea tentata) infected with the fungus E. parasitica, and an
agar culture of Endothia parasitica were extracted as described above with 60 ml of 3
M hydrochloric acid. Aliquots (6 ml) of the 3 M hydrochloric acid extracts were used
for methyl esterification and subsequent GC analysis.

Alcoholysis of oxalic acid
A 6-ml volume of 3 M hydrochloric acid extract was evaporated to dryness

under reduced pressure at 40-4SOC. Four different oxalic acid esters were made using
methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, and n-propanol. Dimethyl oxalate was prepared by
adding 5 ml of 7% hydrochloric acid in methanol to the evaporated plant extract. The
solution was then heated to 60°C for 30 min. Diethyl oxalate and diisopropyl oxalate
were prepared by the addition to evaporated plant extract of either 5 ml of 7%
hydrochloric acid in ethanol or 5 ml of 7% hydrochloric acid in isopropanol. In the
preparation of diethyl oxalate, the solution was heated for 30 min at 70°C, whereas
diisopropyl oxalate was prepared by heating the solution for 45 min at 80°C. For the
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preparation of dipropyl oxalate, 5 ml of n-propanol was added to the evaporated
plant extract, and the solution was then heated to 10SOC for 3.5 h. After each alcohol
ysis was complete, 10 ml of water was added. The solution was then extracted with 30
ml (three times at 10 ml each) of chloroform, and the combined chloroform extracts
were concentrated by rotory evaporation at 40°C prior to GC and TLC analysis.

Esterification with diazomethane
A 6-ml volume of the 3 M hydrochloric acid extract was evaporated to dryness

at 40-4SOC and 12 mmHg using a vacuum rotary evaporator. Diethyl ether was added
to the dry, hydrochloric acid-free residue. The ether solution was then transferred to a
graduated IS-ml vial and evaporated under a stream of nitrogen to a volume of 5 ml.
To this solution, 10 ml of freshly prepared diazomethane (0.05 mol N-methyl-N
nitroso-p-toluenesulfonamide, 3 g potassium hydroxide; 100 ml diethyl ether) was
added. The esterification was complete when bubbles were no longer visible and the
yellow color of the solution was stable. The vial was closed by a screw cap and stored
at 4°C until GC analysis.

TLC
After esterification, solutions derived from plant extracts or pure compounds

were chromatographed on silica gel G plates using cyclohexane-ethyl acetate (3:1,
v/v) as the mobile phase. Spraying the plates with hydroxylamine hydrochloride-iron
(III) chloride resulted in a violet color reaction for mono- and diesters of oxalic acid.

Capillary GC
A Perkin-Elmer Sigma 2000 gas chromatograph equipped with a computer

integrator, flame ionization detector and a 25 mm x 0.32 mm fused-silica column
coated with methyl silicone (OY-I) at a film thickness of 0.25 Jim was used for analy
ses. A l-Jil aliquot of the 15 ml ether solutions was used for the determination of
oxalate content by capillary Gc. The split injection port of the instrument was ad
justed to a split ratio of 18:82. Nitrogen was used as a carrier gas at a flow-rate of 15
ml/min through the column with an inlet pressure of 1.0· 105 Pa. The column temper
ature was held at 70°C initially, then raised at 30°C/min to 220°C with an isothermal
hold for 15 min at 220°C. The detector and injector port were set at 270°C. The
amount of oxalate in plant extracts was quantitated by comparing the peak areas of
the detector response to injections of plant samples and known amounts ofa dimethyl
oxalate standard. The dimethyl oxalate standard was dissolved in ether prior to in
jection.

RESULTS

Methods of esterification
Two methods for derivatization of oxalic acid. Alcoholysis resulted in only a

partial conversion of oxalic acid to the diester derivative. The relatively high temper
atures required for alcoholysis also increased the number of contaminants in plant
extracts which often cochromatographed with compounds of interest. Diazomethane
was used as an alternative method for esterifying oxalic acid. In contrast to alcohol
ysis, esterification with diazomethane resulted in the total conversion of oxalic acid to
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dimethyl oxalate. Dissolving the evaporated 3 M hydrochloric acid extracts in ether
before esterification with diazomethane removed many contaminants. This was the
only sample cleanup necessary prior to GC analysis.

Capillary GC
Analyses were performed on plant extracts which contained esterified oxalates

using different oxalic acid diesters as standards. Fig. I shows the chromatogram for
dimethyl, diethyl, diisopropyl and dipropyl oxalate at 90°C column temperature. The
dimethyl ester of oxalic acid was the most useful ester derivative in quantitating
oxalate in plant extracts since peaks of contaminants in plant extracts interferred with
the peaks for the diethyl, diisopropyl and dipropyl oxalate, whereas contaminant
peaks did not interfere with the peak of dimethyl oxalate. A decrease in the column
temperature to 70°C enhanced the separation of the peak of dimethyl oxalate from
the solvent front.

Fig. 2 shows chromatograms of dimethyl oxalate obtained from a standard
solution and from cucumber leaf extract at 70°C. As shown by this figure, the peak of
dimethyl oxalate was well separated from peaks of contaminants in plant extracts.

Recovery of applied oxalates
The results of oxalate recovery studies are shown in Table 1. The average recov

ery for the three different compounds added to cucumber leaf tissue and extracted
with 3 M hydrochloric acid was 97% and the average recovery for the three com
pounds added to 3 M hydrochloric acid extracts of cucumber leaf tissue was 102%.
Treatment of cucumber leaf tissue with 3 M hydrochloric acid led to complete extrac-

IlIm Jlr

/

o 5 10 15 20

Retention Time (min)

Fig. I. Chromatogram of different oxalate diesters. Peaks I, II, III, and IV correspond to dimethyl, diethyl,
diisopropyl and dipropyl oxalate, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Chromatograms of dimethyl oxalate standard (A) and derivatized cucumber leaf extract (B). The
peaks indicated by the arrow correspond to dimethyl oxalate.

TABLE I

RECOVERY OF POTASSIUM OXALATE, OXALIC ACID AND DIETHYL OXALATE ADDED
TO 3 M HYDROCHLORIC ACID, AQUEOUS EXTRACTS FROM CUCUMBER LEAVES AND
FRESH CUCUMBER LEAF TISSUE

Potassium oxalate, oxalic acid and diethyl oxalate were added separately to three 60-ml aliquots of 3 M
hydrochloric acid, 3 M hydrochloric acid extracts of 5 g (fresh weight) cucumber leaf samples and to three
5-g (fresh weight) freshly harvested cucumber leaf samples. The freshly harvested cucumber leaf samples
were extracted with 60 ml of 3 M hydrochloric acid. Dimethyl oxalate was prepared with diazomethane
and quantified by GC described in the text.

Sample Form of Amount added Amount quantified Recovery
oxalate added (mg) by GC analysis (%)

(mg)

3MHCI Potassium oxalate 168 162 96
(60 ml) Oxalic acid 90 92 102

Diethyl ester 146 144 99
Extract from Potassium oxalate 168 168 100
cucumber leaves Oxalic acid 90 90 100
(60 ml) Diethyl ester 146 153 105
Fresh cucumber Potassium oxalate 168 154 92
leaf tissue Oxalic acid 90 87 97
(5 g fresh weight) Diethyl ester 146 148 101
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tion of oxalates. Repeated extraction of the remaining residue failed to yield detect
able levels of oxalate.

Determination of oxalic acid content
The oxalate concentration was determined for different plant samples and the

oxalic acid producing fungus Endothia parasitica (Table II). The amount of oxalic
acid detected in rhubarb, Castanea tentata and Endothia parasitica was similar to that
reported previously". Oxalic acid was also found in cucumber leaves and the amount
increased as a function of age (Table II).

DISCUSSION

A capillary GC method has been developed for the rapid and accurate determi
nation of oxalic acid and oxalates. The procedure described in this report is useful for
the determination of very low concentrations of these compounds by derivatization
to dimethyl oxalate. This technique also does not require time consuming purification
steps before analysis.

In order to develop a reliable technique for determination of oxalates, it was
necessary to have an efficient method for derivatizing oxalic acid. Different methods
of derivatizing oxalic acid were investigated. These methods included alcoholysis with
methanol, ethanol, n-propanol and isopropanol as well as esterification with diazo
methane. Monoesters of oxalic acid were found after alcoholysis, which indicated
that the formation of the diesters was not complete. On the other hand, methyl
esterification with diazomethane was complete, and therefore, it was the method of
choice for quantitative analysis of oxalic acid.

The technique for determination of oxalates outlined in this paper is reliable as
evidenced by the high levels of recovery we observed from samples of different origins
as well as by the low determination limit for dimethyl oxalate compared to known
GC and HPLC methodst-P'!". We found that the determination limit of our capillary

TABLE II

DETERMINATION OF OXALIC ACID AND OXALATE IN DIFFERENT PLANT MATERIAL

Sample

Rhubarb
Cucumber leaf No.1 b (2 weeks old)
Cucumber leaf No. I (3 weeks old)
Cucumber leaf No. I (4 weeks old)
Castanea tentata,

infected with Endothia parasitica
Endothia parasitica

Oxalic acid"
(J.lg/gfresh weight)

980
ND'

57
217

5904
4519d

a One determination.
b Refers to the first true leaf. Leaves were from two plants at each age.
c None detected.
d Data for one agar culture of the fungus representing the total oxalic acid content of agar and

fungus.
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GC for dimethyl oxalate to be approximately 500 pg, whereas the lowest limit of
determination for potassium oxalate was about 200 mg (ref. 4).

Though oxalic acid has been reported previously in spinach, rhubarb, stem
material of Castanea tentata infected with E. parasitica and a culture of E. parasit
ica4 ,17, we are not aware of any reports of oxalic acid in cucumber. The data suggest
that the oxalate content increases with age in cucumber leaves. Although the exog
enous application of oxalate has been demonstrated to induce resistance to fungal
diseases in cucumber", it is not known what role endogenous oxalates have in the
expression of resistance in cucumber.

The procedure described in this paper for the determination of oxalates is sim
ple, rapid, reliable and sensitive. This technique should be useful for the determina
tion of oxalate from a variety of sources.
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SUMMARY

A number of barbiturates have been separated by supercritical fluid chromato
graphy on columns packed with polystyrene-divinylbenzene or ODS-silica using car
bon dioxide containing methanol as a modifier. The effect of the proportion of mod
ifier on the capacity factors, relative capacity factors, and retention indices based on
the alkyl aryl ketone scale has been studied.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years there has been considerably interest in the application of
supercritical fluids as the mobile phase in chromatographic separations using either
capillary or packed columna'>'. These methods offer an alternative to conventional
gas or liquid chromatography but the influence of the separation conditions on the
resolution and retention particularly for polar compounds has not yet been fully
examined. Much work is still in progress to determine the scope and potential appli
cations of supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC), Although the technique has
been applied to the separation of a number of individual drugs and pharmaceutical
compounds'vv" and the separation of the opium alkaloids using different stationary
phases and modifiers has been studied in detail", few other systematic studies of
groups of related drugs have been reported.

The separation of the barbiturates by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC)7,8
and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)8-1o has been widely examined
in therapeutical and toxicological studies because of their widespread application for
the treatment of epilepsy. It was therefore of interest to examine their separation by
SFC to determine if this method could provide an alternative selectivity that might be
advantageous for the confirmation of identification or to improve the resolution in
complex mixtures. By using a different mobile phase the relative separation of the
barbiturates compared to each other or to other drug groups might be enhanced,

Phenobarbitone had been chromatographed previously by Later et al" using
capillary SFC with a polymethylsiloxane stationary phase and in an initial study in

a Present address, Department of Chemistry, University of Technology, Johor Bahru Malaysia.
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this laboratory"! a number of barbiturates were examined using a polystyrene-di
vinylbenzene (PS-DVB) packed column with carbon dioxide as the mobile phase.
However, in that case the peak shapes were poor compared to less polar aromatic test
compounds and on a ODS-silica column all the barbiturates were totally retained.

In the present paper the use of a modifier in the mobile phase to improve the
separation of the barbiturates using these two stationary phases has been examined in
detail and the influence of the proportion of modifier on the retention and selectivity
has been determined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
The alkyl aryl ketones from acetophenone to octadecanophenone were lab

oratory grade from a range of suppliers. Barbiturates were from the reference collec
tion of the Central Research Establishment, Home Office Forensic Science Service,
U.K. Carbon dioxide was industrial grade (99.98%) from British Oxygen Company,
U.K.

Equipment
The separations were carried out using a packed column chromatographv'?

consisting of a Jasco BIP-l pump, with cooled check valves and pumping head,
operating under constant pressure conditions, a Pye Unicam LC-XPS pump for the
addition of modifier, a Rheodyne 7125 injection valve with a 20-fllloop and a Pye 104
gas chromatographic oven (Pye Unicam, Cambridge, U.K.). The analytes were de
tected at 254 nm using an ACS 750/12 variable-wavelength ultraviolet spectrophoto
metric detector (Applied Chromatography Systems, Macclesfield, u.K.) fitted with a
high-pressure flow cell.

The samples were separated on either a 150 x 4.6 mm column packed with
PLRP-S (PS-DVB) 5-flm particles (Polymer Labs., Church Stretton, U.K.) or a 250
x 4.6 mm column packed with Ultrasphere-ODS 5-flm particles (Beckman) and

peaks were recorded using a Hewlett-Packard 3390 integrator.

Method
Samples of the barbiturates and alkyl aryl ketones in methanol were injected

onto the column and eluted with supercritical carbon dioxide. Selected percentages of
methanol by weight were added to the eluent as required. A sample of acetone was
used as the column void volume marker.

Capacity factors k' were calculated as k' = (tR - to)/to (where tR = retention
time and to = column void volume and the mean of triplicate injections was used in
calculations). Retention indices based on the alkyl aryl ketones were calculated as
described for HPLC13 by fitting log k' against carbon number x 100 for the stan
dards to a linear correlation using a least squares routine and then interpolating the
log k' values for the test compounds.
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In an initial study, it was found that there were problems with the separation of
barbiturates on either PS-DVB or ODS bonded-silica columns using unmodified
carbon dioxide as the mobile phase1 1

. On the ODS-bonded silica column, the barbit
urates were totally retained and on the PS-DVB column the peak shapes were poor
and considerable tailing was observed. It has been suggested that residual silanol
groups on the surface of the silica may be a cause of tailing" but the PS-DVB column
contains no silanol groups. Other workers have suggested that a more important
factor is the solubility of the analyte in the mobile phase and that phenolic, acidic and
amide groupings cause particular problems. In both cases it is reported that the effects
can be reduced by the addition of a modifier to the mobile phase I 4

-
16

.

The addition of methanol to the carbon dioxide eluent in the present study
caused a sharpening of the peaks for the barbiturates on the PS-DVB column (Fig. 1)
and reductions in their retentions, which were directly dependent of the proportion of
modifier (Table I). The capacity factors of all the barbiturates changed markedly but
smaller changes were observed for the N-methyl substituted barbiturate, methohexi
tone. The order of elution differed from that found on HPLC which was generally in
the order of increasing molecular size9

, 10 . In the SFC separation, talbutal, which
contains an unsaturated side chain, was retained much more than amylobarbitone
and pentobarbitone, the corresponding isomeric saturated compounds. The cyclic
derivatives phenobarbitone and heptabarbitone also were very highly retained.

Retention indices based on the alkyl aryl ketones have been shown to provide a
robust method for recording the retentions of the barbiturates by HPLC, which were
less dependent than capacity factors on small variations in the operating conditions,
such as temperature and eluent composition and in the determination of the column
void volume'i'!". This approach was initially investigated in the earlier study of the
SFC separation11. In the present work the retentions of the homologous alkyl aryl
ketones, acetophenone to heptanophenone were recorded (Table I) and these were
used to calculate the retention indices of the barbiturates (Table II). However, the
indices were very dependent on the proportion of modifier. This was in agreement
with a study of a series of aromatic test compounds on a PS-DVB column in which

2

o 4 min

Fig. 1. Separation of quinalbarbitone (I) and heptabarbitone (2) on a PS-DVB column. Conditions: mean
column pressure, 2200 p.s.i.; temperature, 60T; eluent, carbon dioxide containing 9% methanol; detec
tion, UV spectroscopy at 254 nm.
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TABLE I

CAPACITY FACTORS OF BARBITURATES IN DIFFERENT METHANOL CON CENTRATIONS
ON A PS-DVB COLUMN

Conditions; column, PLRP-S; eluent carbon dioxide plus methanol; mean column pressure, 2200 p.s.i.;
temperature, 60OC; detection, UV spectroscopy at 254 nm.

Compound

Barbiturates
Barbitone
Butobarbitone
Amylobarbitone
Pentobarbitone
Talbutal
Quinalbarbitone
Methohexitone
Phenobarbitone
Heptabarbitone

Alkyl aryl ketones
Acetophenone
Propiophenone
Butyrophenone
Valerophenone
Hexanophenone
Heptanophenone

Capacity factor

Methanol (%, wlw )

0 4.0 9.1 14.6

5.32 1.34 0.67 0.37
6.51 1.73 0.78 0.39
6.55 1.74 0.78 0.40
6.56 1.75 0.79 0.39
7.50 2.06 0.92 0.47
8.34 2.19 0.95 0.48
6.16 2.27 1.11 0.69
>24 4.87 1.91 0.91
>24 5.07 1.98 0.98

2.27 1.33 0.89 0.67
2.99 1.70 1.07 0.78
3.41 1.85 1.17 0.87
4.15 2.11 1.36 0.99
5.21 2.56 1.59 1.14
6.57 3.06 1.85 1.31

TABLE II

RETENTION INDICES OF BARBITURATES IN DIFFERENT METHANOL CONCENTRA
TIONS ON A PS-DVB COLUMN

Based on alkyl aryl ketone standards, butyrophenone-heptanophenone ' 1. Conditions as in Table 1.

Compound

Barbitone
Butobarbitone
Amylobarbitone
Pentobarbitone
Talbutal
Quinalbarbitone
Methohexitone
Phenobarbitone
Heptabarbitone

Retention index

Methanol (%, wlw)

0 4.0 9.1 14.6

1207 829 641 378
1299 974 740 424
1302 976 734 442
1303 978 742 433
1364 1072 848 567
1412 1106 867 570
1274 1126 966 842

1558 1321 1040
1582 1342 1089
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TABLE III

RELATIVE CAPACITY FACTORS OF BARBITURATES IN DIFFERENT METHANOL CON
CENTRATIONS ON A PS-DVB COLUMN

Conditions as in Table 1.

Compound Relative capacity factor

Methanol (%, wlw )

0 4.0 9.1 14.6

Barbitone 63.8 61.2 70.5 77.1
Butobarbitone 78.1 79.0 82.1 81.3
Amylobarbitone 78.5 79.5 82.1 83.3
Pentobarbitone 78.7 79.9 83.2 81.3
Talbutal 89.9 94.1 96.8 97.9
Quinalbarbitone 100 100 100 100
Methohexitone 73.9 104 117 144
Phenobarbitone 222 201 190
Heptabarbitone 232 208 204

the effect of the modifier varied markedly with the nature of the functional groups in
the analyte!", Changing the proportion of modifier can cause large differences in
relative retentions for unrelated compounds, thus because of the structural differences
between the alkyl aryl ketone standards and the acidic barbiturates, retention indices
are unlikely to be as useful as in HPLC as a method of recording robust retention
values. However, the more detailed study of separation on the PS-DVB column
found that the retention indices of the test compounds were robust to small changes
in the temperature, pressure and density of a unmodified carbon dioxide mobile
phase!".

2

o 4 min

Fig. 2. Separation of amylobarbitone (I) and phenobarbitone (2) on a ODS-silica column. Conditions:
mean column pressure, 1950 p.s.i.; temperature, 60'C; eluent, carbon dioxide containing 4.2% methanol;
detection, UV spectroscopy at 254 nm.
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An alternative method is to record retentions relative to an internal standard
closely related to the analytes of interest and this approach was very succesful in the
HPLC studies as it compensated for small pH changes in the eluent!". The relative
retention times were therefore calculated compared to quinalbarbitone as an internal
standard (Table III). Although these values showed a smaller variation than capacity
factors or retention indices there were still considerable changes with the proportion
of methanol. Thus neither relative method of recording retentions would be robust to
small changes in the proportion of methanol, such as might be found in using a
specified method on different equipment or in different laboratories.

The separation of the barbiturates on an ODS-silica column with methanol as a
modifier was then examined. Again the capacity factors and retention indices were
determined using different proportions of modifier (Table IV) and the retention times
were reduced as the proportion of modifier was increased. Good peak shapes were
obtained for most of the compounds (Fig. 2), although the more retained analytes

TABLE IV

CAPACITY FACTORS OF BARBITURATES IN DIFFERENT METHANOL CONCENTRAnONS
ON AN ODS-SILICA COLUMN

Conditions: column, Ultrasphere ODS; eluent carbon dioxide plus methanol; mean column pressure, 1950
p.s.i.; temperature, 60"C; detection, UV spectroscopy at 254 nm.

Compound Capacity factor Retention index

Methanol (%, wjw )" Methanol (%, wlw)"

4.2 8.4 4.2 8.4

Barbiturates
Barbitone 0.30 0.16 619 398
Butobarbitone 0.37 0.17 751 437
Amylobarbitone 0.42 0.17 831 467
Pentobarbitone 0.37 0.17 747 437
Talbutal 0.41 0.22 825 631
Quinalbarbitone 0.46 0.24 893 681
Methohexitone 0.51 0.28 953 793
Phenobarbitone 0.65 0.28 1111 793
Heptabarbitone 0.78 0.35 1223 964

Alkyl aryl ketones
Acetophenone 0.35 0.25 726 722
Propiophenone 0.47 0.32 902 888
Butyrophenone 0.53 0.35 984 970
Valerophenone 0.63 0.42 1090 1088
Hexanophenone 0.75 0.49 1199 1202
Heptanophenone 0.89 0.57 1307 1311
Octanophenone 1.06 0.66 1413 1417
Decanophenone 1.48 0.88 1622 1623
Dodecanophenone 1.93 1.13 1790 1806
Tetradecanophenone 2.76 1.51 2013 2012
Hexadecanophenone 3.73 1.95 2202 2196
Octadecanophenone 4.97 2.50 2382 2374

a At 0% methanol all the barbiturates were fully retained!l.
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showed some tailing. Generally using a similar pressure of carbon dioxide, the reten
tions were shorter than on the PS-DVB column probably because of a lower overall
retention capacity, which is also found in HPLC1 9

. The elution orders of the barbit
urates on the two columns were the same except for the closely eluted compounds,
amylobarbitone and pentobarbitone. Again the retention indices (Table IV) changed
markedly with the proportion of organic modifier and this can be attributed to differ
ences in the selectivity of the separation observed for compounds with different func
tional groupsi",

CONCLUSION

The barbiturates can be successfully separated by SFC on both PS-DVB and
ODS-silica columns by incorporating methanol as a modifier into the mobile phase
with a different selectivity to HPLC separations. The proportion of the modifier has a
marked effect on the retentions and particular care will be needed to reproduce these
separations in different laboratories. Because of the changes in relative retentions
with the proportion of modifier, retention indices and relative retention times cannot
successfully compensate for small changes in the composition of the eluent.
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SUMMARY

A system has been developed to predict retentions in reversed-phase high-per
formance liquid chromatography based on the molecular structure of the analyte.
The contributions of aliphatic functional groups to the retention index of an analyte
have been determined based on a series of substituted alkylbenzenes. These contribu
tions are expressed as quadratic equations which relate the contribution to the pro
portion and type of organic modifier. The influence of phenyl groups in the proximity
of the substituents has been examined.

INTRODUCTION

Attempts have been made in a number of laboratories to devise methods to aid
the development of high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) separations.
These attempts have been primarily based on either the prediction of isocratic condi
tions from a gradient elution! or optimisation methods, which aim to satisfy a set of
empirical separation and resolution criteria". Both techniques combine experimental
observation with calculations and require no knowledge of the structure of the ana
lyte. However, in many cases the structure or partial structure of the analyte is known
or the structural differences between related compounds, such as isomers or metabo
lites are known.

The aim of the present project has been to develop a retention prediction meth
od for reversed-phase HPLC based on the molecular structure of the analyte':". A
series of studies has therefore been carried out to determine the contributions of
different substituents, both aliphatic and aromatic, to the retention of an analyte. The
intention is to calculate the retention index (I) as the summation of a series of terms:

I = Ip + Is,R + r.IS,AI-X + r.Is,Ar-x + r.I"y_z

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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These represent the retention index of a parent compound (Ip) , a contribution
for saturated alkyl chains (IS,R), contributions for substituents on saturated aliphatic
carbons (IS,AI-X), contributions for aromatic substituents (IS,Ar-X), and terms to ac
count for any interactions between substituents (II,Y-Z) caused by electronic, hydro
gen bonding and steric effects. Each of these terms will be sensitive to eluent composi
tion and the organic modifier in the eluent and will be related to the percentage of
modifier using a quadratic equation. Benzene was selected as the parent compound as
its substituted derivatives can be readily detected. Retention indices based on the
alkyl aryl ketones were used as the basis of the study as they are more robust than
capacity factors and can be more readily transferred between systems-:", The coeffi
cients of the regression equations are held in a database which can be interrogated by
an expert system program (CRIPES, Chromatographic Retention Index Prediction
Expert System) for the calculation of predicted retention indices 7

.

So far the coefficients of the equations for benzene and the substituent index
coefficients for individual groups attached to an aromatic ring have been described in
a range of methanol-pl-l 7 buffer and acetonitrile-pH 7 buffer eluents' and the meth
ods used to ensure the reproducibility of the retention values throughout the study
have been reported",

The present paper describes the determination of the contributions to the reten
tion of substituents on an aliphatic side chain. By examining side chains of different
lengths, it has been possible to examine the effects of interactions of the substituents
with a phenyl ring. The magnitude of the contributions have been compared with the
contribution of these groups to octanol-water partition constants. Despite consid
erable previous interest in the contribution of aromatic substituents to retention few
studies have examined aliphatic substitution".

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals, equipment and procedures were as described previously".

Calculation of aliphatic substituent indices
The retention index increments for each aliphatic substituent were calculated as

the difference between the retention index of the substituted model compound and the
calculated retention index in the same eluent for the corresponding alkylbenzene
based on the parent index value of benzene (Ip) and contributions for the alkyl side
chain. The increments were fitted to a quadratic expression to relate the substituent
indices to the proportion of organic modifier.

DISCUSSION

Rather than base a study of the effect on retention of substituents on a sat
urated carbon by examining substituted aliphatic compounds, which would be diffi
cult to detect spectroscopically, three series of substituted alkyl benzenes have been
examined. Because it is possible that the phenyl group could interact with the sub
stituent, alkyl chains of different length were compared. Any effects should decrease
with the separation between the groups and would not be expected to be significant
for terminal substituents on a propyl side chain.
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Retention behaviour of alkylbenzenes
The first step was to examine the retention of the alkylbenzene parent com

pounds. It was necessary to establish whether the contribution to the retention for a
aliphatic methylene group (CH z = 100 units), which is defined in the alkyl aryl
ketone retention index scale, was also valid to predict the retention of the homolo
gous alkylbenzenes, particularly as it has been suggested that the methylene group
increments for different homologous series may differ 10

•
ll

.

The capacity factors (Tables I and II) and retention indices (Tables III and IV)
of toluene, ethylbenzene, n-propylbenzene and n-butylbenzene were measured across
the eluent ranges methanol-pl-l 7 buffer (40:60) to (80:20) and acetonitrile-pH 7
buffer (30:70) to (80:20). Using the calculated parent index for benzene" as the base
line, the increments for the successive additions of a methylene group to the alkyl side
chain can be calculated as (j[CHz = Iph(CHz)n+ lH - Iph(CHz)nH (where Ph '= phenyl)
(Table V). With the exception of the effect of adding the second methylene group

TABLE I

CAPACITY FACTORS FOR COMPOUNDS WITH AN ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENT ON THE AL-
KYL CHAIN IN ELUENTS CONTAINING METHANOL

Compound Capacity factor (k')

Methanol (%)

40 50 60 70 80

Toluene 29.51 14.02 7.37 3.37 1.74
Benzyl alcohol 2.31 1.31 0.84 0.56 0.41
Benzyl bromide 31.54 13.40 6.52 2.85 1.56
Benzyl chloride 24.56 10.90 5.51 2.38 1.24
Benzyl cyanide 4.79 2.28 1.31 0.73 0.48
Methyl phenyl acetate 10.39 4.68 2.53 1.25 0.74
Phenyl acetaldehyde 5.35 2.01 1.13 0.70 0.56
Phenylacetamide 1.36 0.79 0.52 0.38 0.30
I-Phenyl-2-butanone 13.16 5.23 2.67 1.41 0.74

Ethylbenzene 65.28 27.38 13.73 5.02 2.35
Methyl phenylethyl ether 18.39 7.63 3.88 2.00 1.07
Methyl 3-phenylpropionate 24.04 9.58 4.64 1.99 1.06
4-Phenyl-2-butanone 12.60 5.24 2.42 1.35 0.75
2-Phenylethanol 4.1 I· 2.42 1.28 0.74 0.50
2-Phenylethyl bromide 62.88 25.08 11.31 4.30 1.73
2-Phenylethyl chloride 45.99 18.81 8.30 3.49 1.66
3-Phenyl- 1-propionamide 2.65 1.38 0.83 0.51 0.36
3-Phenyl- 1-propionitrile 6.38 2.99 1.58 0.83 0.52

n-Propylbenzene 165.50 59.57 24.60 8.19 3.38
Methyl 4-phenylbutyrate 51.00 17.98 7.78 2.88 1.40
4-Phenyl- 1-butyronitrile 15.22 6.13 2.94 1.32 0.72
3-Phenyl-l-propanol 8.55 3.84 2.06 1.03 0.62
3-Phenyl-I-propyl bromide 163.37 56.07 22.12 7.21 2.92
3-Phenyl-1-propyl chloride 121.95 42.36 15.69 5.86 2.45
n-Butylbenzene 420.37 130.97 46.25 13.55 4.94
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TABLE II

CAPACITY FACTORS OF COMPOUNDS WITH ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENTS ON AN ALKYL
SIDE CHAIN IN ELUENTS CONTAINING ACETONITRILE

Compound Capacity/actor (k')

Acetonitrile (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80

Toluene 28.86 12.74 6.08 3.24 1.97 1.23
Benzyl alcohol 1.75 1.14 0.80 0.57 0.46 0.39
Benzyl bromide 34.10 13.07 5.69 2.84 1.66 1.10
Benzyl chloride 27.63 11.04 4.97 2.53 1.50 0.93
Benzyl cyanide 6.87 3,50 1.92 1.13 0.75 0.52
Methyl phenylacetate 10.63 4.99 2.59 1.47 0.95 0.65
Phenylacetaldehyde 5.30 2.56 1.8I 1.17 0.77 0.47
Phenylacetamide 0.93 0.61 0.45 0.34 0.31 0.28
l-Phenyl-z-butanone 15.38 5.89 3.24 1.85 1.10 0.62

Ethylbenzene 59.53 22.38 9.46 4.66 2.67 1.58
Methyl phenylethyl ether 16.39 6.38 3.76 2.19 1.37 0.79
Methyl 3-phenylpropionate 20.39 8.26 3.85 2.04 1.26 0.81
4-Phenyl-2-butanone 13.05 5.05 3.16 1.66 1.01 0.58
2-Phenylethanol 2.71 1.56 1.00 0.68 0.53 0.43
2-Phenylethyl bromide 61.35 20.70 8.18 3.83 2.13 1.23
2-Phenylethyl chloride 47.24 16.74 6.85 3.28 1.86 1.09
3-Phenyl-I-propionamide 1.61 0.90 0.60 0.43 0.36 0.32
3-Phenyl-l-propionitrile 9.47 4.40 2.27 1.27 0.82 0.55

n-Propylbenzene 137.23 42.52 15.83 7.17 3.88 2.15
Methyl 4-phenylbutyrate 38.09 13.35 5.63 2.79 1.64 1.01
4-Phenyl- I-butyronitrile 18.40 7.38 3.41 1.78 1.08 0.69
3-Phenyl-I-propanol 4.90 2.39 1.38 0.87 0.64 0.50
3-Phenyl- I-propyl bromide 39.98 14.04 6.10 3.23 1.76
3-Phenyl- I-propyl chloride 106.66 31.94 11.60 5.14 2.76 1.53
n-Butylbenzene 308.86 79.97 26.33 11.02 5.63 2.94

(toluene to ethylbenzene) the increments ranged from 91 to 112 units. The variations
fmm the anticipated values of 100 are generally within the expected experimental
error range of ± 10 units for this study determined from the uncertainties in mea
surement and calculations", the only higher deviation being at 80% acetonitrile when
measurements are the least reliable because of the short retention times. However, the
change from toluene to ethyl benzene was consistently smaller and ranged from 87 to
92 (mean 88) units. A corresponding anomaly can also be seen in the octanol-water
partition coefficient substituent constants (n) for the alkyl substituents on benzene
(H, 0.0; methyl, 0.56; ethyl, 1.02; propyl, 1.55; butyl, 2.1Wz. The step between methyl
and ethyl of 0.46 is smaller than the other changes which range from 0.56 to 0.58.

Thus in the present study it will be valid to use the defined value of 100 units for
the addition of a methylene group to an alkyl chain substituted on benzene but it will
be necessary to apply an interaction index correction of - 12 units (I1.PhCHZR) if the
addition is to a benzylic carbon.
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TABLE 1II

RETENTION INDICES OF ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS WITH METHANOL ELUENTS

Compound Retention index

Methanol (%)

40 50 60 70 80

Toluene 983 [010 1038 1063 1090
Benzyl alcohol 689 691 698 684 675
Benzyl bromide 991 [004 1019 1030 1059
Benzyl chloride 962 976 992 992 994
Benzyl cyanide 773 766 763 738 722
Methyl phenylacetate 863 862 853 853 846
Phenylacetaldehyde 790 752 745 734 782
Phenylacetarnide 627 623 59[ 598 582
I-Phenyl-2-butanone 884 885 883 877 867

Ethylbenzene 1075 1100 1126 [151 1[77
Methyl phenylethyl ether 923 934 945 955 968
Methyl 3-pheny[propionate 960 959 954 953 948
4-Phenyl-2-butanone 888 883 879 871 863
2-Pheny[ethano[ 756 774 759 741 729
2-Pheny[ethy[ bromide 1072 [088 1107 I I [8 1090
2-Phenylethyl chloride 1033 1049 1066 1074 1077
3-Phenyl-l-propionamide 705 698 667 663 640
3-Phenyl- I-propionitrile 806 802 793 766 742

'n-Propylbenzene [[82 [204 1227 [256 1282
Methyl 4-pheny[butyrate 1046 1043 1040 1033 [029
4-Pheny[butyronitri[e 907 899 892 866 842
3-Pheny[- l-propanol 840 835 835 8[3 793
3-Phenyl- I -propyl bromide 1[81 1196 1214 [229 1240
3-Phenyl-l-propyl chloride 1147 [ [59 [ 175 1184 1190
n-Butylbenzene 1290 1310 1331 1364 1392

Substituent indices of aliphatic substituents
The capacity factors (Tables Tand TI) of model substituted toluenes, ethylben

zenes and propylbenzenes, measured over the same eluent ranges as the alkylben
zenes, all showed systematic reductions with increased modifier in the eluent. At the
pH of the buffer, carboxylic acid groups were ionised and aliphatic amino groups
were protonated so these groups were not included in the study. The changes in the
retention indices (Tables lIT and TV, Fig. la and b) were not as marked as for the
capacity factors but all the compounds showed some dependence onthe eluent com
position. A number of the substituted toluenes had been examined previously as
model substituted aromatic compounds" and are reported here for comparison with
the longer chain compounds.

The effect of each of the substituents can be determined as a retention index
increment (01, Tables VI and VII). This value is the difference between the retention
index and the ;predicted value of the corresponding unsubstituted alkylbenzene,
which is calculated as the sum of the parent index for benzene, the methylene in
crements and as appropriate the interaction correction for methylene substitution on
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TABLE IV

RETENTION INDICES OF ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS IN ACETONITRILE ELUENTS

Compound Retention index

Acetonitrile (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80

Toluene 1005 1021 1033 1042 1050 1056
Benzyl alcohol 654 640 630 624 636 645
Benzyl bromide 1026 1025 1020 101I 1002 986
Benzyl chloride 999 999 993 983 973 956
Benzyl cyanide 825 817 804 789 774 751
Methyl phenylacetate 879 873 864 853 843 829
Phenylacetaldehyde 781 784 781 790 790 782
Phenylacetamide 575 540 516 504 522 535
I-Phenyl-2-butanone 912 910 904 898 888 874

Ethylbenzene 1095 1110 1121 1130 1137 1144
Methyl phenylethyl ether 919 925 932 937 945 957
Methyl 3-phenylpropionate 961 952 942 932 922 907
4-Phenyl-2-butanone 896 889 880 869 864 855
2-Phenylethanol 708 689 675 667 676 682
2-Phenylethyl bromide 1099 1098 1092 1083 1073 1056
2-Phenylethyl chloride 1066 1064 1057 1045 1034 1013
3-Phenyl-I-propionamide 643 602 573 557 568 574
3-Phenyl-I-propionitrile 865 853 837 818 799 771

n-Propylbenzene 1200 1212 1223 1233 1244 1253
Methyl 4-phenylbutyrate 1039 1029 1018 1007 997 984
4-Phenylbutyronitrile 948 935 918 898 879 851
3-Phenyl-I-propanol 782 756 739 728 731 735
3-Phenyl-I-propyl bromide 1202 1200 1194 1191 1182
3-Phenyl-I-propyl chloride 1168 1167 1162 1153 1147 1132
n-Butylbenzene 1302 1313 1325 1337 1350 1365

the benzylic carbon (Mx = Iph(CHz)n-X - [Ip + nls.c H z + hPhCHZR (if n> 1)]). A
number of the substituents, COZCH 3 , OCH3 , COCHzCH 3 and COCH3 , also con
tained saturated alkyl groups not directly attached to the aromatic ring. The in
crements for the corresponding functional groups COzR, OR and COR have been
calculated by subtracting 100 units for each aliphatic methylene group. The size of the
increments for the substituents were markedly different from those for the corre
sponding groups directly attached to aromatic ring". With the exception of the hy
droxyl group, the retention index increments calculated from the ethyl- and propyl
benzenes showed only small differences. This suggested that there was little
interaction in these compounds between the substituent and the aromatic ring.

The coefficients for the quadratic equations (Table VIII) relating the increments
to the eluent composition were calculated, for each substituent, based on the model
compound with the longest available alkyl chain (indicated by 'a' in Tables VI and
VII). This was usually the substituted n-propylbenzene except for the amide and
ketone groups which were based on ethylbenzene and the aldehyde group, which was
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TABLE V

RETENTION INDEX INCREMENTS FOR THE ADDITION OF A METHYLENE GROUP TO AN
ALKYLBENZENE

Compound

Methanol-buffer

IP,bcnzene
u

Benzene-toluene
Toluene-ethylbenzene
Ethylbenzene-propylbenzene
Propylbenzcne-butylbenzene

Acetonitrile-buffer

IP,benzcne
u

Benzene-toluene
Toluene-ethylbenzene
Ethylbenzene-propylbenzene
Propylbenzene-butylbenzene

Retention index increment

Organic modifier proportion (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80

885 913 938 961 982
98 97 100 102 108
92 90 88 88 87

107 104 101 105 105
108 106 104 105 105

910 927 940 951 958 963
95 94 93 91 92 95
90 89 88 88 87 88

105 102 102 103 107 109
102 10l 103 107 106 112

a Calculated from ref. 3.
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Fig. I. Retention indices of selected substituted alkylbenzenes with proportion of (a) methanol and (b)
acetonitrile.

based on toluene. These coefficients can be used to calculate the substituent indices
and in each case there was a good correlation with the experimental values of the
retention index increments (Fig. 2a and b) suggesting that within the composition
ranges studied, the results would be a good prediction of retention changes.

Interactions of substituents with the phenyl group
The differences between the retention index increments derived from the differ

ent alkylbenzenes (Table VI and VII) are assumed to be caused by interactions be
tween the substituents and the phenyl group. These interactions would be expected to
depend on the distance of the substituent from the ring and to be strongest with
substituents positioned on the benzylic carbon. The interaction increments (M]) for
the substituted toluenes and ethylbenzenes have been examined by calculating the
differences between the calculated substituent index (based on Table VIII) and the
measured retention index increment ((5[.= Mx - Is,x) (Table IX).

The largest interaction increments (+ 55 to + 88 units) were observed for the
cyano and hydroxyl groups on the benzylic carbon (l-phenyl, I-X interactions).
These were much reduced for the substituted ethylbenzenes in methanolic eluents
(I-phenyl, 2-X interactions) but were still significant for the hydroxyl group with
acetonitrile-buffer eluents. Moderate interactions were observed for the amide and
ester groups. The substitution of a ketonic carbonyl group on the benzylic carbon
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TABLE V[

RETENTION INDEX INCREMENTS FOR ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENTS IN METHANOL
ELUENTS

Fragmental Retention index increment
constant'?

Methanol (%)

Substituents on toluene
Calculated parent [
u, + I s•c Il )

CONH 2

OH
CN
cno-
C02CH 3

(C02 Rb

COC 2H s
(COR'
Cl
Br

Substituents on ethylbenzene
Calculated parent I

(lp + 2/s'CI' 2 + [I,PhCH2R)

CONH,"
OH
CN
COCH3
(CORa•b

OCH3
(ORa•b

C02CH 3

(C02R
b

CI
Br

Substituents on n-propylbenzene
Calculated parent [
(Ip + 3/s,cH2 + [1,PhCIl2R)
OHa
CN a

C02CH 3
C0

2
Ra.b

CIa
Bra

-1.10

-2.18

- I.I3

-1.54

-1.64
-1.27
-0.72

0.06
0.20

40

985

-358
-296
-212
-195
-122
-222
- 101
-301
-23

6

1073

-368
-3[7
-267
- [89
-289
-150
-250
-1 [3
-2[3
-40
-I

[ 173

- 333
-266
- 127
-227
-26

8

50

10[3

-390
-322
-247
-261
- 151
-251
-128
-328

- 37
-9

1101

-403
-327
-299
-216
-316
-167
-267
-142
-242
-52
-13

1201

-366
-302
-158
-258
-42
-5

60

1038

-447
-340
-275
-293
- 185
-285
-155
-355
-46
-19

1126

-459
-367
-333
-243
-343
-181
- 281
-172
-272
-60
-19

1226

- 391
-334
-186
-286
- 51
-12

70

1061

-463
-377
-323
-327
-208
-308
-184
-384
-69
-31

1149

-486
-408
-383
-272
-372
-194
-294
-196
-296
-75
- 31

1249

-436
-383
-216
-316
-65
-20

80

1082

-500
-407
-360
-300
-236
- 336)
-215
-415)
-88
-23

1170

-530
-441
-428
-303
-403)
-202
- 302)
-222
- 322)
. -93

-80

1270

~477

-428
-241
- 341)
-80
-70

a Values used for the calculation of substituent index equations.
b 100 subtracted for the methyl group contribution.
c 200 subtracted for the ethyl group contribution.
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TABLE VII

RETENTION INDEX INCREMENTS FOR ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENTS IN ACETONITRILE
ELUENTS

Retention index increment

Acetonitrile (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80

Substituents on toluene
Calculated parent I 1001 1027 1040 1051 1058 1063
(Ip + Is,cH)
CONH 2 -435 -487 -524 -547 -536 - 528
OH -356 -387 -410 -427 -422 -418
CN -185 -210 -236 -262 -284 -312
CHO a -229 -243 -259 -261 -268 -281
C02CH 3 - 131 -154 -176 -198 -215 -234
(C02R

h -231 -254 -276 -298 -315 - 334)
COC2H 5 -98 -117 -136 - 153 - 170 -189
(COR' -298 -317 -336 -353 -370 -389)
CI -II -28 -47 -68 -85 -107
Br 16 -2 -20 -40 -56 -77

Substituents on ethylbenzene
Calculated parent I 1098 1115 1128 1139 1146 1151
(Ip + 2Is.C1I2 + I'.PhCII2)

CONH 2
a -455 -513 - 555 -582 -578 -577

OH -390 -426 -453 -472 -470 -469
CN -233 -262 -291 -321 -347 -380
COCH 3 -202 -226 -248 -270 -282 -296
(CORa,h -302 -326 -348 -370 - 382 -396)
OCH 3 - 179 -190 -196 -202 -201 -194
(ORa,h -279 -290 -296 -302 -301 -294)
C02CH 3 -137 -163 -186 -207 -224 -244
(C02R

h -237 -263 -286 -307 -324 - 344)
Cl -32 -51 -71 -94 -112 -138
Br I -17 -36 -56 -73 -95

Substituents on n-propylbenzene
Calculated parent I 1198 1215 1228 1239 1246 1251
(t; + 3Is.C1I2 + I,.PhcH2R)

OH a -416 -459 -489 -511 -515 -516
CN a -250 -280 -310 -341 -367 -400
C02CH 3 -]59 -186 -210 -232 -249 -267
(C0

2Ra.h -259 -286 -310 -332 -349 - 367)
CIa -30 -48 -66 -86 -99 -119
Bra -13 -28 -45 -55 -69

a Values used for the calculation of substituent index equations.
h 100 subtracted for the methyl group contribution.
c 200 subtracted for the ethyl group contribution.
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TABLE VIII

SUBSTITUENT INDEX EQUATIONS FOR ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENTS ON AN ALKYL SIDE
CHAIN

Is = ax? + bx + c; x = % organic modifier.

Substituent Coefficients

a b c

Methanol-buffer
CONH z 0.0079 -5.013 -178
OH -0.0257 -0.494 -273
CN -0.0250 - 1.050 -185
CHO 0.1314 -18.531 337
COzR 0.0071 - 3.717 -90
COR -0.0086 - 1.851 -201
OR 0.0136 - 2.939 -154
CI -0.0021 -1.053 19
Br -0.0536 4.719 -99
CH 3 0.0 0.0 100

Acetonitrile-buffer
CONH z 0.0855 -11.786 -179
OH 0.0561 -8.139 -223
CN 0.0002 - 2.997 -160
CHO 0.0073 - 1.768 -184
COzR 0.0130 - 3.580 -164
COR 0.0161 - 3.654 -206
OR 0.0211 -2.644 -218
CI 0.0018 -1.962 27
Br 0.0064 -2.161 63
CH 3 0.0 0.0 100

showed a negative interaction contribution in methanol as did the halides on both
carbons.

The coefficients relating these interaction increments to the eluent composition
were calculated but changes smaller than 10 units across the eluent range were regard
ed as within experimental error and a single mean value for the c term was used (Table
X). Although general comments on the size of the interactions have been made, it was
difficult to correlate these with any properties of the substituents.

Relationship between Is and structural parameters
The substituent indices should be related to the contributions of the substit

uents to octanol-water partition coefficients and Hansch and Leo 1 2 have suggested
that for aliphatic compounds fragmental constants F, are a better guide than n con
stants. If a linear relationship between F, and Is exists, it could be useful as it could
provide a method to estimate Is for a substituent not included in the data set such as
un-ionised aliphatic amino and carboxylic acid groups. The fragmental contributions
(Table VI) have been compared with the substituent index values at different eluent
compositions. However, there was only an approximately linear relationship with
correlations decreasing from 0.925 to 0.869 in methanol and 0.924 to 0.860 in aceto-
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TABLE IX

INTERACTION INCREMENTS FOR INTERACTIONS OF ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENTS WITH
A PHENYL GROUP

Substituent Interaction increment

Methanol (%) Acetonitrile (%)

40 50 60 70 80 30 40 50 60 70 80

I-phenyl, I-X interactions (PhCH2-X)

M1 = MphCH2_X - Is
CONH 2 II 19 3 27 28 19 27 30 31 49 47
OH 38 40 55 67 70 61 72 80 82 96 97
CN 55 53 53 58 69 65 70 73 77 85 86
C02R 5 7 2 7 6 29 32 35 34 36 33
COR -12 -13 -12 -13 -12 3 9 12 14 13 6
CI 3 2 5 -4 -9 19 21 20 16 17 11
Br 2 -II -10 0 41 12 II 9 4 J -8

l-phenyl, 2-X interactions (PhCH 2CH 2-X)

M, = MphCH2CH2-X - Is
OH 17 35 28 26 36 27 33 37 37 48 46
CN 0 -I -5 2 I 17 18 18 18 22 18
C02R 14 16 15 19 20 23 23 25 25 27 23
CI -14 -13 -8 -10 -14 -2 -2 -4 -10 -10 -20
Br -5 -10 -10 0 -15 -3 -4 -5 -12 -16 -26

TABLE X

COEFFICIENTS OF INTERACTION INDEX EQUATIONS FOR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENTS AND A PHENYL GROUP

I, = ax" + bx + c; x = % organic modifier

Substituent Coefficients

Methanol-buffer Acetonitrile-buffer

a b c a b c

I-phenyl, I-X interactions (J1.PhCH2-X)

CONH 2 0.0186 - 1.809 56 0.0018 0.395 6
OH -0.0007 0.996 -3 -0.0046 1.236 29
CN 0.0221 - 2.327 113 0 0.440 52
C02R 0 0 0 0 0 33
COR 0 0 -12 0 0 10
CI -0.0143 1.414 -31 0 0 17
Br 0.0836 -9.139 235 -0.0079 0.479 5

I-phenyl, 2-X interactions (J1. PhCH2CII2-X)

OH -0.0079 1.233 -16 -0.0021 0.636 10
CN 0 0 0 0 0 19
C02R 0 0 17 0 0 24
CI 0 0 -12 -0.0075 0.482 -10
Br -0.0071 0.757 -26 -0.0101 0.668 -14
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nitrile as the proportion of the modifier increased. This trend agrees with previous
reports which have suggested that the chromatographic system more closely resem
bles the octanol-water system when the organic content is lowest'". In both cases the
correlations were poorer than the corresponding relationship for substituents on an
aromatic ring.'.

CONCLUSION

The coefficients of the substituent index and interaction index determined for
the aliphatic substituents generally reflect the effect on partitioning and the interac
tion of the phenyl groups and can be used in the prediction system to predict the
retention indices of other substituents.
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SUMMARY

As part of astudy to predict the retention of analytes in reversed-phase liquid
chromatography the effects of isomerisation and unsaturation in alkyl chain sub
stituents on an aromatic ring have been examined. The contributions of the presence
of branching and of olefinic groups have been related to the eluent composition in
methanol-buffer and acetonitrile-buffer eluents. These results have been applied to a
comparison of the influence on retention of primary, secondary and tertiary hydroxyl
groups in isomeric phenylpropanols.

INTRODUCTION

A method has been developed to predict the retention of analytes in reversed
phase liquid chromatography based on their molecular structure and the composition
of the mobile phase.'. The retention index (I) of a compound is calculated by the
summation of the retention index of a parent structure (Ip, benzene) and substituent
index contributions from alkyl groups (Is,R), from substituents on the aromatic ring
(IS,Ar-X) and on aliphatic carbons (IS,AI-X), and from interactions between the sub
stituents (hz-y). In previous reports the coefficients of the quadratic equations relat
ing the eluent composition to the contributions for individual aromatic! and aliphat
ic2 substituent groups have been reported and the steps taken to ensure
reproducibility throughout the study have been described". The retention coefficients
are held in a database which can be interrogated by an expert system program
CRIPES (Chromatographic Retention Index Prediction Expert System)". Through
out the study the retention measurements have been based on retention indices using
the alkyl aryl ketone scale to increase the reproducibility and to improve the in
terchangability of the predictions between columns'.

Previous studies in anumber oflaboratories have examined the capacity factors
of branched and normal chain alkylbenzenes'<", alkylphenols? and aliphatic al-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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kanes!? in reversed-phase liquid chromatography. The presence of secondary and
tertiary groups were found to cause a reduction in the retention compared to un
branched compounds and the effect increased with the degree of branching. This
suggested that a prediction method could not be based on a simple summation of the
number of aliphatic carbon atoms. In an attempt to quantify the changes in phenolic
antioxidants Popl et al.9 have calculated the contributions for the different alkyl
groups as retention index increments using a scale based on the polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons. They related the changes to the eluent composition using a linear
function and found that the slope of the relationship for n- and branched alkyl groups
differed and this could be predicted in an additive manner. In a more recent study
Knox et al.8 confirmed the relative retentions observed earlier by Smith" for the
isomeric alkyl- and polymethylbenzenes. Both these studies suggested that although
the molecular connectivity of the alkylbenzenes showed a reasonable correlation with
retention this was largely a function of the number of carbon atoms and was a poor
guide to the relative retentions of isomeric compounds such as iso- and sec.-butylben
zene.

In the present paper the effect of branching and unsaturation in alkyl groups
substituted on an aromatic ring are examined. The results are then applied to the
comparison of isomeric phenylpropanols to determine the contributions from pri
mary, secondary and tertiary hydroxyl groups.

EXPERIMENTAL

The chemical, methods and equipment were as described in Part 11
.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first step in the prediction of the retention of a compound is to calculate a
value for the unsubstituted carbon skeleton as a summation ofcontributions from the
aromatic ring and from the aliphatic carbon side chains. The parent retention index
values for benzene have been determined empirically! and as the method is based in
retention indices each aliphatic carbon atom should by definition make a contribu
tion of 100 units. However, when studying the retention increments for increases in
the length of n-alkyl group substituted on an aromatic ring, it was found that going
from toluene to ethyl benzene caused a smaller change than 100 units in the retention
indices, which was ascribed to the effects of hyperconjugation. An interaction index
term (hPhCH2R = -12 units; Ph = phenyl) for alkyl substitution on the benzylic
carbon in both methanol-buffer and acetonitrile-buffer eluents was determined. In
view of the earlier reports of the differences in the retention of branched alkylben
zenes, it appeared that a similar interaction term might also be needed if secondary
and tertiary carbons are present in the analyte.

Isomeric alkylbenzenes
The capacity factors (Table I) of isopropylbenzene and iso-, sec.- and tert.

butylbenzene were determined over the eluent ranges methanol-buffer (50:50) to
(80:20) and acetonitrile-buffer (30:70) to' (80:20) and were compared with the capac
ity factors of ethyl-, n-propyl- and n-butylbenzene determined previously", The ethyl-
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TABLE I

CAPACITY FACTORS OF ISOMERIC ALKYLBENZENES

Compound Capacity factor

Modifier (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80

Methanol-buffer
Ethylbenzcne" 65.28 27.28 13.73 5.02 2.35
Isopropylbenzene 130.97 51.64 19.16 7.41 3.08
n-Propylbenzene" 165.50 59.57 24.60 8.19 3.38
tert» Butylbenzene 76.08 27.61 ·9.69 3.81
sec.-Butylbenzene 95.77 32.85 11.16 4.38
Isobutylbenzene 123.12 38.89 12.84 4.72
n-Butylbenzene" 130.97 41.20 13.37 4.95

Acetonitrile-buffer
Ethylbenzene" 59.53 22.38 9.46 4.66 2.67 1.58
Isopropylbenzcne 131.26 35.92 14.36 6.70 3.50 2.06
n-Propylbenzene" 137.23 42.42 15.83 7.[7 3.88 2.15
tert.-Butylbenzene 216.36 53.09 19.57 8.77 4.07 2.50
sec.-Butylbenzene 290.89 65.43 23.39 10.28 4.69 2.82
Isobutyl benzene 334.41 73.41 25.7[ II.0l 5.38 3.02
n-Butylbenzene" 308.86 79.97 27.39 11.8[ 5.63 2.94

u included from ref. 2 for comparison.

TABLE II

RETENTION INDICES OF ISOMERIC ALKYLBENZENES

Compound Retention index

Modifier (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80

Methanol-buffer
Ethylbenzcne" 1073 1101 1126 1149 1170
Isopropylbenzene 1154 1179 1202 1224 1246
n-Propylbenzene" 1173 1201 1226 1249 1270
tert.-Butylbenzene 1251 1269 1290 1313
sec.-Butylbenzene 1280 1298 1320 1341
Isobutylbenzene 1296 [317 1341 1362
n-Butylbenzene" 1301 [326 1349 1370

Acetonitrile-buffer
Ethylbenzene" 1098 1115 1128 [ 139 1146 1[51
Isopropylbenzene 1169 1186 1196 1203 1211 1215
n-Propylbenzene" 1198 1215 1228 1239 1246 1251
tert.-Butylbenzene 1230 1248 1256 1264 1272 1280
sec.-Butylbenzene 1266 1281 [291 1302 . [312 1325
Isobutylbenzene 1283 [299 1310 [322 1333 [344
n-Butylbenzene" 1298 1315 1328 1339 1346 1351

" Predicted retention indices calculated as in ref. 2.
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and propyl benzenes were also examined at methanol-buffer (40:60). These results
were then used to calculate the retention indices (Table II). As expected from the
earlier work, as the degree of branching increased from normal to iso or sec. to tert.
groups the capacity factors and retention index values decreased. The elution order
agreed with the earlier studies'i-".

In order to determine the changes due to the addition of the secondary or
tertiary methyl group to the alkyl chain, the retentions of the branched compounds
were compared with those of the corresponding unsubstituted n-alkylbenzenes. Thus
isopropylbenzene and tert.-butylbenzene were compared with ethylbenzene and iso
butylbenzene and sec.-butylbenzene with n-propylbenzene. In each case the retention
index increment for the addition of the branched methyl group (Table III) was calcu
lated by subtracting the predicted retention index for the parent n-alkylbenzene de
rived from the earlier study? (given in Table II).

The increments for the secondary and tertiary methyl groups substituted on the
benzylic carbon (isopropyl-, sec.-butyl- and tert.-butylbenzene) were very similar (71
81 units in methanol and 61-74 units in acetonitrile). However, the retention index
increments of a methyl group substituted onto the second carbon (91-95 units in
methanol and 82-93 units in acetonitrile) were always larger. Both groups therefore
made a smaller contribution to retention than that for an increase in a linear alkyl
chain by a methylene group (100 units).

It can be assumed that the interactions noted earlier in the n-alkylbenzenes for
substitution on the benzylic carbon are also present In the branched chain com
pounds. The retention index increments for the methyl groups substituted on a ben
zylic carbon should therefore be corrected by adding 12 units to their value. These
corrected values (Table III) show only small differences between the increments for
secondary and tertiary methyl groups, irrespective of their position.

Thus the presence of a branched carbon reduces the effect of alkyl substitution
compared to an unbrached group. This can be accounted for by an interaction index
term (!r.branch) whose value can be determined from the difference between the expect
ed increment of 100 units for a methylene group and the corrected retention index
increments from Table HI. The magnitude of the branching increments vary over
only a small range with eluent composition (-7 to -18 units in methanol-buffer and
- 17 to - 27 units in acetonitrile-buffer, Table IV). These changes in the values with
eluent composition are within the experimental error margins of ± 10 retention index
units estimated for the study'. The mean value for each eluent was therefore used as
the interaction increment (methanol, II,branch =' - 12 and acetonitrile, II,branch =

- 20). With this proposal a tert.-butyl group would be considered to contain two
branches.

The retention indices of the alkylbenzenes can be correlated with the corre
sponding Hansch n constants used in the determination of predicted octanol-water
partition coefficientsll . These contributions decrease from n-propyl (1.55) to isopro
pyl (1.53) and from n-butyl (2.13) to sec.-butyl (2.04) to tert-butyl (1.98). However, a
value for isobutyl has not been reported 11. Thus branching decreases the partition
coefficients for tert.-butyl by nearly twice the value of a single branch.

It is also possible to calculate the molecular connectivity indices for the alkyl
chains as described by Kier et al. 12. The indices for the straight chain isomer, n-propyl
(1.411) is higher than for the corresponding branched chain, isopropyl (1.354). How-
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TABLE IV

INTERACTION INCREMENTS FOR A BRANCH IN AN ALKYL GROUP ON AN AROMATIC
RING

Interaction increment for branching = corrected retention index increment for branched methyl (from
Table III) - 100(nominal value for methyl). The mean values are used to determine values for IJ.b"ncb (see
discussion).

Carbon chain Interaction increment branching"
Modifier (%)

Methanol-buffer
CH(CH 3)2 -7
C(CH 3) 3

CH(CH 3)CH 2CH 3

CH 2CH(CH 3) 2

M~n -7

30 40

Acetonitrile-buffer
CH(CH 3)2

C(CH 3)3
CH(CH3)CH 2CH 3

CH 2CH(CH 3) 2

Mean

-17
-22
-20
-15
-19

-17
-22
-22
-16
-19

50 60 70 80

-10 -12 -13 -12
-13 -17 -18 -17
-9 -16 -17 -17
-5 -9 -8 -8
-9 -14 -14 -14

-20 -24 -23 -24
-24 -27 -26 -24
-25 -25 -22 -14
-18 -17 -13 -7
-22 -23 -21 -17

a A ten-butyl group is considered to contain two branches.

ever, as found previously'':" although the indices for the butyl groups decrease as the
branching increases, n-butyl (1.971), isobutyl (1.827), sec.-butyl (1.892) and tert.
butyl (1.661), they do not agree with the order of elution of the iso- and sec.-isomers.

Unsaturated alkyl chains
In early high-performance liquid chromatography studies Shabron et al.13 sug

gested that the presence of an unsaturated group (-CH = CH-) had a similar effect on
retention as a single methylene group and showed that this relationship was valid for
a series of polycyclic hydrocarbons. In the present work, the unsaturated alkylben
zenes, l-phenyl-l-propene (PhCH = CHCH3) and 3-phenyl-I-propene (PhCHzCH =

CH z) have been examined. The capacity factors of these compounds were used to
calculate their retention indices (Table V). In both cases the retentions were shorter
than for n-propylbenzene, the corresponding saturated alkylbenzene (Tables I and
II). It was decided that, rather than regarding the olefinic group as part of an alkyl
chain, it would be treated as a substituent placed either on the aromatic ring or on an
aliphatic side chain. This approach has also been used for other n-bonded carbons
such as ketones and esters. The contributions of the olefinic groups were therefore
calculated as retention index increments (Table VI) by subtraction of the calculated
retention index values for benzene and 100 units for the methylene or methyl group
from the indices of the phenylpropenes.

In both eluents the effect of the aliphatic olefinic group [Ph(CHz)nCH = CHR]
was larger than for the aryl conjugated group (PhCH = CHR). The range of values
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from 99 to 142 units agreed with the observation' that the effect was much less than
an ethyl group and was similar to an single methylene group. The coefficients for the
substituent indices (Is) relating the contributions of the substituents to the eluent
composition were then calculated (Table VI).

Differences between the allyl and propenyl groups are also seen in the octanol
water partition coefficients (P) of the two alkenes: allylbenzene, log P = 3.23 and
l-phenyl-l-propene, 3.3511

. Hansch and Leo ll suggested that conjugation reduced
the polarity of the latter alkene and hence it has a higher partition coefficient and
longer retention.

Isomeric phenylpropanols
In a previous study", we examined the retention of a series of phenyl-n-alkanols

and determined the contribution of the primary aliphatic hydroxyl group. The extent
of the interaction between the phenyl and hydroxyl groups on the same (I1,l-OH,

20-100 units) and adjacent carbon atoms (h2-0H, 15-50 units) were also measured".
These values and the coefficients of the retention indices for the branched alkyl chains
can be used to provide a baseline for the comparison of the effects of primary, second
ary and tertiary hydroxyl groups.

The capacity factors and retention indices of five isomeric phenylpropanols
were measured (Table VII) The compounds can be divided into those containing
primary (3-phenyl-l-propanol and 2-phenyl-l-propanol), secondary (l-phenyl-l-pro
panol and l-phenyl-2-propanol) and tertiary hydroxyl groups (2-phenyl-2-propanol).
The retention of each isomer differed and the order differed in the two eluents.

The effect of the hydroxyl groups on the retention indices can be determined by
subtracting the calculated retention index of the corresponding unsubstituted alkyl
benzene and corrections for any interactions between the phenyl and hydroxyl groups

TABLE VII

CAPACITY FACTORS AND RETENTION INDICES OF ISOMERIC PHENYLPROPANOLS

Compound Capacity factor Retention index

Modifier (%) Modifier (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80 30 40 50 60 70 80

Methanol-buffer
2-Phenyl-2-propanol 7.83 3.31 1.70 1.01 0.54 825 823 819 809 789
2-Phenyl-l-propanol 8.15 3.48 1.72 1.02 0.55 830 827 821 812 792
I-Phenyl-2-propanol 8.18 3.52 1.75 1.02 0.57 830 829 824 812 797
3-Phenyl-l-propanol 9.12 3.75 1.78 1.03 0.56 840 835 828 813 793
l-Phenyl-l-propanol 9.81 4.04 1.95 1.11 0.60 851 847 842 830 812

Acetonitrile-buffer
2-Phenyl-2-propanol 4.73 2.29 1.48 0.97 0.66 0.42 772 760 750 745 742 746
2-Phenyl-l-propanol 4.96 2.35 1.45 0.94 0.63 0.42 778 763 746 738 733 740
I-Phenyl-2-propanol 4.61 2.23 1.41 0.92 0.64 0.43 769 755 740 734 734 748
3-Phenyl-I-propanol 5.18 2.37 1.42 0.91 0.62 0.41 782 756 739 728 731 735
I-Phenyl-I-propanol 6.00 2.79 1.74 1.10 0.73 0.47 801 791 780 775 773 777
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TABLE VlII

SUBSTITUENT INDEX INCREMENTS CALCULATED FOR HYDROXYL GROUPS

Compound Retention index increment

Modifier (%)

30 40 50 60 70 80

Methanol-buffer
3-Phenyl-l-propanol -333 -366 -398 -436 -477
2-Phenyl-l-propanol -339 -376 -411 -444 -486

l-Phenyl-I-propanol - 358 -399 -438 -485 -531
I-Phenyl-2-propanol -363 -393 -432 -444 -505
2-Phenyl-2-propanol -360 -399 -437 -482 -521
Mm.-oil (mean) -360 - 393 -436 -470 -519

Acetonitrile-buffer
3-Phenyl-I-propanol -416 -459 -489 -511 -515 -516
2-Phenyl-l-propanol -415 -452 -487 -509 -526 -527

l-Phenyl-l-propanol -456 -495 -527 -550 -566 -585
1-Phenyl-2-propanol -456 -492 -525 -545 -557 -551
2-Phenyl-2-propanol -456 -494 -526 -549 -565 -584
151,e,,_01l (mean) -456 -494 -526 - 548 -563 -573

on the assumption that these are not dependent on the "type" of hydroxyl group but
only on the distance between the groups. For the compounds containing a branched
alkyl chain (2-phenyl-2-propanol and 2-phenyl-l-propanol), this calculation should
also include the interaction index term for branched alkyl chains (II, branch) as well as
the interaction index for the substitution of methyl groups on the benzylic carbon
(II,PhCHZR). Thus for I-phenyl-2-propanol, which contains a straight alkyl chain with a
secondary hydroxyl group substituted on C-2 of the side chain, the predicted reten
tion for the skeleton and interactions can be calculated as (Ip + 3Is,cHz + 2I"PhcHzR +
hZ-OH) and for the more complex tertiary alcohol, 2-phenyl-2-propanol, which con
tains a branched chain and a tertiary hydroxyl group (Ip + 3Is,cHZ + 2I"PhcHzR +
Il,l-oH + II,branch)'

TABLETX

SUBSTITUENT INDEX EQUATIONS FOR SECONDARY AND TERTIARY HYDROXYL
GROUPS

The same substituent index value is used for both secondary and tertiary hydroxyl groups.
Based on mean values in Table VIII. 1s., ee._0 1l = ax? + bx + c; x = % modifier

Modifier Coefficients of regression equation

a b c

Methanol
Acetonitrile

-0.0164 - 1.979 -254
0.0371 -6.411 -297
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The retention index increments (Table VIII) for the secondary hydroxyl groups
in l-phenyl-I-propanol and I-phenyl-2-propanol and the tertiary hydroxyl group in
2-phenyl-2-propanol were very similar but all were significantly larger than those for
the primary hydroxyl groups in 3-phenyl-l-propanol and 2-phenyl-l-propanol. At
each eluent composition most of the values for the secondary and tertiary hydroxyl
groups were within a range of ± 10 units and as they are based on the accumulation of
multiple interaction terms, they can be considered to be well within the experimental
error estimated for the accuracy of the determination of retention indices:'. The coeffi
cients of a single quadratic equation relating the change in substituent index (Is,sec.-OH)
with proportion of organic modifier for both the secondary and tertiary hydroxyl
groups has therefore been calculated (Table IX) from the mean retention increments
[e5Isec.-OH (mean), Table VIII].

CONCLUSIONS

It has been possible to derive coefficients for expressions which represent the
effect of branching of the alkyl chain in alkylbenzenes and for the presence of aliphat
ic and aromatic unsaturated groups. The validity of their use in prediction has been
tested by examining isomeric phenylpropanols and the results suggest a distinction
between primary hydroxyl and secondary and tertiary hydroxyl groups. Each of the
terms has been included in the database for retention prediction.
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SUMMARY

On the basis ofa free energy correlation between distribution coefficients and the
number of carbon atoms found in a series of nine nitrosamines, the column dead
volume was determined for different column-mobile phase systems, using methanol
and acetonitrile as the organic components of the mobile phase. Application of the
interaction index model for reversed-phase liquid chromatography yielded a quadratic
equation as the expression of the selectivity, IX, without it being possible to dispense
with the second degree term. It is shown that the variation in the capacity factor, k',
with the composition of the organic component cannot be dealt with simplistically,
since the relationship between the volumes of the stationary and mobile phases, q>(x),
varies considerably with composition. The existence of a convergence zone in plots of
In k' against the number of carbon atoms in the solute chain should not be interpreted
as a characteristic property of the series, and may result from a compensation effect of
the terms governing the dependence of the capacity factor on the eluent composition.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of precise correlations between chromatographic parameters
and experimental distribution coefficients is proving to be a useful approach to a better
knowledge of the hydrophilic-lipophilic behaviour of many chemical species of
biological interest'.

The chemistry of N-nitrosamines has received increasing attention owing to the
proven carcinogenic':", mutagenic" and teratogenic" properties of such substances
towards many animal species, including the primates. A report prepared for the
Surgeon General of the United States stated that the majority of human cancers are
caused by avoidable exposure to carcinogens" and recently the Congress of the United
States itself published a background paper on the identification and regulation of
carcinogens7

•
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Within the framework of research into the mechanisms of the formation and
degradation ofN-nitroso compounds, cf., refs. 8-12, chromatography, among other
techniquesP, has been used for the analysis and monitoring of such species!".

The scope of this paper lies not so much in the use of chromatography as an
analytical tool but rather in its possibilities for the study of the behaviour ofN-nitroso
compounds in hydrophilic-lipophilic media. Accordingly, results are reported on the
correlations between the structures of N-nitrosamines (in terms of their numbers of
carbon atoms) and their distribution coefficients in hydrophilic-lipophilic media on
the one hand and their capacity factors on the other, and application of the interaction
index model to the study of the reversed-phase behaviour of the same N-nitrosamine
series.

PROBLEM

Eqn. 1 establishes the relationship between the capacity factor, k', and the
distribution coefficient, P, cf., ref. 15

log k' = log P + log cp (1)

where cp(x) = Vs/ Vme Vs and Vm are the volumes of the stationary and mobile phases
(the latter of composition x, as fraction, v]» oforganic component) and k' is a function
of the dead volume of the column, Vo, and of the elution volume, VR :

(2)

According to the general equation of Collander-" between the distribution coeffi
cients, P, and Pb,of a single species in two different aqueous organic systems, a and b

log P, = m log P b + ii (3)

where m and ii are two characteristic parameters of the working systems. Since Pa and
P b are referred to each organic solvent-water system, the Collander equation involves
the use of pure water as the mobile eluting phase in any reversed-phase high
performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) experiment designed to establish
correlations between the distribution in a column and the distribution in an aqueous
organic system. As this is not practical, efforts have been made to palliate the problem
by measuring k' under different mobile phase conditions, then extrapolating to a zero
concentration of organic solvent!", However, the function log k' = f(x) is compli
cated 1 8 , 1 9 and even more so close to 100% water 1 8

; for most authors this kind oflinear
extrapolation involves considerable error-", As a more feasible solution, the measure
ment ofdistribution coefficients by correlation with capacity factors corresponding to
conventional mobile phases has been proposed.

A result of such methodology has been the interest in the correct measurement of
dead volume. Different techniques have been advanced.

(a) Determination by direct weighing.", which involves an appreciable degree of
error derived from the measurement of a small magnitude such as the difference
between much larger terms. The dead volume thus determined is generally considered
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as an extreme value, Va , since the amount of organic component that can solvate the
stationary phase is nottaken into account".

(b) Injection of organic or inorganic salts under particular elution condi
tions2 3- 2 5 . This also has drawbacks, mainly owing to repulsion effects between
charges that alter the elution time, and hence the measurement of Va.

(c) Injection of isotopic species of some of the species not retained in the elution;
this method requires the use of a differential refractive index detector. It is a technique
that has been widely reported, cf., refs. 26-28, and has shown that the value of Va does
not remain constant with different mobile phase compositions/" and normally shows
a minimum in the range 40-60% of methanol or acetonitrile/".

In 1985, Knox and Kaliszan'" reported that none of these methods leads to
a rigorous definition of the thermodynamic dead volume and proposed as such the
total volume of the eluents present in the column packing; they used labelled isotopic
samples and monitored the elution with a scintillation counter.

METHODS

Starting from the extrathermodynamic correlation between the distribution
coefficient, P, and the simplest structural index, the number of carbon atoms of the
terms of an homologous series, n,1

-(JG)jRT = In P = Anc + B

and taking into account eqns. I and 2, one easily arrives at the expression

(4)

(5)

where k'o represents the capacity factor of the parent molecule of the series. The third
parameter, IX', is directly related to the selectivity of the system, IX, and, in terms of
energy, corresponds to the increase in the variation of the free energy associated with
the distribution phenomenon during column elution of the two solutes of the
homologous series differentiated by one carbon atom in their chains:

, k~ 1 -J(JG)
IX = In IX = In-

k
, = -T(JGn - 1 - JGn) =
n-l R RT

(6)

After searching for correlations ofthe kind shown in eqn. 4, our aim was to study
the relationships ofk'o and IXwith the composition of the eluting phase in order to apply
these to the calculation of distribution coefficients, with the consequent advantages
not only in speed of operation, but also in safety when working with very dangerous
species such as the nitrosamines.

In order to investigate the variation in IX' with the composition of the eluting
phase, the empirical methodology developed by Jandera et al.27 was employed.
According to this, reversed-phase chromatography is mainly controlled by the
interactions occurring in the mobile phase, such that the energy change during the
transference of I mol of solute from this phase to the stationary phase will be given by

-JE = EfM-M) - El'M-X) (7)
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where the first term on the right is directly associated with the energy of cohesion
between the molecules of the mobile phase, M, and the second term corresponds to the
solute (Xj-mobile phase interaction.

According to this model, the polar interaction energy between two molecular
speciescan be expressed as a function of a pair of parameters characteristic of each: I;,
the interaction index, which is constant for each solute, and C; the interaction
coefficient, which depends on the nature of the molecular species:

(8)

According to this, the free energy associated with the distribution of I mol of solute of
n carbon atoms can be expressed as

(9)

where X, represents a solute of n carbon atoms and Vx its molar fraction.
The third and last supporting logistic aspect taken from the methodology of

Jandera to develop our treatment lies in expressing the interaction index of the mobile
phase as a linear function of its composition, x (in molar fraction of organic
compound):

1M = (1 - x)/wat + x/org

On the basis of the ideas put forward, (x' can be expressed as:

(10)

(X' - - Ll(LlG) _ C~/~ V _ V ) - CM/M C I V - C I V ) (11)
- RT - RT (x" X,,_I RT ( x, x, x, X"_l X"_I X"_l

Since the interaction coefficient, Cx, is constant within an homologous series (the
presence of the same functional group), Cx" = CX"_I = CX', and taking into account
that both the molar volume and the interaction index are a linear function of the
number of carbon atoms, nc28

(12)

where

(13)

where Vo and 10 correspond to the parent molecule.
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Applying the same consideration to eqn. 1, one obtains

where:

From expressions 12 and 14 one can write:

101

(14)

(15)

(16)

Eqn. 16 now allows us to express the capacity factor as a function ofno and of the
mobile phase composition.

EXPERIMENTAL

A Model 500A HPLC chromatograph (Konik Instruments, Barcelona, Spain)
was used with a Rheodyne 20-fll injector, a guard column Phase Sep Spherisorb S5CN
(5 em x 4.6 mm; 5 .urn) just before a column of Phase Sep. Spherisorb S5CN (lOcm x
4.6 mm; 5 .urn) (a type of column frequently employed in the chemistry of N-nitroso
compounds't'v'") and a double beam VIS-UV 757 detector (Kratos Analytical
Instruments, Ramsey, NJ, U.S.A.). The detector signal was programmed with an SP
4290 integrator (Spectra Physics, San Jose, CA, U.S.A.).

The mobile phase was prepared by mixing water (doubly distilled in glass with
addition of potassium permanganate) with the organic solvents at the required volume
ratio. Methanol, acetonitrile and isooctane were "HPLC solvents" from Farmitalia,
Carlo Erba (Milan, Italy).

The homologous series ofN-nitrosamines were all from Sigma Chemical Co. (St.
Louis, MO, U.S.A.).

Experiments for determining the distribution coefficients of N-nitrosamines
were carried out by analyzing the composition of the aqueous phase by an HPLC
technique, working at 30°C; the P values, expressed as quotients of molar fractions,
were the means of six determinations for each N-nitrosamine.

Retention volumes, VR, were calculated as the arithmetic means from three
injections.

DATA TREATMENT

The Vo, k'o and IX' values were obtained as fitting parameters in the optimization
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of eqn. 5 using the Gauss-Newton algorithm with statistical weights, Wi, accumulated
over the dependent variable. Taking into account that the main source of error in the
retention time is not so much in the flow-rate but rather in the phenomenon of
retention itself in the stationary phase, and that less strongly retained species should
not be weighted as much as those which are strongly retained, we employed weighting
factors inversely related to the difference in retention time in the stationary phase
(VR - Va), i.e., the difference between the retention time and the apparent dead
volume. In these terms the function to be minimized is:

s = I[VR, - Vo(l + k~ ea'nc,WWi
i

Expressions similar to this have been used by different authors2 s , 29 .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(17)

The methodology described above was applied to a series of nine nitros
amines: N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), N-nitrosomethylethylamine (NMEA),
N-nitrosodiethylamine (NDEA), N-nitrosomethyl-n-propylamine (NMPA), N-nitro
sodi-n-propylamine (NDPA), N-nitrosomethyl-n-butylamine (NMBA), N-nitroso
ethyl-n-butylamine (NEBA), N-nitroso-n-butyl-n-propylamine (NPBA) and N
nitrosodi-n-butylamine (NDBA), after verifying fulfilment of correlation" with
different organic solvents. Fig. 1 shows this correlation when working with isooctane.

Table I shows the values found for the retention volumes in different mobile
phases. On subjecting these results to the above-described fitting (eqns. 5 and 17), the
optimum parameters shown in Table II were obtained. Regarding the results, it is
interesting that the contribution of the carbon chain to the value of the distribution
coefficient is independent of its position (see Fig. 1: two pairs of linear isomers whose
coefficients coincide have been included). The data shown in Table I point to a similar
kind of behaviour with respect to the elution times of these isomers. Although in the
case ofNDPA and NEBA (both with nc = 6) the retention ofNDPA in weak mobile
phases is less than their NEBA, suggestive of a subtle effect of the position of the

6 -

4 ~
o,
c

2 f-

o -

-2 -
I

10

Fig. 1. Correlation betweenexperimental isooctane-water distribution coefficients (In P) and the number of
carbon atoms, n., in a series of nitro samines: 2 (NDMA); 3 (NMEA); 4 (NMPA and NDEA); 5 (NMBA);
6 (NDPA and NEBA); 7 (NPBA); 8 (NDBA).
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TABLE II

VALUES OF Vo, In k~ AND (x' DETERMINED BY LINEAR REGRESSION (EQNS. 5 AND 17) OF
EXPERIMENTAL RETENTION VOLUMES (TIME, s) SHOWN IN TABLE I AGAINST THE NUMBER OF
CARBON ATOMS, n., BY THE GAUSS-NEWTON ALGORITHM

% (vlv) Methanol

30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Vo 2.97±0.02 2.94±0.02 2.90±0.02 2.89±0.02 2.89±0.02 2.87±0.02 2.85±0.02
-In k~ 2.64±0.04 2.60±0.04 2.54±0.04 2.50±0.04 2.51±0.04 2.48±0.05 2.49±0.05

(x' 0.543± 0.006 0.467± 0.005 0.401±0.005 0.347± 0.004 0.296± 0.004 0.237±0.005 0.184±0.005

carbon atoms on the chain, the fact that the elution times are coincident in 'strong
mobile phases (~55% methanol) points to the notion that such differences might
simply be due to the optimum conditions (with higher resolving power of the column)
when working with mobile phases with high percentages of water and long elution
times. Furthermore, the relative variation of the optimized values of Vawith the eluent
composition is concordant with the fact 3 3 that the amount of organic component
adhering to the stationary phase varies as a function of the nature and percentage of
this phase.

The optimized values of a'ex) were fitted by the least squares algorithm to
a second degree polynomial expression (eqn. 12); the results are shown in Table III.

A usual practice is the first degree reduction ofequations of this kind 2 8
,3 4 , 3 5 . To

analyze this kind of protocol, our experimental data were fitted to a linear function
(Table III). Application of the F test shows that the second degree is significant with
respect to the first degree at the 95% level when working with methanol and at 99%
when working with acetonitrile. We believe that these results preclude the possibility of
carrying out this simplification that is normally done in lower composition ranges of
the mobile phase and at high concentrations of the organic componenr'" (see Figs.
2 and 3).

Moreover, the results obtained confirm the expected effect (eqn. 13) of the

TABLE III

VALUES OF (Xo, (Xl> (X2 DETERMINED BY THE LEAST SQUARES ALGORITHM AT USING THE
SECOND DEGREE POLYNOMIAL EXPRESSION (EQN. 12)AND (Xo, (Xl DETERMINED BY THE
SQUARE ALGORITHM OF THE LINEAR FUNCTION (FIRST DEGREE)

Application of the F test shows that the second degree is significant with respect to the first at the 95%
(methanol) and 99% levels (acetonitrile).

Degree

2

(Xo

(Xl

Residual

Methanol

0.88 ± 0.01
(-1.17 ± 0.03) 10- 2

4.08' 10- 4

1.02 ± 0.05
(-1.8 ± 0.2)' 10- 2

(7.4 ± 2.4)' 10- 5

1.18' 10- 4

Acetonitrile

0.67 ± 0.03
(-1.04 ± 0.07)' 10- 2

2.85 10- 3

0.88 ± 0.02
(-2.2 ± 0.1) 10- 2

(1.6 ± 0.2)' 10- 4

1.50' 10- 4
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% (vlv) Acetonitrile

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

2.92±O.02 2.86±O.02 2.76±O.02 2.68±O.02 2.58±O.03 2.57±O.03 2.48±O.04 2.59±O.03
2.75±O.05 2.55±O.05 2.30±O.05 2.10±O.04 1.87±O.06 1.82±O.07 1.64±O.08 1.92±O.09
0.490±O.006 0.419±O.006 O.346±O.005 O.291±O.005 O.230±O.006 O.197±O.007 O.l48±O.006 O.130±O.007

0.6

0.5

~
0.4

.s
0.3

O. 2

O. I

25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

1"J,)(v/vl MeOH

Fig. 2. Plots of the In IX ofeqn. 5 against the concentration, x (%, v/v), of methanol in the mobile phase for
the homologous series of nitrosamines. Fitting of data to a second degree polynomial expression (--)
eqn. 12) and a linear function (---------).

strength of the organic solvent on the second degree term (Table III), since methanol,
which is weaker, results in less curvature.

Another interesting aspect is that, according to the interaction index model, the
profile of the function relating the values of In k~ with those of the mobile phase
composition should be quadratic (like that ofln 0:) as long as the relationship between
the phases is considered constant. In our case it was not possible to observe this kind of

0.6 ,-----------------------,

6055504540

I

35

I

30

I

25

I

20

0.3 -

O. 1 '----'-_--'-__-'--_-'-_--'-__L..-_--'-_..c....1._=_----'

15

0.2 -

0.5 f-_ ' •
......_-~

--~.
a 04 - ~
c ._

~........
~--
.~
.~

I ~~f-

("J,) (v/v) MeCN

Fig. 3. Plots as in Fig. 2 but for acetonitrile in the mobile phase.
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-L6~ •
• • •- -2Df-

-" •
c •

- 2.4~
0 0 0 0 0• 0 0

- 2.8 f- •
I I I

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

("!o)lv/v)MeOH IMeCN

Fig. 4. Logarithmic plots of capacity factors k', ofN-nitrosamines against the concentration, x (%, vjv), of
methanol-water (0) and acetonitrile-water (e) as the mobile phase on a Phase Sep. Spherisorb S5CN (5
Jim) column.

behaviour; by contrast, we observed a variation depending on the sign of the derivative
of the dead volume. Thus, as VR decreases, in q> (and hence in ko)should increase, as is
shown in Fig. 4. As a result of such findings, we believe that the function q> cannot be
considered constant with respect to x (at least under the working conditions used in
this study), and therefore there is no point in attempting to fit the data to a polynomial
equation, whether of first or second degree.

Using the optimized values of Va the k' values were calculated are represented
logarithmically against the number of atoms in the carbon chain. Figs. 5 and 6 reveal
similar correlations to those obtained with the distribution coefficient, together with
another aspect that is worthy of note. This is the appearance of a convergence zone in
the sheaf of straight lines. Some authors2 8

, 36 consider this to be characteristic of the
homologous series and of each mixture of the mobile phase. However, on recalling the
foregoing considerations, the presence of this convergence zone implies that at
a certain value, n*, of nco the value of the capacity factor is independent of the mobile

10

• 7

./. 6
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..........-:::.~...-----.---..::---:;:.:::::::::..---. .

~.::::--::-..---. .---....---......... :;::...--::. .----.
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Fig. 5. Logarithmic plots of capacity factors, k', ofN-nitrosamines against the numbers of carbon atoms in
methanol-water containing 60 (I), 55 (2), 50 (3), 45 (4), 40 (5), 35 (6) and 30% (vjv) (7) of methanol.
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Fig. 6. Logarithmic plots of capacity factors, k', ofN-nitrosamines against the numbers of carbon atoms in
acetonitrile-water containing 55 (1),50 (2) 45 (3), 40 (4), 35 (5), 30 (6), 25 (1) and 20% (v/v) (8) of acetonitrile.

phase composition, k* thus being constant

In k* = In ko(x) + nz In IX(X) = constant (18)

in other words:

AGo A(AGo)
In k* = In cp(x) - RT - RT . nz = constant (19)

Accordingly, we feel that the appearance of this point (or rather zone) of
intersection may simply be the result of a compensation of the variations of the three
summands of eqn. 19 and as consequence we cannot attribute to it any well defined
physical significance. However, this opinion is not sensu stricto, in disagreement with
the idea that the intersection zone is characteristic of the homologous series,
Nevertheless it is no less true that, while we cannot find the explicit characteristic of the
function cp(x), we shall not be able to give to the intersection point any other meaning,

CONCLUSIONS

The values of the column dead volume, Va, for a given column-mobile phase
system can be determined from the experimental retention volumes, VR, of an
homologous series of compounds for which there is a free energy correlation between
their distribution coefficients and some structural index, such as the number ofcarbon
atoms nco The variations occurring in the values of Vo thus calculated with the mobile
phase composition are in excellent agreement with the laboratory results.

Application of the interaction index model to reversed-phase liquid chromato
graphy yields a quadratic equation for the logarithm of the selectivity (In IX), in good
concordance with the experimental results. In none of the cases studied (methanol,
acetonitrile) is it possible to leave out the quadratic term within the concentration
range studied.

The variation in k' with x cannot be dealt with as assumed by the interaction
index model, since considerable variations of cp with x are detected. Regarding this
point, it should be noted that the possible omission of the quadratic term in the In k']x
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eqn. 16 is only a question of the use to which it is to be put. Thus, although from
a rigorous point of view the problem of having no knowledge of the explicit
characteristic of the function cp(x) is inevitable, when equations like 16 are used for
predictive purposes it is clear that the quadratic term can be neglected.

Finally, and according to our own criteria, the existenceof a convergence zone in
the linear plots of In k' against nc for different compositions should not necessarily be
understood as a specificproperty ofthe series, but rather as a result of a compensation
of the terms governing the dependence of the capacity factor on the eluent
composition.
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SUMMARY

A fast molecular weight sensor is described in which pure solvent is introduced as
a plug into an analyte-containing mobile phase undergoing laminar flow within
a capillary tube. If diffusion of the mobile phase analyte is limited, a complex
concentration vs. time profile of capillary effluent is observed. Molecular weight and
quantitative information regarding the analyte dissolved in the mobile phase is
obtained from such profiles in a minute or less. Anomalous results due to analyte
adsorption are avoided in this technique by cleaning the injection system with organic
as well as aqueous solvents.

INTRODUCTION

Previous papers 1,2 have described a rapid method for determining molecular
weights of single components! and polymers and mixtures of polymers- dissolved in
a liquid phase. Our original method relies on injection of a liquid plug of analyte
solution into a capillary containing a mobile phase which is flowing with a laminar
flow profile. Concentrations vs. time profiles of the effluent from this capillary reveal
two peaks or one peak and a shoulder, even for a single component, when radial
diffusion of the analyte is limited in comparison with axial transport.

For a given temperature, the unique shapes of these concentration vs. time
profiles of the analyte effluent measured at the exit of the capillary are dependent upon
the inner diameter of the capillary, the flow-rate, the length of the capillary, and the
diffusion coefficient(s) of the analyte(s) contained in the injected liquid plug. The
anticipated profile shapes have been calculated by Atwood and Golay" and others (see
refs. 4 and 5 and the references cited in refs. I and 2) as two component peaks or peak
plus shoulder when there is limited radial diffusion in comparison with the axial
transport of the injected analyte. Our method relies on the smoothly changing ratio of
analyte effluent concentrations representing these two concentration vs. time profile
components as the diffusion coefficient of the analyte changes, when all the other
experimental variables are held constant.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B,V.
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Analysis of the shapes ofcapillary em uent analyte concentration vs. time profiles
in terms of a ratio (R) ofconcentrations at two characteristic times following injection
of the analyte allows the empirical determination of molecular weights on the basis of
a standard curve relating this concentration ratio R to molecular weight. Interpolation
of R value data for a material of unknown molecular weight on the resulting standard
curve can be used to yield molecular weights of biopolymers ' or number-average
molecular weights of synthetic polymers/ in a minute or less. The type ofanalyte which
can be investigated in this manner is limited only by its ability to undergo diffusion
without physical entanglement or molecular aggregation in a liquid phase under
laminar flow conditions, by the absence of significant adsorption of analyte
components on the walls of the capillary, and by the existence of an appropriate
standard curve for the analyte.

We report in this paper a new application of the same basic technique as
described above, except that in the work reported here, we employ the analyte solution
as the mobile phase and inject a plug of pure solvent. Such an experiment allows
a quantitative determination of both the concentration and an empirical determina
tion of the molecular weight of the analyte contained in the mobile phase. Thus, the
analyte concentration vs. time profiles obtained in this system consist ofnegative rather
than positive concentration vs. time traces, since the injected, initially analyte-free,
pure solvent plug can only have an analyte concentration lower than that of the mobile
phase as it emerges from the capillary and passes through the concentration detector.

The success of this new method depends on the absence of significant analyte
adsorption to the inner surface of the injection system capillary surface. In this
"negative profile mode" of our empirical molecular weight method, there are
significant complications owing to analyte adsorption, even with low-molecular
weight compounds. This adsorption is especially important in the injection system of
the apparatus. We have shown that such adsorption problems in the injection system
can be eliminated or at least minimized in order to achieve reproducible results by
a thorough cleaning of the injection system before loading". This cleaning is
accomplished by a combination of organic and aqueous solvents, the organic solvent
flush being a critical phase of the cleaning process.

EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus employed is essentially the same as reported previously':" except
for the use in some experiments of either a Harvard Model 909 or an ISCO JiLC 500
syringe pump as the mobile phase pump. The system is essentially a conventional
liquid chromatographic arrangement, except that the packed column is replaced with
an untreated length (30-100 em) of stainless-steel capillary (0.25-0.75 mm J.D.).
Chemicals were reagent grade and were used without further purification. The Valco
injection valve was flushed between injections with approximately 20 ml each of
2-propanol, methanol and Milli-Q water, in that order. If only water was used as the
wash, different often irreproducible results were obtained, and positive peaks were
obtained where negative peaks were expected". We tentatively attribute these positive
peaks to flow sensitive, metastable absorbed analyte in the injection system which is
released under the zero flow condition while the injection system is loaded", Further
studies of these phenomena are needed.
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Concentration vs. time profiles oflow-molecular-weightcompounds in the positive profile
mode

Our method 1,2 involving injection of a liquid analyte into a liquid mobile phase
containing no analyte and yielding positive analyte concentration vs. time profiles, will
hereafter be referred to as the "positive profile mode". Previous investigations,
involving synthetic/ and biopolymers! and employing the positive profile mode,
demonstrated concentration vs. time profiles of the type predicted by Atwood and
Golay", In our previous studies no low-molecular-weight species were investigated.

In this paper, we demonstrate similar positive mode profiles, as seen in Fig. 1, for
three different low-molecular-weight compounds at three different flow-rates. Fig. 1
illustrates the method used previously'< for empirical determinations of molecular
weights with one modification. For low-molecular-weight compounds, the ratio R is
defined as

where h represents the positive (or negative) height above (or below) the baseline value
of the concentration vs. time profile at either 1.35 or 2.0 times the breakthrough time,
tb , defined as the time interval between injection and first compound from the injection
emerging from the capillary at the detector. The above definition of R is slightly
different from that previously reported in that an empirical value of 1.35 is used in the
numerator rather than the previously employed value.' of 1.2 tb • This higher value is an
empirical fitting coefficient used to locate the top of the first sharp peaks on the left
sides of the two component profiles illustrated in Fig. 1. This empirical coefficient is
apparently different for very-high- and very-low-molecular-weightcompounds. The
constant 2.0 in the denominator of the above expression is theoretical in origin, since it
can be used to locate the time of the maximum in a gaussian absorbance vs. time curve
which represents the case where radial diffusion is rapid in comparison with axial
transport.

Fig. 2 illustrates the dependence on molecular weight and mobile phase flow-rate
of R values calculated as indicated above from the data of Fig. 1. In agreement with our
previous work, R values are approximately linear with flow-rate for a single
compound/ and smoothly increasing functions of molecular weight'>'. These studies,
in combination with our earlier observations with polymers, serve to emphasize the
wide dynamic molecular weight range of the positive profile mode of our empirical
molecular weight method since the same type of quantitative behavior of R values is
observed over more than three orders of magnitude in molecular weight. This would be
expected if the R value is primarily a reflection of the diffusion properties of the
dissolved analyte(s).

Pure solvent injection into mobile phase containing analyte -the negative profile mode
When pure solvent is injected as a plug into an analyte-containing mobile phase

in laminar flow in a capillary, there is diffusion of the analyte into the pure solvent plug
as it assumes a laminar profile and is transported through the capillary. The shape of
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Fig. I. Effect of molecular weight and flow-rate on concentration vs. time profiles from solutions of
low-molecular-weight compounds injected into water mobile phase and passed through a capillary tube
under laminar flow conditions where radial diffusion is limited in comparison with axial transport through
the tube (90 cm x 0.5 mm J.D.). An ISCO ,uLC 500 syringe pump was used. Solutions concentrations:
caffeine, 0.24 mM; thymine, 0.056 mM; NaN03, 0.090 mM. Absorbance monitored at 254 nm.
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Fig. 2. Variation of R values (ratios of capillary effluent analyte concentration at two selected times after
a plug injection of an analyte solution) with: (a) molecular weight; (b) flow-rate (values shown in ml/min on
the right). 0 = Caffeine; () = thymine; • = NaN03 . Data taken from Fig. 1.

the resulting negative concentration vs. time profile of the effluent should be dependent
on the same experimental parameters as with the positive profile mode. This type of
experiment will be designated as the "negative profile mode" of our empirical
molecular weight method.

Fig. 3 illustrates the results of switching caffeine solution and pure solvent
(water) as the injected phase and mobile phases in positive and negative mode
experiments. The positive profile is obtained by injecting a plug of S III of the caffeine
solution into water mobile phase. The negative profile is obtained by injecting an S-ill
volume of pure water into a caffeine solution mobile phase with the same caffeine
concentration used to obtain the positive profile under otherwise identical conditions
of flow-rate and temperature, employing the same stainless-steel capillary and
experimental system.

Within experimental error, the positive and negative peaks are scaled mirror
images of one another, except near the last third of the profile. Fig. 3 illustrates this
point by plotting the inverted negative profile (dashed line) on the same coordinates
with the positive profile. A crossing of the curves is noted in the right-hand portion of
the profiles. Calculated R values, using either the 1.2or the 1.35numerator coefficient,
are within experimental error of one another for the positive and the negative profiles,
indicating quantitative peak scaling in the region of the profiles used in R value
calculations. The lack of quantitative peak scaling in the trailing edge of the profiles
may be due to wall adsorption effects, since molecules in the tail segment have a higher
probability of colliding with the wall.

AbsrR(+)=066

+.001[ !~
.000

-.001[R:-)~O~
[ 1 2 min

Fig. 3. (Solid lines) Comparison of positive profile mode (analyte solution injected into water mobile phase)
and negative profile mode (water injected into mobile phase solution containing analyte) employing the
same analyte, a 0.24 mM caffeine solution. (Dashed line) Inversion of negative mode profile. for direct
comparison with positive profile mode result. Capillary: 100cm x 0.75 mm J.D.; flow-rate: 0.3 ml/min;
ISCO IlLC 500 syringe pump.
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Fig. 4. Effect of flow-rate on positive and negative profile mode results from the injection of 10 III of a
0.05 mM thymine solution into water (or 10 III water into 0.05 mM thymine mobile phase) flowing in a
30 ern x 0.5 mm J.D. capillary. Flow-rates indicated; Altex 100A pump.

Results similar to those in Fig. 3 are observed in Fig. 4 in which a thymine
solution is analyzed in the positive and negative profile modes at different flow-rates.
Again, the early portions of the negative profiles are almost exact scaled mirror images
of the positive profiles. In Fig. 5, the negative peaks from Fig. 4 are inverted (dashed
line) and compared directly with the positive peaks. Once more, there is a non-quanti
tative scaling ofthe negative and positive profiles at later times as is the case with Fig. 3.
The slight quantitative differences between absolute absorbances in the positive and
negative profiles for a given flow-rate may arise because ofadsorption problems which
have been encountered". However, R values calculated from the above data comparing
positive and corresponding negative profiles are again within experimental error, as
illustrated in Table I. Thus, the ability to switch injected and mobile phases without

+

Abs

0.04

0.02

0.2 ml/mj:.:.n ~

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 min

Fig. 5. Inverted negative profile mode results from Fig. 4 (dashed line) compared with positive profile mode
results from Fig. 4.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF R VALUES FROM POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PROFILE MODES

Data taken from Fig. 4.
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Flow-rate
(mllmin )

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

R (positive mode)

0.86
l.ll
1.21
1.43

R (negative mode)

0.88
l.l6
1.24
1.39

changing the R value apparently does not depend on flow-rate for low molecular
weight samples in the molecular weight range and flow-rate ranges reported.

Molecular weight dependence of R values -the negative profile mode
As might be expected from the above data and our previous experience with the

positive profile mode results, the negative profile mode should be useful in providing
empirical determinations of molecular weights employing the R value concept. Fig. 6
illustrates the dependence of R values, calculated from a large number of data taken

R(+)

R(-) 1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

200 400

Daltons

600

Fig. 6. Effect of molecular weight on positive (0) and negative (0) profile mode R values. Average values
taken from different runs made on different days with the same 90 em x 0.75 mm J.D. capillary. Solution
concentrations varied over a factor of4-8 with no apparent correlations of R vs. concentration. Altex pump;
flow-rate, 0.3 ml/min; injections, 10 Ill; solvent, water.
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from parallel positive and negative profile mode experiments, done on the same
equipment and at the same flow-rate, on molecular weight for a number of
low-molecular-weight substances. The data in Fig. 6 were obtained over an extended
period of time but employed the same capillary tubing. Smaller experimental error in
obtaining a standard curve for either the positive or the negative mode would be
expected than that shown in Fig. 6 if the standard curve were prepared and compared
with the unknown within a shorter time span. Both molecular weight discrimination
and day-to-day reproducibility of R values obtained with this method are on the order
of 10-15% with the system employed. These two values could be reduced by the use of
a more reliable pump than the one used to gather the data in Fig. 6.

The positive and negative mode R values shown in Fig. 6 are nearly within
experimental error of one another. The near linear dependence of R on molecular
weight is reminiscent of our previous data on biopolymers': The reason for the
relatively large deviation of 2'-deoxyadenine (molecular weight 269) from the linear
portion of the figure may arise from the severe adsorption problems encountered with
this compound in other experiments in which careful washing of the injection system
was not carried out. The wide scatter noted for nitrate data can be traced to the
near-Gausssian shape of the nitrate profiles, with which R value calculations are
difficult because of the uncertainty in determination of breakthrough times. Gaussian
or near-Gaussian peaks should not be used for analysis in this method and can be
avoided by increasing the flow-rate. A shift to a higher flow-rate would increase all
R values in Fig. 6 but the near-linear relationship may not be retained lv. Values for
R at a single flow-rate were independent of analyte concentration over a factor of 4 to
8 for a number of different compounds. These points were included in calculating the
experimental scatter.

Peak shapes in the positive profile mode of our technique have been shown in all
cases not involving adsorption problems to give those shapes calculated from the
assumption of limited diffusion and laminar flow. These positive profile mode peak
shapes have been independent of molecular weight, provided the flow-rate is adjusted
to maintain the same, limited degree of diffusion, i.e. slow flow for high-molecular
weight substances and faster flow for lower-molecular-weight substances. In this
paper, we have demonstrated that the profiles obtained for the same analyte in the
positive and negative profile modes are, for the most part scaled, mirror images of one
another, especially in the early portions of the profiles. Deviations from an exact
mirror image relationship between positive and negative profiles may be due to
adsorption problems, even for low-molecular-weight compounds. Thus, in the absence
of significant wall adsorption, we predict that our negative profile mode technique,
described and illustrated in this paper, can be used to quickly characterize any
molecules or particles of any molecular weight where those species are capable of free
diffusion in a liquid undergoing laminar flow. However, because absorption problems
may be more serious with increased molecular weight", each individual molecular
system would have to be investigated in both the positive and negative modes to
determine the extent of adsorption problems encountered when continuously passing
the analyte through the capillary system, including the injection port region. These
added exploratory investigations may be worth the extra effort, if the reward is an
analysis system which requires no sample to be withdrawn from a stream and allows in
situ analysis.
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Even though all of the examples we have shown in this paper are for single
molecular species, we believe that both positive and negative profile methods can be
used to characterize or monitor mixtures of molecules by measuring or monitoring
profile shapes. Since the technique assumes free diffusion of molecular species, profiles
should be linearly dependent on analyte concentration, providing the absorbance is in
the Beer's law range, and individual profiles for each analyte should be additive for
mixtures of analytes. Analyte solutions could be monitored for impurities, provided
the diffusion and extinction coefficients of the impurity or impurities allow such an
analysis to be sensitive enough to detect the impurity through changes in the positive or
negative profile shape.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude from the above results that the same type of empirically determined
molecular weight information may be obtained in very short times through both the
positive and the negative profile modes of our capillary method, i.e., by either injecting
analyte solution into pure solvent mobile phase or by injecting pure solvent into
analyte solution employed as the mobile phase. Discrimination of small differences
(less than about 15%) in molecular weight cannot easily be accomplished with either
the positive or the nagative profile modes of this method. The method is employed to
greatest advantage when there are significant changes in molecular weights to be
quickly characterized.

The experimental information obtained from either mode contains two different
pieces of information. First, with proper calibration, the integrated area of the positive
or negative profile gives quantitative information on the amount of material present.
Secondly, the shape of the positive or negative profile reflects the diffusion
characteristics and therefore also the molecular weight of the dissolved species,
provided shape and solvent interaction characteristics of a series of compounds in the
standard curve are similar.

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD

The methods described above are most useful in a situation in which the
composition of a solution is to be quickly and repetitively monitored for changes in
composition or concentration over an extended period of time. Given the low cost, the
wide dynamic range, and the speed of the positive and negative profile methods, we
suggest the following as logical applications of these empirical molecular weight
methods.

A side stream from a pipe or a continuously recycling sampling stream from
a stirred reactor could be fed through either the loop of an injector or through the
system capillary. Since it has been shown? that our capillary method yields number
average molecular weights, it is anticipated that the method can be used as a fast sensor
for changes in number-average molecular weight of a polymer solution. The method
could use a capil\ary shunt which continuously draws off material for sampling from
a process container or pipeline, with periodic injections of the appropriate solvent.
Fast computer feedback from the concentration detector could be sent to an alarm
device when any deviation from a standard profile is observed and standard analytical
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methods could be employed for pinpointing specifically what chemical changes
triggered the profile difference-based alarm.

Water from a municipal water supply or waste water from an industrial source
can be monitored for purity by continuing to pass this water through either the
injection loop or through the capillary. A mobile phase of pure water could be passed
through the capillary system or through the loop and a periodic injection could be
made to check for positive or negative profiles which quickly characterizes the
number-average molecular weight of an impurity in addition to providing quantitative
information regarding the amount of impurity present.

When there are solubility problems in which there can be drastic changes in the
average molecular weight of a substance beause of changing experimental variables,
the positive or negative profile methods would provide a valuable means of quickly
observing the changing average molecular weights which might precede precipitation
or colloid formation. We believe with proper development this technique is capable of
determining molecular weights in the order of tens of seconds.

Such complex biological fluids as blood and urine often need to be monitored for
sudden changes in composition. For example, kidney failure, in which high-molecular
weight biopolymers are suddenly found in the urine could be be monitored with either
the positive or negative profile methods. Monitoring of dialysis fluids also would
appear to be another possible application. Blood monitoring may be possible but also
may present special problems. The limits of our method at the very high end of the
moleular weight range have yet to be tested. Preliminary experiments in our laboratory
with very high molecular weight biological systems appear to be quite promising.

Thus, many applications of this new method can be envisioned for a wide range
of molecular weight compounds including industrial polymers and waste water,
biopolymers and clinical samples, provided there are not significant problems of wall
adsorption. For higher-molecular-weight compounds, these problems may be mini
mized by increasing the capillary tube diameter and decreasing the flow-rate.
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SUMMARY

Chemometric techniques have been applied to optimization of response in pho
tochemical reaction detection. Multivariate optimization using a factorial experi
mental design was employed to assess the effects of mobile phase pH and UV irradia
tion time on the amperometric response obtained by high-performance liquid
chromatography-photolysis-electrochemical detection for four cardiovascular
drugs. The procedure is more representative of the dynamic analytical conditions
encountered in photochemical reaction detection than previous methods employing
univariate optimization or off-line static methods. Stepwise multiple linear regression
with backward elimination was used to fit the experimental data to empirical reduced
third-order polynomial models. Plots of response were used to determine optimum
conditions and visualize the interactions between pH and irradiation time. The design
and construction of a low-cost on-line photochemical reactor for high-performance
liquid chromatography is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Photochemical reaction detection is a variation of on-line post-column deri
vatization which has found particular usefulness in pharmaceutical and forensic anal
ysis. It is employed to extend the sensitivity and selectivity of detection in high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and to minimize sample preparation.
Reviews of photochemical reaction detection in HPLC have been published1-4. Com
bining photoderivatization with electrochemical detection techniques allows rapid
and unique photochemical reactions to be advantageously coupled with the high
selectivity and sensitivity of electrochemical detections. Krull and co-workers'<"
have extensively studied HPLC-photolysis (hv)-electrochemical detection (ED) using
conventional thin-layer amperometric cell detectors.

In the previously reported hv-ED methods, optimization of electrochemical
response with respect to solution pH has-been performed off-line using photolysis
cyclic voltammetry'<"!", on-line, but independently of irradiation time or flow-
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rate 7,8, or the pH dependence was either not reported or not optimized9-
1 1

. Although
static off-line methods such as cyclic voltammetry (CV) are useful for scouting pur
poses and indicating trends, the results may not accurately represent the actual dy
namic conditions of the on-line photochemical reactor (PCR) employing ampero
metric detection. We have observed situations in which a compound may show no
activity at a glassy carbon electrode by CV, yet produce an electrochemical response
by HPLC-amperometric detection under similar conditions. In both experiments, the
same solvent was used for CV and as the HPLC mobile phase. Slow electron transfer
under the CV conditions may be responsible for this phenomenon. Alternatively, the
enhanced mass transfer of electroactive species to the electrode under hydrodynamic
conditions of HPLC-amperometry may result in the greater sensitivity observedl".

With respect to both the off-line and on-line optimization procedures, these
methods have systematically varied one experimental variable of the analytical sys
tem at a time while holding all others constant (univariate optimization). Conditions
were optimized for pH then optimized for irradiation time. Because the influences of
these parameters on the formation of electroactive photoderivatives are not mutually
independent, both parameters should be varied simultaneously (multivariate optimi
zation).

In the previous hv-ED methods, irradiation time was evaluated by altering the
flow-rate incrementally to produce a range of residence times within an irradiation
coil of fixed length. The peak areas or heights representing the electrochemical re
sponses as a function of flow-rate (residence time) were used as a measure of optimum
irradiation time. A new coil was then constructed corresponding to the length re
quired to give an equivalent residence time at the flow-rate desired for the chroma
tographic separation. However, for concentration-dependent detectors such as ampe
rometric detectors, variation in flow-rate has a pronounced effect on the observed
response-". The area response for a constant amount of electroactive cO'npound is
inversely proportional to the flow-rate. The peak height is inversely proportional to
the standard deviation of the peak, which in turn is influenced by flow-rate. When a
post-column reactor is added to an HPLC system, additional factors resulting from
dispersion in the reactor further compound the effect of flow-rate on response. In
light of these influences, it is apparent that variation of flow-rate to optimize irradia
tion time incorporates response factors related to flow-rate that are unresolved from
the effect of irradiation on electrochemical response. A better approach to optimiza
tion of irradiation time requires that the flow-rate required by the chromatographic
separation be maintained and the reactor length and pH be varied simultaneously.
Alternatively, a system might be employed in which the flow-rate and reactor length
remain constant and the photon flux and pH are varied.

The application of hv-ED to the analysis of antihypertensive drugs in dosage
forms and biological fluids is currently being investigated in our laboratory. One of
the objectives of the study has been to demonstrate the utility of chemometric tech
niques in the optimization of electrochemical response obtained by photochemical
reaction detection. This paper describes a multivariate optimization procedure in
which the mobile phase pH and irradiation time parameters are simultaneously var
ied under the actual dynamic conditions of analysis. A rigorous statistically based
factorial experimental design was employed. No previous papers employing multiva
riate chemometric techniques to optimize response in photochemical reaction detec
tion have been reported.
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Standards, reagents and test solutions
Spironolactone, hydrochlorothiazide, clonidine, and chlorthalidone reference

standards were all obtained from the United States Pharmacopeial Convention
(Rockville, MD, U.S.A.). Reagent-grade sodium dihydrogen phosphate, sodium hy
droxide, and phosphoric acid were obtained from J. T. Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ,
U.S.A.). HPLC-grade methanol was purchased from Burdick & Jackson Labs.
(Muskegon, MI, U.S.A.).

Stock solutions (0.25 mg/ml) of spironolactone, hydrochlorothiazide, clonidine
and chlorthalidone were prepared in methanol. Working standard solutions (12.5 f.1g
per ml) were prepared by diluting a 5-ml aliquot of the stock solution to 100 ml with
42% aqueous methanol.

Mobile phase solutions were prepared from a bulk solution containing metha
nol-O.I M NaHzP04 (45:55). A set of eight mobile phases within the pH range
2.0-8.0 was prepared from portions of the bulk solution by adjusting the pH with
concentrated phosphoric acid or 50% aqueous sodium hydroxide to the required pH.
All mobile phases were degassed before use in an ultrasonic bath.

Instrumentation
Fig. I illustrates the arrangement of the HPLC-hv-ED system components.

The system included a Beckman ModeiliOB solvent delivery module (Fullerton, CA,
U.S.A.) delivering a flow-rate of 1.0 ml/min and a Rheodyne Model 7125 loop in
jector with a 20-f.1l loop. An Uptight guard column (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Har
bor, WA, U.S.A.) packed with Vydac reversed-phase packing, 30-40-f.1m pellicular
particles (Universal Scientific, Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.) was used. The analytical column
was a Zorbax CN Reliance cartridge column, 5-f.1m spherical particles, 8 em x 4 mm
I.D. (DuPont, Wilmington, DE, U.S.A.). The photochemical reactor was constructed
using a Model SC3-9 low-pressure mercury discharge lamp with a Model SCT-4
power supply (UVP, San Gabriel, CA, U.S.A.). A set of five irradiation coils of
different length was knitted from PTFE tubing 0.3 mm I.D. x 1.59 mm 0.0. (An
spec, Ann Arbor, MI, U.S.A.) corresponding to irradiation times of 4.17,8.35,16.70,
25.05 and 33.40 s at a flow-rate of 1.0 ml/rnin. A 7.62-cm diameter fan (Rotron,
Woodstock, NY, U.S.A.) provided air cooling for the reactor. Reactor components
were contained in a 31.5 x 16.5 x 15.5 cm box constructed from galvanized sheet
steel and perforated masonite. The bottom and back sides were perforated to improve
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Fig. I. Diagram of HPLC-photolysis-eleclrochemical detection system.
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air flow for cooling purposes. The detector used was a BAS LC-4B amperometric
controller and LC-17 thin-layer transducer with glassy carbon working electrode and
AgjAgCI reference electrode (Bioanalytical Systems, West Lafayette, IN, U.S.A.).
The operating potential was + 1.0 V and a range of 20 nA was used. Connections
between the analytical column, irradiation coil and the thin-layer transducer were all
made with Upchurch Fingertight fittings (Upchurch Scientific). Area responses were
recorded using an HP 3392A Integrator (Hewlett-Packard, Avondale, PA, U.S.A.).

Optimization procedure
Electroactive photoderivative formation was determined simultaneously as a

function of irradiation time and mobile pH for spironolactone, hydrochlorothiazide,
chlorthalidone and cIonidine. Irradiation time was varied by changing the coil length
in the photoreactor using one of the five coils in the set. Working standard solutions
of the model compounds were injected in duplicate into the HPLC-hv-ED system.
Amperometric responses were recorded for each coil and also with the UV lamp of
the reactor off to provide response values without irradiation. This time series was
repeated in each of the eight mobile phases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental design. data analysis and mathematical modeling
Chemometric techniques similar to those used in the optimization of chroma

tographic resolution 1 7 may be used to optimize analyte response. In fact, many of the
same variables affecting resolution also influence photoderivatization: mobile phase
pH, per cent and type of organic modifier, presence of inorganic salts, etc. The addi
tional parameter which must be considered in hv-El) is the irradiation time or pho
ton flux. In general, optimization includes the selection of optimization criteria and
the parameters to optimize, selection of an experimental design, and evaluation and
interpretation of the results. In hv-ED, of course, the criterion to optimize is the
photoinduced electrochemical response (peak area or height). On a practical level, the
basic reaction conditions are constrained by the general chromatographic limitations
(pH range 2-8 for silica-based columns, choice of solvents, etc.), the specific require
ments of a given separation (e.g. conditions for reversed-phase or ion-pair chromato
graphy as dictated by the analyte), and the need for a suitable electrolyte for hv-ED.
Frequently, existing HPLC methods have been adapted to use hv-ED. Considering
these restrictions, the parameters to optimize are usually limited to the mobile phase
pH and irradiation time.

A factorial experimental design was implemented in which the photoinduced
amperometric response was acquired at eight levels of mobile phase pH and six levels
of irradiation time. This 8 x 6 factorial design parameter space encompasses the
region of pH 2-8 recommended for silica-based HPLC columns and the irradiation
times (coil lengths) possible with the UV lamp used in the study (0-33.4 s). A factorial
type design was chosen rather than a simplex design because it was desired to obtain
an accurate representation of the response surfaces encountered in HPLC-hv-ED
over the entire parameter space and because no information of this type has been
reported. The possibility also existed that the surfaces contained local optima, a
situation in which simplex or univariate techniques may fail to find the best response
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Fig. 2. Experimental amperometric response surface as a function of irradiation time and mobile phase pH
for spironolactone. Time in s.

conditions or global optimum. It was also desired to establish the extent of interac
tion between pH and irradiation time.

Fig. 2 is a plot of the response surface constructed from the experimental data
for spironolactone. Spironolactone is electro-inactive in the absence of UV irradia
tion as indicated by zero response along the pH axis at zero time. Photoinduced
response generally increased with increasing pH and irradiation time. The global
optimum is found at a pH of8.0 and irradiation time of33.4 s. A depression is evident
in the surface along values collected at pH 4.0. Response at pH 2.0 and 33.4 s repre
sents a local optimum within the parameter space.

The hydrochlorothiazide response surface is given in Fig. 3. Hydrochlorothia
zide is electroactive without irradiation. The left forward edge of the surface (time
zero) represents the effect of the observed native amperometric response of hydro
chlorothiazide. As is well known, a significant enhancement in response for electroac
tive compounds is possible by optimizing the mobile phase pH. At a pH of 8.0, the
response is constant regardless of irradiation time (relative standard deviation of
± 3.5%). Equivalent responses are attainable at any irradiation time at this pH. At
low pH values where hydrochlorothiazide has no native electroactivity, the response
can be increased by UV irradiation.

Chlorthalidone, like spironolactone, is inactive without irradiation. The re
sponse surface (Fig. 4) is similar to that of spironolactone with the exception that a
ridge occurs rather than a depression. Optimum response is found along this ridge at
pH 6.0 and 33.4 s. The clonidine data produced a response surface (Fig. 5) which
indicated low-level response only at high pH and no significant response at low or
intermediate pH. However, a large enhancement in response with increasing irradia
tion time is observed at high pH.

Empirical polynomial models of photoinduced electrochemical response as a
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Fig. 3. Experimental amperometric response surface as a function of irradiation time and mobile phase pH
for hydrochlorothiazide. Time in s.

function of pH and irradiation time were fit to the experimental data using matrix
least squares regression analysis. Polynomial models allow interaction effect terms to
be included in the model. A full second-order polynomial was first employed because
they are frequently useful in describing response surfaces of phenomena over limited
factor domains''". The resulting regression equation is:

R = a + bt + cpH + dt' + epH 2 + ftpH

~·r~ .
Fig. 4. Experimental arnperometric response surface as a function of irradiation time and mobile phase pH
for chlorthalidone. Time in s.
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Fig. 5. Experimental amperometric response surface as a function of irradiation time and mobile phase pH
for clonidine. Time in s.

where R is the amperometric response, t is the irradiation time in seconds, pH is the
mobile phase pH and a-f are the estimated numerical coefficients of the equation.
Values obtained for the numerical coefficients and the coefficients of determination
(R 2

) for the second-order model for each compound are given in Table 1. Adequacy
of the models was assessed using the coefficients of determination and the F-test for
the significance of regression 18. In three of the four sets of experimental data, an R2

of 0.941 or greater was obtained which indicates that the second-order model ac
counts for 94.1% (or more) of the variation in the data. In the fourth case, the data
for c1onidine, the model explained only 80% of the variance of the data. For c1oni-

TABLE I

ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION (R 2
)

AND STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE (S.E.E.) FOR SECOND-ORDER POLYNOMIAL
MODEL

Coefficient Spirono- Hydrochloro- Chlorthal- Clonidine
lactone thiazide idone

a 0.721 -1.721 -0.850 6.150
b 0.085 0.298 -0.036 -0.093
c -0.399 -0.311 0.369 -- 3.086
d -0.002 -0.001 0.004 0.000
e 0.045 0.206 -0.035 0.327

f 0.004 -0.026 0.010 0.035

R2 0.941 0.944 0.968 0.800
S.E.E. 0.162 0.815 0.374 1.176
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dine, the change in photoinduced amperometric response versus pH and irradiation
time was less gradual than the three other compounds. Response increased sharply at
high pH and with increasing irradiation time. The rapid changes in response within a
small area of the parameter space resulted in a poorer fit using the second-order
equation for c1onidine.

Tn order to develop a model that encompassed all the compounds studied,
higher-order polynomials were investigated. Although it is always possible to make
R 2 large by adding more terms to the model, the new model is not necessarily a better
description of the experimental data unless the error sum of squares in the new model
is reduced by an amount equal to the original error mean square!". Tfit is not, the new
model will have a larger error mean square than the old model due to the loss of
degrees of freedom for error. It is also recommended that the order of the model be
kept low to eliminate higher order oscillations. In order to obtain a model that
explains the data with minimal error yet does not contain a large number of non
significant terms, an alternative technique, stepwise multiple regression using back
ward elimination was employed!". The initial regression equation was a full third
order model:

R = a +bt + cpH + dt 2 + epH 2 +JtpH +gt 3 +hpH 3 + it2pH +jtpH2

where R, t and pH are as previously defined and a-j are the estimated regression
coefficients. Backward elimination attempts to find a good model with a small set of
significant variables by starting with a model containing all the terms to be considered
and eliminating them one at a time. In each step, the partial F-statistic is calculated
for each term in the model as if it were the last variable to enter the model. The
smallest of the partial F-statistics is compared with a user-selected F-to-remove. The
term is removed from the model if the F-statistic is smaller than the F-to-remove.
Using this technique, third-order models reduced in the number of terms from the full
model were obtained. In all cases, R 2 values (adjusted for degrees of freedom) were
greater than 0.952. Because of the variety of response surfaces that are possible, the
number of terms in the model and the particular terms retained in the model as well as
the signs and values are different for each compound. The coefficients of determina
tion corrected for degrees of freedom were greater using this reduced third-order
model than the full second-order model and were not statistically different from R 2

values for a full third-order regression. Coefficients of determination and the estimat
ed regression coefficients for the reduced third-order model are found in Table II.

Model response surfaces generated from the regression coefficients for the re
duced third-order model more accurately approximated the shapes of the experi
mental response surfaces than using the full second-order coefficients. Response sur
faces generated from the model equations for spironolactone and hydrochloro
thiazide are shown in Figs. 6 and 7,. respectively.

Chromatographic results
Mixtures containing spironolactone and hydrochlorothiazide or chlorthalidone

and clonidine were analyzed by HPLC-hv-ED using the optimal conditions deter
mined by visual inspection of the experimental response surface plots. For the four
compounds studied, mathematical analysis of the model equations could not be used
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TABLE II

ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION (R 2
)

AND STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE (S.E.E.) FOR REDUCED THIRD-ORDER MODEL

E designates term eliminated from regression model.

Coefficient Spirono- Hydrochloro- Chlorothal- Clonidine
lactone thiazide idone

a 0.458 2.261 2.370 -11.890
b 0.102 E -0.125 0.220
c -0.248 -2.200 - 1.693 9.259
d - 3.43 . 10- 3 E 4.46. 10- 3 E
e 2.62. 10- 2 0.391 0.345 -2.143

f E 0.109 5.19.10- 2 -0.109
g 6.20. 10- 5 E E E
h E E -2.13.10- 2 0.151

- 2.75 . 10- 4 -2.66. 10- 4 E E
j 1.28 . 10- 3 -1.26.10- 2 -4.16. 10- 3 0.014

R2 0.966 0.977 0.977 0.952
S.E.E. 0.124 0.525 0.316 0.577

to predict optimal responses because the functions did not maximize within the exper
imental parameter space. These pairs of drugs were analyzed because they occur in
commercially available diuretic-antihypertensive combination dosage forms.

Fig. 8 shows the chromatograms obtained for spironolactone and hydrochlo
rothiazide using a pH 8.0 mobile phase without the PCR and with the PCR contain
ing a 33.40-s irradiation coil. As indicated by the response surfaces, spironolactone

Fig. 6. Reduced third-order regression model response surface as a function of irradiation time and mobile
phase pH for spironolactone. Time in s.
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Fig. 7. Reduced third-order regression model response surface as a function of irradiation time and mobile
phase pH for hydrochlorothiazide. Time in s.

produces an amperometric response only on irradiation and the response for hydro
chlorothiazide remains unchanged under these conditions. The chromatograms for
chlorthalidone and clonidine are given in Fig. 9. Irradiation results in an ampero
metric response for chlorthalidone and a 390% increase in the response for clonidine.
A cyano-bonded phase was used in this study because it provided good separations
for mixtures containing compounds of widely different lipophilicity while maintain
ing shorter analysis times than CIs-bonded phase columns.
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Fig. 8. Chromatograms of a solution containing hydrochlorothiazide (H) and spironolactone (S) without
the on-line photochemical reactor (PCR) and with PCR and 33.4-s irradiation coil. Conditions: metha
nol-Ol M NaH zP04 pH 8.0 (45:55), 1.0 ml/rnin, Zorbax CN cartridge column, BAS glassy carbon elec
trode, + 1.0 VS. Ag/AgCl, 20 nA range.
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Fig. 9. Chromatograms of a solution containing chlorthalidone (CT) and clonidine (C) without the on-line
photochemical reactor (PCR) and with PCR and 33.4-s irradiation coil. Conditions as in Fig. 8.

Photochemical reactor design
Because there are no commercially available PCRs for HPLC-photochemical

reaction detection, a large variety of individual reactor designs have appeared in the
literature. These designs employ irradiation sources ranging from high-intensity mer
cury or xenon arc lamps to medium- and low-pressure mercury or zinc lamps. The
irradiation coils have been made of either quartz or PTFE and a number of different
coil geometries have been proposed.

Although the majority of previous reactor designs have employed medium- and
high-pressure lamps, a low-pressure mercury discharge lamp was selected foruse. The
factors involved in the lamp selection included the desire to decrease the size, com
plexity and cost of the photoreactor relative to existing designs. Low-pressure mercu
ry lamps have a number of advantages for use in photochemical reactors. They gener
ate much less heat and infrared radiation than high-pressure arc lamps and therefore
do not require complicated liquid cooling systems. Air cooling is usually sufficient.
High temperatures within the irradiation coil can result in unwanted side reactions
such as polymerization. Temperature fluctuations can decrease system reproducibil
ity. Low-pressure lamps have a very stable output over long periods and lamp life is
longer also contributing to system reproducibility. Compared to high-pressure arc
lamps, these lamps emit a higher percentage of ultraviolet light and very low heat loss.
85% of the radiation is emitted at 254 nm, a wavelength useful for many photochem
ical reactions/". Because low-pressure lamps do not require d.c. power or high cur
rent ratings, the power supplies are small and inexpensive. Finally, use of high-pres
sure sources can shorten the lifetime of PTFE irradiation coils which become brittle
on prolonged exposure to high-intensity UV light. The particular lamp selected was
chosen because it provided a large irradiated cylindrical surface (23 em long x 0.95
em diameter) onto which the irradiation coil could be directly placed for efficient
transfer of radiant energy to the coil. The irradiation coils can be quickly changed by
sliding off one coil and sliding on another. If size, cost and complexity are not consid
erations, the decision to incorporate either a high-pressure arc lamp or low pressure
discharge lamp in a PCR is ultimately dependent on the reaction kinetics of the
particular system under study. Both the intensity of the source and the length of
irradiation time influence the concentrations of intermediate short-lived radicals and
excited molecules", These concentrations in turn influence the concentrations of the
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various photoproducts that result from the multiple reaction pathways that often
exist in photochemical reactions. The desired detectable species is produced in highest
yield using the appropriate combination of high or low intensity and long or short
irradiation time and is dependent on the analyte-specific kinetics. On a more prag
matic level, neither the kinetics nor the reaction products need be known as long as
the post-column photochemical reaction is reproducible and results in enhanced sen
sitivity or selectivity of detection. However, elucidation of the electroactive pho
tochemical reaction products is currently being investigated because knowledge of the
mechanism and structural requirements will aid in optimization procedures and allow
extension to other analytes.

The advantages of PTFE reaction coils in photochemical reaction detectors
were reported by Scholten et al.2 1 . PTFE provides good transparency in the 200-300
nm region and is readily available in a variety of internal and external diameters.
PTFE tubing is less expensive, less fragile and easier to connect to systems than
quartz. Knitted PTFE open tubular reactors exhibit minimal dispersion in compari
son to coiled reactors of identical dimensions due to the deformed flow pattern they
produce within the tubing. The geometry used in the irradiation coils in this study is a
modification of a design published by Engelhardt and Neue-". Their original design
was knitted on a device with four pins that produces a coil with four distinguishable
sides. Our coils were knitted on a device with six pins placed on the corners of a
regular hexagon. The six-sided design was chosen in order to maximize the surface
area of the coil exposed to the UV lamp. The coils require no external support and
slide directly onto the surface of the lamp in a "sleeve-like" manner.

All the components of the PCR fit within a relatively small box. The bottom
and rear panels of the reactor box were made from 3-mm perforated masonite ("peg
board") to provide improved ventilation and to facilitate the mounting of the lamp
and cooling fan and the routing of irradiation coil entrance and exit tubing and
electrical connections to the lamp and fan. The remaining sides were fabricated from
thin gauge sheet steel.

Reproducibility of the HPLC-hv-ED system as measured by repeatability of
injection (n = 6) was determined by making replicate injections of a working stan
dard solution containing hydrochlorothiazide and spironolactone. Relative standard
deviations were ± 0.9% for hydrochlorothiazide and ± 1.7% for spironolactone.

CONCLUSIONS

An improved procedure for optimization in HPLC-hv-ED has been presented
that more accurately represents the dynamic analytical conditions than static off-line
methods or dynamic methods that vary flow-rates. The factorial design allows the
entire response surface to be constructed and provides a better representation of the
effect of experimental conditions than simplex or univariate techniques. Graphical
representation of response surfaces indicates visually the best condititons and the
interaction between parameters. The ruggedness of experimental conditions can be
judged by whether an optimum occurs on a narrow ridge or a wide plateau.

Stepwise multiple linear regression was found to be a useful statistical technique
for developing mathematical models for analytical response phenomena. It produces
models which adequately describe the experimental data while minimizing the num-
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ber of terms and maximizing the degrees of freedom for estimation of the error in the
model. If the model equation maximizes within the experimental parameter space,
mathematical analysis can be used to predict the optimum experimental conditions.

The results of this optimization study will be used in the development of analyt
ical methods for these four drugs in dosage forms and in biological fluids. It is antici
pated that the high selectivity of HPLC-hv-ED will be of particular value in the
determination of pharmaceuticals in biological fluids. The high selectivity of this
technique results from the conditions that the analyte: (1) possesses a specific reten
tion time, (2) absorbs radiation from the UV source, and (3) undergoes a photoreac
tion to produce an electroactive species which is oxidized at the specific electrode and
operating potential. The probability that an interfering component will meet all three
of these criteria is quite low.
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SUMMARY

The temperature-dependent polarity of polymeric Cs and C, stationary phases,
preconditioned with acetonitrile and then contacted with water, is studied using the
fluorescence of sorbed pyrene as a probe. The fluorescence vibronic band ratio,
sensitive to the polarity of the probe surroundings, shows a temperature-dependent
hysteresis which is indistinguishable from the retention behavior of these materials.
The stationary phase polarity decreases when passing through the hysteresis, which is
consistent with the loss ofconditioning solvent from the interface but inconsistent with
an extended structure for the alkyl ligands. Solvent retention in the stationary phase
and its temperature dependence appear to require local ordering of the polymeric
phase.

INTRODUCTION

One of the more challenging aspects of developing a comprehensive model for
reversed-phase liquid chromatography has been to determine the role of the alkylated
surface in the selective retention of solute molecules. While mobile phase effects
dominate solute retention 1,2, the contribution of the surface to retention has been the
subject of intensive investigation and interesr'r!". These chromatographic experi
ments have provided insight into the structure and behavior of bonded hydrocarbon
layers and have extended our ideas of the stationary phase beyond a homogeneous,
hydrocarbon layer. A picture of the stationary phase as a dynamic surface, responding
to conditions in the mobile phase and affecting solute retention, is beginning to
emerge.

Models of the stationary phase as an alkyl "grass" or "bristles'" attached to the
solid support, or as a hydrocarbon "blanket" covering the silica gel:' are being replaced
by models of a heterogeneous surface incompletely covered by chemically bonded
alkyl ligands. Lochmiiller and Wilder 4 have suggested a microdroplet configuration
for the bonded layer, where alkyl ligands are aggregated by hydrophobic interactions

a Present address: IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10596, U.S.A.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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into clusters of organic material. If the solute is sufficiently small to be contained
within these clusters, the stationary phase would appear as islands of non-polar
material distributed on a polar silica surface. The organization of bound ligands
appears to influence shape selectivity of retentiou'V'? and depends on the bonding to
the silica surface, the degree of surface coverage, and the underlying substrate.
Distribution of solvent components into the stationary phase has also been studied,
and the resulting effects on solute retention have been described'<!".

Transfer of organic modifier from the mobile phase into the stationary phase is
responsible for changes in the environment of a solute sorbed to the bound layer l 3

-
16

and for changes in the phase volumes'':". The intercalation oforganic modifier into the
stationary phase may, in addition to a change in the polarity of the bonded layer, be
responsible for conformational changes in the surface as well. While studying the
effects of temperature and conditioning solvent on polymeric Cs, C, and C 10

stationary phases with a totally aqueous mobile phase, Gilpin and Squires7 noted an
interesting hysteresis in the temperature dependence of solute retention, following
preconditioning with organic solvent. They showed in a subsequent study that organic
modifier, initially retained by the stationary phase when the mobile phase is abruptly
changed from neat organic modifier to water, is released" when a sufficiently high
temperature is reached. The temperature at which the solvent was released correlated
with the alkyl chain length and functionality of the organic solvent 7

, 1 7 . A mechanism
proposed to account for the observed behavior was that solvent molecules were
trapped in the stationary phase by collapse of the alkyl ligands7 into an aggregated,
metastable state.'? when exposed to water. Raising the temperature of the stationary
phase above a transition temperature was postulated to cause restructuring of the
surface ligands into an extended or "bristle" configuration7

,S , releasing trapped
organic modifier which is replaced by water molecules between the hydrocarbon chain,
now in an extended, more stable surface structure I 7.

In the present work, the surface environments of'C, and C, polymeric stationary
phases, under conditions of the above temperature-dependent hysteresis, are examined
using the fluorescence emission of sorbed pyrene as a probe. The vibronic band
structure of the fluorescence from pyrene is quite sensitive to the polarity of the
molecule's local environmenr '". As the solvent polarity around pyrene is increased, the
intensity of the vibronic origin of the weak, highest energy L, transition (band I at 374
nm) is increased due to symmetry lowering perturbations from the solvent environ-.
ment which allow mixing with the much stronger La transition dominating the third
vibronic peak (band III at 385 nm)!", As a result, the ratio of the intensities of the third
and first peaks, IIU, varies inversely with increases in the polarity of microenviron
ment of the pyrene probe I 4

, I S . The vibronic band ratios of pyrene fluorescence have
been used to study the interfacial microenvironments of polymeric and monomeric
CIS stationary phases by sorption of the probe to the hydrophobic surface I 4

-
16

. The
results of these studies showed the effects on CIS stationary phases of organic modifier
and the heterogeneity of the sorption environments as a function ofoverlaying solvent.
In the present work, the polarity of polymeric C, and Cg stationary phases,
preconditioned with acetonitrile and then contacted with water, is investigated as
a function of temperature using sorbed pyrene as a probe. The results indicate that the
polarity of the stationary phase decreases upon heating, which is not consistent with an
extended structure for alkyl ligands in contact with the totally aqueous mobile phase.
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Chemicals
Pyrene was obtained from Aldrich and used after recrystallization from

ethanol-water solution. Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) analysis of the compound using a lO-cm x 4.6 mm 1.0., IO-/lm particle
column revealed no resolvable impurities. Acetonitrile (HPLC grade) was obtained
from MCB and Burdick & Jackson. Water was purified in-house using a Corning still
(MP-I) and a Barnstead, four-cartridge Nanopure system. Oecane and I,2-ethanediol
were obtained from Fisher and used without further purification. Polymeric C, and C9

stationary phases were prepared in-house by reacting either n-octyltrichlorosilane or
n-nonyltrichlorosilane with 10-/lm irregular silica (Partisil-IO) having a surface area of
approximately 320 m2 g-1 and a mean pore diameter of9.6 nm before derivatization.
The trichlorosilane reagents were obtained from Petrarch and used without further
purification. The silica was stirred in water-saturated toluene for 2 h. After filtering,
dry toluene and the silane reagent were added to the silica and refluxed for 2 h. Carbon
loading of the resulting polymer phase was determined to be 8.4 and 7.5% for C, and
C9, respectively, by M-H-W Laboratories (Phoenix, AZ, U.S.A.).

Column preparation
The stationary phase was contained in a 43 x 1.5-mm 1.0. precision bore quartz

tube (Wilmad Glass). The quartz microcolumn was supported in a brass cuvette
assembly. Both the cell and the packing procedure have been described in detail in
earlier publications15,20.

Before an experiment, the stationary phase was conditioned by passing large
volumes of acetonitrile through the column (approximately 50 ml or 2000 column
volumes) at a flow-rate of 1 ml min-to Pyrene was introduced to the column with
acetonitrile-water (50:50, v/v) as the mobile phase. The concentration ofpyrene in the
mobile phase was adjusted to a value ofca. 3.0 p.M, which gives a surface concentration
low enough to avoid excimer formation (to assure that no probe-probe interactions
are present) but high enough to emit a strong fluorescence signal with a small fraction
of shot noise. When the pyrene concentration on the column reached equilibrium (as
determined by a steady-state fluorescence signal), the mobile phase was changed to
100% water for the remainder of the experiment. The contributions to the fluorescence
signal from pyrene in the mbile phase were extremely small due to the high capacity
factor conditions for 100% water mobile phase conditions. Using in situ fluorescence
measurement of the frontal elution of pyrene through a spectroscopic microcolumn,
the capacity factor (k') for pyrene on a CIS phase has been measured to be 6.0 . 103

(refs. 21 and 22). While the lower carbon loading of the C, and C9 stationary phases
studied here would result in a factor of two smaller k', the mass fraction of pyrene in the
mobile phase under these conditions would still be less than 0.1%.

Fluorescence measurements
Emission spectra of pyrene sorbed onto the stationary phase were measured at

2.5 nm resolution on a Farrand Model20l spectrofluorimeter (Farrand Optical, New
York, NY, U.S.A.). The excitation wavelength used through the experiment was 335
nm. Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded on a strip chart. To obtain a measure
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of the stationary phase polarity, the intensity ratio of the third vibronic band to the
highest energy, first band was calculated. The reported results were typically obtained
from the average of seven spectra. At a particular temperature, the precision of the
vibronic band intensity ratios was normally 0.3% relative standard deviation.

The brass cuvette, when placed in the spectrometer, was in thermal contact with
a circulating fluid bath (Haake, Model L). The temperature of the cell could be set
between 10 and 11 ooe (± 0.2YC) using a Haake temperature controller (Model D3).
In a typical experiment, the column would be raised from 14 to 65°e and then cooled
down to approximately 15°C. A series of spectra were recorded every 2.5~5.0oe when
the temperature was being increased and every 5.0-15.0oe when the sample was
cooling down. The magnitude of the temperature change between the series of spectra
was determined by the behavior of the stationary phase; i.e. the rate of change of
surface polarity. After a series of spectra at a particular temperature were recorded the
system was allowed to reach the next temperature and kept there for 10 min to ensure
satisfactory equilibration; during this period the solvent flow was discontinued.
Aqueous moble phase at a flow-rate of 1.0 ml min-1 was then pumped through the
column for 2 min to remove any released organic modifier. The flow-rate was reduced
to 0.5 ml min' while the spectra were being recorded.

The temperature dependence ofpyrene vibronic bands was also measured in free
solution in four different solvents in a standard l-cm quartz fluorescence eel (Wilmad
Glass). The solvents used covered a wide range of polarity: decane, 1,2-ethanediol,
acetonitrile and water. The conditions were the same as on-column experiments except

0.88

1.06 3.5 3.4 :3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.9 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.8
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Fig. 1. Temperature-dependent stationary phase polarity as measured by the fluorescence vibronic band
ratios ofpyrene sorbed to C, and C9 polymeric surfaces in contact with 100% aqueous mobile phase. Upper
curve represents surface polarity immediately after preconditioning with acetonitrile. Lower curve
represents surface polarity following temperature excursions above 41°C for Cs and 49°C for Co,
respectively.
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that the solution was not flowing. Spectra were obtained from 15 to 105°C for decane
and 1,2-ethanediol, between 15and 75°C for acetonitrile and between 15and 95°C for
water.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temperature dependence of stationary phase polarity
The effect of temperature (1) on the fluorescence vibronic band ratio of pyrene

sorbed to a Cs or Cg polymeric surface in contact with water is plotted versus IITin
Fig. 1 for comparision with the retention behavior. When the temperature of the
stationary phase, preconditioned with acetonitrile, was being raised, the change in
polarity of the surface was linear with liT. This behavior was followed at a higher
temperature, by a sigmoidal transition ofthe surface polari ty towards less polar values.
At still higher temperatures, the surface polarity again varied linearly with liT. Upon
cooling, the surface polarity increases with a linear dependence for temperatures as
small as the initial conditions. Since the non-linear portion of the curve is not repeated,
the stationary phase at the end of the experiment is less polar than at the beginning.
The temperature where the surface polarity undergoes a non-linear change is
dependent on the chain length of the surface-bound hydrocarbons. The temperatures
characteristic of the on-set of this non-linear region are 41 and 49°C (± 1°C) for the C,
and C, polymeric surfaces, respectively.

Gilpin and co-workers7.S.17 have noted a similar temperature dependence in the
retention of phenol and resorcinol on Cs, C, and Ct o stationary phases. Following
preconditioning with pure organic modifier and elution with a totally aqueous mobile
phase, increasing temperature causes the log of the capacity factor, In k', to decrease
linearly with liT; at a chain length-dependent transition temperature In k' undergoes
a sigmoidal drop in magnitude. Following this transition, In k' again varies linearly
with liT, along a line which is offset from the original temperature dependence. Two
examples of the temperature dependent retention behavior of phenol and resorcinol
from ref. 7 have been reproduced in Fig. 2, which allow the similarity between the
retention data and the surface polarity to be compared (see Fig. 1). Further verification
of the strong correlation between these two experiments is the agreement of the
transition temperatures which were observed; the on-set temperatures for the
non-linear decrease in In k' were reported to be 40.7 and 51.8°C (± ISC) for the C,
and C, stationary phases, respectively7. The transition temperatures for surface
polarity and solute retention, therefore, agree within their uncertainty bounds.

Surface structural changes with temperature
The temperature-dependent hysteresis in surface polarity and solute retention

appears to be related to the preconditioning with organic modifier, in this case
acetonitrile. By collecting and analyzing fractions of the aqueous mobile phase
following the transition temperature, Gilpin et al.s have showed that the conditioning
solvent was initially retained in the alkyl layer and released upon heating. In
interpreting this observation, however, the authors suggested that solvent retention is
by physical entrapment and that its release was associated with a significant
rearrangement of the alkyl chain conformation. They assert that the chains evolve
from a "collapsed state" with "solvent entrapment within the bonded hydrocarbon
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Fig. 2. Temperature-dependent retention of (a) phenol and (b) resorcinol on C 10 polymeric reversed phases
with 100% aqueous mobile phase; surfaces were preconditioned with acetonitrile. Data are replotted from
Figs. lc and 2c of ref. 7.

layer during formation" to a more stable, chain-extended or "bristle" configuration
where "entrapped" conditioning solvent is released and replaced by water'"!".

The surface polarity change indicated by sorbed pyrene fluorescence is
consistent with the observed loss of conditioning solvent from the interface, but not
with a chain conformation where alkyl ligands extend into the aqueous solution.
Although less polar than water, the preconditioning solvent is considerably more polar
than the bound hydrocarbonaceous ligands. Removal of solvent molecules from the
bound layer would decrease the average polarity of the stationary phase as observed in
the pyrene fluorescence. The irreversible decrease in polarity which takes place in the
transition region can, therefore, be attributed to the departure of intercalated solvent
from the stationary phase leaving a less polar environment. This interpretation is
consistent with other spectroscopic studies of the effects of conditioning solvent on
stationary phase environments'P-P'!". On the other hand, the observed decrease in
polarity upon heating confirms that the conditioning solvent is not replaced by water,
at least in regions of the stationary phase occupied by a sorbed, hydrophobic solute.
These results cast doubt about the existence of a extended chain or "bristle"
configuration for the stationary phase layer under aqueous moble phase conditions.
Instead, the surface environment both before and after the transition temperature
appears to exist in a collapsed state", where environment differences are primarily
determined by the presence or absence of the preconditioning solvent. This inter
pretation appears to be reasonable in terms of hydrophobic interactions between the
hydrocarbon ligands and water, and the capability of amphiphilic molecules such as
typical reversed-phase organic modifiers to reduce surface tension at hydrophobic
layer-water and hydrophobic layer-silica interfaces.

In addition to the non-linear decrease in surface polarity accompanying the loss
of conditioning solvent, a systematic lowering of the stationary phase polarity is
observed as the system temperature is increased. This trend is observed both before
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Fig. 3. Fluorescence vibronic band ratios of pyrene as a function of temperature in four solvents: water,
acetonitrile, 1,2-ethanediol and decane. Precision of the data in the curves for water, acetonitrile and
1,2-ethanediol is about the size of the plotted points; reproducibility of the data in the decane is indicated by
the error bars.
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence vibronic band ratios ofpyrene versus temperature-induced changes in the density of the
solvent. The solvent is water, and the temperature range is identical to that shown in Fig. 3.

and after the loss of conditioning solvent at the interface. To better understand this
trend, the effect of temperature on the vibronicband ratios ofpyrene fluorescence was
measured in four solvents of differing polarity, and the results are plotted in Fig. 3. For
each of the solvents, a similar reduction in the environmental polarity of the probe is
observed with increasing temperature. This trend would indicate a lowering of
solvent-induced perturbations which are responsible for mixing the weak L, transi
tion, which dominates the highest energy vibronic band, with the much stronger La
transition in pyrene 18

, 19 . The observed trends in polarity with temperature likely
corresponds to the decrease in the density of the solvents at higher temperature
temperature. The reduction in density would effectively increase the size of the solvent
cage or the free volume of the solvent and thereby increase the average distance
between pyrene and its perturbing neighbors, the final result being a decrease in the
dielectric constant of the probe's immediate surroundings.

The density dependence of the vibronic band ratios for pyrene fluorescence has
been included in an empirical response model by Stahlberg and Almgren!" where the
III to I intensity ratio of pyrene in a solvent was found to correlate well with the
solvent's dipole moment divided by its molecular volume. This model also appears to
be valid for temperature-induced changes in solvent density as shown in Fig. 4, where
the III to I ratio of pyrene in water varies linearly with density over the same
temperature range as the data in Fig. 3. A similar decrease in the apparent dielectric
constant with increasing temperature is also observed in both sets of stationary phase
data. The slopes of the surface environment curves in Fig. I are of the same magnitude
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as the slopes of the free solution curves in Fig. 3. While the stationary phase layer
would not duplicate the behavior of free solution, the similarities in response are
enough to suggest an analogy. The environment of pyrene sorbed to a polymeric
stationary phase responds to a change in temperature in a manner analogous to
thermal expansion of a bulk solvent. Studies of the temperature dependence of
monomeric stationary phases-"; on the other hand, reveal quite different behavior for
these surfaces, where little sensitivity to temperature change is observed following loss
of conditioning solvent. The lack of a response to temperature for the monomeric
stationary phase is consistent with a symmetry perturbation of pyrene's excited states
which is interfacial in nature and thus depends less significantly on the density of its
surroundings. If differences in this behavior are similarly interpreted, then the slope of
the C, polymer stationary phase temperature dependence being steeper than Cs in Fig.
I could relate to how much of the probe's environment is of bulk versus interfacial
character. Differences in the temperature dependence of surface environments,
therefore, appear to carry information about surface structures and sorption
mechanisms. More complete discussion of these issues follows in a separate article".

Organic modifier in alkylated silica environments
The lowering of the polarity of C, and Cg stationary phases upon loss of

conditioning solvent provides strong evidence that the surface structure does not
evolve from a collapsed to an extended configuration upon heating. As a result,
a mechanism other than "physical entrapment" for the retention and loss of the
conditioning solvent must be considered. Regardless of changes in alkyl chain
conformation, physical entrapment of organic solvent by an alkyl layer is not a likely
mechanism for solvent retention because of molecular diffusion. Taking the viscosity
of the stationary phase from excimer formation rates to be 19 cP (ref. 24y, and the
thickness of the hydrocarbon layer to be less than 2.0 nm, diffusion rates through the
alkyl layer are fast. Even if the solubility of organic solvent in the hydrocarbonaceous
overlayer were only 0.0 I% of its concentration at the underlying silica surface, the
diffusion rate calculated from this viscosity and solubility reveals that more than 99%
of "trapped" organic solvent would diffuse from the stationary phase into the mobile
phase in less than I ms. Even if transport of the solvent through the stationary phase
were as slow as molecular diffusion through a crystalline hydrocarbon solid-", trapped
solvent would still be released in less than 1 s. Physical entrapment, therefore, cannot
account for solvent retention in the stationary phase, independent ofchanges in ligand
conformation.

Another mechanism which could account for the retention of an amphiphilic
solvent under these conditions relates to the reduction in surface tension of the alkyl
chain-water interface and possibly the alkyl chain-surface silanol interface. The
addition of mutually miscible solvent molecules at these interfaces lowers the surface
free energy, and interfacial excess concentrations are, therefore, selectively ad
sorbed 2 7

• If this process were a simple two-phase adsorption equilibrium, however, the
lack of organic modifier in the totally aqueous mobile phase would cause its slow but

a More recent studies using pressure jump and nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation methods place
the value closer to 2 cP (ref. 25).
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eventual loss from the stationary phase for any finite values of the adsorption
equilibrium constant. An abrupt decrease in the concentration of retained solvent
upon increasing the temperature could only arise if the enthalpy of adsorption were
unrealistically large in magnitude.

These two observations, the stable retention of organic solvent and the
well-defined temperature at which the solvent is lost from the surface phase, strongly
suggest ordering of the solvated interface. While the irregular, porous structure of the
underlying silica substrate would prevent long-range order of bound ligands,
nevertheless, short-range ordering of alkyl chains and intercalated solvent could
support a stable, nematic phase which minimizes the surface energy. An analogy could
be drawn between the short-range order of these bonded chains and the local
intramolecular ordering of polymer molecules containing relatively long, linear
side-chains; in free solution, these macromolecules have no long-range orientational
order as in the porous silica matrix, but there exists strong correlation in the
conformations of neighboring side-chains/". Above a particular temperature, one
would expect such a system to exhibit a nematic-isotropic phase transition where
conformational order is lost together with, in this case, the intercalated solvent.

Considerable evidence exists in polymeric reversed-phase chromatographic
materials for surface structures which have local conformational order. In Gilpin and
Squires' pioneering observations 7 of temperature dependent retention hysteresis in Cs,
C9 and C lO phases, it was found that observation of the hysteresis required
a significant surface coverage by alkyl chains, and that the magnitude of the hysteresis
increased dramatically with increasing carbon percentage above a critical coverage.
Studies of the effects of temperature on densely-grafted Cn (ref. 29) and C2 S (ref. 30)
polymer phases showed similar, persistent effects of conditioning solvent on elution
with aqueous mobile phase and temperature-dependent hysteresis in retention.

Wise and co_workers 1 1 , 1 2 ,3 1 have showed that C 1 S , polymer stationary phases
grafted at high-carbon loadings on large-pore silica supports produce unusually large
selectivity for planar solutes compared to monomeric phases; drawing on an analogy
to retention on liquid crystalline phases in gas chromatography, they conclude that
such polymeric phases are considerably more "ordered". The relationship between the
observed selectivity and the pore diameter of the substrate argues for conformational
order over a significant range. Such ordering also requires a high density of alkyl
ligands with a surface configuration produced by polymeric bonding of the phase.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of the temperature-dependent
retention and sorption environment hysteresis in C6 , C7 and C, monomeric stationary
phases, where neither the persistent retention of conditioning solvent nor a distinct
transition temperature for its accelerated loss are observed-:'.

From differences in solute retention 7 as shown in Fig. 2, stationary phase affinity
for solutes is affected by the retention ofsolvent. Since the mobile phase is identical for
both upper and lower curves of Fig. 2, differences in retention (after correcting for
changes in the phase volume ratio) reflect only changes in the partial molar free energy
of a solute in the stationary phase29 ,3o . From the effects of the acetonitrile on the
surface polarity, one might expect that the enthalpy of sorption of molecules such as
phenol and resorcinol would be increased by the presence of acetonitrile the
hydrocarbon layer. The slopes of the straight-line portions of the upper and lower
curves of Fig. 2, however, do not differ from each other by more than the error of
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estimation when fit to a linear equation". The partial molar enthalpy of sorption of
these molecules, therefore, does not change significantly upon loss of the conditioning
solvent.

In contrast to the negligible differences in slope, in the intercepts of the
straight-line portions of respective upper and lower curves of Fig. 2 are statistically
distinguishable. The differences are equivalent to a lowering of the partial molar
entropy of sorption by - 2.0 (± 1.0)cal. mol"! K-1 not counting changes in the phase
volume ratio. Using quantitative data for the amount of lost solvent", the carbon
loading of the stationary phase and an estimate of its mass from the column size and
packing method 7, the relative change in volume of the stationary phase due to loss of
organic solvent is less than 5%, corresponding to a 2% gain in mobile phase volume.
The resulting change in the phase ratio accounts for less than - 0.2 cal mor" K-1 ofthe
change in partial molar entropy of sorption upon loss of solvent.

The lowering of the sorption entropy upon loss of the preconditioning solvent
supports the existence of a more ordered stationary phase in the presence of the
adsorbed organic solvent. Under these conditions, the effect ofa solute molecule in the
stationary phase layer is to locally disrupt this order and to increase the overall entropy
of the system. Above the transition temperature, when the conditioning solvent is lost,
the effect of solute sorption on the stationary phase order is less and the partial molar
entropy of sorption is lowered. Thus, thermodynamic data available from temper
ature-dependent retention of solutes also support the model of a structured, polymeric
stationary phase layer in the presence of a conditioning solvent. Monomeric stationary
phases, on the other hand, show distinctly different behavior, more characteristic of
disordered structures; a comparative study of monomeric surfaces will consider the
differences in more detaif'".
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SUMMARY

Coating with silicone polymer of silica surfaces was shown to be very effective in
suppressing the undesirable peak tailing in reversed-phase liquid chromatography
caused by hydrogen bonding, ion-exchange and chelate formation processes. Silica
particles containing various amounts of metal impurities were derivatized to octade
cylsilylated (ODS) silica phases with or without subsequent trimethylsilylation, and
to a polymer-coated phase with subsequent introduction of octadecyl groups. The
performance of endcapped ODS phases prepared from high-purity silica gel was
satisfactory for hydrogen-bond acceptors and protonated amines, but not acceptable
for chelating compounds. The extent of tailing seen with chelating compounds de
pends on the solute structure and the metal content of silica particles. Coating with
silicone polymer was more effective than trimethylsilylation of ODS phases for the
suppression of tailing for chelating compounds, and afforded alkyl-bonded silica
packing materials free from undesirable secondary effects by using metal-free silica
particles.

INTRODUCTION

Alkylsilylated silica packing materials such as octadecylsilylated silica gels are
used for the separation of a wide range of substances in reversed-phase liquid chro
matography (RPLC). These stationary phases, however, sometimes give poor results
for compounds containing a protonated amino group, a chelating group or a group
capable of forming an hydrogen bond. Improvements have been made in the prep-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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aration procedure of RPLC packing materials to eliminate the secondary effects and
to enhance the performance of alkylsilylated silica packing materials.

The complexities of silica surface composition have been pointed out":". The
undesirable stationary phase effects were attributed to neutral silanols'r!", metal
impurities3.12,13 and ion-exchange sites existing on the silica surfaces". The ion-ex
change sites can be provided by the dissociation of silanols, especially those of higher
acidity than ordinary silanolsv"!" or they can be related to metal impurities in silica
structures13.

Kohler etal.s" reported the better surface coverage and the longer life of the
stationary phase when chemical bonding is carried out after full hydroxylation of
silica surfaces. Thus they showed the possibility of achieving an optimized stationary
phase by applying a dense surface coverage on a fully hydroxylated silica gel with a
minimum amount of metal impurities.

The current status of silica-based packing materials was recently reviewed by
Nawrocki and Buszewski" who showed examples of so-called silanol effects and the
effect of metal impurities. Some commercially available silica C1S packing materials
exhibit such problems15-22

. The utilization of silanol effects for achieving separation
is sometimes recommendedPv '. In general, however, the presence of secondary ef
fects is not desirable for both column efficiency and stationary phase stability.

The importance of stationary phase optimization for RPLC is increasing, be
cause of the increasing demand for separations of substances of biological impor
tance. The separations of these substances often require optimized stationary phases
without secondary retention as well as severe separation conditions which sometimes
decompose silica-based packing materials. Although some of the undesirable effects
may be avoided by using so-called silanol blocking reagents such as amines, there still
remain problems due to the complicated mobile phase and irreproducible retention.

Here we report a comparison of the methods of preparation of C1s-type silica
packing materials with respect to their performance for solutes which are known to
interact with silanols, ion-exchange sites or metals. A silicone-polymer coating was
found to be more effective in shielding the secondary retention processes than conven
tional ODS phases with endcapping. The use of pure silica gel with a minimum
amount of metal impurities along with polymer coating resulted in a stationary phase
that enabled facile elution of protonated amines and chelating compounds.

EXPERIMENTAL

The HPLC system consisted of an LC-6A pump, SPD-6A UV detector and
CR-3A data processor (all from Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The column temperature
was maintained at 30°C with a water-bath.

Two silica gel batches (particle size 5 pm; Shiseido, Tokyo, Japan) were employ
ed; one (S-I) contained a considerable amount of metal impurities, and the other
(S-III) was one of the purest silica gels available. S-III was prepared similary to S-I,
after the purification of sodium silicate. S-I and S-III silicas were treated with 2 M
hydrochloric acid at reflux-temperature for 16 h to produce silica gels of much lower
metal contents, S-II and S-IV, respectively.

The metal contents of silica particles were examined by inductively coupled
plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (Jobin Ivon, Longjumeau, France). The sur-
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face areas and pore size distributions of silica particles were measured with a nitrogen
sorption system, Autosorb I (Quantachrome, Syosset, NY, U.S.A.). The pH of silica
particles was measured as a 1% (w/w) suspension in water, as described by Engel
hardt and Muller i".

Octadecylsilylation and trimethylsilylation (endcapping) were carried out as
described previouslyi", Maximum coverages with octadecylsilyl groups were
achieved by repeating the octadecylsilylation (the stationary phases are abbreviated
as ODS), and the resulting ODS phases were further trimethylsilylated to produce the
ODS-TMS phases. Coating with silicone polymer and subsequent introduction of
octadecyl groups were carried out, as previously reported for commercially available
Capcellpak C1S, to produce polymer-coated C1S (PC-CiS) phases". Each packing
material was packed into a stainless-steel column (10 em x 4.6 mm 1.0.).

The solutes employed in this study to illustrate the contribution of secondary
effects include caffeine and theophylline for the hydrogen-bonding effect of neutral
silanols, amines including aniline, N-methylaniline and N,N-dimethylaniline,
procainamide (PA) and N-acetylprocainamide (NApA) for the ion-exchange effect.
Solutes such as acetylacetone and 8-quinolinol which can form chelates with metals
were also used. The structures of some of the solutes are shown in Fig. 1.

The mobile phases were methanol-water mixtures, with buffers for the study of
ion-exchange effects and chelate formation. The retention time of uracil was used as
dead time to' Although uracil is slightly retained in a mobile phase of low methanol
content, it has essentially no effects on the comparisons among the stationary phases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Silica particles and chemical bonding
The surface properties of silica gels and their metal contents are listed in Table I.

Acid treatment of silica particles S-I and S-III removes a considerable portion of
metal impurities, but not completely, with little effects on. the surface area and pore
size parameters. Repeated acid treatment of S-II did not reduce the metal content
significantly. The remaining metals are supposed to be embedded in the silica struc
ture. The pH value ofS-II was lower than that ofS-I, implying that silanol metal salts
were converted into neutral silanols. The pH values of silicas with low metal contents,
S-III and S-IV, were similar to each other. Acid treatment of S-III afforded an ex
tremely pure silica gel, S-IV.

These four kinds of silica gels were derivatized to ODS, ODS-TMS and PC-CiS,
in order to compare how the purities of silica gel and the chemical bonding method
affect the appearance of the secondary retention processes in RPLC. Octadecylsilyla-
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Fig. I. Structures of solutes capable of chelate formation. (a) 1,5-Dihydroxyanthraquinone, (b) S-quinoli
nol, (c) hinokitiol.
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF SILICA GELS USED

y. OHTSU et 01.

Silica Pore Pore Surface pH" Metal content (ppm)'
diameter volume area
(II) (mllg ) (m 2/g) No Mg AI K Ca Ti Fe Zr

S-I 134 0.83 273 7.1 308 11 264 42 16 230 154 II
S-II 132 0.86 286 4.9 0 8 188 0 13 162 33 13
S-IlI 108 0.76 307 5.2 6 0.1 8 0 1 10 15 3
S-IV 113 0.76 281 5.2 0 0 6 0 0 7 I 3

a pH of suspension in water.
b Other metals were not found in 10 ppm for S-l.

tion was repeated twice under conditions that would achieve maximum surface cov
erages as reported previously'". The surface coverages of the ODS phases, lower than
those reported as maximal, may imply the abundance of much smaller pores than
average in silica gel.

The first step of the preparation of PC-C 1 8 includes the polymerization of
1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane on the silica surface followed by the introduc
tion of octadecyl groups in the presence of a soluble platinum catalysr'". Table Il lists
the carbon contents of the bonded phases. Although the increases in carbon content
from silicone polymer-coated silica to PC-C 18 were similar to those associated with
octadecylsilylation, PC-C 18 phases from pure silicas contained slightly less octadecyl
groups than those from silicas with metal impurities prepared under the same reac
tion conditions.

TABLE II

CARBON CONTENTS OF ALKYLSILYLATED SILICA GEL

Stationary
phase

ODS

ODS-TMS

Silica gel Carbon content Surface coverage
(%) (umolim? )

S-I 13.63 2.5
S-II 13.48 2.4
S-IlI 14.58 2.4
S-IV 14.29 2.6

S-I 14.47
S-II 14.67
S-IlI 14.73
S-IV 14.46

S-I 15.74
S-IJ 13.85
S-IlI 12.64
S-IV 12.32

o Increases in carbon content associated with octadecylation are listed, after the polymer coating
which resulted in ca. 2% carbon contents in each stationary phase.
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Hydrogen-bonding effect
The effect of neutral silanols on retention via hydrogen bonding is clearly seen

with caffeine as a solute". Caffeine does not have a formal charge in methanol-water
mobile phases, but possesses functional groups capable of hydrogen bonding. A cor
relation between the retention of polar compounds on various CIS phases in non
polar eluents in normal-phase mode and the retention of caffeine in reversed-phase
mode has been reported.".

As shown in Table III and in Fig. 2, ODS phases without endcapping resulted in
strong retention of caffeine with peak tailing and loss of column efficiency regardless
of the starting silica gel. Trimethylsilylation, or so-called endcapping, reduced the
retention ofcaffeine with improvement in the peak shape, as seen with the ODS-TMS
phases prepared from any of the silica packings, regardless of the pretreatment or the
metal content.Polymer coating was as effective as trimethylsilylation in reducing the
silanol effect via hydrogen bonding, although PC-CIS from S-IV silica showed a

8-1

8-f{

pc-c ..

pc-c ••

4

ODS-TMS

4

4

ODS-TMS

,
4

ODS

4

ODS

4 4 4 12
Fig. 2. The effect of the preparation method on the elution of hydrogen-bond acceptors. Mobile phase:
methanol-water (20:80). Solutes I = theobromine; 2 = theophylline; 3 = caffeine; 4 = phenol. Flow-rate:
I ml/rnin. Time scale in min.
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TABLE III

RETENTION OF THEOPHYLLINE AND CAFFEINE INDICATING HYDROGEN BONDING

Stationary
phase

ODS

ODS-TMS

Starting
silica gel

S-I
S-IJ
S-Ill
S-IV

S-I
S-IJ
S-Ill
S-IV

S-I
S-JI
S-IJI
S-IV

k'(o.)"

Theophylline Caffeine

3.78 (0.61) 9.94 (1.61)
4.16 (0.60) 10.7 (1.53)
3.68 (0.55) 9.86 (1.47)
3.60 (0.53) 9.60 (1.42)

2.54 (0.41) 4.77 (0.77)
2.77 (0.40) 5.46 (0.79)
2.58 (0.38) 4.93 (0.73)
2.54 (0.38) 4.85 (0.72)

2.18 (0.36) 4.03 (0.67)
2.17 (0.38) 3.98 (0.69)
2.31 (0.40) 4.18 (0.72)
2.50 (0.42) 4.60 (0.76)

a Mobile phase: methanol-water (20:80). The rx values were calculated by dividing the capacity factor
(k') of each compound by the k' value of phenol.

slightly larger IXcaffeinc(phenol value, reflecting the slightly lower surface density of octa
decyl groups on this stationary phase.

Cation-exchange effect
As pointed out frequently, a serious secondary effect often termed as the "silanol

effect" is observed with protonated amines as the solutes. Since silanols on the silica
surface dissociate partially at neutral pH of the mobile phase, the ODS phases con
taining considerable amounts of residual silanols showed strong retention of pro
tonated amines with severe tailing regardless of the batch of silica gel, as shown in
Fig. 3. This is due to the slow ion-exchange process in the hydrophobic stationary
phase.

Note that the packing material ODS-TMS from S-I silica showed tailing for PA
and NAPA in Fig. 3 in spite of its good performance for caffeine in Fig. 2. The severe
tailing with relatively small retention of the amines on ODS-TMS from S-I silica
suggests that the slow ion-exchange process is taking place at a small number of
ion-exchange sites. The poor accessibility ofdisplacing ions to the ionic sites in hydro
phobic stationary phase causes severe tailing?", unless these ionic sites are completely
shielded by the surface alkylsilyl groups. The ODS-TMS phases prepared similarly
from S-I1, S-III and S-IV silicas showed much better performance for the protonated
amines at the neutral pH than the one from S-I silica. This suggests that the cation
exchange effect was not caused only by the participation of silanols.

PC-CtS from S-I silica showed much better performance than the corresponding
ODS-TMS phase for PA and NAPA, which are alkylamines with pKa above 9. Poly
mer coating seems to be more effective than endcapping of the ODS phases in shield
ing the secondary retention caused by the surface properties of silica gel.

As is the case with the performance of the ODS-TMS phase for PA and NAPA
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Fig. 3. Chromatograms of procainamide (PA) and N-acetylprocainamide (NAPA). Mobile phase: 0.02 M
phosphate buffer-methanol (60:40), pH 7.6. Solutes: I = PA; 2 = phenol; 3 = NAPA. Flow-rate: I
ml/min. Time scale in min.

at pH above 7, the results of amine elution at pH below 3 cannot simply be explained
by the participation of ordinary silanols. At pH below 3, very few silanols should
dissociate, because the pKa of silica is reported? to be about 7.1. At the acidic pH
values, the peak shapes of aniline derivatives having pKa of 4-5 were worst on the
ODS phase from S-I silica among the twelve stationary phases. Interestingly, the peak
shape was much better on the ODS stationary phases prepared from S-II, S-III and
S-IV silicas in this order, as shown in Fig. 4. This was also the case with ODS-TMS
phases. It appears that the performance for protonated amines at acidic pH is related
more to the amount of metals than to the number of silanols". Note that all the
ODS-TMS phases showed good performance for caffeine, implying the presence of
few residual silanols, as shown in Fig. 2 and Table III.

As shown in Fig. 4, the ODS phases prepared from S-III and S-IV showed much
better performance than those prepared from S-I and S-II in spite of the similar
amount of residual silanols on these phases, as indicated by the similar hydrogen
bonding effects in Fig. 2 and the similar ion-exchange effects in Fig. 3 for all the ODS
phases without endcapping. The results imply that ordinary silanols are not respon
sible; rather some other ion-exchange sites are responsible for the peak tailing of
protonated amines at pH below 3. The ion-exchange sites can be provided by the
presence of the metals 1 3 or silanols of higher acidity than ordinary silanols 4- 7 , 14 .

As simple acid treatment is reported to be inadequate to remove isolated sila-
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Fig. 4. Chromatograms of aniline derivatives. Mobile phase: 0.02 M phosphate buffer-methanol (95:5), pH
2.7. Solutes: 1 = aniline; 2 = N-methylaniline; 3 = N,N-dimethylaniline. Flow-rate: I ml/min. Time scale
in min.

nels!", the present results, revealing the better performance with acid-treated silica
gels, seem to show that tailing ofprotonated amines at pH below 3 is related, alleast
partially, to the metal impurities on the silica surface. This is possible if the presence
of metal impurities increases the acidity of silanols 13, or the acidity is provided on the
basis of binary metal oxide structures2 8

,2 9 . Further studies are required to elucidate
the source of the ion-exchange sites at acidic pH, whether they are provided by
isolated silanols or by the presence of metal impurities.

The PC-C I 8 phase from any silica gel performed better than the corresponding
ODS-TMS phase, indicating that polymer coating can shield the effect of ion-ex
change sites on the silica surface more effectively than simple endcapping. Figge et
al.30 also reported an excellent performance of polymer-coated silica packing materi
als for basic substances.

Chelate formation
Verzele and Dewaele.'! reported that metal impurities in silica gel contributed to

the peak tailing of carboxylic acids, based on the electrostatic interaction as well as
chelate formation. The present results show that metal impurities give rise to the most
serious secondary effect by chelate formation.

As shown in Fig. 5, ODS and ODS-TMS phases from S-I and S-II silicas did not
give reasonable peak shape for solutes that form chelates, such as 1,5-dihydroxyan-
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Fig. 5. Chromatograms of chelating compounds. (a) 1,5-Dihydroxyanthraquinone; (b) Acetylacetone.
Mobile phase: 0.02 M phosphate buffer-methanol (30:70), pH 7.6. Flow-rate: 1ml/rnin. Time scale in min.

thraquinone or acetylacetone. The ODS-TMS phases were not better than the ODS
phases. This is understandable, because alkylsilylation reactions occur on the silanols
and attached alkylsilyl groups cannot directly cover the metals which are supposed to
be embedded in the silica structure. Note that undesirable peak tailing was related to
the amount of metal impurities in silica gel. ODS and ODS-TMS phases prepared
from S-III and S-IV silicas gave acceptable results. Here again the PC-CIS phase
showed much better results than the corresponding ODS-TMS phase, indicating the
better shielding of metal sites by the polymer layer.

The extent of peak distortion by chelate formation depends strongly on the type
of solutes. Some of the worst examples can be seen in Fig. 6. Hinokitiol and 8
quinolinol were not eluted from any of the ODS and ODS-TMS phases as acceptable
peaks. As hinokitiol does not contain any potentially basic nitrogen atoms, this solute
specifically reveals the effect of chelate formation with surface metals, while those
containing aromatic nitrogen atoms may interact with highly acidic silanols.

In the case of secondary retention processes in RPLC, very poor results were
usually obtained when the solute possesses polar groups at only one part of the
molecule able to interact with silica surface sites and the rest of the molecule is
hydrophobic. When two pairs of polar groups are located at the opposite ends of the
molecule, or when the molecule is not so hydrophobic, the effect of chelate formation
is relatively small, as seen in Fig. 5.

Such a case is seen with the ion-exchange process in the chromatography of
protonated amines. At pH below 3, PA and NAPA, with polar groups at both ends of
the molecule, can be eluted without much peak tailing from ODS phases prepared
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Fig. 6. Chromatograms of chelating compounds. (a) 4-lsopropy1cycloheptatrienolone (hinokitiol); (b)
8-quinolinol. Mobile phase: 0.02 M phosphate buffer-methanol (30:70),pH 7.6. Flow-rate: 1ml/min. Time
scale in min.

from S-II, S-IJI and S-IV, whereas the peaks of aniline derivatives with a polar group
at one end of the molecule were accompanied by tailing on these stationary phases at
the same pH, as shown in Fig. 4. These observations are related to the stability of the
ion pair or the chelate in the hydrophobic environment in the stationary phase.
Localization of polar groups within a molecule causes an excessivesecondary effect, if
the interaction between the polar groups and the surface site on the silica is possible.
The elution of solutes used in Fig. 6 represents the most sensitive test for stationary
phases with respect to the presence and the shielding of metal impurities on alkylsilyl
ated silica packing materials.

The results in Fig. 6 indicate that the polymer coating of silica gel containing a
minimum amount of metal impurities and subsequent octadecylation seems to be the
way to eliminate the most serious secondary effects of metal impurities in silica gel.
Such stationary phases are free from the effects of hydrogen bonding with silanols,
electrostatic interactions with ion-exchange sites and chelate formation with metal
impurities, and are expected to be suitable for most separations in reversed-phase
chromatography.

CONCLUSION

Coating with silicone polymer is more effective than trimethylsilylation of ODS
phase, in suppressing the secondary retention processes in RPLC. A polymer-coated
C t s phase prepared from silica gels with a minimum amount of metal impurities
showed excellent performance for compounds known to interact with conventional
silica-ODS stationary phases via hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction and che
late formation.
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SUMMARY

Adsorbents suitable for use in high-performance liquid chromatography were
produced by covalently immobilizing Procion Blue MX-R to microporous silica. The
adsorption capacities of the resulting materials were investigated. It was found that
a Langmuir isotherm gave the best fit to data obtained for the adsorption of lactate
dehydrogenase, while a Freundlich isotherm best described adsorpion of lysozyme.
A 12-,um diameter silica with 28-nm diameter pores and a bound ligand concentration
of 7 ,umol (Procion Blue MX-R)/g (silica) had a capacity of 8.1' mg (lactate
dehydrogenasej/g and 40.0 mg (lysozymej/g. The rate of the overall adsorption process
was found to be rapid. A model which assumes instantaneous equilibrium between
solid and liquid phases was used to describe chromatography performed on these
adsorbents. This gave a good approximation to the breakthrough and washout
profiles.

INTRODUCTION

High-performance liquid affinity chromatography (HPLAC) is a technique that
has been developed for the separation and purification of biomolecules. It combines
the high specificity of affinity chromatography with the advantages of high-perfor
mance liquid chromatography (HPLC). A review of the technique has been presented
by Larsson et al.", Applications ofHPLAC have been presented in papers by Clonis et
al.2, who used HPLAC for the process-scale purification of lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) from a crude extract, and by Chase", who showed that HPLAC can be used in
monitoring various bioprocesses.

Adsorbents for HPLAC have to be rigid, to withstand the high pressure drops
associated with a packed bed of small diameter particles without suffering from
deformation. They must also present a high surface area for adsorption and have
properties which allow suitable affinity ligands to be attached to their surface.
Microporous silica has been used extensively as a solid phase as it meets the above
criteria. Typical pore sizes range from 5 to 500 nm, and particle diameters from 2 to 20
,urn. Protein diameters range from 2 to 25 nm, and so judicious choice of the silica

002[-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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properties ensures that the pore size will not hinder the diffusion of the proteins to the
adsorpion sites. In addition, it is possible to modify the surface of the silica so that
non-specific protein-adsorbent interactions due to charged groups are eliminated.

Ligands used in affinity chromatography can be chosen to be extremely specific,
e.g. antibody-antigen systems. Such a choice results in a high degree of purification but
suffers the drawback that once a packing material is prepared it is useful for only one
type of separation. An alternative is to use "group-specific" ligands that mimic the
behaviour of biomolecules. Triazine textile dyes such as Cibacron Blue F3G-A and
Procion Blue MX-R have been found to engage in biospecific interactions with certain
proteins/:". These dyes can be attached to the surface of microporous silica and the
resulting adsorbent used for a range of separations.

In this study Procion Blue MX-R is attached to the surface of microporous silica
and the resulting adsorbents are characterized with regard to their capacity to bind
lysozyme and lactate dehydrogenase: The effects of bound dye concentration, buffer
ionic strength and pH on the equilibrium capacity are studied. The kinetics of this
adsorption are investigated and a simple model is proposed to predict the break
through and washout profiles produced when lysozyme is applied to a column packed
with adsorbent. Breakthrough profiles obtained under varying inlet lysozyme
concentrations and varying column flow-rates are compared to predictions made using
the simple model.

THEORY

Adsorption isotherms
An adsorption isotherm is used to characterize the capacity of an affinity

adsorbent to bind proteins. It provides a relationship between the concentration of the
protein in the bulk solution and the amount of protein adsorbed to the solid phase
when the two phases are at equilibrium. Two types ofadsorption isotherm are typically
used in describing affinity systems, These are the:

Langmuir which assumes that the molecules are adsorbed at a fixed number of
well defined sites each of which can only hold one molecule. These sites are also
assumed to be energetically equivalent, and far enough apart on the surface so that
there are no interactions between molecules adsorbed to adjacent sites. This results in
the following relationship between equilibrium concentrations in the two phases (for
definitions of symbols, see Symbols section at the end of the paper):

* _ c* qmax

q - Kd + c* (1)

and Freundlich which is an empirical isotherm corresponding to the assumption that
the enthalpy of adsorption varies exponentially among the available sites.

q* = k(c*)" (2)

Neither of these isotherms gives any information on the rate at which
equilibrium is approached. It is possible to obtain the constants in the above equations
from a series ofbatch experiments in which fixed quantities ofadsorbent are allowed to
reach equilibrium with varying amounts of proteins.
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Local equilibrium theory
It is desirable to be able to model the performance of fixed bed adsorption

processes from the point of view of optimizing the process and also for scaling up
purposes. The simplest model used to describe fixed bed adsorption assumes there are
no mass transfer or kinetic limitations on the process. Thus the solute in the adsorbed
and liquid phases reaches equilibrium instantaneously, and ignoring the effects ofaxial
dispersion, the equation of motion for a chromatographic column is6

(3)

This is a first-order partial differential equation and it can be shown" that
concentration is constant along lines in the z-t plane given by

z Uo
(4)

Where f''(c) is dq*/dc*, the slope of the isotherm at the concentration of interest.
This leads to the following results.

Adsorption. When a front of protein is applied to the column and the
concentration of protein in the buffer leaving the bed is plotted as clco against
a dimensionless throughput parameter r given by

r= (5)

local equilibrium theory predicts a step change in clc« from 0 to 1 when r = 1.
Washing. When protein-free buffer (c = 0) enters a saturated column (c = co) at

time t = 0, the shape of the bed exit profile is governed by the shape of the isotherm
describing the system. In this study the Freundlich isotherm describes the lysozyme
Procion Blue system used in the chromatographic runs, and for a Freundlich isotherm 7

c

Co
(6)

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of adsorbents
The adsorbents used in this work were prepared by attaching Procion Blue

MX-R to microporous silica. All silicas used were supplied by Dr. K. Jones (Phase
Separations, U.K.) whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged. Three separate
batches of adsorbent were prepared. Henceforth these are referred to as adsorbents a,
band c, respectively. The first two of these were prepared by the authors as detailed
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below. The silica used in preparing these was spherical, had a nominal pore size of 28
nm and a nominal diamet~'of 12 J1m. The third was the gift of Y. Clonis and was
prepared by a procedure w ich is detailed elsewhere". This material had a particle
diameter of 20 J1m and a no iinal pore size of 30 nm.

. Adsorbent a. In order t silanize the surface of the silica, 10 g of silica was
suspended in 100 ml of 0.01 Y sodium acetate buffer, adjusted to pH 5.5 and
containing 5% (vjv) 3-glycidox~propyltrimethoxysilane(Aldrich, U.K.). This pro
vides a silane in a four-fold excess to the amount stoichiometrically required for
complete coverage of the silica surface, as recommended by Dean et al,", The buffer
was heated to 70°C, and the silane added followed immediately by the silica. The flask
was placed in an ultrasonic bath for 3 min to remove air from the pores in the silica, and
then placed in an oil bath at 90°C for 4 h. The silica was kept in suspension by stirring
with a magnetic bar. The resulting epoxy silica was then washed with 500 ml water on
a Buchner funnel through a Whatman filter paper and was then placed in a flask with
450 ml of I mM hydrochloric acid. The mixture was stirred at 90°C for I h to hydrolyse
it to the corresponding diol. The diol-silica was then washed with 500 ml water
followed by 500 ml acetone and placed in an oven (110°C) for 45 min. Procion Blue
MX-R (2 g) was dissolved in 100 ml 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate and the diol-silica
introduced to the flask. The suspension was sonicated for 2 min, then placed in an oil
bath at 38°C for 18 h with an overhead stirrer to provide agitation. The blue silica was
washed with water (500 ml) until the blue colour of the unbound dye was washed out,
followed by 500 ml acetone prior to being dried in the oven. All steps were carried out
at atmospheric pressure.

Adsorbent b. A 50-g amount of silica was prepared in this batch. The ratios of
reagents (i.e. 10 mljg for silanization and incubation, 0.2 g dyejg silica) were the same
as for adsorbent a, except for hydrolysis (adsorbent a 45 mljg, adsorbent b 20 mljg).
The times and temperatures of all the steps were the same as for adsorbent a. All
reactions were carried out in a rotary evaporator flask rotating at 130 rpm and at
atmospheric pressure.

Determination of bound ligand loading
Following the method of Lowe et al" approximately 20-mg samples of

adsorbent were weighed into test tubes. The silica was solubilized by adding 5 ml
1 M NaOH to each test tube and placing the test tubes in a water bath at 60°C for 30
min. The pH was then adjusted to 6-7 using 1 mM HCI and the solution' volume made
up to between 15 and 25 ml with water. The absorbance was measured at 620 nm
against a blank prepared in the same fashion but using an unmodified silica. Assuming
the molar extinction coefficient of Procion Blue MX-R is 10.5 ml mol -1 cm -1 (Clonis
et al. 2

) , the loading of bound ligand (umol/g) can be found from

Absorbance' final volume (ml)

10.5 ml mol 1 cm 1. mass of silica (g)
(7)

The molar extinction coefficient of Procion Blue MX-R is taken as 10.5 ml
mol -1 cm -1 (Clonis et al. 2 ) .
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Determination of dial content of dial-bonded silica
The diol content of the diol-bonded silica was determined following the modified

periodate oxidation method outlined by Dean et al.B
•

Adsorbent capacities
A known mass of adsorbent was placed into buffer contammg a known

concentration of solute. The change in solute concentration (after allowing 1 h for
equilibrium to be attained) can be equated to the amount of solute adsorbed by the
solid, and by using varying starting solute concentrations, equilibrium data is
obtained. When values of c* V.I'. q* have been obtained it is necessary to determine
which theoretical isotherm best fits the data. For the Langmuir, a plot of c*/q* V.I'. c*
should yield a straight line with a slope of l/qmax and with an intercept on the c*-axis at
c* == - Kct• For the Freundlich, a plot of In q* V.I'. In c* should yield a straight line of
slope n and intercept In k. Fitting straight lines to the transformed data using the
method of least squares, it can be determined which theoretical isotherm gives the best
fit to the experimental data.

The capacity of the adsorbent for two proteins was investigated; these were LDH
and lysozyme.

Lactate dehydrogenase. Data were obtained using adsorbents a and c and both
pure and crude extracts ofLDH. Pure LDH was purchased from Boehringer (F.R.G.;
product No. 127 876) and crude LDH from Sigma (U.S.A.; product No. L-2375). The
desired concentration of the stock solution for the experiments was 300-400 units/ml
of enzyme activity. (One unit will convert I pmol of phospho(enol)pyruvate to
pyruvate per minute at pH 7.0 at 25°C.) This was obtained by dialysing 500 pi of pure
or 1000 pi of crude enzyme at a ratio of 500:1 in 0.05 MpH 7.0 phosphate buffer
overnight and making the extract up to a total volume of 2 ml.

Varying dilutions of the stock enzyme solution were added to 1.5 ml Eppendorf
tubes containing approximately 0.02 g of adsorbent, keeping the total volume of
solution at 400 pI. The samples were placed in a water bath at 200 e for I h, being
removed at intervals to agitate and re-suspend the silica. For each experiment a control
was carried out at half the concentration of the stock solution to check the enzyme
suffered no loss of activity during the experiment. The Eppendorf tubes were then
centrifuged, the supernatant removed, and the concentration of LDH determined by
assaying enzyme activity.

LDH was assayed by following the reaction of pyruvate in the presence of
NADH. An assay solution of 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.0 containing 0.18 mg/ml
NADH (nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide, reduced; Boehringer) and 0.115 mg/ml
sodium pyruvate (BDH, U.K.) and having an absorbance> 1.3 a.u. (path length 1 cm)
was prepared. For each assay 50 pi of sample were added to 2.95 ml of assay solution
and the absorbance monitored at a wavelength of 320 nm and 25°e on a Pye Unicam
(U.K.) PU8160 kinetics spectrophotometer. Samples were diluted as necessary so that
the decrease of absorbance with time could be followed accurately. The concentration
of LDH in mg/ml is then calculated from:

* _ LlAmin · 3 . dilution
c - 6.22.655

(8)
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The molar extinction coefficient of NADH is 6220 I mol-I ern-I; the specific
activity of pure LDH, measured from assays at 25°C, is 655 units/mg, and the
adsorbent phase loading is then calculated from:

*
(Cinitial - c*)· 0.4

q =
w

(9)

Lysozyme. Known amounts (approximately 0.1 g) of adsorbent were weighed
into 1.5 ml Eppendorf test tubes. Lysozyme (Sigma) solution in 0.05 M pH 7.0
phosphate buffer (except where stated) was prepared as a stock solution at 0.8 mgjml
and diluted to yield solutions at varying concentrations. Ofeach of these solutions 1ml
was added to an Eppendorf tube containing silica, 1 ml to an Eppendorf tube not
containing silica to act as a control and for use in determining the calibration curve to
relate optical density to lysozyme concentration. The tubes were placed in a water bath
at 20°C for I h with agitation at regular intervals. The Eppendorf tubes were then
centrifuged and the supernatant removed. These liquid samples were then diluted by
factors between 7 and IS and the absorbance measured at a wavelength of 280 nm
using a l-cm path length. Phosphate buffer was used as a blank and a calibration curve
prepared from linear regression of the absorbance/concentration data provided by the
control samples. The solid phase concentration was then calculated from:

*
(Cinitial - c*)· 1.0

q =
w

(10)

Adsorption kinetics
The equilibrium isotherms give no information on the rate of the adsorption

reaction. The theoretical model used in this work assumes that equilibrium is
instantaneously achieved between the two phases. In order to test whether the
adsorption reaction is indeed fast enough for this assumption to be valid, batch tests to
ascertain the rate of adsorption were undertaken.

Lactate dehydrogenase. A 800-1l1 volume of pure LDH was dialysed overnight in
pH 7.00.05 M phosphate buffer and further diluted to a total volume of 5 ml after
dialysis. Adsorbent a (0.5 g) was suspended in IS ml of phosphate buffer and held in
suspension by a magnetic stirrer in a 25 ml beaker surrounded by a water jacket at
25°C. At time zero the LDH solution was introduced into the beaker. Samples (50 Ill)
were taken at regular intervals, centrifuged and the supernatant removed and assayed
for enzyme activity, as described earlier.

Lysozyme. A 40-ml volume of 0.05 MpH 7.0 phosphate buffer containing
1 mg/ml of lysozyme was agitated using a magnetic stirrer. Adsorbent b (2 g) was
suspended in 10 ml of the same buffer and added to the beaker at time zero. Samples
were removed using syringes with filters attached so that no centrifuging was
necessary. The absorbance was measured at 280 nm and the concentration oflysozyme
in the liquid phase determined.

Chromatographic performance
Affinity chromatography was studied using a column packed with adsorbent b
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B

Fig. 1. Chromatography apparatus. A = Buffer reservoir; B = pump; C = valve; D = sample loop;
E = guard column; F = valve; G = column; H = water bath; I = spectrophotometer; J = microcomputer.
-- = Fluid flows; ---- = data flow.

and lysozyme as a solute. Breakthrough profiles were obtained when a front of protein
was applied to the column and washout profiles were obtained when protein free buffer
was applied to a protein saturated column.

Apparatus. A diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Two sample injection
valves were used to divert the flow to the sample loop and column as required. It was
necessary to use a sample loop to forestall problems associated the passage of protein
through the pump and resulting in fouling onto the internal valves. The sample loop
was designed and constructed by the authors and consisted of a 1.6 em I.D.
stainless-steel pipe approximately 40 em long (Fig. 2) with a working volume of 70 m\.
An internal piston separates the protein and buffer and has a length of polished steel

G

B

Ie E

".-./

_ - A.-,-

~
D

F---'-

---H

Fig. 2. Sample loop used for applying protein to column. A = Indicator; B = sealing nut; C = "0"-ring
seal; D = end piece; E = liquid entry; F = retaining cap; G = "0"-ring seal; H = 16mm 1.D. stainless-steel
tube; I = piston; J = "O"-ring seal; K = retaining cap; L = liquid exit; M = end piece.
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wire attached which protrudes from the sample loop and acts as an indicator of the
piston position. An "O"-ring seal prevents the protein and buffer from mixing. As
buffer is pumped behind the piston, it moves down the tube and forces the liquid ahead
of it out and through the column.

The column was 0.86 em in diameter and 5.86 cm long, giving a volume of 3.4 ml.
The cell used in the spectrophotometer was a low-volume HPLC type designed to give
minimal dispersion. Tubing throughout the system was 0.76 mm J.D. HPLC tubing.

Packing columns. In preparation for column packing, adsorbent (3 g) was
slurried in 75 ml of methanol ("Hipersolve", BDH, U.K.), sonicated for 5 min to
remove air and then poured into a packing bomb. The column (with a frit at one end)
was screwed onto the bomb and an upward flow of methanol was maintained through
the column at sequential backpressures of 1500, 2500 and 3000 p.s.i. for periods of
5 min each. The column was removed, the cake adhering to the end was broken off and
packed down smoothly with a spatula, and a frit screwed on. The mass of silica initially
slurried was measured, and the mass of silica not packed into the column at the end of
the packing process was also determined. The difference between these two figures
gives the mass of silica packed into the column. Thus the bulk density was determined
as 0.44 g/ml,

Column runs. All buffers used in the column experiments were filtered through
a 0.22-pm filter and then degassed under vacuum. The column was suspended in
a water bath at 20°e. All runs were carried out using 0.05 M phosphate buffer. At the
end ofeach run the column was eluted with 1 MKCl solution to ensure that the protein
was completely removed before the next run.

Column void volume. The system delay due to the volume of tubing, valves and
guard column, i.e. the time delay between switching valve 1 to pump through the
sample loop and the spectrophotometer registering an increase in concentration, was
estimated using runs where the column was bypassed. The additional dead time due to
the tubing between the column and valve 2 was added to this delay time.

The column void volume is an important parameter and occurs in eqns. 3-6. It
was estimated in this work by three separate methods:

(1) When 1 M KCI is applied to a loaded column containing adsorbed protein
the affinity interaction is greatly reduced and protein is desorbed from the column. The
time lag between salt being applied to the base of the column and protein appearing at
the exit is proportional to the void volume of the column;r V/Q. This gave a mean value
of s = 0.59.

(2) The mass of silica packed into the column was 1.5 g. The density of solid
silica is 2.34 g/rnl, This gives a value of /; = 0.81.

(3) The actual volume occupied by solid silica was measured by mixing 1 g of
silica and 5 ml of methanol in a lO-ml measuring cylinder and noting the increase in
volume. This was 0.6 ml/g, giving /; = 0.73.

The average value for /; was taken to be 0.7. This assumes that lysozyme can enter
all the pores of the silica. The nominal pore size is 30 nm and the molecular diameter of
lysozyme is 4 nm, so provided the pore size distribution is not too wide this should be
the case.
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Bound ligand loading
The results of the analysis of the bound ligand loading are given in Table 1.

A separate analysis by the same technique on adsorbent a gave 8.1 .umol/g and Clonis
et al.: arrived at 2.9 .umol/g for adsorbent c. Thus these values have errors of ± I
.umol/g. It can be seen that there is a large variation in the final loading of bound
ligands on the silica. The reason why adsorbent c has a low bound ligand loading is
possibly due to the low dye/silica ratio used in the final derivatization step (0.05 g
Procion Blue/g silica, vs. 0.2 g Procion Blue/g silica for adsorbents a and b).
Adsorbents a and b, however, were produced by the authors in the same laboratory by
ostensibly the same process, except for the ratio of 1 mM HCI used during the
hydrolysis step. The difference in the final surface loading of bound ligands may be due
to varying degrees of surface coverage of the silica by diol groups following the
hydrolysis step. A diol-bonded silica was produced following an identical procedure to
that used in preparing adsorbent b up to the end of the hydrolysis step. This was
analysed for diol content and found to have a diolloading of 601 .umol/g.The surface
area of the silica was determined using a BET machine (Sorptomatic Series 1800, Carlo
Erba) as being 210 m2/g. The theoretical monolayer coverage of diol is" 2.3 .umol/m2,
and so a monolayer coverage of this material would yield a diolloading of 489 .umol/g.
The actual diolloading of610 .umol/g indicates that there are more than sufficient diol
groups present to form a monolayer, and that in places there is a multilayer covering of
diol groups. However the aqueous procedures used herein for the derivatization
process are known to result in a polymeric diol layer" and so it is still possible that
significant areas of the silica surface may not be covered with diol groups and so are
unable to bind dye molecules in the ligand attachment step. To investigate the effect of
the acid/silica ratio during the hydrolysis step further, small amounts of adsorbents
were produced in four separate batches, using identical conditions. All reagent
quantities and steps were the same as for adsorbents a and b except the hydrolysis
ratio, which was 10 ml l mM HCI/g silica. Bound ligand loading was analysed by the
same method. The four samples were found to have a mean ligand loading of 4.3
.umol/g with a standard deviation between samples of 0.6 .umol/g. Thus there is no
significant difference between the ligand loading on these samples and adsorbent b.
The reason for adsorbent a having a higher bound ligand loading is not understood
and needs to be investigated further, so that high bound ligand loadings can be
obtained consistently.

TABLE I

BOUND LIGAND LOADING FOR ADSORBENTS a, bAND c

Adsorbent

a
b
c

Bound ligand loading
(Jimol/g)

7.0
3.8
1.7
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Adsorbent capacities
Lactate dehydrogenase. The data for the adsorption ofLDH from a crude extract

binding onto adsorbents a and c are shown in Fig. 3. Each experimental point is the
average of two enzyme assays for that sample. The error in the assay was found to be
less than 25% between two repetitions. The Langmuir isotherm was found to give
a better fit than the Freundlich, and to give a good fit to the data. Table II lists the
binding parameters for the adsorption of both pure and crude LDH.

The reduced binding capacity for LDH of both adsorbents with crude rather
than pure LDH extract is possibly due to the "wide band" specificity of theProcion
Blue MX-R as a ligand, i.e. many of the available sites could be engaging in affinity
reactions with proteins other than LDH which are present in the crude extract.

The data also shows that adsorbent a has a higher maximum binding capacity
than adsorbent c. The ratios qmax (adsorbent a)/qrnax (adsorbent c) are 1.7 and 3.2 for
pure and crude LDH, respectively. The ratio of bound ligand loading on adsorbent
a/adsorbent c is in the region 2.8 to 4.1. Thus it is probable that the higher capacity of
adsorbent a is due to the larger number of available sites. The molecular weight of
LDH is 140 000 g/rnol, Thus the figure of 8.7 mg LDH/g can be equated to 0.062 Jimol
LDH/g which corresponds to less than 1% of the total ligand sites being occupied. This
could be due to steric hindrance of the LDH molecules in some of the pores or to only
a small fraction of the ligands being "active" in terms of binding LDR. The molecular
diameter ofLDH is! 8 nm. Thus if several LDH molecules are bound to ligands at the
mouth of the pore, there may be insufficient room for any additional LDH molecules
to pass the pore mouth. It should also be bourne in mind that the length of the ligand
will further reduce the effective pore diameter. The nature of the affinity interaction
may thus be critical in determining whether the LDH can penetrate the pores of the
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Fig. 3. Equilibrium adsorption of crude LDH onto silicas derivatized with Procion Blue MX-R; 20°C,
0.05 MpH 7 phosphate buffer. • = Adsorbent a (7.0 /lmolligand/g silica); II = adsorbent c (1.7 /lmol
ligand/g silica). Langmuir isotherms fitted with the following constants: Adsorbent a (-----); qm" = 5.50
mg/g, Kd = 0.023 mg/ml; adsorbent c (---------); qm" = 1.70 mg/g, Kd = 0.053 mg/ml,
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TABLE II

BINDING PARAMETERS FOR LDH

s, (mgjml] qmax (ms!«)

169

Pure LOH and adsorbent a
Pure LOH and adsorbent c
Crude LOH and adsorbent a
Crude LDH and adsorbent c

0.031 ± 0.005
0.107 ± 0.040
0.023 ± 0.007
0.053 ± 0.012

8.70 ± 0.52
5.25 ± 0.88
5.51 ± 0.32
1.70 ± 0.09

adsorbent. If an LDH molecule binds itself irreversibly to a ligand until the conditions
are altered to elute the material, there may be no further penetration of the pores after
the pore mouth is blocked by the first few molecules. If the LDH-Iigand interaction is
a reversible process during which the protein is periodically adsorbedjdesorbed it is
possible that there will be a migration of protein along the length of the pore. The
figure of 8.7 mgjg for the maximum capacity of adsorbent a for LDH is in agreement
with the data of Larsson et al.' who measured 6 and 9 mgjg for LDH binding to
NAD-derivatized silicas with pore diameters of lO and lOO nm, respectively. Their
results also indicate that steric hindrance may be a problem in LDH adsorption, as
lO-nm pore size silica has ostensibly a far greater surface area for adsorption than
lOO-nm silica, and yet they measured the lOO-nm silica as having the larger capacity.

Lysozyme. A Freundlich isotherm was found to fit these data more accurately
than the Langmuir, and a good fit was obtained with the experimental data. Fig. 4
shows the experimental values with the fitted isotherm drawn in as well. Table III lists
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Fig. 4. Equilibrium adsorption of lysozyme onto silicas derivatized with Procion Blue MX-R; 20°C, 0.05 M
pH 7 phosphate buffer.• = Adsorbent a (7.0 umol Iigand/g silica); • = adsorbent b (3.8 /lmolligand/g
silica); ... = adsorbent b results from breakthrough profiles. Freundlich isotherms fitted with the following
constants: Adsorbent a (-----); k = 25.4 ml/g, n = 0.375; adsorbent b (- - - - - - - - -); k = 12.3 ml/g,
n = 0.481.
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TABLE III

BINDING PARAMETERS FOR LYSOZYME

A. G. LIVINGSTON, H. A. CHASE

Adsorbent

a
b

k (mg(l-n) min/g)

25.4 ± 1.0
12.3 ± 1.0

17

0.37 ± 0.02
0.48 ± 0.01

the binding parameters for adsorbents a and b. It is unclear why a Freundlich isotherm
gives a better fit to this data. A Freundlich isotherm implies no theoretical limit exists
for the maximum capacity of the adsorbent for lysozyme. This is obviously unrealistic
in practice because the adsorbents used have physical limits as to how much protein
can attach itself to its inner pore surface. It is possible that at higher concentrations of
lysozyme than used in this work the solid phase loading would have reached a constant
value. It is also possible that there is an affinity binding effect taking place between the
ligand and the lysozyme, and at the same time there is also some kind of non-specific
interaction occuring between the ligand and the lysozyme. The Freundlich isotherm
may be the best representation of the superposition of these two effects. Whatever the
reason, the utility of the isotherm lies in its use as a tool for quantifying adsorbent
capacity. The Freundlich isotherm, while causing theoretical difficulties, serves this
purpose well.

The ratio of binding capacity for different adsorbents is a function of liquid
phase concentration for the Freundlich isotherm, e.g. q* (adsorbent a)/q* (adsorbent
b) = 2.1 (C*)-O.II. Over the range of concentrations in these experiments this is equal
to approximately 1.9. The ratio of bound ligand loadings is approximately 2.0. Thus it
seems reasonable to assume for the adsorption of lysozyme the capacity is limited by
the number of ligands available at the adsorbent surface. Lysozyme has a molecular
weight of 13930 g/rnol? and a molecular diameter of 4 nrn!". This equates to 3 flmo1
lysozyrne/g adsorbent for adsorbent a, or approximately 40% of the available sites
being used, assuming that one ligand binds one lysozyme molecule. Ifit were assumed
that more than one dye molecule is required to bind a lysozyme molecule, or that 40%
of the bound ligands are available to adsorb lysozyme, the equivalence in the ratio of
capacity to bound ligand loading is explained. Data for the adsorption of lysozyme
onto Blue Sepharose 1 1 show a maximum binding capacity of 16 mg lysozyme/nil
settled adsorbent. Adsorbent b was measured to have a packed volume of 2.3 ml/g,
Thus 40 mg/g corresponds to 17 mg/rnl (packed volume) which is of the same order as
the capacity of the Blue Sepharose. These results cannot be directly compared because
the immobilized ligand used on Blue Sepharose is Cibacron Blue F3G-A, and the two
adsorbents have different surface areas. However, it is interesting to consider the
relative capacities of the two adsorbents with view to scale up and process economics.

The ionic strength of the liquid phase significantly effects the capacity of the
adsorbent (Fig. 5). The pH of the solution however does not have a significant effect
over the range 6.5-7.5, while a liquid phase concentration of 1 M KCl was found to
reduce the bound protein loading by an order of magnitude. Tests (results not shown)
on dial-silica showed that it is effectively "sealed off" and binds no lysozyme, while the
unmodified silica was found to bind protein irreversibly. As discussed earlier, the
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Fig. 5. Effect of buffer ionic strength on equilibrium adsorption of lysozyme to adsorbent b; 20°C.
Phosphate buffer pH 7: • = 0.2 M; '" = 0.1 M; • = 0.05 M. Freundlich isotherm fitted with the following
constants: (---'-'-'-) 0.2 Mbuffer;k = 2.9,n = 0.67;(-----)0.1 Mbuffer;k = 7.2,n = 0.44;(---------)
0.05 M buffer; k = 12.3, n = 0.48.

diol-silica was analysed for diolloading and found to contain diol groups excess to the
requirement for a monolayer. The fact that there was no binding of lysozyme to the
diol silica indicates that the diol groups present probably constitute a monolayer
covering most of the silica surface, as opposed to a patchwork of polymeric diollayers.
The approximate coverage of available surface area on the adsorbents can be
calculated. For LDH, 0.062 J.lmol/g corresponds to a projected area of 1.9 m2/g.

Similarly for lysozyme 3 mmol/g corresponds to 22 m2/g. The surface area of
adsorbent a was 210 m2/g so that if the molecules are spread out on the surface
uniformly the lysozyme molecules may be close enough together to limit the capacity
due to steric hindrance, since the surface coverage is 10% of the total available surface.
However, the LDH molecules would be some distance apart, as they cover only 0.8%
of the total available area. However, as mentioned above, the capacity of the adsorbent
for LDH may wel1 be limited by adsorbed molecules at the pore mouth hindering the
passage of other molecules past them to the empty sites.

Adsorption kinetics
The results of the kinetics experiments on LOH are shown in Fig. 6. Equilibrium

was reached in under 2 min. For lysozyme, the rate of adsorption was so rapid as to be
almost instantaneous compared to the resolution obtainable by the method described
here (15 s), and this data is not shown on the plot. The faster rate of adsorption for
lysozyme may be due to the greater diffusivity of lysozyme (the diffusivities of the
proteins in water at 200 e are 1.12 . 10- 7 and 0.45 . 10-7 em 2/s for lysozyme and LDH,
respectively") which allows it to make its way down the pores more quickly.
Alternatively, the larger size of the LDH molecule may hinder diffusion due to
collisions and interactions with the pore wal1s and adsorbed LDH molecules.
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Fig, 6. Rate of adsorption ofLDH onto adsorbent a in a stirred beaker; 20DC, 0.05 MpH 7 phosphate buffer.
• = Experimental data.

Chromatographic performance
Plots of breakthrough curves for varying inlet concentrations and flow-rates are

shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The dimensionless concentration clc., is plotted against r, the
dimensionless throughput parameter. The area behind the breakthrough curve, from
r = 0.0 to the point where clco = 1.0 should be equal to 1.0. Equilibrium theory
predicts a step change in clc., from 0 to 1 at r = 1.0. The results show that
breakthrough generally occurs slightly before this and that the breakthrough profile is
not affected very much by either flow-rate or inlet concentration over the range of

1.0

0.5

0.5 1.0
r 1.5

Fig, 7. Breakthrough profiles for lysozyme on adsorbent b at varying inlet concentrations. Superficial
velocity = 3.7 em/min, 20DC, 0.05 MpH 7 phosphate buffer. -" --" -, Local equilibrium theory; -_,
Co = I mg/ml; ...... , .. , Co = 2 mg/ml; -' -' -', Co = 3 mg/ml; -----, Co = 4 mg/ml.
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Fig. 8. Breakthrough profiles for lysozyme on adsorbent b at varying superficial velocities. Inlet
concentration (co) = 1 mg/rnl, 20DC, 0.05 MpH 7 phosphate buffer. -" --" -, Local equilibrium theory;
'-'-'-, superficial velocity (Va) = 3.7cm/min;--, Va = 5.2cm/min;-----, Va = 7.2cm/min;
......... , Va = 8.6 em/min.

values used in this work. The broadening that is evident is thought to be due primarily
to dispersive and mixing effects within the column and pipework.

Using eqn. 6 and the values for the Freundlich isotherm parameters obtained
previously for adsorbent b (Table III), theoretical washing curves can be obtained.
These are shown superimposed on the experimentally determined curves in Fig. 9 and
show a good agreement. The apparent offset in the theoretical and experimental curves
may be due to the uncertainty in estimating the system delay time. Thus for both
breakthrough and wash situations the local equilibrium model, which makes no
allowance for any rate determining steps, can be seen to give a reasonable
approximation of the performance of the column. This is due to the rapidity with
which equilibrium is approached using the small-diameter HPLAC adsorbents.
Obtaining the equilibrium adsorption parameters required to make predictions of
column performance using the local equilibrium model requires a minimum of

10

Time Since Washing Commenced (minutes)

Fig. 9. Washout profiles obtained when protein-free buffer is applied to a protein-saturated column; 20DC,

0.05 MpH 7 phosphate buffer. 1, Superficial velocity (Va) = 5.2 em/min, inlet concentration (co) =
I mg/ml; 2, Va = 3.7 em/min, Co = 2 mg/ml; 3, Va = 3.7 em/min, Co = I mg/ml. -- = Experimental;
----- = predicted from eqn. 6.
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experimental work. This model is thus useful for process evaluation and scale up
studies.

The area behind the breakthrough curve can be used to calculate the solid phase
concentration that is in equilibrium with the liquid feed concentration. This has been
done for the various feed concentrations employed herein and the isotherm data
obtained in this fashion are shown plotted with the results from the batch tests
discussed previously (Fig. 4). These two methods for obtaining isotherm data agree
very well, thus confirming the validity of the method used herein.

SYMBOLS

LlAm in

c
c*

Cinitiai

n
q
q*

qmax

qo
Q
t
Vo
V
w

z
r

rate of change of absorbance (a.u.nnin)
liquid phase concentration (mg/g)
equilibrium liquid phase concentration (mg/g)
liquid phase concentration at the start of the isotherm experiment
liquid phase concentration in column feed (mg/g)
Langmuir isotherm dissociation constant (mg/g)
Freundlich isotherm constant (mg'!""? ml'vg)
column length (em)
Freundlich isotherm exponent (dimensionless)
adsorbent phase loading (mg/g)
equilibrium adsorbent phase loading (mg/g)
Langmuir isotherm maximum capacity constant (mg/g)
solid phase loading in equilibrium with column feed (mg/g)
flow-rate through column (cm 3/min)

time (min)
liquid phase superficial velocity (em/min)
volume of column (ml)
mass of silica used in batch tests (g)
length variable along column axis (em)
dimensionless throughput parameter
void fraction of column
packed density of adsorbent (g/ml)
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SUMMARY

A new support for adsorption chromatography of proteins based on cross
linked agarose gelscontaining ferric (hydr)oxide is described. Two methods have been
used for immobilization of the ferric (hydr)oxide on agarose beads; namely.entrap
ment of preformed ferric oxide particles in connection with the preparation of
macroporous agarose beads and precipitation of ferric oxyhydroxide on and in
preformed non-porous agarose beads. In the former method many of the adsorption
sites of the ferric oxide may become sterically blocked, resulting in chromatographic
properties which are similar to those of cation exchangers. Therefore, attention was
focused on the second method. Upon using compressed beds of non-porous agarose
beads the resolution became independent of the flow-rate, even when the bead
diameter was relatively large. When ferric oxyhydroxide agarose is equilibrated with
phosphate buffer, some phosphate becomes stoichiometrically and irreversibly bound
to the matrix. The separation mechanism of this ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate
agarose is discussed. It differs from those of ion-exchange, hydrophobic-interaction,
and molecular-sieve chromatography. One characteristic is that phosphate buffers are
the most efficient eluting agents. Chromatography on ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate
agarose is accordingly a good complement to these three conventional methods. Some
chromatographic properties of the adsorbents are described (resolution as a function
of gradient time, flow-rate and protein load; and the pH dependence ~f the
adsorption). A successful separation of a model mixture of six proteins was achieved.
Purification of a commercial preparation of f3-glucosidase is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Macromolecules, such as proteins, bind to many insoluble metal salts, oxides
and hydroxides, which are therefore potential chromatographic adsorbents. These
metal compounds often appear in the form of gelatinous precipitates or as very fine,

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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mechanically unstable particles. For this reason they give high resistance against
hydrodynamic flow, which in practice prevents their direct use as chromatographic
bed materials for column operation. This problem can be overcome by entrapping the
adsorbing particles in a macroporous gel, for instance agarose 'r". However, this latter
method may have the drawback that many of the adsorption sites become sterically
blocked by the gel polymer chains. To avoid this, we have developed a technique based
on direct precipitation of the metal compound in and on the surface of preformed gel
beads. As a matrix we have used non-porous agarose beads because, following
compression of the bed, they have the important property of giving a high resolution
which is independent of the flow-rate even when their diameter is largev".

In this paper we report the application of ferric oxide, Fez03' and ferric
oxyhydroxide, FeO(OH), immobilized on beads of non-porous cross-linked agarose to
the separation of proteins. Some characteristic features of those chromatographic
materials are described. Chromatographic supports based on aluminium and zir
conium (hydr)oxides will be presented in a forthcoming paper",

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

Chemicals and equipment
Ferric oxide particles (Fez03) were Bayferrox Red special grade 1120 Z of size

0.1 x 0.8.um from Bayer (Leverkusen, F.R.G.). Agarose was a kind gift from Dr. R.
Armisen, Hispanagar S.A., Spain. All salts were of analytical grade from Merck
(Darmstadt, F.R.G.) Ovalbumin (molecular weight, MW = 43000, pI 4.7), bovine
serum albumin (MW 69000, pI 4.9), carbonic anhydrase (MW 30000, pI 5.9),
a-chymotrypsinogen A (MW 25000, pI 8.8), ribonuclease (MW 13700, pI 8.9),
aldolase (MW 158000, pI9.1), cytochrome c (MW 12200, pI9.2) and lysozyme (MW
14600, plIO) were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). j3-Glucosidase from sweet
almonds and 3-nitrophenyl-j3-glucopyranoside were obtained from Serva (Heidelberg,
F.R.G.). Thyroglobulin (MW 670000, pI 4.5) was obtained from Pharmacia
(Uppsala, Sweden). Human transferrin (pI 5.5) and human serum albumin (pI 4.9)
were from Kabi (Stockholm, Sweden). Haemoglobin Ale (pI 6.9) was from Bio-Rad
(Richmond, CA, U.S.A.). Before use all buffer solutions were filtered through
a 0.22-.um Millipore filter and degassed.

The chromatographic system, including a Model 2150 HPLC pump, a Model
2152 gradient controller, a Model 2151 variable-wavelength UV monitor and a Model
2220 reporting integrator, was obtained from LKB (Bromma, Sweden) and the HPLC
sample injector from Rheodyne (Berkeley, CA, U.S.A.).

Free zone electrophoresis was performed in a 400 mm x 3 mm J.D. quartz tube
which was rotated around its long axis at a speed of 40 rpm for stabilization against
convection8

.

Preparation ofFezOragarose by entrapment 0.[ferric oxide particles into macroporous
agarose beads

Agarose beads were prepared by an emulsion-gelation method? with some
modificatons: 1 g of ferric oxide (Fez03) powder was added to the hot 12% aqueous
agarose solution before the addition of the heated organic phase containing the
emulsifier and the suspension was agitated extensively for 10 min before cooling. The
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beads containing Fe203 were sized by elutriation in water!". Beads with diameters in
the range 15-20 ,urn were collected and cross-linked twice with y-glycidoxypropyl
trimethoxysilane by a procedure described previously", This material will be referred
to as Fe20ragarose. The Fe203-agarose beads were packed in water at a constant
flow-rate of 2 ml/min into a Plexiglas column with an inner diameter of 6 mm.

Preparation of non-porous agarose beads
Beads of 12% agarose were prepared by the emulsion-gelation method described

earlier" and were sized by elutriation in water!", Beads with diameters of 15-20 ,urn
were collected and shrunk in an organic solvent according to a previous method.' and
then cross-linked twice with y-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane4 or butanediol di
glycidyl ethers. Upon shrinkage, the diameters of the beads decreased to 10-15 ,urn.
A microscopic investigation of the shrunken and cross-linked agarose beads removed
from the column immediately after packing at 2 ml/min revealed that the beads had
become deformed upon compression, leading to tight contact between their surfaces
and to a decrease in the void volume of the bed.

To investigate indirectly the change in pore size of the agarose beads as a result of
the shrinkage, a column (30 mm x 6 mm J.D.) was packed with the shrunken agarose
beads cross-linked with y-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane. The following substances
were applied separately on each column: potassium chromate (MW 194), ribonuclease
(MW 13700), chymotrypsinogen A (MW 25000), bovine serum albumin (MW
69000), aldolase (MW 158000) and thyroglubilin (MW 670000); 0.3 M potassium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, was used for elution.

The retention times were plotted against the molecular weights (Fig. 1). It is
evident that the shrunken beads were impermeable to proteins, at least to those with
molecular weights higher than about 10000, since the retention times of the proteins
were independent of their molecular weights. Similar results were obtained when the
experiment was repeated with shrunken agarose beads cross-linked with butanediol
diglycidyl ether (Fig. 1). The shrunken, cross-linked beads will be referred to as
non-porous agarose beads. Agarose beads cross-linked with y-glycidoxypropyltri
methoxysilane were used in all the experiments described below, unless otherwise
stated.
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Fig. I. Retention times of proteins with different molecular weights on a column of deformed non-porous
agarose beads. 0 = cross-linked with y-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane; x = cross-linked with
butanediol diglycidyl ether.
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Precipitation offerric oxyhydroxide onto preformed non-porous agarose beads
A 5-g amount of sedimented non-porous agarose beads was incubated for 15min

in 10 ml of water in which 1 g of FeCh had been dissolved. The beads were then
collected by centrifugation and a lO-ml volume of 2 M NH40H was added. The
suspension was mixed thoroughly and shaken for 5 min. The beads became dark
brown, indicating the formation offerric oxyhydroxide, FeO(OH). To eliminate ferric
oxyhydroxide not bound to agarose, the suspension was washed six times with water
by centrifugation at 800 g until the supernatant became clear or until no free
oxyhydroxide clusters were observed by light microscopy.

The beads were packed in distilled water into a Plexiglas column, 6 mm in
diameter, to a height of 30-35 mm under such a high pressure (corresponding to
a flow-rate of 2 ml/min) that the beads became deformed. The upper piston of the
column tube was then pressed down to make contact with the surface of the agarose
bed. Otherwise, the bed will expand when the experiments are performed at a lower
flow-rate (= lower pressure).

The mechanical properties of FeO(OH)-agarose beads
Two columns with the same total volume were packed: one contammg

non-porous cross-linked agarose beads, the other containing identical beads coated
with ferric oxyhydroxide. Both columns were equilibrated with 0.3 M potassium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, at flow-rates ranging from 0.7 to 5 ml/min. The relationship
between the flow-rate and pressure was the same for the two columns. The continuous
use of flow-rates above 3 ml/rnin resulted in some leakage of the ferric oxyhydroxide
coating.

Free zone electrophoresis offerric oxyhydroxide and ferric oxide
Ferric oxyhydroxide was prepared as described under Precipitation of ferric

oxyhydroxide onto preformed non-porous agarose beads but in the absence of agarose
beads. Electrophoresis was performed in both 0.01 M potassium phosphate, pH 6.0,
and O.oI M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0, using 1500 V and 3 rnA for 15 min. The
experiment was repeated with particles offerric oxide suspended in the same buffers. In
both buffers, ferric oxyhydroxide and ferric oxide migrated toward the positive
electrode.

Elemental analysis of'ferric oxyhydroxide-coated agarose beads
A column of ferric oxyhydroxide agarose was equilibrated with phosphate

buffer (phosphate buffers were used for desorption), washed overnight with water and
then analyzed for iron and phosphorus. The elemental analysis showed that phosphate
had become irreversibly bound to the adsorbent at a molar metal-to-phosphate ratio
of 2:1. Since some of the ligands of the ferric ions accordingly are replaced by the
phosphate ions and these ions are used for equilibration and elution, it is appropriate
to designate the adsorbent ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate by the simplified notation
FeO(OH)(P04 ) .

Chromatographic characterization of FezOr and FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose

Two columns were packed with Fe-Oj-agarose and FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose,

respectively, to a total volume of2.5 ml each and equilibrated with 0.005 M potassium
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phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. These columns were used to investigate the influence of
different ions on the elution of proteins. A sample containing 75 f.1.g each of the proteins
myoglobin, chymotrypsinogen A and cytochrome c dissolved in the equilibration
buffer was applied onto each column. In another set of experiments a sample'
containing 75 f.1.g each of the proteins ovalbumin, human serum albumin and human
transferrin was applied to each column. The columns were washed with the
equilibration buffer and then eluted with the same buffer using a gradient in salt
concentration from 0 to 0.2 Mover 30 min. The following salts were used: sodium,
potassium and ammonium chloride, ammonium hydrogencarbonate, sodium EDTA
and ammonium acetate. An experiment was also performed with only a gradient in
potassium phosphate concentration from 0.005 to 0.2 Mover 30 min (without adding
any salt). The same experiments were then performed on both columns equilibrated
with 0.01 M sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.5, or O.oI M sodium borate buffer, pH 9.1,
instead of 0.005 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. In brief, the above
experiments gave the following results.

Proteins with pI values below the pH of the equilibration buffer did not adsorb
to the ferric oxide-agarose column. The adsorbed proteins were eluted in the order of
increasing pI values (for pI values, see the Chemicals andequipmentsection). There was
no significant difference between the elution patterns of the proteins eluted with
gradients formed by the different salts.

Equilibration of the column with acetate buffer at pH 5.5 instead of phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0, resulted in stronger adsorption of the proteins. Upon equilibration with
borate buffer at pH 9.1, cytochrome c was the only protein bound. The ferric
oxide-agarose column thus had cation-exchange properties.

Similarly, proteins were eluted from ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate agarose
roughly in the order of increasing pI values, but only with a gradient in potassium
phosphate concentration and not. by the other salts. Of the proteins tested, only
ovalbumin did not adsorb to the column. Successful separations were not obtained
when the column was equilibrated with 0.01 M sodium acetate buffer at pH 5.5, owing
to very strong adsorption of the proteins. After equilibration with sodium borate
buffer at pH 9.1, the resolution ofmore acidic proteins was unsatisfactory, due to weak
adsorption. Some further experiments indicated that equilibration with a cacodylate
buffer, pH 6.0, gave a moderate adsorption and this buffer was therefore used in all
subsequent experiments.

The above experiments indicated that Fe-Oj-agarose had chromatographically
less interesting properties than FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose. Therefore, no further
experiments with the former material were designed.

Fig. 2a shows the chromatography of a model protein mixture on the column of
FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose equilibrated with 0.002 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH
6.0, and eluted with a 30-min linear gradient in potassium phosphate concentration
from 0.002 to 0.2 M (pH 6.0). Since dihydrogenphosphate has a pKa value of 7.2 and
therefore a relatively low buffering capacity at pH 6.0 (the pH to be preferred, see
above), we repeated the experiment in the presence of a "background buffer" of
sodium cacodylate (pKa 6.27). The column was equilibrated with 0.01 M sodium
cacodylate buffer, pH 6.0, and eluted with a linear gradient in potassium phosphate
concentration from 0 to 0.2 Mover 30 min in the presence of the equilibration buffer
(Fig. 2b). A comparison of Fig. 2a and b shows that somewhat more narrow peaks
were obtained in the presence of cacodylate.
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Fig. 2. Chromatography of a model protein mixture on a FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose column. Column
dimensions: 60 mm x 6 mm 1.0. Flow-rate: I ml/min. Sample: 75 Jig of each of the following proteins in
a total volume of 60 Jil: ovalbumin (ova), haemoglobin AI, (Hb), human transferrin (Tf), carbonic
anhydrase (carb), chymotrypsinogen A (chy) and lysozyme (lys). Elution: (a) a linear gradient in potassium
phosphate from 0.002 to 0.2 Mover 30 min, pH 6.0; (b) a linear gradient in potassium phosphate from 0 to
0.2 Mover 30 min in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0. Sharper peaks were obtained in the presence of
cacodylate.

In all experiments to be discussed we used cacodylate as a buffering ion (and
phosphate as a desorbing ion) on ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate-agarose columns
(i.e., FeO(OH)-agarose equilibrated with phosphate). The cacodylate ions alone did
not desorb the proteins.

Resolution as a function of some different chromatographic parameters
The influence of different experimental conditions on the resolution of two

proteins on a FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose column was investigated. Eqn. 1 was used for
the calculation of the resolution, R" between two components (a-chymotrypsinogen
A and carbonic anhydrase),

(1)

where t2 and t 1 are the retention times and tW2 and tW1 are the peak widths at half the
height of the peaks (in time units) of a-chymotrypsinogen A and carbonic anhydrase,
respectively.

Gradient time. Aliquots containing 50 pg each of a-chymotrypsinogen A and
carbonic anhydrase dissolved in 100 pI of the equilibration buffer (0.01 M sodium
cacodylate, pH 6.0), were applied onto the FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose column and eluted
with a gradient in potassium phosphate concentration from 0 to 0.15 M in the presence
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Fig. 3. Resolution of chymotrypsinogen A and carbonic anhydrase versus gradient time on a column of
FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose. For details see the Experimental and results section.

of the cacodylate buffer to get a higher buffering capacity. Gradient times were varied
between 10 and 120 min. The flow-rate was kept constant at 1 ml/min. Fig. 3 shows
that the resolution increased with the gradient time up to about 50 min.

Flow-rate. The same sample as described under Gradient time was applied on the
column and eluted with the same gradient at flow-rates ranging from 0.2 to 3 ml/min,
The total volume of the gradient was kept constant at 25 ml and the gradient times were
changed in proportion to the flow-rates to keep dc/dv constant, i.e., the concentration
gradient with respect to volumes. Fig. 4 shows that there was little, if any, dependence
of the resolution on the flow-rate. The recorder chart speed was chosen proportional to
the gradient time to give all of the chromatograms the same width, thereby facilitating
visual comparison of the separation patterns.

Protein load. Samples containing different amounts of a-chymotrypsinogen
A and carbonic anhydrase, ranging from 50 to 1250 flg ofeach protein dissolved in the
equilibration buffer, were applied onto a FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose column with a total
volume of 1 ml equilibrated with 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0. Proteins were
eluted with the same gradient as described under Gradient time over 10 min. The
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Fig. 4. Resolution of chymotrypsinogen A and carbonic anhydrase versus flow-rate on a column of
FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose. For details see the Experimental and results section.
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Fig. 5. Resolution of chymotrypsinogen A and carbonic anhydrase versus total amount of protein in the
sample on a column of FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose. For details see the Experimental and Results section.

flow-rate was kept constant at I mljmin. Fig. 5 shows the decrease in resolution
observed when the load of protein was increased.

Chromatography of a commercial preparation of fJ-glucosidase on FeO(OH)
(P04)-agarose

fJ-Glucosidase (50 flg) dissolved in 50 fll of the equilibration buffer was applied
onto the ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate-agarose column equilibrated with om
M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 6.0. The column was eluted with a gradient in
concentration of potassium phosphate from 0 to 0.3 Mover 30 min in the presence of
om M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0, at a flow-rate of I mljmin. Fractions of I ml were
collected. The activity of fJ-glucosidase in each fraction was measured with 3-nitro
phenyl-ji-glucopyranoside as a substrate as described previously!!. Fig. 6 shows
several components without fJ-glucosidase activity and one peak containing 97% of
the initial enzyme activity, indicating an extensive purification of the commercial
preparation of fJ-glucosidase.

E
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e

o 10 20 30 40

Time (min)

Fig. 6. Chromatography of a commercial preparation of p-glucosidase on a column of FeO(OH)(P04 ) - 

agarose. Elution: a gradient in potassium phosphate from 0 to OJ Mover 30 min in 0.01 M sodium
cacodylate, pH 6.0. Column dimensions: 60 mm x 6 mm J.D. Flow-rate: I ml/min. Sample: 50 J.lg of
p-glucosidase dissolved in 50 J.ll of the equilibration buffer; substrate: 3-nitrophenyl-p-glucopyranoside.
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Fig. 7. Proposed possible structure of the ferric oxyhydroxide coating on agarose beads. The coordination
number of ferric ions is six. One or more of the coordination sites is thought to be occupied by hydroxyl
groups of the agarose. The remaining sites are coordinating water molecules or hydroxide ions, the ratio
between these depending on the pH of the surrounding liquid. The hydroxide ions can be shared by other
ferric ions forming double hydroxy bridges or, upon rearrangement of water molecules, oxy bridges. In this
way a network of ferric oxyhydroxide is formed on and in the agarose bead. After equilibration with
phosphate buffer and washing with distilled water overnight, some of the phosphate ions cannot be
removed, but are irreversibly bound in a molar ratio between iron and phosphate close to 2.0. How these are
incorporated into the ferric oxyhydroxide agarose is not known.

DISCUSSION

The phenomenon that proteins adsorb to ferric (hydr)oxides can be utilized in
different ways. For instance, particles of ferric oxide with antibodies or antigens
adsorbed on their surfaces have been used for batch affinity separation of proteins v'

and in immunoagglutination assays for the detection of the corresponding antigen or
antibody!". The separation mechanism offerric oxyhydroxide phosphate is unknown.
We know, however, that it differs from those of ion-exchange, hydrophobic
interaction and molecular-sieve chromatography, since it is not in a simple way related
to the charge, hydrophobicity or size of the proteins. Chromatography on ferric
oxyhydroxide phosphate-agarose columns in combination with one of these other
methods can therefore be expected to give a high purification.

When iron trichloride is dissolved in water, the ferric ion coordinates six aquo
groups". One or more of these can probably be displaced by hydroxyl groups on and in
the agarose beads in the same way as hydrated titanium oxide is bound by
polysaccharides '". A layer offerric ions coordinating OH- or aquo groups may thus
form on the surface and other accessibleparts ofagarose beads (Fig. 7). This formation
may also be stabilized by hydrogen bonding between the coordinated water and the
hydroxyl groups of the agarose. To a certain extent, some of the adsorbed water
molecules spontaneously lose a. proton to the bulk solution, thereby forming
hydroxide ions. This deprotonation is strongly facilitated when the pH is raised by the
addition of ammonium hydroxide to the solution. The deprotonated water molcules
form double hydroxy bridges between ferric ions!". This process continues in three

a Chloride ions are also coordinated to the ferric ions in solution, but they are omitted in the text and
the figure.
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dimensions until the agarose beads become covered by a network of ferric ions
coordinating water molecules and binding to each other by shared hydroxyl groups.

Upon aging, the hydroxy bridges lose water molecules to form a ferric polyoxy
complex on and in the bead". Depending on the pH of the surrounding solution, the
remaining coordinated water molcules can lose more protons, thus giving the ferric
oxyhydroxide layer a negatively charged surface.

Elemental analysis of phosphate-treated FeO(OH)-agarose shows that some
phosphate is irreversibly bound in a molar metal-to-phosphate ratio of 2:1. This is
further evidence that the outer layer of the bead should have negative charges.

In free zone electrophoresis in cacodylate and phosphate buffers of pH 6.0, ferric
oxyhydroxide migrated towards the positive electrode, which showed that the surface
of the oxyhydroxide is negatively charged. It should therefore not be surprising that
this support shows pronounced ion-exchange properties. However, the binding of
acidic proteins to ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate agarose shows that mechanisms
other than ion exchange also take part in the adsorption of proteins to the matrix. The
bed material differs from ion exchangers also in that, among the ions tested, only
phosphate ions desorb proteins. On the other hand, the elution order of proteins is
roughly in accord with their pI values.

Certain groups on the protein molecule might have the ability to displace aquo
groups coordinated to the ferric ions (Fig. 7). These groups are the carboxyl groups of
the C-terminus, aspartyl and glutamyl residues, the phenoxy groups of tyrosyl
residues, the imidazole groups of histidyl residues, the guanidinium groups of arginyl
residues, the thiol groups of cysteinyl residues and the amino groups of the N-terminus
and Iysyl residues!". Another mode of adsorption might involve an ionic interaction
between the negatively charged hydroxide and phosphate ions of ferric oxyhydroxide
and positively charged amino acid residues in the protein. If all of the above
interactions occur, ferric oxyhydroxide may display both anionic and cationic
properties.

Such a combination of different modes of adsorption might explain the
differences between chromatography on FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose and the more
conventional methods mentioned above.

In FejOj-agarose, protein groups may be prevented from displacing water
coordinated to ferric ions by steric hindrance arising from the tight contact between the
surface of the ferric oxide particles and the carbohydrate chains of the agarose which is
created during the preparation of the beads. However, it is likely that the negatively
charged surface of the metal oxide can still attract positive groups in the protein, thus
allowing Fe-Oj-agarose to funtion as a cation exchanger. Although the application of
this bed material is limited, it was used successfully for the separation of y-globulin
from human serum Z and for the enrichment ofgp70, an envelope protein from the cell
culture fluid of feline leukemia virus 3

.

Comparison of Fig. 2a and b shows that sharper peaks were obtained when the
elution was performed in the presence of cacodylate ions to increase the buffering
capacity. A stable pH is essential, since the adsorption is pH dependent (see
Chromatographic characterization of FeZ03- and FeO(OH) (P04)-agarose). How
ever, we cannot exclude the possibility that cacodylate ions have some specific
desorbing properties analogous to those of "modifiers" used in reversed-phase
chromatography.
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Chromatography of a model protein mixture on non-shrunken macroporous
cross-linked agarose beads coated with ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate gave broader
peaks as compared to chromatography on FeO(OH)(P04)-coated shrunken non
porous cross-linked agarose beads (results not shown). This is not surprising, since the
use of non-porous agarose beads prevents zone broadening caused by diffusion of
proteins in and out of the beads. We have increased the resolution further by
compressing the beds so that the diffusion paths between them are reduced4

- 6 , 1 6 . The
favourable effects of shrinkage, non-porosity and compression of the beads are
discussed briefly in refs. 4--6.

The resolution on columns packed with compressed non-porous agarose beads
is independent of the flow-rate (Fig. 4 and refs. 4-6), which permits short analysis times
without loss of resolution.

Probably the ferric oxyhydroxide on the surface of a bead extends into the
cavities of the bead. This anchorage of the ferric oxyhydroxide, together with the
proposed mechanism for the binding of ferric oxyhydroxide to agarose, may explain
why no leakage from the column was observed at moderate flow-rates. However,
continuous use of flow-rates above 3 mljmin on ferric oxyhydroxide-agarose should
be avoided owing to mechanical loss of ferric oxyhydroxide.

We have shown herein that ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate agarose under
suitable conditions can yield a good separation of proteins. The mechanism of this
separation, although not completely understood, is obviously different from that of
conventional chromatographic media. It therefore seems appropriate to describe this
new adsorbent even at this early stage of development. However, more data should be
collected concerning the specificity of ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate for different
proteins and other groups of biological substances and the applicability of this new
chromatographic material for their separation.
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SUMMARY

Two novel supports for adsorption chromatography of biomolecules, based on
deformed non-porous cross-linked agarose beads coated with aluminium or zirconi
um (hydr)oxide, were prepared. Some fundamental chromatographic properties of
these bed materials are discussed, including the adsorption mechanism and high
resolution separations of mixtures of proteins, nucleotides and coenzymes. Both alu
minium and zirconium (hydr)oxide agarose irreversibly and stoichiometrically bind
phosphate ions, thus some of the chromatographic properties resemble those of calci
um phosphate and hydroxyapatite. Fractionation of a fJ-glucosidase preparation into
two components possessing enzymatic activity was achieved on the aluminium (hydr)
oxide phosphate agarose, whereas chromatography on zirconium (hydr)oxide
phosphate-agarose removed several inactive contaminants but gave only one peak
associated with enzyme activity. This finding indicates that the adsorption mecha
nisms of the two adsorbents are not identical, although other experiments show that
there are several analogies. For instance, model proteins chromatographed on these
two supports were eluted in the same order, although the relative retention times
differed, i.e., the chromatograms did not have the same appearance. Compressed beds
of cross-linked non-porous agarose beads, including those coated with aluminium
and zirconium (hydr)oxide, have the unique feature that the resolution is roughly
independent of flow-rate and that there is no need for smal1 beads of narrow size
distribution.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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INTRODUCTION
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Transition metals, such as titanium, zirconium, iron, tin and vanadium have
been used to activate the surfaces of various matrices, for instance cellulose, nylon,
glass and chitinv! to give derivatives to which proteins, cells and antibiotics can be
attached 1-5. Such activated matrices have been shown to be useful tools in biotech
nology, one application being the preparation of enzyme reactors6

.

Zirconium phosphate has been employed earlier as a chromatographic sup
port",

The use of aluminium oxide (alumina) for chromatographic purposes was re
ported long ago. Its high capacity for the adsorption of different biological substances
makes it an attractive alternative to the bed materials based on silica or polymers.
Adsorption on aluminium oxide has been described for chromatographic separation
of biological macromolecules'v", for purification of cyclic nucleoside monophos
phates!", steroid hormones 1 1 and polypeptides'{. Aluminium oxide for high-per
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC) can be obtained commercially (5 jJ.m Sphe
risorb A5Y from Chrompack). In this form it is macroporous and permits separation
of proteins by size exclusion.

Amorphous (hydr)oxides of aluminium and zirconium are known to adsorb
proteins'': 13, but unfortunately there is no possibility to use these materials directly
for chromatographic experiments because of their poor flow properties. To overcome
this problem we coated non-porous cross-linked agarose beads with aluminium and
zirconium (hydr)oxides, respectively. This approach combines the adsorption charac
teristics of these (hydr)oxides with the good flow properties of the agarose support.
The simplicity and relatively low cost of preparation also make these supports attrac
tive. The subtitles used in this paper are analogous to those employed in the preceding
paper (Part 114

) on ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate agarose in order to facilitate com
parison of the chromatographic properties of the adsorbents.

CHEMICALS AND EQUIPMENT

Agarose was a kind gift from Dr. R. Armisen (Hispanagar, Burgos, Spain),
human transferrin (pI 5.5) from Dr. L.-O. Andersson, (KabiVitrum, Stockholm,
Sweden) and y-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane from Mr. H. Gustafsson (Sikema,
Stockholm, Sweden). Ovalbumin (pI 4.7), carbonic anhydrase (pI 5.9), conalbumin
(pI 5.9), myoglobin from horse muscle (pI 7.3), a-chymotrypsinogen A (pI 8.8), cyto
chrome C (pI 9.2), lysozyme (pI 10), AMP, ADP, ATP, oxidized nicotinamide-ade
nine dinucleotide (NAD) and oxidized nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide phosphate
(NADP) were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). f3-Glucosidase from
sweet almonds and 3-nitrophenyl-f3-glucopyranoside were from Serva (Heidelberg,
F.R.G.). All salts were of analytical grade from Merck (Darmstadt, F.R.G.).

Before use all buffer solutions were filtered through a 0.22-jJ.m Millipore filter
and degassed. .

The chromatographic equipment was as described in Part 114
. The charge of the

metal (hydr)oxides was studied by free zone electrophoresis in an horizontal quartz
tube rotating around its long axis (40 rpm) to eliminate disturbing convection-v '".
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Preparation of non-porous agarose beads
The procedure was the same as that described in Part 114

. y-Glycidoxypropyltri
methoxysilane was used as a cross-linker.

Precipitation ofaluminium and zirconium (hydr ) oxide onto non-porous agarose beads
We followed the method employed for the preparation of FeO(OH)-agarose

(see Part 114
) with the exception that the ferric chloride solution was replaced by 10ml

of an aqueous solution of 1 M AIC13 or 0.65 M ZrC14 . The columns were packed in
distilled water and the beds were compressed as outlined in Part 114

. The mechanical
properties of both adsorbents (including the relationship between flow-rate and back
pressure) were similar to those of FeO(OH) agarose (Part 114

) .

Elemental analysis of aluminium and zirconium (hydr ) oxide-coated agarose beads
The samples for elemental analysis were taken from columns equilibrated with

potassium phosphate and then washed with water as described for FeO(OH)(P04 ) 

agarose in Part 114
. The metal-to-phosphate molar ratio in this case was also close to

2:1. Since phosphate ions are thus irreversibly bound it may be appropriate to in
troduce the terms aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate and zirconium (hydr)oxide
phosphate in analogy with the notation ferric oxyhydroxide phosphate used in Part
114

. In this paper we also use the expressions Al(OH)(P04 ) and Zr(OH)(P04) , in
analogy with FeO(OH)(P04 ) in Part 114

.

Chromatographic characterization of Al(0H) (PO4)-agarose
A separation of a model protein mixture of ovalbumin, human transferrin,

myoglobin, conalbumin, lysozyme and cytochrome c was performed on a column of
A1(OH)(P04)-agarose under the different equilibration and elution conditions de
scribed below. The following buffers were used for equilibration: 0.01 M sodium
acetate, pH 5.5;0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0 and 7.0; 0.01 MTris-HC1, pH 7.5;
0.01 M potassium phosphate, pH 7.0 and 0.01 M sodium borate, pH 9.1. After
equilibration of the column the sample was applied (75 fl.g of each of the above
proteins dissolved in 80 fl.1 of the equilibration buffer). In an attempt to elute the
proteins we chose a linear 30-min salt gradient (0-0.2 M) in the equilibration buffer.
The gradient was created by potassium chloride and sodium salts of chloride; sul
phate, EDTA and cacodylate. These salts appeared to have little or no eluting power.
However, all proteins were desorbed easily by a concentration gradient of potassium
phosphate, pH 7.0, from 0.002 to 0.2 M in the absence of other salts (Fig. la). It
should be added that equilibration of the column at high pH (0.01 M borate buffer,
pH 9.1) gave a very weak adsorption of acidic proteins, whereas equilibration at low
pH (0.01 M acetate buffer, pH 5.5) caused very strong adsorption of all proteins
tested except ovalbumin.

We also equilibrated the column with 0.01 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.0,
and eluted with the same buffer containing a linear gradient in potassium phosphate
from 0 to 0.2 M, pH 7.0 (Fig. 1b). A comparison of Fig. 1a and b shows that this
second elution procedure including sodium cacodylate gave sharper peaks in the
chromatogram and thus a better separation, which is in analogy with the experiments
on FeO(OH)P04 , presented in Part 114

.
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Fig. I. Chromatography of model proteins on aluminium and zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate agarose.
Column dimensions: 30 mm x 6 mm I.D. Flow-rate: 1.0 ml/min. (a) Al(OH)(P04)-agarose. Sample: 751lg
each of the following proteins in a total volume of 80 ,ul: ovalbumin (ova); transferrin (tf); myoglobin
(myo); conalbumin (con); lysozyme (lys); cytochrome c (cyt c). Elution: a linear gradient of potassium
phosphate from 0.002 to 0.2 Mover 30 min (pH 7.0). (b) AI(OH)(P04)-agarosec Sample as in (a). Elution:
a linear gradient of potassium phosphate from 0 to 0.2 Mover 30 min in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH
7.0. (c) Zr(OH)(P04)-agarose. Sample as in (a) with the difference that myoglobin was exchanged for
carbonic anhydrase (carb). Elution: a linear gradient of potassium phosphate, pH 6.0, from 0.002 to 0.2 M
over 30 min. (d) Zr(OH)(P04)-agarose. Sample as in (c). Elution: a linear gradient of potassium phosphate
from 0 to 0.2 Mov~r 30 minin the presence of 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0. A comparison of (a) with
(b) and (c) with (d) shows the favourable effect of cacodylate ions on the resolution.
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Chromatographic characterization of Zr(0 H) ( PO4)-agarose
The experiment was performed as discussed above for aluminium (hydr)oxide

phosphate-agarose with the exception that myoglobin in the model protein mixture
was exchanged for carbonic anhydrase (transferrin and carbonic anhydrase coeluted
in all experiments except that shown in Fig. ld). In Fig. lc a chromatogram is pres
ented for a column of zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose following equili
bration with 0.002 M potassium phosphate, pH 6.0, and elution with a linear 30-min
gradient in potassium phosphate (pH 6.0) from 0.002 to 0.2 M. An higher resolution
was obtained, however, by equilibration of the same column with 0.01 M sodium
cacodylate buffer, pH 6.0, and elution with a 30-min gradient in potassium phosphate
(pH 6.0) from 0 to 0.2 M in the equilibration buffer (Fig. Id).

The pH dependence of the protein adsorption was similar to that described
above for AI(OH)(P04)-agarose. Other similarities were: (1) among the eluting
agents tested only phosphate ions can be used for desorption; (2) there was no obvi
ous correlation between the pI-values of the proteins and their order of elution and
(3) model proteins were eluted in the same order from aluminium and zirconium
(hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose (Fig. I).

In all subsequent experiments on columns of aluminium and zirconium (hydr)
oxide phosphate-agarose, i.e., metal (hydr)oxide agarose equilibrated with phosphate
we used a cacodylate buffer for equilibration and a phosphate buffer for elution.

Resolution on aluminium and zirconium (hydr ) oxide phosphate-agarose as a function
of different chromatographic parameters

The aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose column was equilibrated with
0.01 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.0) and eluted with a concentration gradient of
potassium phosphate (pH 7.0) from 0 to 0.2 M in the presence of the equilibration
buffer. The same buffers were employed for the zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate
agarose column, but the pH was 6.0 instead of 7.0. Eqn. I in Part 114 was used for
calculation of the resolution between the same model proteins (chymotrypsinogen A
and carbonic anhydrase) as were used for the FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose bed!".

Resolution versus gradient time. About 50 pg of each of the above two model
proteins were dissolved in 100 pI of the equilibration buffer. Using a constant flow
rate of I ml/min, the resolution was determined at different gradient times for both
the aluminium (Fig. 2a) and the zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose column
(curve I in Fig. 2b). Since the latter column exhibited a time-dependent adsorption,
we performed two additional sets of experiments in which the column with the pro
teins adsorbed was washed with the equilibration buffer for 20 and 50 min, respec
tively, before the start of the gradient elution. The results are presented in Fig. 2b as
curves 2 and 3, respectively. A comparison between these curves and curve I in the
same figure indicates that the resolution as a function of gradient time is dependent
on the residence time of the proteins.

Resolution versus flow-rate. The total gradient volume was constant at 7 ml. The
gradient times were inversely proportional to the flow-rates. For other details, see
Part 114

. Curves (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 show that the resolution varies only slightly with
the flow-rate.

Resolution versus protein load. The samples consisted of 25-1500 pg of each of
the model proteins dissolved in 100 pI of the equilibration buffer. The flow-rate was 1
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ml/rnin and the gradient time 10 min. From Fig. 4 one can conclude that the resolu
tion was relatively little impaired upon an increase in the total protein load up to as
much as 6 mg.

Chromatography ofa commercial preparation ofBsglucosidase on aluminium and zirco
nium (hydr) oxide phosphate-agarose columns

The experimental conditions were similar to those used for the purification of
the same preparation of f3-glucosidase on FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose (Part 114

) with the
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(hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose, Column dimensions: 30 mm x 6 mm I.D. Flow-rate: 0.5 ml/rnin. Sample:
{I-glucosidase, 50 p.gdissolved in 50 p.l of equilibration buffer. (a) AI(OH)(P04)-agarose: elution with a
linear gradient of potassium phosphate from 0 to 0.35 Mover 20 min in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 7.0.
(b) Zr(OH)(P04)-agarose: elution with a linear gradient of potassium phosphate from 0 to 0.2 Mover 30
min in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0.
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exception that the buffer concentrations were somewhat different (see the legend to
Fig. 5). The gradient times for the AI(OH)(P04)-agarose and Zr(OH)(P04)-agarose

were 20 and 30 min, respectively, at a flow-rate of 1 ml/min. The UV pattern for the
former adsorbent showed two main peaks, both with enzyme activity (Fig. 5a),
whereas the latter adsorbent showed several peaks of which only that corresponding
to the void volume showed enzyme activity (Fig. 5b). The recovery of the enzyme
activity was 98% on the AI(OH)(P04)-agarose column and 99% on the Zr(OH)
(P04)-agarose column.

Separation of nucleotides and coenzymes on Al (0 H) (PO 4)-agarose
An AI(OH)(P04)-agarose column was equilibrated with 0.01 M sodium caco

dylate buffer, pH 7.0. A sample was applied containing 50 pg each of adenosine
monophosphate (AMP), diphosphate (ADP) and triphosphate (ATP) dissolved in
150 pi of the equilibration buffer. The column was washed for 10 min with this buffer
and then eluted in the presence of the same buffer with a linear gradient of potassium
phosphate from 0 to 0.4 Mover 30 min. Fig. 6a shows three well resolved peaks of the
nucleotides. AMP was not adsorbed to the column and ADP and ATP were eluted at
potassium phosphate concentrations of 0.16 and 0.21 M, respectively.

In another experiment the sample consisted of 50 pg each ofNAD and NADP
dissolved in 100 pI of the equilibration buffer. The elution conditions were the same as
mentioned above, with the difference that the gradient time was 20 instead of 30 min.
The chromatogram is presented in Fig. 6b. NAD was not adsorbed to the column,
whereas NADP required a potassium phosphate concentration of 0.29 M for de
sorption.
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Fig. 6. Chromatography of nucleotides and coenzymes on aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose.
Column dimensions: 30 mm x 6 mm J.D. Flow-rate: 1 ml/min. (a) Sample: 50 pg of each nucleotide (AMP,
ADP and ATP) in a total volume of 150 pI. Elution: a linear gradient of potassium phosphate from 0 to 0.4
Mover 30 min in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 7.0. (b) Sample: 50 pg of each coenzyme (NAD and
NADP) in a total volume of 100pI. Elution: a linear gradient of potassium phosphate from 0 to 0.4 Mover
20 min in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate, pH 7.0.
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Aluminium (hydr) oxide phosphate-agarose
In acidic solutions aluminium ions coordinate water. Some of these water mole

cules may be displaced by hydroxyl groups on and in the agarose bead. As the
solution becomes less acidic a successive deprotonation takes place to yield Al(OH)2 +

and Al(OHh +; of course, free hydroxide ions are also created by deprotonation of
bulk water molecules and coordinate to the aluminium ion. This process terminates in
the formation predominantly of Al(OHh when the pH approaches neutrality!6.

At this stage Al(OHh gives colloidal (amorphous) complexes of indefinitely
large size. When aluminium trichloride is used in the preparation of aluminium hy
droxide some of the chloride ions may be present in the Al(OHh complex formed.
Whether this complex changes upon ageing as proposed for the formation of
FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose is not known.

Upon free zone electrophoresis in the presence of cacodylate and phosphate
buffers (pH 7.0), aluminium hydroxide did not migrate, which confirms the existence
of uncharged hydroxide in neutral solutions. The amphoteric nature of aluminium
hydroxide makes possible an interaction with anions and cations by exchange'? It is
also known that compounds containing phosphate groups can be specifically ad
sorbed to aqueous aluminium oxide under conditions where non-phosphorylated
compounds show no interaction. Therefore, it is not surprising that specific elution
can be obtained by an aqueous solution of inorganic phosphates!" Indeed, elemental
analysis shows that some phosphate is irreversibly bound at a metal-to-phosphate
ratio of 2:1.

Most of the proteins adsorbed on the column of Al(OH)(P04)-agarose could
not be eluted by increasing the ionic strength of the elution buffer, except with regard
to phosphate. This adsorbent is thus not a true cation exchanger, although proteins
were eluted from the column roughly according to their pI values. Unsuccessful
separations due to strong adsorption of the proteins to Al(OH)(P04)-agarose equili
brated at low pH (acetate buffer pH 5.5) and weak adsorption when the column was
equilibrated at high pH (borate buffer pH 9.1) suggests that Al(OH)(P04)-agarose
has ion-exchange properties. However, they must be complemented by other mecha
nisms of adsorption, since, as mentioned, only phosphate ions can effect desorption.

This effectiveness of phosphate ions as an eluting agent indicates that phos
phate groups in biomolecules may play an important role in the interaction with
Al(OH)(P04)-agarose. This conclusion is supported by our finding that AMP, ADP
and ATP are eluted from an aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose column in
the order of increasing number of phosphate groups (Fig. 6a) and that NADP, but
not NAD, is adsorbed (Fig. 6b).

To summarize, our experiments provide support for the idea that several of the
above-mentioned mechanisms of adsorption to aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate
agarose may function in combination.

Zirconium (hydr ) oxide phosphate agarose
Zr(OH)(P04)-agarose was prepared in a similar way to Al(OH)(P04)-agarose

and the earlier reported FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose!4. When zirconium tetrachloride is
dissolved in water, the zirconium ion should coordinate eight water molecules. How-
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Fig. 7. Proposed structure of the metal (hydr)oxide coating on agarose beads. The two types of connections
between metal ions (M x+) thought to be involved in the structure are both drawn, i.e., oxy bridges and
double hydroxy bridges. The number of water molecules bound by the metal depends on the coordination
number of the metal of interest. The proportion of deprotonated water molecules depends on the pH of the
surrounding liquid and the charge of the metal ion. These hydroxide ions can in turn be shared with other
metal ions, thus increasing the metal (hydr)oxide layer in all directions. When the metal (hydr)oxide
agarose is equilibrated with phosphate buffer, some of the phosphate ions become irreversibly bound with
a molar ratio between metal and phoshate close to 2.0. How these phosphate ions are incorporated into the
structure is not known, but probably they replace some of the water molecules or hydroxide ions.

ever, even in acidic solution, zirconium salts hydrolyze to form a polymeric aggregate,
which has been shown in ultracentrifuge studies to have a molecular weight of about
300001 8

.

These polymeric forms adsorb strongly to dextran, presumably by forming
several complexes with vicinal hydroxyl pairs on the dextran surface!". Both in solu
tion and adsorbed onto dextran, these polymers readily form outer-sphere complexes
with especially divalent and polyvalent anions such as chromate and phosphate/".
We assume that agarose behaves like dextran in these respects. A proposed structure
of the metal (hydr)oxide coating on agarose beads valid for aluminium, zirconium
and ferric ions is presented in Fig. 7. Upon equilibrating the column with phosphate
buffer, a layer of irreversibly bound phosphate is formed similar to that observed with
Al(OH)(P04)-agarose and with FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose in Part 11 4

. This phosphate
is bound in a metal-to-phosphate ratio of 2:1.

Electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged phosphate and hy- .
droxide ions on the surface of the metal (hydr)oxide and positively charged groups of
the protein might occur, thereby giving the zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate agarose
cation-exchange properties like those of the well known zirconium phosphate cation
exchangers 7. Such a mode of protein adsorption is indicated by the fact that proteins
were adsorbed strongly to the column of Zr(OH)(P04)-agarose at low pH and hardly
at all at high pH; upon free zone electrophoresis in phosphate and cacodylate buffers
(pH 6.0), zirconium (hydr)oxide migrated towards the positive electrode, supporting
the hypothesis that the surface of the (hydr)oxide is covered with negatively charged
hydroxide groups. Adsorbed proteins may also displace coordinated water molecules,
cf., the analogous discussion in Part 114 on protein interaction with FeO(OH)(P04 ) 

agarose. The elution of the adsorbed proteins (not in the order of their pI values)
together with the ineffectiveness of high salt concentrations (with the exception of
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potassium phosphate) for elution of proteins from the zirconium (hydr)oxide phos
phate-agarose suggest the combined action of the mechanisms described above. Un
like the other two metal (hydr)oxide phosphate-coated agarose supports investigated,
i.e., those based on FeO(OH)(P04)14 and AI(OH)(P04), zirconium (hydr)oxide
phosphate-agarose exhibited time-dependent adsorption of proteins (Fig. 2b).

General
The high recovery of the enzymatic activity of f3-glucosidase upon chromato

graphy on ferric, aluminium and zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose indicates
that adsorption to the agarose coated with metal (hydr)oxide phosphate does not
change the biological activity of the enzyme.

The use of non-porous agarose beads prevents zone-broadening caused by dif
fusion of proteins into and out of the bead. Upon compression of the beds the
resolution becomes almost independent of the flow-rate21,22 which permits high flow
rates without lowering the resolution. Some decrease in resolution is observed, how
ever, for aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose, which may be explained by the
assumption that aluminium (hydr)oxide forms a thicker layer than zirconium (hydr)
oxide and that this layer is permeable to proteins. This hypothesis receives some
support from our finding that the former adsorbent has an higher protein capacity
(Fig. 4). An alternative explanation may be that the adsorption/desorption proceeds
more slowly on AIOH(P04)-agarose.

The same columns of ferric, aluminium and zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate
agarose were used over a period of3 months. More than 200 analyses were performed
on each using different buffers over a wide range of pH values and concentrations. No
changes in performance or "leakage" offerric, aluminium and zirconium (hydr)oxide
phosphate from the columns was noticed during this time, as judged from the binding
of different proteins and capacity studies. This testifies to the high stability of the gel
material, which may be explained in terms of binding to vicinal hydroxyl groups and
anchorage of the coating in the same way as proposed for FeO(OH)(P04)-agarose1

4.

One of the main technical advantages of agarose beads coated with insoluble
metal compounds is that large amounts of gel containing (hydr)oxides and salts of
different metals can be prepared from a stock of shrunken and cross-linked agarose
beads in a comparatively short time. The procedure does not require any expensive
and time-consuming chemical modification of the agarose matrix.

Although the binding mechanisms of the three adsorbents which are based on
deformed cross-linked non-porous agarose beads coated with (hydr)oxides of differ
ent metals (Fe, AI, Zr) and which have been described in this series of articles are not
known in detail, there should be some analogies, since the adsorbents have many
similar chromatographic properties. For instance, phosphate from the buffer was
irreversibly bound at a metal-to-phosphate molar ratio of 2: I in all three cases. Fur
thermore, proteins adsorbed to the columns were eluted only by a concentration
gradient of phosphate and not by several other salts tested. From these points of view
the adsorbents resemble brushite, CaHP04 . 2H z0

23, and hydroxyapatite,
CalO(P04MOHhz4. (Hydroxyapatite has a metal-to-phosphate molar ratio of
1.67:1.) One should also observe that the elution order of AMP,. ADP and ATP is the
same on hydroxyapatite." and aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose (Fig. 6).
This may indicate that the number of available phosphate groups in the solute plays
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some role in the adsorption to aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose, as has
been proposed for hydroxyapatite'". It should be mentioned that AMP, ADP and
ATP show little or no adsorption to ferric and zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate
agarose. In addition, the folIowing proteins are eluted in the same order on hydroxya
patite?", ferric!", aluminium (Fig. 1b) and zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose
(Fig. Id): ovalbumin, transferrin, lysozyme and cytochrome C.

The resolution of the proteins eluted can be improved by the addition of sodium
cacodylate (pKa 6.3) to the buffers, but the reason for this is not yet clear. Its better
buffering capacity at pH 6.0 may be important in the case of zirconium (hydr)oxide
phosphate-agarose, but this was not valid for aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate
agarose, where the pH of the buffers is 7.0, ef, columns of hydroxyapatite which give
higher resolution of tRNA and proteins when the phosphate buffer is supplemented
with sodium chloride'".

The obvious differences observed are the chromatograms obtained in the puri
fication of f3-glucosidase (Fig. 6 in ref. 14, and Fig. 5 herein), the time-dependent
adsorption of proteins to zirconium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose (Fig. 2b) and the
somewhat higher capacity of the aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose (Fig. 4
herein and Fig. 5 in ref. 14). An effective purification of proteins should be obtainable
upon combining two or three of the adsorbents studied. For example, if the f3-glucosi
dase preparation is first purified on zirconium (Fig. 5b) or ferric (hydr)oxide phos
phate-agarose (Fig. 6 in Part 114

) a considerable fraction of the inactive material can
be removed. The peak which is enzymaticalIy active can then be subjected to chroma
tography on aluminium (hydr)oxide phosphate-agarose for further purification and
particularly for fractionation of f3-glucosidase into two enzymatically active compo
nents.
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SUMMARY

Improved alternative packing materials to RPC-5 were prepared from granular
polychlorotrifluoroethylene of several different particle sizes and trioctylmethylam
monium chloride, and used for the separation of mononucleotides and oligonucleo
tides in high-performance liquid chromatography. High resolution was obtained
when particles of 4--8 /lm diameter were used, whereas coarser materials (40-90 or
10---40 /lm) gave poor resolution. The greater the amount of the quaternary ammoni
um salt coated, the smaller was the elution volume for the same sample. Oligonucleo
tides up to a chain length of 75 could be successively separated in less than 2 h under
the optimum conditions. Resolution ofmononucleotides and short-chain oligonucle
otides was accomplished with the resin coated with a minimum amount of the qua
ternary ammonium salt. A variety of oligonucleotides could be separated depending
on the chain length, the differences in the internucleotide linkage and the differences
in the base sequence.

INTRODUCTION

The efficient separation of DNA fragments, oligonucleotides and mononucleo
tides is very important in nucleic aid chemistry and genetic engineering. Up to now
the separation and analysis of oligonucleotides have generally been accomplished by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on a reversed-phase column
(ODS-silica gel) or a silica gel-based anion-exchange column 1. However, these col
umns cannot be used under alkaline conditions, and are generally inadequate for the
separation oflong oligonucleotides. Several polymer-based gels have been developed
for the separation of oligonucleotides and nucleic acids to overcome the drawbacks of
silica gel-based packing materials. For example, Kato and co-workers reported a
bonded anion-exchange column based on polymer gel (TSK gel DEAE-5PW) for the
separation of oligodeoxyribonucleotides! or ribosomal RNA3 .

RPC-5 column chromatography has proved useful for the separation of
t-RNA 4-6, DNA restriction fragments r ", plasmid DNA8 , l O phage RNA 1 1 and long
oligonucleotides7,12, since the introduction of RPC-5 by Pearson et al,", RPC-5 gives

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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a high resolution of long-chain oligonucleotides; it is mechanically strong and chem
ically inert under strongly acidic and alkaline conditions. However, the original
RPC-5 material requires a long time for separations and was not commercially avail
able in high quality, although some alternative materials have been devised. Usher P

used Kel-F powder as a support for RPC-5 and separated oligouridylates and oligo
adenylates. We have now prepared RPC-5-like resins from polychlorotrifluoroethy
lene with several different particle sizes by modifying the coating and packing meth
ods and have investigated the separation of long- and short-chain oligonucleotides
and mononucleotides. The influence of the particle size and amount of coating of
trioctylmethylammonium chloride on the resolution and retention volume was stud
ied. This paper reports the usefulness of these RPC-5-like resins for the separation of
short-chain oligonucleotides and mononucleotides.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. Buffer solutions were prepared

from distilled water and filtered through a 0.22-llm membrane filter.

Oligonucleotides
3'-5'-Linked oligoadenylates containing 5'-terminal phosphate were prepared

by partial digestion of polyadenylic acid (Poly A) with nuclease SW I4. The enzyme
digestion was carried out in a solution (1.5 ml) containing Poly A (10 mg), 0.05 M
carbonate buffer (pH 10.3), 0.1 M sodium chloride, 1.5 mM magnesium chloride and
nuclease SW (100 units) at 37OC. Aliquots of 200 III were taken after 30 min and 1,2
and 4 h and stored in a freezer until analysis by HPLC. The chain length of the
resulting oligoadenylates depended on the reaction time. Linkage isomers of oligo
adenylates and oligouridylates were prepared by lead ion-catalysed polymerization of
adenosine-Is and uridine-5'-phosphorimidazolide!", respectively. Synthetic oligode
oxyribonucleotides, which were prepared by the phosphotriester method, were a gift
from Professor Hata of Tokyo Institute of Technology.

Packing materials
Coarse and fine granular polychlorotrifluoroethyelene (Neosorb ND) were sup

plied by Nishio Kogyo. Coarse materials were dry-sieved through 100-, 200- and
400-mesh stainless-steel sieves successively to fractionate them into three portions,
100-200 mesh (TV), 200-400 mesh (III) and 400 + -mesh (II) particles. A 100-g
amount of each fraction was suspended in 200 ml of dichloromethane in a measuring
cylinder for sedimentation. The contaminated fine particles in the fraction, which
settled slowly, were discarded by suction. Fine materials (I) with a small and uniform
particle size had an average particle size of 5-6 Ilm. The particle size distributions of
the materials I, II, III and IV were analysed by the balance sedimentation method in a
suspension of isobutyl alcohol. The analyses were carried out by Sumika Analytical
Center. The polychlorotrifluoroethylene particles were non-porous, with a nearly
spherical to irregular shape with a rough surface which was observed with a micro
scope. The surface area of material I was 2.47 m2/g, as measured by the fluidized BET
method with a Shimazu Flowsorb 2300 apparatus (Shimazu Techno Research). Table
I lists the particle-size distribution of materials I, II, III and IV.
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TABLE I

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF POLYCHLOROTRIFLUOROETHYLENE POWDERS

Size range
(Jim)

1-2
2-4
4-8
8-10

10-20
20-30
3<J-40
40--50
50-60
60-80
80-100

Mass-%

I

3
36
56
5
o

II

9
36
55
o

JlJ

5
71
18
6
o

IV

9
17
24
29
21

Coating of Neosorb ND with trioctylmethylammonium chloride was carried
out by a modification of the method described by Pearson et al,", The original RPC-5
contains 4.0 ml of trioctylmethylammonium chloride per 100 g of Plaskon (poly
chlorotrifluoroethylene) powder. In our experiments, 100 g of material I were coated
with 12, 6 and 3.8 ml of trioctylmethylammonium chloride to prepare RPC-5-like
materials Ib, Ia and Ie, respectively. The materials II, III and IV were coated with 6
ml of trioctylmethylammonium chloride.

A slurry of the coated materials in 0.5 M sodium perchlorate containing 10 mM
Tris-acetate (pH 7.5) and I mM EDTA was packed into a stainless-steel column (25
ern x 4 mm 1.0.) with a magnetically stirred slurry packer at a flow-rate of 5.0
ml/min. The pressure rose during packing to 250 kg/ern" for the materials prepared
from I. The flow was continued for I h at a constant pressure of 250 kgjcm ' to obtain
cross packings. The column for the separation of mononucleotides was prepared by
coating the polychlorotrifluoroethylene powder with trioctylmethylammonium chlo
ride at 3.5 ml per 100 g, followed by washing with distilled water for 2 h at a flow-rate
of 1.0 ml/min to remove the weakly bound trioctylmethylammonium chloride. Emul
sified turbid water came out first, then turned clear.

High-performance liquid chromatography
A Hitachi 638 high-performance liquid chromatograph was used with a UV

detector at 260 nm. The column was equilibrated with an initial eluting solution and
eluted with a linear gradient of sodium perchlorate solution buffered with Tris-ace
tate (pH 7.5) or sodium hydroxide (pH 12) containing EDTA at a flow-rate of 1.0
ml/min. The relative concentrations of sodium perchlorate, Tris buffer and EDTA
were varied. Typical back-pressures of the columns were 5, 15, 35 and 120 kg/ern?
from materials IV, III, II and I, respectively. The material from I was used in the
usual operations, except in the experiment to investigate the influence of particle size
on resolution.
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The column performance was greatly affected by the particle size of the resin,
the coating method and the packing procedure. The finest materials gave the best
resolution of the oligonucleotides. In most instances we used material I coated with 6
ml oftrioctylmethylammonium chloride per 100 g of the resin (Ia). The retention time
and resolution of the oligonucleotides changed during the first five injections partly
because of the loss of the weakly bound coating from the new column. We therefore
conducted a blank operation a few times with a newly packed column; the column
performance became stable after this simple pretreatment. Gradients of acetate, chlo
ride and perchlorate salt solution have previously been used as an eluent in RPC-5
column chromatography?,!3. The column performance differs greatly with the differ
ent types of salt. We investigated solutions of sodium chloride, perchlorate and ace
tate as eluents and confirmed that sodium perchlorate is the most suitable. The ad
vantages of sodium perchlorate are as follows: (1) perchlorate solution does not
corrode stainless-steel HPLC equipment, whereas chloride solution is corrosive; (2)
perchlorate solution has a high ionic strength and is a strong eluent!"; sodium per
chlorate solution eluted oligonucleotides at concentrations three to ten time lower
than sodium chloride or acetate solution; and (3) sodium perchlorate can be removed
more easily than sodium chloride from the recovered oligonucleotide solution by
ethanol precipitation, as sodium perchlorate is far more soluble than sodium chloride
in organic solvents. The recovered oligonucleotides after desalting retain their suscep
tibility to enzymes such as nucleases, polynucleotide kinase and T4 ligase.

Fig. 1 shows a typical separation of oligoadenylates containing 5'-terminal
phosphate, which was prepared by partial digestion of poly A with nuclease SW for
30 min. Oligoadenylates up to the 75-mer were successively separated in less than 2 h
by HPLC on column la. After the enzyme digestion of the poly A for 4 h, long
oligoadenylates diminished and only short-chain oligoadenylates were detected by
HPLC (data not shown). The time course of the enzyme digestion of nucleic acid was
monitored by HPLC.

10

(min)
100 120

Fig. I. Separation of oligoadenylates on an RPC-5-1ikecolumn (Ia) The column (250 x 4 mm 1.0.) was
eluted with a gradient of NaCl04 solution from 0.01 to 0.05 Min 30 min, then to 0.1 Min 50 min and
finally to 0.15 Min 40 min, at a flow-rate of 1.0 nil/min and at 22"C. The buffer used was 10 mM
Tris-acetate (pH 7.5) and I mM EDTA. Oligoadenylates, which were prepared by partial digestion of
polyadenylates with nuclease SW for 30 min, were applied to the column without purification. The eluate
was monitored by UV absorption at 260 nm. The numbers on the peaks denote the chain length of the
oligoadenylate.
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We investigated the effect of the particle size of the packing materials on the
resolution of the oligonucleotides. Fig. 2 shows the elution profiles of the oligoadenyl
ates when packing materials II, III and IV were used. The elution conditions were the
same as in Fig. 1. The difference in particle size of the packing materials did not
influence the retention time, but had a great effect on the resolution. A smaller and
more uniform size of the material gave better resolution. Oligoadenylates up to the
30-mer were separated with packing material III whereas IV gave very poor resolu
tion. Hence the material obtained by sieving between 100 and 200 or 200 and 400
mesh was found to be unsuitable for the HPLC use.

(II)

4
3 5 10

Fig. 2. Effect of particle size of RPC-5-like material on the resolution of oligoadenylates. Particle size: II,
10-40; III, 20-60; IV, 30-100 tim. Column size and elution conditions as in Fig. 1. Oligoanylates, which
were prepared by partial digestion of polyadenylates with nuclease SW for 1 h, were used as samples. The
numbers on the peakes denote the chain length of the oligoadenylates.

The influence of the amount of coating of trioctylmethylammonium chloride on
the elution of oligoadenylates is shown in Fig. 3. Elution of the oligonucleotides was
faster when a larger amount of trioctylmethylammonium chloride was used. It is
interesting that the retention time decreases as the amount of stationary phase in
creased. Polychlorotrifluoroethylene particles have a strong hydrophobic character
and bind oligonucleotides tightly ':'. Trioctylmethylammonium chloride decreases the
hydrophobic binding of oligonucleotides to the polymer, although it promotes the
electrostatic interactions with oligonucleotides. The packing material prepared by
washing with water after coating contained a minimum amount of trioctylmethylam
monium chloride, and eluted the oligonucleotides slowly. Despite previously publish
ed suggestions that RPC-5 should not be exposed to low salt concentrations or
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Fig. 3. Effect of amount of coating of trioctylmethylammonium chloride on RPC-5-like materials on the
separation of oligoadenylates. Coating amount: Ib, 14 ml of trioctylmethylammonium chloride per 100 g
of polychlorotrifuoroethylene; Ie, 3.8 ml per 100 g. Column size, elution conditions and sample as in Fig. 2.

water": 12, we found that pretreatment of the RPC-5-like resin with water had a good
effect on the separation ofmononucleotides and short-chain oligonucleotides, as their
retention times became longer. Adenosine, 5'-AMP, 2'-AMP, 3'-AMP, ADP and
ATP were separated in less than 15 min with the prewashed column, as shown in Fig.

AOP

Ec:
o
<D
N

'lii

~
til
.0
5
l/\
.0
«
>
:J

o

A

5'-AMP

ATP

15
(min)

Fig. 4. Separation of adenine mononucleotides on an RPC-5-1ike column (Ie). The column (250 x 4 mm
1.0.), pretreated with water, was eluted with a linear gradient of 0-0.01 M NaCI04 inl5 min at a flow-rate
of 1.0 ml/min and at 24°C. The buffer used was 2.5 mM Tris-acetate and 0.1 mM EOTA (pH 7.5). The
eluate was monitored by UV absorption at 260 nm.
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4. Compounds with more phosphate residues tend to elute later as the column has an
anion-exchange character.

The separation of 2'-5'- and 3'-5'-linked isomers of oligoadenylates with the
column Ic is shown in Fig. 5a. Two dimers, four trimers and four tetramers were well
separated. Similarly linked isomers of oligouridylates, oligoinosinates and oligocyti
dylastes were resolved in a short time. Fig. 5b shows the elution profiles of the linked
isomers of oligouridylates. 2'-5' -Linked isomers eluted earlier than the corresponding
3'-5'-linked isomers. Linked isomers containing both 3'-5' and 2'-5' linkages eluted
between fully 2'-5'- and 3'-5'-linked isomers.

Four base-sequence isomeric oligodeoxyribonucleotides, GGCC, CCGG,
GCGC and CGCG, showed different chromatographic patterns, as shown in Fig. 6.
The mobility of the isomers was altered on changing the pH of the eluent from 7.5 to
12. The results suggest that the tetramers have different conformations which can be
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Fig. 5. Resolution of lined isomers of short-chain oligoribonueleotides. The column (Ic, 250 x 4 mm I.D.)
was eluted with a linear gradient of 0-0.02 M NaCI04 in 30 min at a flow-rate of 1.0 ml/min and at 22"C.
The buffer was 2.5 mM Tris-acetate and 0.1 mM EDT A (pH 7.5). The elutate was monitored by UV
absorption at 260 nm. (a) Linked isomers (2'-5' and 3'-5') of oligoadenylates; (b) linked isomers (2'-5' and
3'-5') of oligouridylates.
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CCGG
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GGCC

CCGG
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Fig. 6. Separation of sequence isomers of tetradeoxyribonucleotides, CGCG, GCGC, GGCC and CCGG,
on an RPC-5-like column (Ia). The column (250 x 4 mm 1.0.) was eluted with a gradient of 0.01-0.025 M
NaCiO. in 15 min at a flow-rate of 1.0 nil/min and at 22°C. Buffer (a) 10mMNaOH and 1mMEOTA (pH
12); (b) 10 M Tris-acetate and I mM EOTA (pH 7.5). The eluate was monitored by UV absorption at 260
nm.

recognized on the surface of the resin. Different elution patterns depending on the
base sequence were also obversed with other sequence isomers containing AT bases,
as shown in Fig. 7.

RPC-5 has generally been used for the separation of long-chain oligonucleo
tides such as DNA restriction fragments and t-RNA. Our results demonstrate that
RPC-5 is also useful for the separation of mononucleotides and short-chain oligonu
cleotides. The capacity of the resin is several to ten times smaller than that of ODS
silica gel with the same column size, as the polychlorotrifluoroethylene particles are
non-porous and the surface area is smaller than that of silica gel. Up to twenty A 260

units of oligoadenylates from the dimer to decamer could be loaded on the column
without a decrease in the resolution under the normal operating conditions. The

TTAA (b)
AATT
TATA

( a)

o

ATAT

5 (min)
10 15

Fig. 7. Separation of sequence isomers of tetradeoxyribonucleotides, ATAT, TATA, TTAA and AATT,
on an RPC-5-like column. Column and elution conditions as in Fig. 6. The minor impurities eluted in front
of the tetramers.
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loading capacity of the oligodeoxyribonucleotides on the resin is smaller than that of
oligoribonucleotides. Up to five A 26 0 units of dATAT could be chromatographed on
the column with satisfactory resolution. When the samples were overloaded, the
resolution became worse and the retention time became shorter.

The recoveries of the samples from the column were usually over 70%; 95% of
3'-5'-linked (pA)4 was recovered when one A 2 6 0 unit of the sample was chroma
tographed, as calculated from the ratio of the UV absorption of the recovered sample
to that of the injected sample. The recovery of synthetic DNA oligomers, dATAT and
the 25-mer, was 60-90% when 0.01 M sodium hydroxide solution was used as the
eluting buffer. Resolution of the oligonucleotides was achieved, depending on the
differences in chain length, internucleotide linkage, base sequence and phosphate
residues. RPC-5 has been reported to separate DNA fragments based on chain length
and base composition". DNA, which is rich in AT, eluted slowly!", These complex
ities of the separation mode make the use of RPC-5-type materials difficult for identi
fying the size of the oligonucleotides. The separation of oligonucleotides can be ac
complished based on size alone by gel electrophoresis or size exclusion
chromatography with a gel filtration HPLC column-". On the other hand, gel electro
phoresis cannot separate oligonucleotides of the same chain length but with different
base compositions or different base sequences. The separation of oligonucleotides by
HPLC on the RPC-5 column may complement separations by gel electrophoresis or
size exclusion chromatography. A particle size of about 5 pm is most suitable in an
RPC-5 HPLC column and gives rapid separations. The column can be used at least
several tens of times without a decrease in resolution. The RPC-5 column has a
shorter life than bonded-phase columns. Nevertheless, the RPC-5-type resin is still
useful for the separation of short- and long-chain oligonucleotides, as it has a wide
range of column performance depending on the operating conditions. The resolution
of long-chain DNA and RNA using RPC-5-like resin will be described in a later
paper.
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SUMMARY

New UV-labelling agents have been synthesized, which are designed to convert
monocarboxylic acids into their highly UV-absorbing derivatives for enhancement of
the sensitivities of UV detection in high-performance liquid chromatography. The
reagents are p-nitrobenzyl, 3,5-dinitrobenzyl and 2-(phthalimino)ethyl p-toluenesul
phonates. Each has been prepared by reaction of p-toluenesulphonyl chloride with
p-nitrobenzyl alcohol, 3,5-dinitrobenzyl alcohol or N-(hydroxyethyl)phtalimide, re
spectively, in the presence of sodium hydroxide, and they are stable in the solid state
for at least 6 months. Monocarboxylic acids were derivatized to their p-nitrobenzyl,
3,5-dinitrobenzyl or 2-(phthalimino)ethyl esters with each of the above reagents, re
spectively, then determined by high-performance liquid chromatography with UV
detection. In the UV-labelling with each reagent, 18-crown-6 was used as the catalyst.
The effects of the reaction solvent, reaction temperature and time and the concentra
tions of each reagent and the catalyst were also examined.

INTRODUCTION

By the introduction of ion chromatography':", analyses using high-perform
ance liquid chromatography (HPLC) have been widely extended. Ion chromatogra
phy has unmatched ability to determine trace inorganic anions:', since a conductivity
detector is used. However, it is diffucult to determine trace amounts of organic anions
by ion chromatography because of their low electric conductivities. In the HPLC
determination of organic anions a labelling technique has usually been used for en
hancement of the sensitivity of UV or fluorescence detection, and various labelling
agents have been developed'':", For carboxylic acids, frequently used were O-(p-nitro
benzyl)-N,N'-diisopropylisourea6

, tolyltriazene derivatives (such as l-benzyl- 7 and

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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l-p-uitrobenzyl-j-s-tolyltriazene") and halomethyl compounds (such as substituted
phenacyl bromide (p-bromo- and m-methoxyphenacyl bromide)9-11, 9-chlorometh
ylantracenel ', N-chloromethyl-4-substituted phthalimide.'P'v" and 7-acetoxy- and
7-methoxy-4-bromomethylcoumarins1 5

) . To our knowledge, only one report has been
published with regard to sulphonate-type labelling agents for HPLC16

. In this meth
od, carboxylic acids were treated with 4'-bromophenacyl trifluoromethanesulphonate
and derivatized to p-bromophenacyl esters which were subsequently determined by
HPLC with UV detection.

Previously, we developed a derivatizing technique for gas chromatography with
a new agent, pentafluorobenzyl p-toluenesulphonate 1 7

-
1 9

, which is now commercial
ly available. This reagent is designed to introduce the pentafluorobenzyl moiety into
the analyte molecules in order to enhance not only their volatility but also their
sensitivity.

In this work', three p-toluenesulphonate-type UV-labeIIing agents for HPLC
have been synthesized; p-nitrobenzyl p-toluenesulphonate (TsO-PNB), 3,5-dinitro
benzyl p-toluenesulphonate (TsO-DNB) and 2-(phthalimino)ethyl p-toluenesulpho
nate (TsO-PE). Their applicabilities to UV labelling and the HPLC determination of
monocarboxylic acids have been examined, as shown in Scheme 1.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
When using TsO-PNB or TsO-DNB as the reagent, the HPLC system com

prised a Model KHD-W-52 pump, a Model KHG-250L pressure gauge, a Model
KHP-UI-130 high-pressure universal injector (Kyowa Seimitsu, Tokyo, Japan), a
special damper (Gasukuro Kogyo, Tokyo, Japan) and a Model UVD-2 fixed-wave
length (254 nm) UV absorption detector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The separation
column, YMC A-302 ODS (15 em x 4.6 mm J.D., particle size 5 /tm), was obtained
from Yamamura Chemical Labs. (Kyoto, Japan).

When using TsO-PE, the system consisted of a Model 880-PU pump (Japan

UV-labeling

RCOOH + CHJ0s03-A

Preparation of Reagent

A-OH + CH30S02CI

K2C03

18-crown-6

TsO-PNB

TsO-DNB

o
=-CH2CHrN~ TsO-PE

o

Scheme 1. Preparation of p-toluenesulphonate UV-Iabelling agents.
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Spectroscopic, Tokyo, Japan), a Model 7125 syringe loading sample injector (Rheo
dyne, Cotati, CA, U.S.A.) and a Model 875-UV variable-wavelength UV absorption
detector (Japan Spectroscopic) operating at 222 nm. The separation column (15 cm
x 4.6 mm 1.0.) packed with Tosoh (Tokyo, Japan) OOS-80TM (particle size 5 11m)
was used together with a precolumn (3 em x 4.6 mm 1.0.) containing Chemco
(Osaka, Japan) Nucleosil 50B anion exchanger, to remove p-toluenesulphonic acid
and other by-products interfering with the detection.at 222 nm.

In both cases, the mobile phase was acetonitrile: at a constant flow-rate of 0.5
ml/min, A Shimadzu Chromatopac C-R6A data processor was used as the recorder
and integrator.

An Hitachi RMU-6E mass spectrometer was employed with an ionization
source temperature of 200°C and an acceleration energy of 1.8 kV.

Reagents
Analytical reagent grade 18-crown-6 was obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee,

WI, U.S.A.), and monocarboxylic acids used were of analytical reagent grade from
Wako (Osaka, Japan) and Tokyo Kasei (Tokyo, Japan). Acetonitrille was distilled
before use for the labelling-reaction solvent, and it was further filtered with a Milli
pore FH O.5-l1m membrane filter (Millipore, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.) for the mobile
phase.

Syntheses of U'V-labelling agents
Each of the three new UV-labelling agents was prepared from reactions be

tween p-toluenesulphonyl chloride and corresponding alcohols by modifying the lit
erature method''? as follows.

TsO-PNB. p-Nitrobenzyl alcohol (10 g),p-toluenesulphonyl chloride (20 g) and
tetra-n-butylammonium hydrogen sulphate (1 g) were dissolved in 300 ml of toluene,
and the toluene solution was stirred in a water-bath at IG'C. Then 5 MNaOH (25 ml)
was added carefully lest the temperature of the reaction mixture should exceed 1SOe.
After the addition, stirring was continued for 5 h, keeping the temperature below
lSOe. After the filtration of the precipitate liberated during the reaction, the toluene
layer was separated from the water layer, washed three times with 200 ml of water,
dried on anhydrous magnesium sulphate and evaporated. By recrystallizing the re
sulting solid from methanol, TsO-PNB was obtained as white needles (yield: 40%).

TsO-DNB. 3,5-0initrobenzyl alcohol (1.58 g) and p-toluenesulphonyl chlo
ride (2.2 g) were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (15 ml), and then 40% NaOH (4 g) was
added slowly to the solution stirred in an ice-bath. After stirring for 7 h, the reacted
solution was poured into 500 ml of cold water. The resulting solid was collected on a
glass filter (3G5), washed with methanol and then recrystallized from ligroin. TsO
ONB was obtained as yellow needles (yield: 80%).

TsO-PE. Two pyridine solutions were prepared by dissolving 2 g of
N-(hydroxyethyl)phthalimide and 2.4 g p-toluenesulphonyl chloride in 10 ml of pyri
dine, respectively. The p-toluenesulphonyl chloride solution was added dropwise to
the N-(hydroxyethyl)phthalimide solution which was maintained at - 10°C with a
mixture of ice and sodium chloride. After stirring for 8 h, pyridine hydrochloride was
removed by filtration. The filtrate was diluted in chloroform and washed with water.
The chloroform solution dried on anhydrous magnesium sulphate was placed on a
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Fig. 1. Mass spectra of TsO-PNB (A), TsO-DNB (B) and TsO-PE (C).

column (5 em x 5 em J.D.) of silica gel (C-300, 200-300 mesh) obtained from Wako.
TsO-PE eluted with chloroform was recrystallized from ethanol and obtained as
white needles (yield: 75%).

The three p-toluenesulphonates thus synthesized were identified by mass and
infrared spectrometry. Fig. 1 shows their mass spectra, and the infrared spectrum of
TsO-PNB is given in Fig. 2.

Procedure
The recommended procedure for UV-labelling of monocarboxylic acids with

each of the three reagents was as follows. A brown test-tube with a screw cap (ca. 10
ml) was used as the reaction vessel in order to protect the contents from light. To 1.00
ml of a reference standard solution of monocarboxylic acids was added a solution (1.5
ml) containing the reagent and 18-crown-6 as the catalyst. As the solvent of the
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reference standard and the reagent solutions, acetone, acetonitrile and propionitrile
were used in the UV-Iabelling with TsO-PNB, TsO-DNB and TsO-PE, respectively
(Table I). The concentrations of the agent and 18-crown-6 in the solution were de
pendent on the labelling agent as shown in Table I. Then a small amount of an
hydrous potassium carbonate was added, and the mixture was stirred at a fixed
temperature for a fixed time. After the reaction period, the reacted solution was
filtered with a Minisart SRP 15 disposable filter holder in which an 0.45-pm pore size
hydrophobic membrane filter was fitted (Sartorius, Gottingen, F.R.G.). An aliquot
(10 pI) of the filtrate wasinjected into the high-performance liquid chromatograph.
The optimum reaction temperature and reaction time for each reagent are given in
Table I.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation of reagents, and U'V-Iabelling
Fig. I shows the mass spectra of TsO-PNB, TsO-DNB and TsO-PE synthe-

TABLE I

OPTIMUM CONDITIONS AND CALIBRATION

Reaction solvent
Reaction temperature ("C)
Reaction time (min)
Reagent concentration (mM)
18-Crown-6 concentration (mM)
Wavelength of UV detection (nm)
Determination level (/IM)b
Correlation coefficient
of calibration graph"

TsO-PNB

Acetone
Room temp.
30
15
2.5
232 (254)"
25-250

0.9989

TsO-DNB

Acetonitrile
50
20

5
2.5
272 (254)"
10-100

0.9991

TsO-PE

Propionitrile
85
60
20
Not used
222
1.0-10.0

0.9988

a In this work, the fixed-wavelength (254 nm) UV detector was used.
b These values were obtained for myristic acid.
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sized. The mass peak at 307, 352 or 345 corresponds to the parent ion of TsO-PNB,
TsO-DNB or TsO-PE, respectively, and other peaks are equivalent to the fragment
ions of the p-toluenesulphonates. Fig. 2 shows the infrared spectrum of TsO-PNB.
Two bands at 1180 and 1350 em- 1 are characteristic of the symmetric and anti
symmetric vibrations of S(= Oh, respectively. The other two reagents give similar
infrared spectra in this region.

Myristic acid was selected as the model monocarboxylic acid, and it was UV
labelled with each of the three reagents according to the procedure described in the
Experimental section. In each case the HPLC peak corresponding to the p-nitroben
zyl (PNB), 3,5-dinitrobenzyl (DNB) or 2-(phthalimino)ethyl (PE) derivative was ob
served. The authentic sample of each derivative was synthesized by scaling up the
reaction system and isolated. By mass spectrometry of the authentic samples, the
PNB, DNB and PE derivatives were identified as PNB, DNB and PE esters of myr
istic acid, respectively.

Optimum derivatization conditions
The derivative of myristic acid labelled with each reagent should be detected at

a wavelength corresponding to the absorption maximum of the derivative. In order to
determine the wavelength, the reacted solution with each reagent was detected at
different wavelengths (Fig. 3). The peaks of the PE derivative are much larger than
those of the PNB and DNB derivatives. In Fig. 3, therefore, the peak areas of the PE
derivative are shown separately from those of the other two derivatives; i.e., the
ordinate of Fig. 3 is shown by assigning the maximum peak areas of PE and DNB
derivatives as 100. The wavelength which gives the maximum peak area of the PE
derivative is 218 nm, and the peak area detected at 254 nm is much less than the
maximum peak area. For the PNB and DNB derivatives, on the other hand, the

100

5
e-
~

:5' 50
~

'"~
'".:<

'"~ 0

100

210 220 240 260 280

Detected wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3. Effect of wavelength on the peak area of PNB (0), DNB (e) and PE (6) derivatives of myristic
acid. The peak area on the ordinate is shown by assigning the maximum peak areas of DNB and PE
derivatives as 100.
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Fig. 4. Effect of reaction temperature on the labelling with TsO-PNB (0) and TsO-DNB (e).

Fig. 5. Effect of reaction time on the labelling with TsO-PNB (0), TsO-DNB (e) and TsO-PE (6).

wavelengths are 273 and 233 nm, respectively, and the peak areas of the derivatives
detected at 254 nm are relatively high. In this work, an fixed-wavelength (254 nm) UV
detector was used for the analysis of PNB or DNB derivatives. The variable-wave
length UV detector was used at 222 nm for the analysis ofPE derivatives, because the
noise at 222 nm is much less than that at 218 nm.

The UV-labelling of myristic acid was performed in several organic solvents
frequently used. From the results, acetone gives the highest peak area of the deriv
ative for the labelling with TsO-PNB, even if the labelling is carried out at room
temperature. For the labelling with TsO-DNB, on the other hand, the yield is highest
at 50°Cin acetonitrile. For TsO-PE, the best results were obtained using propionitrile
as the solvent at 8YC.

The effect of the reaction temperature was studied with the optimum labelling
system and solvent. Fig. 4 shows the results for the labelling with TsO-DNB, together
with TsO-PNB. In Fig. 4 or 5, the peak area on the ordinate is exhibited by assigning
the maximum peak area of the derivative labelled with each reagent as 100. The peak
area of the DNB derivative increases with increasing reaction temperature to a con
stant value beyond 40°C, while that of the PNB derivative is constant, independent of
the reaction temperature. Therefore, the reaction temperature was fixed at 50°C for
the labelling with TsO-DNB and at room temperature for that with TsO-PNB. From
the results of similar measurements, the labelling with TsO-PE was performed at
85T.

We have also tested the effect of the reaction time on the labelling. From these
results, shown in Fig. 5, the reaction times were fixed as given in Table I.

Next, the effect of the concentration of the reagent in the solution added to the
reference standard solution was examined. From the results, the optimum concentra
tions of TsO-PNB, TsO-DNB and TsO-PE are 15, 5 and 20 mM, respectively. Fur
thermore, the effect of the catalyst, l8-crown-6, concentration in that solution on the
labelling was examined. To perform the labelling with TsO-PNB or TsO-DNB, 2.5
mM l8-crown-6 solution is necessary, while the derivative peak area does not vary
regardless of the presence of 18-crown-6 in the labelling with TsO-PE. Therefore, the
optimum concentrations of the catalyst were fixed as given in Table I.
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Analytical calibrations and chromatograms
After the optimum reaction conditons for the labelling with each reagent had

been established, thederivatization yields for myristic acid were evaluated as follows.
The peak area of the derivative of myristic acid labelled with each agent was com
pared with that of the standard solution of the authentic derivative mentioned above.
The yields of the labelling reactions with TsO-PNB, TsO-DNB and TsO-PE are 105,
94 and 94%, respectively.

A calibration graph was constructed by analyzing ten reference standard solu
tions of myristic acid with each agent and by plotting the concentration of myristic
acid vs. the peak area of the derivative. Three straight lines passing through the origin
were obtained with correlation coefficients nearly equal to 1, as shown in Table I. The
determination levels are primarily dependent on the strengths of the absorption of the
derivatives labelled with the agents. When the detection ofPNB and DNB derivatives
is carried out at the optimum wavelength (PNB, 272 nm; DNB, 232 nm), the determi
nation levels should be reduced down to about half of those given in Table I. The
sensitivity of the labelling method with TsO-PE is very high, but the detection at 222
nm is apt to be obstructed by many compounds.

Fig. 6 shows the chromatograms obtained for the determination of several
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Fig. 6. Chromatograms of a mixture of monocarboxylic acids labelled with TsO-PNB (A,B), TsO-ONB (C)
and TsO-PE (0). Peaks: Rg = reagent; I = caprylic acid; 2 = capric acid; 3 = lauric acid; 4 = myristic
acid; 5 = palmitic acid; 6 = stearic acid; 7 = oleic acid; 8 = linolic acid and 9 = linolenic acid.
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monocarboxylic acids. The separation of the peaks of the derivatives of lower mono
carboxylic acids from that of the reagent is somewhat improved by using acetonitrile
solution containing small quantities of water as the mobile phase. With these re
agents, unsaturated monocarboxylic acids can also be labelled, together with sat
urated ones. Fig. 6B shows the chromatogram obtained when three unsaturated
monocarboxylic acids (carbon number: 18) were labelled with TsO-PNB. The reten
tion times for linolenic, linolic and oleic acids are close to those for lauric, myristic
and palmitic acids, respectively. Under these HPLC conditions, the separation of the
PNB derivatives of myristic and linolic acids is impossible, while the derivatives of
lauric and linolenic acids can be separated almost entirely. The derivatives of palmitic
and oleic acids can be separated slightly under these conditions. The separation of the
derivatives of saturated and unsaturated monocarboxylic acids will be further studied
by changing the mobile phase and/or the separation column.

For the HPLC determination of monocarboxylic acids, three p-toluenesul
phonate-type UV-labelling agents have been developed, which bear tagging groups
for UV detection. Various tagging groups will also be introduced for fluorescence
detection in a similar fashion. Further work is now in progress to develop a polysty
rene-type polymeric U'V-labelling agent, in order to facilitate the separation of the
reagent from the derivatives, and to avoid the coinjection of the reagent and the
contamination of the separation column.
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SUMMARY

Gel-permeation high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and re
versed-phase HPLC were used to separate a mixture of peptides, produced at pilot
plant scale by peptic hydrolysis of bovine haemoglobin. Volatile buffers were employ
ed in both HPLC techniques in order to get an easy recovery of peptides for further
applications. The method is more rapid than low-pressure gel filtration. Amino acid
analysis and fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry confirmed the purity, and
allowed accurate molecular weights to be determined, for isolated peptides. These
data demonstrate that such efficient techniques, usually used to resolve hydrolysates
obtained in batch with pure substrates and highly specific enzymes, can be employed
to resolve complex enzymatic hydrolysates of crude protein.

INTRODUCTION

Protein hydrolysates have been used as food ingredients for many years", Addi
tional applications have been investigated within the past few years", such as nutri
tional therapy ':", research on biological activity':", stimulating effect on fermenta
tion 7. Such applications require very well defined and reproducible hydrolysates,
especially when they are produced ona large scale. In order to gain a better under
standing of the peptide population of such complex hydrolysates, precise analytical
methods must be employed.

Since the initial uses of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) for

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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protein digest mapping'':", this method has been largely applied as a means of sep
arating small to medium sizes peptides (less than 100 amino acids)10-13. Currently
reversed-phase HPLC is most frequently used for peptide fractionation 14-16, because
excellent resolutions are obtained. Gel-permeation HPLC is seldom employed, be
cause it appears not to have so high a resolution for peptides separated from complex
hydrolysates!? as for pure standard peptides!", The major problem connected with
gel-permeation HPLC is the unpredictable behaviour of peptides because complex
mechanisms including size exclusion, hydrophobic adsorption and electrostatic inter
actions operate.':'.

As for the determination of accurate peptide molecular weights, a new ap
proach is offered by fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry (FAB_MS)19-21.
This technique, therefore, allows a direct comparison of the molecular weights of the
peptides, expected from the proposed structure after specific enzymatic or chemical
cleavage, with those weights experimentally determined by FAB-MS20.

We report here work on the analysis of a peptic haemoglobin digest, obtained
at pilot-plant scale by an ultrafiltration process". Studies on the applications of this
hydrolysate are now being undertaken in many areas such as nutritional therapy and
the isolation of biologically active peptides. Preliminary studies were successfully
confirmed with microbiological culture experiments'". The aim of this work is accu
rately to determine the composition and molecular weight of any peptide in this
complex haemoglobin hydrolysate. Peptide fractionation and purification are per
formed by using reserved-phase HPLC to supplement gel-permeation HPLC sep
aration. The molecular weight of each peptide estimated from the amino acid compo
sition is compared with the value determined by FAB-MS. The results demonstrate
that it is possible to know precisely any peptide from a very complex peptic hydroly
sate, produced at pilot-plant scale. The efficiency of the procedure is discussed and
compared with previous values.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
All common reagents were of analytical reagent grade from Merck (Darmstadt,

F.R.G.). Acetonitrile was of HPLC grade. Water was obtained from a Waters (Saint
Quentin, France) Milli-Q water system. Standard peptides were insulin A, bacitracin,
bradykinin, actinomycin and PZ-Pro-Leu-Gly-Pro-Arg (where PZ is 4-phenylazo
benzyloxycarbonyl), from Serva (Heidelberg, F.R.G.). The amino acids standard kit
H was from Pierce (Rockford, IL, U.S.A.). All aqueous HPLC eluents were filtered
prior to use on Sartorius (Palaiseau, France) 0.45-,um filters, and degassed with heli
um (Air Liquide; Bois d'Arcy, France) during analysis.

High-performance liquid chromatography
The HPLC apparatus was a Waters 600 E pump-system controller with a Wa

ters Model U6K injector and a Waters Model 445 detector set at 215 nm and connect
ed with a Waters Model 745 integrator.

Gel-permeation HPLC. The elutions were performed on a TSK (LKB, Brom
rna, Sweden) G2000SW column (600 mm x 7.6 mm J.D.) with 10 mM ammonium
acetate buffer adjusted to pH 6.0 with acetic acid. Hydrolysate powder samples of 8.5
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mg were dissolved in 85 Jll of the same buffer before being applied to the column. The
flow-rate was 0.75 mljmin. Fractions were collected, and freeze dried. The gel was
calibrated with standard peptides under the same conditions.

Reversed-phase HPLC. Analyses of the peptidic fractions eluted from the TSK
G2000SW column were performed by reversed-phase HPLC on an LKB OOS-120T
CIS column (300 mm x 7.8 mm LO.). Elutions were accomplished with eluent A, 10
mM ammonium acetate pH 6.0, and eluent B, 50% (vjv) acetonitrile in eluent A. The
gradient applied was 0-80% Bin 80 min and 15 min reequilibration at 0% B between
each analysis. The flow-rate was 1.5 mljmin. Samples were dissolved in eluent A (10
mgjml) and 200 JlI were injected. Each peak eluted from the column was collected
manually.

Amino acid analysis
Amino acids were analysed using a Waters "Picotag Work Station". Peptides

(0.1-10 Jlg) were hydrolysed by constant boiling HCI containing 1% phenol, for 24 h
at 110°C. Precolumn derivatization of amino acids with phenyl isothiocyanate and
HPLC separation of derivatized amino acids on a Waters RP-Picotag column (150
mm x 3.9 mm J.D.) were performed according to Bidlingmeyer et al.i", The wave
length was 254 nm and the flow-rate 1.0 mljmin.

Fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry
A Kratos MS 50 RF high resolution mass spectrometer equipped with a OS 90

(OGOGj30) data system was used. The mass spectrometer was operated at an 8-keV
accelerating potential. An Ion Tech Model B 11 NF saddle field fast atom source
energized with the B 50 current-regulated power supply was used with xenon as the
bombarding atom (operating conditions: 7.3 kV, 1.2 rnA). Peptides were dissolved in
water (250 Jlg in 50 It!) and 1 JlI of the solution was loaded on the copper tip with
thioglycerol as a matrix. In this case the source housing was not heated. The mass
range was scanned at 10 sjdecade with a mass resolution of 3000. Caesium ionide was
the standard for mass calibration.

Peptic haemoglobin hydrolysis
Oecolorized bovine haemoglobin hydrolysate was obtained at pilot-plant scale

by peptic proteolysis in an ultrafiltration reactor followed by decolorization with
magnesia, desalting and atomization as described in ref. 22. The nitrogen content
determined by the kjeldahl method allowed us to evaluate amounts of peptides in the
hydrolysate greater than 90% (N x 6.25).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Gel permeation HPLC separations
Fig. 1 shows the elution positions of the peptide standards for the TSK

G2000SW column. The plot of the logarithms of their molecular weights as a function
of the elution volumes is linear in the range from 800 to 2500 according to Richter et
al. l s

. The gel-permeation HPLC analysis of 8.5 mg of the peptic digest ofhaemoglo
bin is shown in Fig. 2. Twenty elutions were performed and gave the same elution
patterns. Peaks corresponding to fractions I-VII were collected and pooled. The
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Fig. 1. Calibration plots of peptides using the TSK G2000SW column: (a) insulin A; (b) bacitracin; (c)
actionomycin; (d) bradykinin; (e) Pz-Pro-Leu-Gly-Pro-Arg. Eluent: 10 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH
6.0); flow-rate 0.75 ml/rnin. Detection: UV (215 nm).
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Fig. 2. Elution profile of total decolorized peptic hydrolysate, from bovine haemoglobin, using the TSK
G2000SW column. Conditions as in Fig. 1.
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TABLE I

APPARENT MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF PEPTIDES SEPARATED BY TSK
G2000SW AND QUANTITIES RECOVERED IN EACH FRACTION

Fractions

I lJ JJJ IV V VI VlJ

TSK G2000 2200 2100 1950 1650 1430 1170 1050
estimated MW
Efficiency of 8.8 14.1 25.6 27.9 10.8 9.0 3.8
recovery of
peptides (%)

quantrties of peptides recovered in each fraction and their estimated molecular
weights, in regard to the calibration curve, are shown in Table I. The use of gel
permeation HPLC provides a good separation for this complex hydrolysate in com
parison with a casein hydrolysate, for example! 7. Concerning the elution time, this
technique is more effective than conventional low-pressure gel filtration often used for
such hydrolysates analysis 2 5

-
2 7

. Therefore gel-permeation HPLC can be performed
principally in order to obtain a good and rapid resolution of peptide fractions for
further reversed-phase HPLC analysis, and for roughly assessing the reproducibility
of the peptidic hydrolysate. Moreover studies have been undertaken in our laborato
ry in order to follow continuously, by gel-permeation HPLC, the evolution of the
elution pattern of a protein hydrolysate, in an enzymatic ultrafiltration reactor at
laboratory scale.

Reversed-phase HPLC
For the reversed-phase HPLC peptide mapping, a wide variety of buffers have

been investigated in attempts to combine the desirable characteristics ofUV transpar
ency and volatility, and it appeared that ammonium acetate-acetonitrile gradient
elution provides one of the most efficient systems due to its excellent volatility and the
high solubility of many peptides in the buffer. The wavelength selected is 215 nm for
both HPLC techniques because it corresponds to an isosbestic point at which the
absorptions of random and helical peptide bonds are equal".

Whereas single reversed-phase HPLC of the total haemoglobin peptic hydroly
sate is inadequate for a complete peptide separation (data not shown), the use of
reversed-phase HPLC shows excellent separation of any fraction obtained by gel
permeation HPLC. Fig. 3a-g shows the elution profile of each of the seven fractions
separated from the TSK G2000 column. Elutions with linear gradients give optimal
separations of peptides having largely different hydrophobicities. With regard to
tryptic peptides of'haemoglobirr'", the peptic hydrolysate exhibits greater complexity.
This is principally due to the lower selectivity of pepsin for peptide bond cleavagej",

The objective of this publication is to demonstrate the use of FAB-MS to
identify components separated by HPLC and gel filtration chromatography in the
monitoring of an enzyme hydrolysis reaction. Because the protein is well known, it is
not necessary completely to analyze all the components as separated by chromatogra-
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phy, but merely to use the MS technique to verify the composition of selected chro
matographic fractions to confirm that the hydrolysis is proceeding as expected. In this
case, fractions II, III, V-VII have been arbitrarily selected for analysis of the amino
amino acids and accurate molecular weight determination by FAB-MS as described
in the text. One or two of the peptides have been collected at random in each fraction
and named according to the process of isolation as follows: lIs for fraction II, III 3

and III 2 1 for fraction III, V16 for fraction V, VI4 and VI6 for fraction VI, VII 4 and
VII 6 for fraction VII.
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Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. (a)-(g) Elution profiles of each of the seven peptidie fractions separated from the TSK G2000SW
column (Fig. 2). Conditions: column ODS-120 T-C 18; gradient, (A) 10 mM ammonium acetate (pH 6.0),
(B) 50% (v/v) acetonitrile in eluent A, 0-80% Bin 80 min; flow-rate 1.5 ml/rnin; detection, UV (215 nm).

Amino acid analysis and mass spectrometry
The amino acid compositions and deduced molecular weights of the eight pep

tides isolated are shown in Table II. Furthermore, owing to their amino acid compo
sition, the peptides can be located in the well known globin sequence (Fig. 4). These
data indicate a reasonable purity of these peptides. In Fig. 4 parentheses are used to
enclose regions of the globin chain for which the sequence of amino acids has not
been established but has been inferred from the amino acid composition by homology
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TABLE II

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF THE EIGHT PEPTIDES ISOLATED DEDUCED FROM AMINO ACID COM-
POSITION AND FROM MASS SPECTROMETRY

N.D. = Not detected.

Amino acid lIB III] IlI2 1 V1 6 V4 VI 6 V1I4 VJJ6

Asp 1.23(1) 1.33(1) 0.61(1)
Glu 1.17(1) 1.17(1)
Ser 2.74(3) 0.83(1 )
Gly 1.04(1) 1.07( 1)
His 1.89(2) 0.97(1 ) 1.04(1) 1.07(1)
Arg 1.06(1)
Thr 0.86(1) 2.82(3) 1.19(1) 2.60(3) 2.51(3)
Ala 1.76(2) 2.57(3)
Pro 1.95(2) 2.04(2) 1.27(1) 1.96(2) 1.94(2)
Tyr 0.88(1 ) 1.03(1) 1.22( I) 0.96(1 ) 0.92(1 )
Val 0.99(1) 1.00(1) 1.52(2)
Met
Cys
Ile
Leu 0.90(1) 1.83(2) 2.86(3) 0.93(1) 1.16(1)
Phe 0.91(1) 1.01(1) 0.93(1) 1.95(2) 1.24(1) 1.78(2) 2.72(3)
Lys 0.86(1) 1.42(1) 1.30(1) 1.21(1) 0.78(1)
Trp N.D.(I)
Deduced MW 622 408 1648 902 1237 1307 1237 1585
Mass 622 408 1648 902 1237 1307 1237 1585
spectrometry
deduced MW

with known sequences 3 1
. It seems that some peptides are broken down to others, e.g.,

VIl 6 into VIl 4 (Fig. 4). Moreover, the same peptide can be eluted in different fractions
during gel-permeation HPLC, e.g., VII4 to VI4 .

FAB-MS is particularly suitable for peptide analysis because it is capable of
analyzing polar and ionic compounds without chemical derivatization. Moreover, it
offers the additional advantage of being performed on liquid samples V. An highly
viscous solvent (thioglycerol) is used in order to keep the sample in the liquid state
during insertion into the high-vacuum source of the instrument and throughout the
analysis.

As an example, Fig. 5 is the FAB-MS spectrum of a selected peptide (VI 6 ) .

Accurate molecular weights of the eight peptides selected, determined by FAB-MS,
are shown in Table II. The use of a FAB ion source in a mass spectrometer allows the
m]z values of (M + H) + or (M - H) - ions of a peptide to be detected 3 3 . In our study
only the (M-H)- ions are detected. The molecular weight of any peptide deduced
from amino acid composition is rigorously the same as that determined mass spectro
metrically. This indicates unambiguously the purity of the peptides isolated.

Important differences, between the accurate molecular weights of the peptides
(Table II) determined by FAB-MS and those determined by gel-permeation HPLC
(Table I), can-be observed. So we can emphasize the failure Ofgel-permeation HPLC
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Fig. 4. Location of isolated peptides in the primary structure of bovine haemoglobin (a and fJ chain
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to give accurate molecular weights of peptides from such a complex enzymatic
hydrolysate. However, in regard to this kind of complex peptidic population from a
pilot-plant scale process, the combination of gel-permeation HPLC with reversed
phase HPLC has proven effective for a rapid fractionation and purification of pep
tides.

FAB-MS, coupled with amino acid analysis and those two simple HPLC meth
ods, seems to be the best choice for determining the accurate composition of such a
mixture. Thus, FAB-MS can be efficiently used for some peptides shown, by prelimi
nary experiments, to be active for specific applications in areas such as cell culture or
pharmacology. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS-MS) may be a powerful tool for
sequencing these peptides/". Moreover, owing to the scale of hydrolysate production
and its reproducibility''", preparative gel-permeation HPLC and reversed-phase
HPLC can be considered for such pep tides.

Recently HPLC techniques have been combined with FAB-MS for the mass
specific detection of mixtures of peptides produced by proteolytic hydrolysis of pro
teins in batch32. In the field of enzymatic ultrafiltration reactors, similar studies can
be undertaken in order to get a better knowledge of the hydrolysis mechanism.

In conclusion, the results of this investigation show that HPLC and FAB-MS
can be used to identify peptides from a complex haemoglobin hydrolysate produced
at pilot-plant scale. FAB-MS can provide reliable molecular weight information by
direct off-line analysis of HPLC fractions. This procedure should improve the tech
nology of quality control for monitoring the enzymatic hydrolysis of proteins.
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SUMMARY

Different experimental conditions and chromatographic supports have been
selected for the most efficient and rapid purification of procarboxypeptidases from
porcine and human pancreas by different high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) variants (anion exchange, reversed phase and gel filtration). Anion-exchange
chromatography was found to be the most capable and permitted the isolation, in a
single step, of three different porcine procarboxypeptidases (2A + lB forms) and five
different human procarboxypeptidases (2B + 3A forms) in a native and pure state
from whole pancreas extracts. Other pancreatic proproteases are also cleanly isolated
in the same step. Reversed-phase chromatography under mild conditions separated
porcine or human procarboxypeptidases A from other pancreatic proteins in a very
short time but was unable further to subfractionate the same proteins. The sequential
use of gel filtration (or anion-exchange) and reversed-phase HPLC chromatography
permitted, in a simple way, the isolation and dissociation of the strongly bound
components of the binary complexes between procarboxypeptidases A and proprotei
nase E in either porcine or human pancreas extracts. Chromatofocusing on a fast
protein liquid chromatographic support was also found to be a very efficient tech
nique, showing a slightly lower capability to separate procarboxypeptidases than
anion-exchange HPLC though in a much shorter time and in larger quantities.

INTRODUCTION

The fractionation of pancreatic proteins requires the use of rapid and mild
methodologies in order to avoid their cross- and auto-degradation due to their great
proteolytic potential and easy activation". In certain species such as the human, only
the use of electrophoresis and electrofocusing in the presence of inhibitors and dena
turing agents allowed the analytical separation of the different pancreatic proteins in
their undegraded forms-:". Making use of this method, Scheele et al.2

-
s were the first

to succeed in a reliable visualization and quantification of a large number of these
proteins.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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However, the above electrophoretic methods are not appropriate for the isola
tion of these proteins at the preparative level and in a native state. This is particularly
true for procarboxypeptidases due to the similar physico-chemical properties of their
subspeciese'>, their existence in complexes with other proproteinases or related pro
teins" and their low degree of renaturation once they have been denatured? High
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) may be particularly well suited to this
task given its usual rapidity of operation and high separative powers. Taking ad
vantage of this, several methods have been reported for the isolation of pancreatic
hydrolases by HPLC8

-
1 0

. In the case of procarboxypeptidases, a reversed-phase
method which allows the isolation of their subfractions together with other pancreat
ic proteins has also been reported for porcine extracts11. Unfortunately, in this case
the proteins isolated are denatured since the separation is carried out at low pH.

The present work describes the application of different HPLC variants (anion
exchange, reversed phase, gel filtration) to the preparative separation of porcine and
human procarboxypeptidases in their native states. The different properties of these
variants permit their alternative use in the .simple separation of all or of selected
procarboxypeptidase subfractions and other pancreatic proproteases. Of particular
interest is the isolation of a previously unreported binary complex between human
procarboxypeptidase A and pro proteinase E. The great potential of the procedures
proposed in the general fractionation of pancreatic proteins is also examined. Finally,
a procedure for the fractionation of these proteins based on chromatofocusing on fast
protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) support is described and compared with the
above-mentioned HPLC procedures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pancreatic extracts
Porcine and human pancreas were defatted by treatment with acetone and

diethyl ether as described by Folk and Schirmer'P. Aqueous extracts of pancreatic
powders were made in 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), containing 50 J.LM bovine pancreat
ic trypsin inhibitor, for 1 h, at 4°C. Extracts were either precipitated or not with 43%
(w/v) ammonium sulphate prior to their chromatographic analysis. In the former
case, they were subsequently dialysed against 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0) overnight.

Enzymatic measurements
The free and potential proteolytic activities were measured spectrophotometri

cally against synthetic substrates: benzoylglycyl-L-arginine (BGA) for carboxypepti
dase B13; benzoylglycyl-L-phenylalanine (BGP)12 or furylacryloyl-r.-phenylalanyl-t
phenylalanine (F APP)14 for carboxypeptidase A; succinyltrialanine-p-nitroanilide
Suc-(Ala)3-pNA15 for proteinase E; benzoylarginine ethyl ester (BAEE)16 for tryp
sin; acetyltyrosine ethyl ester (ATEE)16 for chymotrypsin and e1astine-congo red for
elastase!" To measure the potential activities of the respective zymogens, these were
treated for 30 min at 37"C with porcine enterokinase (Sigma E-1256) in the case of
trypsinogens, and with porcine trypsin (Sigma T-0134) for the analysis of other pro
proteases, at a zymogen/protease ratio of 10/1 (w/w) in both cases.
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Anion-exchange chromatography
A TSK-DEAE column (particle size 10 .urn, 100-nm pore, 7.5 em x 0.75 em,

from LKB) with a guard column packed with the same support was used throughout.
The buffers used were: A, 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0); B, 20 mM Tris-HCI, 0.8 M
ammonium acetate (pH 8.0). Elution was achieved by two different gradients: from
19 to 57% B in 110 min for porcine extracts and from 0 to 40% B in 160 min for
human extracts. Chromatography was carried out at a flow-rate of 0.5 ml/rnin, at
20°e.

Reversed-phase chromatography
An Ultrapore C3 column (particle size 5 .urn, 30-nm pore, 10 em x 0.45 em,

from Beckman) was used, protected by a guard column packed with Perisorb C2 from
Merck. The two elution systems used were: (a) water-acetonitrile, both containing
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA); (b) water-isopropanol, both containing 10 mM
piperazine adjusted to pH 6.5 with TF A. Chromatography was carried out at a
flow-rate of 0.5 ml/min, at 20°e.

Gelfiltration chromatography
A TSK G3000SW gel filtration column (particle size 10 .um, 100-nm pore, 30 em

x 0.75 em, from Beckman) protected with a Spherogel-TSK GPWH guard column
(particle size 10 .um, 7.5 em x 0.75 em) was used. Chromatography was carried out in
25 mM Tris-HCI, 0.2 M NaCl (pH 6.8) at a flow-rate of 0.1 ml/min and 20°e. The
column was calibrated with glycogen phosphorylase, bovine serum albumin, chicken
egg albumin, carbonic anhydrase, myoglobin and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor.

Chromatofocusing
Chromatofocusing was performed on either a 20 em x 0.5 em or in a 5 em x

0.5 em Mono P FPLC column (from Pharmacia). The equilibration buffer was 25
mM Bis-Tris-HCI (pH 7.1). The pH gradient was achieved by using 10% Polybuffer
74-HCI (Pharmacia) (pH 4.0) as the eluting agent. Under these conditions, a linear
gradient between pH 7.0 and 4.0 was formed in about 40 min, at a flow-rate of 0.5
ml/min. Alternatively, and with the longer column, a gradient between pH 5.5 and 4.0
was achieved by using 25 mM piperazine (pH 5.8) as the equilibration buffer. The
temperature was kept at 20°e. The system was calibrated with standard proteins of
known isoelectric points.

Electrophoresis
Electrophoretic analyses were carried out in slab gels of either 12 or 15%

polyacrylamide, following Laemmli's method 18, either in the presence of sodium
dodecyl sulphate (SDS) (denaturing conditions) or in its absence (non-denaturing
conditions).

RESULTS

Anion-exchange HPLC
When an aqueous extract of porcine or human pancreas was made 20 mM in

Tris-HCI, adjusted to pH 8.0, and subjected to chromatography in a DEAE-TSK
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column, a complete separation of the different procarboxypeptidases was observed
when they were eluted with a gradient from 0 to 0.32 M ammonium acetate. As
shown in Figs. l a and b, two porcine procarboxypeptidases A, the monomer and the
binary complex with proproteinase E, and one procarboxypeptidase B were separated
in the case of porcine extracts, and three procarboxypeptidases A, two monomers
(A2, AI) and the binary complex with proproteinase E (A3), and two procarboxypep
tidases B (B2, Bl) were separated in the case of human extracts.

The number of the separated subfractions and their molecular properties
(see Table I) coincide with those previously observed by our groupv!? and by
others3

-
5

, 2 o , using different methods. Thus, in the case of the porcine proenzymes,
two procarboxypeptidases A, the monomer and the binary complex with proprotei-
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Fig. I. Chromatographic fractionation of pancreatic proteins in an anion-exchange HPLC column, TSK
DEAE type (7.5 em x 0.75 em). Pancreatic extracts were made from 0.2 g of defatted acetone powder: (a)
porcine pancreatic extract; (b) human pancreatic extract. Elution was carried out with gradients of ammo
nium acetate, in the presence of 20 mM Tris-acetate buffer (pH 8.0). Flow-rate 0.5 ml/rnin, temperature
20°C. Assignment of pancreatic procarboxypeptidases was made on the basis of the electrophoretic behav
iour of the different fractions and enzymatic measurements, and in agreement with previous re
ports2.4.19.20 See Table I for abbreviations.
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nase E, and one procarboxypeptidase B show molecular properties similar to those
isolated by Kobayashi et al.20 and by our own group r'" using conventional and
complex chromatographic methods. In the case of the human proenzymes, pro car
boxypeptidases B2, BI, A2 and AI have molecular properties coincident with the
same proenzymes as detected and numbered by Scheele et al.3

-
5 using their two

dimensional electrophoretic method. In addition, a new subfraction, the A3, which is
composed of a binary complex between procarboxypeptidase A and proproteinase E
from human pancreas is described for the first time. The nature of these proteins was
ascertained by electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels in the presence and absence of
SDS determination of their isoelectric points by e1ectrofocusing, analysis of their
behaviour in gel filtration HPLC (see below) and by measurement of their actual and
potential activity against several synthetic substrates (see Methods). Some of these
properties are listed in Table 1.

The existence of the binary complex of human procarboxypeptidase A and
proproteinase E was demonstrated by its behaviour as a single entity in non-dena
turing separative methodologies (electrophoresis, electrofocusing, anion exchange
and gel filtration HPLC) and its splitting into two entities when subjected to sep
arative methodologies under denaturing conditions (electrophoresis in SDS or urea,
two dimensional electrophoresis in urea gradients, reversed-phase HPLC) (not
shown). The identification of proproteinase E as the protein accompanying procar
boxypeptidase A was made on the basis of the agreement with properties previously
reported for this protein 2 1-

24 and those found for that complex, such as the detection
of its activity against Suc-(Ala)3-pNA and the lack of activity against elastin after
being treated with trypsin, and the analysis of its N-terminal sequence.

TABLE I

SOME MOLECULAR PROPERTIES OF ZYMOGENS FROM PORCINE AND HUMAN PANCREAS SEP
ARATED IN THIS WORK BY VARIOUS HPLC TECHNIQUES

The active forms were generated by treatment of the isolated fractions with 0.75 mgjml of porcine trypsin for 30 min,
or with 0.5 mgjml of enteropeptidase (in the case of trypsinogens) for 30 min, at 25'C. Abbreviations: IEP =
isoclectric point; N.D. = not determined; PCPA = monomeric procarboxypeptidase A; PCPA-PPE= binary com
plex of procarboxypeptidase A and proproteinase E; PCPB = procarboxypeptidase B; CHTn = chymotrypsinogen;
Tn = trypsinogen.

Species Protein M"
SDS-PAGE

Apparent M,. IEP
gel filtration

M, active form,
SDS-PAGE

Molar
activity
(8- 1)

Pig

Human

PCPA 45000 29800 4.7 34800
PCPA-PPE 45 000 + 27 000 53700 4.7 34 800 + 27 000
PCPB 47000 29200 4.4 36000
CHTn 29000 18700 4.2 29000
Tn 26000 22600 N.D. 26000

PCPA2 47000 33300 5.1 33300
PCPAI 44500 30800 4.9 33700
PCPA3 44 500 + 33 000 49600 4.9 33 700 + 33 000
PCPB2 47300 28700 7.1 35500
PCPB1 47300 29400 6.6 35500
CHTn 30000 21000 7.5 30000
Tn 31300 19400 4.7 31 300

9.2
10.4-1.38

114
48
31

60
118
98-1.26
64
53
51
10
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All the subfractions isolated using the present method show an almost absolute
purity as indicated by subsequent analysis by SDS electrophoresis. Only porcine
procarboxypeptidase B and the human procarboxypeptidase A-proproteinase E bi
nary complex require a rechromatography under the same conditions when they are
obtained at high loadings of the pancreas extract. In addition, all the subfractions
show a complete native state as shown by their easy activation with trypsin and by the
high specific activities reached after activation, which compare well with those we
have previously reported for the porcine proenzyrnes'v". It is important to note that,
in certain cases the human A3 binary complex obtained by this method was contam
inated by trypsin from the preceding chromatographic peak. The quick removal of
this contaminant by rechromatography was found to be absolutely necessary to avoid
autolysis of A3.

Besides procarboxypeptidases, other pancreatic proproteases are also cleanly
isolated in the same chromatographic procedure. Thus, porcine chymotrypsinogen C
is cleanly eluted after the binary complex of porcine procarboxypeptidase A and
pro proteinase E (at 84 min, as shown in Fig. la). On the other hand, human chy
motrypsinogen is eluted immediately after human procarboxypeptidase B1 and two
human anionic trypsinogen are eluted in the peaks before and after human procar
boxypeptidase A3 (at 122 and 157 min, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1b). Many other
pancreatic proteins can also be purified by slightly changing the elution conditions
(not shown). It is also important to note that the above separation of procarboxypep
tidases and accompanying proteins can benefit from an improvement in resolution
and safety when the pancreas extract is previously fractionated by a salting out pre
cipitation with 43% ammonium sulphate, which removes an important fraction of
chymotrypsinogens and trypsinogens from the medium. The supernatant, after an
overnight dialysis against 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), is loaded onto the HPLC col
umn. In this case, the addition of 50 IlM bovine trypsin inhibitor to the supernatant to
avoid degradation during the long dialysis is advisable.

Reversed-phase and gelfiltration HPLC
When a porcine or a human pancreas extract was loaded onto a reversed-phase

propyl-bonded HPLC-based column (30-nm pore), equilibrated with 10 mM pipe
razine-HCI (pH 6.5), the pancreatic proteins were eluted in three sharp peaks after
application of a linear gradient of increasing isopropanol concentration (0-50%)
(results not shown). The last peak contained only a mixture of procarboxypeptidases
A, while the penultimate peak contained proproteinase E and other serine proprotei
nases. The yield of recovery of porcine and human procarboxypeptidases A using this
method was found to be inversely dependent on the residence time of these proteins in
the column. Thus, after application of a 0-50% isopropanol gradient in 15 min, a
95% recovery of these proteins was noted but the yield decreased to 20% when the
same gradient was applied in 30 min. The recovery was even poorer when acetonitrile
instead of isopropanol was used as the eluting agent.

Under the above conditions at intermediate pH, both porcine and human pro
carboxypeptidases B require a much higher percentage of organic solvent to be de
tached from the column, in which they are eluted at low yield. In contrast, when the
chromatography is carried out in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid but at low pH (pH 2), both
procarboxypeptidases A and B (either porcine or human) can be separated from each
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other and recovered at a yield which is again dependent upon the residence time of the
proteins in the column. However, the intrinsic and potential activity of these isolated
proteins, after being equilibrated at intermediate pH and freed of organic solvent by
dialysis, is very low ranging from 5 to 20%, in agreement with other reports:". It is
also worth mentioning that the above chromatographic procedure at low pH dis
sociates the binary complexes between either porcine or human procarboxypeptidas
esA and proproteinase E, which can be independently recovered.

Gel filtration HPLC on a silica-based column (TSK G3000SW) was found to be
able to separate serine proproteases trypsinogens, chymotrypsinogens, proelastases,
etc. from procarboxypeptidases when a porcine or an human pancreatic extract was
used a a source of these proteins (data not shown). This was accomplished in spite of
an anomalous behaviour of all these proteins which showed a delayed elution and,
therefore, an apparent molecular weight lower than expected (see Table I). This
behaviour, which can be attributed to non-specific interactions with the support, was
not prevented by the use of intermediate ionic strength in the eluting buffer (25 mM
Tris-H'Cl, 0.2 M NaC\). It was also evident from enzymatic measurements along the
chromatographic profiles that in both porcine and human species proproteinase E
was present only as a binary complex with procarboxypeptidase A, under a wide
range of chromatographic conditions. Unfortunately, other pancreatic proteins of
higher molecular weights, such as amylases or lypases were also coeluted with these
complexes under the same conditions.
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Fig. 2. Chromatofocusing of proteins from a porcine (a), or an human (b), pancreatic extract (each from 16
mg of acetone powder) on a Mono P FPLC column (20 cm x 0.5 em). Samples were equilibrated against
25 mM Bis-Tris (pH 7.1) buffer by dialysis, loaded onto the column and eluted by application of 10%
Polybuffer 74-HCI (pH 4.0). Flow-rate 0.5 ml/min, temperature 20·C. Elution of the different procarboxy
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electrophoretic methods. Arrows on the chromatogram indicate the application of 1.5 M sodium acetate
(pH 7.1). See Table I for abbreviations.
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Chromatofocusing _
Chromatofocusing of extracts of porcine or human pancreas in a short FPLC

column (Mono P, 5 em x 0.5 em, from Pharmacia) gave a good, but not complete,
separation of pancreatic proteins when a decreasing gradient between pH 7.0 and 4.0
was applied. However, a complete separation for all these proteins was obtained in a
long column (20 em x 0.5 em). Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, monomeric procarboxypep
tidase A, the procarboxypeptidase A binary complex with proproteinase E and the
single procarboxypeptidase B from porcine pancreas extracts are cleanly isolated
from each other and from the rest of pancreatic proteins at the end of the chromato
graphy.

A fractionation can also be accomplished for the corresponding proteins from
human pancreas but in a more grouped way due to the larger number of isoforms
found in this species: a separate doublet of peaks for B2 and BI is eluted at the first
third of the chromatography, a second separate doublet of peaks for A2 and Al at the
middle and A3 is eluted as a single peak before column washing with a high concen
tration of salt. Enzymatic measurements, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
and HPLC anion-exchange analysis confirmed the above assignments. It is interesting
that the elution order of the A and B forms of procarboxypeptidases is reversed in
both species and is in agreement with the important changes observed in the iso
electric points of the B forms (see table I). It is also worth mentioning that a better
separation for human procarboxypeptidases A2 and AI can be accomplished if a
restricted gradient between pH 5.8 and 4.0 is applied. However, under these condi
tions procarboxypeptidases B2 and BI are eluted together and contaminated with
other pancreatic proteins.

DISCUSSION

A systematic survey has been made to study the ability of different new gener
ation chromatographic supports to separate pancreatic procarboxypeptidases. HPLC
anion-exchange chromatography on an organic polymeric support has been found to
be a particularly appropriate system for separating all subfractions of the above
proteins from porcine and human species. Its great separative power, speed and
mildness of operation suggest that this system may become a standard method to
isolate the above proteins and many other pancreatic proproteases, just as two-di
mensional electrophoresis has become at the analytical Ievelv ". The anion-exchange
HPLC method is particularly appropriate for isolating pancreatic proproteases, in a
native state, at a 100-500 pg level in analytical columns (5 ern x 0.7 em). This should
be sufficient for the characterization of many properties of these proteins by modern
procedures. The complementary use of automatic programmers for elution and of
autosamplers permits the extension of this separative capability at the milligram level
or the consecutive analysis of many samples of different origins. The latter possibility
may be very useful in the analysis of the alellomorphism or pathological variants in
pancreatic zymogens from different individuals. Moreover, the use of on-line high
sensitivity UV detectors allows the detection of pancreatic proteins at an analytical
level (~5 pg) which is similar to that reached by two-dimensional electrophoretic
techniques with coomassie blue staining.

Other chromatographic variants tested in this work showed a much lower sep-
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arative power than anion-exchange HPLC but are still very useful as complementary
techniques. Thus, reversed-phase HPLC on a short alkyl-bonded support is unable to
fractionate the different species of procarboxypeptidases A. However, this support
permits the rapid dissociation and isolation of the components of the binary complex
between procarboxypeptidase A and proproteinase E, either from porcine or from
human pancreas. This is an absolute requirement for the independent character
ization of these components and led in the past to elaborate methodologies for per
forming similar tasks 6,20,23. Besides, reversed-phase HPLC is a convenient and very
rapid method of concentrating procarboxypeptidases A or eliminating their accom
panying salts or low-molecular-weight contaminants. The last application is very
convenient for extended N-terminal sequence analysis of procarboxypeptidases, usu
ally contaminated by amino acids and peptides.

Gel-filtration HPLC showed a low general ability to separate pancreatic pro
teins from porcine or human extracts. Nevertheless, this technique gives useful in
formation about the interaction between pancreatic proteins. Thus, the stabilities of
the procarboxypeptidase A-proproteinase E binary complexes over a wide range of
ionic strengths and the existence of the human complex have been demonstrated by
this technique. Moreover, this technique can be quickly applied to an extract from
human pancreas before anion exchange or chromatofocusing in order to remove
serine proproteinases from the procarboxypeptidase A-proproteinase E binary com
plex. This procedure decreases very much the possibility of autolysis of this labile
complex whilst facilitating its ionic equilibration before the next chromatography.

The anomalous hydrodynamic behaviour noted for different pancreatic pro
teins in the HPLC gel-filtration columns used, a fact already reported by other au
thors and by ourselves with related chromatographic supports19.26-28, did not seri
ously affect the studies on the molecular state of these proteins. The results indicate
that all the zymogens of porcine and human pancreatic proteases investigated behave
as monomers under the elution conditions selected, except those included in the
binary complex between pro carboxypeptidase A and proproteinase E. Even more
important is the observation that proproteinase E activities appear associated only
with the peak containing its binary complex with procarboxypeptidase A, a fact also
obseved by means of anion-exchange chromatography. This suggests that proprotei
nase E is not secreted as a monomer. Probably the expression of its gene is coor
dinated with that of a procarboxypeptidase A, or the latter protein is expressed in
excess with respect to proproteinase E and always maintains this protein in a binary
complex after binding to it.

Chromatofocusing on an FPLC support also appears an efficient technique for
separating pancreatic procarboxypeptidases. The resolution obtained with the long
column is lower than that obtained with anion-exchange HPLC but is complete for all
porcine or human procarboxypeptidases. In addition, the resolution for human pro
carboxypeptidases A is greatly increased by application of a narrow pH gradient.
Chromatofocusing has the additional advantage of showing shorter elution times,
very sharp peaks and a much larger loading capacity which permits the isolation of
milligrams of procarboxypeptidases in half an hour. It also offers the advantage over
anion-exchange HPLC of a cleaner separation of anionic trypsin (a possible danger
ous contaminant at high loadings) from human procarboxypeptidase A3. However,
this method suffers from the disadvantage of the need to remove, (i.e., by gel fil-
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tration) the Polybuffer for some applications, such as microsequencing or detailed
functional analysis.

The isolation of the native binary complex between procarboxypeptidase A and
proproteinase E from human extracts exemplifies the efficiency and mildness of the
separative methods reported here. Scheele et al.3

-
s did not visualize this binary com

plex using two-dimensional electrophoresis since this was carried out under dena
turing conditions which probably dissociated the complex. Even the proproteinase E
protomer is not seen by this electrophoretic method, probably because it suffers from
autodegradation in the presence of SDS, as suggested by Sziegoleit?", or when sub
jected to unfolding conditions prior or during the analysis. The addition of inhibitors
of serine proteinases or high concentrations of urea, recommended procedures in
Scheele's methodv ", do not prevent auto-degradations of this protein as we have
shown in our laboratory '".

The demonstration of the existence of a binary complex between procarboxy
peptidase A and proproteinase E in human pancreas suggests some ideas about the
future research on the state ofproproteinases in the pancreas of mammals. According
to previous reports", procarboxypeptidases occur in non-ruminants mainly as mono
mers but also as binary complexes with chymotrypsinogen C, as shown in whale", or
with proproteinase E, as shown in pig1 9

, 2 0 and now in humans. However, the occur
rence of the last complex may be more frequent if the above difficulties in the sep
aration and detection of proproteinase E also appeared in the analysis of the comple
ment of pancreatic proteins carried out in different non-ruminants, such as guinea
pig", dog", hen", etc. This would be in agreement with the reports of Sziegoleit and
LinderP which claim that proproteinase E-like proteins are present in many mam
mals. The application of the anion-exchange HPLC or chromatofocusing methods
described here to the analysis of pancreatic extracts of these species may answer the
above questions.
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SUMMARY

A novel method is described for the trace level quantitation of the tripeptide
c:5-(L-a-aminoadipyl)-L-cysteinyl-D-valine (ACV) in complex fermentation media, us
ing a high-performance liquid chromatographic, pre-column derivatisation tech
nique. The procedure is based upon the reaction of the ACV monomer with 5-di
methylaminonaphthalene-I-sulphonylaziridine (dansylaziridine) and produces a
highly fluorescent product. Reaction conditions between the reagent and tripeptide
were investigated and optimal conditions established. Linear calibration graphs were
obtained over the ranges 227-0.56 flg/ml and 227-5.6 ng/rnl. The extracellular ACV
levels produced in fermentation broths of several different fungal strains and species
were determined using this technique. The method was compared using ACV stan
dards in buffer solutions for ease of use, sensitivity and selectivity with two other
pre-column derivatisation procedures, using dithionitrobenzoic acid and monobro
mobimane, which also exploit the reaction with the sulphydryl group of the ACV
monomer.

INTRODUCTION

The nature of the intermediates involved in the biosynthetic pathways of both
penicillins and cephalosporins has been well established1

, but only recently have
attempts been made to quantitate levels of these compounds in fermentation broths
by the application of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)2,3. The tri
peptide c:5-(L-a-aminoadipyl)-L-cysteinyl-D-valine (ACV) undergoes an unusual cycii
sation reaction, catalysed by the enzyme isopenicillin N synthetase, to produce the
first bioactive intermediate in the pathway, isopenicillin N 4 •S . The enzyme only ac
cepts the sulphydryl form of the tripeptide as substrate and not the disulphide'. When
excreted into aerated fermentation broths the ACV readily dimerises into the disul
phide, but the monomeric form can be produced by reduction of the disulphide bond
by mild reducing agents like dithiothreitol (OTT) or one of the alkali metal boro
hydrides":".

The lack of a suitable chromophore in this tripeptide makes trace level detec-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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tion in fermentation broths difficult. Reversed-phase analytical HPLC has been em
ployed by several workers to assay levels of either the monomeric or the dimeric form
of ACV 2 , 3 ,8 ,9 along with other fi-lactam intermediates. The methods employed for
this purpose have involved the covalent derivatisation of ACV to introduce a chro
mophore or fluorophore into the molecule. The resultant product may then be mon
itored at a wavelength at which very few other broth components absorb and also
may have an extremely high extinction coefficient making analysis both more conve
nient and more sensitive.

Several well established methods for the pre-column reactions currently exist
for the assay of small peptides and amino acids. Fluorescent products are regarded as
preferable because of their greater detection sensitivity and relative freedom from
interference. The assay of ACV has been carried out by pre-column derivatization to
yield fluorescent products by reaction of its primary amino groupv ', using these
methods it is possible to monitor both the monomeric and dimeric forms of the
tripeptide. More recently ACV has been derivatised via the sulphydryl group"? and
hence greater selectivity has been achieved. This approach has the added advantage
of allowing assay of ACV in a form suitable as a substrate for isopenicillin N syn
thetase. We now report the new use of a specific thiol derivatising reagent, dansylazi
ridine, which produces stable fluorescent products l l and is particularly suited to the
trace level analysis of this important biosynthetic intermediate by HPLC. We have
also compared this procedure with two existing methods for thequantitation of ACV
under similar conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and methods
Dansylaziridine (5-dimethylaminonaphthalene-1-sulphonylaziridine), glutath

ione (reduced form), r.-cysteine, sodium borohydride and 5,5'-dithiobis-(2-nitroben
zoic acid) (DTNB) were supplied by Sigma (Poole, U.K.). Glacial acetic acid, ethyle
nediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and potassium hydroxide were obtained from
BDH (Poole, U.K.) and were all analytical reagent quality (AnalaR). Analytical
reagent grade sodium acetate and potassium dihydrogenphosphate were purchased
from Fisons (Loughborough, U.K.). HPLC grade acetonitrile and methanol were
acquired from Rathburn Chemicals (Walkerburn, U.K.). Monobromobimane
(3,7-dimethyl-4-bromo-
ethyl-6-methyl-1 ,5-diazobicyclo[3.3.0]-octa-3,6-diene-2,8-dione) was supplied by Cal
biochem-Behring (Cambridge, U.K.) and the ACV was kindly donated by Glaxo
Group Research (Greenford, U.K.). All aqueous buffers were prepared in deionised
water obtained using a NanopureII system (Fisons).

Equipment
HPLC was performed using a single 2150 HPLC pump connected to a 2l52LC

controller and a 11300 Ultragrad mixer (LKB, Milton Keynes, U.K.) to produce the
gradient. Integration was performed on a 4290 integrator (Spectra Physics, St. Al
bans, U.K.) and detection was carried out using a RF-530 fluorescence spectropho
tometer (Shimadzu, Columbia, MD, U.S.A.). Ultra-violet detection was conducted
using a Shimadzu SPD-2AM detector.
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Chromatographic separations were carried out on a 5-,um, reversed-phase, CIS,
25 em x 0.46 em column obtained from Hichrom (Reading, U.K.). A 5 em x 0.46
em guard column (cartridge system) containing the same stationary phase was used to
protect the analytical column and was supplied by Chrompack (Middleburg, The
Netherlands). Fermentations were carried out in a MK X, LH incubator shaker (LH
Fermentations, Stoke Poges, U.K.).

Fungal strains and growth media

Penicillium chrysogenum strain numbers P2 and NRRLl951 (Pan Laboratories)
and SC6140 (kindly donated by Professor Sir E. P. Abraham and originally from
Squibb Institute for Medical Research, New Jersey, U.S.A.) were grown in Jarvis and
Johnson.'? defined medium. A mutant strain of Cephalosporium acremonium, N2 (a
gift from Glaxo Group Research) was grown as described by Shirafuji et al. 13

• Asper
gillus niger IMI17454 and strains G3 and GH52 of Aspergillus nidulans were grown in
Aspergillus Complete Medium!" for 5 days. The broth from the former organism was
used as a blank (no ACV could be detected; A. niger has not been reported as a
f3-lactam producer).

Sample preparation

Broths were harvested by centrifugation (5600 g, 20 min, 4°C), treated with a
two-fold excess of acetone and left for 20 min to allow protein precipitation. The
resultant suspension was centrifuged and the supernatant passed through a 0.45-,um
filter (Millipore, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.). The sample was treated with an excess of
solid sodium borohydride (approximately 3.5 mg borohydride per ml of broth) and
incubated at 60°C for 30 min. The excess reducing agent was subsequently destroyed
by the addition of 20 ,ul of glacial acetic acid until the pH of the solution reached a
value of 4 (usually 20 ,ul of acid per ml of broth). Degradation of the borohydride was
judged to be complete when the effervesence ceased (approximately 5 min). The pH of
the broth was readjusted to that required for the reaction by the addition of 2 M
potassium hydroxide. Buffer samples containing ACV were treated identically, except
no protein precipitation step was needed. The reaction involving monobromobimane
was conducted with ACV dimer which had been reduced by dithiothreitol. The dimer
was dissolved in phosphate buffer at pH 7.4, in contrast to the other two derivatising
procedures where the ACV was prepared in water.

Preparation of derivatising reagents and mobile phases

DTNB solution (1 mM) was prepared by dissolving the solid in a phosphate
buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.0). The reagent was prepared daily and kept in the dark when not
in use. The mobile phase for HPLC separations consisted of acetate buffer (0.02 M,
pH 5.8) and acetonitrile run as a linear gradient at a flow-rate of 1 mljmin.

Monobromobimane (2 mM) was prepared as a stock solution in HPLC grade
acetonitrile. A similar mobile phase to that described by Newton et alY was used.
Buffer A consisted of 90% (vjv) water containing EDTA (0.5 mM), acetic acid (0.04
M) and 10% (vjv) acetonitrile. The buffer was then adjusted to a pH of 3.6 with 10 M
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potassium hydroxide. Buffer B was composed of 90% acetonitrile, 10% water and
was brought to a pH of 3.6 with glacial acetic acid. The two buffers were mixed in a
step gradient over 30 min using a flow-rate of 1.5 ml/min. .

Dansylaziridine (3 mM) was prepared in HPLC grade methanol. Once again a
gradient elution programme was employed. This time the mobile phase consisted of
acetate buffer (0.02 M, pH 4.0) containing EDTA (0.5 mM) and acetonitrile (Fig. 2a)
and separations were effected at a flow-rate of 1 ml/rnin,

Derivatisation methods

ACV Standards
Fresh stock solutions of ACV (1 mM) were produced on a daily basis as de

scribed under Sample preparation. These stock solutions were then serially diluted
prior to use in the following procedures.

DTNB procedure. A sample of the ACV monomer (10 {LI, 1 mM) was reacted
with DTNB (30 {LI, 1 mM) at pH 8.0 for 10 min at room temperature. The resultant
solution containing the derivatised peptide was injected onto the column (injection
volume 20 {LI). Detection was by UV absorbance at 310 nm. (This wavelength had
previously been determined to correspond to the maximum absorbance of the mixed
disulphide.)

Monobromobimane procedure. ACV dimer (20 {LI, 0.9 mM) was reacted with
DTT (20 {LI, 2 mM) for 5 min. The resultant solution was treated with monobromobi
mane stock solution (20 {LI, 2 mM) and after shaking was left to stand for 20 min in
the dark at 20°C. HPLC detection was carried out by spectrofluorimetry using the
excitation and emission wavelengths of 380 and 477 nm respectively. HPLC was
effected using an injection volume of 20 {LI.

Dansylaziridine procedure. A solution of ACV (20 {LI, 1 mM at the pH stated)
was reacted with an equal volume of dansylaziridine stock solution. The mixture was
incubated at 60°C for 30 min and then cooled to 2acC. A 20-{L1 sample was injected
onto the HPLC column.

The aziridine derivatisation procedure was also carried out on other thiols
known to be present in fermentation media, namely glutathione and cysteine. A 1 ml
solution containing glutathione (0.21 mM), L-cysteine (0.3 mM) and reduced ACV
(0.1 mM) was assayed similarly.

Biological samples
Filtered, deproteinised fermentation broths were obtained and treated with

sodium borohydride as described previously to produce the monomeric form of
ACV. The pH of each sample was adjusted to 8.8 and an aliquot (50 {LI) was reacted
with an equal volume of dansylaziridine stock solution. The reaction mixtures were
incubated at 60°C for 30 min followed by rapid cooling to 20°C. As in previous
experiments an injection volume of 20 {LI was employed for HPLC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optimisation of the derivatisation procedure
The analytical procedure based upon derivatisation with dansylaziridine was
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optimised with respect to excitation and emission wavelengths, reaction time with
ACV, molar ratio of reagent to analyte and temperature of the reaction.

Excitation and emission wavelengths were selected by manual scanning of the
monochromator, under stopped flow conditions. The maxima for absorption and
emission were found to be at wavelengths of 339 and 540 nm respectively.

The pH dependency of the reaction of the aziridine with ACV is shown in Fig.
la (using a 60-min incubation at 60°C). A working pH of 8.8 was adopted for all
subsequent analyses. This pH represented a compromise between product yield and
signal-to-noise ratio which decreased with increasing pH. Furthermore the use of
samples at a pH greater than 8.9 was incompatible with the buffering capacity of the
mobile phase. At these pH's variable retention times, loss of resolution and increased
reagent hydrolysis peak were all noted.

The incubation temperature used for the derivatisation was varied between 20
and 70°C (using a 60-min incubation at pH 8.8). As shown in Fig. 1b the yield of
fluorescent product increased with temperature. A working temperature of 60°C was
adopted in order to maximise the sensitivity since above this temperature the signal
to-noise ratio decreased dramatically.

Reaction times at 60°C were studied and it was found that the product peak
area increased rapidly with time up to 30 min but thereafter increased only slowly,
reaching a maximum at approximately 400 min. Since the reaction after 30 min was
95% of that after 60 min the former reaction time period was adopted for the in
cubation in the standard procedure.

The optimal molar ratio of reagent to analyte was investigated for an ACV
concentration of 1 mM. It was found that it was necessary to use at least a three-fold
reagent excess to ensure complete reaction at the time and temperature specified.
When working with broth samples, the standard derivatisation employed a concen-
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Fig. 1. Optimisation of pH and temperature for the dansylaziridine derivatisation procedure. Chroma
tographic conditions as described in the Experimental section; detector sensitivity 32; injection volume 20
Jll. (a) The effect of reaction pH on peak area was examined using phosphate buffers (50 mM) at the
appropriate pH (60T, 60 min) incorporating reagent and ACV at 1.5 and 0.14 mM (100 Jlg/ml) concentra
tions respectively. (b) The influence of temperature on peak area was examined in phosphate buffer (50
mM) at pH 8.8 containing ACV and dansylaziridine at concentrations of 0.14 "and 1.5 mM respectively.
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tration of dansylaziridine (I.5 mM) which represented a large molar excess compared
to the total thiol concentration in all the complex broths we have studied.

Calibration and detection limits
Two calibration graphs of ACV concentrations were constructed using opti

mised conditions for the derivatisation as previously described. Regression analysis
showed that both plots were linear for ACV concentrations in acetate buffer between
227 and 0.56 J.lg/ml and 227 and 5.6 ng/ml respectively, and passed through the origin.
However, a detection limit of 120 pg/ml for a signal-to-noise ratio of 2:1 was achiev
able. The regression equations for the two plots were:

Range I (227-0.56 J.lg/ml)
Peak area (arbitrary units) = 3.58 + 0.63 x concentration (J.lg/ml)

Standard deviation = 2.9
R-sq uared = 98%

Range 2 (227-5.6 ng/ml)
Peak area (arbitrary units) = 0.52 + 55.43 x concentration (ng/rnl)

Standard deviation = 0.223
R-sq uared = 99.4 %

A study of the stability of the product was made. After derivatisation, the
reaction mixture was cooled to 200C and allowed to stand at this temperature for
various periods of time prior to HPLC analysis using an injection volume of20 J.ll. No
variation in peak area was detected after stand-times up to 1250 min (20.8 h). Repro
ducibility was determined by repeat injections (n = 10) of the same derivatised ACV
solution (0.25 mM). The standard deviation was found to be 2%.

Comparison with other derivatising reagents
For comparative purposes, assays involving the alternative derivatising re

agents DTNB and monobromobimane were carried out using solutions of ACV pre
pared in acetate buffer. Using the former derivatising reagent good chromatographic
resolution was easily obtainable employing a simple gradient and detection at 310
nm. However, the low extinction coefficient of the mixed disulphide did not permit
satisfactory detection of ACV below.Hlugjml in buffer solutions even when maxi
mum detector sensitivity was employed. For this reason, further work in fermentation
media was not attempted. The advantages of derivatisation with DTNB are the rapid
reaction rates under ambient conditions, and good overall reproducibility in the
HPLC analysis. Consequently this method is useful for the assay of thiols in non
complex media.

The use of monobromobimane in the quantitation of thiols from biological
sources has been well documented 15-17. The reagent reacts rapidly with ACV at
room temperature and yields highly fluorescent products. Although other workers
have reported its use in the study of ,B-Iactam biosynthesis using cell-free extracts!",
when applied to the determination of ACV in fermentation broths problems were
encountered in the development of suitable HPLC elution programmes. Additional
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problems included the appearance of a very intense peak in the chromatogram attrib
utable to hydrolysed reagent. Other peaks were also obtained which may arise from
the reaction of monobromobimane with non-thiol containing broth components. For
solutions in buffer, ACV was detectable at concentrations down to 2.5 Ilgjml but
reproducibility was poor due to poor resolution and the detection limit in broths was
subsequently an order of magnitude lower. However, we have developed a procedure
for the qualitative visualisation of ACV on paper and thin-layer plates based upon
the reaction with monobromobimane and irradiation with UV light (unpublished
work).

In conclusion dansylaziridine is the favoured derivatising reagent for the trace
analysis of ACV in fermentation samples by an HPLC procedure, on the basis of its
selectivity and superior sensitivity when spectrofluorometric detection is employed
(Fig. 2a). Detection may also be achieved by the absorption ofUV light at 245 nm but
this method is considerably less sensitive. Further work was conducted with the dan
sylaziridine to investigate its applicability to ACV assay in the presence of high levels
of other potential1y interfering compounds (Fig. 2b). Good resolution between ACV
and the likely principle sulphydryl containing metabolites, glutathione and cysteine,
was achieved. When equi-molar concentrations of these three metabolites were ana
lysed by the dansylaziridine procedure, a greater signal sensitivity was obtained for
cysteine than the two peptides.

Applications of the analytical method to crude fermentation broths
The method has been applied to the measurement of the levels of ACV pro

duced extracel1ularly in fermentation broths by various fungal species grown under
different fermentation conditions. These data are presented in Table 1. Broth samples
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Fig. 2. Reversed-phase HPLC chromatograms of dansylaziridine derivatives. Chromatographic and deri
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vatisation.
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TABLE I

DETERMINATION OF ACV CONCENTRATIONS IN CULTURE BROTHS OF FILAMENTOUS
FUNGI

After growth of the fungi in the stated complex media for a fixed time, ACV concentrations were deter
mined using the appropriate regression line given in the Results section. Values are the average of duplicate
determinations. Media abbreviations used: ACM = Aspergillus complete medium; PLFM = Penicillium
fermentation medium from Pan Labs.; J&J = Jarvis and Johnson defined medium; CSM = Cephalospori
um sporulation medium.

Species Strain Time 0/ Media ACV (flglml)
assay (h)

A. nidulans G3 120 ACM 0.16
A. nidulans Wild type 120 ACM 0.08
P. chrysogenum SC6l40 0 PLFM 0.13
P. chrysogenum SC6140 60 PLFM 4.1
P. chrysogenum NRRLI951 72 J&J 0.00036
P. chrysogenum P2 120 J&J I
C. acremonium N2 120 CSM 4.3

from the fermentation of wild-type Aspergillus niger were used as blanks because
these were shown to contain no detectable ACV (Fig. 3a). For each fungal species
tested several fermentations were carried out and HPLC analyses were made after
harvesting broth at fixed times. A typical chromatogram of a given species and fer
mentation medium is shown (Fig. 3c). ACV concentrations were found to vary ac
cording to species, type of liquid culture medium and duration of fermentation prior
to assay. To confirm identity of the ACV peaks in the chromatograms from fer
mentation broths a series of experiments was conducted as follows.

(i) Spiking with standard ACV stock solutions was performed using standard
additions calculated to increase the ACV concentration in broth from P. chrysogenum
SC6140 fermentation by two-, three- and four-fold over the original concentration.
This process was also used to confirm the calibration plots described previously.

(ii) Standard additions into spent fermentation broths of A. niger (which origi
nally gave no peak at the position corresponding to the ACV derivative) gave an
ACV peak which increased in proportion to concentration (Fig. 3a and b).

(iii) When broths treated with and without sodium borohydride were com
pared, the HPLC of the latter showed no peak corresponding to the ACV derivative.
These procedures confirmed the identity of the ACV-dansylaziridine peak in complex
media.

Aspergillus nidulans species produced significantly lower ACV levels than the
other species, which is consistent with the low penicillin titres obtained from these
organisms. This apPfars to be an intrinsic species trait.

When P. chrysogenum strain P2 was grown in defined media with and without
the penicillin precursor phenoxyacetic acid (POA) it was observed that addition of
POA resulted in reduction of ACV levels by over 50%. There was a concomitant
increase in the penicillin V (phenoxymethylpenicillin) titre (unpublished work).

In conclusion, the use of dansylaziridine as a pre-column derivatisation reagent
for the HPLC analysis of ACV in fermentation broths has been demonstrated. The
J.11ethod has been shown to be selective and sensitive, with calibrations which are
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Fig. 3. Reversed-phase HPLC chromatograms of fermentation 'broth samples after derivatisation with
dansylaziridine. Chromatographic procedure, culture conditions and sample derivatisation as described in
the Experimental section; detector sensitivity 8; injection volume 20 pI. (a) A. niger wild type (lMIl 7454),
120 h into the fermentation. (b) A. niger wild type (lMIl 7454), 120 h into the fermentation containing a
standard addition of ACV (5 pI, 220 pg/ml into 105pI broth to give a final concentration of 10pg/m!). (c)
P. chrysogenum strain SC6140, 60 h into the fermentation.

linear over a wide dynamic range. Dansylaziridine as a derivatising reagent was found
to have several advantages over both dithionitrobenzoic acid and monobromobi
mane, which also react specifically with the sulphydryl group of the ACV monomer.

We believe this is the first direct comparison of broth concentrations of ACV
produced extracellularly by the fermentation of different fungal species. In on-going
work the procedure is being used to study the influence of media constituents on ACV
production in time course studies of fermentations of A. nidulans, P. chrysogenum and
C. acremonium. It is intended to monitor both intra- and extracellular levels of the key
biosynthetic intermediate, ACV.
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SUMMARY

Retinoic acid was isomerized in ethanol-water (90:10) with fluorescent light.
Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on a 3-J.lm ODS-2
column with a highly specific mobile phase allowed simultaneous determination of
ten retinoic acid isomers that were produced during the photoisomerization. Nine of
the isomers were isolated by HPLC and characterized by spectroscopic methods eH
NMR, mass spectrometry and UV). The variation of product distribution with time
was determined over the course of the reaction (21 h).

INTRODUCTION

Retinoic acid [1, (all-E)-3, 7-dimethyl-9-(2,6,6-trimethyl-I-cyclohexen-I-yl)
2,4,6,8-nonatetraenoic acid, tretinoin] and its analogues (retinoids) are an important
class of biomolecules. Retinoids are involved in many biological functions including
such processes as epithelial cell growth and differentiation 1 and vision 2 . Retinoids are
also used therapeutically for the treatment of acne:' and photo-damaged skin" and
have shown potential use as cancer chemotherapeutic agents",

In general, retinoids are know to isomerize by chemical methods, with heat,
and, most importantly, by the action of light''-". In particular, the photoisomerization
of retinoids plays an important role in vision (ll-cis-retinal isomerization in retinyl
opsins) and in some bacterial proton transport (l3-cis-retinal isomerization in bacte
riorhodopsin)", Due to the importance of retinal in these biological systems, photo
isomerization of this molecule has been very well documented in the literatures:"
along with the analytical methodology for the separation and identification of retinal
photoisomers/P'!". However, the photoisornerization ofretinoic acid has not been as
well documented. Previous literature reports of retinoic acid photoisomerization11.12

did not contain analytical methodology capable of separating all of the retinoic acid
isomers. To overcome this deficiency, the isomer mixtures were derivatized to give the
methyl retinoates which were more easily resolved by high-performance liquid chro
matography (HPLC). After derivatization, eight isomers of retinoic acid were observ-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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ed and characterized as their methyl esters by McKenzie et al. ll and seven isomers by
Curley and Fowble12. In both papers, chromatography of the retinoic acid mixtures
themselves gave poor resolution with much peak overlap. This paper presents an
improved reversed-phase method for the separation of retinoic acid isomers, the
identification of these isomers by isolation and spectroscopic characterization and an
analysis of the time-dependence of photoisomerization.

EXPERIMENTAL

Retinoic acid and 13-cis-retinoic acid were purchased from Eastman Kodak
(Rochester NY, U.S.A.) and used without further purification. Acetonitrile, metha
nol and isopropanol were HPLC grade and purchased from Burdick and Jackson
(Muskegon, MI, U.S.A.). Acetic acid (glacial) was purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Fair Lawn, NJ, U.S.A.). Water for HPLC was obtained using a Milli-Q water puri
fication system from Millipore Corporation (Bedford, MA, U.S.A.). Absolute etha
nol was purchased from Pharmco (Bayonne, NJ, U.S.A.).

Separations were performed on an Spherisorb 3-/lm ODS-2 (150 mm x 4.6
mm) HPLC column (Alltech, Deerfield, IL, U.S.A.). We found that a minimum plate
count of 60 000 plates/m, based on the manufacturer's test chromatogram, was neces
sary to achieve the desired separation. The HPLC system consisted of a Perkin-Elmer
(Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.) Series-4 quaternary solvent gradient pumping system
equipped with a Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA, U.S.A.) photodiode array (1040M)
detection system, with the detection wavelengths set at 345, 290 and 235 ± 2 nm.
Integration was performed by the HP photodiode array system at each of the wave
lengths. Sample injection was accomplished by using a programmable autosampler
(WISP; Water Assoc., Milford, MA, U.S.A.).

Proton NMR spectra were obtained in C2HC1
3 or [2H6]acetone on a Varian

XL-400 (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, U.S.A.) or a GE QE-300 spectrometer (General
Electric, Freemont, CA, U.S.A.). Mass spectra were obtained on a Finnigan MAT
8230 mass spectrometer (Finnigan, San Jose, CA, U.S.A.) by desorption electron
impact (DEI) or desorption chemical ionization (DCI). DCI spectra were obtained
with isobutane as reagent gas. UV spectra were recorded on the Hewlett-Packard
1040M diode array HPLC detector as the compounds were eluting from the HPLC
column.

Photoisomerization was carried out by irradiation of a solution of retinoic acid
(1.67 . 10- 3 M) in ethanol-water (90:10). The solution was placed in a quartz vessel
and purged with argon. The vessel was then placed within the chamber of a Rayonet
photochemical reactor (Southern New England Ultraviolet Co., Hamden, CT,
U.S.A.) and irradiated with visible light (cool-white fluorescent F6T5/CW; Philips
Lighting, Somerset, NJ, U.S.A.). Samples of the solution were periodically removed
and analyzed by HPLC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Retinoic acid and related retinoids have been shown to isomerize in the pres
ence of light to give a photostationary isomer mixture6,7,ll-14. Theoretically, each of
the double bonds in the chain portion of retinoic acid can undergo isomerization to
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give both mono cis and multiple cis isomers resulting in a total of sixteen double-bond
isomers. Eight additional isomers are possible due to cyclization of the 'l-eis isomers
of retinoic acid. Therefore a total of twenty-four photoisomers are possible. Due to
steric hindrance, some of these isomers may be unstable at room temperature and
thermally isomerize to more stable compounds, as was observed for the isomers of
retinal'v ". In the present study, nine photoisomers of retinoic acid were isolated and
characterized by spectroscopic methods and a tenth unidentified isomer was observed'
in the reversed-phase chromatogram. The structures of these isomers are shown in
Fig. I.

Reversed-phase H PLC separation of retinoic acid isomers
Separation of the retinoic acid photoisomers was accomplished on a 3-,um re

versed-phase HPLC column at a flow-rate of 1.2 ml/min with an isocratic mobile
phase consisting of 30% acetonitrile, 25% methanol, 15% isopropanol and 30%
water each containing 1.2% (v/v) of acetic acid. This HPLC method was found to
give an improved separation of the retinoic acid isomers when compared to literature
method 11,12. Typical chromatograms for the photostationary state mixture after 3 h
irradiation and for a long term irradiation mixture (7 days) are shown in Figs. 2 and
3, respectively. Resolution of all eight double-bond isomers that were identified in this
study was achieved and a minor product that was assumed to be a 'l-eis isomer of
retinoic acid was observed. Complete resolution of one of the two photocyclized
isomers was obtained andselective wavelength monitoring allowed observation of the
other photocyclized isomer (which overlapped the double-bond isomers). The photo
cyclized isomers were found to have a maximum absorption at ca. 290 nm and to have
almost no absorbance at 345 nm. Therefore, quantitation of all of the retinoic acid
double-bond isomers was achieved at 345 nm without interference from the photocy
clized compounds.
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Fig. I. Retinoic acid isomers observed in this study.
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Fig. 2. Reversed-phase HPLC chromatogram of retinoic acid isomer mixture on an Altex Spherisorb
ODS-2 3-pm column. The column was eluted with acetonitrile-methanol-isopropanol-water (30:25:15:30)
containing 1.2% acetic acid at a flow-rate of 1.2 ml/rnin, The detection wavelengths were set at 345 and 290
nm. The isomer mixture was produced by irradiation of retinoic acid for 3 h in ethanol-water (90:10) with
fluorescent light.
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Fig. 3. Reversed-phase HPLC chromatogram of retinoic acid isomer mixture after long term irradiation
with fluorescent light (7 days). HPLC conditions as in Fig. 2.
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. Identification ofphotoisomers of retinoic acid
Each of the compounds observed in the analytical HPLC chromatogram was

isolated by preparative HPLC and its structure determined by a combination of
spectral methods that included MS, UV and lH NMR. lH NMR spectroscopy, due
to its sensitivity to retinoid stereochemistry, has been the method of choice for identi
fying retinoid isomers7. The proton chemical shift assignments and coupling con
stants and the observed UV maximum for each of the photoisomers are shown in
Table I. The spectral data were consistent with those reported in the literature for
similar retinoids (retinal-l" and methyl retinoate ':'}. The stereochemistry of the cy
clized isomers was determined by comparison of the NMR spectral data with that for
similar compounds reported in literature13.14.17. Additionally, a small nOe (nuclear
Overhauser enhancement) was observed for the II-proton upon irradiation of the
I8-CH3 protons in compound 9. This observation suggests that the I8-CH3 and the
side chain are in a cis configuration.

Time-dependence of retinoic acid photoisomerization
The time dependence of retinoic acid photoisomerization (1.67 . 10- 3Min 90%

ethanol) with visible light was determined by reversed-phase HPLC. The concentra
tions of the double-bond isomers and the photocyclized isomers were calculated in
mole percent based on the observed area counts at 345 and 290 nm, respectively.
Calibration curves were obtained for retinoic acid and 13-cis-retinoic acid at 345 nm.
The concentrations of the remaining double-bond isomers were based on the assump
tion that the responses for these compounds at 345 nm were similar to that of the
13-cis isomer. The response for each of the photocyclized isomers was calculated
relative to that for the all-trans isomer at 290 nm. Table II gives the concentration of

TABLE II

RETINOIC ACID ISOMER CONCENTRATION AFTER 3 h IRRADIATION WITH V1SIBLE
LIGHT

Obtained by irradiation of a 1.67· JO-3 M solution of retinoic acid in ethanol-water (90:10).

Compound Mole-%"

1 18
2 19
3 16
4 10
5 13
6 15
7 3.7
8 1.7
9 1.7h

10 2.5

a The concentrations of the double-bond isomers (1-7,10) were calculated in mole % based on the
observed area counts at 345 nm. Calibration curves were obtained for 1 and 2 with the concentrations of
the remaining double-bond isomers based on the assumption that the responses for these compounds at
345 nm were similar to 2. The concentration for the cyclized compounds 8 and 9 were based on area counts
at 290 nm and a response calculated for a pure sample 8 relative to a pure sample of 1.

h The percentage of 9 was approximated due to some peak overlap.
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each of the photoisomers present in the retinoic acid solution at the photostationary
state.

When retinoic acid was irradiated with visible light at room temperature under
an argon atmosphere it quickly isomerized to give a mixture of ten isomers. The
mole-percent of each of the isomers is shown in Fig. 4. Within the first 10 min of
irradiation all of the double-bond isomers were formed and observed by HPLC.
Initially, the 13-cis and the II-cis isomers increased rapidly to a point (about 30 min
irradiation) where they each made up about 18% of the product mixture. After that
time, the remaining isomers increased and the II-cis isomer decreased. The eight
double-bond isomers reached a photostationary state mixture after about 3 h of
irradiation. This mixture remained essentially unchanged over the next few hours of
irradiation. The only subsequent change observed was an increase in the two photo
cyclized isomers and a concurrent decrease in all the double-bond isomers. After
prolonged irradiation, the photocyclized isomers were the two major compounds
remaining in the product mixture (Fig. 3). A similar observation has been reported by
Halley and Nelson 14 for the methyl ester of retinoic acid. In the cited paper and in a
previous paper!", the authors concluded that the photocyclized isomers are formed
by cyclization of the 'l-eis and 7,I3-dicis isomers of methyl retinoate. This conclusion
was also supported by studies with other similar polyenes ' 7. None of the 'l-eis isomers
were isolated in this work. These isomers may be present in the mixture at very low
levels, and lead to the formation of the cyclized products. The low level peak (10) seen
in the reversed-phase chromatogram is believed to be a 'l-eis isomer. Peak 10 elutes
just before the retinoic acid peak and has a UV maximum at 345 nm consistent with a
double-bond isomer of retinoic acid.

The HPLC method shows the power of using small particle size colums for the
analysis of closely related molecules. This high resolution column and the use of the

30

25

20

'" 15a
:;;

10

o 12 16 20 24

Time (hours)

Fig. 4. Time dependence of retinoic acid photoisomerization over 21 h. Retinoic acid (1.67 . 10- 3 M) in
ethanol-water (90:10) irradiated with cool-white fluorescent light. ., retinoic acid; 0, 13-cis; ., 9-cis; 0,
II-cis; .A., 9,13-dicis; 6, 11,13-dicis, 0, 9,11,13-tricis; e, cyclized isomers (cis and trans); x , 'l-eis (tenta
tive assigment).
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specified mobile phase has enabled us to obtain complete separation of the ten isom
ers observed in this study. We found that the mobile phase selection was extremely
important, as small variations in composition caused considerable loss of resolution
as well as changes in elution order. In our studies we found that increasing the
percentage of acetonitrile relative to the percentage of methanol caused a reversal in
the elution order of peaks associated with compounds 4 and 5 and resulted in deterio
rated resolution. However, this modified mobile phase gave higher resolution be
tween the peak for retinoic acid and that of compound 10.The selectivity achieved by
small variations in mobile phase can be used as an advantage during the isolation of
compounds by HPLC and was employed to help with the isolation of pure retinoic
acid isomers.
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SUMMARY

We report a rapid, largely automated high-performance liquid chromatograph
ic (HPLC) method, which uses an HPLC column packed with alkylnitrile-substituted
secondary alkylamine (aminocyano) bonded phase, to isolate coprostanol from in
terfering compounds in sediment extracts. Coprostanol is then quantitated, as the
trimethylsilyl ether, by gas chromatography with flame ionization detection. Results
from using the HPLC method to analyze a sediment reference material for coprosta
nol were statistically comparable to a previously used gravity-flow column method.
We also report the coprostanol concentrations in several sediment samples from the
California coast which reflect a range of sewage contamination (62-15000 ng/g),

INTRODUCTION

Continuous discharge of municipal sewage effluents and sludges into the oceans
has resulted in the need to monitor the dispersion of sewage-related contaminants
throughout the marine environment. Over the past decade, coprostanol (5f3-choles
tan-3f3-01) has been recognized as a good biochemical indicator of sewage pollution1.

Coprostanol is formed by the enzymatic hydrogenation of cholesterol in the intestine
of higher animals/r'. Coprostanol and cholesterol are the major sterols in human
feces:'; however, cholesterol occurs naturally in aquatic environments, limiting its
usefulness as a sewage tracer".

Many analytical methods for determining coprostanol in sediment have been
published over the past decade; all are time-consuming and laborious". For example,
typical methods'<l" involve several steps: (a) freeze- or oven-drying of the sediment;
(b) Soxhlet extraction followed by concentration of the extract; (c) saponification; (d)
thin-layer or gravity-flow chromatographic cleanup on silica or alumina; (e) deri
vatization; and (f) quantitation by gas chromatography (GC) with flame ionization
(FID) or mass spectrometric (MS) detection.

As the demand for coprostanol analyses grows with increased awareness of the
potential environmental impact of ocean dumping, methods must be simplified and
improved to lower the costs and to increase the efficiency of these analyses. For
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example, McCalley et al.t : report that saponification of the sediment releases only
small additional amounts (12-18%) ofcoprostanol, so they eliminate this step to save
time. Furthermore, many laboratories routinely perform determinations of aromatic
hydrocarbons (AHs), chlorinated hydrocarbons (CHs) and coprostanol on the same
sediment extracts, so a single extraction procedure, such as that reported by Readman
et al.:", would prove cost-effective. Our laboratory also uses a sediment extraction
procedure which combines the extraction of AHs, CHs and coprostanol; in addition,
drying and extraction are combined into a single step12.

In this manuscript, we report further improvements in the determination of
coprostanol in sediment. A rapid high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)
separation and fractionation, using two normal-phase columns, isolates coprostanol
from interfering compounds. Then, a simple derivatization procedure prepares the
sample for GC quantitation. We report the results of analyses for coprostanol in a
sediment reference material and in selected sediments acquired as part of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) National Status and Trends
(NS&T) Program, a multiyear national program to measure the quality of our na
tion's coastal environment13

.

EXPERIMENTAL"

Preparation of standards
The following standard solutions were prepared for coprostanol analyses: 50:

androstan-l I-ji-ol (androstanol; 50.0 ng/fll; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.), the in
ternal standard for quantitating coprostanol; [2HI2]benzo[e]pyrene (56.5 ng/ fll; MSD
Isotopes, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.), the HPLC internal standard for calculating the
fraction of the extract used for HPLC; hexamethylbenzene (HMB, 76.1 ng/fll; Al
drich, Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.), the GC internal standard for calculating the recovery
of androstanol and [2Hdbenzo[e]pyrene; an HPLC calibration standard containing
coprostanol (180 ng/fll; Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, U.S.A.) and eHdbenzo[e]pyrene
(10 ng/fll) for calibrating fraction collection; and a GC calibration standard contain
ing HMB (3.8 ng/fll), coprostanol (4.7 ng/fll), androstanol (2.5 ng/fll) and [2HI21ben
zo[e]pyrene (4.8 ng/fll). Epicoprostanol (5fJ-cholestan-30:-01; 5 ng/fll; ICN Biochem
icals, Plainview, NY, U.S.A.) was chromatographed to obtain its GC retention time
and mass spectrum.

Collection of sediments
Sediments were collected with a modified Van Veen grab (see ref. 14). Sub

samples were taken from the top 2 cm of three replicate grabs at each of three stations
per site, and each replicate was put into a clean glass jar. The samples were returned
to the laboratory on ice, frozen, and then thawed before the replicates were compos
ited in the laboratory. Each site (e.g. South San Diego Bay) had three stations (A, B
and C) located within a 2-km radius. The California sites are a subset of those sam-

" Mention of trade names is for information only and does not constitute endorsement by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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pled for NOAA's NS&T Program 13 and represent a range of coprostanol concentra
tions. The Kellogg Island (Seattle, WA, U.S.A.) sediment is a highly contaminated
sediment which had been found by a previous analytical procedure'{ to contain
compounds that interfered with analyses for coprostanol. We analyzed this sediment
by the HPLC method to demonstrate the efficiency of this procedure in isolating
coprostanol from interfering compounds.

Selection of the reference material
A sediment reference material from the Duwamish River (Seattle, WA, U.S.A)

was collected and stored as described previously'". This Duwamish III reference
material has been used in intercalibration exercises (AHs and CHS)l7 for the NS&T
Program and currently serves as one of the quality assurance control materials for
AHs, CHs and coprostanol in our laboratory. Thus, this material has been analyzed
repeatedly.

Extraction of sediment
Sediment samples were extracted to obtain AHs, CHs and coprostanol by a

tumbling method as described previously'<. The sediment extract in methylene chlo
ride was reduced to about 20 ml by evaporation. Then, to eliminate particulate matter
which could plug the HPLC system, the extract was filtered through a glass-wool plug
packed into a 25-ml disposable pipette. The volume of the filtered extract was reduced
by evaporation to 1 ml, and 100 fll of the HPLC recovery standard [2Hu]benzo[e]py
rene was added to determine the percentage of extract used in the HPLC step.

Instrument conditions for HPLC cleanup
A Spectra-Physics (San Jose, CA, U.S.A.) Model 8800 HPLC equipped with a

recorder-integrator (Spectra-Physics, Model 4270), an ultraviolet (UV) detector
(Spectra-Physics, Model 8450, set at 254 nm) and a refractive index (RI) detector
(Model LC-25, Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.) were interfaced to a Gilson
(Middleton, WI, U.S.A.) Model 231/401 autosampler. Two HPLC columns, 250 x
4.6 mm stainless steel, each packed with Partisil Hl-um PAC (alkylnitrile-substituted
secondary alkylamine bonded phase, "amino-cyano"; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA,
U.S.A.) were connected in series after a 2-flm in-line filter (Model 7302, Rheodyne,
Cotati, CA, U.S.A.). The HPLC columns were connected to a six-port valve (Rheo
dyne, Model 7000) to allow for a reversal of solvent flow to the columns (backflush).
The HPLC solvent, methyl tert.-butyl ether (MTBE, "high purity solvent", American
Burdick & Jackson, Muskegon, MI, U.S.A.), was reported by Miller 18 to be compat
ible with chromatographing polar compounds on the amino-cyano columns. How
ever, we found that MTBE caused leaks in some PTFE seals, apparently because this
solvent shrinks PTFE1 9

, so we used Kel-F seals when possible. The MTBE was
degassed with helium delivered by a regulator equipped with a stainless-steel dia
phragm. The helium was passed through an in-line charcoal filter (200-ml "hydrocar
bon trap", Alltech, Deerfield, IL, U.S.A.) to eliminate contaminants which may be
transferred by the helium to the HPLC solvent.

Cleanup of sediment extracts
MTBE (2 ml) was added to the sediment extract, and the solvent (methylene
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chloride) was displaced by the MTBE as the volume was reduced to 1 ml. A portion
of this extract (100 ,ul) was injected onto the columns using the autosampler. The
elution was isocratic, 100% MTBE at a flow of 2 ml/rnin for 18 min. The Gilson
automatic fraction collector (Model 201C; equipped with a collection valve contain
ing Kel-F seals, Neptune Research, Northbrook, MA, U.S.A.) was calibrated to
collect a fraction from the beginning of the eHu]benzo[e]pyrene elution to the end of
the coprostanol elution (from 4.2 to 5.8 min). The coprostanol fraction was collected
into a conical centrifuge tube (part No. 73785, Kimble Glass, Toledo, OH, U.S.A.).
The HPLC columns were backflushed at the completion of fraction collection (from 6
to 16 min) to rapidlyremove the remaining polar components from the column.

Hexane (2 m!) was added to the coprostanol fraction and the solvent (MTBE)
was displaced by the hexane as the volume was reduced by evaporation to 1ml. Then,
10 ,ul of the GC internal standard (HMB) was added, and the volume was further
reduced, under nitrogen, to about 100,u1.

Preparation of trimethylsilyl ether derivatives
Bis(trimethylsilyl)-trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA with 1% TMCS, Regisil RC-Z;

100 ,ul; Regis, Morton Grove, IL, U.S.A.) was added to 50 ,ul of the coprostanol
fraction (in hexane), and the mixture was heated on a vial heating module (Pierce,
Rockford, IL, U.S.A.) at 60°C for 1 h2 0

,2 1 . This mixture was stored in the freezer
until GC analyses could be conducted.

Analysis by GC-FID or GC-MS of the sediment fractions
The coprostanol fraction from the sediment extracts and the derivatized frac

tions were analyzed by capillary GC~FID or GC-MS. A 30 m x 0.25 mm DB-5
capillary column (J & W Scientific, Folsom, CA, U.S.A.) was used in a Hewlett
Packard Model 5880A GC system. The sample (3 ,ul) was injected splitless, and the
split valve was opened after 30 s. An oven temperature of 500Cwas held for 1min and
then programmed at 4°C/min to 210°C, at 2°C/min to 280°C and at 8°C/min to 3000C.
Helium was the carrier gas, and the flow-rate was set to 30 cm/s at 300°C. Quantita
tion was made using androstanol as the internal standard.

RESULTS

Analyses by GC-FID and GC-MS for coprostanol in sediment extracts
Extracts from Duwamish III and Kellogg Island sediments (n = 5 for each

sediment) were cleaned up by HPLC, and the resulting fractions were analyzed for
coprostanol by GC-FID. A portion of each fraction was derivatized with BSTFA
and was analyzed for the trimethylsilyl ether of coprostanol. The results are shown in
Table 1.

One underivatized and one derivatized fraction from the Kellogg Island sedi
ment and one derivatized fraction from the Duwamish III reference material were
also analyzed by GC-MS to search for any compounds which could interfere with the
quantitation of coprostanol and also to compare the quantitations by GC-FID and
GC-MS (Table I). The GC-MS determinations of coprostanol agreed well with the
GC~FID results for all the samples (Table I).

In a previous analysis of the Kellogg Island sediment by the column chroma-
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tographic procedure of MacLeod et al.'>, a "cholestadienol" interferent was found
which coeluted with coprostanol on the DB-5 GC column. This cholestadienol in
terferent had the same molecular weight (384) and fragment ions (mjz 367, 35I, 255
and 213) as cholesta-5,22-dien-3j3-ol, which was tentatively identified (from the mass
spectrum) by Matusik et al.2 2

. No cholestadienol interferent was found in any of the
sediment fractions cleaned up by HPLC, indicating a satisfactory separation of this
compound from coprostanol.

Epicoprostanol, a product of bacterial action on sewage sludge during diges
tion '", coeluted with coprostanol on the DB-5 capillary column (see Discussion).
This was unexpected because in previous analyses (ca. 1-2 years earlier), the DB-5
columns in use separated the epimers by about 0.8 min. Because coprostanol and
epicoprostanol have similar mass spectra, neither selected ion monitoring nor the
full-scan mode could effectively distinguish the coeluting epimers. FID also would be
unable to differentiate between these compounds. GC-MS chromatograms of one
Kellogg Island fraction, both before (Fig. IA) and after derivatization (Fig. IB), are
shown in order to demonstrate the resolution of the epimers after derivatization.

Statistical comparisons ofamounts of coprostanol in derivatized vs. underivatized sedi
ment extracts

When concentrations of coprostanol in underivatized fractions from Kellogg
Island sediment were compared by Student's t-test (paired) to those in portions of the
same fractions derivatized with BSTFA, a significant difference was found; the un
derivatized fractions had larger concentrations of coprostanol (Table 1). In contrast,
the concentrations of coprostanol in underivatized and derivatized extracts of Du
wamish III reference sediments (Table I) were not significantly different by Student's
r-test (paired).

Statistical comparisons of amounts ofcoprostanol in Duwamish III sediment reference
material cleaned up by two different methods

Concentrations of coprostanol in samples of Duwamish III sediment reference
material analyzed by the HPLC cleanup (n = 15) were compared statistically to those
in Duwamish III samples cleaned up by the column chromatography method of
MacLeod et alY (quality assurance for NS&T, 1984-1985; n=29); no differences
were found (Table II).

Analyses for coprostanol in sediment samples from California
Several sediments samples, coneeted in California for the NS&T Program, were

extracted, cleaned up by the HPLC method, derivatized, and analyzed for coprosta
nol (Table III). These samples were chosen, based on analyses for coprostanol in
sediments collected at these sites in earlier years, to include a range of coprostanol
contamination levels. The lowest coprostanol concentrations were found at the non
urban site, Dana Point, located between San Diego and Los Angeles, while the high
est levels were in Santa Monica Bay, adjacent to the Hyperion sewer outfall (Table
III). San Pedro Outer Harbor and South San Diego Bay showed intermediate levels
of contamination. The variability among the three stations from each site is due to the
individual samples taken at each station rather than to analytical method variability;
note that the duplicate samples (San Pedro Outer Harbor-C) were in good agreement.
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Fig. 1. GC-MS chromatogram of the sediment extract from Kellogg Island after HPLC cleanup and
fractionation (see Experimental for details). (A) Prior to derivatization, coprostanol and epicoprostanol
coelute. (B) The fraction resulting from HPLC cleanup was derivatized with BSTFA and the epimers were
resolved. Abbreviations: HMB = hexamethylbenzene; AND = androstanol; dDeP = [2H

12
1benzo[e]py

rene; COP = coprostanol; EPI = epicoprostanol.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF MEAN CONCENTRATIONS OF COPROSTANOL [.\:, ng/g, DRY WEIGHT,
(R.SD., %)] AND MEAN PERCENT RECOVERIES OF THE INTERNAL STANDARD, ANDROS
TANOL, IN DUWAMISH III REFERENCE MATERIAL SEDIMENTS CLEANED UP BY HPLC
AND BY A COLUMN CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD

Cleanup + quantitation me/hod

HPLC + GC-FIDb

Column chromatography + GC-FID'

Coprostanol"
.\: (R.S.D.)

900 (24)
860 (28)

Androstanol
% recovery (R.S.D.)

89 (27)
86 (20)

n

15
29

u The concentrations of coprostanol found by the two methods were not statistically different by
Student's z-test.

b All samples were analyzed by the HPLC cleanup method described in this manuscript. Ten
samples were part of the quality assurance program for NS&T Program (1986-1988)'3.

c Analyzed by an earlier column chromatographic cleanup method 15 as a part of the quality assur
ance for the NS&T Program (1984-1985).

The limit of detection for coprostanol was < 14± 9 ngjg, dry weight (n = 7, from
methods blanks). For the spiked blanks (n = 3), mean percent recoveries of coprosta
nol were 98 ± 12 and the mean percent recoveries of androstanol were 90 ± 23.

DISCUSSION

The largely automated HPLC method for isolating coprostanol from interfer
ing compounds in sediment extracts is a significant advance over previous methods
which used either thin-layer or column chromatographic cleanup steps"? o. Although
our method is more efficient (less time per sample) than our previous procedure'",
accuracy and precision are maintained as demonstrated by comparing results from
analyzing the Duwamish III reference material for coprostanol by both procedures
(Table II).

Other advantages of the HPLC method are decreased costs of solvents and the
ability to monitor instrument conditions. For example, smaller quantities of highly
pure solvent are needed for the cleanup step, i.e., from 10-40% of the solvent used for
typical column chromatographic c1eanups5,6,15. Also, the ability to monitor the UV
signal and the system pressure during the HPLC cleanup alerts the operator to prob
lems with the system and reduces the need to rechromatograph the extracts.

In the first two years of the Benthic Surveillance Project of the NS&T Program
(1984-1985), we conducted analyses for coprostanol in sediment by a laborious col
umn chromatographic procedure-". For samples collected in the years since then, we
have used our HPLC procedure to analyze for coprostanol. Data are given for four
sites sampled in 1986 from among the 50 NS&T sites (Table III). The degree of
sewage contamination reflects the location of these sites with respect to sources of
sewage. For example, relatively remote sites such as Dana Point show low levels (62
to 96 ngjg) of coprostanol contamination. In contrast, Santa Monica Bay, which is
within a short distance of major urban sewage outfalls, has high levels of coprostanol
from sewage (4700-15 000 ngjg). Coprostanol levels in sediments from more typical
urban sites fall between these concentrations. The urban South San Diego Bay and
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San Pedro Outer Harbor sites, receiving general urban runoff and vessel sewage
inputs, have coprostanol concentrations from 310 to 1000 ng/g,

The range of coprostanol concentrations found in sediments at these California
sites is typical of those reported by researchers working in other locations. Hatcher
and McGillivary2 3 report a range of 56 to 5200 ngjg coprostanol in sediment for sites
in the New York Bight; Readman et al.t? found a range of 1400 to 9000 for estuaries
in the U.K.; Goodfellow et al.s report levels of 3 to 13500 ngjg for Clyde Estuary in
Glasgow, U.K.; and Itoh and Tatsukawa/" find coprostanol levels of 300 to 3600
ng/g in sediments from Osaka Bay, Japan.

Some of these earlier coprostanol measurements may not be strictly compara
ble with our results. For example, coprostanol determinations, especially those ob
tained from packed GC columns, may be artificially high due to coeluting com
pounds, such as cholesta-5,22-dien-3fi-ol and epicoprostanol. Although we separated
cholestadienol from coprostanol in the HPLC cleanup step, epicoprostanol was only
partially resolved. Therefore, it was necessary to assure the separation of the epimers
in the GC analysis. Before derivatization, the coprostanol concentration in the Kel
logg Island extract -a sum of the concentrations of the epimers- was 30% high (Table
I). After a simple derivatization with BSTFA, the trimethylsilyl ethers of the epimers
were resolved on the DB-5 GC column (Fig. 1B).

In conclusion, the HPLC cleanup method for isolating coprostanol is rapid,
precise and efficient. Also, the cleanup can be totally automated. Use of this method
will permit environmental managers to assess the extent of sewage pollution more
rapidly and less expensively. Derivatization of the coprostanol fraction from the
cleanup step is recommended because: (a) epicoprostanol is often present in samples
in significant amounts; (b) coprostanol and epicoprostanol are reliably separated on
the DB-5 GC column only when derivatized; and (c) the condition of the GC column
is not as critical in obtaining sharp peaks and good resolution from derivatized com
pounds.
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DETERMINATION OF PHENOXYACID HERBICIDES IN WATER

POLYMERIC PRE-COLUMN PRECONCENTRAnON AND TETRABUTYL
AMMONIUM ION-PAIR SEPARATION ON A PRP-l COLUMN

RENE B. GEERDINK*, CONNIE A. A. VAN BALKOM and HENDRIK-JAN BROUWER

Institute for Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment, P.O. Box 17,8200 AA Lelystad (The
Netherlands)
(First received December 16th, 1988; revised manuscript received June 26th, 1989)

SUMMARY

Optimum conditions for preconcentration of phenoxyacid herbicides from
water on polymeric material and separation on an analytical column (PLRP-S and
PRP-I respectively) have been achieved. The method consists of (a) an on-line
preconcentration at pH 3, (b) clean-up with four (precolumn) bed volumes of
acetonitrile-water (30:70) at pH 3 and (c) isocratic analytical separation at pH 11 with
0.01 mol/I tetrabutylammonium as the ion-pair reagent and acetonitrile-water (30:70)
as the eluent. Data on the repeatability of the method, sample flow dependence and
sorption capacity are reported. For reliable integration of the chromatogram
a clean-up step was introduced. This washing procedure however is more effective for
tap-water than for surface water samples. The results of the method are promising and
indicate that 10-50 ml of surface water can be applied to the precolumn without
breakthrough. Detection limits in surface water samples are 0.1-0.5 J.lg/l whereas those
in tap-water are 10-50 ngjl, The applicability of the method was tested. The results of
this method were in good agreement with gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric
results, and only ca. 0.1 J.lg/llower over the entire range, whereas the analysis time was
much shorter. The potential of this technique for automation was demonstrated using
a microprocessor-controlled column-switching unit, resulting in a reduction of the
total analysis time to ca. 20 min.

INTRODUCTION

Phenoxyacid herbicides are widely used to control the growth of broad-leaf
weeds. Although they are not extremely poisonous and/or environmentally persistent,
their widescale production necessitates an analysis method capable of low detection
limits of these herbicides.

In our institute the chlorophenoxy carboxylic acid herbicides 4-chloro-2
methylphenoxyacetic acid (MCPA), (2,4-dichlorophenoxy)acetic acid (2,4-D), 2-(4
chloro-2-methylphenoxy)propionic acid (MCPP), 2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)propionic
acid (2,4-DP) and (2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy)acetic acid (2,4,5-T) are determined in

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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industrial waste-water by gas chromatography (GC) after conversion into the
corresponding methyl esters using methanol-Bf; This method is very cumbersome,
poorly repeatable and time consuming because of the many steps such as liquid-liquid
extraction, concentration and derivatization with or without additional clean-up.
Solid-phase extraction is an attractive alternative for enrichment of environmental
samples prior to quantitation. Effective preconcentration is demonstrated for many
components or groups 1-4 and detection limits for real (water) samples are often in the
low Jig/l range.

Akerblom s reported upon a simple precolumn sample enrichment system for
acid herbicides in which the sample loop was replaced by a precolumn. Samples were
introduced by a syringe into the precolumn, which was packed with ca. 40 JimC 18 silica
gel. Smith and Pietrzyk" used an auxiliary pump to deliver the sample to the precolumn
which was packed with 10- or 20-JimPRP-l. Separations were performed on a PRP-I
analytical column which provided good efficiencies for separation of complex
mixtures like chlorophenols and phenoxyacetic acid herbicides.

In a previous paper7 the simultaneous preconcentration on various materials of
fourteen polar (chloro- and methyl-substituted) anilines from surface water was
reported. In this paper, a procedure is described for the preconcentration and analysis
of some polar phenoxyacid herbicides from water. Enrichment conditions have been
studied on a macroporous polystyrene-divinylbenzene copolymer (PLRP-S). This
material was chosen because of its good adsorption properties. Desorption and
analysis were performed at high pH using tetrabutylammonium (TBA) ion-pair
separation on a PRP-l analytical column. The automated method developed utilizes
a microprocessor-controlled valve-switching unit by which the total analysis time is
reduced to ca. 20 min. To overcome an high background in the chromatogram after the
desorption step, a "washing" step was introduced prior to desorption of the herbicides.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents
HPLC-grade acetonitrile and water were obtained from Mallinckrodt (St.

Louis, MO, U.S.A.) and HPLC-grade methanol, sodium hydroxide and perchloric
acid from Baker (Deventer, The Netherlands). All chlorophenoxy carboxylic acids
were obtained from Riedel-de Haen (Hannover, F.R.G.) and tetrabutylammonium
hydrogensulphate from (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland).

Apparatus'
The HPLC equipment to deliver the wetting solvent, the aqueous sample and the

precolumn washing solvent included two LKB (Bromma, Sweden) Model 2150
pumps; an LKB system controller Model 2152, LKB low- and high-pressure mixing
valves, Models 2040-203 and 2154-400. A Pye-Unicam (Philips, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands) LC-XPC pump was used to deliver the mobile phase. The variable-wave
length UV absorbance detector was a Pye-Unicam Model 4110, set at 230 or 280 nm.
The Model SPH 99 column thermostat was from Spark (Emmen, The Netherlands).

The microprocessor-controlled autoinjector (Spark, Model Promis) with two
additional valves was used to inject standard samples and to control the flow scheme
during analysis. Chromatograms were recorded and integrated by a data station
(Millipore, Milford, MA, U.S.A.) with Baseline 810 software.
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Fig. I. Experimental set-ups for the on-line enrichment and separation of water samples: a = mobile phase,
acetonitrile-water (30:70), 0.010 mol/l at pH II;b = wetting solvent, 0.02 mol/l HCI04 ; c = water sample;
d = washing solvent, acetonitrile-water (30:70) at pH 3. Analytical column: 150 mm x 4.1 mm J.D. PRP-I;
precolumn 10 mm x 2 mm to. PLRP-S. The autoinjector is used to inject a standard (loop) sample.
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The experimental set-up for the on-line enrichment and separation of water
samples is shown in Fig. 1.

Procedures
Stock solutions of the chlorophenoxy herbicides were prepared by weighing ca.

5 mg ofeach component followed by dissolution in 50 ml ofmethanol. These solutions
were diluted in tap-water to obtain standard solutions as well as mixed standard
solutions.

Sample solutions were preparad by diluting the stock solutions in tap-water or
surface water and acidified to pH 3 with 0.1 mol/l HCI04 . Precolumns (10 mm x
2 mm) were manually packed using a microspatula with 15-25 11m PLRP-S (Polymer
Laboratories, Shropshire, U.K.) and activated with 30 ml (2 ml/min) of 0.02 mol/l
HCI04 and 30 ml (2 ml/min) of 0.001 mol/l HCI04 prior to preconcentration of the
samples.

Separations were carried out at 50°C on alSO mm x 4.1 mm J.D. column,
prepacked with 10-lIm PRP-1 (Hamilton, Reno, NV, U.S.A.) using acetonitrile-water
(30:70), 0.010 mol/l of tetrabutylammonium (TBA), pH 11 (adjusted with 5 mol/l
NaOH) at a flow-rate of 1.0 ml/min as the mobile phase, which also served as the
desorption phase of the precolumn. Conditions during sample concentration are
described below, and illustrated in Fig. 1. Time programming of the automated
autoinjector and system controller is described in ref. 8.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chromatography
Solid phase extraction of polar compounds, such as acid herbicides with

polymeric materials, has been shown to be successful from acidified samplesf:". Earlier
experiments'':" showed that desorption ofthe acid herbicides from PLRP-S is favoured
by (a) a high eluent pH and/or (b) a high eluent content oforganic solvent. Separation,
however, on analytical columns with a related type of material (PRP-l) was hardly
achieved up to now because of the general lack of efficiency of those columns in
general.

Optimization of the separation conditions, for the acetic acid derivatives MCPA
and 2,4-D and the propionic acid derivatives MCPP and 2,4-DP, was adequately
effected only using TBA as an ion-pair reagent. Other ion-pair reagents such as
ammonium, caesium, tetradecyltrimethylammonium (cetrimide) and tetramethyl
ammonium were not suitable in this respect. High molarity (0.05 mol/l) TBA increased
the capacity factor, k', but did not improve the separation, while low molarity (0.010
mol/I)TBA gave higher selectivity, especially for the aforementioned pairs. Raising the
temperature to 50°C further improved the separation. Separations therefore were
carried out under the optimum isocratic conditions described in Experimental.

Sample flow dependence
Tnorder to determine the dependence of the adsorption of acid herbicides from

tap-water on the sample flow-rate, the flow-rate was varied between 1 and 20 ml/min.
Recovery percentages of the acid herbicides were determined by comparing the peak
areas of a loop injecton with those after enrichment and desorption from the
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TABLE I

DEPENDENCE OF THE RECOVERY FROM TAP-WATER ON THE SAMPLE FLOW-RATE AND
THE CONTACT TIME

Conditions: flow-rate = I, 2 or 5 nil/min, sample = 5 ml, 50 Ilg of component/l; flow-rate = 10, 15 or 20
ml/min, sample = 10 ml, 25 /lg of component/l.

Flow-rate Contact Recovery (%)
(mllmin ) time"

(s) MCPA 2,4-D MCPP 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T

I 1.20 103 107 89 105 95
2 0,60 103 106 84 108 96
5 0.24 112 122 90 109 99

10 0.12 86 86 85 85 100
15 0.08 107 108 87 89 99
20 0.06 113 101 84 .100 100

precolumn void volume
u Contact time = = 0.64nr 2L/ F

flow-rate
where 0.64 = column porosity factor, Su [0, r = inner radius (dm), L column length (dm) and
F = flow-rate (l/s).

precolumn. From Table I it is seen that, even with a very short contact time of 0.06 s, in
the case of a flow-rate of 20 ml/min, the recoveries of all five acid herbicides
investigated are over 84%. Moreover no breakthrough occurred in the case of a 10-ml
sample. The precolumn was the same during all these experiments. During all other
experiments, however, the sample flow-rate was kept constant at 5 ml/rnin, and new
.precolumns were used.

Sample pH dependence
The dependence of the retention on sample pH was studied in the range pH 3-7

in order to determine the affinity of the acid herbicides for the hydrophobic adsorbent
surface. It might be expected that the acid herbicides (pKa 2.6-3.0) are more efficiently
trapped in their acidic forms by PLRP-S and related materials than are their
conjugated bases. Surprisingly, from Table II it is seen that the recoveries from

TABLE II

DEPENDENCE OF RECOVERY ON SAMPLE pH

Conditions: sample = 10ml of tap-water, 25 /lg of component/I; flow-rate = ml/min.

pH Recovery (%)

MCPA 2,4-D MCPP 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T

3 97 104 70 89 100
4 96 102 68 88 102
5 100 106 68 94 99
6 101 107 73 82 96
7 94 109 72 95 99
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tap-water for all five herbicides investigated, over the entire pH range, are good.
Recoveries from surface water (not shown in the table) with a sample pH 7 however are
poor (11-41 %), whereas at pH 3 the recoveries from surface water for all five
herbicides are good (> 70%). This means that PLRP-S is able to adsorb charged and
uncharged organics, but that the adsorption of the neutral solute is stronger.
Breakthrough at pH 7 with surface water might also be aided by competitive sorption
by humic substancesll . Recoveries at pH 3 might further be improved by adding
sodium chloride (salting out effect) to the sarnplev'".

Repeatability and washing procedure
The repeatability was tested by applying five spiked tap-water samples on

a precolumn. From Table III it is seen that the repeatability is satisfactory, e.g.,
standard deviation (S.D.) ~ 12%. The mean recovery ofMCPP however is 70%. This
can be attributed to peak integration errors of the chromatogram, obtained after
desorption of the acid herbicides from the precolumn: a chromatogram of a blank
shows, especially in the region ofMCPP, a sharp irregular dip resulting in a less reliable
integration in this region.

In the case of sample loop injections, baselines are straight and chromtogram
integration is easily achieved.

During the enrichment step, not only the (spiked) acid herbicides and other
unknown compounds are adsorbed, but water is also trapped by the macroporous
resin. Desorption of the components and, more slowly, the release of water from the
precolumn causes a large unretained peak, which only slowly and irregularly returns to
the baseline. Therefore a washing step has been introduced to clean-up the precolumn
and to remove interfering compounds and to "recalibrate" the polymer with the
organic phase. This is done by delivering acetonitrile-water (30:70) at pH 3 at
a constant, but low flow-rate by time programming the LC pump during the
preconcenrration step (see also Fig. lA).

From Table IV it is seen that with washing volumes of 70 and 140 III the
recoveries are good and, moreover, the recovery ofMCPP is in the same order, due to
reliable integration.

TABLE III

REPEATABILITY OF PRECONCENTRATION FROM TAP-WATER

Conditions: as in Table II.

n Recovery (%)

MCPA 2,4-D MCPP 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T

1 82 81 79 91 119
2 104 102 77 97 109
3 102 105 72 95 136
4 106 110 52 94 103
5 108 108 70 98 104

Mean 100 101 70 95 114
S.D, 10 12 II 3 14
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TABLE IV

DEPENDENCE OF RECOVERY ON WASHING VOLUME
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Washing solvent: acetonitrile-water (30:70), pH 3, flow-rate = 0.1 ml/rnin. Other conditions as in Table II.

No. 01 Volume Recovery (%)
bed (ILl)
volumes MCPA 2,4-D MCPP 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T

2 70 81 81 79 80 79
4 140 81 81 93 92 87
6 210 48 33 79 77 70

At this point it is also noticeable that manually packing of the precolumns
contributes to some extent to the recovery percentages. Commercial, disposable
cartridges showed better reproducibility':' and will be used in our future work.

The low flow-rate of the washing solvent (0.1 ml/rnin) not only ensures
reproducibility of the total volume applied to the precolumn, but also displacement of
the water from the inner polymer structure. With 210 ,ul of washing solvent (six bed
volumes), breakthrough of MCPA and 2,4-D is apparent. Fig. 2 demonstrates the
effect of the washing step on the chromatogram baseline.

Sorption capacity and detection limits from tap-water and surface water
The sorption capacity of the PLRP-S polymer was measured by applying equal

volumes of sample to the precolumn with varying herbicide concentrations (25-5000

w
if)
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o
c,
if)
W
0:
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I

8 12 16

2
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min _

Fig. 2. HPLC chromatograms of acid herbicides after preconcentration: (I) without clean-up step; (2) after
clean-up with four precolumn bed volumes and (3) after clean-up with six precolumn bed volumes.
Preconcentration conditions: 10 ml of tap-water, 25 f.lg of component II; sample flow-rate 5 ml/rnin; washing
solvent, acetonitrile-water (30:70) pH 3, flow-rate 0.1 ml/min. System: 10 mm x 2 mm 1.0. precolumn
packed with 20 f.lm PLRP-S, 150 mm x 4. I mm J.D. analytical column packed with 10 11m PRP-l; eluent,
acetonitrile-water (30:70), 0.010 mol/l TBA, pH I I; flow-rate = 1.0 ml/min; UV detection at 280 nm.
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TABLE V

RECOVERIES FROM TAP-WATER

Conditions: sample = 10 m!; flow-rate = 5 ml/min.

Concn. Absolute Recovery (%)
(mg of amount (Jig
componen t/l) (Jj' component ) MCPA 2,4-D MCPP 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T

0.025 0.25 104 102 79 89 92
0.05 0.50 91 87 75 75 89
0.10 1.00 95 94 88 88 99
0.20 2.00 93 91 84 82 101
0.40 4.00 101 100 91 85 98
1.00 10.00 98 96 90" 90" 96
2.00 20.00 89 93 89" 89" 102
5.00 50.00 88a 88a 88a 88a 95

a Recovery estimated by dividing the peak area of two coinciding components by two.

J-tg/I). From Table V it is seen that the capacity of the precolumn, determined by the
affinity of the herbicides to PLRP-S, is good and not a limiting factor in enrichment of
the herbicides from tap-water.

Comparing Tables V and VI, it is seen that breakthrough ofMCPA from surface
water occurs at concentrations 50 times lower than for tap-water. For surface water,
also the other herbicides, except 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, tend to breakthrough at higher
concentrations,

In environmental surface waters, however, the concentrations are commonly
below I J-tg/I and so the concentration of 0.5 J-tg of component applied to the
precolumn, at which concentration, i.e., 50 J-tg/l recoveries are still good, is far above
the analyte concentration in practical environmental analysis. This means that the
capacity of the PLRP-S material for surface water is sufficient.

With real surface water samples however the clean-up procedure as outlined
above is not sufficient to eliminate the "injection peak" as in the case of tap-water
samples (see also Fig. 2). This means that the first peaks eluted are more difficult to
integrate, due to this injection peak. Moreover, if the sample volume is raised from 10
to 50-100 ml, the injection peak will also increase too.

TABLE VI

RECOVERIES FROM SURFACE WATER

Conditions as in Table V.

Concn. Absolute Recovery (%)
(mg oj' amount (Jig
component/l) of component) MCPA 2.4-D MCPP 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T

0.025 0.25 95 101 86 85 95
0.05 0.50 94 93 95 98 99
0.10 1.00 51 90 91 97 103
0.20 2.00 40 75 75 77 101
0.40 4.00 32 95 63 64 99
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TABLE VII

DEPENDENCE OF RECOVERY ON SAMPLE VOLUME (TAP-WATER)

Flow-rate = I ml/rnin.

Concn. Preconcn. Recovery (%)
(Jig of volume
componentll) (m/) MCPA 2,4-D MCPP 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T

5 10 91 87 75 75 89
0.5 100 71 77 67 81 83
0.12 400 67 46 53 67 56
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From Table VII it is seen that the recovery of the phenoxyacid herbicides
decreases only slowly with increasing sample volume. With an 100-ml sample and 0.5
{tg cornponent/l, the recoveries are acceptable and detection limits of 10-50 ng/I
(signal-to-noise ratio 3) were calculated. This, of course, is true only for tap-water
samples. Surface water samples were, up to now, limited to 50 ml with detection limits
of 0.1-0.5 {tg/l (signal-to-noise ratio 3). However, without (off-line) clean-up
procedures like gel permeation chromatography (GPC), ultrafiltration or dialysis
before concentration of the analytes, lower detection limits for surface water are not
expected.

Currently, the behaviour ofhumic substances (1-5 mg/l surface water) is studied
with on-line GPC and off-line SPE techniques in order to improve the sample to be
concentrated and to improve the efficiency of the clean-up procedure. The results will
be presented in a future paper.

Application to surface water samples
On September 9th, 1988an accidental spill of2,4-DP (dichlorprop) (0.5- I ton) in

the river Rhine near Ludwigshafen (F.R.G.) was reported to the authorities. About
half of the Dutch drinking water is prepared from surface water, so a monitoring

TABLE VIII

CONCENTRATION AND CALCULATED AMOUNT OF 2,4-DP IN RHINE SAMPLES AFTER
ACCIDENTAL SPILL

Sample" Date Time Concn. Amount
(h) (Ilg//) (ton)

I 12-09-88 20.00-24.00 0.5 om
5 13-09-88 08.00-12.00 1.5 0.04
7 13-09-88 12.00-16.00 2.2 0.05
9 13-09-88 16.00-20.00 3.0 0.Q7

II 13-09-88 20.00-24.00 2.7 0.06
13 14-09-88 00.00--04.00 3.2 0.Q7
15 14-09-88 04.00-08.00 3.1 0.06
16 14-09-88 08.00 2.5

Total = 0.36

u Composite or grab samples.
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Fig. 3. HPLC chromatogram ofa river Rhine sample after an accidental spill. Conditions: see text and Fig. 2;
UV detection at 230 nm.

programme, with the aforementioned method, was started. At Lobith, the entrance of
the Rhine in The Netherlands, samples were collected and analyzed in our laboratory.
From the results the total amount of 2,4-DP can be determined.

From Table VIII it is seen that the maximum concentration was ca. 3.2 Jlg/l
2,4-DP and that the measured amount of2,4-DP, during the measuring time, was ca.
0.4 ton; this fits well with the statement from the factory.

The results were in good agreement with the results ofthe Water Transport
Company!" (WRK, Nieuwegein) and only slightly lower (ca. 0.1 Jlg/I over the entire
range) than their gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric (GC-MS) method, which
essentially consists of (a) preconcentration of 0.51 surface water on a CIS cartridge, (b)
drying of the cartridge with nitrogen, (c) desorption with 2 ml methanol, (d)
methylation with diazomethane, (e) evaporation with nitrogen to 50 JlI and (f)
injection of 2 JlI for GC-MS.

In Fig. 3 a chromatogram is shown of the river Rhine sample using the
aforementioned method, except for the washing step, which was omitted.

CONCLUSIONS

Separation of the acid herbicides MCPA, 2,4-D, MCPP, 2,4-DP and 2,4,5-T on
a styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer (PRP-l) analytical column has been achieved
with the ion-pair reagent tetrabutylammonium under isocratic conditions.

Solid phase extraction was studied on the polymeric material PLRP-S. The
herbicides were applied to the precolumn in tap-water or surface water matrices. The
results for the tap-water samples indicate that the sorption capacity of the precolumn
(with a volume of ca. 35 Jll) is excellent and that recoveries at pH 3 with various
flow-rates (1-20 nil/min) are over 80%. The repeatability of the method is acceptable
(S.D. ~ 12%; 25 Jlg of component/I),
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To overcome the interference ofa large unretained peak, which results in a partly
less reliable integration of the chromatogram, a clean-up step was introduced which
essentially consists of a slow delivery offour bed volumes of acetonitrile-water (30:70)
at pH 3. This procedure however, is not sufficient to eliminate the injection peak in the
case ofsurface water samples. Due to a high humic content, an additional clean-up step
before preconcentration is considered necessary.

Also the results for the surface water samples indicate that the competitive
sorption capacity of the sample matrix is a limiting factor for the sorption capacity of
the precolumn. Breakthrough of the first herbicides eluted occurs for surface water 50
times more rapidly than for tap-water samples. Still at least 10-50 ml of surface water
can be applied to the precolumn without breakthrough. Detection limits from
tap-water are calculated to be 10-50 ng/I (signal-to-noise ratio 3) and those from
surface water are 0.1-0.5 Ilg/1 (signal-to-noise ratio 3).

The easy handling of aqueous samples, the low detection limits obtainable and
the potential of this technique for automation are very promising.
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SUMMARY

A new dithiocarbamate, benzylpropionitrile dithiocarbamate (BPDTC), has
been synthesized for use in metal analysis. The.high-performance liquid chromato
graphy behavior of metal chelates of BPDTC has been investigated for the simultane
ous determination of antimony, cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead,
selenium, thaliium, and zinc, all of which are on the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's list of priority poliutant metals. Metals are extracted into dichloromethane
as BPDTC chelates, and then separated on a C18 column. Cobalt is added as an
internal standard. The effects of pH and of three organic modifiers (methanol, aceto
nitrile, tetrahydrofuran) of the mobile phase on retention time have been investigated.
Addition of dichloromethane to the mobile phase increases solubility and chelate
stability, and improves the separation of metal BPDTC complexes. BPDTC is added
to the aqueous mobile phase to reduce on-column dissociation of the complexes.
Detection limits at 260 nm are in the range of 0.1 to 3 /lg/I depending on the metal
species.

INTRODUCTION

Dithiocarbamates (DTCs) are useful reagents for the extraction, separation,
and spectrophotometric detection of many metals due to their abilities to form stable
complexes'v'. In recent years, disubstituted DTC chelates have been studied by high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), with the resultant separation forming
the basis for the simultaneous methods of analysis for the metals 3

-
1 3

. A variety of
separation conditions, detectors, and a number of different DTCs have been used.
Both reversed-phasev"and normal-phase's!" chromatographic techniques have been
utilized. Electrochemical11,12, argon-plasma emission spectroscopic'P, and atomic
spectrometric detection!" have been evaluated to some extent, but UV-VIS absorp-
tion 3

-
10 is by far the most used detection method. -
Reversed-phase HPLC analysis of metal benzylpropionitrile dithiocarbamate

(BPDTC) complexes has been investigated. The metals analyzed in this work are
those identified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as priority

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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pollutants 15 . Included in the list of pollutant metals are antimony, arsenic, beryllium,
cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead, selenium, silver, thallium and
zinc. Beryllium was not evaluated since it has a very limited solubility in water under
normal pH conditions due to the formation of insoluble Be(OH)z, and, thus, is asso
ciated with the particulate rather than the dissolved components of natural systems 15.

Arsenic and silver were also excluded because of the low complexation ability and
high precipitation power with halides, respectively. Since chromium exists in two
stable oxidation states in aqueous systems, Cr(VI) and Cr(III) were both evaluated,
though Cr(VI) is the most environmentally significant. The most common oxidation
states of selenium are +4 and +6, represented respectively by selenite and selenate.
However, only selenium(IV) was included in this work as selenium occurs in natural
water predominantly in the form of selenite!". Similarly, due to low solubility of
mercurous salts in water!", only mercury(II) was included in this work among the two
oxidation states of mercury. One ppm of cobalt was added in this work as an internal
standard. The very low concentration of cobalt in natural water!" allows its use as an
internal standard.

Organic substituents of DTCs do not influence the metal-sulfur bonding, but
change some analytical properties of the complexes. The use of BPDTC chelates
offers advantages over the other commonly used DTC derivatives due to the charac
teristics of the two substituents. First, using a benzyl group as a chromophore in the
BPDTC results in higher molar absorptivities. Second, disturbance by an excess of
the reagent extracted into the organic phase should not be observed, since a propio
nitrile group of BPDTC allows the reagent, Na-BPDTC, to be readily soluble in
water, but very slightly soluble in the organic solvents such as carbon tetrachloride,
chloroform, and dichloromethane.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents
All chemicals used were of analytical-grade purity unless otherwise stated. Each

stock 1000 mgjl metal ion solution was made by dissolution of the respective metal
compound in water or diluted nitric acid. The metal compounds used for the stock
solutions consisted of three different chemical forms: oxide forms for chromium(VI),
selenium(IV) and zinc(II); chloride forms for antimony(III), cadmium(II) and mercu
ry(II); and nitrate forms for chromium(III), cobalt(II), copper(II), lead(II), nickel(II)
and thallium(I). Aqueous solutions were made with distilled water filtered through a
Barnstead NANOpure II deionization system (Boston, MA, U.S.A). HPLC-grade
solvents (acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran, methanol, dichloromethane) from Fisher Sci
entific were employed for the chromatographic work to minimize the background
absorbance.

Na-BPDTC was not available commercially but was readily prepared in the
laboratory by a modification of the procedure described by Moore!". All reagents
were chilled below 5°C prior to use. A 31-ml volume of 3-(benzylamino)propionitrile
was dissolved in 50 ml of a tretrahydrofuran-acetone (l: 1) solution. A solution con
sisting of 12 ml of carbon disulfide in 13 ml of a tetrahydrofuran-acetone (1:1) solu
tion was slowly added with constant stirring. A 20-ml volume of 5.5 M NaOH was
added dropwise to the solution, while maintaining the temperature below YC, and
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then the solution was stirred for 30 min. The majority of the solvents
(tetrahydrofuran, acetone, water) were removed using a Rotavaporator. A 50-ml
aliquot of anhydrous diethyl ether was added and the evaporation is continued. The
ether evaporation step was repeated until crystallization occurs. The material was
then filtered and washed several times with anhydrous diethyl ether. A 77% yield of
pale yellowish white crystals with a melting point of 65-66°C was obtained.

Equipment
Liquid chromatography was carried out using a Hewlett-Packard 1084B liquid

chromatograph equipped with an autoinjector and scanning UV-VIS detector. A
direct-connect cartridge system (Alltech, Avondale, PA, (U.S.A.) with an Econospere
C 18 reversed-phase cartridge (250 mm x 4.6 mm J.D., 5 flm particle size) was used as
the analytical column. The operating conditions were as follows unless otherwise
stated: injection volume, 10 fll; detection wavelength, 260 nm; mobile phase temper
ature, 40°C; column temperature, 3SOC. An IBM 9420 spectrophotometer was used to
obtain UV-VIS spectra of the complexes and a Perkin-Elmer 4000 Series atomic
absorption spectrophotometer was used to evaluate the partition behavior of the
metal complexes which were prepared by solvent extraction. A Varian EM-360A
NMR spectrometer was used to verify the structure of the BPDTC reagent.

Preparation of metal complexes
Liquid-liquid extraction was used for preconcentration of metals as chelates.

Aqueous samples were initially buffered with either 1 M phosphate buffer(pH 8) or
acetate buffer(pH 5) depending on the metal species. A I-I aliquot of the sample
solution was transferred into a 2-1 separatory funnel, to which I ml of a 0.2 M
Na-BPDTC aqueous solution was added. The sample was then agitated for I min.
For the extraction of Cr(IU), the reaction temperature was elevated to 40°C for 15 h.
A 1-g amount of sodium nitrate, if needed, was added to the solution to break down
colloids which can form in the presence of excess ligand. A 25-ml volume of dichloro
methane was then added as the extractant solvent, and the mixture was shaken for 2
min and left to separate for 4-5 min. The organic phase is then recovered and reduced
to I ml under vacuum. A 10-fll volume of the dichloromethane layer was then injected
into the C 18 column described above. Capacity factors (k') were measured after 1 h of
system equilibration. The k' values were calculated assuming that each mobile phase
solvent was an unretained substance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of BPDTC and metal complexes
The proton NMR spectrum of the free BPDTC has been recorded in deuterated

methanol. The resonance signals for phenyl protons in the benzyl group lay in the
range (j 7.1-7.3, while the signal for methyl protons in the benzyl group appeared at (j

5.6. The triplet signals for two adjacent CH z in the acetonitrile group were in the
range (j 2.5-2.9 and (j 3.8-4.2, respectively. The signal appearing at (j 4.67 is due to the
trace hydroxyl proton in deuterated methanol or moisture in the sample.

The UV-VIS spectra of free BPDTC solution and metal-BPDTC complexes
were obtained in water and dichloromethane, respectively. The molar absorptivities
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of free BPDTC ligand at 259.0 nm (Amax) was 19,500. The significant differences in
wavelength of maximum absorbance of the most intense bands for metal diethyldi
thiocarbamate (DDTC) complexes have been reported 2 o

,2 1 . The spectroscopic prop
erties of BPDTC and DDTC complexes were compared in Table J. It is evident that
the benzyl group in BPDTC imparts higher absorptivities to the complex compared
to DOTC and the absorptivity of each metal BPDTC complex at 260 nm was reason
ably consistent from metal to metal. Thus, it was possible to achieve multi-compo
nent determinations at one wavelength.

Extraction behavior of BPDTC complexes
Extraction of metal ions by DTCs is known to depend on several factors such as

extractant solvent, chemical form of the metal ion, pH of the solution and shaking
time 2 2 , 2 3 . Dichloromethane was selected as the extractant solvent because of its high
extraction efficiency. The effect of pH on the extraction of metals has been investigat
ed. Copper and cobalt exhibited extraction efficiencies of 100% over the entire pH
range. The pH 5 was preferred for the extraction of selenium and chromium(VI),
while the optimum pH for quantitative extraction of the remaining metal species
investigated was around pH 8. Shaking time for the extraction of metal-D'TC com
plexes into dichloromethane was studied at an adjusted pH as described above. All
twelve metal species were extracted sufficiently within 2 min except for chromi
um(III). The chromium(III)-BPDTC complex was not readily formed under the nor
mal conditions. To produce the Cr(III) complex, the reaction temperature was raised
to 40°C at pH 5 and 15 h was allowed for the complex formation reaction to proceed
before the addition of the extractant solvent. Under this condition, other group I
metal species showed good stabilities. Reaction temperature above 50°C, however,
caused decomposition of the chelating agent.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF UV SPECTROSCOPIC DATA FOR METAL-BPDTC AND -DDTC COM
PLEXES

Species Molar absorptivity (mar 1 em>' I)

Sb(III)
Cd(lI)
Cr(VI)
Cr(lll)
Ca(TI)
Cu(I1)
Pb(I1)
Hg(II)
Ni(II)
Se(lV)
TI(I)
Zn(TI)

BPDTC at 260 nm

74500
128500
29590
24600
38110
53800
96750

125500
43050

137400
90350
58650

25 000 (504 nm)?"

23300 (323 nm)?!
13000 (436 nm):'!

34 200 (326 nm)21
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Eluent behavior of BPDTC complexes
An initial chromatogram of BPDTC complexes of twelve metal species was

obtained using the binary system methanol-water (75:25), which did not sufficiently
resolve the first five metal peaks (antimony, cadmium, lead, thallium, zinc). The
solvent strength of the mobile phase was increased in order to improve the separation
of the five metals which overlapped at the beginning of the chromatogram. However,
the late eluting metals such as chromium(III), mercury and copper exhibited poor
peak shape. To adequately separate all twelve species, it was necessary to divide them
in two groups as follows: group I [chromium(III), chromium(VI), cobalt, copper,
mercury, nickel, selenium], group II (antimony, cadmium, lead, thallium, zinc).

Chromium(VI), which reacted quickly with BPDTC, produced two peaks.
However, using the conditions described earlier under which chromium(III) formed a
complex, the chromium(III) produced only one peak. The appearance of the second
peak of chromium(VI) is presumably because a fraction of the dichromate ion is
reduced by the chelating agent to chromium(III) ion which forms a BPDTC complex
during the extraction. According to Hope et al. 24 the first peak is expected as
Cr(S2CNRR')lOS2CNRR') and the second peak is Cr(S2CNRR'h, where R is the
acetonitrile group (CH2CH2CN) and R' is the benzyl group (CH2C6Hs). Experi
mentally, the second peak was identified as Cr(III)-BPDTC complex directly made
from Cr(III). The standard curve for two peaks from Cr(VI) and one peak from
Cr(IlI) showed good linearity. Since the ratios between the areas of two peaks from
Cr(VI) were constant at different concentrations, the area of the first peak from
Cr(VI) can be used to extrapolate the contribution to the second peak area and
subsequently determine the real amount of Cr(III) in the mixture sample of Cr(VI)
and Cr(III).

The separation of the metal complexes was assessed using a variety of methods.
The effect of the pH of mobile phase was examined. Even though the retention time of
group I was independent of the pH of the mobile phase, the change in pH produced a
great effect on the group II metal complexes. Decreasing the pH of the mobile phase
resulted in increasing retention time of group II and so exhibited more desirable
results. Although lower pH was preferred for the separation of group II, a mobile
phase pH less than 4.5 resulted in reagent dissociation'". A pH of 4.9 exhibited the
best separation for the group II metal species.

The effect of organic solvent as a mobile phase was studied to determine the
best chromatographic selectivities according to Snyder26.27 . A single-solvent system
consisting of methanol, acetronitrile or tetrahydrofuran, a binary solvent system
(methanol-acetonitrile, acetonitrile-tetrahydrofuran, tetrahydrofuran-methanol)
and a ternary solvent system (methanol-acetonitrile-tetrahydrofuran) were investi
gated, while the volume fraction of organic solvents and water was set to keep the
solvent strength" of the mobile phase constant. An 0.05 M acetate buffer, pH 4.9,
was used as an aqueous mobile phase. Using a different solvent system as a mobile
phase was effective for the separation of group I metals as shown in Fig. 1. Although
large changes in selectivity values among the various mobile phase were exhibited,
either single or binary organic solvent systems did not provide the solvent power to
separate all of the components in the mixture. Increasing acetonitrile content in the
mobile phase improved the separation of mercury--ehromium(III), mercury-seleni
um, and copper-selenium, while increasing tetrahydrofuran content contributed to
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Fig. 1. Effect of organic solvent as a mobile phase on capacity factor for BPDTC complexes of group I
metals. THF = Tetrahydrofuran. Metals: 0 = Co; • = Cu; 6 = Hg; '" = Se; 0 = Ni; • = Cr(VI);
v = Cr(lll); • = decomposition product.

reducing capacity factors of nickel and mercury. Separation of the first three metal
species [chromium(VI), selenium, nickel] was improved by increasing methanol con
tent in the mobile phase. A ternary organic solvent system was therefore desirable for
the separation of group I metal species. Although using a different solvent system as a
mobile phase was effective for the separation of group I metals, it yielded poor results
for the separation of group II. However, the peak shapes of group II metal complex
es, which were broad and tailed with methanol-water as mobile phase system, were
improved with the addition of small volume of acetonitrile and tetrahydrofuran in the
mobile phase.

Ichinoki and Yamazaki" used chloroform as a stabilizer of some hexamethyle
neammonium hexamethylenedithiocarbamate (HMAHMOTC) chelates for the sep
aration of HMAHMOTC chelates of Cd, Ni, Pb, Zn, Cu, Hg, Co and Bi. Dichloro
methane was used in this work because of its lower absorptivity at 260 nm. The effect
ofdichlorornethane contentin the mobile phase on elution behavior for BPOTC
complexes of group I and group II metals is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. It is
apparent that the addition of OCM in the mobile phase is very effective for the
separation of BPOTC complexes of both group I and II. For the best separation, the
preferred composition of the mobile phase includes 12% OCM in the organic mobile
phase for group I and 6% for group II.

The effect of BPOTC in the mobile phase was also examined. The chroma
tograms with and without BPOTC under the same conditions were compared. The
addition of BPOTC to the mobile phase in the concentration range of 0.004 M-0.006
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15

1512369
Content of DCM (%)

O+----/----f-----f---t-----j
o

Fig. 2. Effect of diehloromethane (DCM) content in the mobile phase on the capacity factor for BPDTC
complexes of group I metals. Mobile phase: methanol-water-OCM (75- O.75x:25:0.75x) (x = percent of
diehloromethane in methanol). Other conditions arc given in the text. Metals: 0 = Cr(III); • = Co(II);
L = Hg(II); • = Cu(II); 0 = Cr(VI); • = Ni(II); \l = Se(IV).

M enhanced the peak reproducibilities and peak shapes of the group II metal com
plexes which was relatively poor initally with the methanol-water mobile phase sys
tem. It is concluded that addition of BPDTC to the mobile phase prevents on-column
decomposition of the complexes. However, a high concentration of BPDTC (more
than 0.01 M) made chelate detection difficult at 260 nm.

The final separation involved an aqueous mobile phase containing 0.005 M
BPDTC and 0.01 M acetate buffer (pH 4.9), and an organic mobile phase of ternary
solvents (methanol, acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran) with additional 12% (vjv) dichlo
romethane for group rand 6% for group II. Column temperature was kept at 3YC
for both group metal species. When a mobile phase of methanol-acetonitrile
tetrahydrofuran-dichloromethane-water (47.6:10.2:2.04:8.16:32.0) was used, group I

15126 9
Content of OCM (%)

3
2+-----+----+---+----+-----1

o

Fig. 3. Effect of diehloromethane content in the mobile phase on capacity factor for BPOTC complexes of
group II metals. Conditions as in Fig. 2. Metals: 0 = Tl(I); • = Sb(III); L = Zn(II); • = Pb(II); 0 =

Cd(II).
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Fig. 4. Separation of a mixture of group I metals. Mobile phase: methanol-acetonitrile-tetrahydrofuran
dichloromethane-water (47.6:10.2:2.04:8.16:32.0)Peaks: 1 = Se; 2 = Ni; 3 = decomposition product; 4 =

Cu; 5 = Cr(VI); 6 = Hg; 7 = Co; 8 = Cr(lll).

I
20

J
30

Time(min)

Fig. 5. Separation of a mixture of group II metals. Mobile phase: methanol-acetonitrile-tetrahydrofuran
dichloromethane-water (39.68:12.4:6.2:3.72:38.0). Peaks: 1 = Cd; 2 = Pb; 3 = Zn; 4 = Sb; 5 = TI.
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TABLE II

THE NUMBER OF THEORETICAL PLATES (N) AND THE CAPACITY FACTORS (k') FOR
GROUP I AND GROUP II METAL SPECIES

Group

II

Species N k'

Se(IV) 3338 3.09
Ni(II) 4356 4.05
Cu(II) 4773 4.87
Cr(VI) 5720 5.38
Hg(II) 7744 5.86
Cr(III) 8710 7.75

Cd(lI) 5518 2.49
Pb(II) 4910 3.07
Zn(II) 2566 3.39
Sb(Ill) 6084 3.97
Tl(l) 6720 4.32

chelates were well resolved (Fig. 4). Group II metals were separated using the mobile
phase composed of methanol-acetonitrile-tetrahydrofuran-dichloromethane-water
(39.68:12.4:6.2:3.72:38.0) (Fig. 5). The number of theoretical plates and the capacity
factors of eleven metal species are listed in Table II.

It is clearly evident that simultaneous determination is possible for each of the
two groups (six metal species in one group and five in the other group) of BPDTC
complexes. Although two injections of the sample mixture under two different mobile
phase conditions were required for the determination of eleven pollutant metal spe
cies, 'the separation of each group of metal species were achieved within 30 min
without having any interference of other group metal presence. The linearity for each
metal species was determined over the range of its detection limit to 5 ppm, which is
the concentration range of interest in many environmental samples. The detection

TABLE III

DETECTION LIMITS AND AMBIENT WATER CRITERIA FOR THE METAL SPECIES INVES
TIGATED

Species Detection limit (fJ.I/g)

Sb(Ill) 0.2
Cd(II) 0.1
Cr(Ill) 3.0
Cr(VI) 0.7
Cu(II) 0.1
Pb(II) 0.2
Hg(II) 0.7
Ni(II) 0.2
Se(IV) 0.4
TI(I) 0.2
Zn(II) 0.3

Ambient water criteria (ullg )

146
10

170000
50

1000
50
0.14
13.4

10
13

5000
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TABLE IV

ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL WATER SAMPLE FROM
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

ND = Not detected.

Metal

Sb
Cd
Cr
Cu
Pb
Hg
Ni
Se
TI
Zn

Concentration reported
(Ill/g)

o
94.0
18.6
21.9
23.7
o

49.0
9.7
8.0

66.0

Concentration found'
(Ill/g)

ND
93.6±20.8
17.8±5.9
20.9± 5.0
24.4± 7.5
ND
50.6± 13.4
10.2± 1.7
8.3±2.0

62.4± 15.6

Relative error
(%)

-0.43
-4.30
-4.50
+2.95

+3.27
+5.15
+3.75
+2.95

a 95% Confidence limits, n = 3.

limit of the method was expressed as the amount of metal required to give a peak area
of 2000 units which could provide a detectable signal-to-noise ratio of 2 for the last
eluting compound [chromium(III)], using a 10-J.d injection. The EPA's ambient water
criteria'" for the protection of human health from the toxic properties of pollutant
metals ingested through water and contaminated aquatic organisms are compared
with the detection limits of our methods in Table TIl. The detection limits of our
method are lower than the current ambient water criteria in all cases except merou
ry(Il). Analytical results of the Standard Reference Material (1643b) issued by the
National Bureau of Standards (Washington, DC, U.S.A.) are summarized in Table
IV. Results were in good agreement with the standard concentrations, with the aver
age relative error of ± 2.95%.
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SUMMARY

Various concentrations of sodium and potassium chloride were eluted with
sodium or potassium phosphate buffer (0.025 M, pH 7.0) in various sample-buffer
combinations from a Sephadex G-15 column. A more acidic buffer (pH 6.0) or a more
concentrated buffer (0.125 M) were also used as the eluent. By observing the elution
behaviour of all ions in the eluate, it was found that the cation from the sample
accompanied by phosphate ion from the eluent was eluted in earlier fractions, and the
chloride ion from the sample accompanied by the eluent's cation was eluted in later
fractions in all homocationic and heterocationic sample-eluent combinations em
ployed. The mechanism assumed was that chloride ion from the sample was eluted
slowly and the phosphate ion from the eluent rapidly, resulting in the occurrence of
cation-exchange reactions between the sample and the eluent.

INTRODUCTION

The chromatographic behaviour of inorganic compounds has been explained in
terms of steric exclusion or the sieving effect in the gel phase. The size of the hydrated
ions or lyotropic number affects the steric exclusion; the larger the solute molecule,
the smaller is the elution volume":", However, many workers reported that, when
inorganic compounds are eluted from Sephadex, various side effects are observed;
they include both solute-gel matrix interactions, such as ion exchange'r" and ad
sorptions.7

-
9 as well as solute-solute interactionsv'v"? such as complexation'':? and

ion exclusion (the Donnan exclusion effect)4,S,ll (for a review see ref. I), These effects
alter the elution volumes predicted from the size of the hydrated ions. Such phenom
ena were also observed with cellulose gel (Cellulose-Ztlj '? and Bio-Gel P_24, 13) .

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © [989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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Experiments on the elution behaviour of inorganic compounds on Sephadex
were extensively carried out during the period from early 1960 to late 1970. However,
pure water was used as an eluent in some experiments and in others the sample and
eluent differed either in the cation or anion. When samples and e1uents which differed
in both the cation and anion were used, only the refractive index curves or the elution
behaviours of either the anion or the cation were observed, thus the eluates were not
totally characterized. Therefore, side effects in the elution behaviour on Sephadex
were not completely elucidated.

In our experiments, when 0.20 M potassium chloride was eluted with 0.025 M
sodium-phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) (heterocationic and heteroanionic system) from a
Sephadex G-15 column, a complex refractive index curve of the eluate was observed.
We then determined the concentration distribution of all of the ions in the eluate and
found that the potassium and chloride ions from the sample were eluted in different
fractions, i.e., the potassium ion from the sample was accompanied by the phosphate
ion from the eluent and eluted in the earlier fractions, and the chloride ion from the
sample was accompanied by sodium ion from the eluent and eluted in the later
fractions. Therefore, we examined the behaviour of each ion in relation to the counter
ion in all combinations of sample (potassium chloride and sodium chloride) and
eluent (potassium phosphate and sodium phosphate) under various conditions. This
report describes the results and discusses the mechanism of the phenomenon observ
ed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
All reagents were of analytical grade from Wako Pure Chemical Industries

(Osaka, Japan). Sodium-22 chloride e2NaCI, 61.60 mCi/mg; 99% pure) was ob
tained from New England Nuclear (Boston, MA, U.S.A.).

Samples
Various concentrations of sodium chloride and/or potassium chloride dissolved

in the eluent were used as sample solutions. In some experiments, the sample was
22NaCI (see Chemicals) sometimes diluted in cold NaCI. The radioactivity of 22NaCI
was 0.03 /lCi in 0.6 ml of sample solution applied.

Eluents
Distilled water and the following buffers were used as eluents. A 0.025 M sodi

um or potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) was used for most experiments. An acidic
buffer, 0.025 M sodium phosphate pH 6.0 and a concentrated pH 7.0 buffer, 0.125 M
sodium phosphate, were also used.

Procedure
Sephadex G-15 (Pharmacia; dry particle diameter, 40-120 /lm) was packed

according to a standard procedure in two kinds of glass tube: column I (300 x 13
mm; bed height, 25 em; glass fibre support) and column II (Excel Type SE-1000, 1000
x 19 mm; bed height, 90 em; porous polystyrene support). Sephadex G-25 (Ph arma

cia; dry particle diameter, 50-150 ;um) packed in the longer glass tube was also used
(Fig. 8).
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A peristaltic pump (LKB, gear box 3:250) was inserted between the eluent
reservoir and the top of the column to maintain a constant flow-rate (12 ml/h),
Volumes of 0.1 and 0.6 ml of the sample solution were applied to the tops of columns
I and II respectively, and the eluate was continuously monitored with a Refracto
monitor (Mitsumi Scientific Co., Japan; Model SF-l 107). The eluate was collected in
lO-min fractions using an LKB7000 Ultrorac fraction collector. All columns were
operated at 4°C.

Four sample-eluent systems, two homocationic (sodium chloride-sodium
phosphate buffer, and potassium chloride-potassium phosphate buffer) and two het
erocationic (sodium chloride-potassium phosphate buffer, and potassium chloride
sodium phosphate buffer), were employed.

Quantitation of ions
The amounts of sodium ion (Na +) and potassium ion (K +) were determined in

a Na-K flame photometer (Corning Eel Co., U.K.; Model 450). Chloride ion (Cl-)
was measured with a Chloride-Meter (Corning Eel, Model 920). Phosphate ion (P-)
was determined by the method of Fiske and Subbarow!". 22Na + was counted in an
Auto-Well Gamma System Model JDC-75l (Aloca, Japan).

RESULTS

NaCI and/or KCI eluted with distilled water
When 0.68 M NaCl or 0.54 M KCI was eluted from column I with distilled

water, the refractive index curves showed single peaks which were found to contain
both the anion and cation from the sample. The elution volume of NaCI was slightly
less than that of KCI. When a mixed solution of NaCI and KCI was applied to the
column, the elution volume of each salt did not change appreciably and a divided
peak appeared (data not shown). In order to analyze the elution profile of each ion,
the mixed solution was eluted with distilled water from column II (Fig. 1). The earlier
peak consisted mainly ofNa +, and the later peak mainly ofK +. The Na + was a little
skewed toward the latter, while a portion of the K + accumulated in the earlier frac
tions, possibly because of ion-ion interaction. The CI- was eluted in two peaks, and
accompanied both the Na + and K+.

The Na + was eluted earlier than K +, because hydrated Na + (3.58 A) is larger
than K + (3.31 A? It is not likely to be due to stronger adsorption of K + to contam
inating substances in the gel, because gel washed sequentially with Tween 80, distilled
water, lA-dioxane and ethanol gave the same elution profile.

Elution profiles of ions in homocationic systems
When 0.68 M NaCI was eluted from column I with sodium phosphate buffer,

the refractive index curve showed two peaks (Fig. 2A). The later (higher) peak con
sisted of almost all of the Na + and CI-, and the earlier (lower) peak contained some
of the Na + accompanied by P-.

When 0.54 M KCI was eluted with potassium phosphate buffer, similar refrac
tive index curves and elution profiles were obtained (Fig. 2B), i.e., the later peak
consisted of most of the K + and CI- while the earlier peak contained the remaining
K + and P-. Thus, in both homocationic systems, most of the cation and anion from
the sample are apparently eluted together.
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Elution profiles of ions in heterocationic systems
When 0.68 MNaCI was eluted from column I with potassium phosphate buffer,

the refractive index curve of the eluate showed two peaks with a negative peak in
between. Contrary to the results obtained in homocationic systems, the elution pro
files of each ion showed that the Na + and Cl " from the sample were eluted in
different fractions. The Na + accompanied by P- was eluted first followed by K + and
cr (Fig. 3A).

When 0.20 M KCl was eluted from column I with sodium phosphate buffer, the
refractive index curve showed one small negative peak followed by two positive peaks
(Fig. 38). The elution profiles of each ion revealed that the K + and cr from the
sample were completely separated from each other. The K + accompanied by P
appeared in the first positive peak; Na + and Cl ' appeared in the second. Thus, in
both heterocationic systems, the cation from the sample was accompanied by the
anion (P-) from the eluent and was eluted in early fractions; the anion (CI-) from the
sample was accompanied by the cation from the eluent and was eluted in late frac
tions. This elution profile, which was quite different from that obtained by the use of
distilled water as an eluent (Fig. I), indicated that the differential elution of the cation
and anion from the sample was caused by the interaction between the ions derived
from the sample and eluent.

Effect of sample concentrations on the elution profiles of ions in heterocationic systems
When various concentrations of NaCI were eluted from column II with potassi

um phosphate buffer, the refractive index curves of the eluates were complicated and
varied with the concentration of the sample (Fig. 4A). The higher the concentration,
the later the fractions to which Na + spread. The K + from the eluent was apparently
excluded from the earlier sodium fractions to the late fractions where it made a peak.
At high sample concentrations (2.16, 2.87M), a sharp trailing spike of Na + appeared
in fractions a little bit earlier than those in which the potassium peak occurred (Fig .

.
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Fig. 3. Refractive index curves and elution profiles of each ion from column I, (A) when 0.68 M NaCl was
eluted with potassium buffer, and (8) when 0.20 M KCl was eluted with sodium phosphate buffer.
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4A). The CI- was thus split into two peaks: one which accompanied the potassium
peak and the other which accompanied the Na+ in the spike.

A similar experiment was performed with various concentrations ofKCl eluted
with sodium phosphate buffer (Fig. 4B). The refractive index curves differed from
those obtained in the previous system. At the lowest sample concentration (0.56 M),
the K + was distributed over many fractions and made a small broad spike where the
Cl " accompanied it. Thus, most of the K + and Cl- from a sample were separated.
The K + in the earlier fractions was accompanied by P-. The Na + from the eluent was
apparently excluded from the earlier potassium area to the later fractions where it
made a peak. When the sample concentration increased, the elution volume of the K +
decreased and the potassium spike became higher. In this system, the latter spike
appeared in about the same fractions as the sodium peak. Therefore, the cr accom
panied both the potassium spike and the sodium peak.

Effects ofpH and buffer concentration on the elution profile
When 0.56 M KCl was eluted from column II with sodium phosphate buffer

(pH 6.0) the elution volume of the K + increased (Fig. 5B), compared with that
obtained when the same sample was eluted with sodium phosphate buffer (Fig. 5A).

When 0.56 M KCl was eluted with 0.125 M sodium phosphate buffer, the K +
did not spread and the elution volume of the Cl" increased. The K+ and CI- , there
fore, were completely separated from each other (Fig. 5C).

Elution profile of 22Na+ in an heterocationic system
In order to examine whether the higher salt concentration in the sample (rather

than the eluent) was responsible for the association of the sample's cation with the P
from the eluent, a solution containing an extremely low concentration of 22NaCI
(5.5 . 10- 9M) was eluted with potassium phosphate buffer. The radioactivity was
eluted within a sharp peak in early fractions (Fig. 6). From this result and those
shown in Figs. 3A and 4A, it was concluded that the phenomenon was independent of
the salt concentration in the sample.

Elution profile of 22Na+ in an homocationic system
In homocationic systems, the cation and the anion from the sample were appar

ently eluted together in the late fractions. However, we hypothesized that the same
ion-exchange reaction that occurs in heterocationic systems also occurs in homo
cationic systems. To confirm this, 22NaCI was added to the cold NaCI solution and
eluted with sodium phosphate buffer. The Na + and Cl " appeared mainly in the late
fractions, but the radioactivity appeared in the early fractions (Fig. 7). Even when the
low concentration of 22NaCI (5.5 . 10- 9 M) was used as a sample, the 22Na + was
eluted in the early fractions (Fig. 6).

We conclude from these results that not only in heterocationic systems but also
in homocationic systems the cation from the sample was eluted in the earlier fractions
and the cation from the eluent in the later fractions. However, since the cations from
the sample and the eluent were the same, the negative peak of the eluent's cation was
cancelled by the positive peak of the sample's cation as illustrated in Fig. 10. Al
though we have never performed the experiment in the other homocationic system
(KCI-potassium phosphate buffer system), the same rule would be expected to oper
ate in that system as well.
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Sephadex G-25 column
When 1.13 M KCl was eluted with sodium phosphate buffer from a Sephadex

G-25 column, the cation and anion from the sample were eluted in almost identical
fractions (Fig. 8). This seems to show that the pore size of Sephadex G-15 is partic
ularly suitable for the occurrence of the ion-exchange reaction.
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Fig. 7. Combined elution profiles of Na + and Cl " obtained in two independent experiments: (I) sample,
0.72 M NaCI solution; eluent, sodium phosphate buffer Na + (0), Cl " (.6); (2) sample, 22NaCI added to
the same sample solution as in (I); eluent, sodium phosphate buffer, 22Na+ (D), Na " (e) and Cl " (.6.)
determined only for the fractions having low or no radioactivity.
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phosphate buffer from a Sephadex G-25 column.

DISCUSSION

In this study we used NaCl or KCl as a sample and sodium phosphate or
potassium phosphate buffer as an eluent and observed that the cation from the sam
ple accompanied by P- from the eluent was eluted in earlier fractions, and CI- from
the sample accompanied by the eluent's cation was eluted in later fractions in both
homocationic andheterocationic systems (Fig. 2-7). This phenomenon was indepen
dent of the concentration of the sample salt (Fig. 6). On the other hand, when NaCI
and/or KCI was eluted with distilled water, the bulk of the cation and anion from a
sample salt were eluted together and the ion pair Na +CI- was eluted slightly earlier
than K +CI- (Fig. 1). Therefore, the differential elution of the cation and anion from
a sample described above was assumed to be caused by the interactions between the
ions derived from the sample and the eluent.

Since Na + was eluted earlier than K + in the NaCI-potassium phosphate buffer
system (Figs. 3A, 4A) and K + was eluted earlier than Na + in the KCI-sodium phos
phate buffer (Figs. 3B, 4B), the elution volume of each cation was independent of the
size of the molecule. Since the Na + from the sample was associated with the P- in one
heterocationic system (Figs. 3A, 4A), and the K + from the sample was associated
with the P- in the other (Figs. 3B, 4B), no preferential association of a cation with P
was observed, and since the elution volumes ofNa + and K + were reversed in the two
heterocationic systems (Figs. 3, 4) no preferential adsorption of a cation to the gel
matrix was observed.- However, P- was always eluted earlier than CI- and their
elution sequence was not reversed in the two heterocationic systems (Figs. 3, 4).

We therefore tried to explain the ion-exchange reactions based on the phenom
enon that P- is eluted earlier than CI-. For convenience of interpretation, the gel
phase can be divided into two phases according to the penetrability ofP- as described
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by Ogata et al.7 The hydrated Na +, K + and Cl " which are smaller than hydrated P
can penetrate into both phase I and phase II, hydrated P- only into phase II.Thus p
is eluted earlier than Cl ". Before the sample is applied, some of the Na + or K + from
the eluent remains in phase II contrary to the principle of electrical neutrality. Thus,
some of the cation and the P- from the eluent are separated topographically. There
fore, when the sample is applied, the Cl " from the sample is promptly taken up by the
phase I cation from the eluent; the cation from the sample associates with the P- in
phase n which has lost its counter ion. The ion pair Na +p- or K +p- thus formed is
eluted in earlier fractions than Na+C\- or K+Cl-. This mechanism explains the
phenomenon we observed.

A second possibility is that, after the sample is applied to the column, Cl " from
the sample is eluted more slowly than P- from the eluent due to some mechanism
(discussed later). Then, the catiori-Cl " pair will meet the cation-P" pair continuously
during the elution and the ion-exchange reaction occurs, between the two ion pairs
and continues until all of the cation from the sample is replaced by the cation from the
eluent. Thus, the cation from the sample which associates with P- would be eluted
rapidly, the cation from the eluent which associates with cr more slowly (Fig. 9).
This mechanism also explains the phenomenon we observed. It is more plausible,
because the cation and anion from the eluent are not separated topographically con
trary to the principle of electrical neutrality.

Based on these mechanisms, we explain the phenomena we observed as follows.

The refractive index curve showed a negative peak between two positive peaks in the
NtiCl-potassium phosphate buffer system and a small negative peak followed by two
positive peaks in the KCl-sodium phosphate buffer system (Fig. 3)

This occurred because in the NaCI-potassium phosphate buffer system the ion
pair Na +p- was eluted more rapidly than K +P-; a low ion-concentration area (neg
ative peak) was formed hetween the two ion pairs. On the other hand, in the KC1-

8
8

8
8

eluent

Fig. 9. Hypothetical scheme of the mechanism of the ion-exchange reaction. The time course is shown of
the reaction when NaCI is eluted with sodium phosphate buffer: P- is eluted more rapidly than C!"; hence
a cation-exchange reaction occurs between the sample and the eluent, i.e., Na + from the sample accompa
nies P- from the eluent and is eluted more rapidly than the CI- from the sample which is associated with
the cation from the eluent.
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sodium phosphate buffer system, the ion pair K +p- formed by the ion-exchange
reaction was eluted now more slowly than the Na +P-. Therefore, the low ion-con
centration area (negative peak) appeared in front of the ion pair K +CI-. These
behaviours of the ion pairs in heterocationic systems are illustrated in Fig. 10.

When an high concentration of sample salt was used in the heterocationic system, the
cation from the sample spread to the later fractions (Figs. 4A and B)

The spreading can be explained as follows. The higher the concentration of the
sample salt, the longer is the time needed to replace the cation from the sample with
the cation from the eluent; the result is spreading. Ogata et al.' observed the spread
ing of magnesium ion from magnesium chloride eluted with sodium sulphate. How
ever, they only observed the elution behaviour of Mg 2 + and did not observe the other
ions used. Therefore, they could not explain the mechanism of the spreading. This
phenomenon can also be explained by the mechanism described above.

When the eluent concentration increased, the spreading of the cation from the sample
decreased and the elution volume ofcr increased (Fig. 5C)

The spreading of the cation from the sample decreased because the time re
quired for ion exchange is less due to the smaller difference between the salt concen
tration of the sample and the eluent.

The elution volume of CI- increased because the higher the ion concentration,
the lower is the degree of hydration of both the ions and the gel matrix as assumed by
Eaker and Porath15. This phenomenon is similar to that observed by Neddermeyer
and Rogers" and Ueno et al.16

When extremely high concentrations of the sample salt were used in the heterocationic
system, the sample's cation made a spike (Fig. 4A and B)

The spike fractions contained cation not associated with P- entirely, but with
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In NrrCl-potassium phosphate buffer, the concentration ofNa+ in the spread was higher
in the later fractions and the sodium spike did not appear at lower concentrations (0.72
and 1.44 M) ofNaCI (Fig. 4A),' in KCI-sodium phosphate buffer, the concentration of
K+ in the spread was lower in the later fractions and the potassium spike appeared even
with the lowest concentration (0.56 M) of KCI used (Fig. 4B)

These elution profiles indicate that NaCI ionizes efficiently to the maximum
level throughout under the ionic strength, while KCl ionizes at a fixed rate, resulting
in a decrease of the amount of K + as the unionized KCI decreases.

The sodium spike and potassium peak were in differentfractions in the Natll-potassium
phosphate buffer system (Fig. 4A), and in about the same fractions in KCl-sodium
phosphate buffer (Fig. 4B) .

Since in the NaCl-potassium phosphate buffer system, the ion pair K+Cl
formed was eluted more slowly than the sample (Na +Cl-) they were separated. In the
Kf.l-sodium phosphate buffer system the ion pair Na +CI- was expected to be eluted
slightly earlier than the sample ion pair K +CI-. However, the two ion pairs were
eluted together, as if they were prevented from separating.

When acidic buffer was used, the elution volume, especially of the cation from the
sample, increased (Fig. 5B)

Yoza and Ohashi 17 and Ueno et al.6 showed that the elution volume of metal
ions eluted with an acidic eluent was different depending on the anion used in the
eluent. This was assumed to be due to the different adsorbability of the anions to the
gel matrix.

The phenomenon we observed, however, might be ascribed to the decreased
dissociation efficiency of both the sample and eluent; this results in a decreased effi
ciency in replacing the cation from the sample with the cation from the eluent.

In both homocationic and heterocationic systems, the negative peak ofP- was observed
in chloride fractions and positive peak of P- in the earlier fractions (Figs. 2, 3 and 5)

This phenomenon indicates that when P- entered into the chloride region in the
column, it passed through the region quickly, making a negative peak in the region
and a positive peak in the earlier fractions. A possible mechanism is that CI- in the
Sephadex beads excludes P- from the beads, and the phase of the beads to which P
can penetrate became smaller. Yoza described a similar phenomenon 1 and attributed
it to the Donnan exclusion effect!'!". We do not know yet which mechanism is cor
rect.

Saunders and Pecsok 'P described an ion-exchange reaction, i.e., when a solu
tion containing equal concentrations of barium chloride and potassium perchlorate is
eluted with distilled water from Bio-Gel P-2 (100-200 mesh), an ion-exchange reac
tion occurs between the two sample salts, and KCI is eluted first, followed by barium
perchlorate. They explained this phenomenon by partition of the ions, because the KD

values corresponding to the two peaks correlate well with those predicted for KCI and
Ba(CI04)z.

However, the mechanism of the ion-exchange reaction we observed is based on
the assumption that P- is eluted earlier than Cl " from Sephadex G-15. The experi
mental results we obtained 18 indicate that this is the case. The differential elution of
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P- and CI- is possibly caused by the lower adsorbability of P- than CI- on the
Sephadex. Sinibaldi and Lederer" observed the adsorption of inorganic ions other
than P- and CI- on Sephadex G-25 and LH-20 in some eluents. The second possibil
ity is that since Sephadex is considered as an inert support of the aqueous portion of
the eluent just as the paper in paper chromatography is, the differential elution ofP
and CI- is possibly due to the different partition of P - and CI- to the water which is
bound on the Sephadex!", The third possibility is that P- and CI- are eluted differ
entially by the molecular sieving function of the gel, i.e., the ionic size of the hydrated
P- is sufficiently large to be eluted earlier than the hydrated CI-. That the ion
exchange reaction did not occur in a Sephadex G-25 column (Fig. 8) seems to show
that the third possibility is plausible. Whatever the mechanism is, the P- from the
eluent is eluted earlier than CI- from the sample, and a cation-exchange reaction
occurred between the sample and eluent. Therefore, in the case where the cation and
anion from a sample are eluted differentially, one should consider ion-exchange reac
tion between the sample and eluent as a possible mechanism.

CONCLUSION

When sodium chloride or potassium chloride was eluted with sodium or potas
sium phosphate buffer from Sephadex G-15 the cation from the sample was accompa
nied by the anion from the eluent (P-) and eluted in earlier fractions, and the cation
from the eluent was accompanied by the anion from the sample (Cl ") and eluted in
later fractions. This cation-exchange reaction was assumed to occur by the differ
ential elution of P- and CI-.

This mechanism would raise a general rule, i.e., cation-exchange reaction oc
curs between the sample and the eluent when anions from the sample and the eluent
are eluted differentially due either to the different adsorbabilities of the anions on the
Sephadex, partition of the ions on the Sephadex or the molecular sieving function of
the Sephadex.
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SUMMARY

For the prediction of the retention times of inorganic anions with a phosphate
eluent, Jenke's model was modified by using the elution system coefficients as a new
concept instead of the calculated selectivitycoefficientsand measured effectivecolumn
capacity as in Jenke's method. The capacity factors of analytes were precisely
determined by using the modified calculation equation over a wide range of pH.

INTRODUCTION

Ion chromatography has been rapidly developed as an analytical method for
inorganic and some organic anions and theoretical considerations have been also
reported on the separation process, which is based on the partition of an analyte
between the eluent and the ion-exchange resin1-4. For example, Gjerde et al." and
Haddad and Cowie" found theoretically the capacity factor of an analyte under a fixed
charge ratio of analyte anion to eluent anion and fixed concentration of the eluent.

On the other hand, Hoover7 interpreted theoretically the chromatographic
retention data for phosphate and arsenate as a function of pH in carbonate-hydrogen
carbonate eluents. Four premises were proposed, as follows: (1) the reduced retention
volume of the analyte is equal to the volumetric distribution of the analyte; (2) the
effective column capacity is expressed by the sum of adsorbed eluent anions; (3)
electroneutrality is maintained during the elution process; and (4) for every pair of
ionic species in the system, there is a constant selectivity coefficient corresponding to
the concentration equilibrium for the exchange reaction. Moreover, Jenke and
Pagenkopf':" studied the retention behaviour of inorganic anions with phthalate
eluents by using Hoover's model and obtained the selectivity coefficients by
substituting the effective column capacity and experimental retention time into
a modified equation. The reduced retention volume was calculated by using
above-mentioned coefficients. In addition, a comparison of calculated with experi
mental retention times was carried out. However, it was difficult to obtain the same
values of the effectiveexchange column capacity, because the measurements could not

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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be performed under the same conditions. Accordingly, the selectivity coefficients were
not correctly obtained.

On the basis of the above, we investigated the method for the prediction of the
retention times of analyte anions with a phosphate eluent by using a modified Hoover
equation, in which the empirically calculated elution system coefficients are used. It
was found that the modified equation is useful for establishing the possibility of the
separation of sample anions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
The chromatographic system consisted of a Tosoh CCPD double plunger pump,

a Rheodyne 7520 injection valve (sample injection volume I fll), a Shimadzu SPD-6AV
UV detector (cell volume 0.6 fll) and a stainless-steel microbore column (120 mm x
0.5 mm J.D.) packed with Tosoh TSKgel IC-Anion-PW (particle size 10 usn, exchange
capacity 30 flequiv./ml bed). The eluent flow-rate was 20 fll/min.

Eluents and standard solutions
Phosphoric acid (I M), sodium dihydrogenphosphate and sodium hydroxide

stock eluent solutions were prepared by dissolving special-grade reagents in deionized,
distilled water, diluting to the appropriate volume and deaerating at a water-jet pump
and by ultrasonic vibration.

Standard 1000 ppm (as each anion) sample solutions were prepared by
dissolving sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite [pKa = 3.14 (ref. 10)], sodium bromide,
sodium bromate and sodium selenite [pKa , = 2.64, pKaz = 8.26 (ref. 10)] in distilled,
deionized water. All solutions were prepared from analytical-reagent grade salts.
Working standard solutions were obtained by diluting the stock solutions with the
phosphate eluent.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Theory; modification of Hoover's equations
According to Hoover's premises, the following equilibria should hold on the

ion-exchange resin with a phosphate eluent [pKa , = 2.10, pKaz = 7.20, pKa , = 12.38
(ref. 10)] in the pH range 4.7-9.6:

K 1 = [R-S] [H 2P-]/[R-H2P][S-]

K 2 = [R-Sf [HP2-1/[R
rHP] [S-]2

(I)

(2)

where K 1 and K 2 denote the ion-exchange equilibria constants between the mono
valent phosphate anion (H 2P-) and sample anion (S -) and between the divalent anion
(Hp2-) and the sample anion on the ion exchange resin (R).

The exchange capacity of an ion-exchange resin is expressed as follows:

(3)
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where Cap denotes the ion-exchange capacity and [R-S] is neglected because the
concentration of the analyte is very small .. Substitution of eqns. 1 and 2 into eqn.
3 provides

(4)

The capacity factor (k') of an analyte anion and the total concentration ([PTD of the
eluent are expressed by

k' = q[R-S]/[S-]

[PT ] = [H2P-] + [Hp2-]

(5)

(6)

where q is the phase ratio.
The dissociation constant, Kaz' of the phosphate eluent is expressed as a function

of [H+] by

(7)

Substitution of eqns. 5, 6 and 7 into eqn. 4 provides

[PTr [ = [1/(K[qCap)] ([H+]/(Kaz + [H+D}k' +
+ [2/(K2q2Cap)] {Ka)(Kaz + [H+D}k'2 (8)

By use of the elution system coefficients [C[ = 1/(K1qCap) and C2 = 2/(K2q2Cap)],

(9)

At a given pH value,

(10)

If the charge number of analyte anion is n,

(11)

As a result, if[PT ], Kaz and the pH of the eluent are fixed, C'1 and C'zcan be determined
empirically by using the observed k', which is a measurable value under the defined
conditions.

Concentration ofphosphate eluent
Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the concentration of the phosphate eluent on the

capacity factor of the nitrate anion. Although the relationship between the concentra
tion of the eluent and the capacity factor is estimated to be nearly linear at pH 5.20 of
the eluent ([H 2P-]:[Hp

2-] = 99:1) because the dominant species in the eluent is
monovalent phosphate, the observed relationship was curved, as shown in the figure.
Moreover, although the slope of plots of log k' versus -log[PT] represents the ratio of
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the capacity factor of nitrate on the concentration of phosphate eluent.

the charge of the sample anion to that of the eluent anion (according to Gjerde et al.5
) ,

the measured value at pH 5.20 was 0.71 compared with the calculated value of0.99. At
pH 7.20, the measured value of the slope was 0.46 compared with the calculated value
of 0.67. These facts show that the divalent phosphate anion is very strongly retained in
the column compared with the monovalent phosphate anion. Therefore, even if the
ratio of the concentration of divalent phosphate anion to that of total phosphate in the
eluent is small, the influence of the divalent anion on the retention time of the sample
anion cannot be neglected because the measured value of the slope was smaller than the
calculated value. The relationship between k' and [PTr 1 on the other anions was
almost the same as that of nitrate ion.

pH of phosphate eluent
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the pH of the phosphate eluent on the capacity

factors of analyte anions. The capacity factors of the analytes decreased rapidly with
increasing pH in the pH range studied, in which the divalent to monovalent

k
20

10

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
pH

Fig. 2. Dependence of the capacity factor on the pH of the eluent. Sample: (e) nitrate; (0) bromide; (.A.)
nitrite; (6) bromate; (.) selenite. Eluent: 5 mM phosphate.
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concentration ratio of phosphate anions is very small, and the intensified elution
power is maintained above pH 7, where the monovalent anion is converted into the
divalent anion.

Calculation of the elution coefficients C1 and C2

To calculate C2 in eqn. 9, the simultaneous equations were solved by selecting
two different pH values (A, B) of the eluent. The C2 values obtained are given in Table
I. As can be seen, ifpH(B) is 8.70 or 9.20, C2 of nitrate is 0.038 regardless ofpH(A) in
the range 4.75-9.20. At pH(B) 9.60, the C2 values become large. This may be caused by
the influence of trivalent phosphate formed at increasing pH. Finally, C2 values were
obtained easily at pH 8.70-9.20, because the elution power of the monovalent
phosphate anion is very weak at high pll-and the first term of eqn. 9 can be
neglected.

C1values obtained by solving simultaneous equations were influenced consider
able, especially at high pH. Accordingly, C1had to be determined at low pH in order to
make the second term of eqn. 9 as small as possible. In practice, C1 values were
obtained by substituting the C2 value at pH 8.70 into eqn. 9. The results are given in
Table II. From these results, it was concluded that a pH of the eluent lower than 5.00 is
to be preferred (the pH of the eluent is 2.2 smaller than the pK'

2
value of phosphate).

From eqn. 9, the following relationship between C 1 and C2 is obtained: C1

1/(K1qCap) and C2 = 2/(K2q2Cap) from eqn. 9;

Ct/C2 = !(K2/Ki) (1/Cap)

= constant (12)

where K 2 / Ki is the selectivity coefficient between monovalent and divalent phosphate
anions on the ion-exchange resin, which is the same as the term K E in lenke's

TABLE I

Cz VALUES (l(mmol) OBTAINED BY SOLVING THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS

Sample: nitrate; PT = 5 mM.

pH (Aj pH (Bj

4.75 5.20 6.60 7.20 8.70 9.20 9.60

4.75 0.029 0.036 0.036 0.038 0.038 0.041
5.20 0.036 0.036 0.038 0.038 0.041
6.60 0.036 0.038 0.038 0.041
7.20 0.038 0.038 0.042
8.70 0.038" 0.038 0.042
9.20 0.038" 0.044
9.60 0.041"

a Determined by neglecting the first term in eqn. 9.
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TABLE II

C, VALUES (ljmmol) OBTAINED BY USING Cz

PT = 5 mM.

pH

4.62
4.75
5.00

Av. (pH = 4.62-5.00)

5.20
5.90
6.60

Sample

NO; sr: NO:; BrO;
(C z = 0.038) (C z = 0.072) (C z = 0.13) (C 2 = 0.41)

0.0065 0.0090 0.012 0.022
0.0065 0.0090 0.012 0.023
0.0064 0.0087 0.012 0.021

0.0065 0.0089 0.012 0.022

0.0057 0.0078 0.011 0.020
0.0059 0.0081 0.011 0.020
0.0042 0.0038 0.008 0.024

TABLE III

Cb c, AND C~jCz FOR EACH SAMPLE

Sample Cj Cz cue,
(ljmmol) (ljmmol) (ljmmol)

NO; 0.0065 0.038 0.0011
Br- 0.0089 0.072 0.0011
NO:; 0.012 0.13 0.0011
BrO; 0.022 0.41 0.0012
HSeO; 0.049 0.93" 0.0026

a C2 value of selenite was determined at pH 7.20.

12

10

...

2 4 6 8 10 12
Ii measured

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured and calculated capacity factors by eqn. 9. k~al,", of each sample (nitrate,
bromide, nitrite and bromate) was calculated by using C j and Cz as shown in Table III. The pH used is one
of 4.62,4.75,5.00,5.20,5.90,6.60,7.20,7.80,8.70,9.20 and 9.60, and the eluent concentration is one of3.5,
5, 10 and 20 mM. k~e".s values were measured under the same conditions as k~a'c.s.
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equation". CifC2 values are obtained by using above-mentioned C1 and C2 values.
The results are given in Table III. As can be seen, the cue. values for each sample
were approximately the same, except for that of selenite. The C1 and C2 values of
selenite were not obtained accurately, because the charge number of selenite varies
under acidic and basic conditions. As mentioned above, if the total concentration and
the pH of the eluent are fixed under the same chromatographic conditions, k' can be
evaluated by using the elution system coefficients C1 and C2 •

In the calculation ofk', the C2 value obtained at pH 8.70 and the average value of
C1 obtained at pH below 5.00 were used. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of calculated
and measured capacity factors. The measured and calculated values agree well in the
pH range 4.62-9.60; the average relative error is 2.5%

It is concluded that, if C1 and C2 are determined experimentally, k' for analytes
over a wide range of pH and concentrations of the eluent can be precisely predicted.

Chromatograms
On the basis of the above results, the separation of nitrate, bromide, nitrite,

bromate and selenite was undertaken by using the conditions 5 mM phosphate eluent,
pH 5.20 and flow-rate 20 Ill/min. The chromatograms obtained are shown in Fig. 4.

3

5

4

! , ,

o 30 60
Tlme t mln)

Fig. 4. Chromatograms of inorganic anions. Sample: 1 = selenite; 2 = bromate; 3 = nitrite; 4 = bromide;
5 = nitrate. Eluent: 5 mM phosphate (pH 5.20). Wavelength: 210 nm. Flow-rate: 20 Jll/min.
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SUMMARY

Purging with nitrogen substantially prevented atmospheric carbon dioxide from
dissolving in the eluent used in indirect photometric ion chromatography. Total
carbonate-carbon at trace levels could be determined as hydrogencarbonate by this
method. By using an analytical column (250 x 4.6 mm I.D.) packed with MCI SCA-02
and 5.0 . 10- 4 M sodium hydrogcnphthalate-Lf . 10- 4 M N-2-hydroxyethyl
piperazine-N'-2-ethanesulphonic acid (HEPES) (pH 6.5) as the eluent, hydrogen
carbonate was detected as a negative peak at 250 nm. The detection limit (signal-to
noise ratio = 2) was 1.4' 10- 11 mol (7 . 10-7 M with an injection volume of20 J11) and
the calibration graph was linear from 3.0' 10- 11 to 3.8' 10- 9 mol (r = 0.994). The
coefficient of variation was less than 2% on injection of 4 . 10- 10 mol. Total
carbonate-carbon at levels as low as 10- 4_10- 6 M level could be determined
accurately. The errors in the analysis of practical samples by the method without
nitrogen purging are demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon dioxide plays important roles as carbonic acid, hydrogencarbonate and
carbonate in biological fluids, liquid foods and environmental water samples'<", and
an accurate and sensitive method for the determination of total carbonate-carbon is
required. Atmospheric carbon dioxide causes serious problems both in the use of
ultra-pure water and in the sensitive determination of anions.

For the sensitive determination of aqueous total carbonate-carbon, flow
injection analyses based on an ultraviolet (UV)-visible absorption detectort:" and
optical sensors with pH-sensitive fluorescent dyes'':" have been developed. However,
these methods could not determine both total carbonate-carbon and other anions
simultaneously. Ion exclusion chromatography with conductometric detection, which
was effective for weak acids such as carboxylic acids, has also been used for the
determination of total carbonate-carbori'':". Recently, a modified ion exclusion
chromatographic method with two enhancement columns after the analytical column

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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has been reported!". Although the sensitivity of the method is high, the enhancement
columns must be regenerated when exhausted.

Indirect photometric ion chromatography (IPIC) based on indirect photometric
detection 11 has been used in the determination of anions and cations with a
conventional high-performance liquid chromatographic system I 2

-
14

. It was reported
that IPIC could detect hydrogencarbonate when the eluent pH was maintained nearly
neutral':". Although total carbonate-carbon at concentrations higher than 10- 4

M could be determined in samples such as tap water and river water I 6
, 1 7 , lower

concentrations could not be determined accurately. When a trace amount of sodium
hydrogencarbonate was injected into an IPIC system using an eluent that had not been
treated to remove atmospheric carbon dioxide, the negative peak (decrease in UV
absorbance) observed was smaller than expected, whereas a small positive peak was
observed at the same retention time on injection of deionized water. This peak at the
retention time of hydrogencarbonate, which is termed the "carbonate-system peak" in
this paper, disturbed the determination of hydrogencarbonate at low levels. Atmo
spheric carbon dioxide dissolved in the eluent was considered to be the cause.

It is necessary to remove this interference due to carbon dioxide in the sensitive
and accurate determination of total carbonate-carbon. Purging with an inert gas 1 8 and
gas headspace treatment'? have been reported to remove gases such as oxygen from
mobile phases. We found that gas purging also removed carbon dioxide from eluents
for IPIC. This paper describes the effect of nitrogen purging on the determination of
total carbonate-carbon by IPIC.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
Sodium hydrogenphthalate and N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesul

phonic acid (HEPES) were purchased from Tokyo Kasei (Tokyo, Japan) and Wako
(Osaka, Japan), respectively. All other chemicals were of analytical-reagent grade.
Water was purified with a Millipore (Bedford, MA, U.S.A.) Milli-Q system.
"Deionized water" in this paper means water just after repurification with this system.

Instrumentation
The HPLC system for IPIC consisted of a Jasco (Tokyo, Japan) 880-PU pump,

a Rheodyne (Cotati, CA, U.S.A.) 7125 injector with a 20-111 loop, a Jasco 860-CO
column oven, a Jasco 870 UV absorbance detector and a Jasco 805-GI graphic
integrator. A Jasco 880-51 on-line degasser was also used. The nitrogen purging system
consisted of a nitrogen gas bomb (purity over 99.99%), a gas washing bottle (glass,
inner volume 200 ml) that contained 150 ml of water and an eluent reservoir (glass)
with a gas purging filter. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

Operating conditions
An_ analytical column (250 x 4.6 mm J.D., stainless steel) and a guard column

(50 x 4.6 mm J.D., stainless steel) were packed with MCI SCA-02 (styrene
divinylbenzene copolymer with an anion-exchange capacity of 0.01 mequiv.rg and
a particle size of 20 11m) (Mitsubishi Chemical, Tokyo, Japan). The eluent was 5.0 .
10- 4 M sodium hydrogenphthalate-Lo: 10- 4 M HEPES the pH of which was
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W R

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram ofIPIC with the nitrogen purging system. B = Nitrogen gas bomb; GR = gas
regulator; W = gas washing bottIe; R = eluent reservoir; P = pump; I = injector; 0 = column oven; GC =

guard column; AC = analytical column; D = UV detector; IT = integrator.

adjusted to 6.5 ± 0.1 with sodium hydroxide. The eluent was treated with a OAO-pm
nylon membrane filter before use. Nitrogen was purged into the eluent continuously at
a flow-rate of 50 ml/min during the experiment. The columns were equilibrated
overnight with this nitrogen-purged eluent before use. The flow-rate of the eluent was
1.0 ml/rnin, the columns were kept at 40°C and the detection wavelength was 250 nm.
Under these conditions, hydrogencarbonate, chloride and sulphate, which were
standard anions, were separately determined as negative peaks at 6.0 min (capacity
factor k' = 0.8), 7.7 min (k' = 1.3) and 12.9 min (k' = 2.9), respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to Henry's law, the mass of a slightly soluble gas that dissolves in
a definite mass of a liquid at a given temperature is very nearly directly proportional to
the partial pressure of that gas, according to the following equation'":

(1)

where Kp is the Henry's law partition constant for carbon dioxide. In aqueous solution,
carbon dioxide exists in three forms, carbonic acid (H 2C03) , hydrogencarbonate
(HC03) and carbonate (CO~ -), as indicated by the equation

(2)

where pK1 is 6.34 and pK2 is 10.252 1
. In the eluent of pH 6.5 which was used in this

work, the main species are HC03 and H 2C03 . H 2C03 in eqn. 2 is calculated as
CO 2(aq.) in eqn. 1 and does not act as an anion in an anion-exchange column.

Let us consider here that the eluent contains hydrogencarbonate at the trace level
and make the simplification that sample hydrogencarbonate elutes as a square pulse
peak from an analytical column as shown in Fig. 2. If CE and CB are the concentration
of UV -absorbing eluent anions and that of background hydrogencarbonate in the
eluent, respectively, the total anion concentration in the effluent before the sample
injection is CE + CB and is constant. When the sample hydrogencarbonate peak is
eluted at a concentration Cs, the increase in hydrogencarbonate concentration in the
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Fig. 2. Elution profile model for hydrogencarbonate.
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effluent is given by Cs - Cil' Therefore, the signal (AS-E) on the baseline is given by the
equation

(3)

where AE and All are the absorbance of eluent species and that of hydrogencarbonate,
respectively. Eqn. 3 is simplified into the following equation as All is zero at 250 nm:

(4)

Eqn. 4 indicates that the signal is negative when Cs is higher than CIl, positive when Cs
is lower than CB and there is no signal when Cs is the same as CB . If the eluent does not
contain hydrogencarbonate (C il = 0), the carbonate-system peak is not observed on
injection of deionized water. Eqn. 1 suggests that carbon dioxide might be eliminated
from an eluent with a decrease in its atmospheric partial pressure. The pressure can be
decreased by displacing air to another gas. Nitrogen is readily available for purging an
eluent and is advantageous from safety and economic points of view, although an inert
gas such as argon or helium might be equally effective.

Fig. 3 shows chromatograms obtained by using 5.0 . 10- 4 M sodium

Time (mIn)

0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10
I I~ I I I I I I I

1",,,/\
l.,.,.,.

12.1O-4 AU

A B C

Fig. 3. Chromatograms of carbonate-system peak on injection of deionized water. The eluent was treated as
follows: (A) none; (B) through an on-line degasser; (C) by the nitrogen purging system. The arrow indicates
the position of the carbonate-system peak.
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hydrogenphthalate-1.5 . 10- 4 M HEPES (pH 6.5) as the eluent treated in the three
different ways. Deionized water was injected as a sample. A positive peak (carbonate
system peak) was detected at 6.0 min without any treatment (Fig. 3A); the peak height
decreased on passing through an on-line degasser as commonly used in HPLC (Fig.
3B); and the peak was not detected on using the nitrogen purging system (Fig. 3C).
These results show that the nitrogen purging effectively prevents atmospheric carbon
dioxide from dissolving in the eluent. Similar results were obtained when benzoate and
benzenesulphonate eluents were tested. In the present system, a gas washing bottle was
used to saturate the dry gas with water vapour and to wash out small amounts of
contaminants from gas so as not to disturb the baseline stability.

Another interference from atmospheric carbon dioxide was observed in the
preparation of hydrogencarbonate solutions. Dilute sodium hydrogencarbonate
standard solutions were prepared by two different procedures. In the first series, a vial
(inner volume ca. 26 m\) containing a small stirring bar was filled with deionized water
under a nitrogen atmosphere and immediately stoppered with a silicone-rubber
septum. After an aliquot of 0.1 M sodium hydrogencarbonate stock solution had been
added to the vial by a microsyringe through the septum, the mixture was stirred for
2 min. In the second series, water was stirred overnight aerobically in a polyethylene
bottle without a cap. Dilute sodium hydrogencarbonate solution was prepared with
this water in a vial without a septum. Plots of peak area VS. amount injected for the two
series are shown in Fig. 4. The former was a straight line (r = 0.994) from 3.0' 10- 1 1 to
3.8' 10- 9 mol (A), whereas the latter was curved (B). Line A could be used to represent
dilute standard hyrogencarbonate solution. The difference between the two graphs
might be due to the atmospheric carbon dioxide dissolved in the water. Therefore, the
former procedure was used in subsequent experiments.

The coefficient of variation for the determination ofhydrogencarbonate was less
than 2% on injection of 4' 10- 10 mol. The determination error was as small as those of

Am,ual 'I N,HC03 ,.,1)
10-10 10-9 10- 8 10-7

/'
/'

/'
B ....../0

.70
...... 0/

.--- 0'«,
//0

103 0

10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3

Coaco.lratlt. 01 NaHCOa , M )

Fig. 4. Influence of atmospheric carbon dioxide on the calibration graphs for sodium hydrogencarbonate.
Sodium hydrogencarbonate solutions were prepared in silicone rubber-stoppered vials with deionized water
(A) and in open vials with air-equilibrated water (B).
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TABLE I

DETERMINATION ERRORS OF THREE ANIONS

K. HAYAKAWA et al.

Anion

Hydrogencarbonate

Chloride

Sulphate

Amount
(10- 10 mol)"

200
20
4

200
20
2

200
20
2

Coefficient of variation (%)
(n = 5)

0.57
1.4
1.5

0.50
1.9
1.5

0.20
2.0
3.4

a Injection volume, 20 Jil.

chloride and sulphate, which were not affected by atmospheric carbon dioxide (Table
I). The detection limit (signal-to-noise ratio = 2) of hydrogencarbonate was 1.4 .
10- 1 1 mol (7 . 10- 7 M on injection of20 pI). This value is more than ten times smaller
than that obtained by the modified ion exclusion IC method, which gave the lowest
limit in recent reports!".

The concentration of total carbonate-carbon determined by IPIC without the
nitrogen purging system is lower than the real concentration. The error is not negligible
as the amount injected is small. Table II shows the results of the determination of total
carbonate-carbon in aqueous samples by IPICwith and without the nitrogen purging
system; the differences are given as relative values. Deionized water showed a negative
peak with nitrogen purging but a positive peak without purging. The relative
differences for air-bubbled water and for rain water were 37% and 13%, respectively.
With an increase in concentration, the value becomes too small to be distinguished

TABLE II

ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR TOTAL CARBONATE-CARBON BY INDIRECT PHOTOMETRIC
ION CHROMATOGRAPHY (A) WITH AND (B) WITHOUT NITROGEN PURGING

Sample Concentration (10- 5 M)" Relative difference
/100 (A - B)/A] (%)

A

Deionized water 0
Air-bubbled water 3.0
Rain water 6.0
Tap water 43.3
River water 49.5

a Mean values (n = 3).
b Positive peak.

B

1.9
5.2

42.4
49.8

37
13
2.1

-0.6
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o 5 10

hydrogencarbonale

12 . 10 -4 AU

Fig. 5. Typical chromatogram of air-equilibrated water.

from the determination error. This was the reason why the value was positive (2.1 %)
for tap water but negative (-0.6%) for river water.

Total carbonate-carbon in air-equilibrated water could, be determined by the
present method, as shown in Fig. 5. The concentration was 1.2' 10- 5 M when line A in
Fig. 4 was used as a calibration graph. On the other hand, the concentration ofcarbon
dioxide in air-equilibrated water can be calculated as

3.9' 10- 2 . 0.03 . 10- 2

1.17' 10- 5 M (5)

as the Henry's law partition constant (Kp) ofcarbon dioxide is 3.9' 10- 2 M per atom at
20°C and the concentration of carbon dioxide in air is 0.03% (v/v). This close
agreement between the observed and calculated values indicates the reliability of the
present method for the determination of low levels of carbonate-carbon.
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THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOME STYRYL
CYANINE DYES DERIVED FROM PYRIDINE
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Department a/Chemistry, Ravenshaw College, Cuuack 753003, Orissa (India)
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SUMMARY

The chromatographic RM values for some styryl cyanine iodides derived from
pyridine were obtained by thin-layer chromatography using propanol-water-acetic
acid solvent systems in various proportions. Linear free energy relationship studies
were carried out with some electronic, steric and lipophilic parameters, either singly or
in combination with each other. The results indicate that the steric factor has the
greatest influence on the chromatographic behaviour. An attempt was made to
establish the nature of dye-substrate adsorption by correlation with the theoretical
charge densities (CNDOj2 and INDO).

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, several reports have appeared on the potential usefulness of
organic dyes in a number of devices such as photovoltaics, dye lasers and photo- and
thermochromic materials. As most of these applications require dyes of exceptionally
pure quality, the analytical chemistry of dyes, particularly rapid methods for
determining their purity and identity has become of considerable importance.
Chromatographic methods (particularly paper and thin-layer chromatography)
continue to be popular in this respect. In addition chromatographic methods can also
be valuable aids in constitutional analysis and for particular applications chromato
graphic data can be correlated with activity (e.g., photovoltaic properties). In this
context, we have studied the thin-layer chromatographic (TLC) behaviour of some
styryl cyanine dyes, which are under investigation for their photovoltaic properties.
The dye types studied are shown in Scheme 1.

x~ J=\
'=J \~,J

N r
/

CH3

Scheme 1. Structures of 4-linked pyridine styryl dyes (left) and 2-linked pyridine styryl dyes (right).
X = N(CH 3) , ; OCH 3 ; OH; CH 3 ; H; CI; and NO, .

a Present address: State Prevention and Control of Pollution Board, 118/A, Nilakantha Nagar,
Unit-VIII, Bhubaneswar 751012, Orissa, India.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Attempts were also made to study the structure-adsorption behaviour in the
framework oflinear free energy relationships (LFER). Reports on this aspect of dyes
appear to be very scanty.

EXPERIMENTAL

RF values of styryl dyes derived from 2- and 4-linked pyridine were determined
by TLC using silica gel G (TLC grade, Merck) as sorbent. The TLC plates (20 x 10
em) were prepared by coating them with a silica gel slurry (20 g of silica gel in 50 ml of
water) to a thickness of0.25 mm. The TLC plates were dried at room temperature and
then activated at 110°C for 15 min.

The chromatographic chambers were saturated with the appropriate composi
tion of water-n-propanol-acetic acid (saturation time, 24 h; temperature of the
chamber, 30°C). Initial experiments with water-n-propanol mixtures resulted in the
formation of streaks, which could be avoided by the addition of acetic acid at
a concentration below 2%. The presence of acetic acid was taken into account in
calculating the mole fraction of water, at different values of which the RF values are
reported below.

The activated plates were spotted with the dye solution in acetone and then
conditioned in the solvent-saturated chromatographic chamber for 10-15 min before
development started. All the experiments were carried out in duplicate. The spots were
detected in an iodine chamber and the RF values were measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chromatographic parameters
The theoretical basis for the relationship between RF values and chemical

structure was first proposed by Consden et al,': Subsequently, Martin? deduced that
for ideal solutions the partition coefficient, P, of a substance A between two phases is
related to the free energy required to transport 1 mole of A from one phase to another.

Bate-Smith and Westall3 introduced the term RM , defined as

(1)

Boyce and Milborrow" investigated the theoretical basis for the relationship between
the partition coefficient and RM values and pointed out that the RM value for
a substituent is a free energy-related term analogous to t: used by Hansch and Fujita5

,

and consequently it is possible to correlate RM with other free energy-related terms.
There have been various reports of a very good correlation between RM and n values".
It was pointed out, however, that RM cannot be considered as an expression of the true
partition coefficient as it does not take into account the ratio of the cross-sectional
areas of the mobile and stationary phases 7

• We therefore carried out some of the
correlations using log RF• It was found, however, that there is hardly any significant
difference between the results obtained with log RF and RM . The following discussions
therefore pertain to the results obtained with R M •
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Solvent effects
RF values were determined at five different compositions ofwater-n-propanol

acetic acid. The RF values were found to increase with increasing water content, i.e.,
with increasing solvent polarity (Table I) and the correlation of RM with the mole
fraction of water (x) was excellent for 4-linked pyridine-substituted styryl dyes. With
the 2-linked pyridine dyes the RF values increased with increasing water content up to
a certain point and then decreased. For different substituted compounds this point was
reached at different mole fractions of water. However, a value of 0.708 seems to be the
limit beyond which the RF values decrease in all instances. This observation indicates
that perhaps there is a change in the retention mechanism. Similar observations have
been reported in connection with the reversed-phase chromatographic behaviour of
steroids":". The correlation of RM of the 2-linked pyridine dyes with x up to a value of
0.708 was found to be satisfactory (Table II).

Linear Fee energy relationships
The reported correlations between chromatographic behaviour and n may be

interpretated as the transport process being the step that determines the chromato
graphic activity!". Such correlations, however, do not preclude the possibility that the
electronic properties and the steric arrangement of the molecule could also be
important factors for interaction with the stationary phase in partition chromato
graphy. In other words, it should be established which of the lipophilicity, electronic
factors and stereochemistry of the molecules is the most important factor with regard
to the chromatographic activity, either individually or combined. Accordingly, we
studied four types of correlations:

(i) correlations with Hammet or related substituent parameters that are
supposed to reflect the polar and/or resonance effects of the substituents'";

(ii) correlations with the lipophilic parameter";
(iii) correlations with Taft' s12 E, and Charton's13-1S v steric parameters;
(iv) correlations with combinations of (i) or (ii) with the steric parameters in (iii).
Correlations were carried out with the following equations:
for single-parameter correlations:

RM (or log RF ) = as + b (2)

TABLE II

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH RM = ax + b

x = Mole fraction of water.

Substituent 4-Linked pyridine styryl dyes 2-Linked pyridine styryl dyes

S R a b S R a b

N(CH 3h 0.051 0.993 -2.963 2.248 0.124 0.938 -2.184 1.965
OCH 3 0.039 0.995 -2.738 2.374 0.111 0.950 -2.22 2.143
OH 0.013 0.999 -2.894 2.382 0.120 0.946 -2.312 2.128
CH 3 0.017 0.999 -3.002 2.486 0.168 0.916 -2.487 2.271
H 0.035 0.996 -2.797 2.413 0.175 0.913 -2.52 2.325
CI 0.030 0.998 -3.101 2.589 0.119 0.951 -2.419 2.207
N02 0.017 0.999 -2.682 2.587 0.107 0.948 -2.099 2.350
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for two-parameter correlations:

where s, SI and S2 are appropriate substituent parameters.

335

(3)

Single parameter correlations
Very poor correlations were obtained with both dye series with Hansch and

Fujita's lipophilic parameter t: (Table III).
As has already been pointed out, the parameter RM , which is assumed to be

a measure of lipophilic character, has been shown to correlate well with n for a large
number of systems. The lack ofany correlation in this study may be due to one or more
of the following reasons. The transport process perhaps is not the most crucial factor in
the chromatographic behaviour. The chromatographic process evidently is not
analogous to the octanol-water system and the low correlation between nand RM may
be due to the electronic effects of the substituent. As the dyes are ionic in nature, they
are likely to undergo dissociation in the aqueous-organic chromatographic system. It
has been pointed out earlier that an R~n correlation is valid only if the degree of
dissociation is taken into account. One way to meet the problem of the effect of
dissociation is to include the Hammet (J constantin the correlation equatiorr'".

Correlations with polar substituent parameters
Correlations were attempted with four types of electronic parameters:
(i) the original Hammet (J constants derived from substituted benzoic acids;
(ii) (J:, derived from the solvolysis of dimethyl diphenyl carbinyl chlorides in

90% aqueous acetone at 25°C I 7
;

(iii) (J;, obtained from the reaction of phenols and anilines '";
(iv) (Jo, derived by averaging values from selected reactions involving substrates

in which a methylene group has been interposed between the reaction centre and the
substituent to prevent an overestimation of direct conjugation effects19-21.

The results in Tables IV and V indicate that the correlations are poor, or at the
most fair in a few instances. Particular attention may be drawn to the results with (J:.
The poor quality of the correlation with this parameter would lead one to believe that
the adsorption process perhaps does not involve an electron-deficient centre and hence
not an electron-rich bonding site on the silica gel. If this were true, a substantial

TABLE 1lI

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH RM = an + b

Mole fraction 4-Linked pyridine styryl dyes 2-Linked pyridine styryl dyes
a/water (x)

S R a b S R a b

0.445 0.114 0.5391 -0.036 1.l80 0.128 0.5123 -0.022 1.268
0.548 0.124 0.5075 -0.016 0.904 0.124 0.6241 -0.078 0.897
0.618 0.142 0.5386 -0.045 0.688 0.158 0.4727 -0.113 0.660
0.669 0.123 0.5846 -0.060 0.538 0.132 0.5873 -0.066 0.625
0.708 0.136 0.5900 -0.070 0.417 0.145 0.5845 -0.071 0.699
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TABLE IV

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH RM = as + b FOR 4-LINKED PYRIDINE STYRYL DYES

s Mole fraction S R a b R2

atwater (x)

a 0.445 0.049 0.931 0.224 1.181 0.88225
0.548 0.023 0.987 0.259 0.900
0.618 0.055 0.945 0.286 0.691
0.669 0.059 0.921 0.247 0.545
0.708 0.085 0.866 0.252 0.427

(f+ 0.445 0.0.70 0.854 0.133 1.213 0.76670
0.548 0.036 0.969 0.169 0.940
0.618 0.071 0.907 0.181 0.734
0.669 0.082 0.842 0.145 0.580
0.708 0.102 0.796 0.149 0.463

(f0 0.445 0.047 0.938 0.251 1.160 0.86707
0.548 0.034 0.972 0.281 0.877
0.618 0.058 0.938 0.315 0.664
0.669 0.054 0.933 0.280 0.522
0.708 0.083 0.872 0.283 0.403

a - 0.445 0.058 0.903 0.116 1.202 0.84515
0.548 0.019 0.992 0.141 0.924
0.618 0.053 0.950 0.157 0.717
0.669 0.068 0.893 0.129 0.568
0.708 0.088 0.854 0.134 0.450

TABLE V

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH R M = as + b FOR 2-LINKED PYRIDINE STYRYL DYES

s Mole fraction S R a b R2

of water (x)

a 0.445 0.076 0.859 0.220 1.266 0.78003
0.548 0.068 0.904 0.253 0.909
0.618 0.102 0.872 0.314 0.622
0.669 0.080 0.905 0.302 0.603
0.708 0.086 0.875 0.271 0.709

(f+ 0.445 0.074 0.868 0.150 1.300 0.67299
0.548 0.090 0.823 0.148 0.945
0.618 0.130 0.778 0.176 0.665
0.669 0.098 0.800 0.144 0.669
0.708 0.099 0.830 0.168 0.749

(fo 0.445 0.082 0.833 0.233 1.247 0.77860
0.548 0.060 0.926 0.291 0.885
0.618 0.088 0.905 0.368 0.591
0.669 0.082 0.865 0.270 0.612
0.708 0.085 0.880 0.303 0.684

c - 0.445 0.064 0.904 0.129 1.288 0.76836
0.548 0.074 0.884 0.133 0.933
0.618 0.111 0.846 0.163 0.651
0.669 0.083 0.861 0.131 0.657
0.708 0.082 0.887 0.150 0.735
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improvement in the correlation should have been observed with (J;. However,
although there is an improvement with respect to (J:, the correlations are still far from
satisfactory. We therefore conclude that the polar factors alone cannot adequately
account for the substituent effect on the chromatographic behaviour of the dyes.

Tables VI and VII give the results of the correlations with (J and tt, Considering
that the same number of data points are used for the two-parameter correlations, the
apparent improvement in the correlations (increased average R2 values) is only
marginal and not much significance need be attached to this, as is evident from the
F values (the significance of the correlations being less than 95% in almost all
instances).

Correlation with steric parameters
In an attempt to find a possible connection between lipophilicity and steric

substituent constants, Tichylo reported that the steric constants E; and v have the
greatest chance of being independent of lipophilic substituent constants. As no
correlation was found between the present set of chromatographic data and the
lipophilic substituent constant n, we attempted a correlation of RM (or log RF) with E,
and v in preference to other steric and sterimole parameters.

Charton'sv'<'" steric substituent constant, v, is based on the van der Waals radii
and is defined by

Vx <r« - rH = rx - 1.20 (4)

TABLE VI

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH R M = an + bS2 + C FOR4-LINKED PYRIDINESTYRYL DYES

.12 Mole fraction S R a b c F R2

of water

a 0.445 0.046 0.941 -0.011 0.182 1.172 5.155 0.9030
0.548 0.061 0.938 -0.006 0.259 0.898 4.882
0.618 0.055 0.964 -0.028 0.285 0.685 8.296
0.669 0.052 0.960 -0.032 0.245 0.537 7.837
0.708 0.066 0.948 -0.037 0.250 0.417 5.915

(f+ 0.445 0.066 0.872 -0.040 0.155 1.192 2.116 0.9074
0.548 0.016 0.996 -0.044 0.177 0.930 82.834
0.618 0.050 0.970 -0.074 0.195 0.717 10.614
0.669 0.059 0.948 -0.085 0.160 0.561 5.915
0.708 0.085 0.972 -0.095 0.165 0.441 11.407

(fo 0.445 0.053 0.946 -0.009 0.248 1.158 5.677 0.8936
0.548 0.037 0.978 0.015 0.287 0.880 14.653
0.618 0.067 0.946 -0.011 0.311 0.662 5.677
0.669 0.057 0.952 -0.031 0.269 0.515 6.449
0.708 0.089 0.903 -0.040 0.269 0.394 2.945

a- 0.445 0.057 0.939 -0.040 0.118 1.191 4.970 0.922
0.548 0.010 0.998 -0.022 0.142 0.918 166.167
0.618 0.042 0.979 -0.051 0.158 0.704 15.375
0.669 0.054 0.957 -0.065 0.131 0.551 7.256
0.708 0.078 0.927 -0.075 0.136 0.431 4.073
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TABLE VB

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH R M = an + bS2 + cFOR 2-LlNKEDPYRIDlNE STYRYL DYES

S2 Mole fraction S R a b c F R2

of water (x)

o 0.445 0.086 0.880 -0.010 0.219 1.264 2.228 0.8231
0.548 0.103 0.849 -0.042 0.251 0.899 1.721
0.618 0.083 0.946 -0.061 0.310 0.606 5.677
0.669 0.084 0.907 -0.035 0.238 0.625 3.092
0.708 0.068 0.950 -0.038 0.269 0.699 6.171

(f+ 0.445 0.065 0.934 -0.038 0.111 1.285 4.556 0.8834
0.548 0.053 0.962 -0.104 0.166 0.922 8.275
0.618 0.086 0.941 -0.143 0.201 0.633 5.155
0.669 0.077 0.924 -0.091 0.161 0.649 3.893
0.708 0.075 0.938 -0.10 0.185 0.726 4.882

(f0 0.445 0.095 0.853 0.004 0.231 1.248 2.088 0.8612
0.548 0.052 0.964 -0.048 0.275 0.874 8.762
0.618 0.079 0.951 -0.075 0.342 0.574 6.307
0.669 0.049 0.964 -0.031 0.269 0.515 8.762
0.708 0.089 0.903 -0.040 0.269 0.394 2.945

a - 0.445 0.070 0.924 -0.027 0.129 1.281 3.898 0.8983
0.548 0.045 0.973 -0.084 0.136 0.911 11.681
0.618 0.074 0.957 -0.119 0.166 0.620 7.189
0.669 0.073 0.932 -0.071 0.134 0.639 4.377
0.708 0.067 0.952 -0.077 0.153 0.715 6.441

where rx and rH are the van der Waal radii of X and H groups, respectively. For
tetrahedral substituents such as methyl and tert.-butyl, the calculated values of the
minimum van der Waal's radii were used. The results of the correlations of v and E,
with RM for both series of dyes are given in Table VIII.

All correlations with E; (Table VIII) were very poor. The E, values are derived
from kinetic data and there can be two possibilities for the failure: first, the E,
parameters may not have been correctly defined and may contain not only steric but
also electrical effects1 3

-
1 5; second, they may be inapplicable in the pesent context as

they do not correctly represent the "shape" in the particular environment under study.
On the other hand, although Charton's vparameter has been reported basically

with the same properties and limitations, we found that in the present instance
correlations of RM with v are fairly satisfactory and much superior to those obtained
with E; (Table VIII). As the values are derived from van der Waals radii, it is
reasonable to suppose that they represent a purer form of the steric parameters.

The results of the combination of a polar (a) or a lipophilic (n) parameter with
v are presented in Tables IX and X.

With the same number of data points, as expected there is an increase in the
correlation coefficients. The improvement in the correlations, however, can be
concluded from the F values, most of which represent the 95% significance level.
Inclusion of a polar or lipophilic parameter leads to similar correlation results. This
further corroborates our contention that the steric factor is predominant in the
chromatographic behaviour.

The adsorption properties of silica gel are known to be determined by the



TABLE IX

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH R M = av + b'\·2 + c FOR4-LINKED PYRIDINESTYRYL DYES

S2 Mole fraction S R a b c F {(2

atwater (x)

a 0.445 0.034 0.967 -0.016 0.058 1.166 9.604 0.9648
0.548 0.018 0.995 -0.009 0.185 0.895 66.167
0.618 0.021 0.995 -0.029 0.057 0.675 66.167
0.669 0.039 0.978 -0.027 0.035 0.531 14.653
0.708 0.045 0.976 -0.044 -0.09 0.404 13.391

a+ 0.445 0.038 0.960 -0.021 0.009 1.166 7.837 0.9661
0.548 0.013 0.997 -0.015 0.099 0.915 110.611
0.618 0.017 0.996 -0.030 0.039 0.684 82.834
0.669 0.040 0.977 -0.032 -0.008 0.527 13.995
0.708 0.037 0.984 -0.042 -0.052 0.393 20.335

aD 0.445 0.036 0.963 -0.016 0.059 1.161 8.887 0.9609
0.548 0.031 0.984 -0.012 0.176 0.879 20.335
0.618 0.024 0.993 -0.032 0.030 0.671 47.120
0.669 0.038 0.978 -0.026 0.054 0.527 14.653
0.708 0.038 0.983 -0.045 -0.116 0.413 19.109

a - 0.445 0.037 0.975 -0.027 0.002 1.168 12.835 0.9727
0.548 0.011 0.998 -0.009 0.103 0.913 166.167
0.618 0.019 0.996 -0.028 0.038 0.682 82.834
0.669 0.040 0.977 -0.033 -0.010 0.527 13.995
0.708 0.035 0.985 -0.045 -0.060 0.392 21.723

IT 0.445 0.036 0.963 -0.023 0.014 1.167 8.887 0.9570
0.548 0.038 0.976 -0.031 0.033 0.893 13.391
0.618 0.022 0.994 -0.036 0.013 0.675 55.056
0.669 0.038 0.978 -0.030 -0.012 0.526 14.653
0.708 0.041 0.980 -0.034 -0.015 0.405 16.168
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TABLE X

CORRELATION RESULTS WITH R M = av + bS2 + c FOR2-LINKED PYRIDINESTYRYL DYES

S2 Mole fraction S R a b c F iF
of water (x)

o 0.445 0.053 0.957 -0.034 -0.043 1.249 7.256 0.9692
0.548 0.027 0.990 -0.035 -0.021 0.891 32.834
0.618 0.045 0.984 -0.053 -0.102 0.594 20.335
0.669 O.oJ8 0.996 -0.047 -0.125 0.610 82.834
0.708 0.022 0.995 -0.048 -0.100 0.684 66.167

u+ 0.445 0.084 0.886 -0.045 -0.110 1.219 0.113 0.9431
0.548 0.031 0.987 -0.037 -0.032 0.883 25.142
0.618 0.030 0.993 -0.055 -0.089 0.573 47.120
0.669 0.023 0.994 -0.041 -0.053 0.600 55.056
0.708 0.029 0.991 -0.042 -0.031 0.680 36.538

UO 0.445 0.048 0.965 -0.042 -0.139 1.256 9.027 0.9524
0.548 0.031 0.987 -0.032 0.013 0.892 25.142
0.618 0.092 0.931 -0.046 -0.036 0.601 4.337
0.669 0.011 0.999 -0.049 -0.157 0.622 332.833
0.708 0.019 0.996 -0.050 -0.131 0.694 82.834

a - 0.445 0.054 0.955 -0.024 0.027 1.258 6.911 0.9697
0.548 0.028 0.990 -0.039 -0.033 0.883 32.834
0.618 0.031 0.992 -0.060 -0.090 0.576 41.167
0.669 0.020 0.995 -0.045 -0.060 0.601 66.167
0.708 0.029 0.991 -0.044 -0.035 0.679 36.538

n 0.445 0.051 0.960 -0.031 0.Q28 1.258 7.837 0.9684
0.548 0.027 0.990 -0.031 -0.027 0.886 32.834
0.618 0.03 0.993 -0.040 -0.048 0.589 47.120
0.669 0.032 0.987 -0.033 -0.013 0.613 25.142
0.706 0.030 0.990 -0.036 -0.013 0.686 32.834

number ofhydroxyl groups on the surface'", which in turn implies that the binding site
on the silicagel surface is possibly the hydroxyl group through hydrogen bonding.
Now we need to address the question ofwhat the state of the substrate molecules is, i.e.,
whether on the silica gel substrate adsorptions take place in a point-to-point manner or
whether it is some kind of surface-to-surface stacking. Although more elaborate
experiments must be designed in order to answer this question unequivocally, we
would like to draw a broad, qualitative conclusion from our theoretical (quantum
mechanical PCILO) studies on the conformation of these dyes. It has been observed
with 4-linked pyridine dyes that the deviation of the end groups (benzene and pyridine)
from coplanarity decreaes in the order N(CH3h > OH > H > CH 3 > N0 2 • With
2-linked pyridine dyes the deviation from coplanarity is much more pronounced in
terms of both the twist angle and the energy barrier with respect to the planar
conformation. The deviation from coplanarity decreases approximately in the order
OH > H > CH 3 ~ N(CH 3h > N02 . We find that the RF values vary approximately
in the reverse order, that is, the less planar a molecule is, the more strongly it is
adsorbed by silica gel (lower RF value) and vice-versa. From this we may perhaps
preclude the possibility of surface-to-surface stacking, and hence a relatively smaller
influence of the degree of planarity on the chromatographic behaviour of the dyes.
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From the correlation results with 0': and 0';, we had earlier concluded that
perhaps an electron-rich centre is involved in the chromatographic binding with silica
gel (evidently an -O-H' .. X type of hydrogen bonding). To test this hypothesis,
correlations were carried out with v in combination with the electron densities
(obtained by CNDOj2 and INDO methods). The excellent results obtained (Table XI)
bear out this possibility.
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APPLICATION OF FREE FLOW ELECTROPHORESIS TO THE PREPARA
TIVE PURIFICATION OF BASIC PROTEINS FROM AN E. COLI CELL
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SUMMARY

The application of free flow electrophoresis (FFE) to the purification of a basic
protein from a complex protein mixture was investigated. For this purpose lysozyme
(E.C. 3.2.1.17) from hen egg white, serving as a model for a basic protein, was added to
a crude E. coli cell extract and reisolated. For three techniques of FFE (zone
electrophoresis, isoelectric focusing and field step electrophoresis), suitable electrolyte
systems were developed. The purity, purification factor, recovery and throughput were
determined for the optimized experiments. A combination of field step electrophoresis
and zone electrophoresis gave the best purification factor (9.5) and the highest'
recovery (95%). The purification factors achieved in zone electrophoresis and
isoelectric focusing were comparable to each other and ranged from 3.5 to 4.75. In
isoelectric focusing, 94% of the enzyme activity was recovered. Zone electrophoresis
gave recoveries of 82% and 87%, respectively. Purities of more than 95% were
achieved with all the techniques described. With the exception ofzone electrophoresis,
all the techniques effected a concentration of the enzyme during the separation. Zone
electrophoresis and field step electrophoresis were very simple in application.

INTRODUCTION

With the developments in biotechnology in recent years, the requirements placed
on the purity of proteins for pharmaceutical applications have increased considerably.
New and efficient methods for the preparative purification of proteins had to be
developed in order to reduce the cost of large-scale production. In addition to the
commonly used purification techniques based on precipitation or chromatography,
electrophoresis takes advantage of two individual characteristics of proteins, viz., the
mobility in an electric field depending primarily on the charge of the molecules and the
isoelectric point.

a Present address: Analytical Research and Development, Pharma Division, Sandoz Ltd., Baste,
Switzerland.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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For the purification of small amounts, a flat-bed electrophoresis system was
developed, running in the zone electrophoresis1 or the isoelectric focusing! mode.
Sepharose or agarose was recommended as a stabilizing gel to minimize gravitational
and diffusional instabilities. After the electrophoretic run, the gel has to be sliced and
the proteins must be eluted from each slice.

For the purification of small ions and also for living cells or particles, free flow
electrophoresis (FFE), pioneered by Hannig':" as zone electrophoresis, was devel
oped in the last two decades. Despite the advantages of this method, such as
continuous use and the absence of carrier materials, which improve the recovery of
active proteins, FFE has not been popular for the purification of biopolymers in the
milligrams to grams range. With the development of new techniques'":", including
isoelectric focusing (IEF), field step electrophoresis (FSE) and isotachophoresis (ITP),
allowing higher sample throughputs at higher resolutions, FFE has become more and
more interesting for application in research and industry. Additionally, these new
techniques concentrate diluted sample compounds after the separation. An extensive
overview of the technique and applications of FFE is given in ref. 10.

This paper demonstrates the suitability ofFFE techniques for the purification of
a basic protein from a crude E. coli protein extract. Lysozyme, as a model for
interesting pharmaceutically active proteins with low molecular weights and high pI
values such as the interleukins, was added to an E. coli protein extract and reisolated in
a single step.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
All chemicals were of analytical-reagent grade unless indicated otherwise.
Arginine, aspartic acid, glutamine, glycine, hydrochloric acid, potassium

chloride, potassium sulphate, Micrococcus luteus lyophil. cells and urea were
purchased from Serva (Heidelberg, F.R.G.). E. coli cells were cultivated by BASF
(Ludwigshafen, F.R.G.). All other substances were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt,
F.R.G.).

Analytical methods
The enzymatic activity of lysozyme was determined according to Shugar!! by

measuring the change in turbidity of a Micrococcus luteus suspension at 450 nm and
25°C, using a Hitachi Model 100-60 photometer. The total protein concentration was
determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm with chicken egg albumin as
a standard 12. For the measurement ofpH and conductivity a WTW 530 pH meter and
a WTW LF 521 conductimeter, respectively, from WTW (Lauda, F.R.G.) were
employed.

Preparation of the sample
About 20 g of E. coli cells were suspended in 100 ml of 0.1 mol/I Tris-HCl (pH

7.0). After cell breakage by sonification and removal of the cell debris by centrifuga
tion, 0.4% polyethyleneimine was added to the supernatant to precipitate the
polynucleic acids. The resulting suspension was stirred for 30min at room temperature
and the precipitate was centrifuged. The conductivity of the sample solution was
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reduced by dialysis against 0.1 mol/l glycine. The addition of lysozyme to the protein
mixture caused precipitation, which could be prevented by adding at least 5 mol/l urea
or 0.02 moljl potassium sulphate.

Electrophoresis apparatus
The FFE apparatus and the operating conditions have been described in detail

elsewhere1 3
.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although basic proteins tend to adsorb to supporting media in chromatography,
they easily aggregate with oppositely charged proteins in free solutions, as was
observed for the lysozyme with E. coli proteins. To achieve successful separations of
lysozyme from the contaminating proteins, these hydrophilic protein interactions had
to be suppressed by using inorganic salts or, e.g., urea 14

, 1 5 .

If lysozyme was added to a crude E. coli cell extract, precipitation of the enzyme
with E. coli proteins could be observed. The addition of urea at concentrations of
nearly 5 mol/l or potassium sulphate at more than 0.02 mol/I to the E. coli protein
mixture prevented the precipitation of lysozyme with bacterial proteins .or led to the
dissolution of already precipitated proteins. The dependence of the enzyme solubility
on the concentration of urea and potassium sulphate is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Zone electrophoresis
The electrophoretic mobility of proteins depends strongly on the pH of the

dissolving medium. Investigations on mobility in zone electrophoresis (ZE) at different
pH values revealed the general shape of the mobility curve for a protein in
a polyacrylamide gel. With a decrease in pH from 11 (pI of lysozyme) to 7.5, the
mobility of the enzyme increased steadily and changed only slightly at pH values lower
than 7.5. The separation of lysozyme from contaminating E. coli proteins by ZE

0) b)
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0
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Fig. I. Solubility ofthe lysozyme-E. coli protein complex depending on the concentration of (it) urea and
(b) potassium sulphate. Solid lysozyme al a concentration of 2 mg/rnl was dissolved in the dialysed E. coli cell
extract with a protein concentration of (a) 14and (b) 20 mg/rnl and a conductivity of 0.4 mS/cm. After the
addition of the various amounts of urea and potassium sulphate, the turbidity of the solution was
determined by measuring the absorption at 450 nm.
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succeeded very easily at pH 7.5 (Fig. 2). As most of the bacterial proteins had pI values
below 7.5, they migrated towards the anode whereas lysozyme moved towards the
cathode, with the consequence that almost all contaminating proteins could be
separated. In many experiments two lysozyme peaks with equal biological activities
were measured. Neither separation by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) nor
the A450/A280 ratio gave any indications of different enzyme structures.

The peak shape of the lysozyme bands showed sharp fronting, whereas the
bacterial proteins migrated as a surprisingly narrow band. The latter peak shape might
have its origin in the high concentration of urea, which probably supports ionic
interactions between the proteins. This assumption is also confirmed by the
experiment but with potassium sulphate instead of urea as the solubilizing agent (Fig.
3). As the power supply used was limited to a maximum current of 0.2 A, the voltage
and the flow-rate had to be changed compared with the experimental conditions given
in Fig. 2. Potassium sulphate enhanced the polarity of the background electrolyte and
probably induced the breakage of ionic protein interactions of the E. coli proteins,
resulting in a broad peak shape ranging over more than 30 fractions.

background electrolyte arrangement of the

solutions inlet into

the separation chamber

... sampleinjection

o

Ec
0co C
N 'E-c "-

~ 1.0 Ec
0 0

1 It>...
-" 0.4 -c
0 <l

t t evoluotion of0.5

the fractions

0.2

----+-fraction number

Fig. 2. ZE oflysozyme containing E. coliproteins. All solutions contained 5 mol/I urea.The top panel shows
the inlet configuration and the lower panel shows the distribution of the enzyme activity (dashed area, as
LlA45o/m in) and the total protein distribution (as A280). The background electrolyte consisted of 0.01 mol/l
Tris, adjusted to pH 7.5 with hydrochloric acid. The sample contained 10 mg/rnl lysozyme and 28 mg/ml
bacterial proteins. The field strength was 60 VIcm. The flow-rate was 190 ml/h and the sample was injected at
2 ml/h.
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Fig. 3. ZE oflysozyme containing E. coli proteins. The top panel shows the inlet configuration and the lower
panel shows the enzyme activity (dashed area, as LlA45ojmin) and the total protein distribution (as A2so). All
solutions were adjusted to 0.02 moljl potassium sulphate. The background electrolyte was prepared
according to Fig. 2. The sample contained 10 mg/ml lysozyrne and 18 mgjml bacterial proteins. The field
strength was 45 Vjcm. The flow-rate was 100 mljh and the sample was injected at I mljh.

Isoelectric focusing
In addition to the recycling isoelectric focusing apparatus (RIEF) of Bier and

Egen!", which operates batchwise, Manzoni!" developed IEF in a stepwise pH
gradient running in the continuous mode. On pumping simple buffer solutions as
parallel liquid films through the separation chamber there arises a stepwise pH profile
according to the different pH values of the buffers. The migration ofthe enzyme within
the pH step is based on the same principle as the migration in ZE. However, as in ZE
almost the total transportation of charges is taken over by the ground electrolyte
(carrier electrolyte), the migration velocity of the sample compounds, depending on
the ionic strength of the buffer, is decreased compared with that in stepwise IEF. The
focusing effect of this technique in only a few fractions allows one to add the sample as
a broad zone into the top of the chamber. High ionic strengths of the sample solutions
are unnecessary in this technique, because the sample compounds participate to a great
extent in the transportation of current in the dosing zone of the sample. Shorter
residence times or pH values with lower enzyme mobilities can be adjusted.

The separation of the enzyme from the bacterial protein mixture succeeded when
using a cathodic buffer solution of pH 12.3and a residence time of7 min (Fig. 4). Most
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Fig. 4. IEF of O.oJ mg/ml lysozyme containing 0.3 mg/ml E. coli proteins. The arrangement of the inlet
system is given at the top and the evaluation of the fractions is shown below; the dashed area indicates the
enzyme activity as L1A45o/min and the total protein concentration is given as A 28o. All buffers contained
5 moll! urea. Arginine-glutamine (0.03 mol/l each), pH 10.0, served as solvent for the sample. The
concentration of glycine was 0.05 mol/l, adjusted to pH 12.3 with sodium hydroxide; the anolyte was 0.03
mol/l aspartic acid, pH 3.7. At a field strength of 30 V/cm the flow-rate was adjusted to 215 ml/h.

of the enzyme activity was well focused on few fractions and only weak tailing
remained. Longer residence times in order to remove this tailing decreased the slope of
the pH interfaces and diminished the concentration factor of the enzyme.

Field step electrophoresis
FSE is a simple and powerful technique for the concentration of diluted

samples '" and for these investigations it was often used to increase the protein
concentration in fractions after the separation. The concentration factors depended on
the zone width of the sample and could reach values of 10-20.

As the resolution of this technique was low for the purification of lysozyme, it
was combined with ZE, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 5. In the separation buffer
between the sample zone and the catholyte the sample compounds could be separated
according to their different mobilities. The optimized experimental results are shown
in Fig. 6. Nearly all the lysozyme was found in only three fractions. The enzyme was
five-fold more concentrated than the injected sample and almost free from contam
inants.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of FSE combined with ZE. Above: the inlet system with anolyte and
catholyte characterized by high conductivities, the separation zone with a conductivity adjusted according to
the mobilities of the sample compounds and the sample solution with low conductivity. Below:conductivity
profile across the separation chamber.

Comparison of results
All optimized experiments described abive were evaluated in terms of the

purification factor, recovery, throughput and purity. The results are summarized in
Table I.

All methods gave very high purities, irrespective of the purity of the sample
before the separation. The recovery of enzyme activity was the highest for the focusing
techniques IEF and FSE + ZE, but ZE also gave high recoveries of more than 80%.
The combination of FSE and ZE achieved the best results. As no problems arise with
protein precipitations, samples of much higher concentration than in IEF can be
separated. ZE provided a low throughput of the sample volumes but, owing to the
dilution of the sample compounds during the separation, high protein concentrations
could be employed. Also, this technique was easy to apply. IEF was limited with regard
to the concentration of the sample compounds because of the low solubility of the
proteins at their isoe1ectric points. The resolving power oflEF is lower than that of the
combined FSE and ZE. Separations oflysozyme from E. coliproteins can probably be
performed with inorganic salt solutions instead of urea, as demonstrated with
potassium sulphate in ZE.

Concerning chromatographic techniques for protein purification, FFE should
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configuration and the lower panel shows the enzyme activity (dashed area, as LlA450/min) and the total
protein distribution (as A 2 BO) ' All solutions contained 5 mol/I urea. The anolyte and catholyte was Tris (0.1
mol/l) adjusted to pH 7.6 with hydrochloric acid, conductivity 4.7 mS/cm; the separation buffer was Tris (5
mmol/lj-HCl, pH 7.7, conductivity 0.17 mS/cm. The sample buffer was Tris (3 mmol/l)-HCI, pH 7.6,
conductivity 0.15 mS/cm, with 0.17 mg/ml lysozyme and 1.5 mg/ml bacterial proteins. Field strength, 45
V/cm; flow-rate, 300 ml/h.

TABLE I

PURIFICATION OF LYSOZYME FROM CONTAMINATING E. COLI INTRACELLULAR
PROTEINS BY ZE, IEF AND FSE COMBINED WITH ZE

Method Purification Recovery" Throughput Purity'
factor" (%) (rnl sample/h) (%)

ZE (urea) 3.7 87 2d >95
ZE (K2S04) 3.5 82 I d >95
IEF 4.75 94 43 >95
FSE + ZE 9.5 95 60 >95

a Purification factor: purity after the separation/purity before the separation.
b Recovery: enzyme activity after FFE/enzyme activity before FFE x 100 (%).
c Purity: mg lysozyme/rug total protein x 100 (%).
d For ZE the protein concentration of the sample can be chosen as high as possible, as the sample will

be diluted in the elctrophoretic run.
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not been regarded as a competing but, owing to the different separation mechanisms,
as a complementary technique within a purification scheme. For this purpose FFE is
distinguished by high recoveries, high separation power and easy application.
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We are investigating the chemotaxonomy of poplar species by analysis of their
bud exudate composition", and initial work has established that the exudate is
a complex mixture containing several previously unidentified cornpounds'<". During
preliminary analyses of bud exudate of Populusfremontii S. Wats and P. maximowiczii
Henry, we noted a number of novel flavonoid aglycones which formed a series related
to pinobanksin-3-acetate. We here describe this series.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and materials
Ethyl acetate (nanograde) was from MaJlinckrodt (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.).

Poplar bud exudate
Bud exudate of P. maximowiczii was obtained from a specimen (identification

code SF) at the Alice Holt Lodge, Forestry Commission (Farnham, U.K.). Specimen
SF originated from Yamabe (Hokkaido, Japan) and was derived from material
collected by Professor B. Lindquist. The bud exudate of P. fremontii was collected
from a specimen atFort Verde State Historic Park near Camp Verde, AZ, U.S.A.

Sample preparation and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
These were carried out as previously described 5

.

RESULTS

Analysis by GC-MS allowed the separation and identification of the com
pounds in the bud exudates as their trimethylsilyl (TMS) derivatives. We here report

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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the compounds chromatographing in the region of24-30 methylene units (MU) which
are primarily chalcones, flavones and flavanones (Fig. 1, Table I). During initial
analyses of the data in this region we noted in both P. fremontii and P. maximowiczii
bud exudates a series of previously undescribed flavanones related to pinobanksin-3
acetate (5,7-dihydroxy-3-acetyloxyflavanone). The mass spectrum of the bis-TMS
derivative ofpinobanksin-3-acetate is very similar in its initial fragmentation to that of
underivatized pinobanksin-S-acetate'', excepting that the bis-TMS derivative has an
initial loss ofa methyl from a TMS group (Fig. 2). In both cases there are characteristic
losses involving COCHz or OCOCH3 groups prior to further fragmentation of the
molecule. Subsequent analyses of the mass spectra ofTMS derivatives of flavonoids in
which the acetate was replaced by a butanoate, for example the acetate and butanoate
of 8-hydroxygalangin-7-methyl ether isolated from ferns 7

, demonstrated that the
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Fig, L Reconstructed ion chromatograms of bud exudate from Pifremonui (a) and P, maximowiczii (b),
scans 2900-3800 (24-30 MU). F/oJ'peak identification see in Table I; peak 8 = trans-caffeic acid benzyl
ester; peak 16= an unsaturated C l 8 hydrocarbon.

\

fragmentation pattern~Jere almost identical after the initial loss of methyl from
a TMS group and the subsequent loss of the acetate or butanoate substituent.

The series ff{flavanones we report here, which are related to pinobanksin-3
acetate, again prbduce spectra which are almost identical after the loss of a methyl
from a TMS group and the substituent group at the 3-position. The substituent is
represented in the mass spectra bya peak at mlz 43 (CH3CO), m]z 57 (CzHsCO), mjz
71 (C3H7CO), m]z 85 (C4HgCO) or mjz 99 (CsH llCO). We therefore conclude that
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TABLE I

FLAVONOIDS IDENTIFIED IN P. FREMONTII AND P. MAXIMO WICZIJ BUD EXUDATE

Peak numbers correspond to those given in Fig. I. GC retention times in methylene units (MU; defined by
Dalgliesh et al,12) are given to two decimal places to indicate the elution sequence of peaks which
chromatograph closely. Factors such as concentration of the compound concerned and/or the character
istics of a particular GC column are liable to affect the chromatography, and for general purposes the MU
figures are probably reliable to only a single decimal place.

Peak Chemical name MU Number Total ion current"
No. ofTMS

groups P. fremontii P. maximowiczii

I 5,7-Dihydroxyflavanone 24.92 2 11.2 5.4
2 2',4' ,6'-Trihydroxychalcone" 24.99 3 35.8 14.6
3 7-Hydroxy-5-methoxyflavanone' 25.24 I 0.3
4 2',4'-Dihydroxy-6'-methoxychalcone 25.28 2 0.4
5 3,5,7-Trihydroxyflavanone 25.77 3 1.5 3.2
6 5,7-Dihydroxyflavoned 26.02 I 0.6
7 5,7-Dihydroxy-3-acetyloxyflavanonee 26.34 2 36.2 27.4
9 5,7-Dihydroxyflavoned 27.04 2 2.6 15.1

10 5,7-Dihydroxy-3-methoxyflavone 27.08 2 0.2 0.7
II 5,7-Dihydroxy-3-propanoyloxyflavanonef 27.10 2 0.3 2.5
12 3,5,7-Trihydroxyflavone 27.45 3 2.3 15.2
13 A dihydroxymethoxyflavone M+ at m]z 428 27.66 2 1.2
14 A dihydroxymethoxyflavanone M+ at m]z 430 27.69 2 0.1
IS 5,7-Dihydroxy-3-butanoyloxyflavanonef .g 28.01 2 0.9 0.4
17 5,7-Dihydroxy-3-pentanoyloxyflavanone/.• 28.30 2 0.2 7.4
18 2',4' ,6',4-Tetrahydroxycha1cone 28.54 4 <0.1
19 5,7-Dihydroxy-3-hexanoyloxyflavanonef .g 29.30 2 <0.1 <0.1
20 5,7-Dihydroxy-3-hexanoyloxyflavanonef ,g 29.68 2 0.1 <0.1

a The total ion current generated depends on the characteristics of the compound concerned and is not
a true quantitation (see ref. 2).

b This may be an overestimate, as some flavanones may be partially converted to the corresponding
cha1cones during sample preparation and/or analysis (see ref. 2).

c We are not aware of previous identification of this compound (alpinetin) in poplar bud exudates.
d 5,7-Dihydroxyflavone (chrysin) was seen as both the mono-TMS and the bis-TMS derivatives.
e We have previously found this compound in Populus x euramericana bud exudate (peak 75)2, but

could not then identify it.
f We believe this to be a previously unidentified flavanone.
g We do not know whether the substituents at the 3-position are linear or branched.

these compounds differ only in the acid with which pinobanksin (3,5,7-trihydroxy
flavanone) is esterified in the 3-position.

We identified pinobanksin derivatives esterified in the 3-position with
CH 3COOH, pinobanksin-3-acetate (7Y; C2HsCOOH, pinobanksin-3-propanoate
(11); C3H7COOH, pinobanksin-3-butanoate or pinobanksin-3-isobutanoate (15);
C4H9COOH, pinobanksin-3-pentanoate or pinobanksin-3-methylbutanoate (17),
CsH 11 COOH, pinobanksin-3-hexanoate or pinobanksin-3-methylpentanoate (19,
20). The structures of these compounds are shown in Fig. 3 and their initial

a The numbers in parentheses refer to peak numbers in Table I and Fig. I.
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Fig. 2. Initial fragmentations at 70 eV of the bis-TMS derivative of pinobanksin-3-acetate. The use of
deuterated silylation reagent confirms that the methyl group is lost from a trimethylsiloxy group although
we do not know which. Demethylation of the 7-trimethylsiloxy is shown as an example.

Peak No.

R= COCH3 7
R=COC2H5 11

R=COC3H7 15

R=COC4H9 17

R=COC 5H 11 19,20

Fig. 3. Structures of the series of novel flavanones related to pinobanksin-3-acetate. Peak numbers refer to
Fig. I and Table I.
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Fig. 4. Mass spectra recorded at 70eV of the bis-TMS derivatives of: (a) pinobanksin-3-acetate. [M]" at mjz

458; (b) pinobanksin-3-butanoate (or isobutanoate), [M]+ at m]z 486; (c) pinobanksin-3-pentanoate (or
methylbutanoate), [M] + at m]z 500; (d) pinobanksin-3-hexanoate (or methylpentanoate), [M]+ at m]z 514.
Spectra (a), (c) and (d) were recorded from P. maximowiczii and spectrum (b) was recorded from P.
fremontii. Spectrum (d) is of low intensity as the compound concerned is present in low quantities.
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TABLE II

INITIAL MS FRAGMENTATION PATTERN OF PINOBANKSIN (3,5,7-TRIHYDROXY
FLAVANONE) DERIVATIVES ESTERIFIED AT THE 3-POSITION

Compound Peak m]z Fragment Composition
No."

RI 7 443 [M-15]+ M-CH3 (from TMS)
401 [M-5W M-CH3-COCH2

383 [M-75]+ M-CH 3-H-OCOCH 3

R2 11 457 [M-15]+ M-CH 3 (from TMS)
401 [M-7q+ M-CH3-COC2H4

383 [M-8W M- CH 3 - H -OCOC2Hs
R3 15 471 [M-15]+ M-CH 3 (from TMS)

401 [M-85]+ M-CH3-COC3H6

383 [M-103]+ M -CH 3 -H -OCOC3H 7

R4 17 485 [M-15]+ M-CH 3 (from TMS)
401 [M-9W M -CH 3 -COC4H s
383 [M-IIW M-CH3-H-OCOC4H g

R5 19,20 499 [M-15]+ M -CH 3 (from TMS)
401 [M-IIW M -CH3 -COCsH,o
383 [M-13q+ M-CH3-H-OCOCsH"

a These numbers refer to the peak numbers in Fig. I and Table I.

fragmentation pattern in Table II; the mass spectra of pinobanksin esterified at the
3-position with CH3COOH, C3H7COOH, C4H9COOH and CsH 11 COOH are shown
in Fig. 4.

DISCUSSION

The bud exudates of Pifremontii and P. maximowiczii are distinctive in that they
contain large quantities of pinobanksin-3-acetate (peak 7). This implies that the
enzyme responsible for acetylating pinobanksin in the 3-position is very active in these
poplars. We suggest that either this enzyme has a low affinity for other acids or other
acids are present in low amounts compared to acetic acid.

We do not know whether the C4 , Cs and C6 acids used for esterifying the
3-hydroxyl group of pinobanksin are linear or branched chain although all are
saturated. The MU retention times (Table I) indicate that the substituent in peak 19 is
branched chain (pinobanksin-3-methylpentanoate) whilst in peak 20 it probably is not
(pinobanksin-3-hexanoate). We also deduce that the substituent in peak 17 is probably
branched chain and therefore represents pinobanksin esterified in the 3-position with
either 2-methylbutanoic acid or 3-methylbutanoic acid. Previous results from P. nigra
L. bud exudate" have shown that caffeic acid forms esters with 2-methylpropanol, 2- or
3-methylbutanol and 4-methylpentanol and we suggest that the acids corresponding to
these alcohols will be present in some bud exudates and therefore available for
esterifications.

A number of flavonoid esters have been previously reported, including several
acetates and butanoates":", pinobanksin-j-cinnamate", chrysin-f-benzoate-? and
3-angeloyloxy-8-methoxy-5,7,4'-trihydroxyflavanone together with the correspond
ing ester with a pentanoic acid 11. We here extend this list of known flavonoid esters.
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Cyanobacteria, or blue-green algae, are known to include several potentially
toxin-producing species. A toxic cyanobacterial bloom was first reported in 1878 to
have caused deaths of domestic animals which had been drinking water containing
bloom". Toxic blooms have been verified in at least twenty countries thereafter, with
several poisonings of both domestic and wild animals'. There are also indications
that cyanobacterial toxins may pose a potential health risk for man. Sometimes they
are even able to contaminate raw-water sources; there are reports of cases where they
have affected human health through domestic water use":".

Several different types of toxins have been described". Two of the most typical
groups are hepatotoxic cyclic peptides and alkaloid neurotoxins. The only compound
from the latter group that has been thoroughly characterized is anatoxin-a, or 2
acetyl-9-azabicyclo[4.2.l]non-2-ene (Fig. 1), produced by Anabaena fios-aquae. Toxic
strains of Anabaena have previously been reported in Canada" and Finland6

.

Several methods for the determination of cyanobacterial hepatotoxins have
been published? - 9. Studies of methods for the determination of cyanobacterial neu
rotoxins has been less intensive; to my knowledge, only one report concerning the
determination of anatoxin-a has been published l o.

The aim of this work was to develop a sensitive, simple, reliable and highly
selective method for the determination of anatoxin-a in algae and in water and thus
make it possible routinely to control potential hazard situations in raw water sources
and recreational waters during Anabaena blooms. In order to obtain high sensitivity
and selectivity, a low-resolution quadrupole mass spectrometer working in the selec-
tive ion monitoring (SIM) mode was used as a detector. .

Fig. I. Structure of anatoxin-a.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Materials
The algal material was collected on August 19th, 1986, from a bloom in Lake

Sayhteenjarvi, Artjarvi, southern Finland. The material gave typical symptoms of
anatoxin-a poisoning when suspended in physiological sodium chloride solution and
injected intraperitoneally into mice. Its anatoxin-a content was later shown to be 4.4
mg/g of lyophilized algal material".

Cyanobacteria used as blank samples were collected from Lake Pitkajarvi, Es
poo, southern Finland. The bloom consisted mainly of Aphanizomenon and was
shown to be non-toxic by mouse bioassay.

The algal materials were freeze-dried in an Atlas pilot-scale freeze-dryer.
The organic solvents and other chemicals used were of analytical-reagent grade

(Merck, Darmstadt, F.R.G.) or pesticide grade (Mallinckrodt, Paris, KY, U.S.A.).
Kieselgei 60 plates (20 x 20 em, 0.25 mm layer thickness; Merck) were used for
thin-layer chromatographic (TLC) purification of anatoxin-a. Millex-HV filters (0.45
/lm) and Sep-Pak silica cartridges (both from Millipore/Waters, Milford, MA,
U.S.A.) were used in sample preparation.

Preparative purification of anatoxin-a
The preparation of anatoxin-a standards was performed by modifying the

methods of Devlin et al? and Abstrachan and Archer!" in the following way. A
16.5-g amount of lyophilized algae was suspended in 1.5 I of distilled water and, after
adjusting the pH to 5 with hydrochloric acid, the suspension was left to equilibrate
overnight. It was then clarified by centrifuging at 10000 rpm (9200 g) for 10 min and
the clear solution was diluted to 2.5 I and adjusted to pH 10.5. The toxin was then
concentrated into a 30 x 1.5 em 1.0. XAD-2 column, which had first been washed
consecutively with distilled water, acetone and 0.01 M sodium carbonate solution.
The dilute toxin solution was poured slowly through the column, which was then
washed with 2 1 of sodium carbonate solution. The toxin was eluted with 200 ml of
0.01 M hydrochloric acid-ethanol solution which was then evaporated in a rotary
evaporator to ca. 15 m!. A similar volume of distilled water was added and the
solution was washed with two 30-ml volumes of n-hexane. After adjusting the pH to
11 with sodium hydroxide solution, anatoxin-a was extracted four times with 40 ml of
chloroform and then back-extracted from the combined chloroform solutions with
three 50 ml-volumes of 0.001 M hydrochloric acid. The yellowish solid material ob
tained by drying the solution was further purified by TLC with methanol--ehloroform
(1:4) as eluent. The zone of RF = 0.2-0.4 containing anatoxin-a was scraped off and
boiled in acidic methanol under reflux for 2 h. Anatoxin-a was again extracted from
the alcohol solution as described previously and the dried material (ca. 20 mg) used
for the analytical standards.

Methodfor determining anatoxin-a in algal material
The algae are freeze-dried. The leafy material thus formed is homogenized and

mixed thoroughly and an aliquot of 20 mg placed in a centrifuge tube for analysis. A
10-ml volume of methanol and 0.1 ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid are added
and the suspension is mixed thoroughly and extracted in an ultrasonic bath for 15
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min. The suspension is centrifuged, the extraction step repeated and the combined
solutions filtered through a Millex-HV filter. The solution is then evaporated nearly
to dryness in a Kuderna-Danish evaporator. The residue is dissolved in I ml of
chloroform, 1 ml of concentrated acetic acid and 0.5 ml of acetic anhydride are
added, the solution is mixed gently and the test-tube closed tightly. The mixture is
then left to react overnight (16 h) at 50°C. The excess of reagent and the solvent are
again evaporated nearly to dryness in a Kuderna-Danish evaporator (no smell of
acetic acid should be detectable) and the residue is dissolved in 1 ml of chloroform.
The solution is transferred into a Sep-Pak silica cartridge, which is cleaned with 7.5 ml
of acetone-chloroform (5:95). Acetylanatoxin-a is finally eluted with 2 ml of metha
nol, which is then concentrated under a gentle stream of nitrogen to about 100111 and
chloroform is added to a final volume of 1 ml. This solution is used for gas chroma
tographic-mass spectrometric (GC-MS) analysis.

Methodfor determining anatoxin-a in water
A 12-ml volume of 0.25 M sodium carbonate solution is added to 100 ml of

water and the solution is mixed thoroughly. It is then extracted three times with 100
ml of chloroform and the combined chloroform solutions are concentrated to about
10 ml in a rotary evaporator. A 5-ml volume of methanol and 0.1 ml of concentrated
hydrochloric acid are added and the solution is mixed thoroughly and concentrated
nearly to dryness in a Kuderna-Danish evaporator. The derivatization step is per-

o
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Fig. 2. Typical GC-MS traces from a run with an Anabaenaflos-aquae sample. Top, total ion chroma
togram; below, ion chromatograms with four monitored ions.
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formed as above, although with relatively clean waters the Sep-Pak purification is
normally not necessary.

GC-MS analysis
A GC-MS system consisting of a Hewlett-Packard 5790 gas chromatograph,

an HP 59708 mass-selective detector and an HP 59970C ChemStation data system
was used in the determination step. The column was 15 m x 0.2 mm J.D. with HP-l
cross-linked methylsilicone as stationary phase with a 0.33-,um film thickness (Hew
lett-Packard, Avondale, PA, U.S.A.). Helium was used as the carrier gas at an in
jector pressure of 0.5 kg/ern" and the oven was temperature programmed from 80 to
275"C at 15°Cjmin. The volume injected was 1 ,ul, splitless time 45 s and the injector
temperature 240°C. Ions of m]z = 207, 165, 164 and 136 were used for monitoring
anatoxin-a. A typical group of ion chromatograms is presented in Fig. 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The adequacy of the extraction step was checked by doubling the solvent vol
umes and by performing a second extraction from samples that had already been
treated. The linearity of the method for anatoxin-a in algal material was tested by
mixing various amounts of dried Anabaena and non-toxic Aphanizomenon. The ana
toxin-a contents of these mixtures were determined in triplicate. Fig. 3 shows the
detector signal as a function of amount of anatoxin-a injected; the test runs were
performed with samples containing 1-20 mg of Anabaena in a 20-mg sample. The
concentration range was selected to cover the most typical concentrations of anatox
in-a in Finnish Anabaena blooms". The limit of determination (LOD) lies far below
these concentrations at the level of 0.1 ng of anatoxin-a injected assuming a signal-to-

detector response (x1000)
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Fig. 3. Detector response im]: 207) as a function of amount of anatoxin-a injected. Average of triplicate
determinations ± S.D.
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noise ratio of 100:1 at mjz 207, which is considered satisfactory regarding the natural
background from the samples. The LOD corresponds to a concentration of 5 pgjg in
dry algal material, an extremely low value for typical blooms, or 1 pgjl in water.

Cases in which anatoxin-a has to be determined in water samples are rare. In
natural waters it should only be present in connection with an Anabaena bloom and
then the algae themselves can be examined. However, if a bloom exists in a raw water
source and the water treatment procedure does not include an effective filtration step,
there is a possibility of finding anatoxin-a in the treated water also!!. It is in such a
situation that a method is needed for determining anatoxin-a in water.

The methods described above have been used in this laboratory for routine
determinations of anatoxin-a in samples of algal blooms and in investigations con
cerning the behaviour of anatoxin-a in commonly used raw water treatment proce
dures, the results of which will be published elsewhere!!. They have proved to fulfil
the original aims of simplicity, selectivity and sensitivity and therefore it is expected
that they could fill a need also in other laboratories concerned with research on the
aqueous environment.
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It is generally recognized that chiral discrimination is an essential principle of
odour perception1

, and the determination of enantiomeric composition of aroma
compounds is therefore very important in flavour analysis''.

y-Lactones are widely used as intermediates in the synthesis of natural products
and are important, widespread aroma compoundsv". Recently, sensory character
istics of several optically pure y-lactones have been described 5

. Owing to the
importance of this class ofcompounds in flavour chemistry, there have been a number
of publications dealing with their chiral analysis. Recently, direct enantiomer
separation ofy-lactones on chiral stationary phases has been described, e.g., using both
capillary (high-resolution) gas chromatography (HRGC)6 and high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC)7,8. However, results for the chiral evaluation of
naturally occurring y-lactones in plant tissues, e.g., fruits, are scarce9-

12 owing to the
difficulties in determining their enantiomeric composition in a complex natural matrix.
In order to avoid laborious sample preparation and preseparation, multidimensional
capillary GC (MDGC) has been recommended13 .14. Extending our recent work on the
chirality evaluation of secondary alcohols from banana fruit using MDGC with
achiral and chiral columns 15, this paper reports the use of MDGC for the
determination of the enantiomeric composition of y-lactones in various fruits.

EXPERIMENTAL

Fruits
Fresh mangoes (from Venezuela) and yellow passion fruits (from Columbia) and

deep-frozen apricots, peaches, raspberries and strawberries (all purchased in the local
market) were used.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Sample preparation
Deep-frozen fruits were thawed, stone fruits were stoned and passion fruits were

peeled. After addition of I I of distilled water to 2.5 kg of fruit pulp and
homogenization in a Braun blender (3 min), centrifugation (40 min, 3000 g) was
carried out. The supernatants were continuously extracted over 36 h using pentane
dichloromethane (2:1) (40°C). The extracts were dried over anhydrous sodium
sulphate and carefully concentrated to approximately 0.2 ml using a Vigreux column
(45°C).

Optically pure reference substances
(R)- and (S)-4-alkylated y-Iactones were obtained from racemic references

(y-pentalactone to y-dodecalactone; Roth, Karlsruhe, F.R.G.) by semi-preparative
HPLC separation on a Hibar Chiraspher column (RT 250-4; 250 x 4 mm 1.0.;
particle diameter 5 /lm; Merck, Darmstadt, F.R.G.) as recently described",

Capillary gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (HRGC-MS)
A Hewlett-Packard HP 5890A gas chromatograph coupled by an open-split

interface to an HP 5970B mass-selective detector with an HP 300data system was used.
The apparatus was equipped with a J & W DB-Wax capillary column (30 m x 0.32
mm 1.0.; film thickness 0.25 /lm). Splitless injection [200°C; split opened (1:13) after
0.3 min] was employed. The column temperature was programmed from 40 to 250°C at
3.5°C/min. The carrier gas was helium at 1.4ml/min, the temperature of the ion source
and all connecting parts was 200°C and the electron energy was 70 eV. The selected ion
monitoring (SIM) mode using m]z 85, 56 and 100 for v-Iactone detection was used.

Multidimensional gas chromatography (MDGC)
A Siemens Sichromat 2 double oven gas chromatograph with split injection

(250°C; I:55) and flame ionization detectors on ovens 1 and 2 (both at 250°C) was
used. Preseparation was achieved in oven 1 on a BC SE-54 fused-silica capillary
column (25 m x 0.25 mm 1.0.; film thickness 0.2 /lm). The temperature was
programmed from 80 to 280°C at 5°C/min and held isothermally at 280°C for 20 min.
A "live" switching device-" in oven 1 was used to perform effluent cuts on column 2 in
oven 2 [Pyrex glass capillary, Lipodex B (Macherey, Nagel & Co.), 25 m x 0.25 mm
1.0.). The temperature was isothermal at 100°C for 10 min, then programmed from
100 to 180°C at 2°C/min and held isothermally at 180°C for 10 min. Cuts of 30 s were
selected for each y-Iactone separately. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas at 0.42
ml/min in oven 1 and 0.67 ml/min in oven 2. The flow-rates for the detector gases were
27 and 31 ml/min of hydrogen and 268 and 280 ml/min of air for ovens 1 and 2,
respectively. Injection volumes of 0.5-2 /ll were used.

Results ofqualitative analyses were verified by comparison of MDGC retention
data for authentic racemic and optically pure y-Iactones.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, the high capacity of Lipodex B [hexakis(3-0-acetyl-2,6-di-O-pentyl)-ex
cyclodextrin] for the enantioseparation of y-Iactones1 7 was confirmed under MDGC
conditions. The ex values obtained are given in Table I. In accordance with recent
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TABLE I

SEPARATION FACTORS OBTAINED FOR HOMOLOGOUS CHIRAL 4-ALKYLATED y
LACTONES (ALKYL CHAIN LENGTHS FROM C , TO Cs) UNDER MDGC CONDITIONS
(SE-54jLIPODEX B)

y-Lactone ex-Value »-Lactone ex-Value

y-Pentalactone 1.154 y-Nonalactone 1.028
y-Hexalactone 1.126 y-Decalactone 1.023
y-Heptalactone 1.046 y-Undecalactone 1.020
y-Octalactone 1.030 y-Dodecalactone 1.022

information", the order of elution, established with optically pure reference com
pounds, was (R) before (S). A detection limit of approximately Illg/mi was calculated.

In the aroma extracts obtained from the fruits studied (apricot, mango, passion
fruit, peach, raspberry and strawberry), the occurrence of y-lactones was checked by
HRGC-MS using SIM. In MDGC analyses, their identities were verified by
comparison of their HRGC retention data on two columns using authentic racemic
and optically pure reference compounds. For the enantiomeric differentiation of
natural y-lactones on the chiral column, for each y-lactone detected in the fruits a 30-s
cut was performed according to the retention time. A representative example is shown
in Fig. I, in which the preseparation of peach volatiles on SE-54 without cutting and
the enantiomeric separation of y-decalactone on Lipodex B with cutting are outlined.
Al1 y-lactones present in the above-mentioned fruits were investigated in a similar
manner. The results are summarized in Table II.

For the composition of y-lactones in the fruits studied, earlier elaborated data
from the TNO list'" were confirmed. However, in apricot y-penta- and y-heptalactone
and in strawberry j-penta-, y-nona- and y-undecalactone were additional1y detected in
trace amounts for the first time.

R

® @

. I

ULJ s

j.~ ..
15 45 min 45 min

cut

Fig. 1. MDGC separation of peach volatiles. (a) Preseparation on SE-54. (b) Enantiomeric separation of
y-decalactone on Lipodex B with cutting (25.5-26.0 min). See Experimental for details.
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TABLE II

OCCURRENCE AND ENANTIOMEiuc COMPOSITION OF CHIRAL 4-ALKYLATED y-LAC-
TONES IN DIFFERENT FRUITS

v-Lactone Fruita (R)- (%) (8)- (%) Enantiomeric excess (%)

y-Pentalactone AP 78.6 21.4 (R)-57.2
MA tr" tr
PE 73.4 26.6 (R)-46~8

ST 40.1 59.9 (8)-19.8

y-Hexalactone AP 90.2 9.8 (R)-80.4
MA 26.4 73.6 (8)-47.2
PA 65.5 34.5 (R)-31.0
PE 90.2 9.8 (R)-80.4
RA 31.9 68.1 (8)-36.2
ST 41.7 58.3 (8)-16.6

y-Heptalactone AP 81.8 18.2 (R)-63.6
MA tr tr
PA 32.4 67.6 (8)-35.2
PE 33.5 66.5 (8)-33.0
ST 34.2 65.8 (8)-31.6

y-Octalactone AP 89.1 10.9 (R)-78.2
MA 53.4 46.6 (R)-6.8
PA 59.1 40.9 (R)-18.2
PE 86.8 13.2 (R)-73.5
RA 39.9 60.1 (8)-20.2
ST 66.2 33.8 (R)-32.4

y-Nonalactone AP 83.7 16.3 (R)-67.4
MA 73.3 26.7 (R)-46.6
PA 92.6 7.4 (R)-85.2
PE 84.6 15.4 (R)-69.2
'ST 63.6 36.4 (R)-27.2

y-Decalactone AP 94.3 5.7 (R)-88.6
MA 65.8 34.2 (R)-31.6
PA 91.3 8.7 (R)-82.6
PE 87.4 12.6 (R)-74.8
ST 97.9 2.1- (R)-95.9

y-Undeca1actone PE 81.2 18.8 (R)-62.4
ST tr tr

y-Dodecalactone AP 100.0 0.0 (R)-100.0
MA 100.0 0.0 (R)-IOO.O
PA 97.6 2.4 (R)-95.2
PE 96.3 3.7 (R)-92.6
ST 98.3 1.7 (R)-96.6

a AP = apricot; MA = mango; PA = passion fruit; PE = peach; RA = raspberry; ST =
strawberry.

b tr = Traces (enantiomeric discrimination not possible).

Concerning the enantiomeric distribution of y-Iactones in fruits, only a few
studies have been carried out, e.g., on nectarine!", strawberry!", peach? and
mango!". Except for the enantiomeric composition of y-octalactone in mango, the
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previous findings were confirmed, i.e., the occurrence of optically pure y-deca- and
v-dodecalactone in strawberry, with an (R)- to (S)- ratio of approximately 88:12, and
prevalence of the (R)-enantiomer of y-decalactone in peach and mango. The
discrepancy found for y-octalactone in mango may be caused by varietal differences.

In general, in all fruits, the enantioselectivity increased with increasing chain
length of y-lactones (Table II). Whereas y-dodecalactone was found to be present in
approximately pure optical (R)-form in the fruits under study, shorter chained
y-lactones such as y-pentalactone to y-octalactone mainly showed large variations in
the enantiomeric compositions. The biogenetic reason for this fact is not clear. At least
two different enzyme systems or pathways in fruits, which potentially compete and
lead to different enantiomeric ratios of y-lactones, can be assumed 1o.
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Panax ginseng is known for its unique antitumour therapeutical effect". During
a series of studies aimed at isolation of the tumour growth inhibitory substance from
Panax ginseng, we found a substance, a polyacetylenic alcohol, which inhibits tumour
cell growth in a dose-dependent fashion in vitror", Data from infrared (IR), proton
and carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance and high-resolution mass spectra were
identical with those of authentic panaxytriol, heptadec-I-ene-4,6-diyne-3,9, IO-triol,
previously described by several investigators't:".

In order to examine the mechanism of cell growth inhibition caused by
panaxytriol, it is important to develop an assay method for panaxytriol. We describe in
this paper a gas chromatographic (GC) method for its quantitation by silylation.

H2C = CH- CH-C" C-c "c- CH2- CH- CH-(CH2)6- CH 3
I I I
OH OH OH

Fig. I. Chemical structure of panaxytriol.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and reagents
A powder of the root of Panax ginseng C. A, Meyer was provided by Nikkan

Korai Ninjin (Kobe, Japan). The root material is commonly used in Japan for
treatment of various diseases as a commercial medicinal drug by the name of Korean
Red Ginseng Powder. The isolation ofpanaxytriol from Korean Red Ginseng Powder
has been described previouslyv:'. Briefly, the powder was extracted with ethyl acetate,
and the extracts were separated by silica gel chromatography. Panaxytriol-rich
fractions were collected and panaxytriol was purified by crystallization from distilled
water. The chemical structure of isolated panaxytriol was verified by comparison with
JR, proton and carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance and high-resolution mass

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © ]989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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spectra in the literaturef:". The purity of panaxytriol was confirmed by two-dimen
sional thin-layer chromatography (TLC), Briefly, TLC was performed on high-perfor
mance silica gel 60 plates (10 cm x 10 em; E. Merck, Darmstadt, F.R.G.). The plate
was first developed with ethyl acetate. When the solvent front had migrated about
8 em, the plate was dried in air for 15min and developed in the second dimension with
ethyl acetate-n-hexane (1:1, vjv); the solvent front was again allowed to move about
8 em. The spots were detected by spraying the plates with concentrated H 2S04 and by
heating.

Bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (BSTF A) was obtained from Gasukuro
Kogyo (Tokyo, Japan). The internal standard, l-docosanol, was obtained from
Gasukuro Kogyo and a solution containing 20 pgjml in chloroform was prepared.

Panaxytriol was dissolved in RPMI 1640culture medium containing 10% foetal
calf serum (Gibco Lab., NY, U.S.A.).

All other chemicals were of reagent grade and were used without further
purification.

Instrumentation
An Hitachi gas chromatograph Model 663-30 equipped with a flame-ionization

detector (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) and moving needle solvent-cut sample injection
(MNSCSI) (Gasukuro Kogyo) was used for all analyses", MNSCSI was used for
increasing the sensitivity by concentrating the sample on the tip of the needle.

The column used was a flexible fused-silica capillary coated with OV-1701 (50
m x 0.25 mm I.D., de 0.15 pm; theoretical plates, 3806 per metre; Gasukuro Kogyo).
The injection and detector temperatures were set at 250°C, while the column
temperature was kept at 250°C. Helium was used as the carrier gas and make-up gas at
flow-rates of 1.1 and 35 mljmin, respectively. The flow-rates of air and hydrogen were
adjusted to 400 and 40 mljmin, respectively. A splitting ratio of 68:1 was used.

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) measurements were carried
out with a JEOL JMS-D300, operated in the electron impact (EI) mode. The ionization
voltage and ionization current were 30 eV and 0.3 rnA, respectively; the injection port
and separator temperatures were 250°C, the interface temperature 200°C and the
electron multiplier voltage 1500 V, respectively. EI mass spectra were taken by
continuously scanning the mass range mlz 50-500 every 1.0 s.

Extraction and derivatization
A 50-pi volume of internal standard (l-docosanol, 20 pgjml, in chloroform) was

transferred to extraction tubes and dried at 40°C under a stream of nitrogen. A l.G-ml
panaxytriol-containing culture medium was added to the residue, and mixed. Ethyl
acetate (5 ml) was added and vortex-mixed for 30 s. The mixture was vigorously shaken
mechanically at approximately 280 strokes per min for 10 min at room temperature.
After centrifugation at 1500g for 10min, the organic phase was transferred to a 10-ml
glass tube and concentrated under a stream of nitrogen at 40°C. The concentrated
material was transferred to a micro-glass tube and dried. Then, 10 pi of triethylamine
and 10pi ofBSTFA were added to the dry residue for derivatization ofpanaxytriol and
.l-docosanol. The micro-glass tube was sealed and heated at 60°C for 60 min. After
silylation, an 1.0-lll aliquot was adhered to the needle surface of the injector. After
evaporating the solvent, the sample was injected onto the column.
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Calibration graph
Various amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 flg) ofpanaxytriol were added to 1.0-ml

aliquots of blank culture medium. All the samples were extracted and analyzed using
the procedure described above. The calibration graph was obtained by plotting the
peak height ratio of the silylated panaxytriol derivative to the silylated internal
standard.

Reproducibility
Six samples of culture medium each contammg 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 flg/ml of

panaxytriol were prepared. All the samples were extracted and analyzed using the
procedure described above. The intra- and interassay coefficients of variation (C.V.)
were determined by replicate analysis.

RESULTS AND DICUSSION

The reaction time of the silylation was examined over the range of30-120 min at
60°C. Many extraneous peaks were observed using 120 min, and only weak peaks for
30 min. Thus, it was determined that the optimum reaction time was 60 min.

In order to verify the structure of the trimethylsilyl (TMS)-panaxytriol
derivative, we measured its spectrum by use of GC-MS (Fig. 2). The weak molecular
ion mlz 494 (M+) and mjz 479 (M+ -15) were observed. Consequently, silylated
panaxytriol was shown to contain three trimethylsilyl groups. Similarly the structure
of the internal standard, l-docosanol, derivative was measured by use of GC-MS. The
weak molecular ion m]z 398 (M+) and m]z 383 (M+ -15) were observed. The silylated
internal standard was shown to contain one trimethylsilyl group.

Chromatograms obtained from blank culture medium and culture medium
containing 2.0 flg of silylated panaxytriol derivative and 1.0 flg of silylated internal
standard are shown in Fig. 3. The retention times of silylated panaxytriol and silylated
internal standard were 9.4 and 11.4 min, respectively.

No interfering peaks were observed in the extracts of culture medium containing
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Fig. 2. Mass spectrum of the silylated panaxytriol.
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Fig. 3. Chromatograms of (A) blank culture medium and (B) culture medium containing 2.0 /lg silylated
panaxytriol and 1.0 /lg silylated I-docosanol. Peaks: a = silylated panaxytriol; b = silylated l-docosanol,
internal standard.

foetal calf serum and silylated panaxytriol and silylated internal standard.
This method allowed us to detect the silylated panaxytriol derivative at

a concentration as low as 0.125 jlg/ml (signal-to-noise ratio> 3).
The ratio of the peak height of silylated panaxytriol to that of the silylated

internal standard plotted against the drug concentration was linear between 0.25 and
2.0 jlg/ml, with a correlation coefficient of 0.998.

The intra- and interassay data are shown in Table I. The intraassay reproduci
bility of silylated panaxytriol (n = 6, C.V. = 6.5-9.5%) was satisfactory in the
concentration range of 0.5-2.0 jlg/ml. On the other hand, the interassay reproduci
bility of silylated panaxytriol (n = 6, C.V. = 1.4-8.0%) was also satisfactory in the

TABLE I

THE INTRA- AND INTERASSAY COEFFICIENTS OF VARIAnON FOR PANAXYTRIOL (n = 6)

Concentration lntraassay lnterassay
(/lg/ml)

Mean ± S.D. c.v. (%) M~im ± S.D. c.v. (%)

0.5 0.66 ± 0.063 9.5 0.55 ± 0.044 8.0
1.0 1.02 ± 0.068 6.5 0.95 ± 0.059 6.2
2.0 2.16 ± 0.015 7.0 2.03 ± 0.029 1.4
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concentration range of 0.5-2.0 Jig/m!. The recovery of panaxytriol from culture
medium to which 2.0 Jig/ml had been added was 89.56 ± 2.99% (n = 5). The recovery
of l-docosanol from culture medium was 98.4 ± 5.3% (n = 5).

In conclusion, a specific GC method has been developed for the analysis of
panaxytriol in solution containing serum. The use of a fused-silica capillary column
coated with OV-1701 permitted the selective determination of panaxytriol as its
silylated derivative. It was also shown that MNSCSI is very useful for the
straightforward and reproducible determination of panaxytriol. In addition, the
sensitivity of silylated panaxytriol determination with MNSCSI, under the optimum
conditions, was about five times higher than that with a conventional split injector
system.

The present method of analysis of panaxytriol may be useful for studies of the
biological properties of this compound such as its antitumour action and metabolism.
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Large amounts of halogenated hydrocarbons have been released into the atmo
sphere in recent years. Since these compounds are responsible for the destruction of
the stratospheric ozone layer and contribute to the "greenhouse effect", it is necessary
to investigate the chemical reaction cycles in which the halocarbons are involved.

Phosgene has been identified as an atmospheric decomposition product of sev
eral chlorinated hydrocarbons, for example CR2CI2 , CRCI 3 , CCI3CR3 , C2RCI 3 and
C2C14

1
. Because of the well known high toxicity of phosgene and its role as a reactive

intermediate product in the troposphere it is important to develop sensitive analytical
detection methods. This compound is also assumed by some authors'v' to accumulate
in the troposphere.

Most existing analytical methods are not suitable for measuring phosgene at
concentrations relevant to tropospheric conditions. There are a few wet chemical
methods using the reaction of phosgene with a suitable reagent solution to form a
product for spectrophotometric detection. These methods were often used to monitor
the threshold limit value (TLV) (0.1 ppmv) at industrial working places. However, due
to interferences, lack of specificity and large sample volumes they are less favoured
for tropospheric trace determination of phosgene". Infrared spectrophotometry suf
fers from similar problems and provides satisfactory results only for concentrations
above 0.025 ppmv phosgene".

Priestley et al." reported the determination of phosgene in air with gas chroma
tography with electron-capture detection (GC-ECD) using an aluminium column
packed with 30% dodecyl phthalate coated on GC 22 super support (100-120 mesh).
Singh? improved the method and presented the first results of phosgene detection in
the area of Los Angeles. He found phosgene concentrations between 21 and 61 pptv
also using a gas chromatograph equipped with an aluminium column packed with
30% dodecyl phthalate coated on Chromosorb P (100-120 mesh). The main problem
of the analysis is the heterogeneous decomposition of phosgene on the active column
sites. In order to prevent losses of phosgene it is necessary to precondition or pretreat
the column and to carry out frequent calibrations'', Additionally, Singh used a gas
chromatograph specially equipped with dual electron-capture detectors in series and
applied "pulsed flow coulometry" in order to extrapolate to the phosgene concentra
tion for a zero retention time on the column 7

•

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Recently Hendershott reported upon a solid sorbent sampling procedure for
phosgene and other chloroformates in combination with a GC-flame ionization de
tection (FID) system. He col1ected these compounds on a di-n-butylamine coated
solid sorbent, whereby a detection limit of 0.002 ppmv for phosgene was achieved (40
I sample). The drawbacks are the large sampling volume and the time-consuming
col1ection process and sample preconditioning.

This investigation describes a method which avoids significant losses of phos
gene by use of chemical1y inert tubes, a capillary column and a careful enrichment
step and analytical procedure. The high resolution of the capil1ary column allows the
separation and simultaneous detection of other ECD-sensitive compounds. The
method can be adapted easily for col1ecting samples in the field.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
A Siemens gas chromatograph (Model Sichromat 1) equipped with an electron

capture detection was used and prepared for a low temperature gradient. The appara
tus was fitted with a fused-silica capillary column (50 m x 0.32 mm J.D., 0.53-,um
coating of SE-30 CB, Macherey and Nagel). The carrier gas was helium (99.996%,
Messer Griesheim), additional1y purified in cryo- and adsorption traps; flow-rate 2.5
ml/min. Nitrogen was used as the make-up gas to provide proper ECD operation.

The transfer of the air sample on to the column was accomplished by a six-port
valve (Valco). The valve was connected to the column with a deactivated fused-silica
capil1arycolumn (2 m x 0.32 mm J.D., Macherey and Nagel) and a zero dead volume
fitting. The deactivated fused-silica capillary column was used to cryofocus the ana
Iytes at the temperature of liquid nitrogen before separation on the column. This is
necessary to provide sharp peaks. Separation on the column was performed with a
temperature programme ( - 30°C for 7 min, raised at 2YCjmin to 200°C).

During our investigations a packed column was also tested: a Perkin-Elmer
Model F 22 gas chromatograph was equipped with a PTFE column (1.6 m x 1/8 in.
J.D.) packed with 30% dodecyl phthalate coated on Chromosorb P. The enrichment
and transfer of the sample was as described.

Analytical procedure
Air samples were col1ected by a system of two pumps as shown in Fig. 1.

Ambient air (60 ml/min) was sucked through the PTFE loop at the trapping temper
ature of - 196°C. The resulting sub-atmospheric pressure avoided condensation of
oxygen. The volumes of air sampled during the enrichment procedure varied between
0.3 and I I, depending on the amount of trace compounds present in the air.

The humidity of the atmosphere has to be removed to avoid possible interfe
rences of the electron-capture detector; furthermore, water shortens the lifetime of the
deactivated capil1ary column used to cryofocus the analytes. Drying was performed
in a glass tube (13 em x 1.5 em J.D.) fil1ed with magnesium perchlorate (Fluka).

Cryogenic enrichment of the trace compounds was realized in a stainless-steel
covered PTFE loop (70 em x 1/8 in. a.D., 1/16 in. J.D.) at -196°C. Resistance
heating of the stainless-steel cover was used for regulating the desorption process.
After flushing the cryogenic trap with helium to remove oxygen, the carrier gas was
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Fig. I. Analytical system: FM· = flow-meter; PG = purge gas (N 2); PT = permeation tube; AA =

ambient air; CG/PG = carrier gas/purge gas (He); DT = drying tube; V = six-port valve; P = pump;
CT = cold trap; CF = cold focussing; T = transfer; E = enrichment; GC = gas chromatographic system;
MG = make-up gas.

conducted by the six-port valve through the PTFE loop. Analytes were vaporized by
resistance heating of the stainless-steel cover. Before separation and detection the
compounds were cryofocused at - 196°C as mentioned above.

Calibration
The calibration had to be carried out completely identically to the sample col

lection procedure in order to compensate for possible losses of phosgene during the
analysis. The phosgene standard was generated with a PTFE permeation tube kept at
constant temperature. The purge gas was purified nitrogen at a flow-rate of II mIl
min. All gas flows were controlled by flow meters. The content of phosgene in the
nitrogen was determined with ion chromatography (IC) as a reference method. Phos
gene was hydrolysed in impingers filled with water and determined as the chloride.

For GC calibration the purge gas was diluted in ambient air which was con
ducted through a trap filled with sodium hydroxide-coated charcoal (Merck) in order
to decompose phosgene. So the phosgene concentration of the whole gas flow was
reduced to the levels expected in the troposphere.

Enrichment and analysis were carried out analogous to the analysis of air sam
ples described above. The amounts of phosgene were varied by changing the sampling
volume.

Field measurement
Sample collection in the field was realized in a PTFE loop at the temperature of

liquid nitrogen. Dried ambient air was sucked with a flow-rate of 60 ml/min through
the cryogenic trap, then the loop was closed by two PTFE stop-cocks. The sample
was kept under liquid nitrogen until it was subjected to GC analysis in the usual way.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NOTES

Fig. 2 presents two chromatograms containing characteristic compounds in air
samples. In Fig. 2a trace compounds were separated using a capillary column, in Fig.
2b using a packed column.

Advantages resulting from the use of the capillary column are as follows. (1)
High resolution; simultaneous detection of other chlorinated hydrocarbons is pos
sible. (2) Analysis can be carried out using low temperatures (- 30°C) during sep
aration to prevent losses of phosgene. (3) Small sample volumes are required, there
fore short sampling times are possible. (4) Conditioning or pretreatment of the
column is not necessary. The careful enrichment and analytical procedure as well as
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Fig. 2. (a) Gas chromatogram of an air sample (0.61, Darmstadt) on a capillary column with a temperature
programme. Peaks: 1 = 02/CHClF2; 2 = CCI2F2; 3 = COCI2; 4 = CC13F; 5 = CCI2F-CClF2 ; 6 =
CHCI 3; 7 = CCI3-CH3 ; 8 = CCI4 ; 9 = CCI2 = CHCI; 10 = CCI2 = CCl2. (b) Gas chromatogram of an
air sample (12 1, Darmstadt) on a packed column, 20'C isothermal. Peaks: I = O2 ; 2 = CHCI 2F; 3 =
CHC13 ; 4 = unknown; 5 = COCI 2 ; 6 = CCI3F; 7 = CCI2F-CClF2,
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the use of the chemically inert capillary column avoid significant losses of phosgene.
Cryogenic preconcentration of the trace compounds at - 196°C proved to be

an excellent method for trapping phosgene. PTFE loops filled with silylated glass
balls (40-60 mesh) caused heterogeneous decomposition of phosgene on the glass
surface. Detection was possible only when an empty PTFE loop was used. The effi
ciency of the method was tested with two traps in series. The second loop did not
contain any compounds. Phosgene could be kept for several hours at - 196°C with
out losses due to decay or adsorption.

Magnesium perchlorate used for drying proved to be inert to phosgene. No loss
of phosgene during drying was observed. About 25 air samples were collected before
a change of the magnesium perchlorate was necessary. A nation dryer (Perma Pure,
Model MD 250-48 F) was also tested. Its drying capacity was sufficient only for one
sample. Due to adsorption of aldehydes and ketones on the nafion membrane, water
was no longer removed effectively. A tedious cleaning procedure consisting of heating
and outgassing the dryer while purging with purified nitrogen was necessary. If the
cryogenically trapped compounds contained water the column was blocked tempo
rarily by ice until the starting column temperature of - 30°C was increased.

The separation on the column was obtained by a temperature programme.
Phosgene should pass through the column in a short time at low temperatures.

The peak identities of the several compounds were determined by comparison
of their retention times with those obtained of standard compounds. The standard
deviation of the retention times was less than ± 0.01 min for most compounds (Table
I). Additional chromatograms obtained with simultaneous ECDjFID detection were
employed.

During calibration of phosgene an average reproducibility of ± 8% of the sin
gle values (four repeat determinations) was achieved. Bearing in mind that the var
iation of the permeation rate lies in the same range, the reproducibility is accept
able'"!", Concentrations of phosgene down to 7 pptv are detectable in a sample
volume of 1 I air (STP). The absolute detection limit is 30 pg phosgene (resulting from
three times the standard deviation). Fig. 3 shows the calibration graph for phosgene.

The sample volume cannot be increased due to the fact that higher amounts of

TABLE I

STABILITY OF RETENTION TIMES

Compound

°2/CHCIF2
CCl2F2
COCI2
CC13F

CC12F-CCIF2
CHCI 3

CCl3-CH 3

CCI4

CCI2=CHCl

CCI2=CCI2

Retention time
(min)

2.243
2.766
5.506
8.562

10.600
12.521
13.122
13.495
14.112
15.622

Standard deviation,
n = 10 (min)

0.013
0.007
0.009
0.008
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.003
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TABLE II

CALIBRATION DATA FOR PHOSGENE

Amount of Area Standard deviation,
phosgene (pg) n = 4 (%)

36.5 3426 11.3
46.8 7379 11.5
54.3 15344 10.8
62.3 18677 8.3
77.7 42457 9.1
93.2 79621 6.0

108.7 95609 5.4
139.1 182201 5.8
217.3 417861 7.5

atmospheric CO 2 will block the column. In this case the retention times vary over a
wide range and the chromatograms are not interpretable.

During our investigations the concentrations of phosgene found in air samples
varied between 8 and 87 pptv during daytime, whereas night-time concentrations up
to 143 pptv were determined. From the varying phosgene concentrations we mea
sured over several days/nights, a tropospheric lifetime of a few months has to be
assumed. Until now, lifetimes of a few years have been stated. Fig. 4 shows the
diurnal variation of the concentrations of phosgene.

The analytical procedure described is a sensitive, simply applicable quantitative
method for the determination of phosgene and other haloorganic compounds present
in ambient air. This method is suitable for continuous monitoring of these com
pounds in the troposphere.
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Fig. 3. Calibration graph for phosgene.
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Fig. 4. Diurnal variation of phosgene.
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(First received June 13th, 1989; revised manuscript received July 31st, 1989)

During the last decade, efforts have been made to achieve a better resolution of
amino acid enantiomers by use of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
with chiral stationary phases (CSPs). These developments are documented in several
reviews":", Especially chiral diamide donor-acceptor CSPs, which have long been
known in gas chromatography", seem to be very powerful",

In previous investigations we studied donor-acceptor CSPs containing the
aromatic amino acid phenylglycine?'!". We found that these CSPs have a good
enantioselectivity for several N'<acylamino acid esters. Computer-aided energy
calculations '" indicated that one 7[-7[ donor-acceptor interaction and two hydrogen
bonds interacting between amino acid derivatives and the CSP are essential for
enantioselective recognition. We now report that it is possible to increase the
separation factor, a, by strengthening one of the hydrogen bonds assumed to be
essential for enantioselective molecular recognition.

In the literature, different methods of coupling have been used to link amino
acids to a silica matrix. Coupling the amino acid via the C-terminus is more common
(Pirkle-type columns), but N-terminal linking has the advantage that standard
methods ofpeptide chemistry can be used to attach further groups at the C-terminus of
the amino acid. Up to now coupling via the N-terminus of amino acids to the silica
matrix has been achieved, e.g., by derivatization with succinic anhydride and reaction
with aminopropylsilica JJ or by derivatization of the amino acid with IO-undecenyl
chloride, hydrosilylation of the olefin to give the chlorosilane derivative and coupling
with silicas.

Although the hydrosilylation reaction of olefins is well known'<, to our
knowledge there have been no reports of the addition of hydrogensilanes to
acryloylamides. For coupling a phenylglycine derivative via the N'<terminus to a silica

u Part of the Ph.D. Thesis ofR.K., RWTH Aachen, 1989.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Fig. 2. Preparation of the CSP (according to ref. 15). Z = Benzyloxycarbonyl; i = mixed anhydride
synthesis of 1 with propylamine; ii = catalytic hydrogenation of 2 over Pd-C; iii = reaction of 3 with
acryloyl chloride; iv = hydrosilylation reaction of 4 with dimethylchlorosilane; y = coupling with Nucleosil
Si 100-5 in pyridine.
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matrix, the hydrosilylation reaction of acryloylamino acid derivatives is established to
generate the CSP shown in Fig. 1.

EXPERIMENTAL

The scheme for the preparation of the CSP is shown in Fig. 2.
(R)-Phenylglycine, acryloyl chloride, dimethylchlorosilane, trimethylchloro

silane, hexachloroplatinic acid and propylamine were purchased from E. Merck
(Darmstadt, F.R.G.). Nucleosil Si 100-5 was purchased from Macherey, Nagel & Co.
(Diiren, F.R.G.).

N"-3,5-Dinitrobenzoylamino acid 2-propyl esters were synthesized according to
ref. 13. The corresponding N"-3,5-dinitrobenzoylamino acid propylamides, dimethyl
amides and diethylamides were obtained according to ref. 14. The acryloyl acid
derivative of n-phenylglycine (4) was synthesized as shown in Fig. 2 according to ref.
15.

All new compounds showed the expected analytical and spectroscopic data
(elemental analysis, lH NMR, 13C NMR spectroscopy).

Preparation of the chiral stationary phase
All steps were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere, avoiding any moisture.

A 3.20-g (0.13-mol) amount of acryloyl-D-phenylglycylpropylamide (4), 4.50 g (0.48
mol) ofdimethylchlorosilane and 100 mg ofhexachloroplatinic acid were suspended in
120 ml ofchloroform. After refluxing for 2 h, the solution was evaporated to dryness in
vacuo (0.05 mbar). To a solution of the corresponding dimethylchlorosilyl derivative
(5) in 50 ml of dry pyridine, 2.4 g of silica gel (dried for 24 h at 160°C and 0.05 mbar)
were added and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at 40°C. The modified silica was
end-capped by adding 4.0 ml of trimethylchlorosilane to the solution and stirring for
24 h at room temperature. The gel was collected by filtration through a G4
sintered-glass filter funnel, washed successively with methanol, chloroform, dichlo
romethane and driedzn vacuo (0.05 mbar). Chromatographic columns (200 x 4.0 mm
J.D.) were slurry-packed by conventional techniques. The CSP contained 0.54 mmol of
chiral group per gram of gel (determined by elemental analysis).

Instrumental
HPLC experiments were carried out with a Perkin-Elmer (Uberlingen, F.R.G.)

Series 2B liquid chromatograph equipped with a Perkin-Elmer' LC 55 variable
wavelength detector. Solvents were distilled and filtered through a G4 sintered-glass
filter funnel before use. Solutes (0.2-0.5 mg/ml in ethyl acetate) were injected through
a 10-/11 sample loop. Chromatographic runs were performed at a flow-rate of 1 ml/min
at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hydrosilylation of an acryloylamino acid derivative with dimethyl
chIorosi lane was successfully achieved with hexachloroplatinic acid as the catalyst.
Dicyclopentadienylplatinum dichloride does not act as a catalyst (no hydrosilylation
product). At least 60% of the resulting products were found to be the ex-adduct to the
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TABLE I

ENANTIOMER SEPARATION OF N"-3,5-DINITROBENZOYLAMINO ACID 2-PROPYL ESTERS
ON THE CSP

k~ = Capacity factor for the D-isomer;k~ = capacity factor for the L-isomer; G( = separation factor. Mobile
phase: 2-propanol-hexane (10:90).

Amino acid k' k'. G(
0 L

Alanine 1.62 2.68 1.65
Valine 0.75 1.97 2.63
Leucine 0.90 1.95 2.17
Isoleucine 0.86 2.24 2.62
Phenylalanine 1.26 2.76 2.19
Phenylglycine 1.09 2.00 1.84
Tyrosine" 0.66 1.46 2.21
Serine 3.03 3.60 1.19
Threonine 2.14 2.50 1.17
Proline 1.05 1.05 1.00,
Lysine 9.15 12.37 1.35
Glutamic acid 0.81 1.29 1.60

" Mobile phase: 2-propanol-hexane (30:70, v/v).

c=c bond according to -n NMR and 13C NMR spectroscopy. Further, the
propionic acid amide derivative was obtained as a result of hydrogenation. The
chlorosilylamino acid derivative is sensitive towards moisture and light; its addition to
silica should occur spontaneously.

The chromatography ofNa-3,5-dinitrobenzoylamino acid 2-propyl esters on the
new CSP yielded excellent separation factors (Table I). In each instance investigated
the t-enantiorner showed a stronger retention than the o-enantiomer. Racemic proline
derivatives were not resolved.

TABLE II

ENANTIOMER SEPARATION OF N"·3,5-DINITROBENZOYLAMINO ACID N-PROPYLAMI
DES ON THE CSP

Mobile phase: 2-propanol-hexane (10:90, v/v).

Amino acid k'o k'.L a

Alanine
Valine
Leucine
Isoleucine
Phenylalanine
Phenylglycine
Tyrosine
Serine
Threonine
Proline
Lysine
Tryptophan
Glutamic acid

2.29
0.56
0.88
0.84
1.95
1.84
6.70
6.67
3.25
3.08

13.70
4.53
3.53

12.18 5.32
5.76 6.01
5.80 6.58
5.35 6.35

13.22 6.77
6.59 3.59

Too strong interaction
18.95 2.84
10.95 3.37
2.71 0.88

46.66 3.40
34.46 7.60

6.53 1.85
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Fig. 3. Proposed adsorption complex of the CSP with N"-3,5-dinitrobenzoylamino acid propylamidcs.

Although the reaction of D-phenylglycinepropylamide with acryloyl chloride
does not generate a long spacer, the subsequent hydrosilylation leads to an efficient
CSP. Obviously no marked distance between the chiral moiety and the silica matrix is
necessary to achieve high enantioselectivity.

To study the influence of the derivatization pattern of the C'-terminus of
N"-3,5-dinitrobenzoylamino acids on enantiomer separation, the chromatographic
behaviour of the corresponding 2-propyl esters and propylamides was investigated. As
shown in Table II, a dramatic increase in the separation factor was observed when the
amides were used instead of the esters.

As indicated in Fig. 3, our previously proposed recognition model t 0 gives an
explanation of the phenomenon. We postulate that in the chiral diamide donor
acceptor stationary phase investigated, the more strongly retained enantiomer
interacts with the CSP at least via two hydrogen bonds and a ti-tt donor-acceptor
complex. The exchange of an ester group for an amide group at the C"-terminus of the
amino acid derivative increases the Lewis basicity of the carbonyl oxygen atom. As
a consequence, the corresponding hydrogen bond between the solute and the CSP is
strengthened, especially for the L-enantiomer, which shows a stronger retention than
the D-enantiomer.

Changing the derivatization pattern of the analyte from N"-3,5-dinitroben
zoylamino acid 2-propyl ester to N"-3,5-dinitrobenzoylamino acid propylamide causes
such a strong increase in the k~ value (Tables I and U) that it becomes necessary to
increase the concentration of 2-propanol in the mobile phase to 30% (Table III).

Derivatization of N"-3,5-dinitrobenzoylamino acids to secondary amides leads
to a further increase in the k~ value, as shown in Table IV. In secondary amides the
electron density of the carbonyl carbon atom is higher than in primary amides. The
steric hindrance in C'-diethylamides, however. results in lower k; values (Table V)
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TABLE III

ENANTIOMER SEPARATION OF N'-3,5-DINITROBENZOYLAMINO ACID N-PROPYLAMI
DES ON THE CSP

Mobile phase: 2-propanol-hexane (30:70, v/v).

Amino acid k' k' G(
D L

Alanine 0.51 2.84 5.60
Valine 0.27 1.71 6.30
Leucine 0.25 1.69 6.76
Isoleucine 0.22 1.61 7.30
Phenylalanine 0.54 3.54 6.60
Phenylglycine 0.47 1.56 3.34
Tyrosine 0.88 6.77 7.70
Serine 1.17 3.04 2.61
Threonine 0.70 2.22 3.16
Proline 0.53 0.53 1.00
Lysine 1.50 4.49 2.99
Tryptophan 0.63 4.56 7.27
Glutamic acid 0.51 0.95 1.85

TABLE IV

ENANTIOMER SEPARATION OF N'-3,5-DINITROBENZOYLAMINO ACID DIMETHYLAMI
DES ON THE CSP

Mobile phase: 2-propanol-hexane (30:70, v/v).

Amino acid k' k' G(
D L

Alanine 0.91 4.13 4.52
Valine 0.34 2.36 6.91
Leucine 0.29 2.41 8.36
Isoleucine 0.27 2.24 8.19

than for the corresponding dimethylamides (Table IV). The increase in the kLvalues
for the ca-amides of dimethylamine emphasizes that the Lewis basicity of the
corresponding carbonyl C" atom is important for the strength of the diastereomeric
complexes between the enantiomers of an analyte and a chiral selector, whereas the
CO-amide hydrogen is not involved in the chiral recognition mechanism.

TABLE V

ENANTIOMER SEPARATION OF N'-3,5-DINITROBENZOYLAMINO ACID DIETHYLAMIDES
ON THE CSP

Mobile phase: 2-propanol-hexane (30:70, v/v).

Amino acid k' k' G(
D L

Alanine 0.44 1.85 4.21
Valine 0.18 !.I5 6.34
Isoleucine 0.18 1.24 6.72
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As shown in Table II, N"-3,5-dinitrobenzoyl-D- and -t.-prolinepropylamide are
resolved with the CSP, but not with a baseline separation. Interestingly, the
L-enantiomer is eluted first. As proline bears a secondary amino group, there is a lack
of an a-amide proton which might effect an alternative mechanism of enantioselective
recognition.

Coupling an additional chiral centre at the C-terminus of the CSP and its
influence on the chromatographic behaviour of amino acid derivatives and other
enantiomers will be considered in Part II. Further evidence of the mechanism of
enantiomeric recognition will be obtained by computer-aided energy calculations for
the reversible diastereomeric adsorption complexes.
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Enantiomer separation of «-substituted y-butyrolactones on the chiral
polyacrylamide resin ChiraSpher®
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Chiral butyrolactones substituted in the a-position have proved to be valuable
synthetic intermediates, e.g., in syntheses of chiral dialcohols ', but the chiral analysis
of these species has not been well studied. The determination of the enantiomer content
through optical rotation/ and proton magnetic resonance in the presence of a chiral
solvent" or chiral shift reagents" have been found to be applicable to only a small
number of these lactones.

For our studies on the enantioselective protonation of prochiral anions" we
required a fast and reliable method for the chiral analysis of a series of a-substituted
y-butyrolactones. We have previously successfully demonstrated the high-perfor
mance liquid chromatography (HPLC) separation of similar compounds, the
1,3-dioxolanones la and b and the O-substituted pantolactones 2a and b6

, on the chiral
acrylamide polymer ChiraSpher's", and have now extended this application to the
above-mentioned a-substituted y-butyrolactones 3-0 in Table T.

><=(0
OMe

vOfO

~OBZ
1a 1 b 2a 2b

As we wanted to compare the chromatographic properties of the a-alkylated
with those of the y-alkylated y-butyrolactones, recently investigated by Huffer and
Schreier", we did not optimize the separation of every lactone, but used a similar eluent
to that given in the literature",

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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EXPERIMENTAL

NOTES

HPLC equipment
The chromatographic analysis was performed on a Hibarw-Chira.Spher'" RT

250-4 column (250 x 4 mm 1.D., dp = 5 jim) or on a Hibare-triacetylcellulose column
(250 x 10 mm 1.D., dp = 10 jim) (both from Merck, Darmstadt, F.R.G.) at ambient
temperature. The eluent was delivered with a Knauer 64 HPLC pump. The racemic
mixture (30-60 jig) was applied with a Rheodyne 1265 injection valve with a 5-jilloop;
the enantiomers were detected with a Soma S-3702 UV-VIS detector at 220 nm.

Light petroleum and tert .-butyl methyl ether were distilled prior to use. Dioxane
and ethanol were of HPLC grade from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.).

Lactones
All a-substituted y-butyrolactones, except 3a, which is available from Aldrich,

were prepared according to literature procedures. Compounds 3b, C and e were
synthesized according to Borne et al"; the analytical data for 3b and c were identical
with those given by Zenk and Wileylo and those of 3e were in accordance with the
values given by Jedlinski et al.t". Compound 3d was prepared according to Zenk and
Wileylo. The lactones 3f-1 were prepared according to the procedure ofElad et at. 1 2 .

The analytical data for 3f, i and k agreed with those found by Rothsteirr':'.
o-Benzyl-v-butyrolactone (3m) was synthesized according to Jahovac and Jones" and

gave analytical data in agreement with those found by Flechtner!". «-Phenyl-v
butyrolactone (3D) was prepared according to Andresen et at. 1 5 and showed analytical
data in agreement with those found by the same group!".

Prior to injection, all the lactones were purified by medium-pressure LC on silica
gel with light petroleum-tert.-butyl methyl ether mixtures as eluent.

Assignment of the elution order was made according to Huffer and Schreier" by
multiple injection of o-rnethyl-j-butyrolactone (3a), determination of the optical
rotation of the enriched fractions and comparison with the values found in the
literature! 7. The elution order was found to be S before R. Transfer of the assignment
to the other lactones seems to be valid from information obtained by enantioselective
protonation studiess.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All the racemic mixtures of y-Iactones 3a-o could be efficiently separated, as can
be seen from the data in Table 1.

Similarly to the y-alkylated lactones", «-alkylated lactones show increasing
separation factors and resolution with increasing chain length but decreasing capacity
factors. If the eluent is modified (dioxane instead of tert.-butyl methyl ether),
y-butyrolactones with short alkyl chains (3a-d) are separated more efficiently. Those
with longer alkyl chains (3e-1), however, suffer from a decrease in a and resolution.
Special cases are a-benzyl- and «-phenyl-v-butyrolactone, where the a values and the
resolutions are very high, as also are the capacity factors. These two lactones are the
only ones in the series investigated that can also be separated on a triacetylcellulose
stationary phase. Probably the aromatic group favours chiral recognition on the chiral
polyacrylamide as well as on the polysaccharide. In contrast to the j-alkylated
butyrolactones, the elution orders of 3m and 0 are retained on triacetylcellulose.
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TABLE I

RETENTION TIMES (tR), CAPACITY FACTORS (k'), SEPARATION FACTORS (IX) AND RESO
LUTIONS (R) FOR THE SEPARATION OF IX-SUBSTITUTED y-BUTYROLACTONES ON
CHIRASPHER®

l-r°
~R'

Eluent: hexane-tert.-butyl methyl ether-ethanol (4000:60: I); flow-rate, 1.2 mljmin.

Compound R' tR(S) tR(R) k' (S) k' (R) IX R"

3 (min) (min)

a Methyl" 19.9 21.5 6.96 7.60 1.09 0.60
b Ethyl" 14.1 15.3 4.64 5.12 1.l0 0.81
c Propyl" 11.9 13.4 3.76 4.35 1.l6 1.07
d Butylb 10.3 11.07 3.12 3.70 1.19 1.65
e Pentyl' 9.4 10.7 2.75 3.27 1.19 1.56
f Hexyl 8.9 10.3 2.56 3.12 1.22 2.11
g Heptyl 8.3 9.5 2.31 2.81 1.22 1.75
h Octyl 8.0 9.3 2.19 2.71 1.24 1.52

Nonyl 7.6 8.8 2.03 2.51 1.24 2.05
j Decyl 7.4 8.6 1.95 2.44 1.25 2.31
k Undecyl 7.2 8.5 1.88 2.40 1.28 2.15
I Dodecyl' 7.0 8.3 1.81 2.32 1.28 2.36
m Benzyl d 33.0 36.5 7.35 8.03 1.09 2.01
0 Phenyl 44.8 59.1 16.92 22.64 1.34 3.20
0 Phenyl' 8.4 10.8 4.25 5.12 1.20 2.00

" The resolution was calculated from the width at the peak bottom according to Meyer!".
" Hexane-dioxane (96:4) as eluent at a flow-rate of 0.7 rnl/rnin provides better resolutions for 3a-d,

e.g., for 3a IX = 1.l0, R = 1.28.
c No separation could be achieved with triacetylcellulose; for unsuccessful separation of3a (R = Me)

and 3d (R = Bu) see ref. 19.
d Efficient separation could be achieved on triacetylcellulose; eluent 96% ethanol, flow-rate 1.1

rnl/rnin (IX = 1.47, R = 1.57).
c The slight tailing disappears with hexane-tert.-butyl methyl ether (3:2), flow-rate 1.2 mljmin; the

lactone 30 has previously been separated on triacetylcellulose!", S elutes before R; assignment through
optically enriched 3020

.

In general, the ChiraSpher® phase is much better suited for the separation of
lactones than triacetylcellulose because of the wider scope of application and the faster
and superior separations. By varying the substitution pattern, ring size and hetero
atom(s) in the ring, a better understanding of the chiral interaction between organic
substrate and ChiraSpher® may be achieved.
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Non-porous packings were introduced by Horvath et al.' in 1967 and the
operational variables were studied in detail for packings with fairly large particle sizes
(ca. 50 11m in diameterj/':'. A major advantageous property of non-porous packings,
i.e., the absence of sample diffusion in pores that occur in porous packings, leads to
rapid separation with high efficiency and resolution. In the last decade, the technology
of packings for high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has greatly
advanced so that non-porous microparticles (1.5-7 11m in diameter) have been
developed enabling the rapid separation of proteins and peptidesv?" and nucleic
acids 19,20 within 10 min.

Recently, it has become important to separate submicrogram amounts, i.e.,
picomole or nanomole levels of proteins and peptides since quality control or on-line
monitoring is required for invaluable biomolecules like recombinant products". For
this reason, the porous packings were examined as regards the quantitative recovery of
nanogram amounts of proteins by reversed-phase chromatography (RpC)22-25 and
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)23,25 on microbore columns since the recovery is
higher due to a smaller (packingweight)j(sample weight) ratio. Those columns,
however, gave longer analysis times than conventional columns and, moreover,
a sophisticated HPLC system equipped with a pump and a gradient mixer is necessary.
In contrast to porous packings, another advantageous property of non-porous
packings is the small surface area ( < 5 m2jg), which indicates the high recovery of
sample with small loads. Hence, Burke et al" reported the quantitative recovery of
protein from nanogram loads on non-porous cation exchangers of 7 11m in diameter.

More recently, non-porous spherical resins of 2.5 11m in diameter have become
commercially available as packed columns of TSKgel DEAE-NPR and SP-NPR for
ion-exchange chromatography (1EC) and Octadecyl-NPR for RPC. Kato et aly,18
reported the quantitative recovery of proteins and peptides from microgram loads on
these columns. In this paper, the quantitative recovery of proteins and peptides, and
micropreparative separation of enzyme from nanogram loads, on these columns are
described.

EXPERIMENTAL

All chromatographic separations were performed at 25°C with a high-perfor
mance liquid chromatograph consisting of a CCPM pump (Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan),

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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a Model 7125 sample injector (Rheodyne, Cotati, CA, U.S.A.) with a 50-fll sample
loop, an UV-8000 detector (Tosoh) operated at 215 or 220 nm (0.04-0.32 a.u.f.s.) for
RPC, or an FS-8000 fluorescence detector (Tosoh) operated at 280 nm for excitation
and 340 nm for emission (attenuation 3-16) for IEC, and an FBR-2 recorder (Tosoh).
A line-filter with an 0.45-flm membrane was installed between the pump outlet and the
sample injector. The dead volumes between the dynamic gradient mixer (volume 1.6
ml) and the injector and those of the tubings were kept to a minimum.

Proteins between 25 and 500 ng (10 ng/fll) were separated by a 10-min linear
gradient from 0 to 0.5 M NaCI in 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0) by IEC on TSKgel
DEAE-NPR (Tosoh), or a 10-min linear gradient from 0 to 0.5 M sodium sulphate in
20 mM acetate buffer (pH 5.0) by IEC on SP-NPR (Tosoh). Proteins and peptides
between 12.5 and 500 ng were separated by a lO-min linear gradient from 0 to 80%
acetonitrile in 5 or 100 mM HCI04 , or the same gradient from 15 to 80% in 5 mM
HCI04 . All separations were performed by an high-pressure gradient system at
a flow-rate of 1.5 ml/min, All columns were 35 mm x 4.6 mm J.D. The mass recovery
of samples was determined by measuring the peak area of the eluate since the UV
absorption and fluorescence intensity are proportional to the sample concentration in
the eluent. Hexokinase activity was determined according to the standard proce
dures2 6

.

Cytochrome c was digested with N-tosyl-L-phenylalanine chloromethyl ketone
(TPCK)-trypsin according to the standard procedures/". The protein (1 mg/ml) and
TPCK-trypsin (5 mg/ml) were incubated at a substrate to enzyme ratio of 100:1 in 10
mMTris-HCl (pH 8.3) containing 0.1 M sodium acetate and 0.1 mM calcium chloride
at 37°C for 2 h. A 500-ng amount of the digest in 0.5 fll was directly injected into the
column for RPC without terminating the reaction.

Ovalbumin (chicken egg) was obtained from Seikagaku (Tokyo, Japan) and
mouse monoclonal antibody for human proline hydroxygenase (IgG 1) was from
CosmoBio (Tokyo, Japan). Hexokinase was obtained from Oriental Yeast (Osaka,
Japan) and all other proteins were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). All peptides
were obtained from the Peptide Institute (Osaka, Japan).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I summarizes the recovery of proteins and peptides with 400-ng loads
obtained by IEC on TSKgel DEAE-NPR and SP-NPR, and by RPC on TSKgel
Octadecyl-NPR. All proteins and peptides were recovered in high yields from
submicrogram loads. The results obtained by IEC with 400cng loads reveal are in good
agreement with those obtained with 5-flg loads reported by Kato et at. 11, while IgG 1

showed slightly lower recovery.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the relationship between the sample loads and peak area of

the eluate in the separation of proteins and pep tides with less than 400-ng loads by IEC
on TSKgel DEAE-NPR and SP-NPR, and by RPC on TSKgel Octadecyl-NPR. The
sample loads showed good linearity with the peak area. As indicated in Table I, the
recovery of the proteins from 400-ng loads were almost quantitative so that the
proteins would also be recovered in high yields with more than 25-ng loads by IEC and
with more than 12.5 ng by RPC, which suggests that the small surface area of
non-porous resins contributes to the high recovery of the sample even when present in
very small amounts.
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TABLE I

RECOVERY OF PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES FROM 400-ng LOADS BY ION-EXCHANGE
CHROMATOGRAPHY ON TSKgel DEAE-NPR AND SP-NPR AND BY REVERSED-PHASE
CHROMATOGRAPHY ON TSKgel Octadecyl-NPR

Column Protein or peptide Recovery (%)

DEAE-NPR Ovalbumin 103
Soybean trypsin inhibitor 98
IgG, 89

SP-NPR Lysozyme 94

Octadecyl- NPR Ribonuclease A 95
Insulin 94
Cytochrome c 102
Myoglobin 99
Somatostatin 99
Bradykinin 101
Angiotensin I 106

As demonstrated above, it is evident that proteins and peptides can be recovered
in high mass yields even with submicrogram loads. We also evaluated the recovery of
enzymatic activity with submicrogram loads. Fig. 3 shows the micro preparative
separation of crude hexokinase by lEe on TSKgel DEAE-NPR. The separation was

o
40

o

30

Sample load (ng)

Fig. I. Relationship between sample load and peak area of the eluate in the separation of proteins by IEC on
TSKgel DEAE-NPR and SP-NPR. Proteins of ovalbumin (D), STI (0) and IgG, (6) were separated on
TSKgel DEAE-NPR and lysozyme (e) was separated on TSKgel SP-NPR. Conditions as described in
Experimental.
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Fig. 2. Relationship between sample load and peak area of the eluate in the separation of proteins and
peptides by reversed-phase chromatography on TSKgel Octadecyl-NPR. Proteins of ribonuclease A (0),
cytochrome c (D), myoglobin (0) and peptides of insulin (6), somatostatin (e), bradykinin (4) and
angiotensin I (.) separated on TSKgel Octadecyl-NPR. The conditions of chromatography were described
in Experimental.

completed within 5 min and hexokinase was eluted at 4.1 min. The hexokinase fraction
as indicated in the figure was collected with 80% recovery of hexokinase activity. The
recovery of activity from the sample from 500-ng loads was fairly high, although that
from 25 pg was slightly higher!!.

Fig. 4 shows the separation of proteins with 50-ng loads by RPC on TSKgel
Octadecyl-NPR. The proteins were separated completely with high resolution within
6 min. Each peak was also sharp due to the small particle size (2.5 pm). Perchloric acid

Elution time ( min)

Fig. 3. Separation of hexokinase from nanogram loads by IEC on TSKgel DEAE-NPR. A 500-ng amount of
crude hexokinase was separated by a 1O-minlinear gradient from 0 to 0.5 M NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH
8.0) at a flow-rate of 1.5 nil/min. Recovery of activity was 80%.
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Elution time ( min l

Fig. 4. Separation ofa protein mixture from nanogram loads by RPC on TSKgel Octadecyl-NPR. A mixture
containing 50 ng of each protein (I = ribonuclease A; 2 = insulin; 3 = cytochrome c; 4 = lysozyme;
5 = transferrin and 6 = myoglobin) was separated by a IO-min linear gradient from 15 to 80% acetonitrile
in 5 mM perchloric acid at a flow-rate of 1.5 ml/min and was detected by UV absorbance at 220 nm (0.04
a.u.f.s.). The trace of the blank gradient is also shown.

as a solvent seemed to give a better background compared with trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) when the submicrogram samples were separated by RPC 18

.

Fig. 5 shows the monitoring ofcytochrome c digested by TPCK-trypsin by RPC
on TSKgel Octadecyl-NPR. The reaction mixture containing 500 ng proteins was
directly injected into the column without termination of the reaction. Separation of the
digest was completed within 7 min and many peptides derived from cytochrome
c increased in peak height with time. This separation indicates rapid monitoring of
enzymatic reaction and also suggests the application to peptide mapping of protein
with submicrogram loads. Although Kalghatgi and Horvath'? reported the same
procedures previously with 10-J.lg sample loads, one-twentieth of the sample loads, i.e.,
500 ng was found to be enough for separation.

In conclusion, non-porous resins with 2.5-J.lm spherical particles yielded rapid
separations of proteins and peptides with sharp peaks by IEC and RPC even though
the sample loads were of the order of nanograms. Non-porous resin-packed columns

(Al

6

(Bl (el

o
Elution time ( min l

Fig. 5. Separation of tryptic digests of cytochrome c from nanogram loads by RPC on TSKgel
Octadecyl-NPR. Cytochrome c was digested by TPCK-trypsin for 1 h (B) and 2 h (C). A 500 ng amount of
cytochrome c (A) or the-digests was separated by a IO-min linear gradient from 0 to 80% acetonitrile in 100
mM perchlorie acid at a flow-rate of 1.5 ml/rnin and detected by UVabsorbanee at 215 nm on 0.32 a.u.f.s, in
(A) and 0.08 a.u.f.s. in (B) and (C).
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are applicable to conventional HPLC systems although microbore columns require
sophisticated systems. Moreover, non-porous resins are chemically stalbe so that the
separation by lEC at high pH, and column cleaning with sodium hydroxide, are
possible although silica-based packings are unstable under such conditions. Non
porous resins, therefore are very useful not only for quality control, on-line
monitoring, purity check of biomolecules like peptide mapping of recombinant
products but also for micropreparative separation of active biomolecules.
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a-Amylase (EC 3.2.1.1) is an important enzyme in biology and industry because
of its central role in the hydrolysis of starch 1. Multiple forms of a-amylase are found
in many organisms due to the presence of'isoenzymes'' and possible post-translational
modifications of the proteins:'. The different forms of a-amylase in plants, especially
the cereals wheat and barley, have been extensively studied because of their impor
tance in hydrolysis of starch during germination, and the functional significance of
these enzymes in the industrial utilisation of the grain".

Tsoelectric focusingv'' is widely used to separate a-amylases but is difficult to
quantify. a-Amylases from wheat and barley have been separated by ion-exchange
chromatography on DEAE-cellulose7

•
8 Clvl-cellulose? and Clvl-Sepharose"? and

more recently by chromatofocusingv'V!". However, these separation techniques
have been generally less resolving than electrophoretic methods and have been very
slow. Omichi and Ikenaka13 recently reported high-performance liquid chromatogra
phy (HPLC) of human salivary a-amylases using gel permeation, ion-exchange and
chromatofocusing colums. However their study used colums containing porous
media. Ton-exchange columns based upon non-porous packing materials have be
come available for protein separatiou'". These materials allow much faster flow-rates
permitting more rapid separations.

This paper reports rapid separation of a-amylases from barley by high-per
formance ion-exchange chromatography on non-porous media.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sources of samples
Barley (cv. Grimmett) was partially malted by steeping and germination for 48

h as described previously 'P. The grain was immediately frozen by immersion in liquid
nitrogen and then freeze-dried. The dry grain was ground using a laboratory mill
3100 (Falling Number) to pass a 0.8-mm screen and stored at -18°C.

Extraction of a-amylases
a-Amylase was extracted by stirring 7.5 g of ground barley in 75 ml of 50 mM

sodium malate buffer pH 5.2, 2 mM calcium chloride, 50 mM sodium chloride, 3 mM

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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sodium azide for 10 min at 4°C. In some extracts 2 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl
fluoride was included. The supernatant was col1ected by centrifugation at 2000 g for
10 min at 4°C and concentrated by precipitation with 80% saturation ammonium
sulphate. The precipitate was resuspended in 10 ml of 5 mM Tris buffer pH 8.6
containing I mM calcium chloride and stored frozen as l-ml aliquots.

The sample was diluted (1 ml in 3 ml) filtered through a 0.45-flm membrane and
de-salted on a 10-ml column of Bio-Gel P6 in 5 mM Tris pH 8.6, I mM calcium
chloride.

High-performance liquid chromatography
The HPLC system was programmable with two pumps, a mixer, injection sys

tem, controller, variable-wavelength UV detector, fraction collector and a data sta
tion (Bio-Rad Model 402 gradient system). The system had a flow path of titanium
rather than stainless steel.

Anion-exchange colums
Two anion-exchange columns were used, a Bio-Gel TSK DEAE-5-PW (diethyl

aminoethyl groups bound to G 5000 PW support) column of75 x 7.5 mm J.D. and a
non-porous MA7P cartridge of 30 x 4.6 mm J.D. Both columns were equilibrated in
5 mM Tris pH 8.6, I mM calcium chloride before sample injection.

a-Amylase assay
a-Amylase was assayed, following dilution with the extraction buffer, using

dye-label1ed starch substrate tablets (Pharmacia)!". Protein was monitored at 280
nm.

Isoelectric focusing
Isoelectric focusing was performed on Ampholine PAG plate gels pH 3.5~9.5

(LKB). Gels were run for 1.5 h at 30 W. The pH gradient was determined using pI
markers and staining with Coomassie Blue.

a-Amylase was detected using Procion Red MX 2B starch impregnated pa
per '? Procion Red MX-2B React Red I (Poly sciences) was reacted with soluble
starch [American Society of Brewing Chemists (ASBC) for diastatic power]!", Dyed
starch was separated from unreacted dye by gel filtration on a 84 x 1.9 cm column of
Fractogel TSK HW-40 (S) (Merck). Filter paper sheets (Whatman No.4) 12 x 25 em
were soaked in a 0.5 mg/ml solution of Procion Red MX 2B starch containing 50 mM
sodium chloride, 2 mM calcium chloride, 50 mM sodium maleate buffer pH 5.2, 3
mM sodium azide. The dry papers were pressed against the isoelectric focusing gels
and incubated at 20°C for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by flooding the gel and
paper with 1.0 M hydrochloric acid. a-Amylase bands appeared as white areas on a
pink background. Amylases were also detected by incubating the isoelectric focusing
gels in a solution of I % soluble starch (ASBC for diastatic power) in 50 mM sodium
chloride, 2 mM calcium chloride, 50 mM sodium maleate buffer pH 5.2, 3 mM
sodium azide at 40°C for 20 min. Amylase bands were revealed as colourless bands on
a blue background by staining with 0.04% iodine, 0.4% potassium iodide.
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DEAE-Resins
Separation of a-amylases from barley on a Bio-Gel TSK DEAE-5-PW column

is shown in Fig. 1. Analysis of a sample and regeneration of the column for the next
sample required about 1 h. Recoveries of a-amylase activity were high (82% in the
example in Fig. 1). Two main peaks of a-amylase were observed with several minor
components.

Non-porous colums
Separation of a-amylases from barley on a MA7P cartridge is shown in Fig. 2.

This method was much more rapid allowing higher flow-rates with total analysis
times of less than 10 min at 2 ml/min and less than 5 min at 5 ml/rnin (Fig. 3).
Separation was improved by using a shallow gradient (Fig. 4) requiring about 10 min
per sample.
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Fig. I. Separation of barley a-amylases on a Bio-Gel TSK DEAE-5-PW anion-exchange column (75 x 7.5
mm). The sample (0.2 ml) was loaded in 5 mM Tris pH 8.6, I mM calcium chloride. The enzymes were
eluted in a linear gradient from 0% to 80% Tris pH 8.6, I mM calcium chloride, 0.3 M sodium chloride
between 15 min and 50 min at a flow-rate of 0.5 ml/min. Fractions collected were 0.125 ml. a-Amylase
activity plotted in arbitrary relative units.

Fig. 2. Separation of barley a·amylases on a non-porous anion-exchange column (MA 7P Cartridge, Bio
Rad, 30 x 4.6 mm). The sample (0.2 ml) was loaded in 5 mM Tris pH 8.6, 1 mM calcium chloride.
o-Amylases were eluted in a linear gradient from 0% to 100% Tris pH 8.6, I mM calcium chloride, 0.3 M
sodium chloride between 2.5 min and 12.5'min at a flow-rate of 2 ml/min. Fractions collected were 0.05 ml.
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Fig. 3. Rapid separation of barley a-amylases on a MA 7P cartridge. Conditions as for Fig. 2 except the
gradient was between 1.5 min and 5 min, the flow-rate was 5 ml(min and fractions collected were 0.5 m!.

Fig. 4. Separation of barley a-amylases with a shallower gradient. Conditions were the same as in Fig. 2
with the gradient extended over twice the volume.

Recoveries of a-amylase activity were higher (90% in the example in Fig. 2)
than with the DEAE-column. Most protein (more than 90% as assessed by the A Z8 0 )

did not bind to these columns and was eluted before the gradient commenced. This
resulted in a ten-fold purification of the a-amylase if all the fractions containing
a-amylase were bulked.

Identity of a-amylases separated
The production of multiple forms of a-amylase by proteolytic degradation dur

ing isolation has been reported". Inclusion of the protease inhibitor, phenylmethylsul
phinyl fluoride, had very little effect on the elution profile. However, the isolation
procedure used (4°C followed by ammonium sulphate precipitation) may protect
against proteolysis and only two main components were detected. a-Amylase compo
nents reported may at least partial1y arise by proteolytic degradation of the two main
isoenzymes as suggested by evidence produced by Hayes et al." using electrophoretic
analysis. The activity of a-amylase is apparently not always reduced by proteolytic
action". This retention of activity may explain the failure of many investigators to
take steps to reduce proteolytic activity and as a result the very large number of forms
of a-amylase often reported. Some heterogeneity can also be explained by the forma
tion of a-amylase-inhibitor complexes 19

. The elution order and relative amounts
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suggest that the first peak eluted may correspond to a-amylase III (a complex between
a-amylase II and an inhibitor), the second, and largest peak, may be due to a-amylase
II and the last minor component may be a-amylase I (Fig. 1).

Isoelectric focusing indicated that these samples contained two main bands of
a-amylases between pI 6.7 and 5.5 with a minor band around pI 4.8. These corre
spond to a-amylases III (pI 6.1-6.9), II (pI 5.7-6.4) and I (pI 4.4-5.2). The proportion
of a-amylase I is very low in barley. Chromatofocusing suggests that a-amylase I
represents only 2.1% of total activity", The major bands separated by HPLC must
correspond to a-amylase II and III. Very small amounts of a-amylase (about 2.3% of
total activity) probably corresponding to a-amylase I, were eluted in small peaks at
higher salt concentrations (0.08-0.1 M NaCl, Fig. 4).

The identity of peaks was investigated by isoelectric focusing following concen
tration and de-salting of fractions from HPLC using Unicep-lO ultrafiltration car
tridges (Bio-Rad). The results confirmed the predicted identities for the peaks but
indicated that some peaks included a mixture of different forms of a-amylase. The
first peak (5.5-6 min, Fig. 4) had a major band at pI 6.4 (a-amylase III); the second
peak (6-6.5 min, Fig. 4) at pI 6.15 (a-amylase II) and the third (7.5-8 min, Fig. 4) at pI
4.8 (a-amylase I). However, small amounts of a-amylase III were detected in fractions
collected between 6 and 7 min (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

Chromatography on non-porous anion-exchange columns provides a rapid and
quantitative method for the analysis of multiple forms of a-amylase. The method may
also have potential in the rapid purification of a-amylases. Affinity chromatography
on cycloheptaamylose-Sepharose2o and copper-iminodiacetic acid-Sepharose" has
been used to purify a-amylases. Chromatofocusing has been used to separate isoen
zymes in the purification of barley a-amylases2 2

. The very rapid ten-fold purification
on non-porous ion exchange columns reported here may be a useful step in any
purification of a-amylase. Non-porous columns have several advantages, high flow
rates are possible with good resolution and equilibration with solvents is rapid allow
ing fast recycling to the starting solvent for repeated analyses2 3

-
2 s

•
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Heat-shock proteins (HSPs) are induced in response to a broad range of
environmental stresses, such as elevated temperature, amino acid analogues, transition
metals and metabolic inhibitors (reviewed in refs. 1-3). HSPs with molecular weights
of approximately 70 000, one of the major HSPs, are a family of evolutionally
conserved proteins encoded by a conserved gene family, In mammalian cells, there
seem to be two forms of these proteins, a constitutive form present at appreciable levels
under normal conditions and an induced form, the synthesis of which is induced only
by stress. These HSPs bind ATP tightly" and the property has been exploited to purify
the HSPs 5. Clathrin-uncoating ATPase was identified as a constitutive protein of the
HSP70 family":",

We have reported that the elevation of the body temperature of rats induces four
HSPs with molecular weights of 70 000, 71 000,85 000 and 100 000 (HSP70, HSP71,
HSP85 and HSP100, respectively) in various tissues, with a concomitant induction of
their corresponding mRNAs8

,9 . Among these HSPs of rats, HSP70 is a completely
induced protein, whereas HSP71 is a constitutively expressed protein of the HSP70
family that exists abundantly in various tissues of rats. To obtain large amounts of an
inducible protein and a constitutive protein of the HSP70 family for a study of their
properties, liver tissue of rat may be better than cultured cells as a starting material.

In this paper, we describe a rapid method for the separation of HSP70 and
HSP71 from rat liver by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with
a hydroxylapatite column.

a Present address: Department of Biochemistry, Kyoto Pharmaceutical University, Yamashina,
Kyoto 607, Japan.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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NOTES

Materials
A hydroxylapatite column (KB-column, 100 x 7.8 mm J.D.) was obtained from

Koken (Tokyo, Japan). DEAE-Sepharose CL-6B and ATP-agarose were obtained
from Pharmacia (Uppsala, Sweden) and Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.), respectively.

Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 220-240 g were purchased from the

Shizuoka Agricultural Cooperative Association for Laboratory Animals and used at
7 weeks of age.

Preparation of HSP70 and HSP71 from rat liver
Whole-body hyperthermia of rats was brought about by elevation of the body

temperature of the rats to 42°C for 15 min". Livers (20 g) of rats killed 24 h after the
hyperthermia were homogenized in 5 volumes of a buffer containing 20 mM
Tris-acetate (pH 7.5), 20 mM sodium chloride, 0.1 mM EDTA and 0.1 mM
dithiothreitol (buffer A). The homogenates were centrifuged for 10 min at 10 000 g at
4°C and the supernatant was further centrifuged for 1hat 105 000g at 4°C. The second
supernatant (80 ml) was applied to a DEAE-Sepharose CL-6B column (60 x 2 em
J.D.) equilibrated with buffer A at 4°C. After the column had been washed with the
same buffer, the proteins adsorbed were eluted with a linear gradient of 20-500 mM
sodium chloride in the same buffer (500 ml). The eluted fractions containing HSP70
and HSP71 (50 ml) were adjusted to a magnesium concentration of 3 mM by the
addition of 1 M magnesium chloride, and were applied to an ATP-agarose column (5
m\) equilibrated with 20 mMTris-acetate (pH 7.5), 20 mM sodium chloride, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol and 3 mM magnesium chloride (buffer B) at 4°C. After
the column had been washed with buffer B, proteins were eluted with buffer
B containing 3 mM ATP. The fractions enriched in HSP70 and HSP71 (7.5 ml) were
pooled and dialysed against 20 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.6) containing
0.1 mM dithiothreitol (buffer C) at 4°C.

High-performance liquid chromatography
Two Altex (Berkeley, CA, U.S.A.) pumps (Model 100)equipped with an Altex

Model 420 solvent programmer and a UV-8 spectrophotometer (Tosoh, Tokyo,
Japan) with an 8-Jil flow cell were used.

The dialysed fractions from the ATP-agarose column were treated by HPLC
with a hydroxylapatite column (10 x 0.78 cm J.D.) equilibrated with buffer C. After
the column had been washed with the same buffer, the bound proteins were eluted with
a linear gradient of 20-200 mM potassium phosphate in this buffer in 40 min at
a flow-rate of 0.7 rnl/min. Fractions containing HSP70 and HSP71 were pooled and
dialysed against 20 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.6), 0.15 M sodium chloride and
0.1 mM dithiothreitol (buffer D) at 4°C, and finally applied to the hydroxylapatite
column for HPLC equilibrated with buffer D. The HSP70 and HSP71 were eluted
separately with a linear gradient of 20-200 mM potassium phosphate in the same
buffer in 60 min at a flow-rate of 0.7 nil/min.
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One- and two-dimensional gel electrophoreses
For one-dimensional gel anal ysis, sodium dodecyl sulphate- 1O% polyacryl

amide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was car ried out as described by Laemmli! ".
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis was performed as reported by O'Farrell I I. For
the first dimension, the isoelectric focusing gel contained 1.6% pH 6-8 ampholites and
0.4% pH 3.5-10 ampholites. For the second dimension, SDS-IO % polyacrylamide
slab gels were used.

The separated proteins were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue. Molecular
weight markers included phosphorylase b (92 500), bovine serum albumin (69 000),
a-amylase (55 000), ovalbumin (45 000) and carbonic anhydrase (29 000).

Peptide mapping
Peptide mapping was performed as described by Cleveland et al.t ", To 20 III of

each purified HSP at a concentration of 100 Ilg/ml, 5 III of 0.25 M sod ium
hydrogencarbonate and 2.5 III of St aphylococcus aureus V8 pro tease at various
concentrations from 40 to 300 Ilg/ml were added, and proteolytic digestion was carried
out a t 30°C for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by the sample being boiled for 2 min,
and the digest was separated by SDS-PAG E and detected by silver staining.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Procedures have been developed for the purification of proteins of the HSP70
family from different cells and animals5.13-15. The proteins of the HSP70 family are
pur ified rapidly by a two-step pro cedu re involving DE-5 2 cellulose column chromato
gra phy followed by ATP-agarose affinit y chromatography' ; the latter is based on
the tight binding of these proteins to ATP . However, the inducible protein and
constitutive protein of the HSP70 family have similar physical properties, so these
proteins are not separa ted by column chromato graphy on hydroxylap atite, DE-52
cellulose, DE-53 cellulose, DEAE-Sepharose, Sephacryl S-300, Bio-Gel P-300 or
phenyl-Sepharo seI 3- 15. Isoelectric points of the inducible protein and constitutive
protein of the HSP70 family from rats are 5.2 and 5.0, respectively, under
non-denaturing conditions, and 5.8 and 5.6, respectively, unde r denaturing condi
tions!" . By making use of the pI differences between these proteins, they can be
separated from each oth er by preparative isoelectric focusing!" ,

We established a method for purifying the HSP70 and HSP71 from the livers of
rats that had been subjected to whole-body hyperthermia. These proteins were first
recovered in the 150-180 mM sodium chloride eluate from DEAE-Sepharose CI-6B
column chromatography. The eluate was next chromatographied on an ATP-aga rose
column and an affinity-purified fraction contained mainl y HSP70 and HSP71 with
a main contaminating protein with a molecular weight of 54 000 and minor
contam inat ing proteins with molecular weight s of 45 000, 92 000 and 30 000. HSP70
and HSP71 were further purified, with remo val of the contaminating proteins, by
HPLC on a hydroxylapatite column (Fig. I). These proteins were recovered in the
80-100 mM phosph ate eluate. The second peak of A 2 8o , which eluted at 110-130 mM
phosphate , contained little protein but did contain ATP. Und er the chromatographic
conditions used, HSP70 seemed to be eluted slightly faster than HSP71 in the first
peak, so we attempted to separate the two proteins more completely by adjustment of
the chromatographic conditions.
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Fig. I. Purifica tion of HSP70 and HSP7l by HPLC with a hydroxylapatit e column. Fractions containin g
HSP70 and HSP7l eluted from an ATP-agarose column were pooled and dia lysed against buffer C. The
solution was applied to a hydroxylapatite column equilibrated with buffer C. An elution profil e of the
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loaded with 20 Jll of each fraction. In this and subsequent figures, molecular weight mark ers are indicated on
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Fig. 2. Separation of HSP70 and HSP7 1 with a hydroxylapa tite column in the presence of 0.15 M sodium
chloride . Fractions containing HSP70 and HSP71 that eluted from the first hyd roxylapatite column were
dialysed agai nst buffer D that contained 0.15 M sodium chloride and applied to a hydroxylapat ite column
equilibra ted with buffer D. An elution profile of the column develope d with a linear gradient of 20-200 mM
pot assium phosph ate in buffer D is show n in the upper portion. In the lower portion is shown Cooma ssie
blue staining of a SDS- l0% polyacrylam ide gel loaded with 20 Itlofeach fract ion . The relative proportions
of HSP70 and HSP 71 are different in Fig. I and 2. becau se results obta ined from different series of
experiments are present ed in each.

Fig. 2 shows an elution profile of HS P70 and HS P7 1 on rechromatography on
a hydroxylapatite column with a potassium phosphate gradient in the presence of 0.15
M sodi um chloride . Un der these conditions, these proteins were sepa rated from each
other. HSP70 was eluted at 80 mM phospha te and HSP71 was eluted ma inly at 90- 110
mM phosphate, with tailing peaks eluting at 110- 130 mM phosphate . HSP71 that
eluted at the main peak and that which eluted at the ta iling peaks were not different
according to ana lyses by two-dimensional gel electropho resis and by peptide mapp ing.
Fract ions conta ining HSP70 and HSP71 , show n in Fig. 2, were pooled as pu rified
HSP7 0 and HSP71.

When the purified proteins were analysed by two-dimensional gel electro
phoresis, HSP70 and HSP71 gave nearly single spots on the gels (F ig. 3). When HSP70
and HSP71 were mixed with liver extrac t of heat- shocked rat s, these proteins migrat ed
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Fig. 3. Analysis of purified HSP70 and HSP 7l by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis . Pur ified HSP7 0 ( I
Ilg) (A), HSP71 (2 Ilg) (B), liver extrac t from heat- shocked rats (500 JIg)(C). HSP 70 (I JIg) + heat-shocked
rat liver extract (500 Ilg) (D) and HSP 71 (2 Ilg) + heat-shocked rat liver extract (500 JIg) (E) were sepa ra ted
by two-dimensional gel electropho resis. lsoelectri c focusing gel for the first dimen sion was on the horizont al
axis with the acidic end to the right. a, b, c and d indicate albumin. HSP 70. a reference prot ein between
HSP70 and HSP71 . and HSP71 . respectively.

identically with HSP70 and HSP71 in the extract on the two-dimensional gels. Fig.
4 shows the peptide mapping of these proteins. HSP70 and HSP71 gave similar but not
identical peptide maps, indicating that the two proteins were different but highly
homologous. Purified HSP70 and HSP71 which were incubated without protease
migrated as double bands . As these HSPs without incubation migrated as a single
band, as shown in Fig. 2, these HSPs seemed to degrade spontaneously in vitro, as
reported by Mitchell et al. t6 .

From 20 g of livers of heat-shocked rats, 0.4 mg ofHSP70 was recovered. From
20 g of livers of untreated or heat-shocked rats, 0.6-0.7 mg of HSP71 was recovered.
The purity of the final samples, determined by densitometry of the SDS-polyacryl
amide gels stained with Coomassie blue, was higher than 95% in both instances.

The function of HSPs is not well understood, but there is much evidence of
a correlation between the production of HSPs and the development of thermo
tolerance in various organismsv". The HSP70 family of proteins are found associated
with the nuclei and nucleoli of cells during heat shock, and they seem to protect these
structures and to facilitate the repair of heat-induced damage! 7

• Some HSPs are
expressed under normal physiological conditions and also at some stages of
development of organisms'v', so HSPs probably have physiological functions. At
present, a constitutive form of the HSP70 family is only identified as the same protein
as a c1athrin-uncoating ATPase 6 ,7 . Recently, facilitation of the translocation of
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Fig. 4. Com pa rison of HSP70 and HSP71 by one-d imensiona l peptid e mapping. Purified HSP70 (A) and
HSP 71 (B) were digested with various concentrations of S taphy lococcus aureus V8 protease and analysed by
SDS-PA G E.

secretory and mitochondrial precursor proteins by a subfamily of HSP70 in yeast cells
has been reported 18.19 . It would be of interest to find whether the constitutive protein
and ind ucible protein of the HSP70 family have the same or different functi on s. Rapid
and large-scale preparations of both the inducible and the constitutive prot eins of the
HSP70 family by HPLC with a hydroxylapatite column may facilitate the study of the
function of these heat -shock proteins.
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Mycolic acids are high-molecular-weight a-branched, j3-hydroxylated fatty acids
that characteristically undergo pyrolytic cleavage between the C-a-C-j3 linkage, The
resulting fatty acid unit (merofatty acid) bears the a-branch and the first two carbon
atoms of the whole molecule (R 1-CH2-COOH), On the other hand, the fatty aldehyde
unit (meraldehyde) corresponds to the main chain of mycolic acid less the first two
carbon atoms, and therefore displays a carbon chain from methyl terminal to
C-j3(R2-CHO) (Fig. 1). The number of carbon atoms of the a-branch centre either
around C-16, as in representatives of the genera Artrobacter", Brevibacterium",
Corynebacterium", Nocardia" and Rhodococcust", or C-24, in Mycobacterium tuber
culosisl, and C-22 in the majority of representatives of the genus Mycobacterium",

In general, the a-branch is represented by an alkyl group, and an alkenyl group
may occur in small proportions. For example, the corynomycoldienic acid fraction
and a small proportion of the corynomycolenic acid fraction from C. diphtheriae and
C. pseudotuberculosis under pyrolysis liberate the monounsaturated fatty acid unit in
which the double bond is located at C-9.

The j3-unit displays progressive structural complexity with increasing chain
length. Thus, the approximately C32 mycolic acids (corynomycolic acids) have either
a saturated or a monounsaturated hydrocarbon chain with a double bond at C-9 from
the carbonyl group of the meraldehyde unir':". The approximately C4 0 mycolic acids
(short-chain nocardomycolic acids) contain in the j3-unit a carbon chain of about
C2CC3 2 , and in R. rhodochrous only saturated and monounsaturated hydrocarbon
chains have been reporteds'!". However, approximately Cso mycolic acids (nocardic
acids" or nocardomycolic acids) show an approximate chain length in the range
C3CC4 0 in which up to four double bonds may be found 11. Therefore, the structure of
the j3-chain unit and also the amount of the corresponding homologue respond to the

I

~ : 0( pyrolysis
R2-CHOH+CH-COOH - R2-CHO + RI-eH2-COOH

I I
aldehyde : R1 fot1yocid meraldehyde merotfotty acid
-e-------uiifs---- ----.

Fig. I. Scheme of pyrolytic fragmentation of mycolic acids.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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complexity of composition of the nocardic acid fraction from N. asteroides. Similar
reasoning can be applied to approximately C60 mycolic acids (long-chain nocardo
mycolic acids)" found in R. bronchialis", R. aurantiacus and R. sputi'":

For approximately C80 mycolic acids, the structure of the {3-unit becomes more
complex, and in addition to the occurrence ofdouble bonds in the hydrocarbon chain,
there may be an additional side-chain from the introduction of a methyl or cyclopropyl
group13. Moreover, other functional groups may be present, such as carbonyl and
methoxyl!".

Although a great deal of work has been done on mycolic acids, the investigation
of procedures for the isolation ofindividual mycolic acids on the basis of the number of
carbon atoms is limited. An interesting method is the separation of p-bromophenacyl
mycolates into their homologues by reversed-phase column liquid chromatography
(LC)15,16. However, the development of alternative procedures was thought to be of
interest in order to provide another means of isolating individual homologues from
a complex mixture of mycolic acids as methyl ester or O-acetyl methyl ester derivatives.

In this paper, the separation of C30, C 3 1 , C32 and C 34 mycolic acids from C.
pseudotuberculosis as methyl ester or 3-0-acetyl methyl ester derivatives by reversed
phase LC is described.

EXPERIMENTAL

All reagents were of analytical-reagent grade; commercial and analytical
reagent grade solvents were distilled before use. LiChrosorb-grade solvents were
obtained from E. Merck (Darmstadt, F.R.G.).

Crude methyl corynomycolate from C. pseudotuberculosis was prepared essen
tially as described17, and the methyl corynomycolate fraction was obtained by
repeated crystallization using methanol. The corynomycolic acid fraction was
obtained from methyl corynomycolate after alkaline hydrolysis18, followed by
preparative thin-layer chromatography (TLC) (solvent C, see below) and subsequent
LC on silicic acid (Carlo Erba, Milano, Italy) [eluted with 40% (v/v) diethyl ether in
n-hexane]. A standard corynomycolic acid fraction was from C. diphtheriae'",

TLC was carried out either on plates coated in the laboratory with silica gel
H (Merck) or on plastic sheets precoated with silica gel 60 F 254, layer thickness 0.2 mm
(Art. No. 5735, Merck). The developing solvents were (A) n-hexane-diethyl ether
acetone-acetic acid (70:10:10:1), (B) n-hexane-diethyl ether-acetone-acetic acid
(70:20:5:1), (C) n-hexane-diethyl ether-acetone-acetic acid (70:30:11:1) and (D)
chloroform-acetone-methanol-water (50:60:2.5:3) (all proportions by volume). The
precoated sheets were developed overnight in solvent D, then air dried in a hood; the
solvent-free plates were kept in the original box and used without further heat
activation.

The TLC plates were developed at room temperature (23-26°C) without
previous chamber saturation.

Detection of spots on the plates was carried out under iodine vapour or by
spraying with 20% (w/v) potassium dichromate in 10% (v/v) sulphuric acid and
heating the plates at 110°C for approximately 10 min.

LC was carried out using a Perkin-Elmer (Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.) Series 2/2
pump with a Rheodyne 7125 injection port and a syringe-loading sample injector (20,u1
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loop). The mobile phase was ethanol-distilled water-acetonitrile (90:10:5, v/v/v)
containing 5% (v/v) of n-hexane (for methyl corynomycolate) or ethanol-distilled
water (90:10, v/v) containing 20% (v/v) of n-hexane (for 3-0-acetyl methyl coryno
mycolate), at a flow-rate of 1 ml/min,

A stainless-steel column (250 mm x 4.6 mm 1.0.) containing Spherisorb
octadecylsilane-silica gel (ODS, 5 11m) was obtained from Spectra-Physics (Santa
Clara, CA, U.S.A.). The detector was an SP-8400 variable-wavelength ultraviolet
visible spectrophotometer from Spectra-Physics, set at 215 nm. An SP-4100 integrator
(Spectra-Physics) was used, the chart speed was set at 0.5 em/min and attenuation
4 was used. For preparative purposes (with methyl corynomycolate), several runs were
carried out by collecting 15 drops/min using an LKB (Bromma, Sweden) 7004 drop
counter connected to an LKB Ultrorac 7000 fraction collector; each cycle was started
from the same tube. Fractions corresponding to the most abundant homologue were
concentrated to dryness with a stream of nitrogen in a hood. The white powdery
residue was dissolved in a small volume of benzene and submitted to analytical
chromatography for purity determination.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TLC behaviour of the methyl corynomycolate derivative from coryno
mycolic acid fraction of C. pseudotuberculosis is shown in Table I. It migrates with an
RF value that is intermediate between those of the unesterified form and the
O-acetylated derivative. The melting point, refractive index and specific optical
rotatory power are given in Table I, and compared with those of the acid and the
3-0-acetyl derivative.

Separation of the methyl corynomycolates fraction by LC on octadecylsilane
silica gel into homologues (methyl esters ofC3 o , C3 1 , Cn and C3 4 corynomycolic acid)
with increasing retention times was achieved (Fig. 2, trace A). The component
attributed to the methyl ester of C 3 1 cory nomycolic acid was inferred by plotting the
logarithm of retention time against the number of carbon atoms in the mycolic acids.
On the basis of the detector response and of the percentage peak area, the components
accounted for approximately 13.1,2.3,80.6 and 4.1%, corresponding to methyl C 3 0 ,

C3 1, C n and C 34 corynomycolate, respectively. Previous studies on the composition
of the saturated corynomycolic acid fraction from C. pseudotuberculosis as O-acetyl

TABLE I

TLC BEHAVIOUR AND PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CORYNOMYCOLIC
ACID FRACTION FROM C. PSEUDOTUBERCULOSIS AND OF METHYL- AND 3-0-ACETYL
METHYL ESTER DERIVATIVES

For the composition of mobile phases A-C, see Experimental. no of immersion oil (E. Merck) = 1.514.

Preparation RF Characteristics

A B C m.p. (OC) nD [rxJ~5

Corynomycolic acid 0.21 0.11 0.31 68-70 + 6.4
Methyl corynomycolate 0.48 0.31 0.54 56--58 +11.4
3-0-Acetyl methyl corynomycolate 0.62 0.50 0.64 1.453 +16
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Fig. 2. Separation of methyl ester derivative of corynomycolic acid fraction from C. pseudotuberculosis into
homologues (trace A) by reversed-phase LC on an octadecylsilane-silica gel column (250 mm x 4.6 mm
J.D.). The peaks at 9.91, 10.98, 12.17 and 15.17 min correspond to the methyl ester of C30 , C 3 1, C 32 and C 34

corynomycolic acid, respectively. Trace B, methyl C 30 corynomycolate; trace C, metyl C 32 corynomycolate.
Solvent: ethanol-water-acetonitrile (90:10:5, v/v/v) containing 5% (v/v) of n-hexane at a flow-rate of
I ml/min. Detection at 215 nm.

Fig. 3. Separation of 3-0-acetyl methyl ester derivative of the corynomycolic acid fraction from C.
pseudotuberculosis into homologues by reversed-phase LC on an octadecylsilane-silica gel column (250
mm x 4.6 mm J.D.). Solvent: ethanol-water (90: I0, v/v) containing 20% (v/v) ofn-hexane at a flow-rate of
1 ml/min, Detection at 215 nm.

methyl ester derivatives by gas chromatography combined with mass spectrometry
showed mainly the homologues of C30 , C 3 2 and C3 4 corynomycolic acids1 7.

By carrying out several runs, the preparation of a single fraction was possible
(Fig. 2,traces Band C; fractions corresponding to methyl C30 and C3 2 coryno
mycolate, respectively). In a similar way, 3-0-acetyl methyl corynomycolate can be
separated into homologues by using reversed-phase LC (Fig. 3).

The derivatization procedure used to date for separating homologues of mycolic
acids by reversed-phase LC involves the reaction of the carboxyl group with
p-bromophenacyl bromide, the resultingp-bromophenacyl ester derivatives emerging
from the column being detected at 254 nm. This technique was used for the separation
of homologues of mycolic acids from M. tuberculosis H 3 7Ra

1 6 and M. smegmatis'>;
recently the usefulness of the same method for identifying the group of mycolic acids
from C32 to Cso was shown, and the utilization of this procedure to classify clinical
isolates was proposed19.

The possibility of detecting methyl mycolate at 215 nm adds an alternative
option for the isolation of homologues from a complex mixture of methyl ester
derivatives of longer mycolic acids.
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Aromatic heptaene antibiotics possess a large lactone ring containing a hydrox
ylated portion, seven conjugated double bonds, an amino sugar and a characteristic
aromatic moiety. Aureofungi, candicidin, DJ 400, hamycin, levorin, lucknomycin,
partricin and trichomycin belong to this group. Trichomycin was the first member to
be discovered'>".

Trichomycin, a potent and clinically useful antifungal drug, especially as the
trichomonacide, is produced by Streptomyces hachijoensis from a soil on the Pacific
Island, Hachijo Jima, Japan. Two compounds, trichomycin A and B, were first
isolated from the Streptomyces by counter-current distribution methods". The
structure ofthe major constituent, trichomycin A, was tentatively deduced on the basis
of chemical degradations". It is surprising that the antibiotic has always been
considered to be a mixture of only two components, trichomycin A and B.

However, it was subsequently reported that trichomycin is a mixture of more
than ten components as determined by high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) by Helboe et al. in 19805

, and that it is a complex mixture of ten components
by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and sixteen components by HPLC by Thomas
and Newland in 19866

. None of these methods, however, appeared suitable for
preparative-scale application. Our more recent detailed HPLC studies on the
antibiotic indicated that it consists of more than seventeen closely related compounds
and made possible the separation of the trichomycin complex into trichomycin A-F.

These studies were concerned with the isolation of six components, trichomycin
A-F, representing about 65-75% of the total trichomycin.

The structure of trichomycin A, the major component, is shown in Fig. 17
•

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
A mixture of trichomycin was obtained from the extracts of the mycelial cake of

Streptomyces hachijoensis.

Flash liquid chromatography
Flash liquid chromatography (FLC) was carried out on a Yamazen FMI-C

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Fig, 1, Structure of trichomycin A,

instrument with a Yamazen Prep UV-IOV spectrophotometric detector. A silica gel
column consisting of a 30 x 3 em LD, glass column packed with Fuji gel CQ-3
(particle size 30-50 jlm) (Fuji Gel Hanbai) was used. The mobile phase consisted ofthe
lower phase of a chloroform-methanol-water (2:2:1) mixture. Samples of 15 ml of
solutions containing 80 mg oftrichomycin in the same solvent were usually charged on
to the column. Chromatography was carried out at a flow-rate of 4.0 ml/min with
UV-VIS detection at 360 nm. Generally, two peaks were obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.
The first fraction included trichomycin Band F and the second included trichomycin
A, C, D and E. Each fraction was submitted to preparative HPLC.

Analytical HPLC
HPLC was carried out with a Hitachi 635 instrument with a Shimadzu SPD-I

spctrophotometric detector. A Nucleosil 5C8 column (particle size 5 jlm; Macherey,
Nagel & Co.) of dimensions 150 x 4 mm LD. packed with C, reversed-phase silica
was used. A 3-jll volume of solution containing I mg/ml of sample in dimethylform
amide was usually injected. The mobile phase was acetonitrile-(phosphate-citrate
buffer) (32.5:67.5, pH 4.6). The buffer was prepared from 33.47 g of NazHP04 .

12HzO and 11.18 g of citric acid in I I of water. Chromatography was carried out at
a flow-rate of 1.0 ml/rnin with UV-VIS detection at 360 nm.

Preparative HPLC
HPLC was carried out on a Hitachi 635 instrument with a Shimadzu SPD-I

spectrophotometric detector. A jlBondasphere CIS column (particle size 5 jlm; Waters
Assoc.) of dimensions 150 x 19 mm LD. was used. The mobile phase was
acetonitrile-(phosphate-citrate buffer) (34.5:65.5, pH 4.75). A 0.2-ml volume ofDMF
solution containing 2 mg of trichomycin obtained from FLC was usually injected.
Chromatography was carried out at a flow-rate of4.0 ml/rnin and the column pressure
ranged from 95 to 98 kg/em", with detection at 355 nm. The peaks corresponding to
trichomycin A-F were cut out manually in the following order: 76-80ml (trichomycin
C), 92-96 ml (D), 100-107 ml(E), llO-149ml (A), 150-175ml (B) and 215-255 ml (F).
Each fraction was concentrated in vacuo in the dark until there was no odour of
acetonitrile. The concentrate was extracted twice with 20% of its volume of n-butanol.
The n-butanol extracts were washed twice with water and then concentrated in vacuo,
adding water, to given an opaque solution, in the dark. The precipitated fine yellow
powder was filtered off, washed throughly with water in order to desalt it and dried in
vacuo over P20 S• Rechromatography was carried out to increase the purity as
required.

The operating conditions are given in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2. Chromatogram of trichomycins by HPLC. Column: Nucleosil 5C8, 5 urn (150 x 4 mm I.D.).
Mobile phase: acetonitrile-tphosphate-citrate buffer) (32.5:67.5, pH 4.6). Detection: 360 nm. Flow-rate: 1.0
ml/min. The isolated components are shown by arrows. Peaks: I = trichomycin C; 5 = trichomycin D; 7 =

trichomycin E; 8 = trichomycin A; 10 = trichomycin B; 12 = trichomycin F.

Fig. 3. Chromatogram oftrichomycins by FLC. Column: silica gel (Fuji gel CQ-3). Mobile phase: the lower
phase of a chloroform-methanol-water (2:2:1) mixture. Detection: 360 nm. Flow-rate: 4.0 mlJmin. Peaks:
I = trichomycin Band F; 2 = trichomycin A, C, D and E.

Assay and testing procedures
Antibiotic potency was measured by a microbiological cylinder-plate methods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows a chromatogram of a mixture of trichomycins. Seventeen peaks
were completely resolved on the Nucleosil 5C8 column. Good resolution of the
antibiotic was obtained with acetonitrile-(phosphate-eitrate buffer) (32.5:67.5, pH
4.6) as the solvent at a flow-rate of 1.0 ml/min.

These results prompted us to use a similar solvent system for the preparative
isolation of the main components from a-mixture of trichomycins. The desired main
components were concentrated by chromatography on alumina and silica gel,
followed by FLC on silica gel with the lower phase of a chloroform-methanol-water
(2:2:1) mixture. The components studied divided into two groups. One group
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Fig. 4. Chromatogram of trichomycin A-F after isolation by preparative HPLC. Chromatographic
conditions as in Fig. 2.
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contained trichomycin Band F, and the other trichomycin A, C, D and E. Each
fraction was submitted to preparative HPLC on pBondasphere CIS with acetonitrile
(phosphate--eitrate buffer) (34.5:65.5, pH 4.75).

In conclusion, six main components of trichomycin, shown by arrows in Fig. 2,
were isolated simultaneously by preparative HPLC. Although trichomycin A-F were
effectively separated by only one procedure, a more satisfactory result was obtained by
rechromatography under the same conditions. A chromatogram of trichomycin A-F
after preparative HPLC is shown in Fig. 4.

A major advantage of this system is therefore that it has made it possible to
clarify the structures and characterization of trichomycin A-F and other closely
related compounds. The HPLC method reported here is also very suitable for the
analysis and preparation of polyene macrolides.

The structure determination of trichomycin A7 and B9 and the properties of
trichomycin A-F will be described elsewhere".

Trichomycin A, the major component, possesses the greatest potency against
diverse fungi and yeasts, and exhibits a lower minimum inhibitory concentration
against many kinds of candidas and trichomonas than amphotericin Band keto
conazole, a well known antifungal drug.
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camptothecin and related alkaloids
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(First received March 6th, 1989; revised manuscript received July 20th, 1989)

The potent antitumor alkaloid camptothecin 1 (Fig. 1), a component of Camp
totheca acuminata (family Nyssaceae), a tree indigenous to China, was first described
over twenty years ago '. Since then a number of hydroxyl and methoxyl derivatives
have been reported, which exhibit similar levels of activity':", and in addition a num
ber of structurally related compounds have been isolated", Despite problems of insol
ubility and toxicity there persists a significant level of interest in the mechanism of
action of camptothecin".

In conjunction with our interest in water-soluble derivatives of camptothecin
antineoplastics" approximately 2 I of alkaloid-enriched extract of C. acuminata were
obtained for the purpose of investigating the possible presence of naturally occurring
polar camptothecins which might exhibit appreciable aqueous solubility. We were
also interested in the identification and isolation of any known campthotecin ana
logues which would be useful as bioassay standards or starting material for synthetic
transformations. A suitable high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) assay
was essential for achieving these objectives.

Due to anticipated requirements for high sensitivity and solvent programming,
a reversed-phase assay employing acetonitrile-water was selected because of its re
duced baseline displacement of the gradient profile compared to methanol-water

o

R3

1. R, =R2::: R3 = H
2. R, = R3 = H, R, = OH
3. R, = OCH3, R, = R3 = H
4. R1 = RJ =H, R2 = OCH 3
B. R, = R, = H, R3 = OH

Fig. I. Structures discussed in the text.

o

o

5. R, = CH=CH" R, = B-0-(+)9IuC05'
6. R1 :; CH2CH3, Rz =6 -D·(+)glucose
7. A,:; CH=CHz, Rz = CH3
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H
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systems. We wish to report the chromatographic analysis of the compounds we en
countered in our work, including a novel analogue whose structure elucidation is
reported elsewhere7

.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
Liquid chromatography was carried out on a Beckman/Altex instrument (San

Ramon, CA, U.S.A.) equipped with two 110A solvent metering pumps, a 420/421
gradient programmer, a Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA, U.S.A.) 3390A integrator,
a Perkin-Elmer (Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.) ISS-IOOautosampler with a 50-JII sample loop
and custom timing interface", and a Schoeffel/Applied Biosystems (Westwood, NJ,
U.S.A.) SF770 Spectroflow monitor set at 270 nm (0.04 u.a.f.s.). A Whatman (Hills
boro, OR, U.S.A.) Partisil-IO ODS-3 C 18 reversed-phase column (25 em x 4.6 mm
J.D.) was used at ambient temperature with a flow-rate of 2.0 ml/rnin and nominal
pressure drop of 2000 p.s.i.g. (13.8 MPa). Standard materials were weighed on a
Cahn (Cerritos, CA, U.S.A.) Model 29 electrobalance.

Starting material
Sample FB-12100B (1900 g) was received from Polysciences (Warrington, PA,

U.S.A.) as an opaque viscous liquid containing suspended solids. This was the con
centrate from the final one-third of the eluate from a large scale Amberlyst 15 column
using 0.25% ammonia in isopropanol as the eluent. The starting material for this
column (365 cm x 30 em) was an isopropanol extract of sawdust from 24 000 pounds
(10.9 . 103 kg) of C. acuminata logs. The isopropanol extractions were performed by
Madis Labs. (Hackensack, NJ, U.S.A.) using trees obtained from the USDA Plant
Introduction Center (Chico, CA, U.S.A.).

Reagents and standards
Unless otherwise indicated, all chemicals used were ACS reagent grade. Water

used in preparing the HPLC solvent system was obtained from an in-house Milli-Q
water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.). Acetonitrile for the
HPLC system was Baker HPLC grade used directly without filtration. Silica used for
column chromatography was from Merck (Darmstadt, F.R.G.) silica gel 60 70-230
mesh, and Sephadex LH-20 chromatography gel was obtained from Pharmacia (Up
psala, Sweden). Authentic samples of camptothecin 1, lO-hydroxycamptothecin 2,
9-methoxycamptothecin 3, and 10-methoxycamptothecin 4 were supplied by the Na
tional Cancer Institute. The 18-hydroxy analogue 8 was isolated and identified by
comparison of its spectroscopic and physical properties with published data 8

. Glyco
side 5 was isolated and structural assignment made by analysis of physical and spec
troscopic data 7. The hydrogenated derivative 6 and methoxy hydrolysate 7 were
prepared synthetically from 5.

HPLC of camptothecin standards
Camptothecin and its lO-hydroxy and 9- and lO-methoxy analogues were each

dissolved in acetonitrile at a concentration of 100 JIg/ml and filtered through a
0.45-JIm filter before use. A 25-JII aliquot of each compound was injected in a variety
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of HPLC systems employing various concentrations of acetonitrile-water and aceto
nitrile-water acidified with 0.1% trifluoracetic acid. The acidified solvent systems
were quickly abandoned due to excessive retention.

Aqueous isocratic systems emplying more than about 40% acetonitrile caused
the standards to elute close to the solvent front and failed to adequately resolve the
individual components. Several linear gradient solvent programs were evaluated to
increase retention and improve resolution, and the gradient program below was
found optimal for best resolution within a reasonable analysis time: beginning time
0.0 min, 15% acetonitrile-water isocratic for 1.0 min; beginning time 1.0 min, 15%
acetonitrile-water increasing linearly to 25% acetonitrile-water over 10 min; begin
ning time 11.0 min, 25% acetonitrile-water isocratic for 14 min; beginning time 25.0
min, 25% acetonitrile-water decreasing linearly to 15% acetonitrile-water over 1.0
min; at time 30.0 min, stop program (ready for next injection).

To establish a basis for quantitation the standard materials were dried under
high vacuum for 48 h, and their purity assumed to be 100% since each standard gave
only a single peak when individual injections were made under the HPLC conditions
described above. A stock solution of the standards was prepared by weighing out 1.00
mg of each compound and dissolving in 10.0 ml acetonitrile to give a standard mix
ture with a concentration of 100 /lg/ml of each component. This solution was filtered
through a 0.45-/lm filter and stored at 4°C. A suitable aliquot of the standard mix was
placed in each of three autosampler vials which were sealed before injection.

The system was calibrated for single-point quantitation by analyzing the chro
matograms produced by two injections from each vial using the HPLC conditions
described above. Measured peak areas and retention times for each standard were
averaged and divided by the concentration to generate a response factor whose in
verse was programmed into the integrator as a multiplication factor. For subsequent
injections the integrator quantitated the standards peaks and printed results directly
in units of concentration (/lg/ml). When the standards were injected following cali
bration, the reported concentrations were within 1% of the programmed values (ex
ternal standard method). At the beginning and end of each day of routine assays,
standard injections were made to monitor calibration accuracy. Calibration was ob
served to deteriorate gradually over a period of weeks; fresh standards were prepared
and the system recalibrated when calibration error exceeded 10%.

HPLC assay of isolation fractions
The HPLC conditions established for the camptothecin standards were used to

evaluate fractions generated by the isolation scheme summarized in Fig. 2. Sample
solutions were filtered through a 0.45-/lm filter before injection, and quantitative
results were reported as the average of two injections per sample.

Unknown peaks appearing in the HPLC standard profile were roughly quanti
tated by comparing their peak areas to that of the closest standard. Concentrations of
camptothecin 1 and the lO-hydroxy analogue 2 in isolation fractions were determined
by direct readout of sample concentration. Sample solutions were diluted as necessary
to bring peak response on scale. No peaks corresponding to the methoxy derivatives 3
and 4 were observed in any of our extracts, and all of the isolated compounds were
obtained with estimated purity better than 98% (single peak using the standard
HPLC conditions).
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Fig. 3. Reversed-phase chromatographic profile of standard camptothecins.
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The first unknown peak to appear in the reversed-phase HPLC profile of the
standard camptothecins was the l S-hydroxy analogue 8, obtained from a silica col
umn fraction of the ethyl acetate soluble portion of the crude extract. This peak was
monitored in the purification scheme until its isolation as a single component. The
pure material had the same retention time as the peak isolated from partially purified
fractions, and comparison of its UV, IR, NMR and mass spectra with published
data" confirmed its identity. In later assays this compound was incorporated as a
standard, as seen in the standard HPLC profile of Fig. 3.

Peaks with retention times corresponding to those of camptothecin 1 and 10
hydroxycamptothecin 2 were similarly monitored until their isolation as single com
ponents, and the isolated materials coeluted upon coinjection with the respective
standard materials. Their identities were also confirmed spectroscopically.

Purification of the novel glucoside 5 {[3S-(3a,4fJ,4a,5ap)]-4-ethenyl-3-(fJ-o
glucopyranosyloxy)-4,4a,5,5a,6, 12-hexahydro- 3H-pyrano-[3',4':6,7]indolizino[1 ,2-6]
quinoline-l l ,14-dione} from the aqueous portion of the crude extract was easily fol
lowed using the standard HPLC conditions because it eluted well ahead of all other
components subjected to the assay. However, upon injection of the purified material
the HPLC profile exhibited two peaks (Fig. 4A) whose profile remained essentially
unchanged despite additional recrystallization. Subsequently it was observed that
when the sample was prepared in water or methanol (instead of acetonitrile) the
profile collapsed into a single peak whose retention time coincided with that of the
later-eluting material (Fig. 4B).

Chemical transformation and HPLC assay ofglycoside derivatives
Hydrogenation. The glycoside 5 (100 mg, 20 mmol) was added to 10 ml metha

nol containing 10 mg of catalyst (10% palladium on activated carbon) and stirred at
room temperature under hydrogen atmosphere for 20 h. Filtration of the solution

A.

'"C!

B.

Fig. 4. Reversed-phase HPLC profiles of glycoside 5. (A) Sample prepared in acetonitrile; (8) sample
prepared in water.
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A.

NOTES

B.

Fig. 5. Reversed-phase HPLC profiles of glycoside 5 reaction mixtures showing (A) the hydrogenated
derivative 6 and (B) the a-methyl hydrolysate 7.

yielded 30 mg of hydrogenated glycoside 6 whose structure was confirmed by NMR
spectroscopy. Progress of this reaction was monitored using the standard HPLC
conditions. Although chromatographic resolution was not as good as for the follow
ing methanolysis reaction, it was still sufficient to distinguish product from reactant
(Fig. 5A) without modification of the assay.

Methanolysis. The glycoside 5 (50 mg, 10 mmol) was added to 10 ml methanolic
2 M HCI and stirred for 80 h at 70°C. Following evaporation of reaction solvent
under nitrogen, the residue was taken up in 20% isopropanol-methylene chloride and
filtered through silica gel to give a crude product. Final purification via semi-prepara
tive HPLC (Dynamax CIS, 23% acetonitrile-water, 2.0 ml/min) yielded 6 mg of the
methoxy aglycone 7, confirmed by NMR spectroscopy. Using the standard HPLC
conditions the course of this reaction was easily followed due to the high degree of
resolution between the starting material 5 and the methanolysis product 7 (Fig. 5B).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Retention times of all the camptothecins and related alkaloids subjected to the
described HPLC assay are summarized in Table I. The ability of the assay to resolve
these compounds was of immeasurable value to the success of our laboratory in
isolating both known and novel camptothecins.

Solubility of camptothecins in acetonitrile was generally poor. The relatively
dilute sample concentrations required by the assay are close to the upper limit of
sample solubility required for reasonably reproducible quantitation. Due to the vola-
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TABLE I

RETENTION TIMES OF CAMPTOTHECIN ALKALOIDS IN THE REVERSED-PHASE HPLC
ASSAY

Compound No. tR(min)

Glycoside 5 11.7
Hydrogenated glycoside 6 12.5
18-Hydroxycamptothecin 8 12.9
10-Hydroxycamptothecin 2 13.9
Camptothecin 1 18.1
Glycoside methoxy hydrolysate 7 21.2
10-Methoxycamptothecin 4 22.8
9-Methoxycamptothecin 3 24.1

tility of acetonitrile it was difficult to maintain accurate sample volumes, and on a
daily basis a 10% variation in quantitation was tolerated. Small amounts of water or
dichloromethane as required were added to samples to improve solubility. As long as
the amount was low ( < 10% of sample volume), no chromatographic problems were
observed. Although methanol is a better solvent for the camptothecins, its use for
sample preparation had to be judiciously applied as methanol tended to disrupt the
chromatographic profile.

Although some additional investigation was undertaken to examine more close
ly the anomalous chromatographic behavior of the glycoside 5, attempts to isolate
and identify the two peaks were frustrated by their apparent interconversion accord
ing to the type of solvent to which the samples were exposed. However, these observa
tions did not interfere with the ability of the assay to distinguish between the various
camptothecins we sought to purify.

In summary, the HPLC assay reported here is a fast, convenient, and quantita
tive method for microscale analysis of camptothecins. The procedure resolves nine
camptothecins including several novel structures and has proven useful for monitor
ing both natural product isolation and preparation of synthetic derivatives.
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Tropane alkaloids seem to be restricted to solanaceous plants. Hyoscyamine (I)
and scopolamine (II) (Fig. 1)are tropane alkaloids and both have been used in clinical
applications for a long time. Recently, two new tropane alkaloids, anisodamine
[(- )-6-f3-hydroxyhyoscyamine] (III) and anisodine (daturamine) (IV), were isolated in
our institute from Scopolia tangutica. Both have distinct anticholinergic effects and
can be used to cure various diseasesv".

I ~C~>OC~-o
C~OH

HO 7 -I5)-ococ-o
tHiJH

III IV

Fig. I. Structures of the four tropane alkaloids. I = hyoscamine; II = scopolamine; III = anisodamine;
IV = anisodine.

Scopolamine and hyoscyamine in crude drugs have been separated and
determined by chromatographic techniques such as paper chromatography", thin
layer chromatography':", gas chromatographyv? and high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC)lO-13, but anisodine and anisodamine have been separated
only by thin-layer chromatography' and determined by spectrophotometry" or
densi tometry".

Recently, ion-pair HPLC has been applied to the determination of some natural
compounds in plants14-20

. We report here the application of reversed-phase ion-pair
HPLC to the separation and determination ofthe above four tropane alkaloids in
Chinese solanaceous plants.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Plant materials
Datura metel was collected in Shandong, Hunan and Guangdong, Scopolia

acutanglus in Yunnan and Scopolia lurida and Scopolia tangutica in Qinghai and Tibet.
These solanaceous plant samples were identified at the Institute of Materia Medica,
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing, China.

Apparatus
The method was' developed using a Shimadzu LC-6A liquid chromatograph,

equipped with a Shimadzu UV spectrophotometric detector, a stainless-steel column
(150 x 4 mm 1.0.) packed with chemically bonded ODS silica gel (TSK gel 120 A,
5 Ilm; Toyo Soda, Tokyo, Japan), a Shimadzu CTO-6A column oven and a Sic
Chromatocorder 11.

Reagents
Anisodine hydrobromide, anisoamine hydrobromide and scopolamie hydro

bromide were isolated from Scopolia tangutica and identified by means of IR, NMR
and mass spectrometers at the Institute of Materia Medica. Atropine as a standard for
hyoscyamine was purchased from BDH (Poole, U.K.). Sodium dodecyl sulphate and
sodium phosphate (monobasic) were purchased from Wako (Osaka, Japan), sodium
decyl sulphate and sodium octyl sulphate from Kanto (Tokyo, Japan), and
benzylamine hydrochloride from Tokyo Kasei (Tokyo, Japan). Methanol of chroma
tographic grade was used. All other reagents were of analytical-reagent grade.

Internal standardsolution. A 0.2 mg/ml solution of benzylamine hydrochloride in
methanol was prepared.

Standard solutions. Stock standard solutions of anisodine, anisodamine,
scopolamine and atropine were prepared in separate flasks by dissolution in methanol
to a final concentration of 1 mg/ml as the free base. A 0.2-ml volume of each stock
solution was transferred into a lu-ml volumetric flask, 2 ml of the internal standard
solution were added and the mixture was diluted to 10ml with the mobile phase to give
a working standard solution, containing 20 Ilg/ml of the alkaloid. Working standard
solutions of 40, 60, 80 and 100 Ilg/ml were prepared in the same manner.

HPLC conditions
The mobile phase was 1/15 M sodium phosphate solution (adjusted to pH 3.5

with phosphoric acid)-methanol (48:52) containing 17.5 mM sodium dodecyl
sulphate. The column temperature was maitained at 35°C and the flow-rate was 1.0
ml/rnin. The eluted substances were detected by a UV detector at 210 nm.

Assay procedure
A powered plank sample (0.5 g) was macerated with 10.0 ml of chloroform and

0.15 ml of 25% ammonia solution in a 50-ml glass-stoppered flask and left to stand
overnight. A 2-ml volume of the chloroform layer were transferred into a 5-ml
volumetric flask and evaporated to dryness on a boiling water-bath. A l-ml volume of
internal standard solution was added to the residual substance and the mixture was
diluted to 5 ml with the mobile phase. A 10-lll volume of this solution was injected into
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the HPLC system. The concentrations of anisodine, anisodamine, scopolamine and
hyoscyamine in solanaceous plants were calculated from the peak-area ratios with
respect to the internal standard.

Calibration graphs and detection limits
All calibration graphs for anisodine, anisodamine, scopolamine and atropine

were obtained over the concentration range 20-100 J-tg/ml. The corresponding
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Fig. 2. Chromatograms of (a) standards and (b) plant samples. Plant samples: (I) Datura metel (Shandong);
(2) Scopolia acutangulus (Yunnan:Zhongdian); (3) S. lurida (Qinghai:Haibei); (4) S. tangutica
(Tibet.Ningjing), Peaks: I = anisodine; 2 = anisodamine; 3 = scopolamine; IS = internal standard
(benzylamine hydrochloride); 4 = atropine. Mobile phase, 1/15 M sodium phosphate (pH 3.5)-methanol
(48:52) containing 17.5 mM SDS; flow-rate, I ml/min; temperature, 35°C.
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regression equations were y = 0.95088x - 0.003335 (r = 0.999), y = 0.85741x 
0.004591 (r = 0.999), y = 0.90446x - 0.00335 (r = 0.999), and y = 0.80049x 
0.002557 (r = 0.999) and the detection limits were 9.0, 7.5, 10.0 and 8.0 ng,
respectively, at a signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1 for the peak heights.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HPLC conditions
Various parameters such as counter ion, pH, concentration of organic modifier

and ionic strength of the buffer on the ion-pair HPLC mobile phase were examined.
Sodium octyl sulphate (Cs), sodium decyl sulphate (CI O) and sodium dodecyl

sulphate (C 12 ; SDS) were selected as counter ions. The pH of the mobile phase was
examined over the range 2.0-6.0. The four tropane alkaloids were separated
completely when SDS was used at a final concentration of 17.5 mM at pH 3.5. The
methanol concentration in the mobile phase and that of sodium phosphate in the
buffer were fixed at 52% and at 1/15 M, respectively. The column temperature was
kept at 35°C to maintain constant retention times.

To enhance the reproducibility of the analytical results, about 30 compounds
were tested for their suitability as internal standards under the above conditions.
Benzylamine hydrochloride gave the best results. Fig. 2a shows a chromatogram of the
four tropane alkaloids and the internal standard, which were well separated from each
other, with an elution time of less than 25 min.

TABLE 1

RECOVERY DATA FOR THE FOUR TROPANE ALKALOIDS

Compound Added Recovery Mean Standard Coefficient 0/
(J.lg) recovery deviation (%) variation (%)

J.lg % (%)

Anisodine 0.0775 0.0768, 0.0756 99.10, 97.57 98.07 2.81 2.70
0.1550 0.1571,0.1598 101.37, 103.11
0.1550 0.1486,0.1482 95.98, 95.63
0.3100 0.3025, 0.2919 97.59, 94.17

Anisodamine 0.0762 0.0805 105.64 102.46 2.99 2.92
0.1524 0.1630, 0.1534 106.97, 100.69
0.1524 0.1529, 0.1584 100.32, 103.95
0.3048 0.3105, 0.2981 101.87, 97.79

Scopolamine 0.0789 0.0810,0.0829 102.66, 105.06 106.35 1.93 1.82
0.1577 0.1656, 0.1692 104.99, 107.25
0.1577 0.1697,0.1713 107.62, 108.62
0.3154 0.3425, 0.3344 108.60, 106.02

Hyoscyamine 0.0837 0.0795, 0.0788 94.98, 94.18 99.08 4.28 4.32
0.1676 0.1750,0.1661 104.39, 99.09
0.3352 0.3244, 0.3521 96.79, 105.05
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Extraction conditions
The methods using the mobile phase!3 and basic chloroform?' 7 as the extraction

solvent for scopolamine and hyoscyamine in solanaceous plants were compared. The
two methods gave the same extraction efficiency from the crude drugs, but fewer
impurities were extracted by the latter and the baseline was better than with the former.
Therefore, the basic chloroform extraction method was chosen.

Of the powedered sample, 0.5 g was weighed accurately and three different
amounts of the standard solution of four tropane alkaloids were added. The mixture
was extracted and assayed according to the above procedure. The percentages of
standards recovered were calculated by the internal standard method. Table I
summarizes the recovery results and the statistical evaluation for each alkaloid.

Analytical results
Fig. 2b shows the chromatogram obtained on applying ion-pair HPLC to four

kinds of solaneous plants.
Table II gives the analytical results. The concentration of scopolamine in Datura

metelwas more than five times higher than that ofhyoscamine. In this study, we found
that Datura metel contains a smal1 amount of anisodamine.

CONCLUSIONS

Reversed-phase ion-pair HPLC was applied to the simultaneous determination
of anisodine, anisodamine, scopolamine and hyoscyamine in Chinese solanaceous
plants. This method is simple, reproducible and sensitive, and involves an isocratic
HPLC system. This is the first report of the separation of the four tropane alkaloids
anisodine, anisodamine, scopolamine and hyoscamine by HPLC. This quantitative
method can be used for quality control and systematic research on solanaceous plants.
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Many methods have been employed for the quantification of paraquat and
diquat, bipyridylium herbicides, including colorimetry with an alkaline dithionite
reaction':", gas-liquid chromatography':", thin-layer chromatographyv" and high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)7-9. Each of these methods, however,
requires pretreatment to extract paraquat or diquat from a serum or urine sample
before measuring it.

In the present study, we developed a new system in which an automated pre
treatment apparatus is connected to ion-exchange HPLC. The automated pretreat
ment, using a column switching method, made measurement of paraquat and diquat
with HPLC easier and faster. After injecting a microsample of serum or urine, pre
treatment and measurement were carried out automatically.

METHODS

Standard reagents
Paraquat dichloride and diquat dibromide standards (Wako Junyaku, Japan)

for the test of drug residuals were used. All other agents were of special reagent grade.

Apparatus
The following pieces of analytical apparatus were used: a pump (CCPM, To

soh, Yamaguchi, Japan), an automatic pretreatment apparatus (PT-8000, Tosoh), an
ultraviolet detector (UV-8000, Tosoh) and a data analyzer (Chromatocorder 12, To
soh). Columns for gel filtration chromatography (TSK precolumn PW, 3.5 em x 4.6
mm I.D., Tosoh) and for ion-exchange chromatography (TSK gel SP-2 SW, 25 em x
4.6 mm I.D., Tosoh) were used as the preparation column and the analytical column,
respectively. The chromatographic conditions were as follows: column temperature,
room temperature; mobile phase for preparation, 0.1 M sodium perchlorate solution
containing 5 mM sodium dihydrogenphospate adjusted to pH 3 with phosphoric
acid; mobile phase for analysis, 0.2 M sodiumdihydrogenphosphate solution ad
justed to pH 3 with phosphoric acid, and acetonitrile-0.2 M sodium dihydrogen-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers RY.
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Fig. l. Flow diagram of HPLC system with automatic sample preparation.

phosphate solution pH 3 (20:80, v/v); flow-rate, both 1.0 ml/min; detection wave
length, 290 nm.

Operation
A schematic drawing of the system detailing each component for analysis is

shown in Fig. 1. A 50-.ul sample was injected into the preparation column under a
flow of the mobile phase for preparation (the solvent switching valve is oft). Intensely
hydrophilic components in the serum or urine are not retained in the preparation
column, but are eluted and eliminated. Paraquat and diquat are retained in the col
umn. The flow route was subsequently changed to that indicated by the dotted line by
turning on the column switching valve in the automatic pretreatment apparatus as
shown in Fig. 1. The mobile phase for analysis was directed to the analytical column
by pump 2 and then redirected to the preparation column. Paraquat and diquat
retained in the preparation column were extracted and transferred to the analytical
column with the mobile phase for analysis. Then, with the solvent switching valve on

I
!
i

Column switching valve O~F 6N ----+ O~F--------------.. OFF
M I ,

]
, i

Solvent ~wit~hing valve O~F ~FF _ ~N------------...." OFF

Fig. 2. Time program.

INJECTION

!
o 0.8 2.5 10.0 (min)
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and the column switching valve turned back after 2.5 min of injection, the prep
aration column was washed with the mobile phase for analysis. When the solvent
switching valve was again turned off after 10 min of injection, this column was re
charged with the mobile phase for preparation.

In this manner, washing and recharging take place while the analysis is pro
gressing. These procedures are performed by a program for turning the column
switching valve and solvent switching valve in the automatic pretreatment apparatus
off and on as shown in Fig. 2.

We examined the accuracy of this system for analyzing paraquat or diquat in
serum or urine.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Confirmation of deproteinization on the preparation column
Deproteinization on the preparation column was confirmed by using a serum

sample containing 5 /lg/ml each of paraquat and diquat (protein content 7.4 g/dl with
albumin content 3.8 g/dl), Since highly hydrophilic protein is not retained in the

,
10 20 30 40

[a]

I i

10 20 30 40

[bJ

I i

10 20 30 40
mln

[cJ

Fig. 3. Chromatograms of paraquat and diquat. (a) Standard paraquat (5 flgjml) and diquat (5 flgjml); (b)
paraquat (5 flgjml) and diquat (5 flgjml) in serum; (e) paraquat (5 flgjml) and diquat (5 flgjml) in urine.
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preparation column but is eluted and eliminated, we measured the amount of protein
eluted using the method of Lowry et al.10 with Folin-Ciocalteu reagent (Wako Junya
ku). About 73% of the protein was detected in the waste fluid obtained after 10 min.
The fractions containing paraquat and diquat, however, included no protein. These
findings confirmed the satisfactory separation of paraquat and diquat from the pro
tein of the serum sample.

Linearity of correlation between known and measured concentrations of paraquat or
diquat

Paraquat dichloride and diquat dibromide were dissolved in 0.2 MNaH2P04 in
water to prepare 0.1-50 ,ugjml standard solutions. Each calibration graph showed a
good linear relationship between concentrations in standard solutions and those cal
culated from peak areas.

The relationships between the theoretical value, i.e. x (,ugjml), and the observed
value, i.e. y (,ugjml), were: y=0.983x + 0.011,1'=0.999 for paraquat; y=0.938x +
0.009,1'=0.999 for diquat in the range of 0.1-1 ,ugjml (n=4); y=0.984x + 0.222,

TABLE I

RECOVERY OF PARAQUAT AND DlQUAT BY THE AUTOMATIC SAMPLE PREPARATION
METHOD

Standard in water Found n C.V.
(uglml) ( ugjml) (%)

Paraquat 20 19.65" ± 0.14 5 0.71
10 10.10" ± 0.10 5 0.99
I 0.93" ± 0.01 5 1.07

Diquat 20 19.66" ± 0.13 5 0.66
10 10.28" ± 0.16 5 1.56

1 0.98" ± 0.02 5 2.04

Standard in serum Found n c.v. Recovery (bla) . 100
(J.lglml) (J.lglml) (%) (%)

Paraquat 20 20.0lb ± 0.13 5 0.64 101.9
10 1O.10b ± 0.24 5 2.38 100.0

1 0.96b ± 0.03 5 3.13 103.2

Diquat 20 19.79b ± 0.15 5 0.76 100.7
10 9.94b ± 0.18 5 1.81 96.7

1 0.97b ± 0.03 5 3.09 99.0

Standard in urine Found n c.v. Recovery (cia) . 100
(J.lglml) (J.lglml) (%) (%)

Paraquat 20 19.59' ± 0.13 5 0.66 99.7
10 10.09' ± 0.07 5 0.69 99.9
I 0.99' ± 0.03 5 3.03 106.5

Diquat 20 19.71' ± 0.29 5 1.47 100.3
10 10.02' ± 0.19 5 1.90 97.5

1 0.95' ± 0.02 5 2.11 96.9
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r=0.999 for paraquat, and y=0.996x + 0.297, r=0.999 for diquat in the range of
1-50 /-lgjml (n = 6).

Recovery rate and simultaneous reproducibility of this system
Fig. 3 shows chromatograms of paraquat (5 /-lgjml) and diquat (5 /-lgjml) in the

standard solution, serum and urine.
The recovery rate and simultaneous reproducibility of our system are given in

Table T. Recovery rates of paraquat and diquat in pooled human serum or urine were
obtained by dividing values measured in the pooled samples by those in the authentic
standards, multiplied by 100. The analytical recoveries and the coefficients of var
iation (C.V.s) for the three different concentrations (1, 10 and 20 /-lgjml) ranged from
96.7 to 106.5% and from 0.64 to 3.13%, respectively.

The recovery rate and reproducibility were excellent.

CONCLUSIONS

Samples obtained from living organisms generally include a wide range of sub
stances from higher, e.g., proteins to lower molecular weight, e.g., amino acids. Direct
injection of a serum sample into an analytical column hence results in a clogging
condensation on the column, leading to an increase in intracolumnar pressure, fluctu
ation of the chromatogram baseline and changes in the retention time and tailing of
the peak. We must therefore pretreat a serum sample to measure paraquat and di
quat. The pretreatment procedure requires time, and, in addition, has been an obsta
cle to measuring paraquat and diquat automatically with HPLC. Because our system
includes a pretreatment apparatus, measurement of paraquat or diquat is automat
ically carried out after injecting a microsample of serum or urine into an injection
port. This can provide quick and important information for the physician.
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The increasing agricultural consumption of chlorinated phenoxy acid herbicides
has led to greater possibilities of contamination of soil, water and food by their
residues and their phenolic metabolites. This class of herbicides is considered to be
moderately toxic, whereas their chlorinated phenolic metabolites are highly toxic to
man and to aquatic organisms 1. Therefore, the development of methods for the
determination of this class of compounds is essential. Among other methods,
chlorinated phenoxy acid herbicides can be determined spectrophotometrically'"",
either directly or after derivatization of the phenols with 4-aminoantipyrine, which
results in cleavage of the ether linkage. Differential pulse polarography has been
used for the determination of phenoxy acids after nitrations. Chromatographic
methods'":", including paper, thin-layer and gas-liquid modes, are also used for
determination of this class of compounds. A great disadvantage of these methods is
that derivatization is required before measurement. Liquid chromatography'r'" using
normal- and reversed-phase columns can also be used for the separation of phenoxy
acids, with UV detection at 254 or 280 nm. At these wavelengths, however, many
compounds may absorb, making detection non-selective.

In this work, the separation and selective detection of phenoxy acids was
achieved by an indirect photometric high-performance liquid chromatographic
(HPLC) method using Ferphenj] + as a mobile phase additive. The ion-pairing reagent
Fe/phenj] + has previously been used for the separation and indirect photometric
detection of inorganic anions such as cr ,Br- and 1- 16 and organic acid anions such
as acetate, succinate and citrate!", In these studies, the stationary phase was modified
by adding Fetphenj] + to the mobile phase. As it is hydrophobic, Fe(phenH + is
adsorbed on the reversed stationary phase to form a double layer composed of
Fetphenjj + and its counter anion 17. The type of analyte interaction mechanism was
classified as an ion-interaction mechanism 18, where the analyte anion competes with
the counter ion provided by the buffer or electrolyte anions. The separated analyte
anions can be detected indirectly at the absorption maximum of Fetphenj] + (510 nm),
because absorbance within the analyte band differs from the background absorbance
provided by the Fe(phenH + salt-containing mobile phase.

Several factors cause the Fetphenj] + concentration and thus absorbance to

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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change within the analyte band: (I) the type of stationary phase, which affects the
amount of Fetphenj] + retained; (2) the concentration of Fe(phenH +; (3) the
percentage of organic solvent in the mobile phase, which affects the separation; (4) the
pH of the mobile phase, especially when the analyte anions are derived from weak
acids; and (5) the concentration of salts and the ionic strength of the mobile phase,
which affect both the amount of Fe(phenH + retained and the direction of the peaks.

In this work, these parameters were optimized for the separation and indirect
detection of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), 2,4-dichlorophenoxybutytric
acid (2,4-DB) and 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T).

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents
Fe(phenhS04 solution (ferroin) was obtained from Fluka. The inorganic salts

used were of analytical grade. 2,4-D, 2,4-DB and 2,4,5-T were analytical standards
obtained from Supelco. Organic solvents were of LC quality. LC-quality water was
obtained by passing doubly distilled water through a LiChroprep RP-C s (40-63 flm)
column (Merck). LiChrosorb RP-C 1 S and RP-C 2 (7 flm) prepacked columns (250 x
4.6 mm J.D. were obtained from Knauer.

Instrumentation
The HPLC instrumentation was obtained from Beckman and consisted of

a Model 114M solvent-delivery system, Model 340 injection organizer with 20-fll
sample loop, Model 165multiscanning UV-VIS detector, Model 420A controller and
an SP 4270 integrator (Spectra-Physics).

Procedure
Stock solutions (1000 ppm) of 2,4-D, 2,4-DB and 2,4,5-T were prepared by

dissolving weighed amounts of the acids in acetonitrile. Solutions containing 800,600,
400,200, 100,50, 10,5 and 2.5 ppm of the acids were prepared by appropriate dilution
of aliquots of the stock solutions with acetonitrile. Sample aliquots of 20 fll were
introduced by syringe. Mixed mobile phase solvents are expressed as percent by
volume. Mobile phases containing 68.0,34.0,25.5, 17.0 and 8.5 u.M Fetphenjj" were
prepared by adding 1.36, 0.68, 0.51, 0.34 and 0.17 ml of a 0.025 M solution of
Fe(phenhS04 to 500 ml of methanol-water (40:60). Mobile phases containing salts
were prepared by dissolving the appropriate amounts of sodium sulphate or sodium
chloride in 500 ml of 40% (vjv) methanol-water mobile phase which was 34 u.M in
Fetphenj] +. The chromatographic runs were performed at two pH values: at pH 7,
which was the pH obtained on mixing the mobile phase constituents, and at pH 3,
which was obtained by dropwise addition of 0.1 M sulphuric acid to the mobile phase.

Column breakthrough volumes were determined by passing a Fetphenj] + 

containing mobile phase of known concentration through the column at a constant
flow-rate until the colour of Fetphenj] ' appeared in the effluent, as indicated by
a sharp increase in the detector response, which was monitored at 510 nm where
Fetphenj] + has maximum absorbance. The amount of Fetphenj] + retained was
calculated from the breakthrough volume and the concentration of Fe(phenH + in the
mobile phase.
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Columns were conditioned prior to use with the desired mobile phase by passing
at least 150ml (flow-rate 1mljmin) of mobile phase more than the volume required to
reach breakthrough. The flow-rate was 1 mljmin and the inlet pressure between 1000
and 1500 p.s.i., depending on the mobile phase. Detection was performed at 510 nm.
Capacity factors (k') were calculated from k' = tR - t~jt~, where tR is the retention
time of the analyte peak (min) and t~ is the retention time of the solvent peak (min).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parameters that affect the separation and indirect detection of 2,4-D,
2,4-DB and 2,4,5-T using Fetphenjj " as a mobile phase additive were optimized.

Stationary phase and column conditioning
Two types of reversed stationary phases were tried, RP-C z and RP-C 1 8 . The

amount of Fe(phenH + retained on the stationary phase can be calculated from the
volumes of Ferphenj] + solution required to saturate the column. For this purpose, the
Fetphenj] + solution was pumped through the column until the column effluent
showed the presence of Fetphenjj +, as noted by the appearance of an orange colour
and an increase in the detector absorbance. A 7-flmol amount of Fe(phenH + was
needed to equilibrate the RP-C1 8 column, whereas 17 flmol were required with the
RP-C z column.

Although RP-C z and RP-C 1 8 are both of low polarity, RP-C z has the higher
polarity owing to its shorter carbon chain. This difference in polarity might be
responsible for differences in the retention of Feiphenj] +, which although hydro
phobic, carries two positive charges, leading to greater interaction with the stationary
phase of higher polarity. As Ferphenj]" carries two positive charges, the number of

TABLE I

VARIATION OF PEAK AREAS WITH Fe(phen)~ + CONCENTRAnON IN THE MOBILE PHASE

Compound

2,4-0

2,4-DB

2,4,5-T

Concentration of
Fe(phen)~+ (JiM)

8.5
17.0
26.0
34.0
68.0

8.5
17.0
26.0
34.0
68.0

8.5
17.0
26.0
34.0
68.0

Peak area
(arbitrary units)

2.00
2.34
2.52
3.12
3.10

1.40
1.50
1.82
2.30
2.29

1.77
1.81
1.96
2.44
2.44
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Fig. 1. Chromatograms of 10 Jig each of (I) 2,4-D, (2) 2,4,5-T and (3) 2,4-DB. Column, RP-C 2 ; detection,
510 nm. Mobile phase: (A) 17 JiM Fe(phen);+ and (B) 34 JiM Fe(phen);+ in methanol-water (40:60, v/v).

available anion-exchange sites is 7 x 2 = 14{lequiv. with RP-C 1 8 and 17 x 2 = 34
{lequiv. with RP-C z. Hence RP-C z has a greater capacity than RP-C 1 8 to exchange
analyte anions. Further, less solvent and a shorter time were required to clean the
RP-C z column to remove retained Ferphenj] +. Also, under the above experimental
conditions no analyte anion exchange could be detected when using the RP-C 1 8

column. For these reasons, the RP-C z column was used in subsequent work.

Concentration of Fe(phen)~+
Increasing the concentration of Fe(phenH + in the mobile phase results in an

increase in the peak areas of the three acids (Table I). Fig. 1 shows chromatograms of
a mixture of the three acids in the presence of 17 and 34 {lM of Fe(phenH +. The
optimum Fetphenj] " concentration when using methanol-water (40% v/v) as the
mobile phase was found to be 34 u.M, Lower concentrations resulted in a decrease in
the peak areas of the three phenoxy acids. Although higher concentrations result in an
increase in anion-exchange sites, eventually a level is reached where additional
Feiphenjj + will repel the retained Fe(phenH +. This occurs because Fe(phenH + is
a divalent cation and builds up surface charge. Also, if higher concentrations of
Fe(phenH+ are used, it will become more difficult to offset the detector electronically.

Percentage of organic modifier in the mobile phase
Methanol and acetonitrile were used as organic modifiers. Increasing the

percentage of methanol or acetonitrile in the aqueous mobile phase decreased the
retention time of the phenoxy acids (Table II). The effect of adding an organic modifier
to the mobile phase (water) is to decrease the polarity compared with pure water, which
leads to a decrease in the retention time on a reversed-phase column. In this work,
acetonitrile was used rather than methanol as the organic modifier because the
retention times are shorter and lower pressures are obtained for acetonitrile at the same
flow-rates.

pH of the mobile phase
Theoretically, a pH range of 2.0-9.0 over which Fe(phenH + is stable could be
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TABLE II

VARIATION OF CAPACITY FACTORS (k') USING METHANOL-WATER AND ACETONI
TRILE-WATER IN DIFFERENT PROPORTIONS ON THE RP-C 2 COLUMN

Compound Methanol (%. v[v} Acetonitrile (%. vlv)

25 30 40 45 20 27 30

2,4-D 11.89 5.38 3.49 2.69 3.91 2.03 1.53
2,4-DB 34.00 16.01 5.67 3.99 7.05 2.45 1.98
2,4,5-T 23.90 10.82 4.41 3.39 13.77 4.63 2.68

used 19. However, at low pH (ca. 3) the analyte anions could not be detected as they are
derived from weak acids, which are slightly dissociated at such pH values. On the other
hand, pH values higher than 7.5 could not be applied as the RP-C 2 column is silica
based and cannot tolerate pH values higher than 7.5, which cause hydrolysis of the
chemically bonded groups/". The pH of the mobile phase was therefore adjusted to 7,
at which the stationary phase and the Fetphenj] + solution are stable and the analyte
anions could be detected.

Effect of ionic strength and counter anion selectivity
If the ionic strength of the mobile phase is increased, the amount of Fetphenj] +

retained increases, as indicated by the disappearance of the colour of the column
effluent 1 8

. This was observed when mobile phases containing 100and 200 11M sodium
sulphate or 300 11M sodium chloride were used. When a mobile phase containing 150
11M sodium chloride was used, negative peaks were observed for the three acids (Fig. 2)
at longer retention times. On increasing the ionic strength of the mobile phase,
the amount of Fe(phenH + retained on the column and hence the number of
anion-exchange sites increase, leading to longer retention times of the analyte anions.

o 10
Time,min

Fig. 2. Chromatogram of 100Jlg each of (I) 2,4-D, (2) 2,4-DB and (3) 2,4,5-T. Column, RP-C 2 ; detection,
510 nm. Mobile phase: 34 JlM Fe(phen);+ and 150 JlM NaCI in methanol-water (40:60, v/v).
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The negative peaks can be explained by assuming that chloride ions (counter anion)
has a lower anion-exchange selectivity by mass action than the phenoxy acid anions, so
the equilibrium amount of Ferphenjj + retained increases and the Fetphenj] +

concentration decreases in the analyte band by an equivalent amount, leading to
negative peaks when the analyte band passes through the detector!".

Calibration and detection limits
For all three acids the linear working range was between 50 and 10 000 ng under

the optimum chromatographic conditions, i.e., RP-C z column and a mobile phase
containing 34 flM Fe(phenH + in 18:82, 20:80 and 28:72 (vjv) acetonitrile-water for
2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and 2,4-DB, respectively. The pH of the mobile phase is about 7 and no
electrolytes are added to the mobile phase.

The detection limits were found to approach 50 ng for the three acids. The
detection limit could be lowered by raising the pH of the mobile phase to increase the
dissociation of the acids. This is possible only if another kind of column, such as
poly(styrene-divinylbenzene), which can tolerate high pH values is used instead of the
RP-C z column.
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The high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) method for post
column derivatization and fluorescence detection of N-methylcarbamate pesticides
introduced by Moye et al.' has been widely recognized for its sensitivity and selectivity
for these compounds. Refined and collaboratively studied by Krausev " and
optimized by Engelhardt and Lillig7

, the method has achieved widespread acceptance
and has been adopted by a number of laboratories for multiresidue analysis of
N-methylcarbamate pesticides in foods. The number of N-methylcarbamates which
may be analyzed by the method was expanded by De Kok et al.8, who also introduced
a simple cleanup method which can be applied to all types of crop samples.

The post-column derivatization technique consists of a two-stage reaction which
converts the carbamate into a fluorescent derivative which is detected by a fluorescence
detector. The first stage is hydrolysis of the carbamate molecule to release methyl
amine. This is accomplishid by the introduction of an alkali solution, usually sodium
hydroxide or potassium hydroxide, by means of a reagent delivery pump connected to
the flow stream after the analytical column. The flow then passes through a reaction
coil in a heater at 80-1OO°C where hydrolysis occurs. The second stage is derivatization
of the released methylamine with o-phthalaldehyde (OPA) and 2-mercaptoethanol or
3-mercaptopropionic acid? to form a highly fluorescent substituted isoindole. This is
accomplished using a second reagent delivery pump connected to the flow stream after
the reaction coil.

Nondek et al. 10.11 explored the potential of replacing the use ofalkali solution to
hydrolyze the carbamates with a catalytic solid-phase reactor packed with an anion
exchange resin. This approach eliminates one post-column reagent delivery pump and
the attending mixing problems and flow pulsations. It also eliminates band broadening
due to dilution of the analyte in the mobile phase. The cost of instrumentation is
reduced, but this is partially offset by the cost of the solid-phase reactor. Inspite of the
potential advantages, this approach has not gained widespread acceptance.

This paper reports a simplification of the post-column derivatization technique
which realizes the advantages of the solid-phase reactor technique by eliminating one
post-column reagent delivery pump, but without the expense and potential problems
of the solid-phase reactor. The method was evaluated for 11 commonly analyzed
N-methylcarbamate pesticides. Results of this evaluation are presented here.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © [989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Materials
Analytical-grade standards of aldicarb, aldicarb sulfoxide and aldicarb sulfone

were supplied by Union Carbide (Research Triangle Park, NC, U.S.A.). Oxamyl was
supplied by E. I. du Pont de Nemours (Wilmington, DE, U.S.A.), carbofuran by FMC
(Middleport, NY, U.S.A.) and carbaryl by City Chemical (New York, NY, U.S.A.).
Methiocarb, bufencarb, methomyl and propoxur were supplied by Agriculture
Canada, Laboratory Services Division (Ottawa, Canada).

Standard solutions were prepared by diluting 100 /1g/ml stock solutions in
methanol with HPLC-grade water to appropriate concentrations. Since oxamyl and
propoxur were not well resolved from aldicarb sulfone and carbofuran, respectively,
by the HPLC system used in this study, two series of mixed standards were used. One
consisted of oxamyl and propoxur, and the other contained the remaining nine
compounds.

Methanol, acetonitrile and water were HPLC-grade and obtained from J. T.
Baker through Johns Scientific (Toronto, Canada). OPA and 2-mercaptoethanol were
obtained from BDH (Toronto, Canada), and 3-mercaptopropionic acid from Aldrich
(Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.). Potassium hydroxide and sodium carbonate were obtained
from Fisher Scientific (Don Mills, Canada).

The derivatization reagent was prepared by adding 10mg OPA in I ml methanol
to 400 ml 0.01 M potassium hydroxide solution in HPLC-grade water. This solution
was degassed under vacuum with magnetic stirring, after which 0.05 ml 2-mercapto
ethanol was added.

Instrumentation
A Hewlett-Packard 1090 liquid chromatograph equipped with a 79835A solvent

delivery system, 79846A autoinjection module and 79847A autosampler was used. The
injection volume was 10 /11 and the flow-rate I rnl/min. A'rnobile phase gradient of
20-80% acetonitrile in water over 16 min was employed. A Spherisorb 5 ODS-2
column (250 x 4.6 mm 1.0.) was supplied by Phenomenex (Torrance, CA, U.S.A.).
The single-stage post-column reactor, illustrated schematically in Fig. I, consisted of
the following. From a reservoir (A), the derivatization reagent was delivered at a rate
of 0.6 ml/min by an SSI Model 350 pump equipped with a prime/purge valve (B)

Fig. l. Schematic diagram of post-column reactor. A = Derivatization reagent reservoir; B = reagent
delivery pump equipped with prime/purge valve; C = pulse damper; D = spent PRP-I column (to give back
pressure to pulse damper); E = two delay tubes in series; F = hydrolysis heater; G = single-bead string
reactor; H = I m x 0.5 mm J.D. PTFE tubing; I = fluorescence detector.
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through a La-Pulse pulse damper (C) connected to the flow stream from the HPLC
column through a Valco zero volume tee. A spent 150 x 4.1 mm LD. Hamilton PRP-l
column (D) inserted between the pulse damper and the tee provided back pressure
which increased the efficiency of the pulse damper. The two streams were mixed in two
knitted PTFE delay tubes (E) (3 m x 0.5 mm LD., Supelco, Oakville, Canada) which
were immersed in series in a 140°C dry bath consisting of glass beads in a Pierce
Reacti- Therm heating module (Chromatographic Specialties, Brockville, Canada),
hereafter called the reaction heater (F). The delay tubes were followed by a single-bead
string reactor (G) and 1 m x 0.5 mm LD. PTFE tubing (H) (both from Supelco) in
which the flow stream cooled before it entered the flow cell of a Kratos FS 970
fluorescence detector (I). The excitation wavelength was 229 nm and a 418 nm
emission filter was used. The chromatogram was recorded and integrated on
a Shimadzu C-R3A Chromatopac (not shown in Fig. 1).

The following parameters were evaluated in order to optimize chromatographic
peak heights of the carbamates: aqueous solution used to prepare the derivatization
reagent; reaction heater temperature; delay tube length; choice of mercaptan in the
derivatization reagent; and choice of organic mobile phase modifier.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selection of the optimum aqueous solution for the derivatization reagent made it
possible to hydrolyze the carbamates and derivatize the released methylamine in
a single step. Table I summarizes the relative peak heights of nine of the carbamates,
using five derivatization reagent solutions of varying pH, normalized on the highest
peak for each compound. While the 0.01 M sodium tetraborate solution (A) produced

TABLE I

EFFECT OF AQUEOUS SOLUTION USED TO PREPARE DERIVATIZATION REAGENT ON
PEAK HEIGHTS OF 9 CARBAMATES (0.2 jlg/ml EACH)

Solutions: A = 0.01 M sodium tetraborate, pH 9.2; B = 0.001 M potassium hydroxide, pH 9.5; C = 0.05
M sodium carbonate, pH 10.7; D = 0.01 M potassium hydroxide, pH 11.4; E = 0.06 M potassium
hydroxide, pH 12.4. Reaction heater temperature 140°C.

Carbamate Relative peak heights (%)"

A B C D E

Aldicarb sulfoxide 100 74 79 99 72
Aldicarb sulfone 100 79 72 91 66
Methomyl 39 17 91 100 85
3-Hydroxycarbofuran 100 77 68 95 59
Aldicarb 44 13 89 100 86
Carbofuran 100 63 61 84 56
Carbaryl 100 84 60 86 58
Methiocarb 100 82 56 85 43
Bufencarb 100 69 49 70 43

Mean 87 62 69 90 63

a Normalized on the highest peak (100%) for each compound.
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the greatest number of maximum (100%) peaks (7 out of the 9 compounds tested), the
peaks for methomyl and aldicarb were judged to be unacceptably low. The solution
which produced the best peak heights overall, including the highest peaks for
methomyl and aldicarb, was 0.01 M potassium hydroxide (D).

The method was evaluated at five reaction heater temperatures using the
derivatization reagent prepared in 0.01 M potassium hydroxide. The results (Table II)
indicate that methomyl and aldicarb exhibited the greatest resistance to hydrolysis,
and the highest peaks for these compounds were obtained at the highest temperature
studied. At 140°C seven of the eleven compounds exhibited their highest peaks, but the
methomyl and aldicarb peaks were only about 60% of the maximum height obtained.
However, since the absolute peak heights of methomyl and a1dicarb at 140°C were
comparable to those of the other compounds at the same temperature (see Fig. 2), the
overall improvement in peak height at 150 and 160°C was not felt to be sufficient to
justify using these higher temperatures. Based on these considerations it was decided to
use a reaction heater temperature of 140°C. The single-bead string reactor positioned
immediately downstream from the reaction heater provided adequate back-pressure to
prevent boiling of the derivatization reagent/mobile phase mixture in the delay tubes.

Of all the carbamates studied, methomyl and aldicarb were most affected by the
length of the delay tube (Table III). At a reaction heater temperature of 140°C the peak
heights obtained for these two compounds were almost 90% higher with two delay
tubes than with one. The peak heights for the other compounds were somewhat lower
with two delay tubes than with one. Perhaps this was caused by band broadening due
to diffusion of the analytes in the added volume. However, because of the significant
improvement in peak height of methorny1and aldicarb, two delay tubes were used in
the optimized single-stage reactor.

TABLE II

EFFECT OF REACTION HEATER TEMPERATURE ON PEAK HEIGHTS OF I I CARBAMATES
(0.2 Ilg/ml EACH)

Derivatization reagent prepared in 0.01 M aq. potassium hydroxide.

Carbamate Relative peak height (%)"

lOO°C l30°C 140°C l50°C l60°C

Aldicarb sulfoxide 24 86 100 94 88
Aldicarb sulfone 32 94 100 95 91
Oxamyl 31 100 97 100 88
Methomyl 0 35 60 84 100
3-Hydroxycarbofuran 30 98 100 99 94
Aldicarb 0 34 59 82 100
Propoxur 21 97 100 98 98
Carbofuran 22 97 100 90 97
Carbaryl 52 99 100 98 97
Methiocarb 32 100 98 95 94
Bufencarb 26 97 100 98 94

Mean 23 85 92 94 95

a Normalized on the highest peak (100%) for each compound.
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Fig. 2. Chromatograms of carbamate pesticides (0.2 ,ug/ml each): (a) single-stage method; (b) two-stage
method. A = Aldicarb sulfoxide; B = aldicarb sulfone; C = methomyl; D = 3-hydroxycarbofuran;
E = aldicarb; F = carbofuran; G = carbaryl; H = methiocarb; I = bufencarb; J = oxamyl; K = propoxur.

TABLE III

EFFECT OF LENGTH OF DELAY TUBE ON PEAK HEIGHTS OF 9 CARBAMATES (0.2 ,ug/ml
EACH)

Derivatization reagent prepared in 0.0 I M potassium hydroxide. Reaction heater temperature 140°C.

Carbamate Relative peak height (%)"

One delay tube" Two delay tubes'

Aldicarb sulfoxide 100 96
Aldicarb sulfone 100 95
Methomyl 53 100
3-Hydroxycarbofuran 100 86
Aldicarb 54 100
Carbofuran 100 .85
Carbaryl 100 89
Methiocarb 100 84
Bufencarb 100 83

Mean 90 91

a Normalized on the highest peak (100%) for each compound.
b Approximate total length 3 m.
c Approximate total length 6 m.
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TABLE IV

REPRODUCIBILITY OF RETENTION TIMES AND PEAK HEIGHTS OF 9 CARBAMATES (0.2
Ilg/ml EACH) USING THE SINGLE-STAGE POST-COLUMN DERIVATIZATION METHOD

Carbamate Coefficient of variation (%)"

Retention time Peak height

Aldicarb sulfoxide 0.18
Aldicarb sulfone 0.39
Methomyl 0.28
3-Hydroxycarbofuran 0.20
Aldicarb 0.21
Carbofuran 0.16
Carbaryl 0.20
Methiocarb 0.12
Bufencarb b 0.08

1.08
1.37
1.15
1.77
2.14
1.68
3.42
4.56
3.15

a Based on five consecutive 10-111 injections.
b Based on four injections only.

Acetonitrile and methanol were compared as modifiers of the aqueous LC
mobile phase. A mobile phase gradient of 30-100% methanol in water over 16 min
resulted in retention times which approximated those produced by the 20~80%

acetonitrile gradient described earlier. The total peak height was about 90% higher
when acetonitrile was used, indicating that the choice of organic mobile phase modifier
made a significant difference in the performance of the method.

The choice of mercaptan in the derivatization reagent, either 2-mercaptoethanol
or 3-mercaptopropionic acid (at the same concentration), did not have a significant
effect on peak heights of the carbamates.

The reproducibility of the method in terms of coefficients of variation of both
retention times and peak heights (Table IV) was adequate. The limit of detection was
on the order of 0.1 ng analyte injected. Calibration curves for the carbamates were
linear up to 5 ng analyte injected.

Fig. 2 illustrates chromatograms of the mixed standards obtained with the
single-stage method (Fig. 2a) and the conventional two-stage method (Fig. 2b). The
conditions used in the two-stage method were as follows. The hydrolyzing reagent
(0.05 M aq. potassium hydroxide) was introduced at a flow-rate of 0.6 rnl/min. The
hydrolysis heater temperature was 140°C. The derivatizing reagent (5 mg OPA and 50
Itl 2-mercaptoethanol in 200 ml 0.01 M aq. sodium tetraborate was introduced at
a flow-rate of 0.6 ml/min, All other conditions were the same as those for the
single-stage method. The total peak height for all the carbamates was 119% higher
with the single-stage method than with the two-stage method at the same recorder
attenuation.

The single-stage post-column derivatization method presented here is therefore
an improvement over the conventional two-stage method in terms of both sensitivity
and simplicity. The hardware requirements and cost are reduced and the daily
operation is streamlined by the requirement of preparation of only one derivatization
reagent.
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Nicarbazin, a molecular complex of 4,4' -dinitrocarbanilide and 2-hydroxy-4,6
dimethylpyrimidine, has been in worldwide use from 1955 to control coccidiosis in
poultry. In the Netherlands, nicarbazin is used as feed additive at a maximum level of
125 mgjkg for the prophylactic treatment of ca. 200 million broilers, representing
70% of the total annual production. A residual level of 4 mgjkg in uncooked chicken
muscle, liver, skin and kidney is allowed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
The Dutch broiler industry attempts to eliminate nicarbazin residues by a compulsory
withdrawal period of 9 days before slaughter.

Because of adverse effects on shell colour, yolk pigmentation and hatchabil
ity l ,2 the product is not used in layers and breeders. Because feed for both broilers
and layers is produced in the same factory it is unavoidable that cross-contamination
between different batches occurs and low levels ofnicarbazin may be detected in feed
for layers and breeders. This problem of carry-over is confirmed by the investigations
of Friedrich et al.3, among others. Investigations on the kinetics of nicarbazin in
layers by Friedrich et al" showed that even very low levels of nicarbazin in the feed
result in detectable residues of nicarbazin in eggs.

In these studies the dinitrocarbanilide moiety of nicarbazin was analysed by the
high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) method of Malisch '. The Malisch
procedure was developed for the determination of some 54 different substances in
milk, eggs and meat, and has a detection limit for nicarbazin of ca. 5 ,ugjkg, with
recoveries of 30-40% in 50-g test portions.

A practical disadvantage of this method is the low number of samples that can
be analysed per day due to the time-consuming cleanup procedure. The need to
analyse a larger number of samples at lower cost was the reason for developing a
rapid screening method for nicarbazin in eggs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents and standards
Water was purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.).

The following reagents and solvents were used: acetic acid glacial (p.a. quality,
Merck, Darmstadt, F.R.G.); acetonitrile (HPLC grade, Fisons, Loughborough,
U.K.); sodium sulphate anhydrous (p.a. quality, Merck); n-hexane (Baker Grade,

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Baker, Deventer, The Netherlands); chloroform ("Baker Analysed", Baker); sodium
acetate anhydrous (p.a. quality, Merck).

Nicarbazin standard (97.4%) was supplied by Merck, Sharp & Dohme (Haar
lem, The Netherlands). For HPLC, a standard solution of nicarbazin in eluent (0.020
Jlg/ml) was prepared from a 50 Jlg/ml stock solution of nicarbazin in acetonitrile. For
spiking, a standard solution of nicarbazin in water (1.25 Itg/m!) was prepared from
the same stock solution.

Spiking of egg material
To 49 g of blank homogenized whole egg, 1.0 ml of an aqueous standard

solution of nicarbazin (1.25 Jlg/ml) was added by mixing on a magnetic stirrer for 10
min. From this material, containing a concentration of nicarbazin of 25 Jlg/kg, dilu
tions were prepared in blank whole egg material to obtain samples containing 2.5, 5.0,
10.0, 15.0,20.0 and 25.0 Jlg of nicarbazin, respectively. To determine the recovery
these materials were treated in the same way as the egg samples.

Sample preparation
Before analysis the total egg content was homogenized by shaking. The homog

enate can be stored at 4°C for up to 4 days without measurable loss of nicarbazin
content. For longer storage the samples can be kept at - 20°C for several weeks.

For the extraction, 50 JlI of 10% acetic acid solution was pipetted into a poly
styrol tube. Using a l-ml pipettor with a disposable tip, 1.0 g of sample was weighed
into the tube and a magnetic stirring rod was added. While this was stirred on the
magnetic stirrer (Model IKA, Combimag RCT) at maximum speed, 2.5 ml of aceto
nitrile were slowly added. The tube was closed with a stopper and stirring continued.
After 4 min, 0.25 g of anhydrous sodium sulphate was added and stirring was contin
ued for 2 min. The tube was centrifuged for 2 min at 3000 rpm (1400 g), on a Heraeus
Minifuge. The supernatant was decanted into a glass centrifuge tube through a dis
posable funnel with a silanized glasswool plug (Baker). The sediment in the polystyrol
tube was re-extracted with 2.5 ml of acetonitrile by stirring for 3 min at maximum
speed. After centrifugation for 2 min at 3000 rpm, the supernatant was combined
with the first extract through the funnel. The funnel was rinsed with I ml of aceto
nitrile. The combined extracts were evaporated to dryness under nitrogen, using a
water-bath at 60°C.

Solid phase extraction (SPE) columns packed with 100 mg of Bond-Elut No.
601101 from Analytichem were washed twice with I ml of chloroform-acetonitrile
(80:20) and once with I ml of chloroform, and finally air-dried before use. After
evaporation the residue was redissolved in I ml of hexane-chloroform (50:50) and
transferred to a pre-treated SPE column on a vacuum manifold (Alltech). The tube
was rinsed with I ml of hexane-chloroform (50:50). The rinsing fluid was transferred
to the SPE column without allowing it to run dry. After the liquid had flowed
through, the column was dried by vacuum for 1 min. The column' was then eluted
with chloroform-acetonitrile (80:20), and the first 1 ml of the eluate was collected in a
1.5-ml glass autosampler vial. After evaporation to dryness under nitrogen at room
temperature, 1.0 ml of the HPLC eluent was added. The vial was closed with a cap
and the residue was dissolved by shaking on a Vortex mixer for 4 min.
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HPLC conditions
The HPLC conditions were derived from those described by Malisch 5, Hoshino

et al." and Petz7 .

An HPLC system with an autosample (Promis, Spark Holland), a solvent
delivery pump (SF 400, Applied Biosystems), an UV-VIS detector (SF 783, Applied
Biosysterns) and an integrator (4290, Spectra Physics) was used. Sample volumes of
50 J11 were injected.

The analytical column consisted of two cartridges (100 x 3.0 mm J.D.) packed
with ChromSpher C1S (5 J1m particle size) and was obtained from Chrompack. The
guard column cartridge (10 x 2. I mm J.D.) packed with pellicular RP (30-40 J1m
particle size) was also from Chrompack. The mobile phase was acetonitrile-acetate
buffer (0.02 M, pH 4.8)-water (54:10:36). A flow-rate of 0.60 ml/min was used and
nicarbazine was detected at 360 nm using a Kratos Model SF 783 UV detector.

The amount of nicarbazin in the samples was calculated by comparison of the
peak height with that of the standard solution. The result was corrected for the
recovery found in the spiked egg material.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chromatography
Chromatrograms from spiked and control samples and the standard are shown

in Fig. 1.

Recovery
Samples spiked at 2.5,5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0 and 25.0 J1g/kg were used in recovery

experiments and in studies on the linearity of the photometric detector response. The
results of the spiking experiments are shown in Table J. The linearity of the photo
metric detector response in presented in Fig. 2.

A good recovery for all the levels investigated and a low standard deviation for

a. b. c. d.
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Fig. I. Representative chromatogram from HPLC injections of (a) nicarbazin standard solution; (b) blank
egg sample; (c) egg sample, spiked with 5 J1g of nicarbazin per kg; (d) egg sample, spiked with 25 J1g of
nicarbazin per kg.
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TABLE I

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF EGG MATERIAL SPIKED WITH SEVERAL
LEVELS OF NICARBAZIN

Correlation coefficient for average content and spiking level: 0.99915.

Spiking
level
(J.l.gjkg)

n Average Standard Coefficient of
content deviation variation (%)

Mean
recovery (%)

2.5
5.0

10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0

4 2.9[
5 4.41
5 9.21
5 [4.03
5 18.40
8 22.31

0.65
0.67
0.38
0.28
0.37
0.53

22.4 [
15.11
4.08
1.96
2.00
2.39

116.4
88.2
92.[
93.5
92.0
89.0

the repeatability were obtained. The relationship between peak height and concentra
tion of the'analyte was linear in the range 2.5-25.0 J.1g of nicarbazin per kilogram of
egg material.

Limit of detection
The use of the 5-J.1m ChromSpher C 18 column and an UV detector such as the

Kratos Model SF 783 was essential for sensitive detection of nicarbazin. With this
combination of column and detector the detection limit, with the signal three times
the noise level, was achieved with 125 pg of nicarbazin. This amount represents 2.5 J.1g
of nicarbazin per kilogram of egg material.

o

10 15 20 25

Spiking level ( pg/kgl

Fig. 2. Linearity of the photometric detector response to nicarbazin in spiked egg materials.
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Extraction and cleanup
Working with the method of Haagsma and Van de Water8 for the determina

tion of sulphonamides in egg material, it was found that adding acetic acid to the
sample, to adjust the pH, reduced the viscosity of the sample. This reduced viscosity
made the sample more suitable for homogenizing with acetonitrile and improved the
recovery.

Adding 0.25 g of anhydrous sodium sulphate to the homogenate is essential to
remove part of the water, which makes evaporation to total dryness with nitrogen
possible. Moreover, the sodium sulphate has a grinding effect, which possibly enhanc
es partition of the egg material in the extraction fluid. Evaporation of the extract
proved to be unavoidable, since only a part of the water from the sample could be
removed by sodium sulphate during extraction. Moreover, evaporation of the extract
to total dryness proved to be essential to obtain the proper polarity of the solution of
the extracted material for further cleanup.

In experiments with different mixtures of chloroform and hexane, it was estab
lished that a 50:50 ratio of chloroform-hexane was optimal for dissolving the extract
ed material and prevented adsorption of egg matrix material on the SPE column as
selectively as possible. Chloroform-acetonitrile (80:20) proved to be optimal for
quantitative elution of nicarbazin in a small volume, minimizing co-elution of matrix
material from the SPE column.

The need to evaporate twice during cleanup has little influence on the analysis
time because of the small volumes involved. With simple equipment it is possible to
evaporate several extracts simultaneously. The described cleanup procedure, in com
bination with a relatively short HPLC run time of 6.0 min, makes it possible for two
technicians to analyse 30 samples per day.

During development of this method chromatograms of samples showed impuri
ties from the SPE column material, but chromatograms were improved by washing as
described. In present batches of SPE columns pretreatment has been proven to be less
essential because of improvements in manufacture.

Applications
The procedure described has been used to determine the nicarbazin content of

eggs obtained from hens fed with different levels of the anticoccidial drug in the feed.
In accordance with the studies of Polin et al? and Friedrich et al" a maximum level
of nicarbazin was detected ca. 8 days after first administration of the medicated
ration. This finding was also in accordance with the results of the investigations of
Anhalt'? for other drugs.

The method was also used to screen several thousand samples from egg pro
ducers and exporters during a period of 2 years. In every case of positive findings a
relation was found with carry-over of low levels of nicarbazin in the feedmill. Further
research is being conducted to automate the method and to make it applicable to the
analysis of nicarbazin in meat, feed and other matrices.
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Chlorophacinone {2-[(p-chlorophenyl)phenylacetyl]-1 ,3-indandione}, di-
phacinone [2-(diphenylacetyl)-I ,3-indandione], pindone (2-pivaloyl-I,3-indandione)
and valone (2-isovaleryl-1,3-indandione) are used as anticoagulant rodenticides.
These indandiones are available as concentrates, tracking powders or as ready-to-use
baits on whole or crushed grain. There are published reports of high-performance
liquid chromatographic (HPLC) separations of two-r' or three" of these indandiones,
but no reports of an HPLC method that separates all four of these compounds. After
attempting modifications of these reported procedures, we eventually developed a new
procedure which utilizes a CN column with phosphoric acid in the mobile phase.

The purpose of this research, as a result of investigating the identity of
a mislabelled sample, was to develop an HPLC method that could be used to separate
all four of these indandione rodenticides so as to be able to identify which one is present
in a sample of unknown or questionable content.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and materials
Diphacinone was obtained from Beltsville Agricultural Research Center

(Beltsville, MD, U.S.A.), chlorophacinone from EPA (Research Triangle Park, NC,
U.S.A.) and pindone and valone from Bell Labs. (Madison, WI, U.S.A.).

Standard stock solutions were prepared in methanol at 500 /lgjml. Intermediate
standard solutions were prepared at 5/lgjml by dilution of I ml of stock solution to 100
ml with acetonitrile for chlorophacinone and diphacinone or bringing to volume with
methanol-acetonitrile (1:3, vjv) for pindone and valone. Working standard solutions
of 2.5 /lgjml were prepared from 5 ml of intermediate solution diluted to 10 ml with
0.2% (vjv) phosphoric acid.

The solvent to extract chlorophacinone and diphacinone was acetonitrile,
whereas the extraction solvent for pindone and valone was methanol-acetonitrile (I :3,
vjv).

Apparatus
The HPLC system consisted of an Alltech (5 /lm) cartridge CN column (150

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers RV.
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mm X 4.6 mm 1.D.) with a direct-connect CN guard column (10 mm x 4.6 mm),
a Waters 6000 pump at a flow-rate of 1.5 ml/min, a Valco C6U injector with a 25-,111
loop, an Isco V4 variable-wavelength detector at 280 nm and a Varian Model 9176
chart recorder. The mobile phase consisted of acetonitrile-phosphoric acid solution
(45:55, vlv]. The phosphoric acid solution was 0.2% (v/v) in water. For samples
injected at 2.5 ,ug/ml, the detector sensitivity was set at 0.01 absorbance units full scale
for pindone and valone and at 0.005 absorbance units full scale for chlorophacinone
and diphacinone.

Procedure
To prepare spiked samples, 1 ml of standard stock solution was added to 10

g ground corn to give 0.005% chlorophacinone or diphacinone, and 1ml to 2 g ground
corn to give 0.025% pindone or valone. The spiked bait was dried under a gentle
stream of nitrogen and extracted with 100 ml of extraction solvent for 1 h on
a mechanical shaker. After centrifugation for 5 min at 1500 rpm (500 g), 5 ml of the
extract were diluted to 10 ml with 0.2% phosphoric acid, mixed and injected onto the
HPLC system. Samples were injected in duplicate and bracketed with injections of the
standard. The results were calculated based upon the relative average peak height of
the sample and the standard.

2

E
c
oco
~

"oc
'".0a
UJ
.0
<C

3

4

2 4 B B

Time (min)

Fig. I. High-performance liquid chromatogram of valone (1), pindone (2), diphacinone (3) and
chlorophacinone (4) standards at a concentration range of2-2.6 J-lg/ml on a 5 J-lm eN column (150 mm x 4.6
mm 1.0.). Mobile phase, acetonitrile-o.2% phosphoric acid (45:55, vtv): flow-rate, 1.5 ml/rnin; UV
detection, 280 nm.
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TABLE I

MEAN RECOVERY OF INDANDIONES FROM SPIKED GROUND CORN

Results are from samples spiked in triplicate.

Compound Spiked Mean Coefficient of
level recovery variation
(%) (%) (%)

Chlorophacinone 0.005 83.3 2.5
Diphacinone 0.005 96.3 3.8
Pindone 0.025 96.2 1.1

Valone 0.025 96.9 0.6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NOTES

Fig. 1 is a chromatogram of a mixture of valone, pindone, diphacinone and
chlorophacinone standards with capacity factors of 2.5, 2.8, 4.6 and 5.6, respectively.
Use of less than 0.2% phosphoric acid in the mobile phase caused a more pronounced
broadening and tailing of the indandione peaks. Also, peaks were broader if the
extracts and standards were not diluted with the phosphoric acid solution. Use of 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5% phosphoric acid did not improve the separation of the indandiones or
change the retention times significantly and would likely decrease the longevity of the
column.

The response was linear through the concentration range tested: 0.2-20 fig/ml.
Least-squares linear regression analyses of the data gave correlation coefficients which
ranged from 0.997 to 0.999 for the four indandiones.

As shown in Table I, the average recovery from spiked samples of ground corn
ranged from 83.3% for chlorophacinone to 96.9% for valone. Even though
acetonitrile has been reported by others to extract indandiones from baitst-", we found
it necessary to add methanol to the extraction solvent to obtain good recovery of
pindone and valone from spiked ground corn samples. The addition ofmethanol to the
extraction solvent did not improve the percentage recovery of chlorophacinone nor did
the use of a 2-h extraction. A similar recovery was obtained from the addition of
chlorophacinone to wheat bait. Un spiked ground corn and wheat samples did not
contain interfering peaks when extracted with either of the extraction solvents.

This method provides a convenient, isocratic HPLC system for the separation of
these four indandione rodenticides and thus a means to identify the indandione in
samples that are mislabelled or of unknown indandione content. Warfarin, another
rodenticide, also separates from these indandiones and gives a sharp peak with
a capacity factor of 1.9 (data not shown).
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The photochemical and photobiological properties of furocoumarins such as
5-methoxypsoralen 1 (5-MOP) and 8-methoxypsoralen 2 (8-MOP) have been exten
sively studied, notably with respect to their use in the phototherapy of skin diseases.

2: n=2,3,4,5,6,12

~(CHJn--.O

(N'f0 ~
H,C"'yN'H ~oAo

o
J: n =2,3,4,5,6,12
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The biological effects are generally related to the photochemical reactions which
occur with DNA. After intercalation of the psoralen ring between adjacent comple
mentary bases, the 3, 4 or/and 4', 5' double bond of the drug can add to the 5, 6
olefinic bond of a pyrimidine, usually thymine v". The intermolecular psoralen-thy
mine photoreactions cannot be studied in solution due to the highly favoured psora
len photodimerization'. With this aim, we have prepared compounds 3 and 4 in
which the two chromophores are linked by a flexible polymethylene chain. They
represent two series of models related to the important drugs 5-MOP and 8-MOP. In
dilute solution, the polymethylene link allows intramolecular ring-ring stacking inter
actions and competitive photoaddition of the 5,6 double bond of thymine onto the 3,
4 or 4', 5' psoralen double bond. The study of models of various chain lengths n = 2,
3,4,5, 12 provides a control of the geometric strains imposed by the chain. We report
here an interesting application of reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) for
the characterization of the photoproducts as a function of the chain length.

EXPERIMENTAL

Detailed procedures for the preparation and irradiation at 365 nm of the mod
els have been previously reportedv".

Analytical conditions
The apparatus was a Waters Associates chromatographic system equipped with

a Model 660 programmer, two M-6000 pumps and a dual wavelength detector (254 or
280 and 365 nm). The irradiated solutions were analyzed on a C18 reversed-phase
column (packed with RP-18 Prolabo phase with a Touzart and Matignon apparatus)
using a linear gradient of two solvents water and methanol (from 50 to 95% of
methanol in 10 min then 95% methanol, 2 ml/min), Water (pH 6) and buffered water
(pH 5, 0.02 M ammonium acetate-acetic acid) were respectively used in the 5- and
8-series. The absorption ratios at the two wavelengths of detection were measured to
characterize each compound.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The photoreactivity of models 3 (n = 2-5, 12) in the 5-series was first studied.
The compounds were irradiated at very low concentration (2 . 10- 5M)a to avoid the
photodimerization. From each model, a very major photoproduct was formed (as
monitored by HPLC analysis). The photoproducts with n = 2,4 and 12 were isolated
and characterized by lH NMR, mass spectrometry and X-ray crystallography". All
three products possess a cis cyclobutane ring resulting from regio- and stereoselective
intramolecular photoaddition of the thymine double bond onto the 3,4 pyrone ring of
psoralen. The HPLC characteristics of those adducts Sb, Sd, Sf were examined: their
capacity factors, k', were plotted versus the capacity factors of the corresponding
starting compounds 3b, 3d, 31 (Fig. I). A remarkably good linear correlation was
observed (r = 0.998). The photoproducts Sc, Se, Sf resulting from the corresponding

a The use of HPLC is critical for this study at the limits of detection (150-200 III of solution injected).
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Fig. I. Correlation between the RPLC capacity factors, k', of models 3 and the capacity factors of their
photoproducts: intramolecular photoadducts 5 (*) and photodimers (0).

compounds 3c, 3e, 3f were then examined. They were not isolated but their capacity
factors were treated as previously, i.e., they were plotted on the same graph as a
function of the capacity factors of the starting compounds (Fig. I). All points are
remarkably localized on the same straight line (r = 0.996 for the six points).

The models 3 were then irradiated at a more usual concentration (10- 3 M).
From each model (n = 3-12Y a major photoproduct was formed. The photoproducts
with n = 4 and 12 were identified by 1H NMR spectroscopy as dimers resulting from
a [2 + 2] photoaddition between the 3, 4 double bond of two psoralen rings". As
previously, the capacity factors of the photoproducts were plotted versus the capacity
factors of the corresponding starting models 3. All the five points obtained are again
located on a straight line (r = 0.998).

Fig. I shows the remarkable relationships between the capacity factors of the
two series of photoproducts, the intramolecular adducts 5 and the dimers, and the
capacity factors of the parent compounds 3.

The photoreactivity of models 4 (n = 3-6, 12) in the 8-series was studied at low
concentration (3 . 10- 5 M) in ethanol. From each model, a very major photoproduct
was formed. The structure 6 resulting from a photolysis of the psoralen ring was
assigned to the photoproducts with n = 4 and 12 (ref. 5). The capacity factors of all
the observed photoproducts (n = 3-6 and 12) were plotted versus the capacity factors
of the corresponding starting models 4 (Fig. 2). The localization of the five points on a
straight line (r = 0.999) and the equality of the absorption ratios at the two wave
lengths of detection led us to assign to each photoproduct the structure 6. A similar
photochemical study was realized in water and again HPLC allowed us to assign the
same structure 7 to the major photoproduct observed after irradiation of each model
4 (n = 3-6 and 12, Fig. 2, r = 0.999)5.

In each family of compounds possessing analogous structures, no good linear
correlation was observed between log k' (capacity factor) and the number of methyl
enes in the linking chain. This is not unexpected as the HPLC analysis were not
performed using isocratic elution. For practical reasons a linear gradient of solvents
had to be used. However, for all the six families of compounds studied, remarkable
good linear correlations were observed between the capacity factors of the com-

a No dimerization is observed for n = 2.
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Fig. 2. Correlation between the RPLC capacity factors, k', of models 4 and the capacity factors of their
photoproducts 6 (*) and 7 (0).

pounds versus the number of methylenes of their constitutive linking chain.
In conclusion, in each series of compounds, the capacity factors of the pho

toproducts are linearly related to the capacity factors of the irradiated compounds.
Consequently, RPLC appears to be a powerful tool for the characterization and the
study of bifunctional systems in which a polymethylene bridge of variable length
separates the two functions. It should be especially useful for photochemical studies
of bichromophoric systems which are currently the object of extensive investigations
(for examples, see refs 6-12).
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Polyacrylonitrile is a chain polymer of acrylonitrile of the general formula
-[CH(CN)CHzln- . Owing to the mutual repulsion of cyano groups, the macro
molecule gains a spiral chain conformation with occasionally formed hydrogen bonds
between cyano groups and z-methyne hydrogens of adjacent chains 1.

At present, the most readily accessible are commercial polyacrylonitrile fibres
consisting of different copolymers which contain at least 85% of acrylonitrile
monomer". Its world production is very high 1, which makes this material cheap and
easily available,

Polyacrylonitrile belongs to specific sorbents with localized negative charges on
nitrile groups". It is very resistant at room temperature to the action of most organic
solvents applied in chromatography and also to dilute solutions of acids and bases".
Hence we consider that polyacrylonitrile could be more widely applied in chromato
graphy.

Polyacrylonitrile has so far been applied as a sorbent in thin-layer chromato
graphic separations in only one instance, namely, Hesse et al." used it for the
separation of some monosaccharides and dicarboxylic and sulphonic acids. However,
they stated neither the method of preparation of the sorbent nor its characteristics.
Therefore, in this work, we wanted to consider the possibility of its laboratory
preparation and to determine its most important characteristics. In addition, we
wanted to check the applicability of the prepared sorbent to the separation of some
cis-trans isomeric cobalt(III) complexes.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of the polyacrylonitrile sorbent
The procedure for the preparation of the polyacrylonitrile sorbent involves

dissolution of 50 g of white PAN fibres (OHIS, Skoplje, Yugoslavia) in 2 I of
concentrated nitric acid (p = 1.40g/cm') at room temperature, followed by dropwise
addition of the solution obtained to 61of water with vigorous stirring. The voluminous
precipitate obtained is then filtered off under slightly reduced pressure, washed with

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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water and ethanol and dried in a porcelain dish at 50°C with occasional stirring. The
yield is quantitative. In order to separate larger particles, the dried powder is then
finely ground and suspended in I I of 96% ethanol. The suspension is left to stand at
room temperature for 10 min and then the part of the suspension above the sediment,
which contains about 25 g of the sorbent, is decanted. The sediment is dried, ground
and treated again as described above. The decanted suspension is left to stand
overnight at room temperature, by which time a white precipitate has settled to the
bottom. The main part of the ethanol above precipitate is gently decanted, and the
remaining part is shaken and applied to chromatographic plates.

Apparatus and methods for the determination of sorbent characteristics
Electron microscope analysis was performed on a JEOL (Peabody, MA, U.S.A.)

J. SM-35 scanning microscope.
X-ray diffraction analysis of the sorbent was carried out on a Philips (Wavre,

Belgium) PW 1051 powder diffractometer.
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer (Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.) 457

spectrophotometer using the potassium bromide technique.
The distribution of sorbent particles according to their size was determined by

means of a CILAS (Marcoussis, France) E 715 granulometer.
The pore volume of the sorbent was determined by centrifugation with

n-nonane5 .

The ion exchange capacity of the sorbent was determined by volumetric
analysis".

~132mm

ep42mm

<, V

~~.~~
-----

.............

I
¢38mm
¢74mm

A

4

B
Fig. I. Diagram of the apparatus. (A) Chromatographic chamber; (8) its cross-section. I = Microscopic
plates; 2 = band made of Whatman 3MM chromatographic paper; 3 = glass rods; 4 = developing solution.
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Fig. 2. Polyacrylonitrile sorbent examined by electron microscopy.

467

The specific surface area of the sorbent was determined , after dryi ng a t 70°C for
3 h, by the BET nitrogen adsorption met hod on a Flowsorb II 2300 apparatus
(Micromeritics, Norcross, GA , U.S.A.).

For covering the plates with the sorbent, a Camag (Muttenz, Switzerland)
ha nd-operated TLC plate coater was used .

Syntheses
All the investigated complexes were synthesized by described procedures (Table

I).

Chromatograp hic data
Th in-layer chromatographic separations were carried out on microscope plates

(26 x 76 mm); the layer thickness was about 0.25 mm. Before use, the plates covered
with the sorbent were dried in air for about I h and then kept in a desiccator over
calcium chloride. For each separation , 0.5 III of a 0.0 I M solution of the corresponding
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Co(III) complex was used. The development of chromatograms was performed by the
ascending method (Fig. 1). The developing time was 30--40 min, and the solvent front
travelled about 5 em. Detection was performed by keeping the plates for 10 min above
2 M ammonium sulphide solution. All investigations were carried out at room
temperature (22 ± 1Qq.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characteristics of the sorbent prepared
It has been established by electron microscopy that the sorbent prepared consists

of grain-like particles grouped into agglomerates of different size (Fig. 2). On the basis
of X-ray analysis, it can be concluded that the sorbent prepared is not completely
amorphous, its pattern indicating a certain degree of an ordered structure.

Infrared spectra of the prepared sorbent and of ground PAN fibres used as the
starting material were identical, which proves that no chemical changes take place in
the course of sorbent preparation. The spectra clearly show the presence of carboxylic
groups, which probably originate from comonomers possessing carboxylic groups
(e.g., itaconic acid:').

The mean particle size of the sorbent prepared was 4.7 pm; 80% of the particles
had a diameter between 2 and 12 pm. The pore volume of the sorbent was 1.7 cm3/g

and its ion-exchange capacity was 1.0 mequiv.zg. The specific surface area of the
sorbent was 55 m2/g.

From the above, it can be concluded that the polyacrylonitrile sorbent prepared
fulfils all the conditions required for its successful application in thin-layer chro
matography'". This is demonstrated by the fact that the isomer separations and spot
shapes obtained were aproximately of the same quality as those which we obtained in
a previous study!" in which silica gel G-RS (Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy) was used.

Chromatographic separations
The RF values obtained and the compositions of the solvent systems applied are

given in Table 1. To check the applicability of the sorbent prepared, seven pairs of
cis-trans isomeric cobalt(III) complexes of the cationic type and three pairs of the
neutral type were chromatographed. The solvent systems used were water and aqueous
solutions of different electrolytes having concentrations of0.1% and 1%, respectively.
In all instances it was been established that the trans isomers exhibit higher R F values
than the corresponding cis isomers, which is in accordance with the previously
established rule!", obtained by chromatographing the isomers on silica gel with single
solvents. This analogy exists in spite of the fact that silica gel contains on its surface
localized positive charges, originating from protons of silanol groups, whereas
polyacrylonitrile contains negative charges, originating from cyano groups". On this
basis, it may be concluded that the same regularity exists regardless of the adsorbent
surface charge. In this connection, it may be assumed that the adsorption mechanism,
involving hydrogen bond formation, is dominant in the chromatographic separation
process. In the former instance hydrogen bonds would be formed between silanol
protons of the silica gel and markedly electronegative atoms of the ligands, whereas in
the latter instance, where hydrogen bonds between polyacrylonitrile and the com
plexes are concerned, hydrogen atoms from the ligands would be bonded to cyano
groups of the sorbent.
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As regards the mechanism of separation of the investigated cationic complexes,
when potassium perchlorate was used as the solvent, it may be assumed that in
addition to adsorption, cation exchange at carboxylic groups of the sorbent also takes
place. For check this assumption, we carried out elution with perchloric acid solution
in order to prevent the protolysis of the sorbent carboxylic groups and thus render
impossible the process of ion exchange. As the results obtained were analogous to
those obtained with a solvent system that contained no acid, it may be assumed that in
both instances adsorption is the dominant separation mechanism. However, with
complexes of the neutral type, only the adsorption separation mechanism may be
involved.

Taking into consideration the nature of our sorbent, containing cyano groups
with localized negative charges, and also carboxylic groups capable of exchanging
cations, cationic complexes would be expected to be more strongly sorbed and to
exhibit lower Rl' values than neutral complexes, which was observed in all instances
studied. The former consideration is supported by the fact that when water was used as
the solvent the cationic complexes could not be chromatographed, as the spots were
elongated from the start, whereas the complexes of the neutral type gave well defined
spots. In addition, a comparison ofRl' values obtained with solvent systems containing
0.1% and 1% solutions of the same electrolyte revealed that the elution capacity of 1%
solutions was considerably higher than that of 0.1% solutions when cationic
complexes were chromatographed. However, with neutral complexes this effect was
insignificant.

It is concluded that the polyacrylonitrile sorbent can be applied to thin-layer
chromatographic separations.
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The effect of the chelate ring size of diamine cobalt(III) complexes on their RF

values obtained by paper chromatography has so far been investigated only in one
instance, in which Celap et al.' chromatographed 35 cobalt(III) complexes containing
five- and/or six-membered ligands. By the use often solvent systems it was established
that enlargement of the chelate ring causes an increase in the RF values of metal
complexes. A linear dependence was found between the RM values and the number
of five-membered rings substituted by the corresponding six-membered rings.
Continuing these investigations, in this work we studied the effect of seven-membered
rings of the diamine type.

EXPERIMENTAL

All the investigated complexes were prepared according to procedures reported
in the literature (Table I). Chromatographic separations were carried out by the
ascending method on Whatman No.1 paper strips (23 x 3 em), as described in detail
previously",

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As can be seen from Table I, the effect of the chelate ring size of diamine ligands
of cobalt(III) complexes was studied by chromatographing 21 cationic and neutral
complexes. With the exception oftris(diamine) complexes, the investigated complexes
contained, in addition to diamine, some of the following ligands: glycinato,
(R)-alaninato and/or nitro ligands. Chromatographic separations were achieved with
14solvent systems containing an organic component and water, and sometimes also an
electrolyte (mineral acid or salt). The composition of the solvent systems applied is
given in Table II. As can be seen from Table I, in all the instances studied the RF values
of metal complexes increased with enlargement of the chelate ring size. A linear
dependence was also found between the chelate ring size and the RM values of the
investigated complexes (Figs. 1-4). In all the instances studied the straight lines had
a negative slope.

From the above, it can be concluded that the earlier established rule", according

0021-9673(89($03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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TABLE II

SOLVENT SYSTEMS USED

473

No. Composition

I Isopropanol-water-cone, HN03

2 Ethyl acetate-ethanol-water
3 Acetone-water-cone. HN03

4 Ethanol-water-cone, HN03

5 Ethanol-water
6 Dioxan-water
7 Dioxan-water-Kl
8 Phenol saturated with water
9 Methanol-water-LiCI

10 Phenol-ethanol-water
II Cyc1ohexanone-ethanol-water-KI
12 Tetrahydrofuran-water-conc. HN03

13 Pyridine-water-Kl
14 Cyc1ohexanol-ethanol-water---<:onc. HN03

Proportions"

75:20:5 (v/v/v)
50:30:20 (v/v/v)
75:20:5 (v/v/v)
75:20:5 (v/v/v)
80:20 (v/v)
80:20 (v/v)
75:25: I (v/v/w)

90:10:5 (v/v/w)
10:70:20(w/v/v)
60:25:15:1 (v/v/v/w)
65:30:5 (v/v/v)
80:20:1 (v/v/w)
50:25:15:10 (v/v/v/v)

a v Refers to volume in millilitres; w refers to weight in grams.
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to which the RF values obtained by paper chromatography increase with enlargement
of the chelate ring size of metal complexes, is valid also for seven-membered rings. It is
worth mentioning that this regularity had already been established in thin-layer
chromatographic separations on silica gel by the use of single-component solvent
systems, with the exception of water 1 1

. As regards the mechanism of the separation on
paper performed in this study it may be assumed that "normal" phase partition
chromatography is involved, as it is known that analogous compounds possessing
a larger hydrophobic part exhibit higher RF values, owing to their greater solubility in
the mobile phasev'. Hence a new possibility is offered for the determination of the
composition of the corresponding complexes.
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Letter to the Editor

2-Trichloromethylbenzimidazole. a selective chromogenic reagent for
the detection of some azines on thin-layer plates

Addendum

Sir,

In a previous study', some azines were detected on thin-layer chromatographic
(TLC) plates using their reaction with 2-trichloromethylbenzimidazole (TCMB). The
structure of the product of the reaction of TCMB with pyridine shown here was
suggested '. In this addendum, the analytical and spectral evidence that confirms this
structure are presented.

2

;o
~ 3

12)
12 12b ~ 411a'2a N 4aN +I 12~ ~b 2 CI-

10 ~8C ~D4cN+
"",,5

'2 H20 Ba
8

\ # 6

7

EXPERIMENTAL

4a,4c,8b,12b-Tetraazadibenzo]af jindano]1,2,3-cd]pentalene-4a,4c-diinium dichloride
dihydrate

TCMB (234 mg, 1 mmol, freshly recrystallized from chloroform) was dissolved
in pyridine (790 mg, 10mmol, 99.8% chromatographic standard purity). An amaranth
product was precipitated after several minutes. After 5 h, the solid product was filtered
off and washed with diethyl ether and acetone and dried under vacuum over
phosphorus pentoxide until the odour of pyridine had disappeared. The yield was 122
mg (31%); m.p. >360°C.

The crude product was purified by preparative TLC on precoated Polyamid II
F 254 aluminium sheets, 0.2 mm thick (Merck). The chromatograms were developed in
acetic acid-water (1:9, v/v). The amaranth zone (RF = 0.51) was scraped from the plate
and eluted with methanol. The characteristics were as follows.

Elemental analysis: found, C 54.71, H 4.18, N 13.61, C1 17.70; calculated for
C l sH12N4Clz . 2H 20 , C 54.26, H 4.12, N 14.32, C1 18.12%.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Electron impact mass spectrometry (EI MS) (LKB 9000A, 70 eV, 250°C); m]z
(intensity, %): 286 (1.0) 285 (23.8), M+ 284 (100.0),283 (64.1), M2+ 142 (1.1).

High-resolution EI MS (Finnigan-MAT 8200, resolution 7000): M + m]z 284,
found 284.1056, calculated for ClsH12N4 284.1062; M2+ mlz 142, found 142.0523,
calculated for C9H6N2 142.0531.

Field desorption (FD) MS (Varian-MAT 711, JE ~ 20 rnA): m]z (intensity, %),
285 (33.5), M + 284 (100.0).

IH NMR (leol JNM-IOO, 100 MHz, CH 30H-d4, hexamethyldisiloxane as
internal lock, 25°C): b (ppm), 6.5-9.6 (m).

IR (Specord IR-75, KBr pellets): v(ern- 1), 3400sb (H 20), 3090w, 3040w, 3015m
(C-HaromJ, 1635s (C = N), 1630m, 1605s, 1590m, 1540m, 1510s (C = C and C = N of
aromatic rings), 1460m, 1440m, 1390m, 1305w, 1205m, 1185m; 765m, 745s (2
substituted pyridie).

UV (Pye Unicam SP 700, CH 30H): )'max. (nm) (log EJ rk), 210 (2.86), 240 (2.97),
350 (2.67), 520 (2.53).

The same procedure was repeated using pyridine-a, (ofNM R solvent grade) and
the deuterium-labelled product was obtained, with the following characteristics.

EI MS (70 eV, 20°C): m]z (intensity, %),294 (6.1), 293 (34.6), M+ 292 (100.0),
291 (27.3),290 (61.9), 289 (10.0), 288 (11.3), M2+ 146 (9.9).

IR (KBr pellets): v (em -1), 2700 mb CZH20), 2270 m (C-2H
aromJ

DISCUSSION

The proposed structure shown above is confirmed by the analytical and spectral
data. The high polarity and m.p. of the examined compounds are indicative of an ionic
structure.

In the mass spectra of the product (EI and FD), the molecular ion of the cationic
fragment at m]z 284 (no chlorine) was found and its formula was determined as
C1sH 12N4 using high-resolution EI MS.

The formula ClsH12N4CI2 . 2H20 was confirmed by elemental analysis.
Therefore, the identified product must be a dication.

The molecular ion M2+ is converted into the base ion M + after the addition of
an electron under EI ionization conditions: M2+ + e - ---+ M +. This phenomenon,
characteristic of negative ionization MS, was also observed in the EI mass spectra of
some dications, e.g., diquat dibromide.

The UVand 1H NMR spectra confirm the aromatic character of the molecule.
The band characteristics of aromatic C-H, C = C and C = N bonds was found in

the IR spectrum. The bands typical of2-substituted pyridines were present. No N +-H
band was observed.

In the EI mass spectrum of the deuterium-labelled compound, the M + ion of the
octadeuterated derivative at m]z = 292 was observed. In the IR spectrum the bands
characteristic of 2H20 and C-2H were found.

The above evidence indicates that the structure shown is the most probable for
the major product of the reaction of TCMB with pyridine.
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Book Review

Natural products isolation, separation methods/or antimicrobials, antivirals and enzyme
inhibitors (Journal 0/Chromatography Library Series, Vol. 43), edited by G. H.
Wagman and R. Cooper, Elsevier, Amsterdam, Oxford, New York, Tokyo,
1989, XIII + 619 pp., price Dfl. 285.00, US$ 139.00, ISBN 0-444-87147-0.

This book is an update of a previous volume published in 1978 (Antibiotics:
isolation, separation and purification, edited by M. J. Weinstein and G. H. Wagman). It
covers new material concerning the then known antibiotics and data on bioactive
natural products discovered since.

Of 14 chapters, the first three concern solely chromatographic techniques and
their applications in the field. A detailed description of instrumentation and
techniques in counter-current chromatography is presented in Chapter I. Specific
examples of applications include a variety of natural products such as terpenoids,
alkaloids and (mostly) antibiotics belonging to macrolides, sesquiterpenes, actino
mycins, tetramic acids, quinoxalines etc.

In Chapter 2, detection methods are described for fermentation samples
containing aminoglycoside, tetracycline, macrolide, oligosaccharide and nucleoside
antibiotics.

In addition to classical extraction, separation and purification schemes, Chapter
3 is devoted to affinity chromatography and high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) in the purification of glycopeptide antibiotics such as vancomycins.
Preparative reversed-phase separations of glycopeptides are presented. A very
interesting chromatographic application of the biochemical mode of action of these
antibiotics has been developed. Glycopeptide antibiotics kill bacteria by binding to
peptidoglycan pentapeptide terminating in n-Ala-n-Ala, thereby inhibiting the
extracellular peptidases which cross-link the bacterial peptidoglycans in the cell wall.
This particular affinity for peptides was used as a basis for affinity column isolation
procedures with n-Ala-n-Ala as the ligand and Affi-gel 10 as the support. New
glycopeptide antibiotics have also been discovered using this principle.

In Chapter 4, nucleoside peptide antibiotics (nikkomycins and polyoxins) are
described, including data on their isolation and properties. Methods based on paper
chromatography (PC), paper electrophoresis (PE), thin-layer chromatography (TLC)
and HPLC of these antibiotics are presented. Chemochromatography has been
succesfully used for the separation of the homologous nikkomycin Z and X by adding
sodium bisulphide (reacting specifically with the latter) to the mobile phase in HPLC.

Saframycin antibiotics and their detection, isolation and properties are con
sidered in Chapter 5. Originally, the first members of the group were detected
chromatographically (TLC) by means of an alkaloid reagent rather than usual
biological assays. Some of them were later isolated from sponges (presumably
produced by some symbiotic microorganisms). Among chromatographic techniques,
TLC and HPLC of these antibiotics are included.
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Chapters 6-8 are devoted to novel fJ-Iactam antibiotics (cephabacins, mono
cyclic nocardicins and monobactams and also carbapenems). Applications of PC, PE,
TLC and HPLC are richly documented in these chapters. Ion-exchange, partition gel
and cellulose chromatography are extensively used in the isolation and purification of
many fJ-Iactams.

Antiparasitic macrocyclic avermectins are included in Chapter 9. TLC and
HPLC assays have been widely used in their screening methods. Preparative HPLC
and (mostly) Sephadex LH-20 chromatography have helped to separate the aver
mectin components.

The increasing use of chromatographic techniques in the field is stressed in
Chapter 10by the following statement: "Probably the most striking change to occur in
the isolation of marine natural products since the publication of the preceding volume
(i.e., the afore mentioned Weinstein-Wagman book) is the heavy reliance placed upon
high-performance liquid chromatography. Of the fifty-six sections devoted to
marine-derived antibiotics in the previous volume, only one mentioned the use of
HPLC. In the intervening years silica HPLC and bonded-phase RP-HPLC have
become routine. Intermediate speed and efficiency column chromatographic tech
niques which have been used in various forms for years have now been optimized and
published. Examples include flash chromatography (an outgrowth of short column
chromatography), reversed-phase flash chromatography and vacuum liquid chroma
tography. These techniques serve as useful cleanup steps prior to HPLC and are often
adequate to afford purified natural products" (p. 380).

Applications of reversed-phase and hydrogen-bonding HPLC and also im
munoaffinity and Blue-Sepharose chromatography in purifications of interferons are
presented in Chapter II. Human leukocyte interferon synthesized by bacteria is now
purified by employing immobilized monoclonal antibodies in immunoaffinity chro
matography. Utilization of this, essentially, one-step purification procedure provided
the first pure human interferon for clinical evaluation in 1981.

Enzyme inhibitors produced by microorganisms are extensively reviewed in
Chapter 12. Applications of various techniques of liquid column chromatography
(silica gel, ion-exchange, Sephadex, DEAE-Sephadex, etc.) in their isolation and
purification are well documented.

In Chapter 13, alkaloidal glycosidase inhibitors from plants are described. The
reason why they were discovered only relatively recently is that most of them do not
react with reagents traditionally used to detect alkaloids in simple TLC and PC
screens, nor can they be extracted into chloroform from aqueous alkaline solutions.
Methods for their preliminary ion-exchange separations and gas chromatographic
analysis (after trimethylsilylation) are also included.

"The final chapter is a futuristic essay indicating the challenges of the plant
chemist to isolate minute amounts of natural products" (Preface). Those described in
the chapter include germination stimulators, haustoria-inducing compounds, cell
cycle-controlling hormones, tumorigenic substances and other morphogenic agents.
Chromatographic methods have often been used in their isolation and characteriza
tion.

The volume has a list of abbreviations, a subject index and a list of numbered
compounds. Regretfully, an author index is missing. Except for Chapters 8, 11 and 12,
the most recent papers cited were published in 1987.



482 NOTES

Being a multi-author volume and produced from camera-ready manuscript, the
book has rather heterogeneous presentations of tables and illustrations but few typing
errors were noted. The book has been written by expert scientists and can be highly
recomended to workers in the field of bioactive natural products.

Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) VLADIMiR BETINA
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Book Review

Gas chromatography and lipids, by W. W. Christie, The Oily Press, Ayr, 1989,
307 pp., price US$ 50.00, ISBN 0-9514171-0-X.

This book has been written as a complement to the author's earlier text on
. high-performance liquid chromatography and lipids. It takes note of the remarkable
improvement in resolution attainable by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) due to the
availability ofcapillary columns fabricated from fused silica. The author has intended
the book "for the laboratory bench and not the library shelf", yet has succeeded to
write it in an easily readable form. Following a brief introduction to the structure,
extraction and preliminary resolution of lipids (Chapter 2), and a general description
of the theoretical aspects and instrumentation of GLC (Chapter 3), about 120 pp. are
devoted to a most thorough coverage of the analysis of fatty acids, starting with
preparation of derivatives (Chapter 4), GLC analysis (Chapter 5), isolation and
identification by spectrometric and chemical degradation techniques (Chapter 6), and
concluding with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry of fatty acids (Chapter 7).
There is little that can be added to this discussion. It is followed by a less extensive
coverage of the GLC analysis of lipids other than fatty acids (60 pp.), which includes
the direct GLC resolution of molecular species of triradylglycerols and the diradyl
glycerol moieties of glycerophospholipids (Chapter 8) and indirect resolution of
radylglycerols and ceramides based on application of complementary methods of
analysis (Chapter 9). The book concludes with a chapter on miscellaneous GLC
separations of lipids, dealing mainly with fatty alcohols and the hydrolysis products of
ether lipids and long-chain bases. Again the coverage includes both historical and
state-of-the-art methodology, which makes the reading more intelligible and inter
esting. Although the bibliography in all instances is extensive (over 1000entries), it is
not complete and the illustrations and citations used are selective and sometimes
subject to argument. However, the incompleteness is acknowledged by the author as is
the absence of a consistent effort in attributing scientific priority. These aspects of the
research must be discovered by the reader by consulting the numerous reviews cited for
background information. Since the advances in the field do not pause for reviews or
books, certain areas of the discussion have already become outdated, while other areas
have lived up to the expectations and projections of the author. The book is
remarkably free of typographical and word-processing errors and is neatly printed.

In addition to the practical nature of the book, I wish to emphasize the sensible
and thoughtful discussion of the rationale for analyzing intact molecular species,
rather than just the fatty acids of lipids. Hopefully the arguments advanced and the
practical feasibility demonstrated willconvince more lipid chemists to undertake direct
analyses of natural lipid mixtures, which previous authors and texts have failed to do.
It should become apparent that it is difficult or impossible to uncover the biological
function of a lipid structure after it has been destroyed by transmethylation. This book
should encourage everyone to look beyond fatty acid analysis. I highly recommend the
book for laboratory benches and library shelves alike.

Toronto (Canada) A. KUKSIS
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F@)! Superior Cldral SfJp~!?ili~@mJ
CHIRALCEL, CHIRALPAK and CROWNPAK are now
available from DAICEl and include 15types of HPlC columns which
provide superior resolution of racemic compounds.
Drugs directly resolved on our DAICEl columns are given as follows;

ISUBSTANCE cal~ [SUBSTANCE co1umzi ~ANCE IX
' ,.'l

IX IX .'cal~_

Alprenolol 3.87 OD Gauifenesin 2.40 OD Oxapadol complete CA·l
Amphetamine 1.2 CR Hexobarbital 1.7 CA·1 resolution
Atenoloi 1.58 OD Homatropine 3.13 OD Oxazepan 4.36 OC
Atropine 1.62 OD Hydroxyzine 1.17 OD OXazolam 1.67 OF
Baclofen 1.39 ' CR Indapamide 1.58 OJ Oxprenolol 6.03 OD
Carbinoxamine 1.39 OD Ketamine complete CA-l Perisoxal 1.33 OF
Carteolol 1.86 OD resolution 1.27 OD
Chlophedianol 2.82 OJ Ketoprofen 1.46 OJ Pindolol 5.07 OD
Chlormezanone 1.47 OJ Mephobarbital 5.9 OJ Piprozolin 1.7 CA·l
Cyclopentolate 2.47 OJ 2.3 CA·l Praziquantal complete CA·l
Diltiazem 1.46 OD Methaqualone 2.8 CA·l resolution

2.36 OF 7.3 OJ Propranolol 2.29 OD
1.75 OG Methsuximide 2.68 OJ Rolipram complete CA·1

Disopyramide 2.46 OF Metoprolol complete OD resolution
Ethiazide 1.54 OF resolution Sulconazole 1.68 OJ
Ethotoin 1.40 OJ Mianserin 1.75 OJ Suprofen 1.6 OJ
Fenoprofen 1.35 OJ Nilvadipine complete OT Trimebutine 1.81 OJ
Glutethimide 2.48 OJ resolution Warfarin 1.96 OC
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In addition to the drugs listed' above, our chiral columnsperrnlt resolution also of the following:
FMOC amino acids and Carboxylic acids, and Pes~!cid_e$, for example Isofer:lfos, EPN and Acephate, and
Synthetic intermediate 4-hydroxy cyclophentenQne~etc,Many other compounds besides these can be
resolved.

1>5eparation Service
. -: :~'A pure enantiomer separation in the amount~Jl009 -10kg is now available.
~Please contact us for additional information reg'arding the manner of use and application of our chiral columns

and how to procure our separation service.

''l-
For more"'i[Jformation about our ChiraJ Separation Service and Columns, please contact us !. ~ .. . --

DAiCEL Ct-£MICAL If\OOSTRIES, LTD.
8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome,Chiyoda·ku, Tokyo 100,Japan Phone '03(507)3151 FAX:03(507)3193

·'i~(S.A ),INC':.: • C" DAICELlU.S.A.), INC. ;;.,. DAIC"L (EURO~A) GmbH DAICELCI-EMICAL (ASIA) PTE.LTD.
Executive P,<rK . . 23456 Hawthorne Blvd.". Konlg~allee 92a. 65 Chulia Street #40-07

iv~:Drive.P19r.t L-e.e, , Bld,g. 5. SUite 130 1";, 4000 Dusseldorf 1. F,R. Germany OCBCCentre, Singapore 0104.
'024 '-, Torrance. California. 9Q.505, Phone: (0211) 134158 Phone: 5332511

4466· • Phone: 213-.791-20301"0, . Telex: (41')8588042 DCEL 0 FAX: 5326454
,,'{'f! . 'll0C ?13-791-2031 : ,; FAX: (0211)i379-8~29
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